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INTRODUCTION

1, The Ad Hoc UOl'king Group to inquire into the situation of human rights in
Chile was originally established under resolution 8 (XXXI) adopted by the Commission
on Human Rights on 27 February 1975.]) In accordance ,·,ith that resolution the
Chairman of the thirty-first session of the Commission, Mr. G.A. Allana, appointed
four members of the Commission to serve on the G~'oup in their personal capacity and
to operate under his chairmanship. The composition of the Group is as fo1101'lS:
Mr. G.A. A11ana of Pakistan (Chairman-Rapporteur), Mr. Leopoldo Benites of Ecuador,
~b.'. A. Dieye of Senegal, r·'Jr. F. Ermacora of Austria and Hrs. N.J .T. Kamara of
Sierra Leone.

2. Under Commission resolution 8 (XXXI) the Group "as mandated to inquire "into
the present situation of human rights in Chile" on the basis of various resolutions
previously adopted by organs of the United Nations, the International Labour
Organisation and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, of a visit to Chile, and of oral and ~ri tten evidence to be gathered
from all relevant sources. The Group was required to submit a progress report,
through the Secretary-General, to the General Assembly at its thirtieth session and
to report to the Commission on Human Rights at its thirty-second session (for the
text of the resolution see annex I). Since the Group was first established in 1975,
its mandate has been rene~ed three times by the Commission on Human Rights, acting
at the invitation of the General Assembly, gJ and ~ith each renewal the Group "las
requested to report to the follo~ing sessions of the General Assembly and of the
Commission on Human Rights.

]) The Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
~Iinorities had recommended to the Commission that it study the situation of human
rights in Chile (resolution 8 (XXVII) and the General Assembly, in resolution
3219 (XXIX), had endorsed that recommendation.

gJ In 1976 the Group's mandate ~as rene~ed by Commission resolution 3 (XXXII)
at the invitation of the General Assembly in resolution 3448 (XXX). In 1977 the
Group's mandate ~as rene~ed by Commission resolution 9 (XXXIII) at the invitation
of the General Assembly in resolution 31/124. In 1978 the Commission rene~ed the
Group's mandate in resolution 12 (XXXIV) acting at the invitation ef the
General Assembly in resolution 32/118.
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3. The Group has adopted six previous reports, three of "hich \~ere submitted tc
the General Assembly and three to the Commission on HUr.Jan Rights. 21 The present
report is the seventh adopted by the Group. Bach of its previous reports contained
information on the activities oI: the Group during the period in question, including
the Group's relations with the Government of Chile, oral and written evidence
gathered by the Group I:rom relevant sources and the Group I s conclusions on the
situation of human rights in Chile. In many cases recommendations 'Were made by the
Group to the Government of Chile I:or steps to be t~cen to· improve respect I:or human
rights.

4. As noted above, a visit by the Ad Hoc \larking Group to Chile \~as one of the
elements of its mandate when the Group "as established in 1975. This had received
the agreement oI: the Government of Chile at the time, and during the I:olloiiing
months this agreement "as reiterated and discussions took place bet'Ween the Group
and the Government which resulted in an agreement on the modalities of the Group's
visit. However, on 4 July 1975, after the Grou~ l>ad assembled in Lima, Peru, prior
to the Visit to Chile SCheduled to begin on 10 July 1975, the Government informed
the Group that the visit was cancelled "until a more auspicious occasion". Unable
to visit Chile but remaining under an obligation to peTform as completely as
possible the task entrusted to it by the resolutions establishing it, the Group
took those steps necessary to gather oral and written evidence I:rom all relevant
sources. In so doing the Group held meetings in New York, Geneva, Caracas and
Mexico City during the period 1975-1978 I:or the purpose of receiVing information
I:rom indiViduals, I:rom representatives of governmental and non-governmental
organizations and I:rom the Government of Chile. In relation to the visit to Chile,
the General Assembly and the Commission on Human Rights repeatedly called upon the
Chilean authorities to admit the Group.

5. The Group has consistently adopted an attitude oI: seeking to obtain the
co-operation of: the Government oI: Chile, as envisaged in the resolutions by 'Which
it "as established. The Group contacted the Government of Chile prior to the
elaboration of: its reports "ith a vie" to enabling the Government to submit oral
and ,"ritten information or observations. lIith reference to that part of its mandate
calling I:or a visit to Chile, the Group continued to engage in discussions with
representatives of: the Government of Chile in 1976 and 1977 for the purpose of
arriving at an agreement on a visit i·,hich would :respect the terms of the Group's
mandate and its O>ID rules of procedure. However, these discussions, whioh are
fUlly reflected in the relevant reports oI: the Group to the General Assembly, did
not then result in such an agreement.

l! The reports adopted by the Group and the resolutions adopted by the bodies
concerned in relation to the situation of human rights in Chile are as I:ollo,"s'
progress report to the General Assembly at its thirtieth session (11./10285),
General Assembly resolution 3448 (XXX); :report to the Commission on Human Rights
at its thirty-second session (~/CN.4/1l88), Commission resolution 3 (XXXII);
report to the General Assembly at its thirty-I:irst session (11./31/253), .
General Assembly resolution 31/1241 report to the Commission on Human Rights at
its thirty-third session (E/CN.4/1221), Commission resolution 9 (XXXIII); report
to the General Assembly at its thirty-second session (A/32/227), General Assembly
resolution 32/118; report to the Commission on Human Rights at its thirty-I:ourth
session (E/CN.4/l266), Commission resolution 12 (XXXIV).
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6. The Group in its reports has called the attention of the international
community to two particular concerns relating to the situation of human rights in
Chile: the impact of foreign economic aid and assistance on respect for human
rights in Chile and the necessity of prOViding for humanitarian, legal and
financial aid to those detained or imprisoned in Chile under the state of siege
and other emergency legislation, to those forced to leave the country ~d to their
relatives. \{ith regard to the first matter, the Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and l'lrotection of Minorities, in part I of its resolution 11 (XXX)
of 21 August 1977, appointed a rapporteur, l~. Antonio Cassese, to analyse the
volume, origins, development and signifioance of the assistance given to the
present regime in Chile and to study whether a quantitative or qualitative change
in the aid now being given might contribute to restoring respect for human rights
in Chile. The Rapporteur submitted a progress report !J to the Commission on
:Human Rights at its thirty-fourth session (1978). The Commission in its
resolution 12 (XXXIV) requested the Rapporteur to present his report to the
Sub-Commission at its thirty-first session (Auc;ustlSeptember 1978) and instructed
the SUb-Commission to transmit the report to the General Assembly at its
thirty-third session. 2/
7. \,ith regard to the question of humani tarian, legal and financial aid to
victims or violations of human rights and their relatives, the Sub-Commission, in
part 11 of resolution 11 (XXX) of 21 August 1977, recommended that a voluntary
fund be established to receive contributions and distribute humanitarian, legal and
financial aid to those detained or imprisoned in Chile under the state of siege or
other emergency legislation, to those forced to leave the country and to their
relatives. The Commission on Human Rights, in its resolution 13 (XXXIV) of
6 March 1978, invited the Economic and Social Council to recommend to the
General Assembly the establishment of a voluntary fund, which the Council did in
its resolution 1978/15.

8. The activities of the Ad Hoc Vlorking Group up to the adoption of its report to
the General Assembly at its thirty-second session (A/32/227) are fully reflected in
that and previous reports. The Group's report to the General Assembly at its
thirty-second session was introduced by the Chainnan-Rapporteur of the Group at the
56th meeting of the Third Committee. The Assembly, having considered the Groupls
report, the documents submitted by the Chilean authorities and the reports of the
Secretary-General, adopted resolution 32/118 of 16 December 1977.

9. '!.'he Group's activities subsequent to the adoption of its report to the
General Assembly at its thirty-second session are reflected in its report to the
Commission on Human Rights at its thirty-fourth session (E/CN.4/l266). That report
includes the text of the letter dated 29 November 1977 sent by the
Chairman-Rapporteur to the Permanent Representative of Chile to the United Nations
Office at GeneVa informing him that, ~ith a vie~ to the preparation of its report
to the Commission on Human Rights at its thirty...fourth session, the Group ~ould be
ready to receive any information the Government might ~ish to submit and to meet
~ith representatives of the Government during meetings the Group was to hold in
Geneva in January 1978. The Groupls report also contains information on the

!J E/CN.4/1267.
2/ For the report, see E/CN.4/Sub.2/4l2.
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organization and results or the National Consultation or 4 January 1978 and on the
letter or 5 January 1978 sent by t.he Govemment or Chile to the Secretary-General
in ~hich the Government referred to the National Consultation and expressed its
vie~s on its relations ~i th the Uorking Group and the Commission on Human Rights,
stating that "it is absolutely useless to prolong the situation as brOUght about
by the ~lorking G:r>oup".

10. The Government of Chile replied to the letter or 27 November 1977 from the
Group's Chairman-Rapporteur by a letter of 13 January 1978 y "hich made reference
to the Government's letter of 5 January 1978 to the Secretary-General, enclosed a
copy of that letter and stated, inter alia, that the Chilean Government "deems it
inappropriate and urmecessary to attend a meeting of the kind proposed by you". On
examining the letter from the Government of Chile to the Secretary-General, the
Group found that it contained statements and demands which had already been placed
before the Group by the Chilean representatives and rejected by it on valid grounds.

11. The Group prepared and adopted its report to the Commission on Human Rights at
its thirty-fourth session during meetings in January 1978 in Geneva. The
Chairman-Rapporteur introduced the Group's report to the Commission at its
l453rd meeting, and the Commission, af ter having considered the Group I s report and
the observations and other information submitted by the Government of Chile,
adopted, by a roll-call vote of 24 to 3, with 4 abstentions, resolution 12 (XXXIV)
or 6 }larch 1978 (see annex II). In response to General Assembly resolution 32/118,
the Commission, in resolution 12 (XXXIV), extended the mandate or the ~Iorking Group
for one year and requested it to report to the General Assembly at its thirty-third
session and the Commission on Human Rights at its thirty-fifth sessions. In
resolution 12 (XXXIV) the Commission also called upon the Chilean authorities to
admit the 1;lorl<ing Group to Chile, thereby contributing to an impartial examination
or the human rights situation in the oountry. The Economic and Social Council in
its decision 1978/23 approved the decision of the Commission to extend the Group's
mandate and, aoting upon the Commission 1s recommendation, requested the
General Assembly to make arrangements for the prOVision or adequate financial
resouxces and staff for the implementation of Commission resolution 12 (XXXIV).

12. After the close of the thirty-fourth session of the Commission on Human Rights
contact '~as again taken up between the Group and representatives or the Government
of Chile, and at meetings in May 1978 an agreement was reached which enabled the
Group to visit Chile in July 1978. For details or the Group's relations with the
Government or Chile, its "ork after the thirty-fourth session of the Commission and
the visit to Chile, see chapter I below.

13. This, the seventh report of the Group, was prepared during meetings held in
Geneva from 5 to 22 September 1978. It is based on the information obtained during
the Groupls visit to Chile and during hearings held in New York and Geneva and on
the Group's own observations. The Group has included, to the extent possible, the
relevant information and observations submitted by the Government or Chile on
matters covered by this report. Pursuant to the terms of the agreement lIhich led
to the Group's Visit to Chile, f'uxther observations or the Government of Chile are
contained in annex LXXXII.

§j For the text of the letter of 13 January 1978, see E/CN.4/1266, annex III.
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I. VISIT BY THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP TO CHILE

A. Discussions with representatives of the Government of Chile
and agreement on a visit by the Group

14. On 21 March 1978, after the end of the thirty-fourth session of the Commission
on Human Rights, the Director of the Division of Human Rights addressed a letter to
the Permanent Representative ef Chile to the United Nations Office at Geneva
transmitting a cepy of Commission resolution 12 (XXXIV) and calling attention to
the extension ef the Greup's mandate and the Commission's call upon the Chilean
authorities to admit the Ad Hoc Working Group into Chile. At the request of the
Chairman-Rapporteur, the Director informed the Government of Chile, in that same
letter, of the Group's plans to meet to decide on its programme of work during the
second half of May 1978 and inquired if the Government would wish to send
representatives to discuss relevant matters with the Group during ~e meetings.
Reference was made to statements by the Chairman-Fk~pporteurat the thirty-fourth
session of the Commission on Human Rights expressing the hope that such meetings
could take place and that an agreement would be reached on a visit by the Group.
By a letter dated 17 April 1978 the Permanent Representative of Chile to the
United Nations Office at Geneva informed the Director of the Division of Human Rights
that the Government would send representatives to the meetings of the Group, at
which he hoped all pending matters could be raised. At the request of the
Permanent Representative of Chile to the United Nations, the Group's meetings were
held in New York instead of Geneva. 11
15. As a result of the above, the Group held a series of meetings in New York from
18 to 26 May 1978 during which it met on several occasions with the representatives
of the Government of Chile, Ambassador Sergio Diez, Ambassador Miguel Schw~itzer

and Counsellor Octavio Errazuriz. During these meetings the question of the
Group's visit to Chile and issues directly involved in such a visit were discussed
as well as questions relating to the rules of procedure of the Group and exchanges
of information between the Group and the Government.

16. At the end of its meetings in N~~ York, on 26 May 1978, the Group was infermed
of the acceptance by the Government of Chile of the principle of a visit by the
Group to that ceuntry and, with the exception of the duration of the Group's
visit, agreement was reached on a memorandum providing a basis for the visit. The
Greup had determined that two weeks was the minimum time necessary to carry out
the visit adequately as part of its mandate. The representatives of the Government
of Chile stated they were net at that time authorized to agree to a visit of two
weeks' duration, and they requested ten days within which to inform the Group,
through the Director of the Division ef Human Rights, of the Government's
acceptance or rejection of a two-week visit. The representatives of the Government
stated that no counter-proposals or modifications with respect to the memorandum
would be suggeste,},

17. On 5 June 1978 the Permanent Representative of Chile to the United Nations
informed the Secretary-General of the Government's acceptance of the visit of the
Group acoording to the terms of the memorandum agreed to by the Group and the

11 For these letters see annexes III and IV.
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representatives of the Government of Chile, which provided for a visit uf two
weeks. A letter to this effect was handed to the Secretary-General for
transmission to the Chairman of the Group. Upon receipt of this letter, the
Chai~an of the Group officially transmitted the ~emorandum of 26 May 1978 to the
representative of the Government of Chile, stating that the memorandum and the
Government's acknowledgement would constitute the agree~ent regarding the Group's
visit. 11 The Chai=an of the Ad Hoc Working Group released a press statement on
9 June 1978 in which he reported on the agreement for t"e visit and stated that the
exact date of the visit would be fixed by mutual consultation and consensus. 21

Memorandum of 26 May 1978

18. The memorandum of 26 May 1978 provided for a two-week visit by the Group to
Chile during which the Group would enjoy freedom of movement throughout the
country and freedom of investigation, that is, access to prisons, places of
detention and interrogation centres, the possibility to interview freely and
privately persons, groups and representatives of institutions and access to
pertinent files and documents. The memorandum contained the Covernment's
assurances to the Group that "no person who had been in contact with the Group would
for that reason be subjected to coercion, sanctions, punishment or judicial
proceedings". The Group attached particular importance to this guarantee. In
addition, the Government gave the Group an assurance concerning the privacy and
unimpaired conduct cf its activities and the seaurity of the Group and accompanying
staff.

19. The memorandum also contained the Group's statement of its understanding of
certain aspects of its aandate. The Group was of the opinion that its future
reports should cover the situation of hunan rights in Chile from the most recent
extension of the Group's mandate, but this did not imply that the substance and
conclusions of prior reports would be affected. The cases or situations mentioned
in prior repJrts whiCh continued to exist could be the subject of study. Provision
was made for exchanges of information between the Group and the Government; the
Group would, to the extent permitted by its mandate and its obligation to witnesses,
communicate to the Government those areas and cases of concern to it in order to
enable the Government to submit its views. A two-day meeting after the visit to
Chile with representatives of the Government was agreed on for this purpose, and
the information and views oftlthe Government would be taken into conside=tion in the
preparation of the Group's report and included as the Group deemed appropriate.
Information on those substantive areas of concern on which the Government had not
had the opportunity to make observations would be transmitted to the Government
before the adoption of the Group's report. The observations of the Government of
Chile would be annexed to the Group's report or included in an addondum thereto.
While the weighing of evidence was, by the nature of its mandate, the responsibility
of the Group, the Group recognized that the character of the source of such
evidence, its direct and reliable nature, the possiblo ~otivation of the source and
the concordant nature of other information were all eleI:lents to be itaken into
consideration. It was recognized that information and reports from any official
sources, both national and international, could be relevant in particular areas, such

2/ For the Chairman's lctter r the memorandum of 26 May 1978,and~thnn~~~$e¥,from
vme~~~9nt Representative of Ch~le to the United Nations acknowledG~ng receipt of
the neqorandum, see annexes V, VI and VII. .

4~ F. T tile press sta tCOIJ8Dt H'-', .. VIII.
2t For the press statement see annex VIII.
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as econJroic, s'-)cial an..l cultural richts, but nc,t to the Gxclusion of' ::Jther evidence.
To Gnable the Government to take the ste[>s neeessary to facilitate the visit, an
indicative but not exhaustive list "f persons 2,nd places the Gr,cul' miGht wish t,o
visi t wCJuld be subni ttecl.

20. Subsequent t,; the aereement 'm the visi t"f the Group, and as provicleLl for in
the nemoranclum of 26 May 1978, contact was maintained between the Group and the
ropresentatives of thG Government 'If Chile. The dates f,or the Group's visit wore
fixed by mutual ag'I'oement at 12 to 26 July 1978. Inf',rmation was transmitted k
the Governraent on certain elcr:lents of the Grc:up I s eventual proc:rn.DfJe of w')rk in
Chile, and an exchange of correspondence teok place concerninb~ the assurances
contained in the nemomndum 'Of 26 May 1978.

21. The Group helQ meetings in Now yc,rk on 10 and 11 July 1978 te consider tho
pro[~arnne of work it would undertake in Chile anQ te discuss tllis and other matters
with the representatives ef the Government of Chile.

22. ,1mbassadcrs Sergio Diez and Miguel Sohweitzer werL appointed by the Government
of Chile as liaison officers with the Gr"up for the visit.

B. Visit by the Group to Chile

23. The visit of thc Ad Hoc Working Group to Chile began with its arrival in
Santiago on 12 July 1978 and endeQ with its departure on the evening of
27 July 1978. The visit was originally scheduled to end on 26 July, but, because
of its heavy pro[;raDITlG of work, thG Group requested and the Government aereed to a
one-day extension.

24. The following members of the Ad Hoc Wcrking Group took part in the visit to
Chile: Justice Abdoulaye Dieye, Professor Felix Ermacora, Mrs. Marian J.T. Kamara.
Ambassador Loepoldo Benites, on the advice of his physician, did not visit Chile
wi th the Group because of a serious health concli tion.!l/ The Clmirman-RapInrteur,
M:r.'. Ghulam Ali Allana did not take p2-rt in the visi t fc;r personal reasons which
the Group shared. In this regarcl the Chairman issued 2, statement on 3 Aucust 1978
2-fter the ond of the Group's visit in which he reviewed the relati'Jns betwoen the
Group ancl the Government of Chile concerninG the question of the visit 21 and in
which he stated'

" ••• when the Commission un Human Rights met in February this year in Geneva,
and I had introducGd the report of the Group, I Lmnd that the G"vernment of
Chile was in nD mood tu abide by its previous s,)lenm eommi tnent to allow the
Group to visit Chile to carry on its on-the-spot investiGation. I was
anxious that this part of our mandate should be fulfilled, so that the moral
prestiee of the United Nations could be firmly established in carryinG on
investigations of this nature.

!I Mr. Benites transmitted a certificate frcm his attonclinG physician in
which the 2-vDidance of any physical or mental stress was recommended. The
certificate is in the files of the Group.

21 For the full text of this statement see annex IX.
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"I therefore evolved a plan in my nind to resolve this difficult
cleacUock. The essence ()f this plan was that the Gc)vernment of Chile should
rei terate that it woulcl allow the Grcup as a whole to visit Chile, without
putting any conditions or restrictions. If this were to be done, the
Government of Chile would be informed that I wculd voluntarily abstain from
acccmpanyinC the Group on its visit t', Chile. The f'Jrnula was subsequently
pursued with the Government of Chile, who ultimately agreed to it ... fl.

25. In view of the non-participation of the Chai=, the Group decided that the
chairmanship should rotate between the nenbers taking part in the visit.

26. Upon a=ivinc in Chile the Group issued a statenent tc the press concerninc
its mandate, the purpose of its visit, and the assurances of the Government
concerning persons contacting the Group. This statament indicated that the
Group's offices were located at the Latin American Demographic centre, a
United Nations institution located at the headquarters of the Economic Commission
for Latin llinerica. The Group's arrival, the subjects dealt with in the press
statement and other matters connected with the Group's visit received wide
coverac:e by the Chilean press, radio and television. Upon its departure freD
Chile, the Group also issued a statement to the press. §/

Pror:ramme of activities during the visi t

27. The Group established its programme of activities during the visit with the
purpose of obtaining objective and balanced information from all relevant sources
on matters falling within its mandate. In determining its progTamne the Group
t'J"k into consicleration sUGgestions made by the Government of Chile before and
during the visit. The Group also received information from independent
organizations and groups and to the extent possible in the tine available the Group
heard private persons who expressed a wish to provide information. The Group
received more than 300 written requests from persons wishing to appear before it,
in relation to a wide ranGe of subjects falling within its mandate. In many of
these cases extensive written material was submitted alonG with the request for a
hearinf:. The Group was unable to hear in person each individual requesting to
appear before it. In order to accommodate as many persons as possible the Group
on many days extended its hearinGS late into the evening. The procramme of
activities ca=ied out by the Group appears in annex XII.

28. The Group held most of its meetincs during its visit at its offices at the
Latin American DeIlographic Centre. Close consideration was oven to visits by the
Group outside Santiago, in particular to Concepciou, Valpnralso and other cities
but the Gr0up was aware that to flake maximum use of the limited time available for
the mission, care had to be taken not to spend excessive time travelling. Further
a period of heavy rain while the Group was in Chile made travel outside Santiago
diffi cuI t. The Gr,mp nevertheless travelled t,) Valparais~ on 22 July 1978 where it
met with the Bishop of Valparalso, heard testimony froD relatives of oissinc
persons and trade union leaders, and visited the Valparaiso [,n;1.

§/ For the statements issued to the press on 12 July and 27 July 1978, see
annexes X and }XI respectively.
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29. During the two days following its arrival in Chile, the Group made visits of
protocol to the following officials: His Excellency General Augusto Pinochet
Ugarte, President of the Republic; Admiral Jose Toribo Merino, member of the
Government Junta; Carabineros General Cesar Mendoza !luren, member of the Government
Junta; Air Force General Martini Lema, representing General Gustavo Leigh Guzman,
member of the Government Junta, absent at that time from Santiago;
Mr. Heman Cubillos, Minister of Foreign Affairs; Mr. Sergio Ferlk-1ndez, Minister
of the Interior; Mr. Israel Borquez, President of the Supreme Court;
Mr. Jose M. Eyzaguirre and Mr. Enrique Urrutia, former Presidents of the
Supreme Court. During the visit to Valparaiso, the Acting Chairman made a visit
of protocol to the Prefect (Intendente) of the Region, Admiral Troncoso Daroch.

30. The Group also met in working sessions with Government Ministers, Judges of
the Supreme Court and Court of Appeals of Santiago and other officials. These
meetings took place throughout the pericd of the visit, which enabled the Group to
discuss with the responsible official the information the Group was receiving.
The Group met in working sessions twice with the Minis ter of the Interior. The
Group also had working meetings with the following ministers and officials:
the Director of the National Planning Office (ODEPLAN) and the Minister of
National Planning, Mr. Roberto Kelly; the Minister of Justice, Miss M6nica
Madariaga; the comptroller-General of the Republic, Mr. Osvaldo Iturriagaj the
Director of the National Information Agency (CNI), General Odlanier Mena.

31. Working meetings took place between the Group and the following judgss:
the President of the Supreme Court, Mr. Israel Borquez; the President of the Court
of Appeals of Santiago, Mr. Aldo Guastavino; Court of Appeals Judges Homan
Cereceda, Sergio Dunlop and Maria O'Neill.

32. The Group visited the Cardinal Primate of Chile, Haul Silva Henriquez, and
met with the Bishop of Valpara:Lso, Monsenor Emilio Tagle, during its visit to that
city. The Group was also able to meet with the following members of the Council
of Pastors of Protestant Churches in Chile: Mr. Julio Lajtonyi, lay president of
the Lutheran Church and of the Lutheran Council; Bishop Carlos San Martin of the
United Methodist Pentecostal Church; Mr. Hermes Canales, minister of the
Evangelical Pentecostal Church; Mr. Luis Pozo Burdilos, Baptist minister;
Mr. Javier Vasquez, minister of the Evangelical Cathedral of Santiago;
Mr. Huga Gacs, a Pentecostal minister. Unfortunately, although the~Group wished
to meet with representatives of the Episcopal Cbnference of the Catholic Church,
it became impossible to arrange such a meeting due to the death of a Chilean Bishop.

33. The Group met with three former Presidents of Chile: Mr. Jorgs Alessandri,
Mr. Eduardo Frei and Mr. Gabriel Gonzales Videla. It also mot with the former
Comptroller-General of the Republic, Mr. Hector Humeres.

34. The Group received information from representatiyes in Chile of the
International Labour Organisation, the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugses and the Intergovernmental Committee for European
Migratiun.

35. The Group visited several gove=ent-sponsored centres for aid to the poor
in the Santiago suburb of Rencaj the Paula Jara Q;uemada Centre fQr Children
(Contro para Ninos Paula Jara Quemada); a work centre for workers under the Minimum
Employment Programme (PEM); an establishment of the Mothers' Centres (Casa de
Centros de Madres) and a child nutrition centre of the Corporation for Child
Nutrition (CONIN) (Corporaci6n Para la Nutrici6n Infantil).
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36. On two occasions the Group visi tecl the heaclquarters of the Vicaria de la
S'lliclariclacl of the Archbishc'pric of Santiago. Information was provided tc, the
Group '.,n tho proGrammes of the Vicaria in its numerous fields ef aetivity. In
eonnexion with tho activitios of the Vicaria, the Group visited a nutrition centre
(COMIDOR), a medical clinic and a workshop for the unemployed. The Group also
visited the Viearia de la Pastoral Obrera of the Archbishopric of SantiaGo and
received information on its activities in the field of trade union riGhts and
labour ccnditions. Tho Department of Social Service of the Archbishopric 'Jf
Concepci,'n provided to the Group detailed infornation on its proGrannes of
activities in Concepcion.

37. DurinG tho Group's hearinG'S at the Latin Anerican Democraphic Centre and
durinc the visit tLJ Val~araiso, individuals and represcntD.tivos of orc;unizations
and GTOUPS provided information on a wide ranee of subjects. Representatives of
the Association of Relatives of 11issinC Detainees inf:ormed the Group of the
eeneral aspects 'Jf the problem of missinc detainees and the Actinc Chairman attended
a meetinG ~f some 500 members of the Association durinc which information was
provided on specific cases 8f missing persons. Durinc its visit to Valparaiso,
the Group received information from individuals concerning missing persc,ns. Trade
union leaders testified before the Group in SantiaGO and in Valparaiso concerninG
the c(mcli tions affectinG the Chilean worker, and in Santiago, two persons
testifiocl before the Group and presented a letter expressinc support for the
Government which carried more than 3,000 sicnatures.

38. Members of the Group attended reliGious services in churches in a poor
parish of Santia[~ on Sunday, 16 July 1978. After the services the members Det
and s;)oke with those persons who alJproached the Group.

39. DurinG its meeting with the Director of the National Information AGency (CNI),
the Group requested to visit an installation under CNI authority known as
"Villa Grimalcli". Many reports had linked Villa Gri=ldi with the detention of
persons now missinG and with recent cases of arrest and ill-treatment. Consent
was readily Civen for a visit by the Group on the foll[)winc day. The Greup also
received permission t,) visit Villa Grimalcli accompanied by two witnesses, one of
whom alleced that he had been detained there in 1975 tOGether with persons now
missinc and the other that he had been detained and ill-treated there in
February 1978. A descriptiQn of this visit is found in chapter IV and
annex XXXII.

40. The Group also went to SantiaGO Prison, where it visi tccl the area ("Calle 5")
where political detainees were hold and interviewed in private certain inmates
desi[7k,ted by the detainees as their representatives. In addition, the Group
spoke with prison officials and visited the "rison hospital. Sinilarly, durinc
its trip to Valparaiso the Group visited the Valparaiso cuol, inspected the cells
of the political detainees and interviewed then privately.

41. DurinG its visit to Chile the Group received extensive docUTJentation fron
,official sources and, in response to requests from the Group, the Government
provided other documents, fs'r example arrest decrees, lists of n.rrcsted persons,
ffi6dical certificatos, lCt~l provisions, reports en missinG persons and other
material. As mentioned above, the Group's requests to visit places of detention
met with the a[lTeeillent of the G,wernment. In ceneral the Group fully enjoyecl the
freedom of movoment and the freedom nf investication provided for in the nenoranclun
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of 26 July 1978. The Government deserves commendation for the manner in which it
fulfilled both the spirit and the letter of its undertakinGS on co-operation with
the Group, for which the Group wishes to record its appreciation.

42. With respect to two matters, the Group was not able to carry out the
activities it had wished - a visi t to "Colonia Dignidad 11 ancl a meetinG with
retired General Manuel Contreras SepUlvelli'l., the former heacl of DINA.
"Colonia Dienidad" is a private non-profit corporation located be>tween SantiaGo
and Concepcion and it has often been reported that individuals were detained and
tortured by DINA there. With this in mind and upon the expression by the
representatives of the Government of Chile of their willincness to try to arranGe
a visit by the Group to "Colonia Dic;nidad", a formal request was made in that
sense. However, the Group was orally informed that the members were invited to
visi t "Colonia Dienidad" in their individual capacities and that the visit could
not be part of the Group I s meetings. An investication by the Group as such was
rej ected. For the letter officially transmitUnG the response of "Colonia
Dienidad" see annex XIII.

43. Retired General M"anuel Contreras Sepulveda as an individual and DINA, of which
he was the Director, have been associated on many occasions by numerous witnesses
with the arrest and detention of persons now missing and with the torture of
detainees. Most recently DINA and General Contreras have been implicated in the
death of former Minister Orlando Letelier who died on 21 September 1976 when a
bomb exploded in his car in Washington D.C. JJ General Contreras als') was
recently the subject of a criminal complaint in connexion with the disappearance
of cletainees. Because the Group believed GenerallIomtreras to be a key element in
relation to missing persens and the techniques of arrest, detention and torture of
DINA, the Group orally requested the representatives of the Government of Chile,
Ambassadors Diez and Schweitzer, and the Director ef the CNI to arrange a meeting
between the Group and General Contreras. Tho representatives of the Government
orally informed the Group that they were unable to compel General Contreras to meet
the Group. On 21 July 1978 the Actine Chairman of the Group addressed a letter
to Ambassador Diez officially requestine; the Chilean authorities to arranee a
meetinG. On 25 July 1978, Ambassador Diez answered that General Centreras held no
official post, that he was retired from the armed forces and that the Government,
as it had done with other persons not belonGing to the Government whomothe Group
wished to meet, had informed General CGn~reras of the Group's wishes. The address
and the telephone numbers of General Contreras were given te the Group to enable it
to contact the General. On 26 July the Secretary of the Group telephoned one of
the numbers that had been Given and was informed that General Contreras had been
absent from SantiaGO for 15 days and could not be reached. During its meetings
in Geneva in September 1978 the Group wrote to General Contreras, at that time
under house arrest in Santiago in relatien to extradition preceedinGs, requestinG
him to answer a number of questions. y Up te the date of the adcption ef this
report no response has been received.

JJ InforTIation concerning the death of Mr. Letelier and alleentions of the
involvement of DINA agents was included in the Group I s report to the Commissien on
Human Ric,hts at its thirty-third session. That report alse reflects the denials
by Chilean authorities of any link between Mr. Letelier's death and the Chilean
security services (E/CN.4/1 221 , paras. 196-199).

y For these questions see annex XIV.
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44. Th~ Group decided to keep as detailed records as possible of the information
received while in Chile. This was done throueh the tape recordinGs of almost all
its meetincs and the preparation of minutes of each meetinG based on written notes.

45. The supportinc staff for the Group's visit to Chile was provided by the
Division of Human RiGhts at Geneva, l!Jhi ted Nations Headquarters, New York, and the
headquarters of the Economic Commission for Latin "merica at SantiaCO. The
Director of the Division of H= RiGhts, Mr. Theo C. van Boven, represented the
Secretary-General n.nd the followinG members of the Division's staff acccmpanied
the Group: Mr. Thomas E. McCarthy, Secretary of the Group: Mr. Aue;usto C.
Willemsen-Diaz, Human RiGhts Officer; Mrs. Mirta de Tei telbaum, Human RiGhts
Officer; Ms. Snndra Belcourt, Secretary; Ms. Luz Cuellar, Secretary.
Ms. Belela Herrera of the Santiaco Office of the United Nations Hieh Commissioner
for RefUGees, was appointed to act as liaison officer with persons wishinG to submit
inforr.1ation to the Group. Interpreters, translators, precis writers and a sound
engineer from United Nations Headquarters New York were temporarily assiened to the
Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLl\.) in order to service the Group during
its visit. ECLl\. assit~ed Mr. Luis Carlos Sanchez, Chief of the Information
Services, as Information Officer for the Group. It also provided administrative,
secretarial, security and other services without which the visit would not have
been possible. The Group wishes to thank all the staff members who tirelessly and
with dedication provided indispensable support for its visit. It also wishes to
thank the Executive Secretary of ECLA, Mr. Enrique Iglesias, the Secretary of the
Cor.nnission, Mr. Jore;e Viteri, and the Chief of the ECLA Division of Administration,
Mr. Joseph El Raj, for the support they made available.

C. Meetinr:s of the Group in New York and Geneva subsequent to the visit

46. After leavinG' Chile, the Group held a series of meetincs in New York from
31 July to 4 Aue;ust 1978, in which all the members of the Group participated. The
purpose of these meetincs was for the members to evaluate the visit amonG
themselves, to hear testimony and to exchance views with the representatives of
the Government of Chile as provided for in the memorandum of 26 May 1978.

47. DurinG its meetinGs in New York with the representatives of the Government of
Chile, the Group transmtted to thoCl on 2 .·cuG'.;.st '.978 "_·:l"nOT~.n0.';m concerninG'
information which the Group wished to receive from the Government. On
3 Aue;ust 1978 the Chairnan addressed a letter to the Permanent Representative of
Chilo to the United Nations transmittinG' inforQation on specific and General
situations which had come to the attention of the Group during its visit and cn
which the Group invited the views of the Government. On 3 and 31 AUGUst and
4 Soptember 1978 the Government transmtted inforrJation in this recard to the
Group. 21

W For copies of the memorandum of 2 AUC\lst 1978, the Chairman's letter
of 3 AUGUst 1978 and the communioations transmittine the info=tion and the
replies of the Government of Chile see annexes XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX, and XX.
On 19 September 1978 the Government transDitted additional information on the
proposed constitution (see Chapter In) and on 20 Septenber 1978 the Government
communicated to the Group '.,...i'on,c,ticn ccncerninrr Il5_ssin{~ pm.'sons (sce Ohapter V).
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48. Durine its series of meetines in Geneva from 5 to 22 September 1978, the
Group continued its exchanee of views with the representatives of the Government
of Chile. It requested the Government to transmit to General Contreras the
questions which the Group wished him to answer (see annex XIV) and the Group was
informed of the Government I S agreement to do this.

49. The Group wishes to state its conclusion that the relations between the
Group and the Government of Chile durine this year have been much more fruitful
than in the lXlst.
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II. CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS ,IITH
A BEA.RING ON HUMAN RIGHTS

A. Constitutional and legal rules applying to the institutions of
the present Government of Chile - powers of the

various brar:ches of government

50. In its progress report submitted to the General Assembly at its thirtieth
session, the Working Group described the oonstitutional and legislative provisions
relevant to this study (A/10285, chap. III). That report quoted Decree-Law No. 1,
published in the Diario Oficial of 18 September 1973, which stated that "the Forces,
constitutionally consisting of the Army, Navy, Air Force and Corps of Carabineros,
represent the organization "ith "hich the State has endo"ed itself for the
preservation and defence of its physical and moral integrity and of its historical
cuItural identity." In the same decree, the Government Junta, assuming the Supreme
Command of the Nation, designates as President of the Junta General Augusto Pinochet
Ugarte and declares that "the Junta, in the exercise of its mission, shall
guarantee the full effectiveness of the powers of the Judiciary and shall respect
the Constitution and laws of the Republic to the extent possible in the present
situation of the country".

51. The same progress report (A/10285) quotes Decree-Law No. 806 of 16 December 1974,
"hich states that "the executive power is exercised by the President of the
Government Junta, "ho, with the title of President of the Republic of Chile,
administers the State and is the Supreme Chief of the Nation, "ith the pO"ers,
attributions and prerogatives vested in him". It further states that the
constitutional and legislative powers bel:>ng to the Junta as a group. The report
also gives an account of the dissolution of the National Congress by
Decree-La" No. 27 of 21 September 1973.

52. During its )l;isit, the Group had various "orking meetings with Ministers and
other higher authorities of the Government, in the courSe of "hich it obtained
information concerning the structures and mechanisms of the functioning of pO"er
in Chile, particularly those relating to the exercise of and respect for human
rights.

53. The }1inister of Justice, Miss Monica Madariaga, told the Gfiioup in the course
of a meeting that a complete breakdown in the traditional form of democraoy had
led to an attempt to re-establish patriotic values, and to a quest for historical
and cultural identity. That had required flexibility, even at the cost of
offending against the hierarchical principle of the legal rules "hich had led the
country to the situation as it had existed in 1973 and "hich had ended at that time.
She added that the decree-laws issued by the Government Junta ,rere genuine laws,
because the Government >tas convinced of the legitimacy of the political movement
of September 1973, which ,Jas based on the general expression of the will of
Chileans, who had called upon the armed forces to take over power. 11 For his part,
Mr. Osvaldo Itu=iaga, Comptroller-General of the Republic, told the Group that the
decree-la,rs "hereby the Government Junta exercised the legislative power had the
same validity as the laws previously enacted by Congress. He added that that
equivalency ,ras recognized in international legal doctrine and had precedents in
Chile itself.

11 Minutes No. 28 of 24 July 1978.
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54. According to the information received by the Group, the 1925 Constitution,
with the modifications which were made in it in 1943, 1957, 1958, 1967, 1970 and
1971, but ,-,ithout introducing any fundamental change in its basic structures, and
with those instituted by the decree-laws issued by the present Government, is
considered in Chile to be still in force. No other coherent constitutional text
has replaced that Constitution, apart from the decree-laws issued for the
op8rational necessities of the present Government. The machinery for the
separation of pOwers and for providing a check on the acts of each of those powers
is still formally in force, with the particularity that, by Decree-Law No. 128 of
12 November 1973, the Junta took OVer the Legislative and Constituent Powers, while
the President of the Junta assumed the Executive Power.

55. The sole limitation on the exercise of these pmvers is to be found in Dccree
Law No. 788 of 2 December 1974 (see anneX XXI), according to which decree-lal-'s
subsequent to that date which changed the Constitution or were opposed to its
provisions would have such amending effect only in cases where the Government Junta
expressly stated in the text of the decree that it was issued in exercise of the
Junta's Constituent Pm-ler. The same Decree-La,-, confirmed the legal rules "hich
had modified constitutional precepts before it ,'as promulgated, even ,-,here their
promulgation had not been accompanied by a statement to the effect that constituent
pOWers "ere being exercised.

56. Some lawyers "ho were intervie"ed by the Group pointed out that Decree-Law
No. 788 sanctioned a legal aberration, namely that unconstitutional rules, which
should i"pso facto be null and void, had on the contrary acquired constitutional
status and were being given priority OVer other rules.

57. The accumulation of the constituent, legislative and executive powers in the
Government Junta and its President gives the military Government discretionary
pm-lers in all areas of the country's life. "!hile the Group was visiting Chile,
decisions "ere taken introducing changes in the composition of the Government Junta,
and these lIere criticized in comments made to the Group. These criticisms related,
on the one hand, to the failure to consult the people regarding such a major step
which was of concern to all Chileans, and, on the other hand, to the arbitrary
interpretation of the provision on which the action was based. The facts are as
follmvs:

58. By means of a"l official communique, made public through all the media, neWS
was given of the dismissal of General Gustavo Leigh Guzman from his post of
Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force and member of the Government Junta. The
communique cited his "absolute incapacity" to carry out the duties of those posts,
since he "had repeatedly departed from the Principles and Postulates inspiring the
Movement of 11 September 1973". This resolution ,-,as signed by the remaininl:j three
members of the Junta and was based on Decree-Lall No. 527 of 17 June 1974. JJ

59. Article 18 of Decree-La,-, No. 527 states that "should it be necessary to
replace one of the members of the Government Junta, on account of his death,
resignation or absolute incapacity of any kind, the Junta shall appoint the
institutional Commander-in_Chief or Director-General of Carabineros who is to

1/ ml Mercurio, 25 July 1978.
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replace him", uhile article 19 provides that "In the event of there being any
doubt as to Hhether the incapacity ;Thich prevents a member of the Government Junta
from exercising his functions is of a nature such that he should be replaced, in
accordance uith the procedure prescribed in the preceding article, it shall be for
the remaining members of the Junta to resolve the doubt in question".

60. A fe" days before the decision referred to, a number of neHspapers in Chile
and elseuhere had published statements to journalists by General Leigh expressing
opinions "hich, as he himself said, "ere not shared by other members of the
Government. JI
61, Although the notion of "absolute incapacity", to "hich Decree-Law No. 527
refers, is not clearly defined in that instrument, the adjective "absolute"
preceding "incapacity" \{ould seem to have been inserted for the purpose of avoiding
flexible or broad interpretations of the text. Thus, the measure looks rather like
a punishment, and this Hould not be in strict conformity with the terms of the said
legal provision, issued by the Government Junta to regulate its oun functioning. A
Chilean la1JYer uho gave evidence before the Ad Hoc vlorking Group during its visit
to Chile expressed the vie\{ that the term "absolute incapacity" obviously related
to matters of fact, such as death, illness, etc., but not to a difference of opinion
on the part of one of the members of the Junta. He added that the decree of
dismissal shoHed that the Government did not implement its o;m de cree-laus , even
"'hen they concerned members of the Junta.

62. For the purposes of the inquiry entrusted to the Ad Hoc Vlorking Group, it is
very important to consider the impact of these vast discretionary po"'ers on the
institutions "'hose duty it is to ensure respect for legality and the protection of
human rights.

63. The Group ",as able to ascertain that, according to laH, the Office of the
Comptroller-General ;(an organ, independent of the ministries, "hich reports solely to
the President of the Republic and to Congress and "'hich possesses, inter alia,
powers to check the legality and constitutionality of the supreme decrees and
decisions of the Heads of Departments), AI and also the Judicial Po\{er, should be
in a position to supervise the acts and decisions of the Junta and of the President
of the Republic. In theory, the structure and functions of the Judicial PO"'er and
the Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic have not undergone any
significant changes. jJ

64. Nevertheless, since the Junta holds the combined constituent and legislative
pm'ers, it is able to: (a) chanee the structure, functions or pouers of the

J! The statements by General Leigh "'ere reproduced in extenso in the revie'"
Hoy, No. 61, of 26 July-10 August 1978.

AI See section E beloH, on the Office of the Comptroller-General.

jJ At various meetings with the Group authorities and judges of the Supreme
Court repeatedly stated that the Judicial Power was completely independent, that
judges could not be remOVed from office and that Chile was the only country which
had judges with 30 or 40 years' service.
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Office of the Comptroller-General; (b) remove judges,
and (c) abolish or suspend the institutions in question.

65. It seems pertinent to mention here the reply of the present Comptroller
General of the RepUblic, Mr. Osvaldo Iturriaga, to the question asked him by the
Group about the independence of the Comptroller-General, the Comptroller-General' s
independence of the Executive Pm'1er is saf!'guarded because the post is a permanent
one and the incumbent Can only be removed, like the judges of the Supreme Court, by
means of political action by Congress. Nevertheless, the situation is not the same
under the current regime since the GOvernment Junta, which has taken OVer the
Legislative POller, could oust him by means of a decree-law. y
66. The officials staffing the supervisory institutions and institutions for the
protection of human rights cannot but feel the weight of the Junta's extensive
po\'lers. The freedom from removal from office guaranteed them by the Constitution
of Chile, through the machinery established for a State based on la", is not
currently operative. In fact, the Government has already broken on one occasion
lIith the tradition of appointing the Comptroller-General from among the career
officials of the Office of Comptroller-General by appointing as Comptroller-General,
on 1 January 1978, Mr. Sergio Fermindez, former Minister of Labour and present
11inister of the Interior. Mr. Fernandez was appointed to the post on the eve of
the national referendum of 4 January 1978, to replace Mr. Hector Humeres, who had
applied for retirement. He remained in the post for only three and a half months
(see section E below). Mr. Iturriaga informed the Group that the appointment had
been made freely by the President, without any regard for customary practice. 11
67. Al though the constitutional provisions concerning the non-removability of
judges and of the Comptroller-General remain, the Government can change the
decisions of the supervisory pmlers, as recognized by Mr. Hector Humeres, former
Comptroller-General, in his meeting "ith the Group, ,,,hen he stated: The present
Government has never resorted to an Overruling Decree since it can resort to a
decree-la". The nature of the Office of the Comptroller-General has not changed,
in as much as the Government, if confronted '''ith an adverse ruling by the
Comptroller, can resolve the matter by means of a decree-la\!, 'il/ c (Decre§-la\'lsc at's
excmptl',frdnL..,ithrBc1!l'ecopding'l proeedu.reJ aSr.'uilCll beDseerJ in section E beloW').

68. Various lawyers ,,,ho were intervie"ed by the Group informed it for their part
that, at the beginning of the period of military Government, bet\'leen 60 and 80
magistrates with leftist affiliations had been expelled from the profession. 21
They also stated that the judges \lere empm'1ered to enforce their decisions. However,

y Minutes No. 1 of 14 July 1978: meeting of the Group with
Mr. Osvaldo Iturriaga, Comptroller-General.

11 Ibid.

§/ Minutes No. 2 of 14 July 1978: meeting of the Group with Mr. Hector Humere s
former Comptroller-General.

21 According to the President of the Santiago Court of Appeals, no judge
has been removed from office on political grounds.
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the Group Has informed by a number of la"/yers that the Executive Pouer had refused
to obey orders from the Judicial POHer, such as orders to set persons at liberty
follm'ling actions for the enforcement of rights (amparo). That shoHed that the
judges Here not free to carry out an independent judicial investigation.

69. In its meetings Hith representatives of the Judicial POHer and the Office of
the Comptroller-General, the Group ,,,as able to discover that these organs have
abridged their OHn pOHers (see section E beloH) and interpreted in a restrictive Hay
their pmlers of jurisdictional control (see section F belou). Hr. Israel B6rquez,
President of the Supreme Court, emphasized that the Judicial POHer ,'as still as
independent as it has alHays been, since the provisions regarding the state of
emergency were the same as those of the 1925 Constitution. Du:ring the state of
siege, the Constitution conferred certain extraordinary powers on the Executive,
and the Judicial PO"er naturally could not prevent the Executive from exercising
those pOHers. 1S2/
70. The Group finds that the accumulation of po"ers in the hands of the Junta,
to/jetr.er Hith the abridgement of their mm pOHers and the restrictive interpretation
placed upon the relevant legislation by the organs of ju:risdictional control, weans
that human rights and the legal instruments for their protection are subservient
to the "ill of the military Government.

B. State of sieGe and state of emergency; exceptional pOHers
of the Executive; the curfe"

1. Raising of the state of siege; validity of the state of emergency

71. By Decree-Lmr No. 3 of 11 September 1973, a state of siege Has declared
throughout Chilean territory. It Has maintained until 11 Harch 1978 by successive
semi-annual extensions and in varying degrees in accordance with article 6 of
Decree-La" No. 640 of 2 September 1974. In each of the reports submitted to the
General Assembly and the Commission on Human Rights, the Group discussed the legal
provisions concerning the state of siege and other emergency regimes, and the
consequences of their application on the exercise of human rights in Chile. ld!
72. On 10 Harch 1978, El Hercurio announced the raising of the state of siege. At
the same time, it informed the public that the state of emergency Hould be
maintained, its validity haVing been reneHed for successive six-month periods,
like that of the state of siege. The neHspaper added: "A state of emergency
having been declared, the areas in question remain under the jurisdiction of local
commanders designated by the Government, Hhose powers and duties are defined in
the above-mentioned Internal Security of State Act, articles 34 et seg.".

73. Decree-LaH No. 644 of 10 September 1974 provides for the declaration of "areas
and states of emergency" as one of the emergency regimes. Article 10 states that
this regime Hill be governed by the already existing rules. Until the promulgation

1S2/ Hinutes No. 26 of 24 July 1978, meeting of the Group \1i th the President
of the Supreme Court.

ld! E!CN.4!1l88; A!31!253; E!CN.4!1221; A132!227 and E!CN.4!1226.
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of Decree-Law No. 1,877 of 12 August 1977, the state of emergency ,{as governed
solely by the Internal Security of the State Act, No. 12,927, of 1958. Under that
Act, the declaration of a state of emergency is the exclusive prerogative of the
President of the Republic, exercised by supreme decree, which must bear the
signature of the Ministers of the Interior and Defence. 111
74. Article 31 of Act No. 12,927 provided that the President could exercise this
power only once and for a period of up to six months. This article was amended by
Decree-Law No. 1,281 of 10 December 1975, which deleted the words "only once".
There is at present no limitation on the number of times one or several areas may
be declared to be in a state of emergency (E/CN.4/1188, para. 32).

75. In reply to the note "hich the Secretary-General of the United Nations
addressed to the Government of Chile, asking for information on the steps taken to
implement paragraph 4 of General Assembly resolution 31/124, the Government of
Chile said in its letter of 20 April 1978:

"In view of the progressive normalization of all activities throughout
the country, the state of siege was terminated in Chile on 11 March 1978.

" ••• Now that the state of siege has been terminated, the extraordinary
power of the President of the Republic to deprive citizens of their liberty
has ceased and the procedu.re for the protection of rights is once again in
full forCe.

"... the power of the President of the Republic to deprive of their
nationality nationals abroad who seriously damage the national interest has
also ceased, as has his power to confine persons indefinitely to place s other
than prisons or to their homes.

" ••• persons detained by administrative order cannot be kept in
detention for more than fiVe days, at the end of which they must be either
released or brought before the competent COllU't; in any case, any authority
ordering a detention is still obliged to notify the family of the detainee
wi thin 48 hours following the detention.

"vTith the termination of the state of sde.ge there also expired the
competence of the vTartime Military Courts, so that all offences committed in
Chile are now dealt ,Tith and punished .by the ordinary courts, or by the
Peacetime Military Courts OVer which the Supreme Court of Justice e:xefl?cises
full corrective and economic supervision in accordance with article 86 of the
National Political Constitution."

2. Le gal .justificatioD for the state of emergency

76. In accordanCe with the provisions of Act No. 12,927 of 9 August 1958, a state
of emergency may be declared in two cases: (a) In case of war, external attack or
invasion, where attack or invasion has actually occurred or there are serious

111 El Mercurio, 10 March 1978.
first time by the Military Junta on 18

A state of emergency "Ias declared for the
September 1973 by Decree-Law No. 4.
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reasons for assuming they will occur; (b) In case of a "public dir'aster". It is
this latter cause, "public disaster", vlhich was cited for the declaration and
successive extensions of the state of emergency in Chile. This provision, which
'-laS added to the original text of Act No. 12,927 in June 1960, ;las included in
order to deal with the disaster situation prevailing in the south of the country
oVling to the earthquakes of May 1960. It should therefore be understood that this
provision could be applied only in the case of disasters or catastrophes produced
by natural phenomena and that only the area affected could be declared an emergency
area.

77. In declaring the country's entire territory to be in a state of emergency, the
Government interpreted the text of the Act in disregard of its origin and intention.
:But even if the term "public disaster" Were to be construed to cover serious social
disturbances, the Group can see no reason for the declaration of the state of
emergency; and in taking this view it bases itself not only on what it observed
directly during its visit, but also on the Chilean Government's statements.
Mr. Sergio Fernandez, the Minister of the Interior, said in his speech commenting
on Decree-Law No. 2,191, concerning amnesty, of 18 April 1978: "••• As every
Chilean can today see for himself, our country enjoys peace and order, which
guarantee the safety of the individual and his family". Also, the preamble to the
decree refers to "the general calm, peace and order now being enjoyed throughout
the country, with the result that internal unrest has ended and it is nmf possible
to lift the state of siege and the curfevT throughout Chilean te=itory". 1J/
78. At his meeting with the Group, the Minister of the Interior said that the
state of emergency was essentially of a preventive nature, and that the present
calm which the country was enjoying ,<as a consequence of the emergency measures;
there was no knowing what the situation might be without them. l.41 In the opinion
of the Group, the state of emergency, as liJustified by this Government official,
cannot be regarded as consistent with the rules of law adduced as the basis for it.

79. The terms of the law make it clear that a precise and specific fact must bG
cited as having caused the "public disaster" justifying the state of emergency.
This interpretation is borne out by the limitations as to space (only the area
affected may be declared an "emer<gency area") and to time (prior to the amendment
introduced by Decree-Law No. 1,281, a state of emergency could be declared only
onCe and only for a period of six months). With reference to the statG of
emergency in case of vTar, external attack or invasion, the law says expressly that
the provision applies "where attack or invasion has actually occurred or there are
serious reasons for assuming that it will occur". As for the declaration of a
state of emergency in the caSe of public disaster, the law does not providG for this
"where there are serious reasons for assuming that it [Le. the disaster] will
occur". Chilean law thus knovTs no "preventive state of emergency" for reasons of
public disaster, as referred to by the Minister of the Interior.

1J/ The tE'xt of the speech and the decree were transmitted to the Economic
Commission for Latin America by note verbale No. 196 of 20 April 1978.

W Minutes No. 29: meeting "ith Mr. Sergio Fernandez, Minister of the
Interior.
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3. Special powers vested in the President of the Republic and other
government organs by the legislation of the Junta

80. In 1977, the Group expressed its concern at Decree-Law No. 1,877 of
12 August 1977, "because it modifies Act No. 12927 of 6 August 1958 on the security
of the State ••• by conferring on the President of the Republic new exceptional
powers of arrest for a period up to five days ... " (A/32/227, para. 164). The
same report contains tr€ text of this recree-La1:, article 2 of which states:

"the references to the state of siege contained in Decree-Laws Nos. 81
and 198 of 1973 and No. 1009 (article 1) are hereby declared also to be
applicable to the state of emergency regu.lated by Law No. 12927 of 1958".

Decree-Law No. 1,877, which amends the constitutional provisions, was issued by the
Government Junta by virtue of its "Constituent Power".

81, Under Decree-Lau No. 1,877, the President of the Republic retains, While the
state of emergency is in force, the same p01{er of arrest that he enjoyed under the
state of siege. During the state of emergency, however, the length of time a
person can be held is limited to five days. The President of the Republic
exercises this power, under Decree-Law No. 1,009, article 1, "through the bodies
vested with special responsibility for ensuring that national life proceeds
normally". These bodies decide "hat "persons ••• are believed to be guilty of
endangering the Se curiJty of the State" (De cree-La" No. 1,009, art~ 1).

82. The Group "as informed by the President of the Supreme Court that this po"er
is not subject to any form of control by other authorities or organs of the
State. 131
83. In its various reports to the General Assembly and the Commission on Human
Rights, the Group has analysed the action taken by thesel<authorities in charge of
security. The present report also comments on "hat the Group has observed of the
activities now taking place in Chile (see section D below, and chap. IV).

84. While the emergency regimes are in force, persons arrested under the
Presidential powers may be kept in preventive detention for five days at the
disposal of the security authoriti8s.

85. With regard to arrests and detention not carried out by virtue of the pOwers
vested in the President during states of emergency, Constitutional Act No. p W
establishes that persons may not normally be held for more than 48 hours, but that
the judge may, by an order stating the reasons, extend that time-limit for not
more than five days (art. 1, 6 (b)). Howe'!:er, while the emergency regimes are in
force, and in the caSe of acts affecting the security of the State, the period may
be extended to 10 days (Constitutional Act No. 4, prt. 13). 111

131 Minutes No. 26: meeting with Dr. Israel B6rquez, President of the
Supreme Court.

W See the text of Constitutional Act No. 3 (A/C.3/31/6/Add.l, annex 6).

111 See the text of Constitutional Act No. 4 (A/C.3/31/6/Add.l, anneX 7).
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86. Article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1,877 also modified the state-of-siege provJ.sJ.Ons
relating to the place of detention, specifying that it IlIUSt be "at the residence
of the person concerned or in a place that is not a prison", omitting the provision
that it must not be "on premises for the imprisonment of common criminals".
Interrogation centres or the premises of the Carabineros Investigation Service may
thus now be used for this purpose. HO\fever, Supreme Decree No. 146 of
10 February 1976 gives a limitative list of the places at which the persons
referred to in article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1,009 may be detained. The Group
presumes that this provision, designed to safeguard the security of detainees, is
still valid, since article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1,009, too, is valid. 1Q/

87. Decree-La", No. 1,877 has also made applicable to the state of emergency
Decree-Law No. 81, which permits the expulsion of persons from the country, and
Decree-Law No. 198, which restricts the freedom of trade-union assembly (see
chap. VI and chap. X, section C). i'lith regard to the pOwers of the Executive
Authori ty to deprive a person of his nationality during states of emergency, see
chapter VI, section B.4.

4'. Powers of the emergency-area commanders

88. Once a state of eme.rgency has been declared, the areas in question are placed
under the ju.risdiction of the area commanders appointed by the Government, "hose
attributions and powers are vested in them under Act No. 12927 on the Internal
Security of the State, articles 34 et seg.

89. El Mercurio informed its readers of the lifting of the state of siege, at the
same time as it gave neWs of the subsistence of the state of emergency and the
pm'ers of the military commanders of the emergency areas:

"The powers vested in the military cOlll'llander include the follo"ing: to
prohibit the dissemination of news concerning military matters, imposing
such censorship as may be necessary on the Press and on cable and radio
cOIDIllUnications; to suppress unpatriotic propaganda; to make arrangements
for such total or partial evacuation of districts, towns or areas as is
deemed necessary for the defence or evacuation of the civilian population;
to issue edicts establishing regulations for the services under his command
and rules to be observed by the civilian population; to give any orders or
instructions he may deem necessary for the maintenance of order in the area;
and to suspend, for not more than six issues as regards the Press, and for
not more than six days as regards broadcasting, the printing, distribution
and sale of newspapers, magazines, leaflets and printed matter in general,
and broadcasts by radio or television or any other similar means, which
disseminate opinions, news or communications >Thich are liable to create

1Q/ In the report submitted by Chile in accordance with article 40 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR/C/l/Add.25), the
analysis of Decree-Law No. 1,877 and other provisions amending Act No. 12,927
governing powers and guarantees during the state of emergency makes no mention of
Supreme Decree No. 146 or of Supreme Decree No. 187 of 28 January 1976 (see the
information on both decrees in A/31/253, paras. 122-132).
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alarm or disaffection among the population, distort the true nature of the
facts, are manifestly false or contravene the instructions given to such
media for reasons of public order." 12./

The foregoing powers are explicitly set out in the Act mentioned above and in
Decree-Law No. 1,281 of 11 December 1975, which amended article 34 of the Act,
adding power to suspend publications and radio and television broadcasts. 1!21

90. As to the pOWers of the authorities during the state of emergency, the
Minister of the Interior told the Group that the military authorities were to-t'9:i.ly
independent of the administrative authorities and had different powers under tne
Security of the State Act. They had no power of detention, whereas the
administrative authorities could detain or expel people or prevent their entry,
but had no military authority. In the military sphere, under the Act, no powers
were subject to the jurisdiction of the courts, but only to the control of the
higher authority. W

-5-,' l"-~al 'protncticn under the emergency regimes

91. The Group considers that under the emergency regimes the exercise of the
powers possessed by the judges and the courts to protect personal freedom and
safety are of fundamental importance. At the present time, judicial practice
tends to minimize the Judicial Power's possibility of intervening in respect of
acts committed by the Executive Power (see section F below).

92. In the note from the Government of Chile to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations to which reference has been made above (para. 75), it is stated
that, with the termination of the state of siege, "the procedure for the
protection of rights is once again in full force". On 19 March 1978, El Mercurio
published the opinions of Jaime Guzman, a la'JYer and professor of constitutional
law, on the Government's decision not to extend the state of sie~~ he said that
it was not true that the procedure for the protection of rights (a!l!Earo) had been
"restored", since the state of siege had not suspended it. He continues: "The
procedure for the protection of rights continues to be in force, without
limitations at the present time other than thOse stemming from the nature of the
provisions of Decree-Law No. 1,877".

93. The limitations mentioned by the lawYer and in addition those arlslng from
the provisions of Constitutional Act ITo. 4 still impose serious restrictions on
personal freedom and safety. Moreover, the Group was informed of some caSeS in
which the Ministry of the Interior or the security organs denied for some time
having arrested a person, and also failed to observe the time-limits prescribed
in the legislation mentioned above. 11/

12./ El Mercurio, 10 March 1978.

2!11 E/CN.4/ll88, para. 181.

JJJ Minutes No. 29: meeting of the I-Iorking Group with Mr. Sergio Fernandez,
l1inister of the Interior.

11/ See in chapter IV the cases of Haydee Palma Donoso and Luis Maturana
!1Jaturana.
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94. As to the availability of the remedy of protection enunciated in
Constitutional Act No. 3, chapter n, article 2, there has been no change in the
situation as reported by the Ad Hoc Working Group to the General Assembly at its
thirty-second session (A!32!227, paras. 61-65), for sinCe the issue of Decree-Law
No. 1,684;that remedy has ceased to exist in all situations of emergency. This is
also stated by the Government of Chile in its report submitted under article 40 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. nJ
95. Consideration of the legislation in force, as '-Tell as the meetings held and
the opinions obtained by the "lorking Group during its visit, confirm ,'hat was
stated in the Group's report to the General Assembly (A!32!227, para. 164) and to
the Commission on Human Rights (E!CN.4!1266, para. 8), to the effecttthat the
amendments to Act No. 12,927 introduced by Decree-Law No. 1,877 are tending to
transform the state of emergency into a new form of state of siege.

96. Although the imposition of a time-limit for detention under arre st is a
measure which represents an improvement on the previous situation, the
administrative and military authorities retain a series of powers ,{hich are free
of any form of control by other authorities and constitute serious limitations on
human rights.

6. Likely duration of the state of emergency

97. It was mentioned earlier that six months was the maximum period laid down
in the Internal Security of the State Act for which an area could be declared to
be in a state of emergency, and also that the modification introduced by Decree
La'" No. 1,281, which deleted the phrase "only once", now made it possible to
extend that period indefinitely. The Group asked the Minister of the Interior
what the intentions of the Government were on that matter. Mr. Sergio Fernandez
replied that the p;6ssibility of ending the state of emergency depended on the
circumstances, since the task of those who governed was to foresee problems rather
than \>fait for them to arise. "!hen the present six-months period of emergency
ended constitutionally on 11 September 1978, therefore, the Government ,{QuId decide
to terminate, continue or intensify it, after examining the prevailing situation
wi th the Ministry of the Interior. W
98. From all this the Group is bound to conclude that an exceptional measure
intended to be applicable for a limited period and over limited areas has been
transformed into an institutional restriction on human rights throughout the
country for an indefinite length of time.

7. New declaration of a state of siege in a specific a:"'ea
of the country

99. On 1 September 1978, the Government declared a state of siege in the degree
of simple internal unrest in the Province of El Loa, ,{here a dispute involving
labour problems had broken out in the copper mines at Chuquicamata. In announcing
this measure, which was instituted by Decree-Law No. 2,326, El Mercurio, on

nJ CCPR!C/l/Add.25, p. 6.]

W }linutes No. 29: meeting of the vlorking r,rvup with the Minister of the
Interior.
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2 September, listed the powers vested in the President of the Republic under the
state of siege, and also referred to the limitation nf certain guarantees and the
operation of military courts. The following is the text of the article in question:

"In accordance with the existing rules of law 1/hich have been in
fo':'ce since 1974, the principal consequences of the state of siege in the
degree of simple internal unrest are as follows:

"1, POVlER OF ARREST. The President of the Republic is empowered to
effect arrests 'at the residence of the person concerned or in a place that
is not a prison or not a place intended for the detention or imprisonment of
common criminals'. 131

"2. POWER TO TRANSFER PERSONS. Under Decree-Law No. 527, the Head of
State is empowered, during a state of siege, 'to transfer persons from one
department to another'. Like the power referred to above, this power is
exactly the same as that conf'erred under article 72 of the Political
Constitution of the State.

"3. POWER TO EXPEL PERSONS OR TO RESTRICT THEIR RE-ENTRY INTO THE
COUNTRY. The third basic consequence of the state of siege is the pOwer
conferred thereunder to order a person to be expelled or banished from the
country 'when the best interests of State security so require', and to
withhold authorization to re-enter the country, which mu.st be sought by
persons who have left it in an illegal manner, who have been expelled or on
whom a sentence of exile has been imposed. 1fJ

"4. LIMITATIONS ON ACTION FOR ENFORCEMENT OF RIGHTS. During a state
of siege, and in conformity with the relevant case law, the courts
ackno>Tledge that they have no power to question the reasons of the President
of the Republic for having persons arrested or transferred in the exercise
of his lawful powers, sinCe the power to designate a person as a threat to
the security of the State has ahrays, and unanimously, been considered as
being of a political rather than juridical nature. However, this dOes not
preclude, during a state of siege, action for enforCement of rights (amparo)
or the acceptance of such action if a person has been arbitrarily detained. 111

"5. DEPRIVATION OF NATIONALITY. This is a special pOwer which was
established under the amendment intrOduced into the Political Constitution
of the State by Decree-Law No. 175. The amendment provides that during a

W Chapter VI of this report deals, in addition, >Tith the Executive
Authority's power of expUlsion, >Thich can also be exercised during a state of
emergency, and the power to refuse Chileans permission to enter the countr,y, which
exists even in a normal situation.

1JJ In section B.3 of this chapter, an analysis is made oftthe differences
between the state of siege and the state of emergency with regard to the
President's powers of arrest.

nI See seot.ion F.2 below all ~aSe law in Ifla;l.t81"S vf' amparo.
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state of siege a person may be deprived of Chilean nationality if, while
abroad, he has caused serious harm to the interests of the State. 1!l/

"6. OPERATION OF MILITARY COURTS. The laws in force specify that,
when a state of siege is declared in the degree of internal security or the
degree of simple internal unrest, the provisions of the Code of Military
Justice, Book I, Title n, concerning military courts in peacetime and their
jurisdiction will be applicable while the provisions of Book 11, Title 11,
of the Code will be applicable to criminal procedure in peacetime and the
penalties established in peacetime will be increased by one or two degrees.
However, even if the state of siege is in force at its two lowe st degrees,
certain offences that are classified as particularly serious and are
specifically named in the Internal Security of the State Act must be tried
by wartime military courts. As is \fell kn01m, these courts operate on the
basis of Councils of IMr and final judgement is rendered by a military jUdge
(El 11ercurio Documentation Centre)".

100. In a leading article published on 2 September, El Mercurio makes the,follo\fing
comments:

"The decree is based on the information given by the Governor of the
province concerning events which have affected the discipline of the \fork
force and the pursuit of vital economic activities which the Government is
obliged to safeguard and protect •

...
"Thc people of Chile cannot but support the Government in its endeavours

to safeguard law and order, and must therefore place full trust in the
"farnings given by the authorities concerning an inuninent conununist threat
to the work of Chuquicamata. Such support should not, hO\fever, be confused
\fi th support for the methods which have been used to deal with the labour
probleIli.,"

8. The curfew

101, In its reply to the note from the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
the GOvernment of Chile further stated that "The Supreme Government has nO"f
announced, on 3 April 1978, that the curfew, that is, the ban on movement in the
early hours of the morning, has been lifted throughout the country".

102. During the Group's visit to Chile in July, it saw no sign of any restrictions
on motor traffic at night in Santiago. HO\fever, according to a statement by
General Enrique }lorel, Commander of the Santiago Emergency Area, the restrictions
are still being enforced. El l~rcurio's report on this statement reads as follows:

1!l/ On deprivation of nationality and the operation of this measure during
a state of siege and other emergency situations, see chapter VI, section B.4, and
Decree-La" No. 175 in annex LIX.

..
\
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"He said that there 'fere as yet no changes in the restrictions on
night traffic. ':!hile studies had been made of the situation, they had not
yet taken final shape. Bet,~en Friday and yesterday, a total of 61 vehicles
had been found using the roads during the prohibited hours without a
permit ••• ". 121

9. The state of emergency and limitation on human rights
permitted under international la;l

l03. As the Group has stated in the past, JQ/ the generally accepted international
law of human rights "ould permit States to take measures ;Thich derogate from their
human rights obligations "hen there is, in the words of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, a "public emergency which threatens the life of the
nation". ll! Certain basic rights cannot be the subject of derogation, such as the
righ t to life and to freedom from torture. Further, derogations are permitted only
"to the extent strictly required by the E>xigencie s of the situation".

104. In relation to this, the Group during its visit Hitnessed nothing no!' did it
receive any information which would contradict the substance of the Minister of
the Interior's statement of 19 April 1978, in "hich he described the complete calm,
peace and order reigning today in Chile. On other occasions the Minister of the
Interior and other Chilean authorities have stated in substance the same vieHs on
conditions in the country and such a statement is also found in Decree-Law No. 2,191
of 18 April 1978 concerning the amnesty (see chap. Ill). In the light of its own
observations and based on the statements of the Chilean Government, the Group was
unable to find that a situation existed in Chile which "threatens the life of the
nation", and thus cannot but conclude that the requirements of international lau
Hhich would permit limitations to be imposed on human rights have not been met. W

~05. Iffi the past the General Assembly, the Commission on Human Rights and the
}roup itself have all called upon the Chilean authorities to end the state of siege
and its limitations on human rights. The Group nNl seeS even more reason for
putting an end to the state of emergency and calls on trE Government of Chile to
do so.

121 El Mercurio, 12 August 1978.

JQ/ E/CN.4/1188, paras. 59, 60, 74-76.

11I Article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
See also article 15 of the European Convention on Human Rights and article 27 of
the American Covention on Human Rights.

l£! The Group notes that the Government of Chile, in relation to article 4
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, has treated the
state of emergency as being equivalont to the state of siege since it did not
make any notification of a change in the situation as para. 3 of article 4 of the
Covenant ,"ould have required. See document CCPR/C/2 of 14 February 1977.
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C. Institutional changes; the Ministry of the Interior
and its role in relation to the right to liberty

and security of person

106. On 5 April 1978, President Pinochet made a statement in which he announced a
series of proposals relating to the institutions of the Chilean Government and a
number of measures which the Government intended to adopt as part of a transition
towards a new "institutionality". He announced that, inter alia, it was intended to
pardon or commute the sentences of persons convicted by military courts and to
permit greater participation by civilians in the Government. 221
107. On 12 April the
Comptroller-General,
by the President, to
institutional plan.

lawyer Sergio Fernandez, who had previously held the office of
was appointed Minister of the Interior with authority, granted
nominate the members of a cabinet and to carry out his
In this connexion President Pinochet state&:

"••• the establishment of the new Chilean institutionality will be the
responsibility of a single person.

"As I have already stated, just as in implementing the economio measures
I conferred on a single Minister responsibility for carrying out the economic
plans, so in this case the new institutionality must be in the hands of a
single head who will direct his actions along that path". W

108. On 14 April the membership of the new cabinet was
"11 civilian Ministers and five military members". ZiI
ordering an annesty, was issued three days later.

announced; it was composed of
Decree-Law No. 2191,

109. El !1ercurio made the following ccmments on the changes in the structure of the
Government:

"The structure of the Government will therefore take the following form.
The ~rmed Forces, the CarabinLros and Investigations remain under the
responsibility of the Minister of National Defence,
General Raul :Benavides Escobar. The economic programmes of the various
Ministries will continue to be directed by the Minister of Finance,
Mr. Sergio de Castro. The Government's political activity and progress towards
the new institutionality have been entrusted to the Minister of the Interior,
Mr. Sergio Fernandez, who will be responsible for co-ordination and liaison
between all Ministers, haIwony between foreign and domestic policy, and the
relationship between the protection of internal order and the police
authorities subordinate to the Ministry of National Defence.

}l/ El Mercurio, 6 April 1978.

241 El Mercurio, 14 April 1978.

25/ El Mercurio, 15 April 1978.
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" Until no" the President of the Republio has spent his time and risked
his popularity by intervening personally in many problems which by their nature
were the responsibility of Ministries. The new formula enables the President to
exercise his responsibility for governing and running the nation from the
higher level "hich beEts him". 2fJ

110. According to the desoription given in El Merourio, the Minister of the Interior
is responsible, inter alia, for "the relationship between the protection of
internal order and the police authorities subordinate to the Ministry of National
Defence". This Ministry exercises responsibility over the investigation services of
the Armed Forces and of the Carabineros, while the National Information Agency (CNI),
an organ whichf,~s part of the so-called Ministry of National Defence, is directly
related to the Ministry of the Interior, in accordance with the provisions of
Decree-Law No. 1878, article 1, paragraph 2, establishing CNI (see A/32/227,
para. 165).

111. Mindful of the recent governmental changes in the organization of functions as
outlined above, and wishing to obtain information about the implications of the
changes and to ascertain whether the role assigned to the Minister of the Interior
would result in a new approach to the protection of human rights, the Group
interrogated various witnesses and interviewed the Minister of the Interior and the
Under-Secretary of the Interior. In that interview the Group asked the Minister for
information on the security services. It asked, inter alia, to be provided with the
list of persons detained by DINA but the Minister replied that he did not have such
a list. He explained that during the period "hen it had been operational, DINA had
had the authority to arrest individuals and only at a later stage to submit an
official letter reporting the details of the case and requesting a decree from the
Ministry of the Interior. Those decrees were kept in the archives of SENDET
(National Executive Secretariat for Detainees), as had been decrees ordering the
release of detainees, which also could be promulgated only by the Ministry of tile
Interior. SENDET, which had been established on 31 December 1973 to put an end to
the disorgan~zationwhich had existed previously when each deparoment had arrested
and held detainees separately, had kept a list of detainees until its disbandment
on 26 April 1978, whereupon the list had been handed over to CNI. It was difficult
to know which detainees had been held by DINA, since detainees had also been held
by the Armed Forces and the Carabineros, and the decrees were not filed by category.

112. The same interview was attended by the Under-Secretary of the Interior,
Mr. Enrique Montero, who was the last official to occupy that post during the
Junta Government. Mr. Montero said he absolutely ruled out the possibility that a
DINA employee had made arrests without recording them in SENDET. ll! The Group
concludes that, although the Ministry of the Interior was frequently aware of the
arrests and detentions which took place, it did not take the necessary measures to
prevent the obvious irregularities which occurred and have been described in the
earlier reports of the Group.

2fJ El Mercurio, 16 April 1978.

ll! Minute No. 18, 20 July 1978.
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113. At present the Ministry of the Interior does not record information on arrests
in its Q,m offioes, since it exercises direct control over CNI, which is the organ
responsible for this function. However, because CNI is not empowered to arrest
individuals except "hen they are caught in the act of breaking the law (see sect. D
below), in 'n1ich case it must immediately request an order in writing from the
Ministry of the Interior, it is hard to imagine that the ~1inistry is unaware of
arrests effected outside the judicial channels.

114. It is appropriate, in this connexion, to recall th~t the Ministry of the
Interior, in connexion with the official judicial communication of May 1978 sent in
thG action for enforcement of rights submitted on behalf of Luis Maturan8 Maturano,
in "hich it was asked ;,hethcr this person was being detained, replied: "No order or
decision affecting him has been issued by this Ministry and there is no record of
his having been arrested by any of the security services", whereas the Director of
CNI gave the Group information indicating that, at that same time,
Luis Maturane ~laturane was in fact being detained (see chap. IV, Cases of
Hector Riffo ;~amorano and Luis Haturan a Maturana).

115. Before the changes in the Cabinet took place, the announcement of information
of this type, ;,hich denied that persons who were in the hands of the security
services had been detained, was a common practice. J§/

116. On 25 January 1978, the former Minister of the Interior informed the Court of
Appeals that Aurora Elvira Figueroa, Diuro Giadrosie Figueroa and
Guillermina Figueroa Diran were not being detained. According to the report
submitted to the Group by the Director of CNI, those persons were on eNI premises
between 16 and 20 January, and were subsequGntly placed at the disposal of a
military court (see chap. IV, case of Haydee Palma Donoso and others).

117. In chapter V information is given on the action taken by the Group in connexion
with missing persons. In this connexion the Group would like to quote the following
statement that the Minister of the Interior made on 15 June 1978:

"The country must understand that the defeat of violent and organized
subversion, failing ;,hich ordinary citizens would suffer the oonsequences of
such subversion, and, furthermore, the maintenance for Chilean homes of peace
and security which represent a notable exception in the midst of the disorder
and terrorist violence that now pervade the world constitute a challenge which

~ The Vicaria de la Solidaridad, in its submission to the Supreme Court in
March 1978, quotes various cases in which the Ministry of the Interior denied that
persons who "ere actually being detained had been detained during the period under
examination: actions for enforcement of rights No. 164-77 on behalf of
Juan Eduardo Berrios Mar~les; No. 200-77 on behalf of Victor Condori Valencia;
No. 206-77 on behalf of Francisco Troncoso Valdes; No. 242-77 on behalf of
Juan Carlos Villar Ehijo, etc.
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has required constant, self-sacrificing and preventive action on the part of
security organs, under conditions in which no legal proceedings can be brought
against such action on the grounds that it is subject to criteria peculiar to a
time of normality". J:2I

118. At a press conference held on 29 April 1978, the Minister of the Interior,
Mr. Sergio Fernandez, stated:

"Consequently, there can be no talk of a change in the Government's course
of action. On the contra:ry, this course remains unchanged and indeed could not
be otherwise, since the doctrinaire principles which guide and determine this
course represent a set of the highest humanistic, national and Christian values.
They are, therefore, not susceptible of compromise or changes determined by a
particular situation. The new measures represent a refinement of working
procedures at the ministerial level". ASdI

119. The Group considers itself obliged to state that, despite the participation of
civilians in the Government, the methods of action and the approach to human rights
do not appear to have changed. The work of the Ministry of the Interior, which is
responsible for the activities of the security services under its authority, does
not appear to include among its fundamental preoccupations the protection of
liberty and security of person.

D. The suecialized State security agencies; the role of
eNI comuared with that of DINA

1, Background informaticn

120. In all its reports the Group has reviewed the role and activities of the
security agencies in view of the fact that they have been the principal
perpetrators of the serious violations of the right to life, physical integrity, and
liberty and security of person.

121. Commenting in its previous report on the dissolution of DINA, the Group stated:

"The Group has received information from reliable sources that since the
dissolution of the DINA, individuals engaged in arrests and searches have
continued to identify themselves as members of the DINA and to use DINA
credentials. In addition, Chilean security forces continue to be involved in
arrests and searches and the activities of the Carabineros have increased. In
any event, since the dissolution of the DINA there has been no fundamental
change in the methods of arrest, search and interrogation nor in the freedom
enjoyed by the security agencies in Violating the right of Chileans to liberty
and security of person" (E/CN.4/1266, para. 85).

221 El Mercurio, 16 June 1978.

AQ/ El Mercurio, 30 April 1978.
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122. From the number and type of offences dealt with in the text of
Decree-Law No. 2191 of 18 April 1978 granting an amnesty, and the statements made by
the Minister of the Interior when commenting on the criticisms made of the Decree
(see chap. Ill) it can be inferred that the Government to some extent acknowledges
the "mistakes" that have been committed by the security agencies. It was the
Chief Executive himself, in referring to the dissolution of DINA, "who initiated
this ne" stage of questioning by formally declaring that DIN1\. had made
'mistakes'''. W
123. This fact was also recognized by Enrique Montero, Under-Secretary of the
Interior, during an interview with the Group, .,hen he agreed that it was possible
that DIN1\. had committed excesses, but such cases were investigated and those
responsible were sought. ~

Government information concerning the security agencies

124. It appears from the information which the Group was able to obtain during the
interviews it held that there is a variety of security agencies in ~hile: the
intelligence agencies of the Armed Forces which are not authorized to make arrests
(although they have done so in the past, as the Minister of the Interior himself
admitted); A2/ the Investigation Service and the Carabineros Investigation Service
(SICAR), which are empowered to make arrests either by judicial warrant or by order
of the executive; and eNI, which does not have powers of arrest either, other than
in Cases of :flagrante delicto, where it has the SaJlle authority as any citizen. MI
125. In accordance with the recent structural changes in the ministries (see above,
sect. C, on the Ninistry of the Interior), all these agencies, except CNI, are
answerable to the Ministry of National Defence. CNI, although forming part of the
system of national defence, is a subordinate body of the Supreme Government itself,
to which it is linked through the Ministry of the Interior.

2. Comparative analysis of the decrees establishing DINA and eNI

126. In its previous reports, the Group made a comparison between Decree-Law No. 521
of 18 June 1974 establishing DINA and Decree-Law No. 1878 of 12 August 1977
establishing eNI (11./32/227, para. 165), and also eXaJllined the differences and
similarities in the powers of arrest granted to the agents of those bodies
(E/eN. 4/1266 , para. 84).

ill Ilessage to the country, 11 September 1977. Q,uoted in "La leccion de la
DINA", Ueneaje, No. 270, July 1978.

~ Minute No. 18, 20 July 1978 •

.421 Minute No. 18, 20 July 1978. Interview with the Minister of the Interior.

MI Ibid.
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127. During the Group's visit to CNI, General Odlanier Mena, Director of CNI,
handed the Group the text of Decree-Law No. 1876, dissolving DINA, and
Decree-Law No. 1878, establishing CNI, together with a paper setting out what the
Government regards as the main differences between the two bodies.

(a) Nature of these agencies and their place in the structure of government

128. The paper begins by pointing out the following differences:

"DINll. was an agency coming under the direct authority of the
Governing Junta but, despite its military character, was not established as an
integral part of the system of national defence."

"CNI, on the other hand, is one of the institutions of national defence, a
status which confers on it a far more official character. Mo~eover, the
relationship of subordination to the Governing Junta has been abolished by the
provision linking CNI to the Supreme Government through the Ministry of the
Interior. This affords the people a guarantee since they will lrnow for
certain the medium through which information will be channelled and the
Ministry concerned is accessible to the general public."

129. Decree-Law No. 1878, establishing CNI, states, in article 1, paragraph 2, that:

"Notwithstanding its status as a military body forming part of the system of
national defence, the National Infonnation Agency shall be linked to the
Supreme Government, in the perfonnance of its specific tasks, through the
Ministry of the Interior."

130. Decree-Law No. 521, on the other hand, established DINA as a SUbordinate body
of the Governing Junta. However, the fifth preambular paragraph of
Decree-Law No. 1009 of 8 May 1975 refers to "specialized organs of a technical and
professional character uEted by the President of the Republic ••• ". This prOVision
indicates that DINA was at the direct disposal of the President as well.

131. CNI has been incorporated into the system of national defence in order, as the
Government note indicates, to confer on it "a far more official character". The
object is not merely to give CNI a measure of respectability, but to bring it
within a framework of authority and discipline designed to prevent the ocCurrence
of situations alien to that framework.

132. CNI's direct dependence on the Supreme Government is simply the confirmation
of a situation eXisting in practice in the case of DINA, Which, in making arrests
under the state of siege on the authority granted by Decree-Law No. 1009, acted by
delegation of a presidential power.

133. The Group notes that the two changes mentioned in the Government statement do
not, in themselves, represent an improvement in the protection of any human right,
since human rights remain dependent on the use which the President of the RepUblic,
the Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of the Interior make of their respective
powers.
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134. With respect to the staff of CNI, article 3 of Decree-Law No. 1878 states that
"its staff shall be formed by its own established personnel and personnel from the
institutions of national defence", whereas article 3 of Decree-Law No. 521 referred
only to staff from the institutions of national defence. It might be supposed that
the established staff oonsists of the 20 per cent taken over from DINA, which
General Mena mentioned in his explanations to the Group. !J5/
135. The fact that DINA was an agency of a military character did not make it more
ready to observe the principle of respect for some human rights but, on the
contrary, made it more inclined to regard itself as immune from all restrictions
and control. CNI's place in the system of national defence and its link with the
Ministry of the Intericr dc not fundamentally modify the previous situation and
cannot, therefore, be regarded as fundamental factors serving to distinguish it
from DINA.

136. Furthermore, CNI, like DINA, is empowered to recruit staff not belcnging to
national defence instituticns (article 3). It can thus acquire auxiliary personnel
who are not subject to the internal rules of those institutions and whose good
conduct will not be guaranteed even to the extent allowed by membership of a
disciplined body of men.

(b) Functions and powers

137. The second difference noted in the document submitted by General Mena is the
following:

"DINA had the task of gathering intelligence, which implies checking the
information collected.

"CNI is merely required to collect and process information, and there is
therefore a considerable difference as far as the executive character of the
agency is concerned."

138. The Group notes that the difference pcinted out by the Government might allcw
the inference tc be drawn that, whereas DlliA was assigned an active role in the
"checking of information", CNI merely acts as a compiler and processer of
information. If that were so, it would have to be concluded that the powers of
arrest granted by article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1009, which was issued for the
purposes of the state of siege and later declared to be applicable to the state of
emergency, refe=ed not to CNI but to other "bodies vested with special
responsibility for ensuring that national life proceeds normally and that the
established institutional order is maintained". This assumption could be reconciled
with the inccrporation cf CNI in the national defence system as a body assigned the
function of collecting information - for example, by undertaking questioning - but
not that of arresting or detaining persons.

!J5/ Minute No. 7, 17 July 1978.
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139. General Mena informed the Group that "CNI does not have powers of arrest, as
DINA. did; this is a matter for the General Department of Investigations, which can
hand the detained persons over to the ordinary courts er to the Ministry of the
Interior in order that they should be brought before a judge or released within a
period of five days, or that a decree should be issued placing them at the disposal
of CNI". However, the document submitted by the Director of CNI goes on to state:

"DINA was empowered to arrest and detain persons under article 10.

"The decree establishing CNI does not authorize it to detain persons; when
it wishes to do so it must request an order from the Military Prosecutors
(Firearms Contrpl Law) or from the Investigating Judges, in the case of
proceedings for offences against the Security of the State Act (No. 12,927), or
it must obtain from the Ministry of the Interior a warrant of arrest supported
by reasons."

140. In the three situations mentioned above, CNI is empowered to detain persons and
also to search occupied or empty premises (see E/CN.4/1266, para. 84). Fuxthermore,
it has the power to arrest in caseS of flagrante delicto, which might be numerous in
the Case of an agency ",hich handles all informaticn on security. v/hen it catches a
person in flagrante delicto, CNI is reqUired tc inform the Ministry of the Interior,
which issues the necessary warrant a posteriori.

141. According to the document quoted, the arrest warrant issued by the Ministry of
the Interior must be supported by reaSonS. This does not necessarily mean that the
Ministry must indicate the grounds on which the person concerned is detained; it will
merely have to state that it deems a person dangerous for the security of the State,
as has been done in recent decisions of the Supreme Court relating to expulsion
(see chap. Ill, seot. C.3).

142. In accordance with its specific functions, CNI has the responsibility of
questioning detained persons, and it has special premises for that purpose.
General Mena stated that a person detained on the orders of the Minister of the
Interior or an investigating judge was taken to CNI premises for questioning in order
to determine his or her involvement. MJ
143. The specific functions of CNI are described in article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1878
as follows:

"••• to gather and process at the national level, all the information
originating in the various fields of action required by the Supreme Government
for the formulation of policies, plans and programmes, the adoption of measures
necessary to safeguard national security, the normal development of national
activities and the maintenance of the established institutional order".

MJ Minute No. 7, 17 July 1978.
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144. This article entrusts CNI with functions that are national in scope, and that
enable it to intervene in all spheres of activity: politics, administration,
finance, labour, culture, information, etc. In this field, as in that of its
authority to gather information, the decrees creating CNI and DINA are practically
identical.

(c) Remedies and financial autonmay

145. Article 11 of Decree-Law No. 1878 states that: "The National Information
Agency shall be the legal successor of the Directorate of National Intelligence for
all of the settlement of estate purposes". CNI, however, has greater financial
autonomy and more extensive sources of income than DINA.

146. In accordance with the provisions of article 5 of Decree-Law No. 1878 CNI:

" ... shall be endowed with public funds from the following sources:

"(1) Funds allocated to it annually under the national budget, as specified
in the section relating to the Ministry of the Interior;

"(2) Funds assigned to it by special Acts;

"(3) Other goods and resources that it acquires or collects, under any title,
for its own purposes".

147. Decree-Law No. 521 specifies that "the annual budget law shall include, in
global terms, the resources necessary for financing the expenditure requested by the
Directorate of National Intelligence".

148. The budget of the new body, CNI, will therefore be larger than that of DINA,
because it will comprise not only funds appropriated in the annual budget law, but
also those earmarked for it by special acts, and in addition it may acquire goods
and resources under any title for its own purposes.

149. The Director of CNI will be responsible for the management and administration
of the public property and funds and may perform ~ legal act likely to further the
Agency's purposes (article 6 of Decree-Law No. 1878). Such powers were not granted
to the Director of DINA. eNI enjoys the Same exemptions from customs duties and
import taxes which had been granted to DINA. Moreover, as General Mena explained
to the Group, although CNI could not itself request technical assistance from
foreign organizations, it could do so in certain specific cases, through the
Ministry of the Interior.

150. eNI's administrative autonomy enSures that all its financial activities, which
benefit from exceptional privileges will, furthermore, enjoy the greatest possible
secrecy, because the funds allocated to it are managed in the form of private
transactions, which do not entail the formalities inherent in Acts of a public or
State character. Nor does the public know the origin of all the funds used to
finance the organization, because article 5, which authorizes various sources of
funds, goes on to state that confidential regulations governing the provisions cf
the article concerning the origin of resources will be issued within a period of
180 days.
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(d) Rights of the Director and staff

151. The National Information Agency "is to be directed by a general or a high
ranking officer in active service of the Forces or of the forces of order••• "
(article 2 of Decree-Law No. 1878).

152. Article 2 of Decree-Law No. 521 stated that "The Directorate of National
Intelligence shall be directed by a general or a high-ranking officer of the
National Defence Forces in active service ••• ". The Group sees no difference in this
regard.

153. Article 10 of Decree-Law No. 1878 confers upon the Director of CNI a right
which did not appear in the Decree-Law that established the DINA. It states: "The
provisions of articles 191 and 192 of the Code of Penal Procedure shall apply to the
National Director of Information."

154. These provisons of the Code of Penal Procedure refer to persons who are exempt
from the obligation to appear in court.

155. They include the President of the Republic, former presidents, State Ministers,
senators and deputies, the Comptroller-General, intendants and governors, generals,
members of the Supreme Court or of the courts of appeals, prosecuting counsels and
judges, persons who enjoy diplomatic immunity in the country, and nuns and women
who, because of their status or position, are unable to appear without serious
difficulty and those who, because of illness or some other impediment, find it
impossible to do so.

156. Since the high officials of ministerial bodies - like military personnel of a
rank lower than that of general - are not exempt from the obligaticn to appear
before a court, it is to be supposed that the Director of CNI is assimilated to the
highest authorities and personalities cf the country. Such assimilation is in
accordance with the exceptional powers and privileges enjoyed by this body.

157. DINA's officials were not required to appear before oourts of justice, on the
pretext that this could lead to their exposure as intelligence agents, according to
the reply given by the Minister of the Interior to a judge (see below, sect. F).

158. However, this privilege was not based on any legal provision. An article in
the review Mensaje refers to the attitude adopted by General Contreras Sepulveda,
Director of DINA, to summons issued by courts of justice:

"For his part, the Director of DINA, then Colonel Manuel Contreras Sepulveda,
supported this refusal to appear in courts of justrice, not on the basis of any
legal provision because, as has been said, there is none, but by stating that
that was 'his position'; in addition, he claimed to have received express
'orders' in the matter. For example, in response to the summons by the
Court of Appeals which stated that 'whatever the authority to which the
Director is subject, he is under a legal obligation to provide this Court with
information on the above-mentioned circumstances', he said, 'I must once again
reiterate my position that I have to comply strictly with the orders of the
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President of the Republic and inform you that information of any kind
concerning detained persons should be supplied to the courts of justice, by the
Minister of the Interior or by the National Service for Detained Persons.'
(Action for enforcement of rights, Case No. 772-74, Court of Appeals of
Santiago.)" All

159. At present, the Director of CNI has the legal right not to appear before courts
of justice.

160. The staff of CNI is not legally entitled to this privilege. The
Under-Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Enrique Montero, informed the Group during the
interview that the investigation services and CNI are not exempt from jurisdiction.
He said that the situation was different today: previcusly, DINA officials were not
obliged to appear before the court to make a statement. Today, investigation
officials are required to do so. A§/ On the other hand, General Mena, in describing
the responsibilities of CNI officials, said that there had been no specific cases in
which officials of that body had been denounced but that they were not exempt from
the law on responsibility. Nevertheless, they enjoy the privilege of having
questions submitted to them in writing and of replying to them in writing as
well. A2/ This means that they are not required to appear before the courts.

161. The Group observes that there are, in this matter, two different views of the
privileges of CNI staff. On the one hand, the Under-Secretary of the Interior
states a point of view that corresponds to the text of the decree-law; on the other,
the Director of CNI refers to the existence of a privilege which is not expressly
mentioned in that text.

(e) Restricted provisions

162. The document submitted by the Director of CNI to the Group draws attention to
the following as a major difference between DINA and CNI:

"Lastly, special mention should be made of the fact that Decree-Law No. 1878
establishing CNI is a public document and contains no confidential articles.

In this way, the law and the Government have tried to ensure that the body set
up reflects the policy of greater openness and that everyone is acquainted with
its purposes, powers, and nature".

All Mensaje, No. 270, July 1978.

A§/ Minute No. 18, 20 July 1978.

A2/ Minute No. 7, 17 July 1978.
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163. The Group notes that there are, however, two types of restricted provisions
according to the text of Decree-Law No. 1878:

(a) Those which refer to its budget (article 5, last part), to which reference
has been made above;

(b) Those which refer to its Organic Regulations. Article 3 of
Decree-Law No. 1878 states:

"The organization, internal institutional structure and duties of the
National Information Agency shall be established by a set of Organic Regulations
decreed on the proposal of its Director"

and its transitional article establishes that:

"The Statutes, of a confidential nature, referred to in article 3 of this
Decree-Law shall be issued within a period of 150 days".

164. Decree-Law No. 521 contained three secret articles. On the other hand, neither
the sources of its funds, its budget nor its Organic Regulations were confidential.

165. The Group has not examined the possible implications of these restricted
provisions, whioh concern bodies with vast powers and functions that cover
virtually all spheres of national activities. However, it notes that if there are
in fact no restricted provisions, this could constitute a guarantee that such bodies
are not authorized to engage in activities contrary to the enjoyment of human rights.

3. Activities of the security agencies

166. In chapter IV, concerning arrests and detentions, the Group provides
information on one case in which it was able to establish beyond any doubt that the
security agencies employ methods which violate the right not to be subjected to
ill-treatment or torture, as well as on other cases which it was unable to study as
thoroughly.

167. The Group notes from witnesses' statements that these agencies are
co-ordinating their activities, but that this does not entail any basic change in
the kind of methods they use.

168. In practice:

(a) The persons who carry out the detentions may be officials of the
Carabineros investigation services or unidentified individuals, depending on the
particular Case. It frequently happens that they do not show any arrest warrant or
identify themselves. Nor are the persons detained informed of the reasons for their
arrest or the place where they are being taken;

(b) At the time the arrest takes place, the persons concerned are almost
invariably beaten. In cases of multiple arrests (public events or demonstrations)
it frequently happens that those concerned are also beaten;
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(c) Other security bcdies appear tc inflict ill-treatment and hann on detained
and arrested perscns. Reports to this effect relating tc the Carabineros were also
received. As regards persons dressed in civilian clothing, the witnesses were in
many cases unable to determine whether the persons concerned were investigators or
CNI agents;

(d) ,fhatever the agency carrying out the arrest, detained persons are handed
over to CNI when it is decided to interrogate them and, in such cases, are often
subjected to maltreatment and frequently to torture of differing degrees of
severity;

(e) Aside from the information received concerning detentions and
interrogaticn, reports were received of threats of various kinds, house searches
conducted withcut any legal warrant, permanent Vlatching and folloVling and other
forms cf intimidation practised against members of trade unions, politicians,
members of religious orders, social assistance or neighbourhood organizaticns,
students, inhabitants of shanty towns and, in general, against any person who
ventures tc express any form of disagreement Vlith the views of the Government or
with any aspect cf its concept of "national security";

(f) Repcrts were received of two cases involving the death, in 1978, of
persons Vlhc had previously been arrested. According to witnesses, these persons
were subjected to torture. According to official information, they committed
suicide or were shct by investigators acting in self-defence. As is mentioned in
chapter IV, ~O/ the official versions have been contested by witnesses.

169. Talcing into account the factors described, the information supplied by the
Government, the information provided by various witnesses and the findings made by
the Group on the basis bcth of its own cbservations and of its assessment of
further testimony from experts, the Group feels obliged to make the folloVling
ccmments:

(a) \ihatever the aims of the new organization and the distribution of
activities as between the various security agencies may be, maltreatment and
torture continue to be emplcyed, although not systematically and as an established
practice, in violation of articles 9 and 10 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights;

(b) Frequently, not only the specialized security and intelligence services
but also police institutions participate in such violations;

(c) Although the functicns assigned to CNI by Decree-LaVl No. 1878 have been
limited by the law as far as the arrest and detention of persons is concerned, they

2Q/ The official information concerning these deaths was published in
El Mercuric and La Tercera de la Hora on 19 January 1978.
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have not been restricted in other areas, in accordance with the prov~slons of
Decree-Law No. 1878. Consequently, this agency continues to enjoy exceptional
powers and prerogatives, as DINA did, and it also receives co-operation from other
agencies in carrying out arrests and detentions.

E. The Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic:
its role as an organ verifyin~ the constitutionality

and legality of the decisions of the executive

170. The Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic is a characteristic
feature of the Chilean constitutional system. It is independent of the executive
power and exercises finanoial, legal and administrative control over government
acts. Mr. Osvaldo Iturriaga, Canptroller-General of the Republic, told the Group
that, as part of its financial control functions, it verifies public revenue and
investment, draws up the general balance sheet for the public accounts and inspects
the income and expenditure accounts of persons and institutions handling public
assets. As part of its legal control function, it verifies the legality and
constitutionality of the "supreme decrees" of the executive power and of the
"orders" of the various public administrative departments. He also said that the
Office of the Comptroller-General of Chile was the only one in the world that had
the power to monitor acts of the executive power in advance. That control extends
to the supreme decrees which bear the signature of the President of the Republic
and of a Minister, or of a Minister alone by order of the President, and to the
orders signed by the heads of the various administrative services. The control is
exercised through the procedure of "taking cognizance", ;thereby, before a decree or
order is registered, the Office of the Comptroller-General verifies its legality
and constitutionality. 51/

171. Article 1 of Act No. 10,366 provides that:

"The Comptroller-General shall take cognizance of supreme decrees and orders
of Heads of Department, which must be passed by the Office of the
Comptroller-General, and he shall pronounce judgement on any
unconstitutionality or illegality within a time-limit of 30 days following the
date of their receipt; but he shall allow them to proceed if, in spite of his
representations, the President of the Republic, armed with the signature of
all his Ministers, should insist that this be done.

"Representations made shall bear the signature of the Comptroller-General, and
in the event of insistence, the fact shall be recorded in the annual report
which the Office of the Comptroller-General is required to submit to the
President of the Republic and to the National Congress."

2l/ Minute No. 1, 14 July 1978.
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172. Consequently, the Comptroller-General of Chile is a key official in the
Chilean legal system and cun play a decisive role in the protection of human rights.
This has in fact been his function in the past. Mr. Iturriaga, the
Comptroller-General, told the Group that if his Office finds something wrong with
the form or substance, it returns the decree or order, without processing it, to the
executive, stating its objections to particular points. The provision in question
has no legal effect in such cases. The executive may then: (a) amend the decree
or order, meeting the objections made by the Comptroller's Office; or (b) issue an
"overruling decree", signed by the President and all Ministers of State, obliging
the Comptroller's Office to prccess the provision it had challenged. (The present
Government has not issued any overruling deorees.) For the purposes of statistical
information, he indicated that, of the more than 81,000 decrees and orders reoeived
during the first half of 1978, the Comptroller's Office returned approximately
10 per cent. 511 Mr. Humeres, the former Comptroller-General, also told the Group
that the grounds for returning ordinary decrees had been cited in equal measure
under the various Governments. ,,!here decrees had been returned for substantive
reasons, the Alessandri Government had restored to an overriding decree in two
cases, the Frei Government in 21 cases, and the Allende Government in approximately
100 cases. The present Government has not done so at all since it can resort to a
ile cree-la'r. 5JI

173. The powers conferred by law on the Comptroller-General indicate that his
Office is empowered to exercise real juilicial supervision over the acts and
decisions of the Government. "Taking cognizance" as referred to in the article
above consists in the pronouncement which the Comptroller-General is required to
make regarding the constitutionality and legality of all supreme decrees and orders
of Heads of Departments. This procedure is mandatory, and the Comptroller may
reject a supreme decree or an order. As far as laws are concerned, his powers are
limited to verification of their legality, which means ascertaining whether the
text promUlgated is identical with that passed by Congress, which was dissolved by
the Junta on 21 September 1973 (see A/I0285, para. 87). At present, the
verification of legality is restricted to the registration and filing of
decree-laws, together with the background data concerning them. The Office of the
Comptroller-General may issue instructions or comments on them, but they ilo not
affect the measures themselves, which enter into force automatically. Consequently,
what is involved is not really the exercise of supervision over legislation but
mere registration of the various decree-laws, without legal consequences.

174. The Comptroller-General is also empowered to regulate his own supervisory
activity in respect of supreme decrees anil orders, and he may decline to take
cognizance of certain types of provisions. Thus, the Comptroller-General is
authorized, under article 1 of Act No. 10,336 of 10 JUly 1964, to exempt from this
procedure one or more ministries or departments in certain cases. The clause which
authorizes him to do so reads as follows:

511 Minute No. 1, 14 JUly 1978.

5JI Minute No. 2, 14 July 1978.
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"Notwithstanding, the Comptroller-General may exempt one or more ministries or
departments from the procedure for taking cognizance of supreme decrees or
orders granting licences, holidays and paid leave, or referring to other
matters which he does not consider essential. As far as supreme decrees are
concerned, this exemption shall apply only to decrees signed 'by order of the
President of the Republic'. Exemption may be granted for fixed periods and
abrogated by the Comptroller-General, automatically or following a request from
the President of the Republic, according to the use that is made of this
option. "

175. 11r. Hector Humeres, the former Comptroller-General, informed the Worki~g Group,
that he had held office from 11 August 1967 to 31 December 1977. He also stated
that after the military coup d'etat of 11 September 1973, he agreed with the
de facto Government that the cognizance procedure should be suspended for a period
of 60 days, that is to say that the office of the Comptroller-General during this
period would merely register all decrees, without making any judgement as to their
merits. At the end of 60 days all decree-laws would be registered for reasons of
historical continuity and authenticity, but without any judgement on their
constitutionality or legality, while cognizance would be taken of supreme decrees
and orders. This system came into force as of 11 November 1973. 241
176. According to information received by the ,'Iorking Group, Order No. 1100 was
issued on 10 November 1973 (that is to say, one day before the resumption by the
Office of the Comptroller-General of its power to take cognizance), under which
the Office of the Comptroller-General was no longer required to take cognizance of
decrees and orders dealing with the following subjects:

(a) Detentions carried out under the emergency regimes provided for in the
Constitution.

(b) Expulsion orders and orders concerning abandonment of the country and
prohibiting certain persons from entering Chile for reasons of State security.

177. The above-mentioned provision (article 1 of Act No. 10,336 of 10 July 1964)
refers to supreme decrees or orders granting licences, public holidays, paid leave,
or other non-essential matters. The exemption from taking cognizance of decrees
concerning fundamental human rights, such as the right to liberty and security of
person and the right to live in one's own country or to enter it, is not authorized
by the law. In contrast to the actual course of events, the law does not authorize
the Offioe of the Comptroller-General to exonerate itself, from fully discharging
functions which enable it to supervise the acts and decisions of the executive
power. Thus, the Comptroller's Office has disregarded one of the legal mechanisms
designed to safeguard human rights effectively.

241 Minute No. 2, 14 July 1978.
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178. On 14 July 1977 the Office of the Comptroller-General, under Order No. 600,
reassumed its powers to take cognizance, and article 6 of that order states that
matters related to certain human rights (arrests and detentions, expulsions,
prohibitions on entry into Chile) are subject to the "oognizance" procedure.

179. On 31 December 1977 Mr. Hector Humeres left his post, having reached retirement
age. Article 3 of Act No. 10,336 provides that the Comptroller-General shall be
appointed by the President, with the agreeme~t of the Senate, which was dissolved
by the Junta. At present, it is the President alone who appoints the
Comptroller-General. He appointed Mr. Sergio Fernandez to succeed Mr. Humeres
(see above, sect. A). Mr. Fernandez, who had been Minister of Labour until then,
stayed in his new post a little more than three months before leaving to become
Minister of the Interior. During his period of office as Comptroller-General, he
took cognizance of the supreme decree calling the national consultaticn
(see E/CN.4/1266, paras. 42-44) and also issued Order No. 113 of 26 January 1978,
similar to Order No. 1110 of 10 November 1973. In this way, the Office of the
Comptroller-General again relinquished, as during the greater part of the period of
government of the Junta, its powers in regard to the protection of certain
fundamental human rights.

180. Mr. Humeres, the former Comptroller-General, told the Group 55.1 that he had
applied for retirement at the time when the budget bill of 1 December 1977 was
passed, because under it the Office of the Comptroller-General lost its financial
independence and effective auditing role and he did not wish to continue in office,
since he did not wish to see the powers of the Office of the Comptroller-General
reduced in relation to other departments. At the same time, he denied that his
leaving office was related to his objections against the national consultation. j§/

181. The Group should note that the law on the organization and powers of the
Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic gave it independence and powers
of judicial control. Nevertheless, the limits imposed by the Military Junta and
those self-imposed by way of orders incompatible with the rules governing its
functions and reducing its essential powers, prevent it at present from carrying
out the role it fulfilled in the days of constitutional Governments, especially as
regards the safeguarding of legality and the protection of human rights.

55.1 Minute No. 2, 14 July 1978.

j§/ See E/CN.4/1266, paras. 42-45.
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F. The judiciary: its functions of jurisdictional control and its
ToJC in the protection of human rip;hts

182. The Group has repeatedly referred in its reports to the conditions under which
the Chilean jUdiciary functions and their consequences for the protection of human
rights, in particular the right to liberty and security of person (A/31/253,
chap. VI; E/CN. 4/1221 , paras. 80-84; and E/CN.4/1266, paras. 75-77). In its
report to the thirty-second session of the Commission on Human Rights
(E/CN.4/1188 , paras. 44-50), the Group also analysed the legislative changes which
had been made with regard to the guarantees and privileges afforded to members of
the judi ciary.

183. In section A above, it referred to the legal and practical circumstances which
interfere with the independence of the jUdiciary as a result of the concentration of
power in the hands of the military Junta by virtue of the emergency regimes.

184. During its visit to Chile, the Group studied the functioning of the judicial
system and its current role in the protection of human rights. The Group's
investigation focused mainly on nlo aspects: (1) the effectiveness of existing
judicial remedies for the protection of human rights and, in particular, the right
to life, liberty and security of person; and (2) the effectiveness of judicial
machinery applied to relevant rules in cases of alleged violations of human rights
snd in determining responsibility in this regard.

1. Judicial remedies for the protection of human rights

185. In principle, existing Chilean legislation contains two remedies for the
protection of life, liberty and security of person. One of these remedies,
incorporated in Chilean legislation in Constitutional Act No. 3, article 2, is the
remedy of protection, which affords broad protection for all the guarantees laid
down in Constitutional Lc~'lTo. 3, article 1. Decree-Law No. 1684 of
31 January 1977 provided that the remedy of protection would not be applicable in
emergency situations. This provision eliminated a means of protection which had
been granted by the same Governing Junta only a short time previously. According
to the Chilean Government, this remedy" cannot be reconciled with emergency
situations •••• However, according tbethe judicial precedents established by the
Supreme Court, this remedy is allowable eVen in emergency situations provided that
the application submitted. and the decision taken on it do not relate to a matter
involving national security. For example, applications for this remedy have been
allowed when the claim related to the payment of taxes. "211 Decree-Law No. 1684
notwithstanding, the Supreme Court considers the remedy of protection applicable to
property rights, but it has not decided that it should be applicable for the
purposes of protecting life, liberty and security of person.

211 Report submitted by the Government of Chile under article 40 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR/C/l/Add.25). For
information concerning judicial decisions on this subject, see A/32/227,
paras. 63-65.
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186. The other remedy is that of amparo (enforcement of riGhts). In 1976, the
Government of Chile informed the Commission on Human Rights in an "Explanatory
memorandum relating to Supreme Decree No. 187 containin~ rerruletions for the
protection of persons detained as'-a result of the state of sie~e", in which it
mentions Guarantees such as a medical examination, a written order for detention or
search, places of detention end inspections of sur-, places, that "failure to comply
\Iith the above requirements will mean that the detention is arbitrary and that
habeas corpus (amparo) is then applicable, and this, in the last instance, requires
a ruline; from the Supreme Court". This statement does not tally '<1i th that made to
the Group by the President of the Supreme Court Hho, re"lyiDG to the Group's
questions concerninG the scope of the remedy of amparo, said that its purpose was
to provide a remedy aGainst improper judicial detention, not administrative
detention. Conse~uently, in the first place, the remedy was inappli~able in the
case of detention by the I!inistry of the Interior; and in the second place, amparo
was concerned not Hith inquirinr; into a person's whereabouts but with providing a
remedy for illeGal detention. If the application for amparo is rejected, the Case
may be taken in the first instance to the Court of Appeals and in the second
instance to the Supreme Crnxrt. In recent cases, the Supreme Court had to reject
applications for amparo where detention had been ordered under the state of siege or
where the person concerned ,Jas not under detention, but it ordered a thorOUGh
invGstiGation by the competent ordinary judicial authorities to find out whether the
person \Ia s under detention or ha d disappeared. The Vi ~2ria de la Solidaridad asked
for an investiGatir~ judge to be appointed for all such cases. The Supreme Court
turned dmm the request for t",o reasons: first, because the investiGating jucl[ie
appointed would be using the police investigation services which came under the
Ministry of Defence, to which the investiGating judce would be subordinate; and,
second, because it Hould be more efficient for the competent judges to use their
own investigatine service for the inquiries. He added that the measure in question
\wulcl introduce 8 political element designed to discredit the executive pO\Jer.
107"
187. Subsequently, IIhen enlargiDG upon his explanation, he stressed that the
purpose of amparo is to remedy the mistakes of the country's ordinary courts, not
to inquire into arbitrary abductions or into detAntions by the ~xecutive.2Q/

108. During its stay in Chile, the Group WBS informed qy a group of lawyers that
this is not the \-Iay in which the courts have traditionally interpreted the
leGislation on the remedy of amparo. This interpretation of its scope detracts
from the very meaning of the ~emedy of ampero, which thus becomes simply" device
for protectinG the Judicial Power against arbitrary acts by the same Judicial Power.
Strictly speakinG, individuals are thus deprived of all legal protection against the
other POllers and are therefore at the mercy of possible arbitrary measures by them.
In the absence of other remedies performing this function of protecting life,
liberty and security of person, the Group notes that, under Chilean leGislation 8S

currently interpreted qy the judiciary, protection Hithin the full meanine; of
article 9, para:,;raph 4, of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
doe s not exist.

2Q/ 11inute No. 26, 21!_ July 1973, disCl1Ssioll ,Jith thp, President of the
Supreme Court of Chile.
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189. In 1977, referring to the non-extension of the state of siege, the Government
of Chile explained that

"In the present state of emergency, grounds for an action for
enforcement of rights include both insufficient grounds for detention and
non-compliance with the procedural formalities. This does not conflict
wi th the traditionsl power set out in Decree-Lsw No. 1877 22/ ... whereby
the President of the Republic, during a state of emergency, may order the
detention of any person for up to five days in his own home or in some place
other rohan a prison. After five days, the detained person must be either
released or brought before the courts to be dealt with."2Q!

190. This information specifies the scope of the remedy of ampsro during the state
of emergency, namely, after a period of five days, during which the arbitrary
nature of the detention cannot be questioned, and if the detained person is
brought before the courts, the Court of Appeals decides whether or not it is in
order to grant amparo in response to possible arbitrary measures. The executive
retains its prerogatives in regard to the arrebt and detention of individuals, but
those prerogatives are subject to the time-limits laid down in Decree-Law No. 1877
(see se ct. :B above).

191. The Group Was given a copy of the submission made to the Supreme Court by the
Vicaria de la Solidaridad in March 1978, in illustration of the problems encountered
in the administration of justice. The Vicaria's interpretation of the legal scope
of the remedy of amparo under Chilean legislation differs fundamentally from that of
the President of the Supreme Court. The submission states:

"The remedy of amparo has been so established in our legislation as
to be fully capable of constituting an effective safeguard for liberty and
security of person. Its applicability both in situations of legal
no rmality and under exceptional regimes, its preferential and urgent
application, the analysis which it requires judges to make of matters of
form and substance pertaining to the detention of an individual, the specific
mechanism of habeas corpus which it places in their hands and which enables
them either to have the detainee brought before them or to remove the court to
the place where he is, and the power which it confers on magistrates to pursue
the question of the possible criminal liability of those who made the arrest
for any abuses they committed, demonstrate the exceptional importance whioh
the law attributes to this remedy" •.§Y'

22/ For comments on this Deoree, enacted on 12 August 1977, see sect. :B above.

2Q! Report submitted by the Government of Chile under article 40 of the
International Covensnt on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR/C/l/Add.25) •

.§Y' Vicaria de la Solidaridad, submission on the occasion of the
inauguration of the Judicial Year, March 1~78.
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192. However, current judicial practice in this respect corresponds to the point of
view upheld by the Supreme Court. The submission mentioned above states at a
later point that it is clear from an analysis of the applications for amparo dealt
wi th (luring the first half of 1977 that in no case was habeas corpus of the
(letainee granted, even when the applicant himself requested it as being appropriato.
The courts did not shift their seat either to deal with serious accusations in
cases of prolonged detention incommunicado or when faced with claims that
detainees were being held in places not recognized by the law as detention centres.
The above submission also remarks that:

"the court's opinion is formed exclusively on the basis of reports from
the representative of the exeoutive, the Minister of the Interior ••• The
applications are jUClged alIDost without exception according to what tha t

o official reports, without any major consideration of the information submitted
by the applicant concerned: There is no discussion by the court of the
statements made by the Minister of the Interior, even when the background
material submitted in support of the application renders them suspect cr, as
sometimes happens, implausible •••• Furthermore, this practice on the part
of the courts of rejecting applications for amparo, both when the Ministry of
the Interior reports that it has issued a detention order in respect of a
person and when it denies having done so, limits the scope of the
application and turns it into a sort of action by the individual against the
11inistry of the Interior".fB)

193. The practice mentioned in the last sentence of this quotation is consistent
with the position maintained by the Supreme Court, as described to the Group by the
President of the Court. The President said that the Supreme Court had to reject
applications for ampero where detention had been ordered under the state of siege
or vlhere the person concerned was not under detention.22I This information is
sought from the Ministry of the Interior, and it is it xhat states whether or not
the person is under d.etention. That is how the situation vIas described to the
Group by the President of the Court of Appeals, 11r. Aldo Guastavino, who said that
the applications rejected included cases in which the Ministry of the Interior
reported that the person concerned was not under detention, and that in such
instances investigation of the case was referred to the criminal courts.~

194. Liroi tation of the scope of amparo (wjrich is the rapid and expeditious means
provided by law for remedying instances of arbitrariness and abuse of power) does
not concern deprivation of freedom alone. Even when they are apparent from the
documentation placed before the court,£2/ such obvious irregularities as the holding

fB} Ibid.

221 Minute No. 26, 24 July 1978.

~ Minute No. 27, 24 July 1978: meeting between the Group and Judges of the
Santiago Court of Appeals.

£2/ See A/31/253, para. 378, which describes a Case of an application for
amparo in which the Ministry of the Interior gave contradictory information
concerning a detention and the Court dismissed the application without checking the
origin of or the reason for the false information.
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incommunicado of persons detained under orders issued by the executive for periods
longer than is permitted in the case of judicial incommunication, at risk to their
health and in circumstances which place them at the mercy of the officials who
arrested them (and who have repeatedly been pointed out as having been guilty of
ill-treatment and brutality) also go uninvestigated. It would appear that the
Judges of the Supreme Court bear special responsibility for the decline in the power
of the judiciary in Chile. The Group has already reported on rulings by the
Court of Appeals aimed at preventing persons from being held incommunicado during
the state of siege on the grounds that the practice was not authorized by law.~
In this connexion, as stated by the Vicar!a de la Solidaridad, the Supreme Court
has come to accept the argument of the Ministry of the Interior that a person
detained and isolated by order of the executive is not held incommunicado, but
"deprived of visits" •.§7/ In the case of three persons amnestied and expelled from
the country, the Court of Appeals apcepted the application becauRe it was of the
opinion that the Miniatry of the Interior ought to state explicitly the grounds for
the expulsion; the Supreme Court, at the request of the Ministry of the Interior,
revoked that de~ision because it was of the opinion that the bases for the
Government's decision in the case were not subject to scrutiny by the courts and
the Government is not obliged to state the reasons for which it considers certain
persons to constitute a danger to the security of the State (see chap. Ill,
sect. A).

195. Referring to matters which may constitute an offence, the Minister of Justice
said that, under the Chilean legal system, as soon as the judicial power received
information concerning a particular matter, it instituted proceedings
automatically, and no private plaintiff was required. In matters pertaining to
the protection of society, there were prosecutors who were empowered to ask for
proceedings to be instituted.~ On this matter, the Vicar!a de la Solidaridad
said, in its submission of March 1978, that ['nor are there any known cases in
which, as prOVided in article 311 of the Code of Penal Procedure regulating this
remedy, the background documents have been made available to the Office of the
Public Prosecutor (Ministerio PUblico) to enable it to bring charges in the event
of abuses committed in connexion with detentions".

66/ See A/31/253, paras. 383 and 384, which describe a decision by the Court of
Appeals having the effect of limiting the ability of the executive to hold
incommunicado persons detained by virtue of the state of siege.

67/ Vicar!a de la Solidaridad, SUbmission on the occasion of the
inauguration of the Judicial Year, March 1978.

68/ Minute No. 28, 24 July 1978: meeting between the Group and the Minister
of Justice.
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196. An attitude aimilar to that which p:r:evailsFit:: rospe o1o to applications for
amparo, when the le~al right protected is the right to life, liberty and security
of person, forms the basis for the decisions of the courts in Cases concerning the
right of Chileans to live in their homeland (see chap. Ill, concerning the Law of
Amnesty and chap. VI, concerning exile).

197. This tendency on the partIof the judiciary not to exercise its authority and
powers against the executive is confirmed by the courts' relinguishment, in the
judgements they have rendered, ·of their constitutional prerogative to revievl
decisions of military tribunals. The President of the Supreme Court said that,
under the state of siege, military tribunals dealt with particular cases; neither
the ordinary courts nor the Supreme Court could interfere with these wartime
military tribunals.221 It must be said that the wartime military tribunals have
ceased to function now that the state of siege no longer applies (although they
continue to function for proceedings instituted when it WaS in force), but the
position revealed by the Court's decisiona is consistent with its attituto towards
other Government bodies.

198. The Group wishes to point out that the judiciary's r81in~~ishn~nt of the
exercis& of its powers in sO important a field as that of the protection of the
right to life, liberty and security of person, whether on the grounds that there
exist rules that the Junta has laid down in exercise of its legislative and
constituent authority and that the courts do not object thereto, or on the grounds
that the courts are establishing a body of precedent which increasingly restricts
those pGwers, would seem to prove that in Chile the judiciary is in the present
circumstances not 8 force capable of monitoring and protecting fundamental human
rights against possible arbitrariness and abuse of executive p~ver. In most
cases judges have voluntarily given up those functions. As a result, the private
citizen who submits an application for amparo is left without any kind of
protection against an executive which enjoys ~ery extensive powers and which is
frequently accused of being responsible for the acts that caUse such protection to
be sought.

2. The effectiveness of judicial machinery in the investigation of responsibility
for violations of human rights

199. Investigations of human rights violations appear to be subject to limitations
similar to those indicated in respect of the protection of human rights.

200. In the course of the Group I s discussions with the Minister of the Interior
concerning the problem of missing persons, the Minister stated that, however
serious or important the Case might be for those concerned, it could not be so
exceptional as to warrant such extraordinary measures and deprive independent

&2/~. The Supreme Court of Justice of Chile declared, on
21 August 1974, that it had no jurisdiction to make pronouncements on complaints
against the wartime military tribunals (see A/3l/253, para. 395). As is stated in
documents submitted to the Group by lawyers, this decision is in contradiction with
provisions of the Constitution and the law and with the earlier jurisprudence of
the Supreme Court.
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bodies, such 8S the judiciary, of their constitutional and le~al povers. That
vould be a serious affront to them and vould set a Grave precedent in Chile's
legal history, since it \'Iou1d imply. distrust of the courts.12/

201. A variety of facts leads the Group to believe that this lack of trust in the
country's 181'1 courts under the present circumstances in relation to penal law has,
rather, stemmed from the activities of the executive throughout the period durir~

>lhich the military Junta has been in povler. The retention of '·Jartime military
tribunals over 8 lengthy period of time in >lhich, according tc official statements,
"the circumstances ;Jhiob led to the declaration of a state of <Jsr no longer obtain"
(Decree-La" No. 1181 of 11 September 1975) and "Ihen the "situation of internal
conflict" has "already been overcome" (Decree-Lav No. 1876 of 11 September 1977),
shO\I that the executive or the military prefer to remove detainees from their
competent judges and entrust proceedings to special courts. Hcwever tbe
dee'_sions of the military tribunals do nct88'Ppear to 0,,",",0' th," 88JU" lIe'Ett
ef: +.h(ij::-l"-; of thi? ~:':'c-':'~_,;~"\ (,;Olrr"t8. s:Ll1cG -I;he amnesty m8(l(~ it; DO,':~s:.l)-lp to

erase the sentences >lbi~n they :Lmposed•.DJ " -
202. For her part, the Minister of Justice informed the Group tbat in all its acts,
the Government of Chile respected the judicial power. Accordingly, althoueh the
amnesty erased the offence and the penalty, it had net been possible to include in
it persons under the jurisdiction of tbe judicial pover.~

203. The Group cannot say that such respect has been apparent in all the
Government's acts. In an article entitled "La leccion d.e la DIl~A" ("The lesson of
DINA") the reviev Mensaje vlhich is publisbed in Santiago, Chile, states the
follO\'ling~

"It is astonishing to en.)unter legal 'Iri tings by no less a person than
the then Minister of the Interior [General Raul Benavides Escobar], stating
that to provide information to the la" courts about the ac.tivities and
aeents of DINA lIould e"nstitute a violation of their 'invulnerability as
intelligence agents' (Case No. 10,262, Fourth Criminal Court, San Miguel) and
\lould jeopardize the' conditions of absolute secrecy under which the security
servicee cperate' (Case No. 2,680, Eleventb Criminal Court, Santiago). The
llinister took no heed of tbe fact that the request of the courts did not
refer to the technical and professional aspects of the DINA agents' work but to
their possible involvement in acts which constitute offences throughout the
territory of the Republic and irrespective of the citizen bY>lhom they are
committed - a matter '"hich is, by its very essence, one of pu'blic interest."W

12/

.DJ
18 April

llinute No. 29, 25 July 1973 •

See Cb8p. III on the dccre"-law granting amnesty, No. 2191 of
1978.

Minute No. 28, 24 July 1978.

Mensaje, Santiago, Chile, No. 270, July 1978.
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20L!. The executive's attitude of non-assistance for investi[';ations carried cut by
the judiciary has considerably reduced the effectiveness of the judiciary in
discharging its functions in those cases in which it WaS called upon to determine
responsibility for criminal acts committed in violation of human rights. The
security services, which come under the direct authority of the Supreme Government,
have repeatedly refused to appear in court in order to testify. The article
quoted above goes on to state:

"In all tree thousands of actions for amparo, the maSS of criminal proceedin(';s
instituted. in respect of missin2: persons, and the cases brou[jht for torture,
illegal arrest, abduction and murder, ~t proved impossible to semlre the
appearance of DINA officials before the judicial authorities."

205. Nor did the Government demonstrate confidence in the country's courts by
issuinG decrees such as Decree-Law No. 1775 of 20 ~cy 1977,11/ currently in force,
which, as the President of the Supreme Court told the Group, curtailed. the power of
the ordinary judges to enter baTra cks or other military premises for the purpose of
investigating an offence. The President of the Supreme Court also stated that
the Decree provided that such inquiries should be carried out by the military
trilmnals at the request of the ordinary courts and that if, in an application for
ampar~, the person concerned was held on military premises, the resular judicial
authori.ties had no riGht of entry.12/

206. This decree-laCl reduces the powers of the judges to tah:e immediate action in
drawing up an indictment ~J carxying out the prelimir~ry investigations
(article 6 of the Code of Penal Procedure) and to conduct inquiries and searches on
military premises, which must be carried out through the intermediary of the
military tribunals. It should be noted th<ot, on 13 September 1976, the Government
hac] issued Constitutional Act No. 3, "hich in article 3 makes the Appeals Court
judGes responsible for ensurinG that the arrest, detention or imprisonment of any
individual is in accordance with due legal procedure, vesting the Court with the
poeler to "forthwith adopt such measures as it deems necessary" and "order the
individual to appear in court ll • Here aGain, those various poweTs remain at the
discretion of the military tribunals, which in the last re?ort decide h~1 speedily
to act on the meaSures ordered and, even more important, whether or not to carry
them out. According to the Vicaria de la Solidaridad, many investigations
ordered by the jUdges have been held up or blocked by procrastination on the part
of the military authorities or failure to carry out judicial orders (see annex XXIV,
"hich reproduces ~art of annex 2 of the submission of thc Vicaria de la
Solidaridad to the Supreme Court in Narch 1978).

207. The read.iness of the courts to tolerate the refusal by officials of the
securi ty agencies to appear before the judges "hen summoned, the refusal of the
courts themselves to sit at pIeces of detention, the suspension of proceedings in
cases in ','hich the offence appears well attested or in \Ihich inquiries are in

W See in annex XXII the text of De cree-La'l No. 1775 and in annex XXIII
articles 6 and 153 of the Code of Penal Procedure,which were amended by
Decree-Lac] No. 1'175.

12/ Minute No. 26, 24 July 1978.
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progress (see annex XXIV), the restrictions imposed by decree-laws and other
restrictions established by mere ministerial orders, are limitations whose
consequences are reflected in the results of investigations. An example of a
change in procedure introduced by a purely administrative order is ~tinistry of
Justice ccmmunication No. 57 of 14 July 1976, prohibiting direct official
communication 'Ii th DINA. The Supreme Court confirmed this change by its decision
of 18 June 1976. This order continues to be applied to CNI.l£!

208. The outcome of this situation is that until the time when the Vicaria de la
Solidaridadmade its submission to the Supreme Court, in 500 CaSeS brought before the
ordinary criminal courts, "nrn'" of the inquiries made have reliably clarified the
fate of anymissing person nor has there been any punishment of those responsible'.1H/

209. Nor have those guilty been identified, in circumstances where the security
agencies have been accused of crimes as serious as those ccmmitted. in the case of
the minor Carlos Veloso.1Q/ In this case, the court ordered the release of the
persons falsely accused of abduction (Who had, moreover, been tortured to force
them to confess their responsibility for a crime they had not committed), but the
proceedings were closed and the investigation WaS terminated, thus leaving the
culprits unpunished., in spite of the accumulation of evidence that \;Quld have
justified Mntinuation of the inquiry. In the Cases brought to determine the
fate of missir~ persons, long and complicated proceedings, where there was reliable
evidence of their detention by the security forces, proceedings have been continued
solely through the efforts of the complainants, since the courts took no
initiative whatever in the investigation, extending over years without being able to
determine the identity of those responsible for the abduction and disappearance.
One of the Cases which was brought to the knowledge of the Group refers to eight
persons who were arrested in Valparaiso and whose fate, since the moment of their
arrest, which was proved to have taken place, remains unknm,n. The case is
described in chapter IV, section A, and ebeds light on the initiatives taken by the
relatives and lawyers of missing persons before the courts.12/

210. The Chilean courts have been inclined to close possible avenues for the
investigation of offences alleged to have been committed by the security forces,
eheltering behind the intricate network of legislation promulgated by the Junta and
its ministers, making use of procedural devices or simply settinG aside the legal
rules and. procedures in force. In essence, the efforts of the courts should be

l£! The informs tion ,Ias furnished to the Group by la'lyers intervie>Jed in Chile.
In its submission of March 1973 the Vicaria de la Solidaridadprovides information
concerning the refusal of the courts to enter into direct official communication
with CNI snd other 8Gencies coming under the Armed Forces (see annex ~~V).

111 Vicaria de la SOlidaridad, Submission on the occasion of the inaUGuration
of the JUdicial Year, March 1978.

1Q/ See A/32/227, paras. 88-90, and £/CN.4/1266, paras. 57 and 79.

12/ See also in annex XXIV the difficulties encountered Qy persons who apply to
the courts requesting inquiries to establish the Whereabouts of missing persons or
to identify those re"punsible for violetions of human rights.
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directed tOl"lards ascertaining the truth. In the great majority of their
decisions, hOl,ever, they tend to decline their judicial responsibility and to take
refuge in the principle of authority enunoiated by the Government on 9 March 1977
in answer to the petitions submitted to the Supreme Court on 8 May 1977 by the
relatives of missing persons ..§Q/

211. Recently, a judge declared herself incompetent to hear a charge brought by
relatives of missing persons against General Manuel Contreras Sepulveda and
others.~ The case vas transferred to the military court. The lawyers for the
petitioners took the matter to the Court of Appeal, on the ground of the judge's
refusal to undertake the preliminary inquiries concerning which the Code of Penal
Procedure, article 6, states: "I=espective of the court that is called upon to
hear a criminal case, judges ••• shall be required to undertake preliminary
inquiries concerning the charge if it relates to an offence committed within the
terri tory of their jurisdiction ••• " (see Code of Penal Procedure, article 6, of
which the full text is reproduced in annex XXIII).

212. All that the Group saw and heard during its Visit, as well as the evidence
provided to it in writing by various persons relating to the Cases and proceedings
in which they have an interest, lead it to formulate the following observations:

(a) Vhile there exist, in Chilean legislation, provisions adopted to ensure
the protection of the life, physical integrity, freedom and safety of individuals,
their application is so limited by the enactments of the Government Junta and the
interpretations placed on the legislation by the courts that it cannot be
affirmed that these rights are properly protected.

(b) Likewise, there exist legal norms which provide the means of determining
responsibility for and pUnishing offences committed in violstion of human rights,
but "ction by the courts against government agencies a coused of responsibility ha s
been restricted by the limiting provisions decreed by the military authorities, by
the courts' deference to the decisions of those authorities, even when those
provisions conflict with legal principles that are in force, and perhaps also by
the weight of a governmental structure that places jUdges, as it does the rest of
the people, at the mercy of arbitrary decisions by authorities who escape any
judicial control.

(c) Hhile it is true that the President of the Supreme Court and all the
judges whom the Group met sought to stress independence, there can be no doubt that
this independence and this role of the judiciary are purely theoretical. Is it not
true that the fate of the jUdges themselves depends on the discretionary authority
of the Junta, that, as the law stands at present, it is possible to dismiss a
judge, even if he is a member of the Supreme Court, and that he would have no
remedy whatsoever aGainst such a measure?

.§Q/ See E/CN.4/1266, para. 76. The report reprodUces parts of the
Government's press communique concerning the application of 2,542 Chileans to the
Supreme Court requesting it to raise with the executive the question of the serious
situation of the missing persons. In this communique, the Government stated that
it 1,jould not he8itate to apply 'Ii th the utmost Vigour and "henever necessary the
legitimate principle of authority to assure oonditions of peace and order.

~ El 11ercurio, 12 August 1978.
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G. Civil and political rights; outlines of the instituticnal prcposals

1. Background

213. Article 21 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides the
f 0110» ing ,

n(l) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country,
directly or through freely chosen representatives.

n(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his
country.

n(3) The »ill of the people shall be the basis of the authority of
government; this »ill shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections »hich
shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by
equivalent free voting procedures. n

214. Identical principles, expressed in largely similar terms, are embodied in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ratified by Chile and in the
American Convention on Human Rights adopted by the Conference held in San Jose,
Costa Rica, in 1969.

215. The Group has referred in its previous reports §.?} to the destruction, after
the assumption of po»er by the military Junta, of the existing democratic system
in Chile, »hich included a congress elected by universal suffrage. The
traditional system of political rights guaranteed in Chile for over a century "as
completely set aside through the exercise of governmental power on the basis of
the state of siege and the state of emergency. Even the situation during the
short period of military rule in 1925 cannot be compared \li th the destruction of
the democratic system and of political rights by the present mili tary Junta.

216. The Group, as a result of its visit to Chile, the intervie»s it had in that
country and its study of all the relevant information received, has the
impression that Chilean society today is divided into t"o classes, the small and
po»erful governing class and the large class »hich is governed. A third class has
emerged, made up of persons in exile »ho hold strong political opinions. The
economic system is designed to support the governing class, and bet\leen that class
and the larger class of the governed there is a gap not bridged by any democratic
links, as there is no democratically organized system of representation in Chile
today. Even though persons associated \lith nm, dissolved political parties are
allO\led to express in the mass media their political opinions on some general and
specific matters, they are not consulted by the Government on public affairs.
"\fuen consultations do take place, such as those on the preliminary draft of the
labour code »ith representatives of trade unions recognized by the Government, the
persons consulted do not kno» if their advice »ill be taken into account or not.

§.?} See A/I0285, paras.213-217, and A/32/227, paras.66-70.
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The present method of government in Chile destroys democratic concern and any sense
of democratic responsibility in the people, and no matter how important it is
claimed the present system is to State security, law and order and the economy, it
can only be characterized as democratically sterile. Freedom, to the extent it
exists in Chile today, is tolerated freedom.

217. vii th this background in mind the Group deals in the following paragraphs with
recent developments relating to the drafting of a new constitution in Chile.

2. Official statements giving outlines of the Junta's institutional proposals

218. In November 1973, a commission ..as appointed to draft a new Constitution. Its
work is confidential, and the only infonnation available to the public concerning
the possible approach it is taking comes from official statements by some of its
members and, in particular, from the speeches of President Pinochet.

219. The Group must point out that the outlines which can be discerned from these
statements are not always consistent, except in some respects, to which attention
will be drawn later in this document.

220. In the ''Declaration of Principles of the Government of Chile" of March 1974,
it is stated that,

"The Armed Forces and the Forces of Order have set no time-limit on
their stay in government, since the task of moral, institutional and material
reconstruction of the country requires a profound and prolonged effort. In
the final analysis, it is essential to change the mentality of Chileans •••
Nevertheless, although the Governing Junta sets no time-limit, it will, in
due course, hand over political power to whomever the people may elect by a
universal, free, secret, and informed vote." §jj

221, On 9 July 1977, in his "Chacarillas statement", General Pinochet armounced a
completely new regime which he described as "a democracy which would be
authoritarian, secure, unifying and instrumental in technological progress and
genuine social participation" and fonnulated a three-stage programme consisting of
"recovery, transition and normali ty or consolidation", indicating that the second
stage would begin in 1980 and the last stage between 1984 and 1985. He also said
that the Constitutional Acts would continue to be developed progressively and that
the phase initiated by their promulgation should end by 31 December 1980. He also
described the governmental structure that would exist from that date as a two-part
system, formed by the President of the RepUblic and a Chamber of representatives,
whose members would be appointed by the Governing Junta. full The basic details
given in this document concerning the emergence of the new Constitution and the
formation of the future public authorities mske no mention of the participation of
the people by a universal, free, and secret vote. It refers only to the election
of part of the Legislative Chamber by "direct popular vote, according to electoral

§jj See A/I0285, para.216.

W For the complete text of the statement, see document A/32/227, annex XIV.
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systems which will favour the selection of the most capable and avoid the
political parties again becoming mechanisms monopolizing citizen participation".
The President would be elected by the Legislative Chamber. The election to ,;hich
the President referred was envisaged for the period of "normality".

222. On 6 January 1978, folloWing the armouncement of the results of the national
oonsultation of 4 January, General Pinochet said at a public meeting that there
would be no more elections, voting or consultations for 10 years. §5./

223. 'lhen the state of siege expired on 10 Harch 1978 and, for the first time
since the Junta's assumption of power, was not renewed (see chap. 11, B), some
further indication was given of the Government's institutional plans.

224. On 5 April 1978, General Pinochet made a statement (see annex XXV) in which
he armounced that a new draft Constitution was being prepared and that the
Commission entrusted with the task was to submit its draft by 31 December 1978.
The draft was to follow the Government's policy guidelines and incorporate the
legislation promulgated up to that date by the Junta.

225. The main points of that statement, as far as civil and political rights are
concerned, are the following:

(a) The essence of political power ,dll continue to be "vested in the
Armed Forces and the Forces of Order, but its more immediate exercise will be
fully shared with the civil population, who will thus move from collaboration to
participation" ;

(b) A Parliament ,;ill be established which "will consist of either one
Chamber or two Chambers, depending on the decision taken on the basis of the
studies in progress, but the substantial majority of Congress members who, under
the institutional system in its final form, will be elected directly by the
people by universal suffrage, will be appointed by the Government during the
transitional phase, which will coincide with the first session of the Congress".
Other bodies will also be created, such as the "Constitutional Tribunal, the body
entrusted with the task of exercising the security power and any others which it
may ultimately be agreed to provide for".

(c) According to what the President said, the Constitutional Acts do not
seem to be regarded as suitable instruments for the future:

"It was originally thought that the transitional phase would be
governed by a series of Constitutional Acts, which would cover the entire
constitutional spectrum ••• However, the political significance of the
national conSUltation, the clarification of ideas which we have achieved
and the progress made by the Commission entrusted with the task of carrying
out the relevant studies have led the Government to move towards the
completion and entry into force of the new comprehensive and definitive
Constitution at the earliest possible date".

(d) In this statement, the possibility of submitting the text of the new
Constitution to a plebiscite was also mentioned.

§5./ See do~um"u, E/CN .4/1;>66, para.46.
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226. According to a report which appeared in La Tercera de la Hora on 8 April 1978,
Enrique Ortuzar, President of: the Constituent Commission, speaking at a press
conference held on 7 April, gave the following clarification of: some of the ideas
outlined by General Pinochet:

"The Security Organ or Power "ill have the task of ensuring the survival
of the State. It "ill be formed of representatives of the Armed Forces and a
representative of the Supreme Court, the Senate and other bodies.

"Enrique OrtUzar said that the recovery phase "ould terminate "ith the
plebiscite on the Constitution. Th£ transitional phase would then begin.
During that phase the Exeoutive Power, a nominated Legislative P""er, an
independent Judioial Power and the Governing Junta would function, with the
Governing Junta aoting as the Constituent Power and the po"er responsible for
maintaining securi ty" •

227. To sum up, it emerges from the foregoing of:fioial statements that there are
two factors which remain unchanged in relation to earlier statements and proposals;

(a) The Armed Foroes "ill continue to hold basio political power;

(b) The State bodies which are intended to constitute the normal and
defini tive maohinery of government "ill not be set up through an eleotoral process
in whioh the people will be oonsulted.

228. Recently, on 16 August 1978, El Mercurio announced that, at a ceremony to be
held on that day, the preliminary draft of the new Political Constitution of the
State prepared by the Commission of experts presided over by Enrique OrtUzar would
be handed over to the Government. This announcement stated:

"The preliminary draft of the new Political Constitution is contained in
a document which up until now has been kept strictly secret. It includes
proposals for an institutional reform entailing the structuring of: a new
democracy, "hose oharaoteristio features President Pinochet himself has
summed up in suoh words as 'authoritarian', 'secure', 'unifying' and
'instrumental in technological progress and genuine sooial participation'."

229. The reasons for keeping the text seoret "ere explained by the President of
the Republic at a press conference reported by El Hercurio on 24 August 1978:

l~e stressed that the basio proposals of the Ortuzar Commission "ere in
line with their antecedents and that they would not be revealed as yet, in
order to avoid fruitless discussions arousing r the Le.tin temperament of
Chileans I, whioh might oause confusion at the cu=ent stage".

230. Nevertheless, 11r. Enrique OrtUzar, describing the work done, promised that it
included sweeping innovations and entailed the formation of a vigorous modern
democracy equipped with appropriate legal instruments to enable it to defend itself
against totalitarian infiltration and politioal demagogy. He also said that the
provisions embodying constitutional rights, "hich would, in particular, strengthen
freedom of private initiative and the creative capacity of the human being, "ere
especially important. In addition to announcing a "strengthening of the
Presidential system", Mr. Ortuzar confirmed some of the features already revealed
in preVious statements by the President, such as the establishment of a
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Constitutional Tribunal and the role which the national defence forces are to play
in the new structure. W The Group notes that Hr. Ortuzar did not speak of the
strengthening of any of the human rights set forth in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. §]}

231. President Pinochet has observed the following:

"Nevertheless, I believe it would be appropriate to say that, "hile "e
are convinced that there are some Chileans, motivated by serious and honest
beliefs, who would wish to make only some minor changes to the 1925
Constitution, or contribute their ideas to the present preliminary draft,
there are others who, in their over\~eenine ambition to achieve power, regard
the current procedure as an opportunity to attack the Government. This
attitude we will not accept, from whatever source it may come.

"...
"It may be that a group of Chileans honestly believes that there is an

almost mandatory obligation to go back to the previous situation. Such a
belief is influenced by our 150 years of democratic life, which shaped the
conviction that this is the only natural institutional condition and that
any departure from it can at the most be justified only temporarily.
However, we may affirm that Chile never departed from the system of
institutions or the rule of law, despite that day on 11 September >Jhen an
approaching civil war was aborted". !2!l/

232. The Group notes that the foregoing uords indicate a firm intention on the
Government's part not to allow any criticism of its policy, and a belief that the
period which began on 11 September 1973 should be regarded as one characterized by
the "rule of law", implying that the latter is not an objective to be aimed at but
already exists and is in force.

233. The Group also observes that none of the official statements made in recent
years suggests that the Government will abide by the promise made by the Junta on
taking pouer, a promise recalled not long ago in an article by Jorge Rogers
Sotomayor, the Chilean expert in political law and author of the book La Inc6gnita
Consti tucional'

"In keeping with institutional precedent, as laid down by what was the
first Hili tary Junta Government in the Manifesto of 11 September 1924 (in
which was recorded the solemn promise I,IE HAVE NOT ASSU}reD P(Jf~ WITH THE
INTENTION OF' KEEPING ITl), the new Junta of the Commanders-in-Chief of the
Armed Forces and the Forces of Order, set up on another 11 September, in 1977,
uas even more explicit and went still further in defining its historic
mission, stating in its ''Declaration of Principles" that "THE GOVERnING JUNTA.
WILL, IN DUE COURSE, HAND OVER POLITICAL rov~ TO ,mOMEVER THE PEOPLE llAY
ELECT BY A unIVERSAL, FREE, SECRET AND INFORl1ElJ VOTE". §2/

W El Mercurio, 17 August 1978.

§]} On 19 September 1978 the Government of Chile transmitted to the Group a
copy of the article which appeared in El J.Iercurio on 7 September 1978 and 'Jhich
reproduced part of the proposed text for the ne~ Constitution of Chile.

§Y El Hercurio, 17 August 1978.

§2/ Published in El Mercurio, 10 Hay 1978. The emphasis is the author's own.
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3. The procedure for approving the text of the ne~ Constitution

234. On 16 August 1978, during the ceremonial presentation of the preliminary draft
prepared by the Commission ~hich is elaborating the text of the ne~ Constitution,
Sergio Fernandez, the Minister of the Interior, announced that the deadline for
the submission of the complete text had been extended to the first half of 1979.
He also stated that the preliminary draft ~ould be sent to the Council of State for
its consideration and that the Governing Junta would take a decision in the light
of the Council's opinion. The Government's decision ~ould form the basis of the
nex text of the Constitution which the Commission ~as to draw up. The new
Consti tution would then be submitted to a plebiscite. 29.1
235. The Group has reported preViously on the establishment, membership and
functions of the Council of State, set up by Legislative Decree No. 1319 of
31 December 1975. Fonner Presidents at: the RepUblic who are resident in Chile are
members of the Council at: State, except for former President Frei, who rei'used to
join it for several reasons, inter alia, because he thOUght it would have no power
and would be unable to take any iniative, and that the Government would not be
required to follow its recommendations. :ill

236. During its Visit to Chile, the Group talked to Mr. Gabriel Gonzalez Videla,
a former President of Chile, about the Council at: State. He said that the
experience and democratic course of the past were fully rei'lected in its membership,
but that its influence on the President at: the Republic had diminished greatly
since the mistake it had made in opposing the holding at: the consultation in the
belief: that the outcome would be unfavourable; it had failed to foresee that the
people would not disregard the appeal made by General Pinochet and had
underestimated his influence over the masses. W The Group was also informed
that the Council of State never openly criticized the Government's acts and
carried no weight in the Government's decisions.

237. Nothing is lmown about the way in ~hich the proposed plebiscite is to be held.

238. On 29 April 1978, El Mercurio published a deolaration by the Christian
Democrat Party objecting to the way in whioh the institutional process was being
oarried cut by the Government. It stated that.

"The new Constitution is being prepared by persons who belong to a
minority group in the lii'e of the country, and is to be submitted to a
plebiscite in which the people will be confronted by the dilemma of haVing
to approve or reject a text whioh has been prepared on the basis at: an
utterly unaooeptable prooedure".

239. The Group was informed that it is not yet lmO\m ~hether there are any
dei'ini te offioial plans to prepare the electoral rolls. This would suggest that
there ~ill be another consultation held in conditions similar to that at:

29.1 El Mercurio, 17 August 1978.

:ill vlith regard to the Council at: State, see A/31/253, paras.l06-111.

W Minute No. 20, 21 July 1978.
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4 January 1978 (see E/CN.4/1266, paras.42-47). Persons interviewed by the Group
in Chile said that they had voted 'y""" in that consultation because of the fear
generated by the prevailing political situation.

240. Nor is anything !mown of plans for supervising the electoral process and
ensuring its integrity.

241. General Pinochet has made it knmm that he intends to inform the people about
the text of the Constitution but that it is being kept secret for the time being
because, as he said: "I cannot ask the people whether or not they like a recipe
unless they !mow whether it is good or bad". 2JJ
242. However, nothing is !mown about the choice that will be offered.
Jorge Rogers Sotomayor, in the article quoted above, points out that:

"What has been explained so far is that the decision will be taken by
means of a plebiscite, but no light has been thrown on the various and
mutually exclusive options that must be put to the vote, since a decision by
the people on a single option does not constitute a 'plebiscite'. Unless
there is a range of choice, there will be no element of 'election' in the
process lt

• ~

243. In its report under article 40 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, the Government of Chile merely states that "the drai't ••• "ill
be submitted to popular vote by means of a plebiscite. It is important to
emphasize that both the permanent and the transitional provisions of the draft
"ill be submitted to the plebiscite".

244. It goes on to state that: "IT approved by the country, the ne" constitution
will govern citizen participation in public affairs, the right to vote and to be
elected, all within the framework set forth in the Government's Declaration of
Pr , '1 "nol1nClp es ••. • Z2I

245. The Group notes that the new constitutional provisions are to be approved as
a whole, whether they relate to the transitional period or are planned to apply in
a normal situation, although the date on which such a situation will be deemed to
have commenced has not been indicated with any precision. This means that
Chileans might be compelled to approve or reject rules which may prove mutually
contradictory. A plebiscite of this kind has no historical prcceilent Rnd the
proposal to hold it appears contrary to elementary principles of law.

246. The Group hopes that the new Chilean constitution will be drawn up within a
year and that it will guarantee civil and political rights at least to the extent
provided for by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, to which
Chile is a party. The new constitution, in the Group's view, should provide the
means for democratic participation by all Chileans, even those living abroad, in
decisions relating to the principal public affairs at the local, regional and
national levels.

2JJ El Mercurio, 24 August 1978.

~ El Mercurio, 10 May 1978.

25.1 See CCPR/C/l/Add.25, p.52.
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247. The Group deplores the apparent failure of the Government to reestablish the
electoral roll destroyed in 1973. From a technical point of viml, only such an
electoral roll can guarantee a fair, impartial and free participation of all
citizens, inside and outside Chile, in the planned consultation on the ne~

constitution. The reestablishment of the electoral roll, in the opinion of a
witness of high stature, "ould take only a fe'l months. In the vie" of the Group,
an objective consultation on the ne~ constitution requires an immediate start on
the reestablishment of the electoral roll and the guarantee of the exercise of
political rights.

.,
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II!. DECREE-LAW NO. 2,191 OF 18 APRIL 1978 GRANTING AMNESTY

A. Promulgation of Decree-Law No. 2.191: Consequences

248. On 18 April 1978 the Government of Chile issued Decree-Low No. 2,191 granting
acrnesty to persons who had comnitted certain offences and whose situation was that
described in the text. On the following day the Decree-Law was promulgated by
publication in the Diario Oficial. 11
249. The preambular part of the Decree-Law granting amnesty lays stress on the
general calm, peace Bnd order enjoyed in the country which made it possible to
lift the state of siege and the curfew. The aonesty is also based on the need to
strengthen the bonds uniting Chileans and the concord and harclony between them,
casting aside meaningless hatreds.

250. The amnesty received wide publicity in the Chilean press, as well as abroad.
A few days before Decree-Law No. 2,191, was issued, President Pinochet had
announced that an aI!lllesty law was being studied which would apply to all persons
against whom proceedings had been instituted before military courts. gj Two days
later, ~~sident Pinochet reverted to the subject but this time spoke only of
remission or oommutation of the penalty of imprisonment to that of banishnent
(extranamiento). On this occasion, he said that "this measure, inspired by
humanitarian motives, will also serve to ensure that henceforth no-one can say
that in Chile there are persons who are deprived of freedcm for political acts
committed in the past" and he went on to warn "that the above-oentioned deoision
by the Government over which I preside should be interpreted as a gesture of
conciliation and not as a sign of weakness, becsuse anyone who makes any mistake
in that regard will henceforth lay himself open to the full severity of the law". ~

251. On 20 April 1978, the Ministry of Justice and the Director-General of the
Gendarmerie announced that "2,071 persons appeared to be eligible for the amnesty,
of whom 950 had been sentenced by military oourts and 1,121 had gone abroad after
their sentences had been commuted to banishment". 1/ During its meeting with
lawyers, the Group was informed that most of the persons who had been sentenced
by military courta and who were eligible under the amnesty were no·t in prison but
outside, because they had been released conditionally or had been sentenced to
internal exile and the sentence was being oa=ied out in the plaoes to which the
judges had assigned them. Some days preViously, the penalty of imprisonment had
been commuted to that of banishment in the caSe of a number of persons who came
within the provisions of the Decree-Law concerning amnesty and for that reason
they had left Chile or were in the course of doing so.

11 The full text of the Decree-Law is reproduoed in annex XXVI.

gj El Mercurio, 4 April 1978.

~ El Mercurio, 6 April 1978.

1/ El Mercurio, 21 April 1978.
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252. (n Ij I'1~y ~_97f3, the Ministry ~f Justice issued a statistioal report concerning
p"rsons sentenced by O1ilitary C0urts who had been o0nfined in various penal
c,stabLislm'Emts in Chile and who hed be"n released under Decree-Law No. 2,19L
They num~)Gred 153 in ell. 2/

253. Jfot Ell the detained persons who benefited from the amnesty rcgainnd their
frGedom in Chile. In some oases, they were exp0.l1ed or kept in prison until they
teecidcd to leave Chile once an entry visa for another country had berm olJtained.
1'he following' is an "xample of the procedure followed. On 26 Nay 19'78,
El Mercurio reported that 30 detainees oonfined in the Central Prison haQ
insti tuted an aotion for enforcement of rights in the Court of Appeals, an,l
requesting proteotion, as a result of the expulsion from Chile of four persons
bfmefiting from the smnbS ty, HActor Armaml0 Reyes N(iliez, 3er{>,''l.o }~nrique Sepw.veda
Golomo, Viotor Juga Hc,r~sman Sepulveda and Jorge Arturo Martinez i1urloz. The
lAst-named stated bef0re th<', Group that he had triS'l to resist beinli; transferred
to 3 destination unknown to him without an ord.er from tree competent authority
anil that he had beer. "beaten while being forcibly removed from the prison. During
its visit to Chile, the Group received a 00py of the text of "this action whioh
Cixpr8ssed the oonnern of the prisoners at the removal and subsequent expulsion of
th(~ emnes tied persons who, jus t when thoy hoped to be freed, w~r8 sent to the
TI~S Alamos camp without being shown an expulsion order or decree. The Group ¥as
also told of the existenne of a decree issued by the Minister of the Interior
')ra..nring thA FxpulRion from Chilean tA:rritory of the four parsons because hp.
considerc;rj that they constituted 8 danger to the internal security of the State. §/

25~. The iou~ expelled p~rson8 instituted an aotion for enfOrGGIDent of rights
against the measure, which was aocepted by the Court of Appeals because it
consillered that the deer"," ordering the expulsion should have h8(1 a proper legal
bPcsis, 28 requirod by the law. The Government appealed against this d6cdsion to
the Supreme Court. During its visit to Chile, the Gro,"p was present at the
hearing in which the pleas of both parties were presented to the Supreme Court.
The l"tter subsequently r<" jecte,i the petition for enforcement of rights, st8ting
that "the assessment of the grounds on which an expulsion order is based is not
s~.lbjE':ct to judicial review .•. " 11 and thus coniimed the expulsion.

2)5. Supreme Decree No. 60 of 10 May 1978, signed by the Ministers of the Interior
and Defence, further ordered the expulsion of Horacio Marotta Rozman, Diana
Duhald.e Rui", Isidoro Li0.ndo Vera, Ines Naranjo Ponce, Rodrigo del Transito Muiioz
Munoz and Flizabeth Olivares Fontt. Rodrigo del Transito ~funoz Muiioz entered an
Appeal for protection against the measure, but the Santiago courts declined to
aocept his petition, declaring itself ir"competent to review dnoisior.s of that kind
by the executive power.?J In short, the Supreme Court is of th8 opinion that if
the executive power considers that a person constitutes a d'mger, this is
sufficient for the person in:l'wstion to b8 expelled or refused authorization to
return to the cOllnt.-ry.

2/ El Mercurio, 14 May 19'78.

Y A copy ef Decree No. uc62 of 12 May 1978 t:r;,eri::-.g expulo;.cnC3 ia
reproduc8d in annex XXVII.

I! El Mercurio, 18 July 19'78.

Q/ Minute No. 6 ~ StAte-.ffiEmt b;y Hnih-i2=:u ril'-'.I Il1J.'d.!.U-:i Lu :"IIJ1JiJ'7, J'wT1lfiul',. Tlds
stetnrnent is oonsistont. with th(, (~(fntHnts of :::J '1i")l;lW,HEf "h'iT.dHl /'1) tb-<=-. (;J.'Ullp by
lawyers in Chile.
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256. The periodical Hoy summed up the events of the two days followine the amnesty
as follows, in its article "The dividine lines of freedom",

"However, al thoUl"h ICEM had no problems in the Correctional Establishment,
it encountered them in the Central Prison. CNI a[~nts entered the prison
building and arrested there Victor Heressman Sepulveda, Bector Reyes NUnez
and Enrique Sepulveda Coloma, just as they were leaving to regain their
freedom under the amnesty decree. A police statement later said that a
decree issued by the Ministry of the Interior, dated 12 May, had ordered
their transfer abroad because they 'were highly dangerous'.

"Thus ended days of tension between thm<e held and those who were freed.
The information emanating from the Government indicated that all or some
of the amnestied persons would have to leave the country. For that reason,
they instituted an action for enforcement of rights which they later
withdrew. On Friday, in the Office of the Second Military Prosecutor,
Boracio Marotta and Isidoro Liendo signed a statement before notary
Arturo Carvajal indicating that they were leaving without being expelled,
because they had been told that they were in danger. ICEM, therefore,
was protecting them." 21

B. Scope of the Decree-Law concerning amnesty

257. The scope of the Decree-Law varies according to the acts, situations and
persons covered by it.

Article 1

258. Article 1 applies to all thcse who, "as principals or accessories, committed
criminal offences during the period of the state of siege between 11 September 1973
and 10 March 1978, unless at the present time they are in the process of being tried
or have been convicted." Accord.ing to this article, the sJ'lllesty extends to all
categories of offence, both ordinary and political, with the exoepticn of those
mentioned further on in the decree, committed between 11 September 1973 and
10 March 1978, for which the person accused had not been tried or convicted on
the date of the Decree-Law. It should be pointed out that this article does not
apply to persons convicted by the ordinary criminal courts or judges of those
courts. On the other hand, it is apparent from article 2 that the persons who
benefit from the amnesty are those who have been ccnvicted. by military courts.
Decree-Law No. 2,191 makes it clear that the d.ecisions of the ordinary courts are
to be respected, while those of the military courts do not appear to enjoy the
same degree of validity.

259. A number of proceedings instituted to identify those responsible for the
disappearance of persons were quashed definitively, it being held that the acts
came within the scope of article 1 and had been committed within the period
specified in the Decree-Law concerning amnesty (four actions in the Seventh Court,
five in the Eighth Court and one in the Sixth Court) according to the periodical
Que Pasa. This publication reported that the lawyers instituted actions for

21 Hoy (Santiago, Chile), 17-22 May 1978.
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enforcement of rights in the Court of Appeals, arguing that the missing persons
had been abducted and that abduction was a oontinuing offence, and, accordingly,
the offence continued to be oommitted until such time as the abducted person
reoovered his freedom. They also pointed out that artiole 1 of Decree-Law
No. 2,191 granted amnesty to all persons who, as principals or aocessories, had
oommitted oriminal offences and that implied that those responsible should be
identified in judioial prooeedings and their involvement in the offenoes
established before they oould avail of the benefits of ohe amnesty. lQ/

260. Cn 27 May 1978, El Mercurio reported that the oriminal oourt judges of
Santiago had pronounced approximately 300 definitive dismissals in Oases of
"presumed misadventure" (prooeedings aimed at establishing the whereabouts of
persons responsible for disappesrsnoes) since the entry into force of
Deoree-Law No. 2,191 and in oonsequence cf its provisions. The newspaper also
reported that almost all the doouments relating to the cases were in the criminal
department of the Court of Appeals.

261. Subsequently, the Court of Appeals reversed the decisions of the court of
first instance in a number of oases, on the ground that "artiole 1 of
Decree-Law No. 2,191 grants amnesty to persons who, as principals or accessories,
oommitted oriminal offenoes during the stated period and that, in accordance
with article 413 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, there csnnot be definitive
dismissal until the investigation seeking to verify the corpus delicti and to
identify the offender has been completed". ll!
Article 2

262. Artiole 2 covers all persons who, "at the date of entry into force of this
De cree-Law, have been convicted by military courts since 11 September 1973".
This artiole extends the effects of the amnesty tc persons oonvicted by military
oourts between the same dates, even for acts committed before 11 September 1973,
but exoludes those against Whom prooeedings had been instituted, namely, persons
whose oase, on the date of the Decree, was pending before a military oourt.

263. In explaining why persons in respeot of whom proceedings were instituted had
been excluded, the Minister of Justice informed the Group on 24 July 1978 that
although the amnesty erased the offenoe snd the penalty, it had not been possible
to include in it persons under the jurisdiction of the judicial power. lSI
264. Persons benefiting from article 2 inolude~ those Whose prison sentence imposed.
by a military oourt had been commuted to exile, those who were already outside
the country or who were in the prooess of leaving it. The artiole also oovers
other situations such as the case of the persons responsible for the assassination
of General Rene Sohneider in 1970, who had been convicted after 11 September 1973.ljI

lQ/ "First dismissals arising out of the amnesty", Que Pasa, 1-17 May 1978.

nJ }'I Merourio, 11 June and 14 June 1978.

lSI Minutes No. 28 of 24 July 1978.

li! El Mercurio, 22 June 1978.
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265. The Court Martial, in the case of the four oarabineros responsible for the
offenoe of unnecessary violence whioh brought about the death of one peraon on
5 December 1975, had to interpret the scope of the term "oonvicted" in article 2
of Deoree-Law No. 2,191 and stated, among other things, that "the d.istinguishing
feature of the amnesty law whose soope is being defined in this decision, is that
it is very broad, not to mention its more liberal approaoh to oases before
military oourts. In the oircumstances, therefore, it would be in acoordanoe
with neither the letter nor the spirit of the law to maintain that artiole 2 of
Deoree-Law No. 2,191 required that the offender's sentence should be final and
without recourse". W
266. This interpretstion was sUbsequently ohallenged by the State Defence Counoil
which petitioned the Supreme Court to deolare null and void the Court Martial's
decision to dismiss the case on the basis of the Deoree-Law oonoerning amnesty,
on the grounds that artiole 2 must be interpreted in a restriotive sense and that
the word "oonvioted" has the meaning of sentenoed by virtue of a definitive
judioial deoision against whioh there is no appeal. l2I So far the Group has not
reoeived any information conoerning the Supreme Court's deoision on the matter.

Artiole 3

267. Artiole 3 exoludes from the soope of the amnesty, as referred to in artiole 1,
persons in respeot of whom prooeedings ars pending for various orimes and offenoes
whioh it enumerates (see annex XXVI). These exoeptions do not inolude offenoes
whioh are partioularly serious - and whioh are therefore oovered b~" the amnesty
suoh ss homioide, bodily injury, slander and libel, robbery, illegal seizure,
wilful damage to propert~, frsud, offenoes against the publio oredit (forgery,
false testimony, perjury), the kidnapping of adults, the violation of the home
and oorrespondenoe, eto.

268. During the Group's interview with the Minister of Justioe, the latter stated
that the Government's objeotive in enaoting the Decree-Law concerning amnesty had
been to oall upon sll elements in the country to return to the national way of life
and to assure the isolated groups of Marxists who had been involved in clashes
and had killed not to fear retJ'ibution for those offences, even if they had been
common offenoes committed with a political motivation. Certain crimes and offences,
however, had not been included in the amnesty because it was obvious that no
politioal ideal was involved, as in the case of the corruption of minors. 12/

Article 4

269. Article 4 of Decree-Law No. 2,191 excludes from the scope of the amnesty
persons shown to be responsible for the aots being investigated in
indiotment No. 192-78 of the Santiago Military Court, ad hoc prosecutor's offioe.
The Minister of the Interior, in referring to this case, stated that "it is the

Las Ultimas Noticias, 24 May 1978;

El Mercurio, 23 July 1978.

Minutes No. 28, 24 July 1978.

El Mercurio, 24 May 1978.
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hope of the President of the Republic - as he has already indicated to the country
at large in connexion with the case before the Santiago Military Court which is
well known to all - that the facts will be brought to light and that the
investigation will continue • ••• " and went on to explain that the case involved the
assassination of Orlando Letelier and that "the amnesty does not apply to any
person whose participation in such a reprehensible crime is proved." 11/
Article 5

270. Lastly, article 5 states that "persons benefiting from this Decree-Law
who are outside the territory of the Republic shall comply with the terms of
article 3 of Decree-Law No. 81, of 11 October 1973, for the purpose of re-entering
Chile" •

271. Article 3 of Decree-Law No. 81 states, "Those who left the country to seek
asylum, those who abandoned the country without complying with the procedure laid
down or who were expelled or forced to leave the country or were sentenced to
exile, may not re-enter the country without the authorization of the Minister of
the Interior; such authorization must be sought through the appropriate
consulate."

272. MOnica Madariaga, the Minister of Justice, on being questioned by reporters
concerning the effects of the amnesty for persons who had been expelled and
eXiled, stated:

"The situation of persons who were expelled from the country without
a sentence being pronounced against them will remain the same as it was
before the enactment of this provision; such persons are subject to all
the provisions of Decree-Law No. 81. Persons who were exiled under
Decree No. 604 by virtue of a decision which commuted their sentence
of deprivation of liberty in Chile to exile abroad, are pardoned and
should comply with the general provisions of Decree-Law No. 81 in order
to re-enter the country.

"All persons who sought asylum in embassies or who left the country
with ICEM assistance without a passport because they were afraid that some
action might be taken against them should comply with the provisions of
Decree-Lsw No. 81; however, the amnesty also applies to these persons." W

C. Critical analysis of the Decree-Law concerning amnesty

273. Various criticisms were levelled at Decree-Law No. 2,191 both within the·
country and abroad, some of them being made without prejudice to the positive
aspects of the amnesty. These criticisms consisted in raising objections
concerning: (1) the legal aspects of the Decree-Law, in so far as it gives
rise to contradictory legal situations and arbitrary legal acts of a serious
nature; (2) the persons to whom it applies, as its purpose is said to be to
pardon those responsible for sssassinations, torture and other offences committed
during the administrative of the Junta rather than to grant a genuine amnesty to
political opponents; (3) the restrictions it imposes on the return of Chileans
who are outside the oountry.

11/. El Merourio, 20 April 1978.

W El Mercurio, 20 April 1978.
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1, Legal objections

274. During its visit to Chile, the Group received a copy of a petition submitted
by 14 lawyers rzJ in which the Supreme Court is requested "to impress upon the
legislative powers the need to amend the amnes~ law in a manner which will not
affeot the country's penal legal order" and "to hand down a decision in plenary
which, through the due process of the law, will serve to correct contradictory
interpretations and mitigate the i'lagrant injustices which would be brought about
by a literal interpretation of this Decree-Law".

275. The legal objections raised in this petition include the following,

(a) The amnesty covers a large number of ordinary offences which have
nothing whatever to do with the political and social situation which it is
intended to remedy. For example, all offences which affect rights guaranteed by
the Constitution; all offences against public credit - f0rgery, false testinony
and perjury; offences connitted by civil servants in the perfornance of their
duties with the sole exception of embezzlement, fraud and extortion; offences
against the institution of the fanily and against public morals, with the exception
of the abduction and corruption of minors, rape, and incest; the offences of
homicide, bodily injury, duelling, slander and libel; and the offences of illegal
seizure, fraud and wilful damage.

(b) A distinction is made, without any apparent justification, in the
selection of the offences to which the amnesty applies. For example, homicide
and bodily injury are pardoned but not robbery with violence or intimidation; the
amnes~ covers the offence of wilful damage but not that of arson and other kinds
of wilful destruction.

(c) The amnes~ favours persons who have committed and been charged with
offences but does not apply to persons who are standing trial or have been
convicted. For example, the fates of two persons responsible for the same
homocide - one of whom has been apprehended and tried and the other who is a
fugitive - will be very different indeed, the former may even be sentenced to
death whereas the latter's record may not even be brought to trial. Article 2
is also arbitrary in that a pardon is granted to the persons who have committed,
been charged with and sentenced for an offence but not to those standing trial;
it also introduces an additional element of discrinination by extending the
exenption to cover many offences committed before 11 September 1973, subject
only to the condition that the sentence in such cases was handed down by a
military court before that date.

276. The Supreme Court, sitting in plenary on 23 May 1978, decided to reject
the petition of the 14 lawyers. 8ue of the Judges of the Court, Mr. Retsmal,
recognizing the importance of the comments contained in the petition, considered
it desirable to transmit it to the Minister of Justice for information and,
through her, to the menbers of the Legislature. W This suggestion by
Judge Retamal reveals aWareness of the merits of the comments and must be regarded
as a positive element in that JUdge's attitude.

121 See annex XXVIII where this petition is reproduced in extenso.

W El Mercurio, 25 May 1978.
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277. ,\ncther lawyer submitted t~ the Group a document in which it is stated that
I1this decree ooncernine amnesty violntes a bosie iJrincilJle of le[-'Ul hemeneutics
because, a1 though nu amnesty should invaria~Jly ~)e a Do:::m, the persons wh.:Jse prison
sentences were previously commuted to exile are now at a disadvantage. Previously
they were awore of the reason and the duration of their sentence, but all they
know now is that they cannot return to their coun-try - al thouch they d.o not know
why (the acts for which they were sentenced have been erased) or for how long they
must remain far from their country". W

2. Objections connected with the pardon of crimes appinst human rirmts

278. The Vicars of the San-tiago Archbisho~ric issued a statement, published in
El Mercurio on 9 May 1978 (see annex XXIX), in which, after indicating -that they
had. appreciated the s11irit of harmony anrl national reconciliation implicit in the
amnesty and recallinl" the suffering of the families of persons about whom nothing
further had been heard after -they had been arrested, they go on to state: ''We
cannot refrain from loving them and weepinl" with them because, in our view, the
amnesty decree to all intents and purposes puts an end to any hope of their
learning what happened to their husbands, fathers, sons or brothers".

279. Relatives of the missing detainees held a press conference during a journey
they made in Europe with the object of drawing the attention of world public
opinion to their problem. They are reported by the newspaper Le Monde to have
made the following statement during this press conference:

"Do not let yourselves be deceived. by the amnesty granted by
General Pinochet, they said. Do not believe that there is ar",
liberalization. The amnesty does not apply to the 1,500 persons who
are missing any more than it covers a number of so-called pris0ners
held for offences und.er the ~rdinary law. It does, on the other hand,
apply to members of the political police, to the torturers who were
responsible for the repression. How can victims and their executioners
be placed on the same footing?" ?JJ

280. The objection raised by the relatives of the missing detainees was also
expressed to the Group by relatives of persons who had died while they were in
the hands of the security services. The proceedings these persons instituted
in order to determine who had been responsible for the deaths have been dismissed.

281. un 15 June 1978 the Minister of the Interior made a statement in order to
give the Government's views on the question of the missing persons. This
statement containecl a reference to the objec-tions to which the Decree-Law
concerning amnesty had given rise. He said:

"The amnesty has had extensive support in the more responsible
spiritual and uivic circles in our country. Only a few fanatical
elements have tried to impugn it and criticize it, stating that it
covers security officials who may have committed certain excesses
during the period in question.

2h! Document submitted during one of the Group's hearings in Chile.

?JJ Le Monds, 10 May 1978.
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"With the moral strength that comes from always facing up to the
truth, I shall dispose of this bold aocusstion with one simple o~uestion,

'What are the critics trying to say?! Perhaps that the Government should
pardon those who from the trenches of the extremist (Marxist) movement
fomented a civil war while, on the other hand, it should maintain the
penalties for those who may have been too zealous in comoating this
extremism? Only a completely derant'"d mind could dream up such a
grctesque, unjust idea that is far removed from the most elementary
sense of reality". W

3. Restrictions imposed on the return of Dersons now livinR
outsid.e Chile and of persons who have been expelled

282. The Group referred previously to the expulsion from Chile of persons covered
by the amnesty (sect. A above) and to the scope of the a~nesty in relation to
article 5 of Decree-Law No. 2,191, as well as to article 3 of Decree-Law No. 81
(see sect. B above), which remains in force during the state of emergency, und'3r
the provisions of Decree-Law No. 1,877 (see chap. 11, sect. B).

283. The Minister of Justice, when asked by journalists what exceptions there
,rere to the amnesty, replied,

"PArsons who have been expelled cons·,;itute a special case. Their situation
has nothing to do with this Decree-Law but is covered. by Decree-Law No. 8I.
With or without this amnesty law, their situation will remain unchanged
although they have the benefit of amnesty at any time. I shall, within a
few hours, be sending s circular to the heads of penal institutions
requesting them to take appropriate measureS in this ma tter." W

284. 'l'he Ad Hoc Working Group received a large number of individual communications
from relatives and. groups of persons which refer to the serious limitation
article 5 implies for those who, because of the amnesty, had hoped to be able to
return to their relatives and friends in their country.

285. The case of Cesar Godoy Urrutia is taken here as an example in order to
present the legal considerations on whioh objections to the DecrAe-Law concerning
amnesty are based.

286. Cesar Godoy Urrutia, a former communist deputy and a well-known educator who
is 76 years of age, tried to return, assuming that there was no legal obstacle
preventing him from doing so. Godoy Urrutia had in fact left Chile of his own
free will, his passport had been in order and no proceedings had bRen bn'light
against him or sRntence imposed on him, so that he Was not covered by the
provisions of DAcree-La'" No. 81. He had had no difficulty in renewing his OWT.

passport, as well as that of his Wife, at the Chilean embassies in Brazil and in
Mexico. His passport contained no mention of any restriction or any special
marks. ~ On 27 April 1978 he landed at Pudahuel (the airport close to Santiago),
where he was forbidden to enter Chile and was forced to leave on the same flight,

?21 El Mercurio, 16 June 1978.

~ El Mercurio, 20 April 1978.

~ Minutes No. 25 - testimony of Mrs. Maria Herrera Ferrer.
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which oontinued to its destination in Buenos Aires. On that same day, the
Under-SecretaIY of the Interior stated that that action hall been taken under
De~ree-Law No. 81. The following day, 28 April, it was stated that the measure
had been tak~n in oonformity with Decree-Law No. 604, which empowered the
Government to prevent the return of persons considered to constitute R danger to
the security of the State or who had slandered the Government while abroad. ~
The next day, while his wife was making an appeal to thp Supreme G~urt,

contraniQtory information was issued 80ncexning the existence of n deoree
prohibiting the entry of Godoy Urrutia into ~hile; whereas the Department of
Investigation maintained that the decree was Qated 19 January 1978, the
Ministry of the Interior stated that the decree in question (Dpcree No. 2412)
was d.ated 23 February 1978, although when a copy of thA decree Wps appended to
the action for pnforcement of rights addressed to the Supreme Court, it bore the
date 28 February 1978. SI!
287. Cesar '~odoy Urrutia later submit tell, from the consulate in Bm'nos Aires,
through the ~~nistry of the £nterior, a request for permission to enter Chile,
stating that he was prepared to sign the application required by the Chilean
Government; his request was denied. ~ The sction for enforcement of rights
presented to the Court of Appeals, and also presented on Appeal to the
Supreme Court, W8S rejeQted. ~

288. Witnesses who testified before the Ad Hoc Workin~ Group stated that following
the promulgation of the Decree-Law concerning amnesty, about 1,780 persons had
been denied permission to enter Chile; this figure inclulles family membors.
The Group was unable to verify this figure but many nam0S and lists supplied by
official sources were published in the press (see chap. VI conoerning exile, where
this point is considered in more detail).

289. In the report submitted by the Government of Chile in aocorllance with
article 40 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political nights the
Government, in reference to artiele 12 of the Covenant, states,

"The 1925 Political Constitution of the State, in its artiole 10,
paragraph 15, guarantees 'Freedom ·to reside at any place in th& Republio,
to mo·:e from one place to :mother, or to depart from th& national territory
without being subject, other than as determined by law, to arrest,
prosecution, imprisonment or local banishment, provided that the police
regulations are complied with snd always excepting any damage to third
parties! .

lli See annex XXX. See also information concerning Decree-Law No. 604 in
E/GN.4,71266 , paras. 95 and 96.

SI! "The deorees ageinst Cesar Golloy", Hoy (Santiago), 1C'-16 May 1978.

~ Minutes No. 25.

~ El Mercurio, 7 June 1978.
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"As was stated in connexion with article 9 of the Covemnt, our
constitutional rules, as set forth in article 1, paragraph 6, of
Constitutional Act No. 3, also guarantee the right to liberty and
security of person and, consequently, the right to reside and remain
at any place in the Republic, to move from one place to another, and
to enter or depart from the national territory, provided that legal
requirements are observed and always excepting any pI'ejudice to third
parties.

"Article 1, paragraph 6 (a), of Constitutional Act No. 3 provides
that no one shall be d.eprived of or restricted in his personal liberty,
except in the cases and in the manr,er laid down by the Constitutional Acts,
the Constitution and the laws.

"In laying down the rules mentioned above, the constituent power made
provisions for three specific rights under the guarantee of personal
liberty:

"l. Freedom of movement, by virtue of which all inhabitants may
move from or to ar.y place in the national territory, and depart from
and return to it;

"2. Freedom of residence) under whioh any person can become
domiciled or reside in the place of his choioe, change his domicile or
residence and establish another; and

"3. Protection against arbitrary acts, according to which no one
can be subjected to arrest, prosecution, imprisonment or local banisp~ent

except in the cases and in the manner laid down by law.

"Restrictions on the above-mentioned rights can be imposed only for
reasons of national security, in emergency situations which endanger the
attainment of national objectives. Under article 2 of Constitutional Act No.~,

the following are cases of emergency, situation of external or internal war,
civil commotion, latent subversion and public disaster." 2sY

290. Decree-Law No. 604, invoked in the case of Godoy Urrutia, is manifestly
inconsistent with the above-mentioned constitutional rules. It might be thought,
from the terms of the above-mentioned report, that its provisions applied. to a
state of emergency by reason of publio disaster. However, the powers conferred
on the executive power by this Decree-Law are not among those referred to in
Decree-Law No. 1,877, emending Act No. 12,927 of 1958 ooncerning the internal
seourity of the Stete, which oonferred on the executive power, during the s~3te

of emergAncy, a number of powers which it had formerly had only in the case of
a state of siege (see chap. 11, sect. E). Nor does it emerge from its text
that it is applicablo only in the case of states of emergenoy.
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291. Decree-Law No. 604 gives the Executive wider powers than does Decree-Law No.81,
since it gives it the power to deny permission to enter Chile, not only on the
ground of previous or current acts, but also on the ground of potential danger.
The D8cree-kw states that entry into Chile shall be for~idden to persons who
"in the opinion of the Government, present 8 danger to the State". W
292. As has been made clear in its public statements, the Government of Chile
considers this provision to be still in force. Since the power in question is not
inherent in the state of emergency, the Group must conclude that it is not
subordinated to such a state of exception, and that it constitut8s a provision
of a permanent nature, contrary to the rules of the Chilean Constitution and to
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, in particular to its
article 12, paragraph -to

293. In the case we have given as an example, the arbitrariness of the action
taken may prove to be even greater having regard to the fact that the person
prevented from returning to his country is 76 YGars of age, is in poor health
(haVing recently had to undergo surgioal treatment) and is seeking permission
to return to Chile so that he may spend the last years of his life in his own
country.

294. In a statement issued by the National Directorate of Social Information
on 5 May 1978, the Ministry of the Interior expressly confirmed that the provisions
restricting entry remained in force:

"1. Decree-Law No. 81 provides that persons who have left Chile by
seeking asylum or without follOWing tha normal procedures, who have been
expelled or obliged to lesve the country or who are serving sentences of
banishment (extranamiento), may not re-enter the national territory without
the permission of the Minister of the Interior, which should be applied
for through the appropriate consulate.

"Furthermore, Decree-Law No. 604 gives the Government the power
to prohibit the entry into Chile of persons who oommit Hcts contrary to
the national interest or whc present a danger to the security of the State,
even where the reason for or the circumstances of their previous departure
from the naticnal territory do not fall within any of the special cases
referred to in the aforesaid Decree-Law No. 81. Persons affected by the
prohibition under Decree-Law No. 604 may not re-enter Ohile withcut
permission from the Minister of the Interior.

"2. The amnesty recently decreed. by the Government applies to
certain specified offences and their consequences, provided that the
offences W8re committed within the period during which the State of Siege
was in force (11 September 1973 to 10 March 1978) and also that the persons
affected were not being prosecuted or had not been convicted on the date
of the publication of Decree-Law No. 2,191 granting the aforesaid amnesty.

2h/ See the full text of Decree-Law No. 604 in annex XXX.
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"That DeQree-Law extend.ed the benefit of the amnesty to persons who
within the same period were convicted by military courts, provided such
conviction was after 11 September 1973.

"It is important that public opllllon should be fully aware that this
measure, which reflects the wish of the Government for national reconciliation,
does not in any way alter the legal si~,ation concerning re-entry into Chile
of persons to whom Decree-Laws Nos. 81 and 604 are applicable, Save insofar
as it enables persons Who have incurred the penalty of banishment
(extranamiento), to apply for readmission to Chile on the same terms as the
other persons referred to in those instruments, i.e., only with the
permission of the Minister of the Interior.

"3. Consequently, each application for readmission will be considered
and decided upon according to the circumstances, under the procedure which
was, of course, followed prior to the recent amnesty.

"Nevertheless, to avoid any misunderstanding or confusion in the matter,
the Minister of the Interior considers it his duty to make it clear to all
oitizens that his carefully-considered deoision not to permit the re-entry
into Chile of any person involved in the international campaign against
Chile or in any international Marxist aotivity is irrevooable". 21J

295. The Government's deoision set out in the closing sentence of that announoement,
the provisions of Decree-Law No. 604 and the testimony heard by the Group lead it
to conclude that individuals may be excluded from Chile on the sole ground of
holding opiJlions the "dangerous character" of which is to be judged solely '.Jy the
Governmer;t.

296. The situation is further aggravated as a result of the interpretation placed
by the Gourts on their powers of judicial review of acts of the executive power.
On 17 July 1978, the Supreme Court, ir; its judgement in the Cese of the expulsion
of Hector Armando Reyes NUnez, Sergio Enrique Sepulveda Coloma, Victor Hugo
Heresman Seplilvedfl and Jorge Arturo Martfnez Munoz (see para. 253 above), stated
as follows:

"It must be pointed out that, as this is a case of a power reserved
solely to the r~vernment, the assessment of the grounds on whioh the
decision to expel was based is not subject to any judicial review; in these
oircumstances, it is necessary to draw attention to the fact that the
Supreme Decree providing for the expulsion satisfies the reqUirements of
the law, since it was issued when the country waa in a state af emergency,
bore the signatures of the appropriate ministers and stated the reason
or ground on which it was based, namely that, according to information in
the possession of the Ministry, the Chilean citizens expelled. ropresented
a danger to the internal security of the State, there being no legal
requirement to specify or refer in detail to this information or eVidence". 2l/

lSI El Cronista (Santiago), 5 May 1978.

2l/ El Mercurio, 18 July 1978.
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297. After considering th8 fOl'egoing, the Group made th8 following observation8'

298. The effect8 of article 2 of DecreR-Law No. 2,191 extent to politioal opponents,
but the amnesty is limited by artiole 5 and by Decree-Laws Nos. 81 and 604,
whioh have been used in order to expel from Bnd to prevent the entry into Ghile
of persons formally within the soope of the amnesty. These enactments, and the
interpretation plaoed by the courts on their own power to review their applioation
are limitations which appear to nullify the objectives proclaimed by the
C~vernment in iSSUing Decree-Law No. 2,191 and limit its impact, since a very
large r~unber of Chilean oitizens now outside Chile are exoluded from the amr.esty.

299. Artiole 1 of Decree-I,aw No. 2,191, because of the ~roadn8ss of its wording
and the variety of offenoes it covers, has the effeot of giving the benefit of
the amnesty to members of seourity bodies suspeoted or acoused of acts of torture,
murders, responsibility for disappearances and other offences committed through
abuse of power during the period specified in the amnesty. For example, the
innumerable instsnces which oocurred of temporary suspension of criminal
proseoutions for murder or responsibility for disappearanoes (see E/CN.4/1266,
para. 76) would be oovered. The amnesty also benefits persons who oommitted
ordinary offenoes of various kinds, between 11 September 1973 and 10 Maroh 1978
and who have so far suoceeded in eluding any judicial consequences.

300. In general, it must be pointed out that, as a legal rule, the amnesty appears
to oonflict with the objeotivos set forth in this respect in official statements.
It is, thereforp., inoperative in relation to these objectives. Nevertheless, it
must be admitted that it has benefited certain political prisoners, and this is
a positive feature.
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IV. LIFE, LIBERTY AND SECURITY OF PERSON

A. International standards and. Chilean constitutional
and. legal provisions

301. The international community has constsntly emphasized the importance of the
right to life, liberty and security of person and the necessity for effective
national measures for their protection. 11 The Group in earlier reports has
deal t with the interna tional standards and. with Chilean constitutional and legal
provisions relating to these rights. £! These provisions establish rules
requiring written arrest orders, except in oases of flagrante delicto, placing
time-limits on the length of detention and permitting detention only in public
places intended for that purpose. J.! Special powers have been given to the
President of the Republic by the Constitution and laws to arrest and. detain persons
in their own homes or places which are not gaols d.uring states of siege. M:>st
recently decree-law No. 1877 empowered the President to so arrest and detain
persons during a state of emergency. In 1975 snd 1976 a series of measurea were
enacted d.esigned to give greater protection to persons arrested during a state of
siege by limiting the time of d.etention to five days, requiring notification of
family members, limiting detention to three places (Puchancav!, Tres Alamos and.
Cuatro Alamos), requiring medical examinations of detainees ond prOViding for
inspections of detention places and. the investigation of irregularities. ~ In
August 1977 these rules were extended to detentions under the state of
emergency. 21 Ehtcerpts from the relevant acts are reproduced in annex XXXI.

302. Frcm its analysis of the relevant provisions and its d.iscussions With Chilean
authorities, in particular the Minister of the Interior, y the Group understand.s
the Chilean law governing arrest and detention to be as follows. Arrests without
prior written ord.er may be made only in cases of flagrante d.elicto, the person
must be brought within 24 hours before a court and. he may only be detained in his
home or a public place intended for d.etention. The National Information
Agency (CNI) can make this type of arrest, but the person may not be questioned
before being brought before a jUdge except if so ord.ered by a d.ecree of the

11 Universal Declaration of Hwnan Rights, articles 3, 9, 10 and 11;
International Covenant on Civil and. Political Rights, articles 9 and 10;
American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, articles I and XXV.

£! See A/31/253, paras. 116-132 and para. 302. For mare details on Chilean
constitutional and legal norms see A/C.3/31/6/Ad.d.l, the initial report of Chile
under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR/C/l/Add.25)
and the Chilean response to the General Assembly's questionnaire on torture,
A/33/196.

?JI Constitution of 1925 and. Constitutional Act No. 3 (see annex XXXI).

~ Decree-law No. 1009 of May 1975, supreme d.ecree No. 187 of January 1975
and. supreme decree No. 146 of February 1976.

21 Decree-law No. 1877, article 2. Many provisions have been enacted aimed.
at ensuring that the rules on arrest and detention are observed (see A/33/196).

y Meetings with the Minister of the Interior, 18 and 25 July 1978, and
meeting with the Director of the National Information Agency (ONI), 17 July 1978.
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Ministry of the Interior. In cases other than flagrante d.elicto, a written ord.er
must be obtained. and the detainee notified. If the arrest is made by decree
issued pursuant to the President's special powers d.uring states of siege or
emergency, the detainee's family must be notified in writing within 48 hours, the
person himself may be d.etained only in one of the three places d.esignated by
supreme decree No. 146 and he must be released. 'or turn"d. over to a court or the
Minister of the Interior within five days. With regard. tc arrests not in
flagrante d.elicto and. not under the President's special powers, the general
constitutional rules apply: a written order from a public official is required.,
detention can only be in a person's home or in a public place intend.ed for
d.etention and. the detainee must be brought to court in 48 hours, a period that
can be extended. to five days by a jUdge's order. If a atate of emergency is in
force, the 48 hours period. is extended to 10 days in cases affecting national
security.

B. Method.s of investigation into cases of arrest,
detention and ill-treatment

303. Extensive and d.etailed information was received by the Group d.uring tha visit
to Chile on arrests and detentions relating to political or national security
matters which had taken place in Chile during 1978. It was impossible to d.eal
with all the cases on which the Group received. information. However, the Group
studied in d.etail certain cases of a typical nature, cross-checking the information
it received. on these cases with the information provid.ed. by the Government. In
this way the Group has been able to arrive at an overview of the situation and. to
cite certain verified. cases as examples.

304. The case of arrest, detention and. ill-treatment which the Group stud.ied. most
thoroughly in Chile and Geneva was that of Rodxigo d.el Transito Muf'loz Muf'loz. A
description of the methods of investigation used. in this case is given below. The
other cases of arrest and. d.etention dealt with in this chapter, section C,
subsections 2 (b), (c), (d) and (e), were also examined. closely by the Group.
Information on them was received. while the Group was in Chile and the Government
also submitted. information to the Group with respeot to each case. However,
because of lack of time, the Group was not able to study them to the same extent
as the Muf'loz Muf'loz case. In relation to the arrests in the town of Peffaflor
(subsection (d.», the Group raised the matter with the Government of Chile, which
provid ed. the Group with a number of relevant d.ocuments. In connexion with the
cases of Dr. Haydee Palma Donoso (subsection (b», Hector Riffo Zamorano
(subsection (c», Luis Maturana Maturana (subsection (c» and

Armando d.el Carmen Barr,{a Oyarzun (subsection (e», the Group transmitted. to the
Government of Chile on 3 August 1978 the basic information on each case which the
Group had. received. during its visit to Chile. On 4 September 1978 the Government
submitted. its observations on these cases.

Investigation into the Muf'loz Muf'loz case

305. Mr. Rodxigo del Transito Muffoz Muffoz first appeared before the Group in
Santiago, Chile, on 16 July 1978 when he testified. concerning his arrest, his
d.etention and ill-treatment in Villa Grimaldi, his being placed. at the disposal
of the military courts, bis subsequent imprisonment in Santiago Prison and. the
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med.ical care he received there. The following day, 17 July 1978, during the
Group's visit to the CNI head.quarters, the Director of the Agency,
General Od.lanier Mena, provid.ed the Group with a list of persons who, since
January 1978, had. been detained. and. interrogated. by CNI. Mr-. Illuffoz Muffoz was
listed as having been detained from 16 to 23 February 1978 in connexion with
MlR (Movimiento de la Izquierd.a Revolucionaria) activities. However, the
Director stated that there had. been no cases of maltreatment under his authority
and that, while Villa Grimald.i was a place under the authority of 00, it was not
used. for purposes of interrogation. At the Group's request, the Director agreed.
to a visit by the Group to Villa Grimaldi, together with two witnesses selected
by the Group.

306. On 18 July 1978 the Group visited. Villa Grimald.i, together with
Mr-. Muffoz Muffoz, the Director and. Deputy Director of CNI, and.
Ambassador Miguel Schweitzer. The Group was able to inspect the Villa and. its
compound., and JiJr. Muffoz Muffoz showed. the Group the places where he stated. he
had been held.. Mr-. Muf'loz Muf'loz was questioned. by the Group in the presence of
government officials. At one point Mr-. Muf'loz Muffoz stated. that he recognized.
two persons present at Villa Grimald.i and. he was confronted. with them. The
Group was informed. that one belonged. to the Villa r s staff and the other was a
CNI employee. The minutes of this visit are includ.ed. in annex XXXII. During
the visit Mr. Muffoz Murloz stated. that he had. been photographed. along with other
detainees in a blue-tiled. room in Villa Grimald.i and that the photograph had. been
published in a Chilean newspaper. The Group subsequently found. that three
newspapers (La Tercera d.e la Hora, El Cronista, El Mercurio) in their editions
of 24 February 1978 had. published. photographs of Mr. ll!uffoz ll!uffoz. The photograph
published in la Tercera shows J1r. Muffoz Muf'loz against the tiled. wall of the room
in the one-storey bUilding called "Bodega" opposite the main building in
Villa Grimaldi (see annex XXXIII). The Group is satisfied. that Mr. Muffoz ll!uffoz
had. been d.etained. in that build.ing.

307. In the afternoon of that same day, 18 July 1978, the Group visited
Santiago Prison and was able to inspeot a record. of a medical examination of
J1r. Muffoz ll!uffoz. The Group received a copy of this record. (No. 3,544) which
shows that J1r. Muffoz ll!uffoz at that time Was suffering from injuries resulting
from external causes (see annex XXXIII).

300. IVhile the Group was in Chile, the Government submitted. to it a file of
background. information on J1r. ll!uffoz Murloz which contained a memorandum and.
14 annexes. These annexes included. reports of medical examinations of
J1r. Murloz ll!uffoz made during his d.etention, some of which stated. that he was
clinically healthy. Also includ.ed in the annexes were statements, includ.ing
one signed by J1r. Mufioz ll!uffoz himself, to the effect that he had. attempted. to
commit suicid.e. In order to clarify the question of the attempted. suicid.e,
the elements of the alleged ill-treatment and. torture of J1r. Huffoz Muf'loz, and
the causes of the marks on his body which the doctors had. obaerved., the Group
invited. 1iJr. Muffoz Mul'!oz to testify before it again during its meetings in Geneva
in September 1978. The Group also requested that two d.octors examine
J1r. Muffoz Muffoz and the medical d.ocuments on his case prOVided. by the Government
of Chile. The Group also d.iscussed. this case with the representatives of the
Government of Chile during its September 1978 meetings in Geneva. For more
details see sections C and D of this chapter.
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309. The case of Mr. Muffoz l'fuftoz raises problems in the areas of arrest,
ill-treatment, torture ancl. places of d.etention which are examined. in more detail
in the following sections of this chapter. With regard to this case and
contrary to the statements by the Director of CNI that Villa Grimaldi was not
used as a place of detention and that detainees were not mal treated., the Group
concludes that it is beyond reasonable d.oubt that Vills Grimald.i was used as
a place of d.etention and that Mr-. Muf.(oz Muf.(oz was ill-treated. and tortured. by
security agents in February 1978. :Based on its thoroUgh examination of this
case, the Group cannot exclud.e as manifestly ill-founded. other statements on
arrest, detention and ill-treatment which were not stud.ied. sc thoroughly. This
refers in particular tc the case of Mr. Barria Qyarzun.

C. Arrest and detention 11
1. Number of arrests in 1978

310. A total of 985 arrests connected with political or national security matters
have been reported. for the first seven months of 1978 (mclud.ing 780 persons
detained d.uring an unauthorized May Day meeting), JanuaIJ', 77;
February, 17; March, 16; April, 24; May, 812; June, 30; July, 9.
Violations of the Secuxity of the State Act and. the law on the control of arms
are the reasons generally given for these arrests. Charges are mad.e cf
subversive activities, illegal printing activities, d.istribution of prchibited.
literature, undertaking political activities or participating in unauthorized.
d.emonstrations. In scme cases the accusations includ.e acts of violence or the
preparation of such acts. In the following table the number of arrests for
1976, 1977 and 1978 are set out. The 780 arrests thst took place on
Hay Day 1978 have not been included.•

11 The Group has d.eal t with this subject in previous reports,
A;10285, paras. 124-155; E/CN.4/1188, paras. 78-109; A/31/253, paras. 134-142;
E/CN.3!l221, paras. 89-129; A/32/227, paras. 83-100; E!CN.4/1266, psras. 49-61.
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Arrests for political or national
security reasons §}

January
February
March
April
!'lay
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1976

65
34
26
63
94
26
54
97
39
19
15
20

552

1977

4
4
7

45
44
21
19
26
68
36
52
20

346

1.2li
77
17
16
24
32
30
9

311. In add.ition to information on a=ests, the Group received. confidential
information on cases of intimid.ation which consisted. in entering and. searching
hcmes, usually at night, questioning persons about their political or humanitarian
activities, following persons or watching their homes in a conspicuous manner
and making threatening telephone calls. In 1977 more than 100 such cases were
reported and. for the first five months of 1978 the number is 85. 21

2. Specific ca ses of arrest and. d.etention

312. The following cases of arrest and. d.etention have been examined closely by
the Group.

(a) Arrest and. d.etention of Rodrigo del Transi to lfulloz Muiioz

313. During the Group I s stay in Chile, Rodrigo d.el Transito Muiioz Muiioz testified.
before it, submitted. a written statement and. accompanied the Group on a visit to
Villa Grimaldi, where he alleged. he had. been d.etained. The Director of CNI
submitted. to the Group a file containing information on Mr. Muiioz and. his a=est
and d.etention, and. the Government has submitted. newspaper clippings about the
movement to which Mr. Mui'ioz belonged. and. that movement's activities.

§./ On 17 July 1978 the Director of CNI handed. to the Group a list of
persons d.etained. and. interrogated. by eNI between 1 January 1978 and 17 July 1978.
The Group was SUbsequently informed that the list referred. to the entire country
and that the a=ests were mad.e by the d.ifferent security organs. This list
contains a total of 39 names: January, 17; February, 7; April, 1; May, 3;
June, 9; July, 2.

21 On this question see in particular A/32/227, para. 86.
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314. Mr. rrlUffoz stated that he was arrested. at about 6.30 p.m. on
16 February 1978 on a public street. He was surrounded by many persons dressed
in civilian clothes, who later identified themselves as CNI personnel, arrested.
and. placed. in a car. No arrest warrant Was shown and. Mr. Mufioz describes his
arrest as a kidnapping. Blindfold.ed, he was taken to a place unknown to him,
which he later identified. as Villa Grimaldi. Mr. Muffoz states he was detained
there with several other persons until 23 February 1978, When he Was turned. Over
to the military courts. Information on Mr. Muffoz's treatment while detained
will be found. below in section D.

315. In the various reports submitted to the Group CNI gives two dates for the
detention of Mr. Muffoz, 16 and. 17 February 1978. It is stated that he was
taken to a CNI location, the name of which could not be revealed for security
reasons but which was not Villa Grimaldi. He was questioned in relation to
bombs which had been placed in d.ifferent places in late 1977 and. early 1978, and
concerning his associates. Mr. Muffoz remained in that place until
22 February 1978. On 23 February he and his accomplices Were placed at the
d.isposal of the military courts. It was stated that no communication of
detention was made to Mr. Muffoz's family·since he said he did not have any
relatives and the person he was living with was in hiding. The information
submitted. by the Government in connexion with these matters is reproduced in
annex XXXIII.

316. The question of the place at which Mr. Mufioz was d.etained was examined d.uring
a visit mad.e by the Group to Villa Grimaldi, together with Mr. Mufioz and the
Director and Deputy-Director of CNI. The Group was informed. that
Villa Grimaldi had become a recreational centre for CNI and that no one was
d.etained. there now. Minutes of that visit are to be found. in annex XXXII.
The part of those minutes relating to the identification of the place of
detention read as follows:

"Asked. how he was able to identify the courtyard. where he had. been
tortured. if he had been blindfolded, he replied that, While recovering from
the effects of the torture, the blindfold had been removed. and he had. twice
been taken to the courtyard. to be photographed against a wall, which he
showed. to the Group. He add.ed that, on the last occasion they had
photographed him, they had. d.one so in a room with walls covered. with
glazed. tiles, which he also showed to the Group. (The room was in the
low building, to the right of the dormitories, and above the door there was
now a sign saying "bodega" ("cellar").) That photograph, shOWing three
other detainees and. himself, had been pUblished on 24 February with a
caption referring to their d.etention in the following newspapers:
El Mercurio, La Tercera and El Cronista. Al though the photograph had been
taken against the background of a sheet on the wall, the sheet had. not
entirely covered some of the blue tiles in the centre of the wall, and a
few of the tiles had. been visible in the photograph published in one of
the newspapers. (There was indeed. on the wall which he showed. the Group
a long patch of blue tiles measuring about 2 metres wide and 1.2 to
1.6 metres high.) 191 He had first seen the newspapers on 1 March, the last
d.ay on which he had been held. incommunicado in the penitentiary.

191 A copy of this photograph is in annex XXXIII.
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"While und.ergoing med.ical treatment to recover from the effects of the
torture, which must have ended on about his third. d.ay at Villa Grimald.i, he
had. remained on a mattress in the corner of the same room with the glazed.
tiles. In that corner, which he indicsted, there had. been a nail to hang
the bottle containing the serum being given to him. On doctor's ord.ers,
he had. not been blindfold.ed and during that period liquid.s (tea and. water)
used to be brought to him by someone he had. recognized. during the current
visit on aeeing him enter the main building.

"He accompanied the Group toward.s the main building of Villa Grimald.i
and. in the kitchen he identified the person in question. The latter said.
that his name was Alexis Figueroa and. that he had never seen the witness.
The witness insisted. that Mr. Figueroa had. brought him something to drink
twice a d.ay during his last three days at Villa Grimald.i and had. treated
him well. He also showed. Mr. Figueroa a SCar on his own neck to see if
Mr. Figueroa recognized the wound.. The latter insisted that he did. not
know the witness; he had been working in the kitchen of Villa Grimaldi
since 1 January 1978, before which ha had worked. in the build.ing industry
and. had been laid. off. Witness B reiterated. that he WaS certain he
recognized. Mr. Figueroa and said he had also recognized. someone else
whom he Would point out later."

317. During its meetings in Geneva in September 1978, the Group heard. testimony
from Jorge Martinez Muffoz in which he stated. he had been arrested. on
20 February 1978 and. held in the same "blue_tiled" room in Villa Grimaldi as
Rodrigo Muffoz lfu1'loz. He stated that Mr. Muf.(oz Muffoz WaS in a bad. physical
condi tion, and was lying on a bed. where from time to time water and. tea were
brought to him. Mr. Mart!nez reported. that he Was also photographed. at the
Same time as Mr. Mufloz Muffoz (see snnex XXXIII), turned. over to the
military court, placed in Santiago Prison and. expelled. from the country. His
written statement appears in annex XXXIV.

(b) Arrests and d.eaths connected. with the case of Dr. Bayd.ee Palma Donoso

318. The Group has received, information that on 16 and 17 January 1978 at least
nine persons ll/ were arrested, by government security agents, blindi'old,ed. and,
taken to a place of d.etention id,entified, subsequently as Villa Grimaldi. During
these arrests one person, Gabriel Octavio Riveros Ravelo, d.ied, and, on
18 January German d.e Jesus Cortes RodrLguez, who had, been arrested on
16 January, also died. It is reported that during their d,etention these persons
were subjected. to ill-treatment and, torture. On 20 January 1978 all the
arrested. persons, with the exception of Isabel Margarita Wilk Gonzalez and.
Dr. Haydee del Carmen Palms Donoso, were placed at the d.isposal of the military
courts after four or five d.ays of detention. On 6 February 1978 Isabel Wilk
was placed, at the d.isposal of the court, after 21 d,ays I detention. She reports
having been forced to make false d.eclarations while d,etained.

ll/ Dr. Hayd.ee Palma Donoso, Guillermina Figueroa Dur~n,
Dinko Giad:rosic Figueroa, Aura Elvira Figueroa, Sofia Donoso Queved.o,
Sera Palms Donoso, Bernard,a Santelices, Isabel l1'argarita Wilk,
German d.e Jesus Cortes Rod:riguez.
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319. In a report provid.ed to the Group by the Director of CNI the names of six of
the nine persons appear as having been detained for questioning on the dates
indicated above. Bernarda Santelices Dfaz, German de Jes~s Cortes Rodrfguez and
Dr. Palma Donoso were not reported by CNI as ha11ing been d.etained. With regard
to three persons - Guillermina Figueroa Durl'l'n, Aura El.vira Figueroa and.
Dinko Giadxosic Figueroa, CNI reports that they Were d.etained. on 16 January and
turned over to the military court on 20 January 1978. However, the Group
received a copy of a letter dated 25 January 1978 signed. by the Minister of the
Interior in which he states to the Court of Appeals concerning the three persons
named. above:

"2. First of all, I must inform you that this Ministry has no record.
Whatsoever of the persons referred to, nor has any order or resolution
concerning them been issued. by this Secretariat of State."

The full text of the letter appears in annex XXXV.

320. Concerning Dr. Palma Donoso, the Group has been informed. that on
15 February 1978 the Minister of the Interior, in response to a writ of amparo,
stated that Dr. Palma Donoso was not detained. by ord.er of that Ministry. The
Investigation Service also stated. she was not being detained by their order but
that an arrest warrant existed. in her name. Seven of the persons arrested on
16 and 17 January have mad.e sworn ststements attesting to having been detained.
with Dr. Palma Donoso and having both seen her (evid.ence of torture was noted)
snd. heard. her voice until 20 January 1978. Dr. Palma in her own statement
reports being arrested. on 16 January, taken to a location unknown to her,
tortured, taken on 16 February to Arica in the north of Chile and sent across
the bord.er into Peru on 20 February. Annex XXXV contains more detailed
information on this case.

321. The death of Gabriel Octavio Riveros Ravelo, which occurred on
16 January 1978, was reported in the press as being the result of a one-and_a-
half-hour gun battle with security forces. The Group has received information
that d.uring a period. of three quarters of an hour after the gun battle two
persons were taken out of the apartment house where the battle took place.
Then seven or eight agents re-entered. the apartment, a single shot was heard.
and. the agents came out reporting that a man had. committed suicide. The
Chilean press reported. that the death of German d.e Jesus Cortes Rodri:guez was
the result of his taking a pistol from und.er his bed. and. firing at security agents
who had. taken him to his room in ord.er to carry out a search. An eye-witness
reported to the Group that Germl'l'n Jesus Cortes was d.ragged. in bad. physical
condition into the apartment between security agents and that subsequently a
burst of shots was heard.. It is also reported. that, viewed after his death,
German Cortes r body showed. signs of torture and. that the wounds on the body did.
not correspond. to the official version of his d.eath.

322. The basic information received by the Group in this case, includ.ing copies
of sworn statements of Witnesses, was transmitted. to the Government of Chile
on 3 August 1978 with a request that the Government submit any observations it
might wish to make. In particular, the Group requested. any reports of med.ical
examinations of the two persons who were killed. On 4 September 1978, the
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Government of Chile transmitted information on these cases, including copies of
two reports (one by the Investigations Bureau) on Dr. Palms Donoso. This
information is reproduced, in annex XXXV. The Government stated, that the peraons
arrested. were members of MIR and had used firearms to resist their capture, as
shown by newspaper and, television interviews with the neighbours. The persons
arrested had, been turned over to the courts within the required. time-limit.
The Government pointed, out that the persons making the d,eclarations received
by the Group could, not be consid,ered, absolutely objective. All the statements
had been made on the same d,ay by persons in the same prison who were not in
solitary confinement and. thue "could per1'ectly well have agreed on What they
were going to say". Inconsistencies were noted between two statements. The
Government also pcinted out that Miss Wilks stated she had, repeated, to the
military prosecutor 1'alse statements made while she was d.etained,; the Government
asked if in fact she had, not made true statements to the prosecutor and, false
ones in her sworn statement. The Government also previd.ed information on the
arrest and, expulsion of Dr. Palms Danoso from Peru and, stated, its conclusion
in the case in the folloWing terms:

liThe evid,ence aubmitted to the Working Group concerning the arrest,
detention incommunicado and, illegal expulsion of Hayd,ee Palms Donoso is,
in the Government I s opinion, unconvincing.

lilts purpose is, in fact, to try to aubstantiate acts which the
Government a1'1'irms have not taken plsce. The record,s examined subsequently
demonstrate that Haydee Palms could. have left the country illegally at
a time When an order for her detention had been issued, and, that, after she
had illegally entered. Peru, she was expelled from that country to Cuba."

The information submitted. by the Government did. not includ,e copies of the reports
of med,ical examinations 01' Mr. Gabriel Riveros and Mr. GeMn Cortes which the
Group had requested.

(c) Arrest and detention of Hector Ri:ffo Zamorano and, Luis Maturana Maturana

323. Hector Riffo Zamorano testified before the Group, submitted, a written
statement and accompanied the Group on its visit to Villa Grimaldi. His
testimony related to his detention in 1975, missing persons he saw in
Villa Grimaldi, his d,etention in May 1978 and, ill-treatment and. torture. lY'
His second. arrest, effected by carabineres from the 15th Comisar!a, took place
on 4 May 1978 as he was entering the school where he taught. He was taken to
several places, some police offices of the carabineros and other places of
detention unknown to him where he was questioned and tortured.. After 12 d,ays
of detention, on 16 May 1978 he was turned, over to the Court of Appeals.
Several other persons were arrested in connexion with his detention, among them
Luis Maturana Maturana. Mr. Maturana waa held in the same place as Mr. Riffo
and d,uring their 14 days of d,etention the fact that they were being held, was not
officially recognized. The Group received, a report stating that a few d.ays
before Mr. Maturana was turned. over to the Court of Appeals, the Minister of the
Interior reapond,ed to a writ of ampare in favour of Mr. Maturana in the following

11/ For the testimony of Mr. Riffo Zamorano, see annex XXXVI.
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terms: "I can aSSure you that there is no background. whatsoever on the person
named in the writ of amparo, that no order or resolution concerning him has
been issued. by this Secretariat of State, and that there is no record. of his
arrest by any of the security services.". It is also reported that the
Carabineros refused in a telephone conversation to give the Oourt of Appeals
information on Hr. J!aturana by reason of "higher orders" and. thus the writ of
amparo Was ineffective in end.ing his d.etention.

324. The information supplied by the Director of CNI indicates that the d.etention
of Mr. Riffo and. Mr. Maturana began on 5 May 1978 and that they were charged. with
subversive activities. Information on this case, including a copy of the sworn
statement by Mr. Riffo, was transmitted to the Government of Chile for any
observations it might wish to submit.

325. On 4 September 1978 the Government of Chile transmitted observations on this
case which are reprod.uced. in annex XXXVI. In these observations the Government
stated. that investigations were being made into certain facts reported. in
Mr. Riffo Zamorano I s sworn statement and. that the statements of the latter and
l!fr. Maturana 11aturana would. be compared. The Government would inform the Group
of the resuits. In the meantime the Government observed. that the accusations
mad.e against the carabineros were absolutely improbable, given the nature of the
organization and the way it normally functions. Also, the sworn statement oould
not be given credit since the accusations had not been reported. to the
Court of Appeals jud.ge, who could not be accused, of having brought pressure to
bear on Mr. Riffo. Moreover, contrad.ictions were !ound in the statement;
Mr. Riffo attributed his failure to inform the jud,ge of what had. occurred, to
the judge's incred.ulity, but later Mr. Riffo refers to the jud.ge as being the
only person who would listen to him concerning Mr. Maturana's absolute innocence.
The Government also points out that Mr. Riffo's fears of what might happen in the
future, which he said. prevented, him from telling the truth to the jud,ge, did, not
prevent him from refusing to attend alleged meetings with security agents. The
Government concludes in relation to this case:

"For the above reasons, the Government consid,ers that this accusation,
like so many others, is deliberate, and that until such time as the
events referred to therein have been effectively substantisted. and, further
information has been obtained, the accusation cannot, in view of its
apparent improbability, be entertained. by the Group.".

(d) Arrests in the town of PefiBflor

326. On 22 June 1978 seven persons, including two women staff members and. a
chauffeur of the Vicaria d,e Is Solid,aridad" were arrested, by carsbineros in the
town of Peffaflor. They had.. gone to that town to work on an agricultural
technical assistance project. They were taken to Peffaflor police station,
questioned. about their actiVities, the Vicaria, the farmers' organizations and.
the material they had. in their possession, includ.ing the Universal Declarstion of
Human Rights. A lawyer for the Vicaria arrived at the police station but was told
that the persons apprehended were not under arrest. They nevertheless could. not
leave the station. After spending from noon·to 9.30 p.m. in the police station,
they Were turned over to CNI. Conoerning subsequent events the summary of
testimony of one witness read,s:
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"They had. been handcuffed. (on 22 J\Ule 1978), blind.fold.ed. "Iith scotch tspe
and taken away in a car. During the journey the farmer had. been subjected. to
constant physical harassment. They had. spent the entire night hand.cuffed.
to a bed. witr,out being able to sleep. They had. not been allowed to go
freely to the bathroom. A man had continually touched. the body of the
witness und.er the pretext of searching her. The next day they had been
given a general med.ical examination; they had. been blindi'old.ed. once again
and. after a trip of about half an hour by car they had been 'released.. After
a short walk they found. themselves in the centre of Santiago. It.

327. Concerning the legality of these arrests, a lawyer for the Vicaria stated to
the Group that they had. been carried out without a warrant, no reasons were given
to those arrested and, they had. been d.etained. in an unknown place. Newspaper
reports stated they had been released because insufficient evidence \1as found to
justify turning them over to the courts.

328. In relation to these arrests, the Ministry of the Interior provid.ed, the Group
with three d,ocuments reprod,uced. in annex XXXVII. One d,ocument is a copy of
d.ecreto exento No. 94 of 22 June 1978 signed by the President of the Republic and
the Minister of the Interior which ordered, the arrest and d.etention in places
und.er the authority of CNI of the seven persons. Other d,ocuments provid,ed. are
a copy of the d.ecree dated, 24 June ord,ering the release of the seven, and. the
original of a note dated, 22 June from Peffaflor Offioe of the Carabineros turning
the seven over to CNI. The Government also indicated that they had, been d.etained.
because they were "caught carrying out subversive sctivities".

(e) Arrest and, detention of Armando d.el Carmen Barria OyarzUn

329. The Group received testimony and. written information in Chile from
Armando del Carmen Barria OyarzUn concerning his arrest, d.etention and. treatment
during d,etention. He stated. he was arrested. on the street at about 10.30 p.m.
on 29 June 1978 and. taken to a place unkn01m to him where he Was d.etained and,
ill-treated. for five days. On 4 July he was taken to the 7th Police Station
and then to another plaoe unknown to him. On vrednesday 5 July, he was transferred.
to the public gaol from which he was released on 15 July. Information on his
treatment while d.etained, can be found below in section D.

330. The information provided, by the Director of CNI lists Ur. Barria as detained
on 4 July 1978 on a charge of having in his possession pamphlets and, literature of
the socialist, communist and revolutionary communist parties. The information
supplied, by Mr-. Barria was transmitted. to the Government of Chile for any
observations it might wish to submit.

331. The Government of Chile on 4 September 1978 transmitted. information on this
case, includ.ing copies of official d.ocuments concerning }'fr. Barria I s arrest
in flagrante delicto by cQrabineros on 4 July 1978, the Mir.istry of the Interior's
request to the Cout of Appeals that the Security of the State Act be applied, in the
case, a cou:d reqt;est to the Minister of the Interior concerning the d.etention of
}'fr. Barria and. the copy of an Investigations Bureau report on the case (see
annex JCXMJ;L). The Government commented. on this case that there was nothing, other
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than 111'. Ba=ia' s statement, to accredit the fact of his arrest on 29 June, and.
that an unquestioned offioial d.ocument showed he was arrested on 4 July 19'78.
Further, the l1inistry of the Interior's document submitted to the Court of Appeals
and the actions of the Court of Appeals jud.ge do not show that they had knowled.ge
that 111'. BarrIars arrest took place on 29 June. In conclusion that Government
stated.:

"The a ccusa tion made to the Group in this specific case does not involve
any of the human rights violations with which the Government is charged. and.
must in all fairness be rejected. by the Government, especially since the
case has already been resolved. by the Santiago Court of Appeals and. the person
in question was released. after the Court had issued. an ord.er to this effect.".

(f) Other ca ses

332. "/hile the Group was in Chile d.etailed. information on numerous specific
instances of arrest and detention was transmitted to the Group's secretariat.
However, because of lack of time, the Group was prevented. from requesting the
observations of the Government on each case. MOreover, in some of these cases
thc witnesses requested. that their identities be protected, wishes which the
Group invariably respected. but which also prevented the Group from requesting
the Government I s observations. The Group, of course, took into consid.eration,
in reaching its conclusions, both the fact that the witnesses a.id. not wish their
id.entities to be revealed. and the fact that the Government was not given an
opportunity to oomment.

333. Annex XXXIX contains reports of some of these cases.
are reproduced here in the body of the report as examples.
concerned. do not appear on the list of persons d.etained for
to the Group by the Director of CNI.

Statement A

Two of them, however,
The persons

questioning submitted.

"1 14as arrested. on ••• April 19'78, at about 9 p.m., ...hile I was having
a drink in a bar. The persons in plain clothes who d.etained me said. that
they were plain-clothes police and. accused me of distributing pamphlets.

"They took me to the ••• police station and. from there I was transferred
to tbe ••••• Street police station.

"There I was interrogated by police and plain-clothes officers dressed.
as workmen. To obtsin the information they wanted. they threatened. and
beat me, kept me hand.cuffed, with the barrel of one revolver in my mouth and.
another against my left temple.

"About midnight on the Saturd.ay, I Was blindfolded. and. made to get into
the boot of a car. After driVing around for some 20 minutes we arrived. at
a place with a cellar, which 1 was made to enter. There I was questioned.
and. beaten all oVer my body. Ai'ter s time I was talcen out and. put into the
boot of a car. After some 10 minutes ;/e arrived. at another place.
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"I heard a metal door being opened. and. "e "ent into a courtyard. paved
with small stones. Here I got the impression that bricks "ere being laid
and. "ood. Was being cut with a saw.

"I was questioned., kicked. and. punched., and given electric shocks through
t"o terminals fixed. behind my ears.

"Not being able to take any more, I gave the name of a build.ing "lorker who
"as supposed to have given me the pamphlets. That "as ho" I came to go
with my torturers to look for •••

"I had. been put in the boot and. I heard. them making ••• get into the
vehicle. Vie travelled for some 20 minutes and. arrived. at the same place
"hich "e had left a short time before. I heard. them making ••• get out and
afterward.s I was taken out of the boot. I arrived. in the upper part of the
house.

"I heard. them questioning ••• and beating him. Afterwards they hit me.

"I was taken to a nearby room, "here ••• "as. They gave me electric
shocks and. I gathered that they were doing the same to him. The
torturers told. me that I Was being punished. for not having given the name
of ... earlier. I heard.... say in his turn that he had. nothing to d.o
witll me.

"1:lhile ,.e appeared. to have been
to put an end. to the ill-treatment.
the room spoke and. said: 'Come on,

left alone, I asked ••• to give a name
... agreed. and. immed.iately somebody in

they are ready now'.

''We ,.ere questioned. again and I Was asked if I could. identify my captors.
I said that I d.id not remember their faces. They suggested. that I should.
work for them by supplying them with information. Wiahing to see how far
they "ould go with this offer, I asked. them to give me some telephone number
or add.resses where I could contact them. They pretended. not to have heard.
and changed. the subj ect.

"Afterward.s they told. me that I Was free. They took me out of the room
to the car, "e travelled. for some 20 minutes and. they released. me, after
removing the blindfold, at the intersection of ••• and.••• streets."

Statement ])

"On ••• May 1978, at about 10.30 p.m., three persons in plain clothes,
travelling in a car without a licence plate arrived. at my home. They
entered. the house and without sho"ing any identification or warrant proceed.ed.
to search the place and. asked. me something about pamphlets.

"Afterwards they forced me to accompany them, after getting in touch
with someone for instructions about arresting me.
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"They maa,e me go outside and, get into the car, and then blindi'old,ed and
handcuCfed me. The vehicle took about half an hour getting to the place
where I was interrogated.. When we a=ived there I heard. a metal d.oor being
opened, and we went into what could have been a courtyara. or parking area
covered with gravel. I was made to get out of the car and go d.own about
three steps, through a passage and. into a room where I sat a,own.

"The interrogation atarted immediately, accompanied by blows and electric
shocks all over my body. I was made to listen to a record.ing of the
statement which ••• had made and. in which he accused me of having given him
pamphlets. As I d.enied the accusation, I was told that he had. been
a=ested. and would. be brought in, to see who Was telling the truth.

"They brought someone in, who spoke to me and. asked me to tell the
truth.

"Vie were both tortured. with electric shocks, kicks and blows and, "hen
we could take no more, one of the officers said, that it would be better if we
came to an agreement between ourselves and +hat they would leave us alone
to talk.

"v/e a.id so, and I thought of gJ.vJ.ng a name which I had heard. in the
recording, that of ••• Accord.ingly, I told, my captors this, and, they left
me in peace and took ••• from the room.

"They let me sleep that night. The following morning they took off my
handcuffs and, let me clean myself up •

. "Then they left me sitting on a chair for some two hours. Then someone
questioned me and. recorded, the interrogation. I "as asked why I went to the
••• Trad.e Union and how the magazine Solid.aridad. got there, where it was
printed, etc. I "as also asked where ••• (Presid.ent of the Union) could. be
found.

"After the interrogation, the blindfold was removed. and, four photographs
were taken, two full face and two in profile. I was then blindfolded, again.

"Other people came into the room and told me that I would, be released,.
They took me out of the room to a vehicle, where I was put across the
back seat and covered with a shawl.

"The vehicle drove around for about two hours, after Which, at
about 6.;0 p.m. on ••• ~ I was left in ••• Street, near •••

"Before that they warned, me that at any time they might send for me to
meet them somewhere in Santiago so that I could give them information.
They warned, me that if I d,id not keep those appointments, they would come
to find. me at my house and take me in again."
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D. Ill-treatment and torture W
334. The protection of the individual from torture and. other cruel, inhuman or
d.egrading treatment has been a very important objective of the international
community. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (article 5), the
International Covenant on Civil and. Political Rights (article 7) and. the
Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected tc Torture and.
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrad.ing Treatment or Punishment are important in this
regard.. Chilean Constitutional Act No. 3 proclaims the right to life and.
integrity of persons and prohibits unlawful coercion and numerous Chilean legal
provisions prohibit and punish ill-treatment of detainees. 121
335. During its visit to Chile and in meetings in Geneva the Group heard.
testimony and. received. written information on the treatment of d.etainees in
Chile d.uring January 1978. The treatment received. by d.etainees varies accord.ing
to the type of arrest and. detention to which the person is subjected.. Not all
persons testifying before the Group alleged, that they had. been ill-treated.
The two persons who testified. to the Group about their d,etention in the town of
Peflaflor did not allege they had, been tortured, although they reported. that the
fact that they .,ere constantly handcuffed" blind.fold.ed and, d,id. not know Where
they were being held., kept them in a constant state of fear. Moreover, in
situations of large-scale arrests, while rough treatment and. some beatings >lere
reported, 111 no allegations of actual torture or extreme ill-treatment have
been received,.

336. However, in most of the individual cases of arrest and. detention for
political or national security reasons during 1978 which were reported to the
Group allegations of torture or ill-treatment were made. For example, in
~lay 1978, 32 arrests were reported in addition to the 780 made on &y Day. Of
these 32 cases, 25 reported being subjected to alleged, physical abuse or
torture. With the exception of the Peffaflor case, in each case of arrest
d.eal t with in section A above, allegations of torture were mad.e. Because of
lack of time the Group could, not investigate all the reported cases.

1. Specific cases of ill-treatment and torture

(a) Rodriguez d.el Transito JIful'io z JIful'io z

337. In written and oral testimony Mr. Mufioz reported to the Group that d.uring
his detention from 16 to 23 February 1978 he was subjected in Villa Grimald.i
to severe torttrre. The minutes of his testimony read as follows:

W See A/C.3/3l/6/Add.l, annex 6, and A/33/l96.

W El. ~lercurio, 2 May 1978.
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":lih:'. Muiioz said that on 16 February 1978 he had been arrested. by
armed. civilians without police identification and without an arrest
warrant. He had been beaten for half an hour in a vehicle. Then he -waa
blincl.folcl.ed., hand.cuffed. and taken to a place -which subsequently proved to
be Villa Grimaldi. The witness -went on to describe the method.s of torture
to which he had been subjected.. He was forced. to eat garbage, excrement
and disgusting animals. Then the asphyxiation prooed.ures began. First
there was the 'dry submarine'. A sack was placed. over his head., and. when
he became purple in the face for want of air they would. take it off, apray
him with water and repeat the process. Next there was the 'wet submarine'.
They put his head into a large can of oil and told. him to make a sign when
he -was ready to talk. Then there was the' silvania'. He was fastened. to
a chair while electrodes were applied. to the soles of his feet, his testicles
and. the most sensitive parts of his body, and he was beaten -while given
electric shocks. Then he was hung by the hands between two trees with his
legs separated. by a stick, and spikes were put on the floor in case he triecl.
to rest. During the hanging he was beaten on the most sensitive parts
of his bocly.

"During the lpau d.e arara l , he was hung in a t-wisted position like an
octopus from a pole and. given electric shocks. Next came the 'parrilla' or
'grill' • He was moved. to another room and. stretched. on a metal grill,
stripped. ancl. wrapped. up in a sailcloth while electric current -was applied.
to all sensitive areas. Mean-while, an officer -with t-wo more electrodes
went over the rest of his body. Each of those procedures lasted for about
a couple of hours, and between each method. there was a respite of
15 to 30 minutes. The procedures were directed. by officers, who gave the
orders; during the period s of respite they were left alone with the sold.iers,
who continued. to administer the beatings on their own. All those procedures
were appliecl. in rotation. After the thir<l. cycle he was taken to the
blue-tiled room ('pieza d.e los azule.ios') ancl. there, while trying to escape
through a window, fell to the ground. with a heavy crash. He lost
consciousness. He suspected that they had tried to kill him, because he
had. injuries on his throat. When he came to, he found that he Was lying on
a mattress and serum was being injected into one arm. He saw that his
clothes were drenched. in blood. He was pale and. his body was covered. with
bruises and. marks from the electric charges. On 23 February he was moved.
to the Military Prosecutor's Office (Fiscalia Miutar), from which he was
sent to the Santiago Penitentiary. There he was held. incommunicaclo for
five d.ays and. a nurse treated his injuries and. gave him nine stitches in
the neck, six stitches in the right hand and. four stitches in the left
hand •••

"He could recognize about 15 of the men who had tortured him at
Villa Grimalcl.i, but he d.id. not know their real names. He remembered. the
nicknames used, such as Captain Juan, Captain Miguel, 'Troglo', (the 'Ogre')
. Coronta i, 'Ronco', etc. He also replied. that in March he had made an oral
statement accompanied. by a written one to the inspector of prisons, reporting
the tortures."
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338. During the Group's meetings in Geneva in September 1978
Mr. Jorge Martrnez Mufioz testified that he was d.etained. with Mr. Mufioz Mufioz
in Villa Grimaldi, that the latter was lying on a bed and was in a bad. physical
condition. Mr. Martfnez Mufioz also reported. being tortured. during his stay in
Villa Grimaldi. For his written statement see annex XXXIV.

339. The Government of Chile submitted very detailed information on this case,
includ.ing a dossier which is reproduced. in annex XXXIII. The Government stated.
that Mufioz had. been arrested, and. imprisoned and. interrogated. in CRI premises,
before being handed over to the military courts. The Government d.enied that
Mufioz had. been ill-treated. during his d.etention and, in support of this statement,
submitted several certificates and. other med.ical d.ocuments. The first certificate,
dated 17 February 1978 and. signed by Dr. Fernando Briones Becerra on paper bearing
the Clfuice Lond.on letterhead, states that Mufioz Mufioz Was "clinically in good.
health"; the second., dated the following day (18 February) and. dxawn up by the
duty house physician at the Clfuica Lond.on (illegible signature), states that this
doctor sutured incisions in the neck and. wrists; the third., d.rawn up by the same
physician and. dated thxee d.ays after the incisions were sutured. (21 February),
states that Mufioz Mufioz was "clinically in good health". On 28 February - seven
days after the date on this certificate, the Prison Hospital logbook states that
Mufioz Mufioz was examined. and that his neck wound was hesling. In this d.ocument
no mention was mad.e of the wrist wounds and. it was recorded. that Mufioz Mufioz
complained. of psin in the iliac fossa. No blows were mentioned. On the next
d.ay, on 1 March, the record. of case No. 3,544 in the same prison Hospital states
that Mufioz Mufioz was polytraumatized.: in othex words, he had received. many blows,
and. was suffering from possible encephalic-cranial traumatism and a possible
subdural haematoma; this means that he had. received a heavy blow on the skull
and. Was suffering from possible brain d.amage. It also notes that he was suffering
from an anxiety syndrome and. hsd. received blows on the left wrist, without
mentioning any scars. He was ordered to be kept under observation for
convulsions and violent head.ache (severe cephalea).

340. With particular reference to the neck and wrist wounds, the Chilean Government
explained. that Mufioz Mufioz had. agreed, with CRI, to identify his accomplices in
exchange for permission to leave the country; however, when he saw that the two
persons whom he had d.enounced. were being brought to the place of d.etention, he
tried. to commit suicid.e. In support of this explanation, the Government
submitted. an und.ated. statement, which had apparently been signed by Mufioz l-fuf'ioz
and. in which he said that he had. tried. to commit suicid.e on 18 February, and the
above-mentioned med.ical documents concerning the treatment he had. received.. On
the question of the agreement und.er Which, accord.ing to the Chilean Government,
Muffoz Muffoz would betray his companions in exchange for permission to leave the
country, it is known that he hsd. submitted a writ of )mparo in ord.er to avoid
being forced. to leave the country (see paras. 253-256. In testimony before
the Group in September 1978, Jorge Martfuez Mufioz (see para. 338) stated. that
Mufioz Mufioz's companions had been betrayed. by s woman, whose name he gave. The
same witness stated that when he entered Villa Grimald.i on 20 February - in other
word.a, one d.ay before the Clfuica London physician (see above) had. found. him
"clinically in good. health", Mufioz Mufioz had. already been in a serious med.ical
cond.ition.
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341, Mr. Munoz lcfulloz testified once again before the Group d.uring its meetings
in Geneva in September 1978. In relation to the information submitted by the
Government, Mr. Uuffoz Mufioz said. he had never made an attempt upon his life and.
that on 18 February, after the failure of his attempted. escape, he lost
consciousness and. when he awoke he found. the cuts on his wrist and. neck.
Concerning the statement admitting the attempted. suicide signed by him,
Mr. Mul'ioz 11uffoz testified that it appeared to be a photocopy of his si€llature but
that he d.id. not remember si€lling the statement. He reported that he does not
remember what occurred. to him for a period following an injection which he was
given while at Villa Grimaldi.

342. The Group mad.e a very thorough examination of the documents provid.ed. by
the,Government in this case and to assist it in its analysis the Group requested.
the expert ad.vicc of two doctors, who both examined. Mr. Mufioz Muffoz. The
present physical state of Mr. Mufioz Muffoz is reflected in figure I prepared by one
examining physician (Dr. Bierens d.e Raan). This figure shows the various marks
on his body which could. be attributed. to treatment he received. in detention. An
excerpt from that physician's report dated 10 September 1978 reads as follows;

"The med.ical examination ca=ied. out on Mr. Muffoz Muffoz six and. a half
months after his arrest and. the torture to which he had. been subjected reveals,
at the physical level, the existence of probable chronic gastritis, a
suspicious lesion of the left iliac fossa (retroperitoneal haematoma, lesion
of the d.escending colon, lesion of the left kidney, fractures of lumbar
vertebrae?), a lesion of the testicles or seminal ducts, numerous scars,
violent headaches, d.isturbances of sight and hearing.".

Concerning the present psychological state of Hr. Munoz Mufioz, the same examining
physician, who is also a practising psychiatrist, reported.;

"Mr. Mufioz 11uffoz expresses himself calmly, in a level-head.ed. and. thoughtful
way. He d.oes not at any time get worked. up or give '<lay to uncontrolled.
emotion. He is completely well-balanoed and lucid.. He gives the
impression of being highly intelligent and of a wide culture not in keeping
'<Iith his social origins. There can be no d.oubt that he has suffered. a great
deal. He exhibits no symptoms suggesting a neurosis, much less a psychosis.
On the other hand he sho'<ls und.eniable signs of a depressive state:
d.ifficulties of concentration, disturbances of sleep and appetite,
modifications of character, variable anxiety, abnormal fatigue ••• ".

In this connexion the d.octor also reported that Mr. }fuffoz Mufioz:

"has noticed changes in his character; he is nervous and irritable,
and. much less patient with the childxen. He has frequent bouts of anxiety
and. his sleep is restless. The sexual d.isturbances are giving rise to
conjugal difficulties, and. since his arrest his elder son like'<lise exhibits
a chronic anxiety state and. sleep d.isord.ers.".



Examination of Hr,
~'iguro J

i'7drigo MUNOZ. born 1'/52,!V
7,9,1978)

1. Scars 3 to 5 cm long on frent of both wrists
2. Scar 8 cm long on right side of neck
3. Scar lesion on back of both wrists
4, Scar lesion on back of both ankles
5, Punctif'om depigmented patches (bum scars?)
6. Scar 2 to 3 CII in diameter
7, Painful oblong-shaped lump in the let't 11iac fossa

J2/ Prepared by Dr, Bierens de Haan,
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343. In relation to the reported. suicid.e attempt by Hr. Muffoz Mw:'1oz, the same
examining physician notes~

"It is stated in the above-mentioned d.ocuments that the detainee attempted
to kill himself with a piece of an electric light-bulb by cutting tbe right
sid.e of his neck and. his t,;o ,;rists. Ho,;ever,,;ith his swollen fingers he
would. have been unsble to hold. any object, let alone a small piece of glass.
Moreover, the scars observed. on 7 September 1978 are perfectly neat and
straight. The SCSI' on the neck is 8 cm long and resembles a surgioal
inoision. It is very unlikely that such wound.s could. have been caused by
a thin piece of glass. Furthermore, Mr. Mul'ioz Muiioz is right-hand.ed. The
scar on his neck is also on the right sid.e and. its shape gives reason to
d.oubt whether it could have been caused. by his right hand. Lastly, it is
quite unusual to find this combination of wrist and neck ,;ounds in a person
who has tried. to commit suicide. For the same reasons as those mentioned
above, it is not clear how Mr. Muffoz Muffoz could have signed the document
stating that he had. tried to commit suicide - a document which is bizarrely
written in the third. person and. neatly initialled.•

• ••

"In conclusion, the psychiatric examination conducted on 7 September 1978
and. ~Ir. lfufioz Mufioz' s account of the events relating to his imprisonment
invalid.ate the hypothesis of a suioide attempt. If Mr. Muffoz lfufioz had.
Wished. to commit suicid.e six months ago, he would d.esoribe the events ,;hich
he has experienced in a very different manner and would. now exhibit
appreciably more serious psychological sequelae.".

Jlr. A. Peytermann Was the second physician to examine Hr. 11uf'ioz Muffoz. This
examination took place on 6 September 1978 and. the doctor's report states in
relation to his attempted suicide: "In conclusion, it is very unlikely that the
remaining scar lesions on the wrists and. neck are the result of a suicide attempt".

344. In response to a question by a member of the Gre-up, Dr. Bierens d.e Haan stated
that while the hypothesis of an attempted suioide could not be excluded., the
chances of }Ir. Muffoz Mufioz having attempted. to take his life were, in the doctor's
opinion, one in ten.

345. The Group requested Dr. Bierens de Haan and. Dr. Peytremann to study the
med.ical d.ocuments relating to Mr. Muffoz Muffoz which had been submitted by the
Government. Figure 11 prepared. by Dr. Bierens d.e Haan shows, accord.ing to the
information submitted by the Government and Mr. Muffoz Muftoz's testimony, the d..ates
and places of his detenticn, the events cccurring to Mr. }fil:fioz Muftoz and the
contents of the various med.ical documents. It is quite clear from a study of the
med.ical documents that the first four d.o not reflect the :real state of
Mr. Muf'ioz ~lufioz. The fifth document, reporting a med.ical examination mad.e less
than a d.ay after the one reported. in the fourth document, shows Mr. Muf'ioz Muffoz
to be in a very serious physical cond.ition, similar to someone who has survived a
serious automobile accident. The fourth medical d.ocument d.id not report this.
The fifth document reports Hr. Mufioz Muftoz's statement that he was beaten a good
deal. The Group notes that even if Mr. ]\fufioz ]\fufioz d.id. attempt to take his life,
the med.ical record.s show marks on his body which are unrelated. to any attempted..
suioide. The Group comes to the conclusion that it is beyond. any reasonable doubt
that d.uring his detention Mr. ~fufioz Muftoz was ill-treated. and tortured.
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FIGURE II 1§j

Arrested. 16 February

TORTURE:

Blows
Forced to consume urine and excrement

H "Silvania" 17
El Dry submarine
~ Wet submarine
IX: Mock execution
'" Grill 18
~Hung up and beaten
H
H
:> ATTEMPTED ESCAPE

(or suicide?) 19

Clinica Lond.on
Medical certificate: "Clinically in
good. heal th"

Clinica Lond.on
Med.ical oertificate: emergency
suturing of surface incisions

Band.a ge removed.

Substance X injected. into arm.
Interrogation

20

21 Clinioa Lond.on
Med.ical certifica te: "clinioally in
good. health"
Surface inoisions healing well

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 Prison hospital:
Pain in healed. incisions and. left iliac
fossa. Anxiety state.
Chlorpromazine 25 mg.

1 March Prison hospital:
Reaction anxiety state.
Polytraumatized. with cranio-cerebral
traumatism and suspected subdural
haematoma. vlound in front right
cervical region, not infected.
Confusion. aYpo-aesthesia in thumb
and. forefinger of left hand.. Surface
wound.s on both wrists.
Treatment:
Valium 10-10-20. Polyvitamins.

1§j Prepared. by Dr, Bierens de Rean.
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346. In his oral and. written testimony Mr. lfuffoz stated that he could. identify some
of the persons involved in his torture. One of these persons, called. "El Troglo"
he d.escribed. in the following terms: '''El Troglo1 , pale complexio)1, dark curly
hair, Middle-Eastern appearance, approximately 1 m 75 in height, clean-shaven,
approximately 33 years of age". Af'ter he had given this d.escription, the Group,
as mentioned above, visited Villa Grimaldi with lifr. Muf'loz, who stated that he had
mad.e a 90 per cent certain id.entification of a person at Villa Grimald.i as being
"El Troglo". This person d.enied the accusations and the Government subsequently
submitted. information that the person in question, a CNI employee, had been
assigned. since the end. of January 1978 as a dxiver for a legal adviser to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (see annex XXXII).

(b) Hector Bifio Zamorano

347. Hector Riffo Zamorano testified. before the Group and submitted. a written
statement on the treatment he received. while in d.etention from 4 to 16 May 1978
(see annex XXXVI). In his statement he identified. members of the Carabineros
(Captain Cubillos, Lieutenant Luis lfuffoz Vasquez, Major Cubillos) as being
involved in his torture, and Jaime L6pez, a CNI agent. as being one of the persons
who questioned him. For the information submitted by the Government in relation
to this case, see above section C, subsection 2 (c).

(c) Armand.o d.el Carmen Barria OyarzUn

348. lifr. Barria testified. to the Group two days after his release from prison
that he had. been arrested. on 29 June 1978 and d.etained in places unknown to him
until 5 July 1978. CNI reported. that he was arrested on 4 July 1978. The
minutes of Hr. Barrfa I s testimon;y concerning his treatment while in d.etention
read as follows:

"That night (29 June 1978), electric shocks had. been applied. tc his
genitals and anus and he had been struck in the stomach, genitals and. anus
at three separate sessions. He had. later been tied., first with ropes from
his feet to his chest, then with cloth and sacking, some of it wet,
particularly around. the chest. He had subsequently been taken to a d.ark
room where he had been kept for two d.ays without food., handcuffed and tied
to the foot of a table so tha t he could hardly move.

"He had later been taken to a larger room where he had been hand.cuffed.
wi th his hand.s behind his back and. water had kept dxipping from a tap.
From the outset he had been subjected to intense psychological pressure;
he had. been told that he would become yet another missing person, that he
would. not get out alive, that his relatives would be tortured before his
eyes, that his teeth and nails would be pulled out one by one, and. that he
would be pricked with pins. He had. in fact been pricked with pins,
especially around his should.ers. He had been kept in those two different
places within the same premises for five days, from Thursday night to
2.30 a.m. on Tuesday. During the last three d.ays, he had. been fed. once a
day. He had. been constantly interrogated. and threatened. throughout; his
hand.s had. always been kept secured. behind his back by handcuffs, which were
removed from one hand at meal times only.....
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"On Tuesd.ay night, his captors had. threatened. to kill him and. mutilate
his body. They had. again applied. electric shocks, struck him across the
ears and the temples and. kicked. him in the stomach. They had then tied. him
and handcuffed him to a bed. and. had mad.e him get undressed, in the midd,le of
the night for interrogation. During the interrogations he had. been asked,
to what party he belonged, who the lead.ers were and. where they d.id their
printing. He had stated that he belonged. to no political party but used, to
help the Maoist-oriented Popular Front. They had. mad.e him sign a statement
blindfolded.. They had, then read, it out to him, and it had, contained
statements he had not mad.e. They had then prepared another statement, which
they had, mad.e him sign blind.fold,ed.. • ••

"He still bore the marks of the blows and, electric shocks he had
received., and, he felt he was haVing a general mental breakdown.".

349. The Group requested, the Clinic of the Economic Commission for Latin America
(ECLA) to arrange for a medical e:lCamination of MP. Barria. Thia was ca=ied, out
on 19 July. Two other medical e:lCaminations were made of MP. Barria. On
6 July 1978 a Court of Appeals Jud,ge, having been shown the marks on Mr. Barria' s
body, requested, the Santiago Forensic Institute to examine him. This was done
on 11 July 1978. On 17 July a further examination was mad.e by MP. Ba=:la's d.octor.
The reports of these med,ical examinations are reproduced. in annex XXXVIII.

350. The Group stud,ied, these three medical certificates aXld. in that connexion
requested the assistance of two med,ical doctors. Figure III represents the
injuries to MP. Barria as reported, in the three medical certificates. In ~his

connexion the report d,ated. 10 September 1978 by Dr. Bierens d,e Haan reads:

"In conclusion, the lesions which are exhibited. by
MP. Armando Ba=!a OyarzUn and, are referred. to in the three certificates
indicate without any possible d.oubt that he has been tortured. by means of
violent blows to particularly sensitive parts of the body, burns by
electricity and, excessively tight bond.s on the wrists and, ankles".

Similarly the report, dated. 8 September 1978, by Dr. Peytremann, who also examined.
the certificate, read.s:

"In conclusion, the lesions described, are very probably the result of
the various acts of torture which took place. It is very unlikely that the
lesions to the skin on the trunk and. extremities are due to scabies. The
two medical reporta are not contrad.ictory, but the report by the Forensic
Institute clearly seems to und.erestimate the seriousness of the lesions".
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5.
6.
7.

Linear eoohymoSiJ.2!on back of left hemithorax (at the Iflvel of the 9th rib)
Inflammatory lesion in the occipital region
Residual lesions on both wrists (due to crushing ~ a metal object?)
Punctiform lesions on both sides of abdllllllll1 and on the inside of both thighs,
compatible with first degree burns produced by a pointed object
Ecchymoses on the inside of both thf,hp
Extensive eochymoses and haemetOlD&s:!!lon back of left thigh and oalf
Painful bruises at the extremity of both legs, with superficial erosion in the
process of cicatrization

11/ Ecchymosis: a black, brown or yellowish patch caused ~ extravasation of blood
into the sub-cutaneous tissue after a traumatic rupture.

1§! Haematoma: accUlllLl1ation of blood under the skin, indioating a haemorrhage at
that level.
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351. The information submitted by the Government of Chile in relation to
Mr-. Barria' s srrest and. d.etention is reflected sbove in section C, subseotion 2 (e).
Concerning the med.ical certificates which had. been transmitted. to the Government,
the following observations were made:

"\'lith regard. to the substance of the reports on the med.ical examinations,
it should. be pointed. out that the report referred to in the minutes (which
is dated 17 July, but does not ind.icate the physician who signed. it) differs
from the report on the examination carried. out by the ECIA d.octor. Whereas
the former inserts the query "erosion due to crushing by a metal object?"
in connexion with the erosion on the wrists in the process of cicatrization,
the latter in a serious and professional manner clearly makes no statement
and raises no question about this point.

"In ad.dition, the first certificate states that the examinee exhibits
'obvious' symptoms of 'hyperexcitability and. neurosis, and. repressed. anxiety',
whereas the second, although bearing the date 19 July 1978, i.e. only two days
later, says nothing about this and. implies that the nervous system appears
normal n.

(d) Ill-treatment of a 14-year-old boy

352. A 14-year-old boy appeared before the Group and testified concerning the ill
treatment he suffered during his d.etention on 1 May 1978, but asked. that his
id.entity not be revealed.

2. Id.entification and punishment of persons responsible for torture

353. An essential element in the prevention of torture or acts of cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment is the prompt identification and. punishment of those
responsible. Articles 9 and 10 of the Declaration on the Protection of All
Persons from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment provides for the investigation of torture reports and
the punishment of those guilty of such acts. Article 11 provid.es for
compensation to the victim when public officials are involved in torture.
Chilean law contains provisions allowing for the prosecution and. punishment of
persons committing acts of torture.

354. The Group from its very first report to the General Assembly has referred to
the identities of persons reported. to it as having tortured d.etainees in Chile and.
the Group has consistently called for the investigation and punishment of
torturers. 121 The General Assembly, in resolution 31/124 of 1976, called upon
Chilean authorities to prosecute and punish those responsible for torture and
other cruel, inhuman or d.egrading treatment or punishment. In 1977 the
General Assembly reiterated this call in resolution 32!U8.

121 A/I0285,/caras. 194-195; E/CN.4;l188, paras. 138-154; A/31/253,
paras. 349-372; E CN.4;l221, paras. 186-192; A/32/227, paras. 159-160;
E/CN.4/1266, paras. 78-81.
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355. In its report to the thirty-fourth session of the Commission on Human Rights
the Group reported. on ad.di tional cases of torture reported. in the Chilean press
and for which investigations had reportedly been und.ertaken. Since that report
the Group has learned the names of other persons reported to be involved. in
torture (see the Hector Riffo Zamorano and the Rod.rigo Mufioz J'fmnoz cases above),
and. the Group also received reports confirming the names of alleged. torturers
mentioned. in prior reports. Some of the persons mentioned to the Group as
participating in the torture are General Contreras SepUlved.a, Osvald.o Romo and.
Colonel Jorge Espinosa. Hector Riffo Zamorano has mentioned carabineros
Major Cubillos, Captain Cubillos and Lieutenant Mufioz Vasquez as engaging in
torture. In one case, that of Osvaldo Romo, the Group received. a copy of a
letter from the former PresM.ent of the Chilean Supreme Court, reporting that
Osvaldo Romo had. left Chile.

356. The Group believes that a special effort must now be made to id.entify and
prosecute persons responsible for torture. Because of the international
dimensions of the problem of torture and. the failure of the authorities to initiate
and. carry out serious investigations, the Group believes that the international
community should. encourage a full investigation. Moreover, the Group believes
that the international community should give careful consideration to the
international criminal responsibility of persons engaging in, or responsible for,
torture snd. violations of the right to life.

E. Places of detention EQ/

357. The Chilean constitutional and. legal provisions limiting the places in which
persons may be detained. have been refe=ed. to above. The information received.
by the Group ind.icates that arrests are mad.e and. inte=ogations carried out by
the following agencies in Chile: the Carabineros, the Investigations Bureau,
the security services of the various branches of the armed. forces and CNI.
The question of the role of CNI in arresting persons and. in their subsequent
continuing d.etention was raised by the Group on several occasions with responsible
authorities in Chile. In this regard. the summary of the statement of the
Director of CNI on this matter read.s as follows:

"CNI could arrest people caught in the act of committing a crime, but
could only d.etain them long enough to report the matter to the Ministry
of the Interior. When CNI obtailied information about a crime, it had. to
communicate it to the Ministry of the Interior Which, by means of a decree,
could ora.er the d.etention of a person for five d.ays or appoint a visiting
jud.ge. The legal time-limit for informing the relatives of detainees was
two days. CNI therefore had no places of d.etention because that Was not
its function. The prison service and. jud.icial services were responsible
for detainees.

EQ/ The Group has d.ealt with this question in its earlier reports:
Ajl028 5, paras. 184-195; E/CN.4/l188, paras. 78-109; A/31/253, paras. 146-158;
E!CN.4/1221, paras. 89-200; A/32/227, paras. 154-158; E/CN.4!i266,
paras. 48-64.
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"A person d.etained on the orders of the Hinistry of the Interior or
visiting judge, was taken to a CNI barracks for interrogation to d.etermine
his or her involvement. The necessary arrangements for interrogation had.
to be mad.e immed.ia tely. There had been no ca ses of mal trea tment und.er his
authority. He handed OVer a list of places for which CNI was d.irectly
responsible as part of its information-gathering activities, and a list
of people interrogated since 1 January 1978. ".

The Group was requested for reasons of security not to reveal the locations of the
10 pIa ces und.er CNI authority of which it had. been ini'ormed.. It Wa s sta ted. that
in those places where perscns were questioned by CNI no registry books were
maintained. The movement of d.etainees was record.ed. in the entry and exit books of
the prisons or jails where they were kept and. from where they were taken for
questioning.

358. Reviewing the list submitted. to the Group by the Director of CNI containing
the names of arrested. persons questioned by CNI during 1978, the Group notes that
persons were held. by CNI for period.s of from four hours to five d.ays. But in
two cases the Group found. that the period exceeded. the five-d.ay maximum for
d.etention by order of the President in places which are not gaols.

359. In almost every case of arrest and detention carried. out in 1978 and. brought
to the Group I s attention, the person concerned reports being held. at one time or
another in a place or places unknown to him at the time: The Group noted. that
in the Pefiaflor ca se, decreto exento No. 94 ord.ered the arrested persons to be
held in "eNI premises", without specifying which place. One of the places of
detention and. interrogation reported. to the Group was Villa Grimald.i which, as
mentioned. above, the Group visited in the company of two witnesses who stated they
had. been d.etained. there, one in 1975 and. the other in 1978. The Group was
accompanied. by the Director and. Deputy Director of CNI. The minutes of that
visit are to be found in annex XXXII. The very detailed. knowledge of the
interior and grounds of Villa Grimald.i shown by the two witnesses, the recognition
of two persons in Villa Grimald.i by one witness, together with the photo of that
witness which was published in the 24 February ed.ition of La Tercera de la Rora
and undoubted1y was taken in the room called. "Bod.ega" convincea the Group that
Villa Grimald.i Was in fact uaed. as a place of d.etention by CNI in 1978 and by DINA
in 1975. (For further details see above, section B.)

360. While in Chile the Group received. reports that d.uring 1978 places other than
Villa Grimald.i were used. as secret places of detention or interrogation. The
Chilean authorities systematically denied that such places existed, with of course
the exception of the above-mentioned. places und.er CNI authority where interrogations
pursuant to Presid.ential ord.er may be carried out. The Group was asked to keep
the location of those places coni'id.ential for security reasons, and thus it does
not wish to make a public comparison of the list of places under CNI authority
with the places reported to it by former detainees. The Chilean authorities
offered to accompany the Group to any reported secret places of d.etention. The
Group, in light of the limited time at its disposal to carry out its full
programme of work and the fact that secret places of detention could. only be
recognized. as such "hile persons were actually d.etained. there or if the Group were
to be accompanied. qy 'litnesses, d.ecided. to limit its requests to visit places of
d.etention to Villa Grimald.i and. "Colonia Dignid.ad". As explained. above, an
official visit by the Group as such to "Colonia Dignidad" Was not possible.
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F. Conditions in the risons and the right to a fair
trial without undue delay 21

361. Article 10 of the International Covenant on Civil and. political Rights provides
that "all persons d.eprived of their liberty shall be treated. with humanity and
with respect for the inherent d.ignity of the human person". Article 14 of the
same Covenant guarantees the right to a fair trial and provid.es that persons
charged with criminal offences shall be entiUed to be tried. without undue d.elay.
During its stay in Chile the Group received written information on the cond.itions
of d.etention of persons held in connexion with political or national security
matters. The Group also visited. Santiago Prison and the Valparaiso Gaol and spoke
privately with prisoners and prison officials. It also discussed prison
condi tions and related. issues with the lifinister of Justice and. other Chilean
authorities, including those responsible for prisons.

362. The Group was informed that in Santiago Prison 32 persons were being held.
at the time of its visit (18 July 1978) allegedly on political grounds and. that
one woman was being held. on such grounds in the women's prison. None of these
persons had yet been convicted. and. 9 of the 33 had. been detained awaiting trial
since 1971 charged with acts which took place in 1969, 1970 and 1971. The
Government of Chile submitted information on the political prisoners held. in
Santiago Prison (see annex XL).

363. The prisoners in Santiago Prison are kept in a special wing called
"calle 5". Some prisoners complained. to members of the Group that certain of
their cells were in bad. shape, thfolt they were d.etained in conditions similar to
those of common criminals, that they had difficulty getting books and. that
correspondence by ma il wa s hind.ered. Family members visiting the prisoners were
subjected to humiliating searches and. the prisoners were constantly punished. for
disciplinary infractions. They were also regularly interrogated by security
agents. They reported that they had. not recently suffered beatings but they felt
there Was no assurance that there would. be no return to past practices of
ill-treatment.

364. Prison officials informed. the Group that these prisoners enjoyed special
privileges, such as an area of their own, special Visits, food. brought in from the
outsid.e, and were therefore not popular with other inmates. They received. aid
from the Vicaria de la Solid.arid.ad. and. other organizations, and could. speak privately
with Vicaria and IGm1 officials.

365. The prisoners in Santiago Prison raised. the problem of their personal security
while in prison and. the lack of protection they had from being turned over to
security forces. They reported. that on 12 llJay 1978 three prisoners
Sergio Sepulved.a, Hector Reyes, Victor Heressman - who were to benefit from the
amnesty, were turned. over to CNI agents and. taken from the prison to Tres A1amos,

11/ For information on this subject in earlier reports of the Group see:
A/I0285, paras. 184-195; E!CN.4!1188, paras. 78-109, 127-154; A/31/253,
paras. 116-301, 302-372; E/CN.4/1221, paras. 89-200; A/32/227, paras. 83-100,
135-165; E/CN.4ji~66, paras. 48-64, 78-85.
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where they were held until they were expelled from the country. On 17 Hay 1978
another d.etainee, Jorge Martinez Mui'ioz, Was forcefully taken from prison and.
hand.ed. over to CNI agents who took him to Tres Alamos, where he joined. the other
three. It was said. that this was illegal since Mr. !'Iartinez had not gone to
court to sign his release. For this reason he resisted. being removed from prison.
The Group noted that the information provid.ed by CNI d.oes not list these persons
as being d.etained.

366. In relation to this information the prison chnplain stated that investigating
agents could enter the prison only with an appropriate judge's order and. questioning
had to take place in the presence of officials. The three persons mentioned in
connexion with the events of 12 Hay were not hand.ed. over to CNI; an expulsion
order had been issued. for them and. they had been set free at the gate. As to
Mr. IlJartinez, he had been shown his relea se order and had walked out of the prison.
The Group received a copy of a writ of amparo filed in these two cases by prison
inmates but the results are not yet known to the Group.

367. During the Group's meetings in Geneva in September 1978, Mr. Sergio Sepulveda
and. !1r. Martinez Mufioz testified. before the Group. They confirmed. the substance
of the reports received by the Group in Santiago Prison regard.ing their having
been removed. from the prison by CNI.

368. The Group visited. Valparaiso Gaol on 22 July 1978 and. spoke privately with
six prisoners accused. or convicted. of violations of, inter alia, the Security of
the State Act and the law on the control of arms. Information submitted. by the
Government on these cases is found in annex XL. These prisoners complained that
they were held. together with common criminals and were not accorded. the conditions
of d.etention of political prisoners as was the case in Santiago. Also, one or
two prisoners stated. that the amnesty law was not applied to them in the same way
as it was applied. to prisoners in similar circumstances in Santiago. Treatment
in the prison at this time was "ind.ifferent" and. d.etainees were not subjected. to
the ill-treatment which had taken place in past years. One prisoner,
Mr. Roberto Ed.uardo Rodriguez Sapiains, who had. been charged. and. convicted. of
certain criminal offences, has been d.etained since September 1973 and. even though
he has been granted. visas to live in at least two foreign countries, he has not
been allowed. to leave Chile. The case of Mr. Juan Enrique de la Pa=a Urbina
was of particular concern to the Group. This young man has been diagnosed as
having psychiatric problems including paranoia and. has spent some time in
psychiatric hospitals. Nevertheless, he was returned. to prison, a circumstance
,;hich his doctor reported.ly sta ted. would. not permit improvement in his cond.ition.
Efforts were being mad.e to have him transfe=ed to a hospital for appropriate care.

369. The issue of the right to a fair trial was also raised d.uring the Group's
meeting with the prisoners. One person reported. being tried. by a ~Jartime

military court in December 1977. He stated he had. been unable to afford. the cost
of a lawyer and thus had had legal ad.vice only one d.ay before the trial. At that
trial he was sentenced to 500 days of imprisonment, raised. later to 541 d.ays.
Although after the end of the state of siege no new wartime military procedures
may be initiated., many persons being held. in prison are awaiting trial before
wartime military courts in cases initiated. before the end. of the state of siege.
The Group in its earlier reports has shown that the wartime military trial fails to
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protect even the most elementary human rights of the accused. and. it has reported
such trials where conviction Was based. on confessions obtained through torture. m
370. In meetings 1,ith the Minister of Justice and. other officials, the Group raised.
several questions concerning prison cond.itions and. the sta tUB of prisoners. The
Group noted that political prisoners in Santiago were separated from common
criminals and. given special treatment and. asked. why that Was not the case in
Valparaiso. The Group Was informed. that accord.ing to Chilean law, the persons
referred to Were not political prisoners but were held. in connexion with common
crimes. In Valparaiso the physical establishment did not permit separation of
prisoners but the Minister of Justice stated. that a solution to the problem would
be sought. Concerning Mr. d.e la Parra Urbina, she stated. that a d.ecision on
mental capacity was in the hand.s of the courts, which were now awaiting the
results of a second. psychiatric examination.

371. On the question of the concept of a political crime, the Group, after having
heard the competent Chilean authorities, reached. the conclusion that these
author.ities have a very restrictive and. in some cases even circumstantial
conception of such a crime in so far as the Government and., in particular, the
Hinister of Justice refuse to consid.er the motives which may have prompted. the
person responsible for the crime to act as he did.. This criterion is admittedly
not sufficient and must not be isolated from its context, but in ord.er to recognize
that an offence has the status of a political crime one must be prepared. to
consid.er this criterion as necessary. It is nevertheless only fair to point out
that those persons who are charged. with acts prompted. by a political motive are
in fact treated. differently in Santiago Central Prison, which the Group visi ted.•
The Group will follow closely the d.evelopment of this question.

372. The Group during its visit to Chile urged. the appropriate authorities to
authorize those political prisoners still d.etained. to leave Chile in cases where
other countries were Willing to accept them. The Group also drew the
authorities' attention to cases of long-term (seven years in some instances)
detention without trial. The Group urged that the trials be accelerated and. that
in appropriate cases these persons be released and. permitted. to leave the country.

373. The Government of Chile on 31 August 1978 provided the Group with information
on certain of these problems. Included in this information were copies of
instructions given by the Minister of the Interior for the separation from common
criminals of persons awaiting trial or convicted under the law on the control of
arms (see annex XLI). Also, the Government informed. the Group that
Hr. d.e la Parra Urbina had been released. from Valpara!so Gaol. The Group welcomed
the steps taken to separate political prisoners from common criminals and. the
release of Hr. d.e la Parra Urbina. Concerning the Group I s request that in
appropriate cases political prisoners be allowed. to leave the country, the Government
replied. that this could. be considered. only after the conviction and sentencing of
those awaiting trial.

m A/32/227, para. 94; E/CN.4/1266, paras. 62-64.
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G. Long-term effects of violations of the right to
life, liberty and security of person

374. The Group has included in its earlier reports information on the effects on
individuals of torture and long-term detention. W vlhile the Group was in Chile
an extensive report on this subject, based on the Very recent examination and
analysis of numerous cases, including those of the families of executed persons,
missing persons and released detainees, was received. Al though the Group was
unable to examine thoroughly the contents of the entire report, it deems it
appropriate to reproduce certain excerPts which contain very important information.
Concerning the consequences of detention on former detainees this report reads in
part:

'Thysical and/or psychological sequelae of detention

"As is well known, detention has been accompanied by considerable physical
pressures, with sequelae of varying seriousness. \~e call physical damage the
consequences deriving from these pressures and from the post-detention period
which are manifested in the form of permanent or untreatable lesions, lesions
treatable with medical help, and neurological damage which causes progressively
disabling disorders, and in the form of loss of mental functions and various
illnesses contracted during the detention period.

"These various kinds of consequences include the following, among others:
pulmonary tuberculosis, chronic bronchitis, rheumatism, gastritis. Traumatic
lesions are also found (self-healing fractures) in the spinal column and
extremities. Lesions and fracture of the jaws, nasal partition and teeth,
with actual loss of teeth.

"Tubercular sequelae, affecting mental functions. Post-traumatic
epilepsy. Permanent lesions of the skin, visible in the form of burns and
traumatic lesions. Complete loss of hearing in one or both ears, chronic
otitis. Mutiliation of part of the extremities (phalanges). Electric shooks
applied to the male genitals: extensive study reveals a reduction in the
number of live sperm, re suIting in prolonged sterility. At the present time
there is no proof that this is permanent.

"Psychosomatic disorders and somatic manifestations: tension headaches,
migraines, gastric disorders (ulcers), persistent insomnia, allergies,
irritable colon, bronchial asthma.

"Psychological damage: Breakdown of mental health as a re suI t of
detention and imprisonment, which manifests itself in forms ranging from
profound personality changes to various anxiety, depressive and phobic
symptoms.

"Psycho-social damage: As a result of a whole period of suffering and
difficulties, and although in many cases detention took place sorne time ago,
people show physical and psychological effects which can still be seen;

W A/32/227, paras. 142-144; E/CN.4/1266, para. 82; E/CN.4/1221, para. 192.
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however the impact of this situation has wider p~cho-social effects. It
can be seen in the fear and dread affecting the individual and his family, the
frustration, depression and despair which becomes the predominant attitude.

"The description of this situation among eX-detainess demonstrates
infringement of the right to re-organize their lives, considering the
fundamental human rights laid down in the United Nations Charter.

"From the study of such situations and the annexeCl case descriptions the
damage is considered to be as fcllows:

"1. Social damage

"\'lhether the detention period has been long or short it still carries a
social stigma which prevents the individual from'

"(a) Fitting back into his social environment, whether place of residence,
trade union, family or work.

"(b) Going back to his job or getting any other kind of job, eVen one
with lower status. This is clear from the fact that having been a political
prisoner makes it impossible to find a job; the person is not accepted in any
industry (black lists) or job, or if he is, it is not long before his
employment is brought to an end through pressure by the police. The person
concerned therefore vacillates between hope and despair and becomes chronically
unemployed. In some cases, with the help of mutual aid organizations or
relatives or friends he might become a small artisan, pedlar or small-scale
manufacturer, which, generally speaking, does not mean that he can get an
income enabling him to live decently.

"(c) The damage caused by this situation quickly leads to a lack of
resources for basic needs, like food for the family, health needs, clothing,
accommodation, access to property and the possibility of access to education,
both for the ex-stUdent and for parents with respect to their children.

"(d) All this leads to a crisis in which the individual feels fenced in,
unable to face the situation, defenceless in the face of the damage, which
sooner or later leads to a serious family crisis.

"(e) The only possibility open to anyone blocked in like this, with all
doors closed, is to leave the country, against his principles and wishes, and
often with the feeling that it affects his right to live in his own country,
which is in itself a form of repression and ultimately the last door that
shuts in his face ••• ft.

375. The Group is aware that exile often is the only alternative to continued
imprisonment or to continued threat of detention. Also, exile mSlf offer some hope
of being able to support a family to persons denied employment for political
reasons. However, the Group has also received information on the physical and
psychological hardships of life for those forced to leave their country. ~

~ See "Exile is often worse than going home", New York Times, 30 July 1975.
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376. The families, especially the children, of persons who have been executed,
missing persons or those subjected to long-term detention suffer lasting
consequences. The above-mentioned report, which was received in Chile (see
para. 374 above), describes the effects of these occurrences on children in the
following terms:

"The psychological care of children who are affected by severe traumatic
experiences shows that the most frequent psychological disturbances are:
distress and anxiety states: apprehension, multiple fears. Depressive
states, apathy, inhibition, misery. Disturbance of sleep, nightmares,
insomnia, nocturnal fears. Regressive states, regression in development (both
emotional and intellectual). Infantile contrariness, enuresis, inability to
remember what has been learnt, appearance of learning difficulties. Language
disturbances. Disorderly conduct bordering on delinquency: vagrancy, begging,
theft, leaVing home for da;ys. Psychopathological phenomena such as aUditory
pseudo-hallucinations (common in the children of a missing father - they hear
his voice).

"In all children whose history has been referred to, it is easy to note
the existence of severe emotional damage, visible through a wide range of
behavioural symptoms and disturbances.

"In no case has the damage been limited to the initial traumatic
experience. In every case, eVen the oldest, the repression exercised on a
member of the family is simply the starting point of a complex situation with
increasingly destructive elements. Of these destructive elements, the damage
to the mother pla;ys a central role. She has to assume the responsibility for
home and work' she has to compensate for the children 's affective needs for
the absent father, and at the same time has to be able to overcome her own
sorrow and fears.

"All this means that the children are deprived of both parents and of a
stable home life. Their family group is now a broken group, offering neither
order nor warmth, far less security. PreViously their homes were normal
homes. Now they are broken or traumatized.

"In view of this whole range of deficiencies and damage, the disturbances
in children might logically be expected to be far more extensive and far deeper
than the symptoms apparent from examination.

"It is considered that this traumatic damage is determining the
psychological development of these children and will seriously affect their
present and future mental condition if extensive measures are not implemented
to re store them to health. fI

377. In its earlier reports, 12/ the Group has called for appropriate steps to be
taken on the international level to enable assistance to be given to those persons
directly suffering violations of their human rights in Chile and to the relatives of
those persons both inside and outside the country. The information gathered for
the present report and, in particular, its visit to Chile strengthen the Group 's

~ A/32/227, para. 309; E/CN.4/1266, para. 157 (j).
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conviction that such aid is not only necessary but should be implemented immediately.
The Group thus welcomes the recommendation made by the Commission on Human Rights
(resolution 13 (XXXIV» and the Economic and Social Council (resolution 1978/15)
to the General Assembly that a trust fund be established for humanitarian, legal. and
financial aid to persons whose human rights have been violated in Chile, to those
forced to leave the country and to their relatives. In particular, this aid should
go to the families of missing persons.

H. The situation with respect to liberty and security of person
in Chile during the period covered by this report

378. Arrests and detentions for political or national security reasons during the
first seven months of 1978 appear to be somewhat more numerous than for the same
period in 1977 (even excluding the 780 May Day arrests) but still represent only
some 63 per cent of those for 1976. Arrests in 1978 fell generally into the
following three categories: large-scale arrests effected in connexion with
unauthorized public demonstrations, such as those relating to the national
consultation of 4 January 1978; those in connexion with demonstrations in support
of the family members of missing detainees; and those in connexion with the
unofficial meeting organized on May Day 1978. In these cases the arrested persons
were generally taken to police stations, their identity was verified and they were
then released within a short period. Physical abuse has been reported in some of
these cases~ but it is less severe and less frequent than in cases of isolated
arrest. The second category is composed of the arrest and detention of a limited
number of persons carried out by carabineros, agents of the Investigations Bureau
or of the armed forces security services. These arrests are often made in
conjunction with CNI personnel and reports have been received of CNI agents
themselves making arrests, although the Group was informed that this was beyond
their powers. In cases in this category the arrested person is often taken to a
place of detention unknown to him, interrogated and finally turned over to the
military or civil courts. The third type of case reported to the Group is the
arrest and detention of individuals by security agents, generally in situations in
which few witnesses are likely to be present. These individuals are taken to
places unknown to them, interrogated, ill-treated and eventually released on the
streets so that, not being brought officially before the courts of the Ministry of
the Interior, their detention can be denied.

379. In the cases reported to the Group for 1978 the Chilean legal prons~ons

requiring arrest warrants, notification of the persons concerned and their families,
and detention only in speoified places were rarely applied. In some cases the
limit on detention of five or ten days was not respected. Because the rules
concerning written arrest orders, notification of family members and detentions in
public places with registry books are not observed, the records of the Ministry of
the Interior and other organs did not show that the person was detained.

380. The information received b,y the Group indicates that during the period covered
by this report some persons detained in Chile were subjected to ill-treatment and
torture. Some of those detained in mass arrests were subjected to beatings and some
persons arrested indiVidually or in small groups by security agents, carabineros or

~ El Mercurio, 2 May 1978.
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agents of the Investigations Bureau for political or national security reasons were
ill-treated or tortured. However, the current absolute number of reports of
torture is well below the number reported during the early years of the present
regime. Nevertheless, the techniques of torture reported in the past are still
used and include beatings, suffocation, electric shocks, drugs and hypnosis. rrhile
in some cases reports indicate cruelty in the treatment given detainees, this does
not appear to have reached the extremes of the past and during this year no one has
been reported as having died as a result of torture.

381. The focus of the system of arbitraxy arrest, detention and ill-treatment or
torture of detainees used by Chilean security police today is on those engaged in
political, trade union, humanitarian or other activitiesvie,ied as not being in full
harmony with Government desires. In some cases, the reason behind a person's
being subjected to such treatment is mere oral or written expression of dissent; in
others, accusations are made of violent activity, carried out or contemplated. The
Group wishes to emphasize that whatever may be the accusation made against a person,
it cannot justify violations of the right to life and to freedom from ill-treatment
and torture. Hhile in Chile the Group found that the poorer sectors of society
were the hardest hit by the economic situation but that other sectors were better
off. The Group was repeatedly told of a climate of fear and intimidation
maintained by illegal searches, opening of mail and selective arref't and
ill-treatment. In addition, persons detained in connexion with political or
national security measures are in some cases held for unreasonably long periods
without being brought to trial and even if they have been released, trial can be
unduly postponed. Persons accused prior to 11 March 1978 in criminal cases under
war-time militaxy procedures may still be tried according to those procedures and
thus be deprived of the basic guarantees of a fair trial.

382. The Group, as in the past, has given careful consideration to the role played
by the Chilean judiciaxy in the protection of the right to life, liberty and
security of person. As the Group pointed out in 1976, nJ the writ of amparo as
inscribed in the Chilean Constitution could be in theory a very powerful tool for
the protection of those rights. It empowers the judge to have the detainee brought
before him, thus enabling the judge to check the physical well-being of the detainee,
the place where and conditions under which he is detained, the length of detention,
,ihether there is a written detention order and whether the order meets the necessaxy
legal requirements. Should the person be held illegally, the Constitution empowers
the jUdge to order his release.

383. As the Group has pointed out above, the writ of amparo is, in the opuuon of
the Government of Chile, applicable to ensure respect for the legal rules
governing arrest and detention under the state of siege, including the requirement
of a written arrest order and limitations on places of detention. However, the
President of the Supreme Court and other members of the Chilean judiciaxy informed
the Group that the writ of amparo is not applicable in such situations. Moreover,
the Group was told that if the detention is on militaxy premises or is effected by
militaxy personnel, which would include CNI, the civilian courts decline
jurisdiction. ~ A survey of the cases reported to the Group during its visi t to

n./ A/31/253, para. 405; E/cN. 4/1266, paras. 76-77.

~ See chap. 11 and annex XXXI.
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Chile coni'irms the ini'ormation given by members of the jUdiciary. If the response
to a writ of arnparo is that the person is being held pursuant to the state of siege,
the matter is dropped, without any inquiry into respect for the applicable legal
standards or into the physical well-being of the detainee. On the other hand, if
the response is that the person is not being held, the matter is likewise dropped,
no inquiry being made into whether in fact the person is detained, even when other
evidence so indicates. The Group has also noted that in cases where it is
subsequently learned that a court has been falsely ini'ormed concerning the
non-detention of an individual, no steps are taken to defend the dignity of the
court or to determine the responsibility for such reports.

384. Under Chilean law the criminal complaint is also a judicial procedure which,
if properly employed, could be useful in protecting the rights to life, liberty and
security of person through the imposition of penal sanctions for Violations. Earlier
reports of the Group have included information on publicly known cases of torture
and illegal detention and on the ini'ormation on such cases presented to the
courts. 12/ Nevertheless, in meetings with members of the Chilean judiciary, if
the Group was informed that the jUdiciary had not held back in protecting the
physical integrity of individUals, it was also informed that no or few cases of
alleged ill-treatment were known, and it learned of the many reasons why, in the
view of the judges, complaints do not lead to convictions. These reasons include
the fact that the victim cannot identify his torturers individually and that the
person is not freed until the traces of torture disappear. It was also learned that
if military personnel were involved, the case would go to the military court. The
Group notes that in one case of torture, 18 days after the complaint of ill-treatment
and 10 days after the medical report had been presented, no action was taken.

385. The Group is unfortunately forced to draw the conclusion that, by adopting an
interpretation of the writ of amparo more restrictive than that of the Government
and by failing energetically to pursue criminal complaints of ill-treatment, the
Chilean judiciary has refused to take available steps to protect the right to life,
liberty and se curity of person. This the Group can only view as judicial consent
to the violations which such a policy permits. The Group concludes that the
remedies at the disposal of the Chilean citizen to protect his life, liberty and
security of person are not effective remedies within the meaning of general
international law. In these circumstances, the Chilean citizen, when his right to
life, liberty and security is endangered, must look elsewhere than to the courts
for protection. He finds some protection - though much less than the courts
could provide - in the publicity given to Violations, in particular by the
humanitarian organizations in Chile. More importantly, the international community,
through regional and universal procedures for the protection of human rights, can
and should provide all possible protection.

12/See E/CN.4/1266, para. 63.
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V. MISSING PERSONS

386. The disappearance of persons after their detention by Chilean police or
security organs has received the close attention of the Group in each of its prior
reports 1/ and it also has been the focus of concern of other international
organizations. 1/ While the exact number of persons who have disappeared after
detention will most likely never be known, the Vicaria de la Solidaridad
published in June 1978 a list of 600 strongly documented cases of missing
detainees. At that time it was explained that the list did not include many
other cases which were not as fully documented but for which the available
information led to the strong presumption of detention and disappearance. l! The
Group's report to the General Assembly at its thirty-second session contained a
list of over 1,000 persons reported missing, compiled from the lists of the
Vicaria and the International Committee of the Red Cross.!±/ It may also be noted
that reports are still being received of cases of missing detainees which occurred
in past years but were not previously reported. Almost all the reported cases of
missing persons occurred between September 1973 and the end of 1976. In 1977
eight such cases were reported 21 and for 1978 no cases of missing detainees have
yet been established, although the Group was informed that one or two possible
cases in 1978 are being studied by humanitarian organizations in Chile.

387. During the Group's visit to Chile a significant amount of its attention was
fo~sed on the problem of missing persons. The Group made every effort to obtain
as much information as possible and to contribute to a solution of the problem
which would be just and which would take fully into account generally accepted
human rights standards.

1/ A/I0285, paras. 138-151; E/CN.4/1188, paras. 100-109; A/31/253,
paras. 230-301; E/CN.4/1221, paras. 130-185; A/32/227, paras. 101-134; E/CN.4/1266,
paras. 65-77.

1/ International Labour Organisation, see for example the one hundred and
eighty-fifth Report of the Committee on Freedom of Association (GB.206/6/18);
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, see the Commission's First, Second and
Third Reports on the Situation of Human Rignts in Chile, documents OEA/SER.L/V/rr,34;
doe. 21, OEA/SER.L/V/II.37, doe. 19, and OEA/SER.L/V/II.40, doe. 10.

21 Publication of the Viearia de la Solidaridad entitled "Donde Estan?"
(Where are they?) of May 1978.

!±/ A/32/227, para. 127 and annex LV.

21 See the Group's reports to the thirty-second session of the
General Assembly, A/32/227, paras. 101-103, and to the thirty-third session of the
Commission on Human Rights, E/CN.4/1266, para. 165.
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388. The Group received voluminous evidence of very high probative value concerning
the arrest and detention of persons who are missing, but it was unfortunately
beyond its possibilities to deal adequately with each case on an individual basis.
Information on the general problem of missing pC~50ns was received from
representatives of the Association of Relatives of Missing Persons and their
lawyers. The Group also heard testimony from relatives, witnesses and lawyers
concerning particular cases or groups of cases of missing persons, and it visited
Villa Grimaldi accompanied by a witness who stated that he had been detained there
in 1975 with persons now missing. The Group also received well over 150 individual
communications on specific cases of missing persons from private individuals whom
the Group was unable to hear in person owing to lack of time. In addition, the
problem of missing persons was discussed with the Ministers of Justice and of the
Interior, Judges of the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals, religious leaders
and trade union representatives. The Government of Chile also submitted written
information relating to missing persons. In relatiun to this question the Group
tried but was unable to meet with the former head of the DINA, retired
General Manuel Contreras (see also chap. I).

A. Information received on specific cases of missing persons

389. During its visit to Chile the Group was able to give particular attention to
the following cases to which it had already referred in prior reports.

1. The 119 missing persons £I

390. Of the persons reported arrested and missing between March 1974 and
February 1975 the numes of 119 appeared in newspaper or magazine articles as,.,having
been killed outside Chile. Most of these persons reportedly belonged to MlR
(Movimiento de la Izquierda Revolucionaria). Many attempts have been made tCl
verify these press reports. In this regard the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Chile informed the Court of Appeals of Santiago on 25 August 1975 that there was no
proof that the 119 had left the country nor that they died outside Chile (see
annex XLII). The Group notes, however, that subsequently the Government when
giving information on the whereabouts of persons on the list referred to the press
reports of their death in a context suggesting that such reports mignt be an
explanation for the disappearances (see annex XLII). Concerning specific
individuals on the list, the following are examples of the information received by
the Group.

(a) Juan Chacon Olivares and others

391. A witness testified to having been arrested on 15 July 1974 at the same time
as Juan Chacon Olivares, ]} Martin Elgueta Pinto §/ and Maria Ines Alvarado 2/ and
having been taken with them to a detention centre at No. 38 Calle Londres, where
they were tortured. During his detention he heard the voices of four other
persons on the list of 119. Concerning Chacon Olivares, the Minister of the

£I A/l0285, paras. 149-151 and annex XVIII.

]} A/32/227, annex IV, No. 190.

§/ Ibid. , No. 268.

21 Ibid. , No. 24.
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Interior on several occasions informed the Court of Appeals that he was not being
detained. In January 1975 the Investigations Bureau (InvestiD~ciones) informed
the First Criminal Court of San Miguel that Mr. Chac6n had been under detention
("se encontraba detenido") in Tres Alamos since 15 July 1974. Recontly the
Minister stated that he had been released under decreto exento No. 274 of
7 August 1974. 1!21 He is still missing.

(b) Arturo Barria Araneda

392. The Group was informed that Arturo Barria Araneda ]Jj and three other persons
were taken into custody at the Escuela de Suboficia1es on Blanco Encalada Avenue
on 28 August 1974 in the presence of several professors from the school, where he
taught, and family members. The three other persons arrested were subsequently
released and have testified in connexion with judicial procedures to the detention
of Mr. Barria. The Group has received the following information on this case:

"The Officer in Charge of the Military Institutes Command stated, on
29 August 1974, that this person 'was made available to DINA, in 'SENDEr',
his active militancy with the former UP having been confirmed'. The
communication then gives details of the 'reasons for the detention'.

"On 9 April 1975, the Executive Secretary of the National Executive
Secretariat for Detainees (SENDEr) informed the Fifth Criminal Court of
Santiago that it had no background information concerning this person.
On 31 April 1975, Colonel Reyes Farias, of the Institute of Military Commands,
informed the same Court that the background information concerning
Professor Barria 'who was arrested on 28 August 1974, was made available to
SENDEr by official communication ClM No. 3550/303'." 111

Mr. Barria Araneda is still missing.

(c) Muriel Dockendorf Navarrete 13/ and Jackeline Drouilly Yurick 14/

393. The following information was received concerning these two persons, who
remain missing,

'~riel Dockendorf Navarrete, 27 years old, disappeared after her second
arrest on 6 August 1974:

In November 1974, the Ministry of the Intcrior informed the Court of
Appeals that this person was at the disposal of the Office of the Air Force
Prosecutor.

1!21 Solidsridad, No. 45, June 1978, 10.17 •

.ll! A/32/227, annex LV, No. 75.

111 Solidaridad, No. 45, June 1978, 10.15.

11/ A/32/227, annex LV, No. 252.

M! Ibid., No. 263.
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On 15 December 1974, the Office of the Air Force Prosecutor informed
the Third Criminal Court of Santiago that she WdS not being held by order
of that Office but had been so held between 7 June and 12 July 1974, when
she had been released. On 28 November 1974, however, the Ministry of the
Interior reiterated to this Court that she was at the disposal of the
Office of the Air Force Prosecutor." 13/

"Jackeline TIreuia1l:;y Yuri"k, 25 years old, disappeared after her arrest on
30 October 1974:

The International Red Cross stated, on 3 February 1975, that 'our
representativQs were able to vicit' the person in question ton
20 November 1974, when she was being held in the Tres Alamos prison'." 12/

2. Arrest and disappearance of Guillermo (William) Beausire Alonse

394. The facts concerning the arrest in November 1974 and sUbsequent disappearance
of Mr. Guillermo Beausire Alonso, who enjoyed British and Chilean nationalities,
have been reported by the Group in prior reports. ID In 1977 the Government of
the United Kingdom officially transmitted to the Group a memorandum dated
June 1976, which it had previously sent to the Government of Chile. This
memorandum was accompanied by sworn statements of persons who had boen detained in
Chile with Mr. Beausire. Similarly, while the Group was in Chile the
United Kingdom Goverr®ent transmitted to the Group a second memorandum dated
September 1977 on the case together with a number of statements of witnesses
(see annex XLIII). In transmitting these documents the British Charge d'Affaires
stated that he would be grateful if the Working Group could give its attention to
this case during their visit to Chile. In the secend memorandum, which had been
transmitted in Soptember 1977 to the Government of Chile, the Embassy states it
"is firmly and genuinely oonvinoGd that responsibility for thG disappearancG of
Sr. J)oausire lies with the Directorate of National Intelligence (DINA)". On
3 August 1978 the Group transmitted to the Goverrunent of Chile oopies of the
mGffiorandumithe statements of witnesses and other information which indicated
contradictic~, in prior explanations given by the Government of Chile.

"395. On 4 Septeftber 1978 the Gevernment of Chile transmitted its observations on
the doouments submitted by the Group on this cuse (see annex XLIII). The
Government ef Cntle maintained that a serious investigation had been e~rried out
and that Mr. Beausire was not detained in Chile. It stated that if the Group hud
reedved any evidenee of his detenti:m it oould have visi tei the ulleged place of
detention, in view of the Government's repeated offers to faoilitate such visits.
ThG Government also stated:

121 Solidaridad, No. 45, p. 18.

l§/ Ibid., p. 15.

DJ A/32/227, para. 107, annexes XXIII, XXIV, and A/I0285, ]pillIn'LS .144-147.
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"Consequently, since this is a typical case in which the evidenoe is
oontradiotory, even though some of the evideno" has the merit of origiIl<1.ting
from official organizations, inoluding organizations in oth"L' countries
(Argentina), it is essential that in weighing the evidenoo and reaohing
oonclusions, one should plaoe credence in what has been stated by the
Government and not in mere testimony whose origin, intention or objective it
would be inappropriate to analyse".

3. Detention and disappearance of eight persons in Valparaiso l§/

396. While the Group was in Chile, the wife of one of the eight missing persons
testified before it to having been arrested, detained and tortured with her husband
and other missing persons in the Regimiento Maipo barracks in Valparaiso in
January 1975. 8he reported having received threats recently to prevent her from
continuing her action to find her husband. Another witncss testified before the
Group to having been arrested, detained and tortured with the eight at the
Regimiento Maipo barracks and then taken in a refrigerator truck to Villa Grimaldi,
where he remained with them until 8 February 1975. A great number of persons have
testified to having been detained with one or more of the eight. For more
details of this case see annex XLIV.

397. The attempts to use the Chilean judicial system to obtain the release or
clarify the fate of the eight have been described to the Group. The summary of
that testimony is as follows:

"Application fer a writ of =paro having been made, the authorities
stated that they had no inforraation concerning the arrest and that no order
for arrest had been issued. A criminal complaint was submitted,
accol1panied by 20 sworn statements by arrcsted persons attesting that they
had seen the eight at the Maipo Regiment barracks and at the Villa Grimaldi.
When the witnesses were called upon to give oral evidence, they confirmed
their statements. Later, an appeal was made to the Supreme Court in
8eptffinber 1976, and an investigating judge was appointed. Another 20 persons
told the investigating judge that while they had been in detention at
Puchuncavi and Guatro Alamos they had been with the missing persons. In
December 1976, the investigating judGe declared himself incompetent, because
the offence of abduction had been committed and the presumed authors were
agents of DINA who were under military jurisdiction. The case was therefore
for the military courts. On a further application being made for amparo,
the Minister of the Interior reported that no order for arrest had been
issued. The Supreme Court ordered that DINA should report on the matter,
whereupon DINI:>. stated that seven of the eight persons arrested had at on.,;,
been released. The oighth, Boraoio Carabantes, had been freed on
18 January 1975 beoause his life was in danger owing to Ms having informed
against his companions in exchange for medical care provided to his wife, who
was (\;0 give birth to twins. He was a=ested not on 18 but on 21 .J,muary,
together with his wife. The twins were born on 27 January. In addition to
the witnesses' statements there was the written reply of the Commander of the
Maipo Regiment, in which the latter had acknowledeed that the persons in

W 8eel:>./31/253, paras. 241-247.
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in question were detained. There was a letter from a military chaplain,
Carabantes' uncle, confirming that he had seon in the reoorcls that Carabantes
was detained and was to be tried. The Supreme Court had accepted that the
fact of detention was proved but had stated that there was no proof that the
persons were still in detention and had rejected the application for UQparo
and had ordered a further inv0stieation. The Office of the Military
PrOSGcutor haQ continued the investis~tion, in the courso of which
carabinero Rene Alfaro had acknowledged that he had taken part in the arrest.
General Contreras, hewever, had denied the fact of the arrest. The
proceedinb~ were suspended under the Amnesty Law, and the suspension was at
present the subject of an appeal before the Military Court of SantiaGO." 11/

398. InforQation on this case was transmitted by the Group to the Government of
Chile for any observations the Governnent might wish to make. On 4 September 1978
the GoVerTffilent transmitted its observations (see annex XLIV) in which it stated
that an invostigation was continuing but that no further information was available.
The Group would be informe(1 of any further results of the investieation.
Concerning the arrest and detention of Neftalf Carabantes, the Government stated,

"It is confirmed that Neftali Carabantes Olivares offered to collaborate
with security agents on the understanding that Liliana Castillo would receive
proper medical care during her imminent confinement.

"It is probable that the a=est of the persons mentioned was the result
of Carabantes' cullaboration and that those persons were subsequently
released.

"The apparent contradiction nentioned concerning the date of Carabnntes I

relen.se, as stated in a report submitted by the former DINA to the
Supreme Court, may stem from the fact thn.t Carn.bantes' action in collaborating
with DINA did not make him appear to be really a detainee, even thoutn for
p~rposes of formal procedure he in fact appeared to be a detainee. A
similar explanation miCnt account for his presence in places of detention if
this actually occurred.

"The Working Group must realize that denunciation is D. form of behaviour
which the security services nust turn to account and that the circumstances
normally su=ounding it are in""itably confuoed and cannot be checked. This
is all the more true of the informer's subsequent doinGS."

4. Investi@tions into cases of persons who disappeared in 1976

399. The Group receivcd extensive information on certain of the cases included in
various reports of the Group, namely' the arrests at Calle Conferencin. 1587 in
May 1976 1Q!i the arrest of Carlos Contreras Maluje in November 1976 11/i and the
arrest of 13 people in November and December 1976. 1£1 The information received

l2/ Summary of testimony received by Group in Chile.
to keep the identity of the wi tness confidential.

The Group was requested

m
detainees
Mr. Mario

11/
111

A/31/253, paras. 170-lJ9, and E/CN.4/1221, para. 170. The missing
are Onofre Jorr:;e Mufioz Poutays y Mr. Jaime Patrioio Donato Avendano,
Jaime Zamorano Donoso.
E/CN.4/1266, para. 66.
A/32/227, parn.s. 118-120 and annex XXXIV.
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l;y the Grour: in rclo..ti(Jn tCI each case provided [tclL~i ti0nal pr::,::>f ef the arrest l)y
securi ty fr.-rcGs of' the };:orsons ci)nccrnod. Fur examrl1e, t.he SWCXTI statcncnt uf
DXlOther wi tness t" the arrests at Calle Ccnferencia "as vresenteol tu the Grour'.
In D.("'!.di tion, cc,nCCrnin(7 the (~eclD.r2.tion of Mr. Luis Ix.'1. Ccstc stn.tinG" that he wQ.s
donicilecl at Call" Confcrencia 1587 (lncl that "hila livinc tlwre no (Jne W(lS
(lctainc(~~ which was prcson toc.1 t(,: the Gcncra.l ASSCEll)ly by the Govcrnm.en t of
Chile, 121 the Cr, up 1<'''S inf::ITlcll that Mr. Le, Cc'ste t,ook the house D-fter the
arrests in ~k,y 1976. AlsJ in relation to these cases the Group leD-med of the
difficulties encountored in usinc the c"",urts tu obtain the reloase c,f pers:.:ns or
learn of their fate. The C"urt "f 1\.ppen.ls had, for exanple, tvlice requested the
Suprene Court t·) officially transmit to the President of the Republic the failure
ef the Ministry ef the InterL~r t~l c'H'1:)ly wi th the: Court's orclcr tc; free
Contrerccs M£cluje, but the Surrol'lo Court had refused t! uo so. In the c[(,so uf the
13 nissinc lurs)ns o.rreskd in Novofilber!Decor,lber 1976, tho visitin[ judGo
(ninistr, cn visi ta) wlu hacl l,een appointed in the cnse closec' it in view of the
inf,:,rw1.tion he mu received that the nissinc l'0rscns haol left the cuuntry. The
cuse was subsoqucntly re-c:ponccl and tha rGC,_ rcls of at least nno of the lYJrdcr
stations throuch which they ho.ol rep~rtedly left the country "ero founu to have
lJcen carefully n.l tercel tD shsw the dC:i.xl,rture ef the DissinG pGrsons concerned ..
,lnnox XLV. contains Q copy of one of thcse reccrols tOGethor with tllO s"orn
statcl'lcnt ef the roc'.'rllinc: officer that tho name ',f the missinc person WQ.S not
added by hin.

400. In relation to the Cc')ntreras Maluje case and in resllenso tu a request by the
Gr~up on 3 Au[pst 1978 fer information on the case, the GoVernLlent of Chile on
4 Septenber 1978 tm.nsni ttecl c:)pies ef 14 docUf.10nts concerninc the casu ::Ind stated:

fTSiEliln.rly the l')r"cf;GdinCs bof'~'rQ the Hili tary C·.:;urt arc s lill pendinG
sinco, £1fter tho Court Martial judGe had ,)rllcred the case tc be postp.)ned,
he rovokc(l tho.. t decisi()D and ordered that new proceedinGs should 1:;8

insti tutc<1 in the fCTW '_'f the s tatcmcnt t;) be made by cfficials of thu
Arr.led Forces. When that ste'1.tement had boon =de, the C[\so "as acain
pnstI'lGncd.; tt2 inquiry by the Court M...'""Lrtial and the SU11rerw Court's review
'Jf that Court r s clacisie,n aI:C pendinG".

401. The Gr<)up als~ roccivecl inforru:ltion on cases ef nissin[;' persons occurrinc in
1976 which woro not included in tho Group's prior reports. One of those cases is
that of Druniel Palma, who olisappeared on 4 AUG~st 1976 while drivirlC a car which
l"t"r "as found in the p03ses,;icn of a DINA acent. The juclici111 inquiry into this
case ccmtinues. Inform,tion on it was civen to the Governrnent ef Chile for any
observatiens it micht "ish to subnit. On 4 Scptenber 1978 the Government of'
Gllile tr'_~.nsr_litt8C.~ .'.,bscrv~-:'iuns an this case (8£'0 D..nnox XLVI), tho conclusion nf
which roaus 2..8 foll,')ws g

"Since this is a Llntter which is beine investi[;ated by the ccourt and
this investiC;<1tion ho.s not been ce,nplete<l, the Govornr.18nt is of the opinion
tha t no docision can be takon, ~Jther thun to recorlr.<1cncl th...'l.t the inquir;y be
expool.c tell, particularly since the pll1intiffs have a Food counsel and have not
Cel'11,lnined that they have been derrived of their rigllts to due process in
any rGspect."

JJI A!C.3/31!6!fI.clcl.l, annex 10.
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402. Durinc its Doetincs in S0l'tenber 1978 the Group was informed that a public
dononstrntion h:.v..1 been IjrLnnizcd {.~n 30 Aucust by the Association ()f Relativos '.)£

MissinG Pers,ms, and that Cc'l,rabineros had intervened tc' ence the deDonstrntion an"
arrested n lo..rC;G nlITJbcr of persons. 111 In this conncxion, the fcllowinC nessaCo
froD thu J\.ssociation of Relatives wns receiyec1 by the Gr'JUp in GonoVC'. elurinG
Septomber 1978:

"The Association sf Relatives of MissinG Persons wishes to infer"l
no.tional "n,l inturnational public opinion that at 11 a.D. toc1ay (30 1I.UQlst),
co.rabineres brutally attacked humlrecls c)f our meIilburs who were holclinr a
reacoful dcnunstra.tion in the centre of Sa.ntin.co. Thoy were IJrotcstinrs
ac;ainst tho possible l1ror.mlC;2_ tion ef the decree-law on IJresunption of elmth
which the military Govorru:wut is seokinG to introduce, in responso to our
lc'[':itimate der.land to learn thG truth about what has happcmed to our
relativus who have been o.rresteel [mel have elisappearecl while in tho hands of
DINA. The co.rabineros ~,r()ceedo,.1 to arrest more than 100 rolativos of
missinc persons. We urc l1otorninGd that neithor throats nor arbitrary
arrosts shall prevent us froD continuinc to der'1and the truth.

Associv.tion of Relatives of Missinr; Persons

SantiaGo, 30 August 1978."

On 8 Suptembor 1978 the represento.tiyes 0f tho Governmont of Chilo in G,meva
informGcl the Group in rogard to this elc,r,lOnstration that it hael beon ro£'.cofully
broucnt to an end by cnrabineros and that the v~rsons arrested lk~Q ~oon rolc~sed

aftur verificaticn of iclenti ty. The representatives of the Government stated
that the cluH.mstrators had beGl1 a=estoll because they wero blockinG nomal
traffic circ:ulntion in SCtntiaC·,J.

5. Places of detontion and fate of nissinr porsons

403. The Group recoived inf0n!~tion concerninc nunerous places where missinG
persons hall been elutainul. Thu AssDciation of Relatives of Missinc Pursons
;)resentud to the Group a list of places of detention and placos where meclical
Q. ttcntie·n had been £:iven tu dctn.incGs who are now missinG_ Ono of the relJortct.l
plccces uf llotention is Villa Grimalcli, which the Group visited with Mr. Hector
Eduardo Riff" ZanorClno, who stCltocl tha.t he had been helel there in June 1975
toc;ether with throe missinG persons, Ricardo Lar;os, 121 Carlos LorCc~ 1§/ and
Michole Pena. nI Mr. Riff'J Zamorano showed in detail whero oach person was held
and he llomonstratecl a knowlGclc;o of the details of the exterior and interior of
Villa Grino.lcli that alldecl weic;ht to his tostimony.!12I Another place roportecl D.C

a detention centre for Llissinc' l)ersons is Cc;lonia Di{;nidad., which tho Group could
net visit. (SGO also chap. I).

~ El Mercurio, 31 Au[;Ust 1978.

121 11./32/227, annGX LV, No. 466.

1£/ Ibid., No. 509.

nI Ibicl., NC). 693.

~ Sce annex XXXII.
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40~c' InfoTr.n tion and views from persons directly concerned wit" the fate of
missinG persons was also received by the Group while it was in Chile. The case
of Marta U£;arte wo.s Given as one e=ple. As the Group has alroady reported, m
she was detained in AUGUst 1976 o.nd, accordinG to a witness, held in a DINA
detention centre; subsequently, in Septembor of thc~t year, she was found dead with
siens of severe torture. Other persons spoke of the possibility that Some
missinc persons were still beinG detained. They cited a stateLlent by
Mr. Juan Mui'ioz Alarc6n, who clained to be an ex-LINA acent, that in 1977 about
150 missinG persons were alive. JQ/ J\nuther view was that the missinc persons
had all clied or been killed. The Minister of the Interior informed the Group
that no persons on the lists c,f missinG persons were at that tino boine detained
by the Government. W

B. Efforts un<lertaken on behalf of missinr; persons

405. The Group received information while in Chile on the efforts undertaken
since 1973 to locate and free or to learn the fate of missinc persons. These
efforts included privato searches by fanily Iilembers, appeals to the courts, to the
Government, o.nd to the international community as well as two huncer strikes.
The Group also learned of the efforts made by the Govornnent of Chilo in this
direction (for details soe sect. C below). In many cases the rel~tives tried
person~lly to locate missinc persons by GoinG to the various detontion camps und
visitinG covornmont officials. Use was also made of the Courts with indivi<lual
writs of amparo and in March 1974 for the first time a court was asked to act on
behalf of a larce croup of missinc persons, 131 in the oase. Since thon the
Courts have repeatodly been presente<l with appeals on behalf of missinc porsons;
in May and AUG~st 1975 on behalf of 163 missinc persons; in September 1975 on
bohalf of 188 missinc persons; in AUGUst 1976 on bohalf of 383 missinG persons;
in the fGll of 1976 on two occasions on behalf of 415 missinG persons and in
March 1977 for 501 individuals. In all these eases the appoals to the Courts
were fruitless. The Presidont of Chile was asked for info~~tion on missinG
persons in Feb~JUry and October 1975 and in AU[~st 1976 five volumes containinc
a list of 383 missinG persons and evidence of their detention was sent to him by
the Vioarfa de la Soliduridad. 211 Appeals were also made to the international
comnwmity for help in dotormiminc the fate of the missinG detaineos throuch
trips outside Chile made in late 1977 and early 1978 by represontatives of the
Association of Relatives of MissinG Persons. In 1977, froIil 14 to 23 July,
relativos of missinc' persons carried out a huncer strike in the headquartors
buildinc of the Eoonomic Commission for Latin Amerioa, whiCh onded with the

121 E/CN.4/1221, ]lllmRS.147-159.
221 The Governoont of Chile disputes the statements made and inforQed the

Croup that the person was not a DIN!. aeent. For Mr. Alarcon's statenent anll
information submitted loy the Government, see annox XLVII.

2lI Meotinc of 20 JUly 1978.

211 The Ministry of the Interior stated it had not received that info~ation
and that the first info1T.l(1tion on the facts of missinG persons, othor than the
simple lists, was recoivecl by the Minister in June 1978 fron Carclinal Silva
Henriquez.
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Government's acre8Dent to provide information on certain cases of QissinG
yersons. 221 In relation to the inforoation provided to him by the Government
on these cases, the Secretary-General eT2ressed his disappointment with the outcome
of the Government's investir;aticms.:tJ Information on tho efforts on behalf of
missinG porsons and the obstacles encountered, for example, attacks en and
expulsions of lawyers workinG for missinc persons, have beon rGl)Qrted in the
Group's prior reports. i2I
409. On 22 May 1978 members ef tho Association of Relatives of MissinG Perscns
becan a hunGer striko in three churches and the SantiaGO offico of UNICEF for the
purpose of obtaininG from the Governnlent the truth concerninG their missinG
relatives. The declaration made at tho beGinninG of the hunGer strike is
reproduced in annex XLVIII. The hunGer strike, which spread to other churches
and to places outside Chile, lasted 17 days and was ended on 6 June 1978 after
the Permanent Conunittee of the Episcopal Conference of Chile in an official
declaration called on the hunGer strikers to end their fast. In that call the
Committee stated "In keepinG with its vocation, the Church will continue to do
everythinG in its power to ensure that the lecitilllate richt of faIOily members, ancl
the sacrifices they have made t·) implelllcnt it, elicits an "ppropriate response".
The Permanent Committee also re~uested the President of thc Epi~copal Conference
Dnd C"rdinal Silva Henriquez to speak with tho Minister of the Interior. This
~sc}aration is repreduced in annex XLIX. Citinc the Church's belief that the
relatives of the missinG persons had the richt to an answer in each particular
case, Cardinal Si1va transmitted to the Minister of the Interior on 5 June 1978
a list of 54 cases of missinG persons tOGether with the b"ckG~ound information
in each case. Since then the Cardinal, and certain Bishops for cases arisinc
in their dioceses, have transmitted to the Minister of the Interior the backcround
information on additional cases ef missinG persons. The Group was informed
that the intention is to present backcround information on the 600 cases.
of missinG persons included in the list published by the Vicaria de la Solidaridad
in June 1978.

jjJ
behalf of

:tJ
i2I

See Solidaridad, No. 45, pp. 7-18, for a survey of activities on
~issinc persons.

E/CN.4/1266, p"ras. 7D974.

A/31/253, paras. 280-301.
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C. Information on missin~ persons supplied by the Government;
official investiRations and action taken by the Government

407. The Group, during its visit to Chile, discussed the question of the
disappearance of detained persons with the Minister of the Interior, the
Minister of Justice and jUdges of the Chilean Supreme Court and the Court of
Appeals of Santiago. The position of the Government of Chile on this question
is reflected in the minutes of the Group's meeting with the Minister of the
Interior of,20 July 1978, which read as follows:

"In connexion with the missing persons, Mr. Sergio Fernandez,
Minister of the Interior, said that the Government had stated its
final position on missing persons and detainees in its statement of
15 June 1978.2£/ In that statement, it had described the circumstances
in which the events in question had presumably taken place. The current
situation was completely different. The state of emergency had been
superseded by a state of freedom and the problems were gradually
disappearing. There had been no missing persons reports the previous
year, and he had not received any since becoming Minister. The
situation with regard to missing persons could have come about as a
result of: dual identity, deaths in confrontations, people fleeing
the country, people hiding and persons about whom no information was
available.

"Moreover, the term I detainees' was misleading. Detention was
an act which required that certain formalities be completed before it
could be considered as such. An abuse of authority did not constitute
detention; detention could !'Gsul t only from an order issued by the
competent authorities. However, none of the miss'ng persons whose
names appeared on the lists was curren+,ly being detained. There were
no secret places ~f detention. The Minister was prepared to take the
Group to any place it wished to visit in order to verifY that fact.
It was true that there were cases in respect of which the available
information was incomplete and which were being investigated by the
National Information Agency, the Investigation Bureau and the courts.
Some relatives had objected to the investigation, and the Minister
showed the Group a letter which had been signed by the relatives and
in which the latter acknowledged that the investigation was taking
place and stated that it should be admitted that the missing persons
had died and that responsibility for their deaths lay with employees
of the former DINA. Faced with the need to conduct an investigation,
some relatives had decided that it was too much trouble, while others
had co-operated. The Government had approached the problem in three
ways: (a) in some cases it had supplied private information about
missing persons direct to the relatives; (b) in other cases the
investigation was pending but it was difficult to determine the true
course of events; (c) in other cases, the relatives had obstructed
the inve stigation. With regard to cases where well-founded ba,kground

2£/ Reproduced in annex L.
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information in the form of evidence provided by individuals was
available, the Government had received only those cases sent by the
Cardinal, which numbered just over 100.

'~ith regard to the practical questions facing relatives of persons
presumed missing, the Government would provide facilities for solving
legal and inhe2'i tance problems. The Government had received and offered
to consider specific requests and applications for ex gratia pensions
in cases where the missing person had been the family breadwinner. The
offer would stand. For the purposes cf an investigation , it was
necessary to know more than the name and date of disappearance.
Background information was required in order to be able to determine
the course of events, the names of reliable witnesses, the type of
activity in which the person presumed missing had been engaged, the
circumstances surrounding the arrest and the iden tity of those responsible."

408. During this meeting with the Minister of the Interior the Group was shown
the Confidential Office of the Ministry of the Interior where the Ministry's
files on decrees ordering detention or release issued under the state of siege
and on missing persons are maintained. The Group was shown a drawer of index
cards on missing persons classified according to name, on which references
were entered to the various letters, official notes, investigation reports
and other correspondence concerning the missing person. The Group was informed
that a file containing copies of the reports and correspondence noted on each
index card was also maintained. The Group requested and was permitted to see
the index cards and subsequently certain files which contained investigation
reports on three specific cases, namely, those of Jorge (George) Klein Pipper,
Femando de la Cruz Olivares Mori and Mario Jaime Zamorano Donoso. The Group
subsequently received copies of investigation reports on tl~se three persons.

409. Jorge (George) Klein Pipper. Mr. Pipper appears as No. 36 on the Vicaria's
list of 600 missing persons with the information that he disappeared on
11 September 1973. The Ministry's report on the case reflected an interview
with J1r. Klein's father in which he stated that his son disappeared on
11 September 1973 and that a photograph showing him in the custody of
carabineros had appeared in the magazine Que Pasa. The same information was
received by the Group. The Ministry's report showed that the official files
had been checked for information on Mr. Klein's identity and personal status, on
any possible police record and on whether he had left the country. The French
Embassy had been consulted and had stated that Mr. Klein was the personal
physician of former President A,llend\!. Mr. Klein remains missing. For a copy
of the Ministry's report see annex LI.

410. Fernando de la Cruz Olivares Mori. Mr. Mori, an employee of the
United Nations, appears as No. 56 on the Vicaria's list of 600 missing persons,
with 5 October 1973 given as the date of his disappearanoe. The investigation
report in the Ministry's confidential files dated 19 December 1977 contaios
information on his date of birth, identity card number, residence, marital
status, etc. The report reflects interviews with Mr. Mori's mother and with
a fellow worker who had witnessed his arrest. They stated that Mr. Mori was
arrested by Armed Forces personnel at a United Nations office in Santiago on
5 October 1973 and taken to the Ministry of Defence. r1r. Mori's colleague,
who followed him to the Ministry of Defence on the day of arrest, stated that
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the following day he returned and was told Mr. Mori had been transferred to the
the National Stadium. The colleague then went to the National Stadium, where
he was told that I1r. Mori was not on any of their lists of detainees. The
11inistryl s report indicates that various Government departments had been
consulted and that Mr. l10ri was not reported as having died or as haVing left
the CO\llltry. However, the Group noted that the file does not contain any official
reference to the fact of the arrest of Mr. Olivares 110ri. The l1inistry1 s report
concludes:

"RESULTS:

"1. Various police inquiries, which were carried out in an attempt to
locate FERNANDO DE LA CRUZ OLIVARES 110RI, proved \lllsuccessful.

"2. All the background information available in this establishment
concerning OLIVARES 110RI FERN.ANJ)O has been made available to the J'lJinister.

"3. In accordance with the statements made by JUANA I10RI CHANDIA and
JORGE: AREVILO I1ARTINEZ, the alleged missing person was arrested by naval
personnel on 5 October 1973 at his place of work, 34 Calle Huelen, and
was later transfe=ed to the Ministry of National Defence.

Santiago, 19 December 1977."

The arrest and disappearance of Mr. Mori, which violated the privileges and
immunities of United Nations personnel, has been the subject of great concern
on the part of United Nations officials. The Govemment of Chile was repeatedly
informed of the facts of Mr. I1ori

'
s detention, including the name of the arresting

officer, Marine Lieutenant Jorge Osses Novoa, acting on Major Vergara's orders,
and the licence number of the car which took him to the Ministry of Defence.
Also, the National Office of Detainees (Secretarfa Nacional de Detenidos -
SENDET) in document 3550-300 of 9 January 1974 acknowledged the arrest of
Mr. Mori. The investigation report of the Ministry does not reflect this
information, although the case of Mr. Mori was raised with the l1inister of the
Interior in 1977 by the Legal Counsel of the United Nations during his visit to
Chile, j]J nor does it reflect any effort to inquire into the circumstance of
Mr. Mori's a=est. The information received by the Group on this oase was
transmitted to the Government of Chile on 3 August 1978 for any observations
the Government might wish to make. On 4 September the Government transmitted
its observations (see annex LII) in which it recalled that the events had taken
place in October 1973 and stat~d that investigations were under way into the
existence and location of Mr. Osses Novoa and Major Vergara who, when located,
would be questioned about the arrest of Mr. Olivares Mori. The Government also
stated that the information from the National Office of Detainees about
Mr. Olivares l detention was being investigated. In the opinion of the
.Jorking Group, there is no doubt that Mr. Olivares was arrested, although the
Government's files do not mention this fact.

411. Mario Jaime Zamorano Donoso. Mr. Zamorano appears as No. 444 on the
Vicaria's list of 600 missing persons, with his date of arrest given as 4yMay,1976.
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The Ministry! s report dated 5 July 1978 reflects an interview with Mr. Zamorano l s
father in which he states that his son was arrested on 4 May 1976 at a house
in Conferencia Street. According to the Ministry's report (see annex LIII) ,
Mr. Zamorano was a member of the Communist Party, and he is listed as having
left Chile for Argentina from Pudahuel Airport on 13 May 1976. The Group notes
that the Ministry's report does not reflect the sworn statements of witnesses
to Mr. Zamorano's arrest, which had been included in court cases and in the
Group's previous report, J§) nor does it reflect any investigation into the
records of Pudahuel Airport which would be of importance in" the light of other
cases in which records appear to have been altered to refer to the departure
of missing persons (see para.399 above).

Official investigations into the Vicarfal s 600 cases of missing persons

412. The Ministry of the Interior informed the Group that an investigation was
being conducted into the VicarIa's list of 600 missing persons drawn up in
June 1978. The Group was informed that in 293 cases the alleged disappearance
was the subject of court proceedings. W It was also informed that up to the
date of its visit to Chile information had been obtained clarifying the situation
in 12 cases, that is: two persons had been located and interviewed; one person
was recorded as having applied for and received a new identity card a year and
a half after his reported disappearance; one person was recorded as having
submitted a request for his personal history accompanied by fingerprints, after
the date of his disappearance; one person was recorded as having left the country;
the mother of one person had reported that she had caught sight of her son after
his reported disappearance; six persons were shown in official records to have
died.

413. In relation to the two cases of persons who had been located, the Ministry's
summary of its information reads as follows:

"1. ilRAVENA HERNANIlEZ. JUAN IGNACIO (Vicarfa case No. 4)

"He was located and interviewed by officials of the Investigations
Bureau at 2187 Calle Victor Manuel. He stated,on the subject; I I never
disappeared, nor did I suffer any misfortune. Quite possibly one of my
former fellow lodgers gave me out for dead so as to harm me in some WB¥.'

"2. CHACON rEAL, JUAN (Vicarfa case No. 609)

"He was located and interviewed by officials of the Investigations
Bureau at his home, San Jose de la Costa, in Osorno. He stated, in this
connexion; 'was arrested by police from the Third Osorno Police Station
and later released. Did not know why his name appeared on the list of
missing persons.'u

J§} E/CN .4/1221, para. 170 and annex XIV.

W At the Group's request the Government SUbmitted, on 4 September 1978,
information on these cases under the following headings: (1) Proceedings
currently in progress; (2) Proceedings temporarily stB¥ed; (3) Cases dismissed;
(4) Replies received concerning proceedings being conducted outside Santiago.
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In relation to this last case the Vicar!" de la Solidaridad has submitted the
following information:

"GHACON lEAL. JUAN

"His wife, Mrs. Raque1 Maldonrulo Marquez, reportGd his disappearance
to the Osorno office of the former Comite de la Paz as occurring on
16 August 1975. However, she omittGd to report in good time (she reported
the fact only on 6 July 1978) that, aftor a few days' dotention for
common-law reasons, he was released. He is an agricultural worker who
lives in the country and who, because his wif'e had not informed him of'
the action she had taken to locate him, did not make his situation clear
at the timG."

414. In three of the other clarified cases the Group's files contain information
concerning the arrest and detention which the Group compared with thG information
sllpp1ied by the Ministry as follows:

(a) MontGcinos Alfaro. Scrgio Sebastian (Vicar!a case No. 200): !JQ/

(i)

"He lS listed as allegedly missing as from 1 August 1974. However,.
on 16 January 1976, he obtained his--{d~ntitycard(No.29,611)in the
]1aip~ Identifl;ation Office, having presented the necessary
documentation for the purpose. It has not been possible to determine
his present whereabouts. ,;

He was arrested on 1 August 1974 at his home in the presence of his
wife Monica Caltani, and Veronica Netto Morales as recorded in case
list 110. 1,175 of the Eleventh Criminal Court of Santiago. On
8 August 1974, his house was searched in the presence of his parents
in-law. The siters, Tamara and Natacha Valdes Valenzue1a, state
that they were detained with him in a house at 38 Calle Londres.

The full report provided by the Ministry is reproduced in annex LIV. It contains
testimony from relatives and deflcriptions of his arrest provided by I,ersons n01{
livine outs ide Chile. Mr. J.lontecinos' mother states, according to the Ministry' s
report, that the detention of her son in Tres Alamos was confirmed to her when
she visited the camp after her son's arrest. A person who had reportedly stated
that he was detained with Hr. 11ontecinos was contacted and he denied the
statements attributed to him. Unnamed uncles of Mr. Montecino reported that
he had been seen alive in MaipG in 1976. Investigators reported contacting
numerous Government departments but "'ere unable to determine the whereabouts
of Mr. Nontecinos.

~P/ A/32/227, annex LV, No. 575.
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(b) Villar Quijon, Elias Ricardo (Vicarfa case No. 490): All
(i) Summary of information from the Ministry of the Interior

"He is listed as allegedly missing as from 27 January 1975. In this
connexion, his mother, in an intervie;, with officials of the
Investigations Bureau, stated that at the end of December 1977. she
had caught sight of her son, ELIAS RICARllO, near the Valparafso
slaughterhouse. 11 have not seen him again since and do not know
where he is liVing at present.'"

(ii) Summary of information in the files of the Group

Mr. Villar was arrested on 27 January 1975 and taken to the
Maipo Regiment barracks, as the military authorities have admitted
to the Group. A witness testified to the Group in Chile that he
had been arrested and then transferred from Valparafso to
Villa Grimaldi with Mr. Villar and was detained there with him
for some time. AY

(c) Ojeda Jara. Jorge Luis (Vicarfa case No. 55): j2/

(i) Summary of information from the Ministry of the Interior

"The Investigations Bureau states that, having consulted the
Central Identification Office, it obtained the following information:
his death occurred between 9 and 15 October 1973, his corpse being
found in water. The data concerning his decease were obtained from
the Fingerprint Section of the Morgue, the autopsy report being:
Morgue List No. 19, year 1973."

(ii) Summary of information in the files of the Group

He was visited by his mother at Tejas Verdes between 21 September 1973
2nd 4 October 1973. The IntGrnational Red Cross later informed his
family that its representative, Mr. Tomas Kaiser, had visited him on
12 October 1973 in the office of the Gove=er of San Antonio Prison.
He waS detained in San Antonio Prison according to the admission
registers of that establishment.

4] 5. ConcoI1line the rest of the caSes of missing person" recorded as having
di8d (sue pax2.• 41:~ above), thu inv(JGtigation r(]ports of the Ministry do not
deal with the circumstences of their ri'Jaths but it would appear from thCJ
information availabla that the dC2.ths took place after the reported date of
detention or disappe2xance •

.£I Ibid., No. 98 5.

AY A/31/253, para. 243.

j2/ A/32/227, annex LV, No. 641.
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416. The Group, as mentioned above, visited the Ministry of the Interior's
confidential office, where a drawer of index cards bearing the names of missing
persons and the corresponding files are kept. The number of names on these
cards is in excess of those of the Vicarfa's list. These cards and files, which,
the Group was informed, were established in 1977, refer to persons missing in
the events of 1973 and afterwards. The files contain information on the steps
that had been requested with a view to finding missing persons and on the measures
actually carried out and also, in some cases, the testimony of witnesses to the
arrest. The Group reviewed the investigation reports of the Ministry of the
Interior and found that they did not in every case reflect the full information
which was available from existing court files. Moreover, in most of the cases
where allegations of arrest by DINA agents or military units were made there was
no official report of the arrest in the Ministry's files. In some cases the
files contained official statements that DINA had not arrested a person. This
information resulted not from an investigation into the facts of the alleged
arrest but simply from statements made by DINA itself. When such official
DINA denials of arrest were made, no further investigations were undertaken,
even though witnesses to the arrest existed. In reality, investigators did
not adequately follow up on the information that theY actually possessed.
For example, no attempt had been made to identify the military personnel
involved in the Klein and Olivares arrests nor were efforts made to verify
Mr. Montecinos' detention in Tres Alamos by checking the campI s records and
speaking with the officers in charge during the days in question.

417. The Group also found while in Chile that the judiciary acted in the same
way as the Ministry's investigators in that when DINA c.cnied having detained a
person, no further investigation into the facts of the alleged detenticn was
made, even when there were statements by persons who had witne ssed the arre st.
Furthermore, the courts refused to enforce writs of amparo in cases where DINA
denied that it had detained the person in question.

D. The right to know the fate of relatives: the necessity of an
exhaustive invest~gation of the cases of missing persons

418. The Group during its stay in Chile leamed first hand of the importance to
the relatives of the missing persons and of the growing importance to many
sectors of Chilean society of clear and truthful answers in the cases of missing
persons. Such answers, as the Catholic Church pointed out in March 1977, .w
are essential for the tranquillity of the affected families, true peace within
Chile and a clean image of Chile outside the country. The right of the relatives
of missing persons to PRn.GT in each case has been recognized by the Catholic
Church in Chile • .!2I This same right - "the right of families to know the
fate of their relatives" - is also inscribed in Protocol I to the Geneva
Conventions of 1949. AY

W Statement on "Our national coexistence" by the Permanent Committee
of the Episcopal Conference of Chile, published in El Mercurio, 26 March 1977.
(A/32/227, annex XIII) •

.!21 Declaration hy the Permanent Committee of the Episcopal Conference of
Chile, 6 June 1978 (see annex XLIX).

AY Article 32 et seg.
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419. The realization of the right of thG family membGrs to know thG fatG of thGir
relativGS rGquirGs that a serious invGstigation be undertaken into the cases of
missing persons in Chile. Past investigations, as we have seen above, havG beGn
far from adequate and any investigation which is to be undertaken will have to bG
ablG to deal with the following difficultiGs:

(a) The cases
inte=elated. §J/
information on all

of missing persons are very complex and often the facts are
(The prGsGnt mGthods of investigation have not produced clear
the aspects of the cases of missing persons.)

(b) The fact that there arc diffGrGnt tYPGS of judicial organs dealing with
cases of missing persons mGans that thG information is filed in different places
- in thG military courts, thG prosecutors officGs, and the civil courts.
FurthGrmore, within the civil courts the information may be divided between
courts having jurisdiction OVGr writs of allCp.aro and thoSG having jurisdiction
over criminal complaints, and in criminal cases the information remains secret
while the investigation is pending. Co-ordination of information in court files
is lacking and thus no central source of information is available.

(c) JUdicial inquiries are hampered because of the division of jurisdiction
between civil and military courts; when military personnel or DINA agents are
identified as being involved in thG arrGst of a missing pGrson, the civil
court's investigation is terminated and the case is transfe=ed to the military
courts because civil court judges are unwilling to pursue such investigations
further.

(d) Civil court judges have not extended their investigations into military
or DINA premises or into the actions of military and DINA personnel, nor have
they successfully called members of the armed forces or DTIU to testify before
them.

(e) Reference is made by civilian court judges to the constitutional
principle of the separation of powers as a justification for restricting their
activities for the protection of human rights. However, in the present
circumstances that principle lacks validity since no parliament exists and the
executive and constituent powers are concent2'ated in the same hands.

(f) The view of the Chilean judiciary that to protect their "independence"
they must refuse to enter into any subject "hich touches the state of siege or
emergency has paralysed legitimate action to protect the liberty and security
of persons during the state of siege or emergency.

420. In relation to the fate of missing persons, it is clear that the executive
branch has been unwilling and the jUdicial branch has felt itself unable to

§J/ The Association of Relatives of Missing Persons presented to the Group
a memorandum on individuals, places and vehicles related to missing persons from
which it appGars that some individuals were involved in the arrest and detGntion
of many missing persons. In addition, a limited number of places were indicated
as places of detention for many missing persons and in some cases the same
motor vehicle was identified as having been used in more than one arrest.
Furthermore, the Groupl s own experience shows that one witness will often testify
on Gvents relating to more than one missing person.
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undertake thorough investigations of cases of missing persons, and neither branch
of government appears to have been prepared to co-ordinate its investigation with
that of the other. As a result, the relatives of missing persons and those in
Chile who are aware of the situation are in a state of uncertainty about this
problem, which has shaken world public opinion. The Group was informed that
the media have given limited coverage to the problem of missing persons in Chile.
The humanitarian aspects of the problem are so important that an adequate solullion
must be fomd, even if accusations are made that the problem of missing persons
is being used for political purposes.

421. For these reasons it has become evident to the Group that any serious
investigation of the cases of missing persons must be established in such a way
as to bring all the available information together in one place at the disposal
of the inve stigators and to assure to the authoritie s charged with the
investigation the stature and powers to overcome the divisions in jurisdiction,
the secret character of certain files and the immunities from investigation now
preventing a real inquiry. In view of the concern of the international community
in clarifying the problem of missing persons A!lI and its importance to many
sectors of the Chilean society, and based on the informntion it received in Chile,
lhe Group in a meeting with the Minister of the Interior on 20 July 1978 proposed
the establishment of an independent inquiry commission, as used in other countries
to shed light on matters of national importance. This proposal was reiterated
in a letter to the Minister of the Interior dated 8 August 1978. This type of
approach had earlier been suggested by independent persons of high stature within
Chile. W The Group I s le tter of 8 August 1978, which is reproduced in full in
annex LV,reads in part:

"The Group would suggest that a Commission be established by national
legislation whose composition would include, from the national level, a
representative of the Ministry of the Interior, a representative of the
Chilean Judiciary and the Cardinal-Primate of Chile or his representative.
The Group also desires to recommend that a member of the Working Group,
to be designated for that purpose by the General Assembly or the Commission
on Human Rights, be included on the Commission as Chairman and that the
International Committee of the Red Cross also be invited to be associated
with the Commission's work.

"The investigation to be carried out by this Commission would have
for its sole purpose the establishment of the facts in each case and would
begin with the collection of all information from the various judicial
proceedings. It would also gather, scrutinize and follow up the testimony
of all witnesses in each case, whether actual or former members of the
military or security services and whether residing in or outside Chile.
The records of all government agencies would be opened for scrutiny by
the Commission as would the different places allegedly connected with
the disappearance of detainees.

A!lI See, for example, General Assembly resolutions 31/124 and 32/118.

W See Ercilla, 14 June 1978, pp. 11-12.
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"The legislation establishing this Commission would, in the Group's
view, confer upon it the legal powers necessary to carry out its
investigation and t in particular, call upon all departments and branches
of Government to co-operate fully in the investigation."

422. In making these proposals the Group has solely in mind the need to respond
to the legitimate humanitarian aspects of the problem of the missing persons.
The Catholic Church in Chile and the lssociation of Relatives of Missing Persons
have both stated that their aim was also solely to respond to the humanitarian
needs of the relatives of missing persons.

423. The Government of Chile replied to the Group's proposals in a letter
dated 20 September 1978 (see annex LVI). In relation to the meetings between
representatives of the Government of Chile and members of the Group referred
to in that letter, the Group 'fishes to point out that they were of an informal
nature and that no agreement was reached with the representative of the
Gavern men t of Chile.
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VI. EXJ:IJ;.AND RETURN

A. Refugees

424. In paralf."aphs 103 and 104 of its report to the Commission on Human Rights
(E/CN.4/1266) , the Working Group gave information on the activities of the
Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration (ICEM) and of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and described the generous assistance which
they are extending to refugees.

425. As at 30 ~'farch 1978, 18,368 Chilean refugees had left Chile and been
resettled owing to the efforts of ICEM. Of these, 1,457 left the country between
1 January and 30 June 1978. 1.1 This figure represents only part of the total
number of Chileans who have had to leave their country, since many have left
without resorting to such assistance, or under the auspices of other organizations
or with ordinary passports. ICEM informed the Group that, as of 31 March 1978,
the total number of resettled Chilean refugees stood at 25,809. This total
includes persons who were outside the country and who, being unable or unwilling
to return, asked to be resettled in countries which granted them refugee status.

426. Following the expiry of the state of siege and the decision not to renew it,
and, in particular, prior to the promulgation of Decree-Law No. 2191 of
18 April 1978 ("amnesty decree"), a large number of Chileans who were living
abroad, not always as refugees, decided to return to their country.

427. On the day on which Decree-Law No. 2191 was promUlgated, Miss M6nica Madariaga,
Minister of Justice, said: "Chile is seeking to devise a new institutional system
with the support of all its sons and daughters, who include those whom the
Government has pardoned today". 11 The Minister of Justice also indicated,
however, that persons who had been expelled from the country, as well as those
whose sentences had been ccmmuted to one of exile and refugees, must follow the
procedure provided for in Decree-Law No. 81 of 11 October 1973 (see Annex LVII)
- namely, apply to the Ministry of the Interior, through the appropriate Consulate
for permission to enter the country. 21 In chapter Ill, the Group considers the
consequences of the amnesty granted by Decree-Law No. 2191 for persons outside
the country, pointing out that the amnesty is considerably restricted in impact
by the provisions governing the entry of Chileans into their country and their
expulsion from it.

B. Legislation applicable to Chileans residing outside the country

428. According tc the information available to the Group, the legislation applying
to Chileans residing outside the country, according to their differing status, is
as follows.

11 The data are taken from two lCEM reports received during 1978.

11 La Tercera de la Hora, 20 April 1978.

21 El Mercurio, 20 April 1978.
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1. Persons who left the country by means of asylum. expelled
persons "ha are serving sentences of exile or persons vrho
left the country without complying with the established rules

429. Under article 3 of Decree-Law No. 81 of 11 October 1973, such per-sons "may
not re-enter the country without the authorization of the Minister of the Interior-,
which must be applied for through the appropriate consulate".

430. In the majority of cases, the person applying for entry into the country is
required to sign a document indicating his personal particulars, the date on which
he left the country and the reasons for leaving; AI this document requires the
'person concerned to "respect the established n,gime in Chile, the political recess
and the legal rules in force and also to work resolutely and loyally for the
gTeater good of the country."

2. Persons summoned to appear before the authorities while abroad

431. Article 10 of Decree-Law No. 81 provided that the authorities would take
administrative action to cancel the passports of those persons who, while abroad,
disobeyed a public summons from the Government to appear before the authorities.

432. Decree-Law No. 81 does not indioate ha;, application can be made for the
cancellation of a passport to be reversed so as to allow re-entry into the country,
as it does in article 3 for persons who have been expelled, who have been gTanted
asylum, etc., which could result in such measures being regarded as a form of
suspension of Chilean nationality. Nevertheless, in prescribing penalties in
article 4 for persons entering the country secretly, it includes those persons
penalized under article 1 by the cancellation of their passports. For these
persons there is no alternative other than to apply for the same authorization
from the Ministry of the Interior, through the appropriate consulate.

3. Persons covered by the provisions of De!'±eeaMw~111i'ic.6€14No. 604
of 10 August 1974 '

433. Decree-Law No. 604 (see annex xxx) provided that the following nationals or
aliens would be debarred from entry into the country:

(a) Persons spreading or promoting, by the spoken or written word or by any other
means, doctrines calculated to destroy or Violently to change the social order of
the country or its system of government;

(b) Persons Vlho are suspected or have the reputation of being agitators or- active
proponents of such doctrines;

AI
report to

The text of the document is contained in annex XXIV of the Gr-oup I s
the Commission on Human Rights (E/CN.4/1266).
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(c) Persons performing acts which under Chilean law are deemed to be offences
against the external security, national sovereignty, internal security or public
order of the country;

(d) Persons performing acts contrary to Ghilels interests;

(e) Persons who, in the opinion of the Government, constitute a danger to the
State.

434. A supreme decree must be issued by the Ministry of the Interior to prohibit
entry, and the administrative authorities order the passport of the person
concerned to bo cancelled (article 1). Persons affected by these measures may
apply, through the appropriate consulate for authorization to enter the country.
The }linister of the Interior may either grant or reject the application, but will
be obliged to state the reasons for his decision only in the event that the
application is granted (article 2). Decree-Law No. 604 does not provide for any
appeal or claim procedure.

435. On 27 April, a few days after the publication of the Decree-Law of amnesty
of 18 April 1978, Cesar Godoy Urrutia tried to disembark at Pudahuel airport, but
WA.S not allm'ed to do so and was obliged to continue his journey, by the same
flight, to Buenos Aires, Argentina. His passport contained no kind of
restriction and he had left the country normally, not under an order of expulsion or
as a refugee. He was not convicted or accused of any kind of offence (see
chap. Ill, sect. C.3). In this case, it was not Decree-Law No. 81, expressly
referred to in Decree-Law No. 2191, that was applied, but Decrce-Lavr No. 604,
the applicability of which is not restricted to emergency situations but is of a
permanent nature (see chap. Ill, sect. C.3).

436. Cesar Godoy Urrutia, a former parliamentary deputy, tried to appeal against
the application of this rule to his case, bringing an action for enforcement of
rights (amparo) before the Court of Appeals. The Court's decision was as follows'

"Under article 1 of Decree-La", No. 604 the Chilean national Cesar Godoy Urrutia
is prohibited from entering the country •••• Article 1 prohibits the entry
into the country of nationals or aliens who perform any of the acts listed in
the said leg'al text, a list ending as follows: 'or who, in the opinion of
the Government, constitute a danger to the State I. The wording of the last
phrase leads naturally to the conclusion that the Executive has thereby been
geantod by law discr8tionary powers which :L t may exercise wi thout being
[mbjE~et to revie'\l/ by any other leg-dl pO\'1cr or bn<'iy, for the wordf3 'or '\Tho,
in the opinion of the Govnrnment I can mean nothinG else." 5/

437. 'rile Hinister of the Interior told th,' Group that in the specific case of
fIT. Cesar Codoy Urrutia, the Executivo was empowered under DeeTee-Law No. 604 to
·prevent his entry and the application for enforcement of rights (ampar0) had been
r~j"eted because the grounds for his exile were sufficient. MJ.o. Godoy, as a
senior communist leader, shOUld, logically, have checked whether he coul il Hi C'U'l'

to Chile before attempting to do so. !iI

5.1 El Hercurio, 7 .June 1978.

!iI 11inutes No. 29, 25 July 1978.
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438. Decree-LmlS Nos. 81 and 604 have no,r acquired the status of constitutional
rules as a resul t of the provisicns of Decree-LaH No. 788 of 2 December 1974
(see annex XXI), ,,,hich conferred consti tutional status on all decree-lm'fS j Bsued
prior to its promulgation in cases Hhere they are contrary to, conflict Hith, or
differ from the constitutional provisions (see chap. 11, sect. A).

4. Effects of the termination of the state of sieRe on
'persons affected by Decree-Lmrs Nos. 81 and -604;-
effects on the deprivation of PBtionality

439. "'hen it Has issued, Decree-LaH No. 81 was intended to ap'ply whila the 8 tate
of siege was in force. By Decree-LaH No. 1,877 of 12 August 1977 its application
waS extended to periads in Hhich a state of emergency has been declared
(see chap. 11, sect. 2).

440. The final paragraph of article 10, No. 14, of Decree-Law No. 527 of
26 June 1974, reiterating the'rule laid do<,rll in the final paragraph of article 72,
No. 17, of the 1925 Constitution, states that "measures taken by reason of the
state of siege shall have no greater duration than the state of siege itself".
In accordance Hith this rule, the expiry of the state of siege should also have
meant the de .iure expiry of expulsions ordered during the state of siege and all
their Eccompanying effects, including the restriction of entry into the country.

441. However, because of the extension to the state of emergency Df the pOHers
granted by Decree-Law No. 81, this has not happened.

442. As for the aforementioned Decree-Law No. 604, the rules which it proscribes
are yermanently in force and apyly not only during emergency regimes but also
under normal conditions.

443. VQth regard to the deprivation of Chilean nationality, a subject on which the
Group has already provided information (see E/CN.4/1266, paras. 86 and 87 and
A/32/227 ,paras. 168-172), the Minister of the Interior told the Group durine: its
visit that the loss of nationality was not neH in Chile and that thc yreDcnt
Government had merely added a further ground for such loss: seriously damaging
from abroad the essential interests of the State; the penalty was imyosed by
decree signed by all the Ministers and Has subject to apyeal in the Supreme Court.1/

444. In a note addressed to the Secretary-General of the Uni teil Nations, dated
20 April 1978, the Government of Chile states "••• thJ pown' of the President of
the Republic I;a ,,,ith,]raw the nationality of' nationaL, "rho seriously damage national
interests from abroad has also been suspended!1.

445. The previous note refers to the suspension of this power with regard to the
President of the Republic, a P0"ler delegated to him by Constitutional Act No. 4,
article 5, during the existence of a state of siege (see A/32/227, para. 169).

1/ Minutes No. 29, 25 July 1978.
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446. The Minister of the Interior, for his part, refers to a power of the
Government which continues to apply but which currently has to be exercised by
a supreme decree accompanied by a statement of reasons and signed by all the
f1inisters, in accordance with the provisions of Decree-Law No. 175 of
10 December 1973.

447. In fact, the change is probably only apparent. The power granted to the
Government by Decree-Law No. 175 - to withdraw Chilean nationality "for seriously
damaging from abroad the essential interests of the State in exceptional
si tuations" - is still in force. ~lhereas the reasons for loss of nationality
set forth in article 6 of the 1925 Constitution are precise and based on clearly
defined facts - naturalization in a foreign country, cancellation of the letters
of naturalization, lending aid during war to the enemies of Chile or their allies,
the reason added by Decree-Law No. 175 is not olearly defined and, in any case, it
is the executive power which determines when the essential interests of the State
have been seriously d&naged. §/

448. Under article 6, paragraph 3, of the 1925 Constitution, persons who have
been deprived of their nationality cannot regain it except through a la,t.

449. The Group was unable to determine whether persons affected by deprivation of
nationality during the state of siege by order of the President have any legal
recourse for seeking restoration of their nationality now that this exceptional
regime has ceased to exist. It may be supposed that they can only regain their
Chilean nationality-through a law.

450. On the other hand, within 30 days of the publication in the Diario Oficial
of a decree Withdrawing Chilean nationality, an appeal against the measure may be
lodged with the Supreme Court. In such cases, nationality is not lost until
there is a decision by the Supreme Court confirming the provisions of the relevant
decree-law. If the decision quashes the executive power's action, the person
concerned will not have lost his Chilean nationality at any time, since the fact
of lodging the appeal suspends the effects of the loss of nationality
(Decree-Law No. 335 of 25 February 1974).

451. In handing over to the Group a list of eight persons deprived of Chilean
nationality, the Government of Chile :pointed out that the measure had been
revoked with res:pect to one of them by means of a decree-law.

c. ExpUlsions

452. In chapter Ill, seotion A, above, the Group has referred to those persons
\fho, benefiting from the amnesty granted under Decree-Law No. 2,191, \fere
expelled from the country at the time of their release.

§/ See the texts of artiole 6 of the 1925 Constitution and Decree-Law No. 175
in annexes LVIII and LIX res:pectively.
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453. In other cases, a sentence of imprisonment was commuted to one of exile prior
to the amnesty law. These cases include those of Carlos Laze Frias, a former
President of the State Bank, who had been imprisoned since mid-1974, and former
Major Ernesto Galvez and former Captain HaUl Vergara, both of whom had been in
custody since 12 September 1973.

454. Similarly, other persons who had taken refuge in embassies received guarantees
of safe conduct; they include seven persons who had been in the Venezuelan Embassy
since 8 December 1977, :Y another perscn who had been there for three years 121 and a
former member of the Intelligence Service of the Air Force, Hafael Gonzalez Verdugo,
who had taken refuge in the Italian embassy on 3 September 1973. 111
455. Seven foreigners were expelled from Chile as a result of the demonstrations
of 1 May 1978. Originally, 18 foreigners had been detained, including eight
priests and two journalists from Newsweek and the Associated Press. The latter
were released. W

D. Cases in which persons have been allowed to return to Chile

456. The Government of Chile communicated to the Group a list of 136 persons who
had been allowed to return to the ccuntry, although articles in the Chilean press
give reason to assume that the number is higher.

457. These persons include Jaime Castillo Velasco, fermer Vice-President of the
Christian Democrat Party, former Professor at the University of Chile, former
Minister of Justice and former representative of Chile to the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights, who returned on 5 April 1978. Mr. Jaime Castillo Velasco
had been living in exile in Venezuela and had been expelled from the country on
6 August 1976. 121
458. The return of former Vice-President of the Republic, Bernardo Leighton Guzman,
accompanied by his wife Anita Fresno, was also authorized. An attempt had been
made on their lives in 1975 in Rome, where they had been residing, and both had
sustained serious physical injuries as a consequence. They returned on
19 June 1978. 14/

:Y El Cronista, 17 January 1978.

121 El Mercurio, 30 April 1978.

111 El Mercurio, 16 May 1978.

W El Mercurio, 5 May 1978.

121 Regarding the expUlsion of Jaime Castillo Velasco and
Eugenio Velasoo Letelier, see paras. 423-432 of the report submitted by the
Group to the General Assembly in 1976 (A/31/253).

14/ El Mercurio, 24 April and 13 May 1978.
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E. Restrictions on return

459. During its stay in Chile, and also before and after its visit, the Group
received letters, telegrams and communications of various kinds from persons who
wish to return to their country, but have been unable to obtain the necessary
permission from the Ministry of the Interior. The Group also heard testimony
from various persons who described the unsuccessful administrative and legal
steps taken by them in order to gain admission to the country. Members of the
families of exiled persons sent the Group numerous petitions and reports
concerning the situation of relatives anxious to return to their native land.

460. The Chilean Government, on its side, transmitted to the Group a list of
246 persons whose applications to enter the country had been submitted to the
Ministry of the Interior and rejected by it (the complete list is contained in
annex LX). The Group notes that the list does not include many persons who have
been refused entry and whose names have appeared in official communications
published by the press. l:i/

461. Likewise absent from the list are the names of persons who were awaiting a
reply from the Ministry of the Interior at the time of the Group's visit to
Chile, and whose applications had been submitted several months previously,
according to letters received by the Group. 121
462. Comparing the list supplied by the Chilean Government with official
announcements in the Chilean press, and with the letters and testimony received
during its visit to Chile, the Group is led to conclude that the number of persons
prevented from returning to their native land is greater than that indicated by
the Government. 111
463. A note received by the Group during its stay in Chile states that there is no
guarantee that Chileans now outside the country will be allowed to return should
they wish to do so, regardless of the type of passport they hold. The same is
said to apply to persons who have travelled on a simple Chilean identity card to
certain countries with which an agreement exists exempting visitors from
presentation of a passport. Persons holding a passport endorsed with the
letter "L", whose restrictive meanin~ as regards entry into Chile was examined
by the Group on a previous occasion (see E/CN.4/1266), will definitely be unable to
return without first having obtained permission from the Minister of the Interior.
However, persons holding a passport bearing no endorsement or restriction of any
kind will likewise be unable to do so.

121 Las Ultimas Noticias, 24 May 1978; El Mercurio, 26 July 1978 and
3 May 1978. These newspapers give lists of persons who have been refused entry;
the names of some of them do not appear on the list transmitted to the Group by
the Government of Chile.

121 The Group received these letters during its stay in Chile.

111 Not all the persons who sent letters to the Group state that they have
applied to the appropriate consulate for permission to return.
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464. en being asked by the Group about the restriction on entry imposed in
passports endorsed with the letter "L", the }linister of the Interior replied
that he >JaS unable to give any information on the matter, as it came >ti thin the
aompetence of the }linistry of Foreign Affairs. Passports >tere issued by the
Records Branch of the Ministry of Justice. W In any event, this restrictive
endorsement seems irrelevant at present, in view of the Government's attitude
to>tards the return of Chileans to their country. In its meeting with the
Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Group raised the question of passports endorsed
wi th the letter "L". The 11inister gave an assurance that the matter was being
considered in his Ministry and that recommendations would be made to the
Government on the matter.

465. During its stay in Chile, the Group received communications from members of
the families of persons whose applications to enter the country have been rejected.
They include communications from aged mothers begging that permission be given
for their children to return and from others wishing to be reunited with their
relatives.

466. In the light of the jurisprudence mentioned in paragraph 436, the Group
concludes that the fate of all Chilean families living in exile - so far as
the possibility of reunion with their relatives in Chile is concerned - depends
on the decision taken by the Ministry of the Interior. Moreover, administrative
delays in replying cause great anxiety to many such families, whose channels of
action for achieving reunion within Chile are blocked. In addition, the Minister
is not obliged to justify his decision since he enjoys discretionary po>ters
granted under Decree-Law No. 604, which is not subject to the control of the Courts.
It is enough for the Ministry's report to state that a particular person is
regarded as constituting a danger to national security for the courts to refrain
from investigating >thether or not such opinion corresponds to the reality.

467. The Group notes that in this matter, as in others connected >tith human
rights, the Government applies a r",rticularc.ncep' of "natio:o.al security" >llJich
in itself has formulated and >thich it itself reserves the right to apply.
Consequently, although the Group notes that permission has been given for the
return of a number of exiled persons, such permission seems to savour more of
an act of grace than of recognition of the right proclaimed by Chilean
constitutional rules, and by article 12, paragraph 4, of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights.

W }linutes No. 29, 25 July 1978.
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VII. FREEDOM OF ElCPRESSION AND IN:"ORMATION

468. The Universal Declaration of H= Rights in article 19 proclaims the right of
overyone to freedon of opinion and expression which includes freedon to seek,
receive and impart infornation and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers. The International Covenant on Civil and Folitical Rights in its
article 19 guarantees the same rights in alnost identical te=s. In accordance
with article 4 of that Covenant, which pernits derogations by states parties from
certain rights to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation
during tines of public energency, the Governnent of Chile in August 1976 notified
the other States parties to the Covenant of restrictions placed on the rights
guaranteed by article 19 of the Covenant. 11
469. Chilean Constitutional Act No. 3 of 11 September 1976 £!proclains the right to
freedom of expression and dissemination of information. This same Act, however,
declares unlawful "any act co=itted for the purpose of disseminating doctrines
detrimental to the family, advocating violence or a concept of society based on
class struggle or inimical to the established regine or the integrity of
functioning of the State •••". l! The sane ~onstitutional Act !J established the
remedy of protection by which the 00urt of Appeals was authorized to review and
renedy any interference with the exercise of, among others, the right to freedon of
expression. However, in January 1977 this renedy was declared inapplicable during
a state of energency by Deoree Law No. 1,684. j(

470. Existing Chilean legislation provides to the military and judicial
authorities a wide range of powers to control infomation and the news nedia. The
Security of the State Act enpowers the nilitary conoander of a zone declared to be
under a state of energency to take neasures to control the press and to prevent the
divulging of news which would produce panic in the civilian popUlation or
denoralize the amed forces. In 1975, Decree-Law No. 1,281 amended the Security
of the State Act to enpower the nilitary conoander of a zone under a state of
emergency to suspend publications for up to six days or close radio or television
stations for the same period if they transnitted opinions, news or communications
tending to create alarm or disaffection in the population or distort the true
dinension of events, if they were obviously false or against the instructions which
had been given under the powers conferred by the same article for reasons of
internal order. Appeals to military oourts against such neasureS were provided for
in the sane Decree-Law. Under Decree-Law No. 1,009 the courts were enpowered to
suspend publioations or broadcasting stations for 10 days in cases where they had
committed an offence against the security of the State. An appeal to the Court of

11
report.

Sec CGPR/C/2 of 14 February 1977, and chap. Il, sect. 3 of the present

Chap. I, art. 1, para. 12 (see A/C.3/31/6/Add.l annex 6).

Chap. IV, art. 11 (see A/C.3/31/6/Add.l, annex 6).

Chap 11, art. 2 (see A/C.3/31/6/Add.l, annex 6).

For more information see chap. 11, sect. 13 of the present report.
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Appeals was provided for in -these cases. 21 In -the area of printing and
pUblishing, bando 107 of 31 March 1977 requires the prior authorization of -the
conmander of the military zone for all new publications and for -thc importation of
any publication. 11
471. In the past, the au-thority of military commanders to control public
information has bcen exercised through individ1'al proclanations (bandos) dealing
with specific subjects. In 1976 the publication or broadcast of news of a
presentation on human rights by Chilean lawyers to the Sixth General Assembly of
the Organization of American States was prohibited. !if Later in the same year the
publication or broadcast of news of the expulsion of -two lawyers from the country
waS prohibited, 21 and in November 1977 reporting of the banishment of Chilean
trade union leaders was prohibited. lQ/ In 1978 the publication or broadcas-t of
news on -the banishment of leaders of the Christian Democratic Party was prohibited
by military authorities. In 1977 the military commander of Santiago closed down
Radio P:e8sidente Balroaceda. DJ
472. On 31 J~riary 1978 seven radio stations of the Radio Coope:eativa network were
closed down by order of the Chilean COTImUllication authorities. In a s-tatenent read
on the radio on the final day of operations, a copy of whieh has been received in
Geneva, the Radio Cooperativa network described itself as follows:

"Radio Goope:eativa is the only private radio network covering the whole
countr;y-. ~'or nearly 40 years we have served the Chilean cOl=nity through
10 integrated and independent broadcasting sta-tions which have great prestige
a,lQ enjoy the confidence of the listeners and the advortisers. ••• Our
r~ogramnes are se:eious, responsible, of sound moral tone and high quali-ty.
)Qr company is solvent and well-respected. Our radio stations in -the
~rovinces are perfurming a service to -the comnunity whieh has been publicly
~ecognized by the highest regional authorities. n

:::n :r,'.ation to the closed stations -thG statemen-t said tha-t applications for new
~.ice,_ces had been made in rela-tion to four of then and tha-t:

"In accordance with the Elec-trical Services Law, extracts of -the
app:.~cations, prepared by -the Superintendency of Electrical Services (Segtel)
.Gce published in the Diario Oficial and approved by the National Tele
Jo~~ications Connission and Segtel i-tself, which in November 1970
~e)onnended -to the President of the Republic, through the Ministry of the
=~cerior, tha-t supreme decrees should be issued granting licences for
b)oadcasting sta-tions a-t Concepcion, Antofagasta and Punta Arenas.

. !
See E/GN.4/1188, paras. 31-39 •':)/

:J See A/32/227, para. 203.

§/ See 11./31/253, para. 447.

21 See E/CN. 4/1221, para. 256.

lQ/ Sce E/CN.4/l266, para. 113.

DJ Sec A/32/227, para. 197.
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"In 19"13, ,,11 the relevant documents were lost in the Ministry of the
Interiur. It was therefore agreed with the senior "fficials of the
SlJperintendency of Electrical Services that new applications sheuld be filed
tugether "ith all the necessary legal, technical and administrative
particulccrs. This was done late in 1975, and e~tracts froTI the
applications ,lere published early in 1976 in the l'iario Oficial.

"On 25 NoveTIber 1977, the Government rejected the applications for new
licences and, in the relevDnt supreTIe decrees, announced the expiry of the
lic;ences unckr whieh we had been broadcasting and ordered the stations at
l'mtofagasta, Concr~poi6n, Puerto Nontt and Punta Arenas to ceaso ull
broaclcasting as uf this elate [31 January]. The official communications
a(]clr"ssed to us acknowledge the truth of our statements concerning the
submil3sion unu handling of our licence applications, but point out that the
orig~nal applications and rclevant information had been sent to the ~linistry

of the Interior 'and as the relevant decrees were not issuecl at the time,
the applications \{erc not returned to the Office of the Under-Secretary, 80

tlwir whereabouts are not known and there is a gap in the Segtel files. "'

Radio CoulJerativa argued, with the support of the Chilean Broadcasting Association
and the Intcr-1L'Tlerican Association of Broadcasters, that it should be given
preference in the reallocation of tho clOSGcl frequencies in those towns vlhore it
hael broaclcast in the pCl.st, but this WCl.S not done.

cH3. The Group has buen inform"d that several other radio stations were broalle8.sting
witheut liecmemJ and that it was becCl.use 'of their relativ', independenee f:1
sornctiIlcS (liffering frcH tho policios of the Governnent that sooe Rad_io Cooperativo..
stati(>n~) h[_~,:J be8n cl()}"0cl..

474. 0" 2 Au[rust 1978 th~ Gr~up requested imGrIl"tion froil the Government of

Chile in relation te thoSQ stations ef Radios Cooperativa whieh has beon closod.
The GovernDont, on 31 August 1978, supplied imo:cnation on this question (seo
mmox LXI). Th" Govcrnnent noted the many legal and technical vielations of the
bn'c'.clcasting r'cgulati(,ns that had been found to exist in 1973 and reporteeL that
steps had been taken to norD2.1ize the situation. The Gove:r-rITlent informed the
Group that .en application of the existing logislation, seven Ra'ho CooporCl.tiva
datiens which had been broad.casting fer years after their liconces had Gxpireel had
been ordered te stop uperatiens. Othe:' irregularities on the part ef this network
wero not"'L, sueh Cl.S the illo(;'cl transfer of a licence. It was also pointed out
that their t,'chnieal equipment was olel, especially in the light of the 30-year
period uf validity of a new licence. Chile8Jl law diel not p:L'ovidc for the "xtension
of licenees, although it ilieL stipulate that preference sheuleL be given to the ferner
holclGr of Cl.. licence 'Hhen allocating any now licence, provided cortain conditions
wero mc"t. HCfl.vCV8r, the licences in question hacl {~xpired, the conditions for
pr8ferunct: 10/CT(; not fulfilled, <lnd the Governncnt had had no a1 tornativG but t:J encl.
the broadcasting. The sUl)reme decree ending the broadcasts had been approved by
th~; in(k:punclent Conptrollc:Y' General of tho Republic. Such approval WOUld. not have
been given had. tho lacaGuro boon illegal. Moreover, the former licence-holdor
euule. k'.ve, appoalGcl to the courts by using the remedy of pretectien but hacL not (~ene

so. 'J.llrcc:! (of the stationiJ were now being operated by their f'oITlcr ot1ployees. In
conclusion the GOYGr~u:lcnt stated:
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"It follows fron what has boon statael that in this country thoro is
absolutely no cliscriIlination or violation of the right of citizons to apply
for tclecoDTIunications liconces in G'r~ncral and. ralli0 broadcasting liceYlcc·s
in pClrticulax, providing thC\t thuy noet the legal roquirOIlonts ancl
qualifications ostablished by law. Applications aro granted as fClr us it
is physically possible; it would be iTIpossiblo to grant a licGhc0 in a
given city if the radio frequ8ncios arc used up.

HIt is alse' clear that tho non-suret] n.doptccl by thu Supreno GovQI'llf.1~?nt

to rostore t01(~COI1L1Unications to noru,,!..l hELve conforr.1ecl strictly to the
legislation in force, which rlC\tOH fron 1959 and is not tho work of this
Aili~rlnistration. Their lawful churactor is provod, inter alia, by the fact
thl1t if thoy had boon illegal or unjust, thee fOIner licence holder woulcl
undoubtedly h').ve appealod to the orclinary courts for a cleclaration to that
effect anel -r;;r the situation to be renc' cliocl. Ibwover, nothing of tho kind
occurrec1~ 80 that it is reasonable t':J suppose that the cODplaint viaS nac1e
to the Comllssion on Hunan Rights of the United Nations for political notives.

"Proof' of the abovo is to bo founcl in tho largo nunbor of privc,_to
tolocoDLlunications and rallio broadoasting liccllces which have beon granted
in l'C'cont tines. What is Boru, SuprorJ8 Ilecrc'.:l No. 59, on transport Lmd
tGlocoDIlunicCitions, publishGd recently in the Diario Oficial C3 August 1978),
increased the llunber ,)1' FM stations throughout the country so as to givo
all citizens D.CC~BS to this sooial TIcdiun of cOfJr:nmication, evc:n in thQ
sDallest j)lacus in the country. It

475. On 23 June, 1978 the Santiago (laily newspaper J,a 0cg'Uncla WQS susponclecl fl.'ClLL
pUblication, distribution and 8010 for 48 hours (b.,m cditi("jns). This OC'2.BurO WiJ,S

taken by the Chief of tho S2.ntiago 8Ll0rgency zonfJ, General Enriquo MorQl I;onoso, who
gavc: C~U explanation at 2. press conf8ronco on the SaDC (lay, El Hercurio of
24 JUllO 1978 reported General Tonoso' s explanati.ons as follo;,s:

HThe reasons taken into 'l.ccount WCI'C the repeated representations DCtdG
by tho GOlloral SocrotarLlt ef tho (~ovOrllf1(mt to the hoa(ls of that nowspapcr
concerning the artiGlcs considered to be inappropriate. The situation CIJU8
to a howl with tho article publishecl on 'l\lCsclay on an intorvj ew with
Hr. Orrego. I clo not think that tl-wre waS nalicious intent, but you s8e,
the article ooitted two I:!Jplies which in QUI.' view niCht to sone extent havo
changecl tho mctrcnoly offonsive toxt of tho article, and they WGro not
publishGd until tho next cl,W.

"On account of' this article and of the r(~pcated calls nac1c to
1''Ir. HeIT.logcncs Peroz ch:: lu-co 1 the two days' susponsion 1100..8111'e was acloptod.

11 ...
tilt is not a qunstion of c1i_ffc~TcnGos of 0plTI10nB b(:twQon different

parsons; but opinions should not be oxpresseu in offensive and. cy.'Uclo tCITls ..
Wo aro entitloe' to have difforences of opinion. But that cloes not justify
the way in 'tlhich the vimvs ",TOre publishcr1 b;y the Press in this i.nstance .. tI

476. Th8 newspaper affected. issuocl u. stE'l.tenf:nt saying it considered tho f:1easure a
8ori0us attack on the oxercisc of f:('c[}c,on of expression in Chile. The Journalists'
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Association (Colegio de Periodistas) issued a statement saying that the measure waS
an error which went against the liberty of the press and freedom of expression and
requested the iDnediate ending of the suspension.

477. The legal basis of the suspension, according to a copy of tho decree published
in El Mercurio, was article 34 m) of the Security of the Stato Act. This empowers
the nilitary commander to lIissue any orders or instructions which r:m:y be required
for the Daintenance of order within the zone ll • The Director of the suspended
newspaper appealed against this Deasure to the military court. The court rejected
the appeal on the reported grounds that the legal basis of the measure, article 34 D)
of the Security of the State Act, did not provide for any appeal. 111 The
Director of La Segunda has appealed to the Supreme Court against the decision of
the nilitary court, but the result is not yet known. 1_s the Group has noted a.bove
and in prior reports, 121 in 1975 the Security of the State Act was amended by
Decree-Law No. 1,281 to add a letter n) to article 34. This amendment authorized
the military commander to suspend publications, but it also liDited the possible
duration of the suspension and provided for appeals to the nilitary court against
such TIeasures.

478. On 2 August 1978 the Group requested the Government of Chile to provide any
inforDation it might wish on this case. The Government replied on 31 August as
follows:

liThe newspaper La Segunda of Santiago was not closed down or banned.
Its circulation was suspended for two issues for publishing an interview
which violated explicit legal provisions and, what is worse, for onitting
a portion of that interview which mitigated the views published in the issue
which gave rise to the DeaSure.

liThe Deasure in question was applied by the Chief of the zone under a
state of emergency, by virtue of the powers vested in him by article 34 of
Act No. 12,927 of 1958. The persons concerned entered a complaint, under
the same Act. No. 12,927, with the la.w courts, and it was disallowed at
first ancl second instance. At present, an appeal is awaiting a hearing in
the Supreme Court, so that until the latter hands down its decisien,the
matter is not ended. 1I

479. In relation to this case the Group notes the statement of General Morel that
the General Secretariat of the Government (Secretaria General de Gobierno) had
repeatedly informed La uegunda of the articles in the newspaper which were considered
inappropriate. The Group also notes the Military Commander's assumption under
letter m) of article 34 of the Security of the state Act, of what amounts to power
over the press in the face of another provision of that same law specificallY added
to grant powers over the press, but powers limited in tille and subject to judicial
review.

480. In relation to bando 107, the Group on 2 August 1978 requested information from
the Government of Chile on any publications which had been closed, whose distribution

111 Solidaridad, ND. 47, pp. 5 and 6.

1J/ See para. 470 above, and E/CN.4/1188, paras. 34-35.
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had been prohibited or which were not authorized since the beginning of 1978. In
this respect the Government on 31 August transmitted the following information:

"In the first place it should be made clear that, apart from the
La Segunda case ••• in whiph circulation was merely suspended, no
publication has been olosed down.

"The ':1ief of the zone under a state of emergency, in virtue of the powers
vested in him by the above-mentioned article 34 of Act No. 12,927, issued
bando No. 107 in 1977 for the purpose of preventing the moral curruption of
young people, the advocacy of violence, and the propagation of anti-social
doctrines.

"The powers of this bando have been used on a limited number of occasions
only, for the purpose of withholding permission to distribute books or
magazines whose very titles indicate that their contents are contrary to its
provisions. The titles of such books and magazines are legion."

This list of publications is reproduced in annex LXI. On 31 August 1978 the
Government informed the Group that a study was being oarried out with a vew to
abrogating bando 107 and replacing it with standards adequate to the present
situation (see annex LXI).

481. The Group on 2 August 1978 also asked the Government if the Office of Social
Communications (Direcci6n de Comunicaci6n Social) (DINACOS) gave instructions to
the media in Chile on ways in which news was to be reported. In this regard the
Government on 31 August 1978 stated the following:

"The functions and powers of the Office of Social Communications and its
Director are embodied in Supreme Decree No. 11 of 1976 establishing the
General Secretariat of the Government; they do not include the power to
impart instructions, rules, recommendations or suggestions to the
communication media. Consequently, the Director of DINAGUS has not imparted
any such suggestions, instructions or recol!ll!lendations."

482. While the Group was in Chile, witnesses infmwed it that historically speaking
Chile had enjoyed a tradition of total freedom of expression, unrestricted except as
provided for by the Constitution. Since 1973, however, severe restrictions had
been placed on the press concerning the discussion of certain topics. These
restrictions were generally justified on grounds of national security and the
topics affected were those of the greatest importance, such as questions relating to
detainees, missing persons and political and labour matters. These witnesses
further stated that at present the military authorities enjoyed virtually unlimited
discretion to take measures outside the normal course of justice against freedom of
thought, expression and information. Some tolerance in the field of information
did exist but it was more apparent than real. The Group was also informed that the
Government tried to give the impression that there was a broad scope for freedom of
information, but that in fact control of major news remained as strict as ever.

483. In relation to the question of missing persons the Grmlp was informed by
relatives of missing persons that they had tried to have published in major
Santiago newspapers the list of 600 missing persons drawn up by the Vicaria de la
Solidaridad but that they had been told that, even if they paid for it, the list
could not be published. The Under-Secretary for the Interior was asked if there
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was any objection to the publication of the list and he replied that he would have
to check with his superiors. l!J SUbsequently, Ambassadors Diez and Schweitzer
informed ihe Group that there was no official objection to the pUblication of the
list.

484. The Group during its visii to Chile noted thai relaiively wide freedom of
expression appeared to be enjoyed in certain areas but that these areas did not
seem tu be those at the very centre of national life. The Group also noted the
wide range of legal powers enjoyed by military authorities to control the media,
the occasions on which that power has been exercised and the fact that government
authorities connnunicate their views to newspaper editors and eventually apply
sanctions when the views are not respected. According to witnesses who testified
before the Group, there exists an informal system of communication of government
views on what should and shoult not be published and on how ceriain issues should
bo handled, and a general respect for these views through the self-censorship of
those responsible for the connnunications media, who are well aware of the potential
for action against them by the authorities.

l!J Meeting of 20 July 1978.
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VIII. RIGHT TO EDUCATION

485. During its visit to Chile, the Group had contacts with students, teachers and
professors and uith specialists in certain aspects of educational \lork. In
addition, it received from the Government a document outlining the main points of
its policy for the development of education. Taking into account these factors,
other documents submitted to the Group, and articles and ne"'S items in Chilean
ne;rspapers and magazines, the present report ",ill concentrate on hro aspects which
are considered fundamental: (a) aCCess to education or the right to obtain
education, and (b) intellectual ano. academic freedom in the Chilean education system.

A. Access to education

486. In its previous reports, the Group described some of the measures adopted by
the Governing Junta in the field of education. It dreu attention, inter alia, to
tl~ increased cost of education and the decrease in the number of enrolments
(E/CN.4/1188 , para. 196; A/31/253, para. 458; E/CN.4/1221, para. 250; A/32/227,
paras. 215-220).

1, Orientation of the Chilean Government r s education policy

487. In a communication sent to the Group on 24 July 1978, the Chilean Government
states that its education policy is aimed at developing Certain sectors of national
education, particularly those that can contribute to social development. Thus, it
has taken action to achieve improvements in ~he follOWing areas:

(a) Pre-school education, especially in the poorest sectors;

(b) Differentiated education aimed at solving the problems of early drop-out and
repetition of couxsesj

(c) School buildings;

(d) The quality of teaching, through teacher training programmes;

(e) The education provided in private educational institutions, by improving the
system of subsidies to such institutions;

(f) DistanCe education programmes, some by means of television and based on
programmed instruction methods;

(g) Cultural activities, in order to bring the theatre, music and painting ;rithin
the reach of the most varied sectors of the community. It is pointed out that
many public libraries have been established;

(h) The conditions of teaching staff. It is pointed out that teachers have been
granted a salary increase higher than that of other public servants and that
a system has been established for persons in the teaching profession which
improves their situation even further, enabling them to gain promotion on their
merits and on the basis of further training.

488. The Government document adds that the Ministry of Education has more resources
than in 1975.
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489. The document is accompanied by a comparative table showing the expenditure of
the Ministry of Education and the universities over the period 1974-1978. The table
shows that total expenditure was $463,536,000 in 1974 and $606,532,000 in 1978; in
other words, over this Period this item of the budget increased by 13.1 per cent.

490. If one bears in mind that the 1975 education budget sho.red a decrease of
21. 3 per cent in relation to the 1972 budget, according to the 'statistics supplied
by the Chilean National Planning Office (ODEPLAN) for December 1975, 11 one sees
that the level of the 1972 education budget has not been regained. And if one bears
in mind the current population gro.rth rate, "hich, accoTding to ODEPL!\N estimates,
was 1.8 per cent a year in the Period 1970-1978, 11 one will alsq see that, on the
basis of the ODEPLAN figu:res, the recovery noted between 1975 and 1978 is less
striking than might appear from the f'igures taken in isolation. II
491. The educational sector which has suffered the most serious decrease in its
budget is the university sector. In f'act, according to ODEPLAN's social report on
the second half of' 1977 (p. 61) the universities, which in 1974 were allocated
43.33 per cent of' the total education bUdget, currently receive 35.63 per cent.

492. The Group notes that, in spite of' the decrease in the education budget,
substantial contributions are being made to the private education sector at the
expense of public education, which is still accessible to the lower-income groups
at the primary and secondary levels.

493. Subsidies to private educational institutions have in fact increased
considerably, having quadTupled between 1974 and 1978. AI
494. In conne:ldon uith the subsidies to priva":;e schools, the Government states, in
the previousl~ mentioned document dated 24 July 1978:

"This system of' subsidies applies to those schools which provide f'ree
tuition for children. There are no subsidies for fee-paying institutions,
increases in the aIDOunt and value of the subsidy have been used as a means
of encouraging the private education sector to provide tu,ition f= groups
of pupils who f'or lack of means are unable to pay the fees chaTged by private
institutions."

11 Quoted in' CenteT f'or International Policy, International Policy Report
(Washington, D.C.), vol. 2, No. 2, September 1976.

y ODEPLAN, Itinerario de la Evoluci6n Econ6mica Social; 1 1
(Trends in Economic and Social Development: 1973-1977. Table shouing GOvernment
expenditure on social services for 1970-1978.

J.! Raimundo 'Banos in his article: 11~Crisis educacional superada?" (Ills the
Crisis in Education Over?"), published in Mensa.ie, No. 270, July 1978, says
"Government expenditure on education declined from 17.5 per cent of' total
Government expenditure on social services in 1972 to 15.6 per cent in 1973, 13.8
per cent in 1974 and 13.6 Per cent in 1975, and increased to 14.8 per cent in 1976
and 15.8 per cent in 1977". (Data published by the National 'Budget Of'f'ice.)

AI "La escuela particular en Chile" ("The private school in Chile"),
June 1978. Annex to the report submitte d to the Group by the Government of' Chile.
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495. But in the report entitled "The private school in Chile" (June 1978~, part of
which is annexed to the communication of 24 July 1978 from the GOvernment of Chile,
it is stated:

"Institutions providing free education may in addition charge parents
(according to their means) a tuition fee of up to 15 per cent of the lowest
salary on the single scale of taxable income."

Consequently, it ,;auld appear that free private schooling is not actually free.

496. This decrease in expenditure cn education forms part of the Government's
policy of reducing State support to a serie~ of services which were formerly
provided for the people, and delegating to private bodies the task of providing
such services. The State confines itself to granting subsidies to such bodies,
which will provide tuition in accordance uith their own requirements and interests.

497. Captain Eduardo Cabezon Contreras, Superintendent of Education, said in the
seminar on education organized by the Catholic University:

"The management of educational institutions in this sub-system of
general formal education (general primary and secondary education) is to
be taken OVer by intermediate community organizations, evidencing the
changeover from the teaching State to the subsidizing State. These
organizations will receive and comply with the directives issued by the
Ministry of Education, which will play a standard-setting and supervisory
role. Only in the absence of private initiative and as a result of special
difficulties in a particular community will the State assume responsibility
for the administration of education. In view of the professional training
of Ministry of Education officials, this Ministry will be responsible for
acting as watchdog for the public interest." 21

498. The transfer of education to private hands is a fundamental aspect of the
Government's education policy. A document submitted to the Group i" Chile states:

"There is at present taking place an accelerated transfer of the
administration of education to private enterprise and its respective social
development corporations, with the object of training children, young people
and adults for work in accordance ,'i th the needs of the enterprises in
question. f2.I Well-kn01m recent examples include the transfer of agricultural
training begun in 1977 and the transfer of industrial colleges in 1978; the
increase in the so-called "fourth function", in other words, the sale of

21 El Mercurio, 25 August 1978.

f2.I ODEPLAN, Informe Social. 1976-1977 (Social Report, 1976-1977) (quoted
in the document).
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so-called "technical assistance"; 11 training programmes in the frontier
and indigenous colleges; §./ the apprentice labour contract." 9J

499. The re suIts of this transfer may be appreciated in the caSe of Channel 9,
Hhich Has formerly under the responsibility of the University and vas used for
cultural and educational purposes. In this connexion, El Mercurio of
25 January 1978 states:

"The caSe of Channel 9 once again illustrates the difficulties involved
in the hybrid system of Chilean television, which requires its directors
simultaneously to apply a State or university criterion and a commercial
criterion, the latter being essential for the financing of its activities.
This system originated in the regulation promulgated in the e.arly 1960s,
which prohibited advertising, took the form of a tacit agreement with the
authorities of that time, who tolerated it, and remained concealed until
January 1975 by the contributions which were made by the Treasury, either
directly or through the university budgets, and amounted to approximately
$200,000 a month. "!hen too contributions were suddenly suspended at that
time, the television channels were faced with the dilemma of financing their
activities through the sale of advertising or accumulating debts that would
lead them to ruin".

500. It is not necessary to dwell at length on the consequences which this typeo6f
financial dependence is having on the quality of broadcasts. "'hat could haVe been
a medium for culture is becoming a mere instrument in the hands of private
interests.

50l. In ~1arch 1978 the Government suspended the system of payment of tuition fees
which it had by that time practically put into force for secondary education by
announcing the scale of fees in the press. 1Q/

502. The ODEPLAN report, which has been mentioned above, states in this connexion,

'!In 1978 further stUdy ~Till be given to the system of payment of
tuition fees, \·,hich is aimed at releasing some tax resources for education,

11 Supreme Decree No. 305 of 27 &y 1977, which approves an agreement betl-/een
the Ministry of Education and the Social Development Corporation, Rural Sector, for
the administration and management of the Agricultural College at San Fernando. See
also "Tres escuelas industrioles pasan al sector privado" ("Three Industrial
Colleges Transferred to Private Sector"), El Mercurio, 24 &y 1978 and "Encuentro
en Concepcion entre empreSa y universidad" ("Meeting betueen Enterprise and
University Officials at Concepci6n"), El Mercurio, 3 June 1978 (quoted in the
document) •

§./ El ~1ercurio, 27 November 1977 (quotGd in the document).

9J "Aprendicaje por contrato" ("Apprenticeship under Contract"), El Mercu.rio,
11 June 1978 (~uoted in the document).

~Ol El Mercurio, 19 Febmary 1978.
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through the support of the higher-income sectors. This Hill in the future
make it possible to channel these resources towards children from extremely
poor sectors and to improve school equipment and installations."

503. The above statement and the statement by the Superintendent of Dducation
quoted abOve indicate that education policy is following the trends begun in
previous years, since the guidelines laid down for the universities and for
education in general are to be applied to secondary and primary education. Thus
education will be placed in the hands of private institutions and charges '<ill be
made for public education.

504. The Group was informed that the fees for university studies have increased to
levels which are beyond the reach of the lO;T-income sectors of the population and
of many middle-income sectors.

505. In 1978, these fees were paid in instalments of beb<een 100 and 1,500 pesos a
month from March to July, in addition to a fixed matriculation fee of 1,000 pesOS.
The fee s are graded accordin!j to family income, evidence of ;Thich ;Till haVe to be
provided by the students. 111 If one bears in mind that the minimum ;Tage at the
period When these fees Here payable was 481.15 pesos for the Santiago area, 1£1 to
Hhich must be added various benefits and allowances ;Thich brought it up to about
1,300 pesos, and that the wage of a worker under the Minimum ]lmployment Plan (PEM)
nO;T amounts to a total of 820 pesos a month, JJ.! one realizes that, eVen if they
had to pay only the matriculation fee, most families wO'.lld be unable to :selld their
children to universities. University education "ould not be ;Tithin the reach of
the children of a public official, who earns 2,775.54 pesos, including compensatory
benefits, at the minimum grade (grade 31) and 4,974.16 pesos at grade 19. W
As we shall see below, it would also be bs!yond the reach of the children of a
secondary school teacher, especially when one remembers that to the tuition fees
must be added the cost of books, equipment, transport, clothing, etc. Such persons
would hardly be able to afford the equipment needed for primary and secondary
schools, which, according to a survey by El Mercurio published on 28 February 1978,
oosts between 3,000 and 5,000 pesos.

g06. The Government informed the Group that it was giving priority to certain
aspects of education which could contribute to social development, including the
construction of school buildings. This approach does not Yet seem to have borne
fruit, since the condition of school buildings was described in the follo"ing
manner in El Mercurio of 10 March 1978:

"School No. 24 at 654 Avenida Independencia, with 600 pupils, has been
operating in makeshift classrooms for some time, some of the walls being
hazardous for the pupils. The toilets are also temporary and are situated
next to a ;Tall in a kind of lean-to. In front of them, there are tuo open-air

11/ El Mercurio, 29 January 1978.

1£1 ]11 Mercurio, 7 March 1978.

W Information supplied to the Group by PEM workers during the Group's visit
to the REllCA Co-ordination Committee.

W El Mercurio, 4 March 1978.
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Hash-basins Hhere the children Hash before school lunch. It is hoped that
they Hill be taken into account in the final plans for the construction of
a school building.

"School No. 99, situated at 510 San Eugenio in the COIDIIIUne of Nufioa,
has been operating in a former Mujica building since 1904. The rooms are
na=OH, poorly ventilated and Virtually \Tithout light. There are 300 pupils
in the first to eighth primary grades; they attend school in tHO shifts.
It has an earth playground and a kind of shed ,thich serves as an assembly
hall but totally lacks the necessary facilities. T\TO makeshift classrooms
haVe been built in one of the playgrounds to improve conditions for the pupils.

"School No. 326, situated in Los Olmos at a height of 4,000 m, is
operating in makeshift classrooms, ma~y of Hhich let in the rain in winter.
It has no covered playground, and on rainy days the pupils have to remain in
the classrooms during playtime. It has more than 600 pupils and has only
tHO toile±s for girls and two for boys. The drinking fountains are defective
and the children haVe to USe a hose to drink Hater from the only tap in the
playground.

"According to the information obtained by this ne',/Spaper, the great
majority of schools have to pay their own running costs, Hhich include office
supplies, te~ephones, etc.

"The school authorities realize that parents lend considerable
assistance through the Parents' Centres and const"ntly help the schools lb&,
providing the necessary materials for repairs or painting jobs or by doing
work themselVes. Even the poorest parents help the schools in 'thich their
children are educated, but their efforts are not sufficient."

2. Repercussions of this trend on access to education

507. This education policy has inevitably affected the access of children and
young people to education.

508. An ODEPIAN report which was given to the Group l2! contains a comparative
table of enrolment for the different levels and branches of education (see
annex LXII).

509. This table indicates that there has been an appreciable increase in pre-primary
education, but that it is accessible to a very small proportion of the population
at the relevant age. A steady increase in secondary education can also be noted.

510. On the other hand, it ±slapparent that there has been a decline in enrolment
in primary education - the level at which the number of children attending school
Hill obviously be highest.

l2! ODEPLAN, Informs Social, second half of 1977, p. 53.
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511. The table dOes not Cover university enrolment, in "hich the decline is muoh
more pronounced • .l§/ In 1977, Jiillgenio Velasco Letelier, in a report prepared for
the School of Law, University of California, made the following statement on the
basis of data obtained from the Statistical Section of the Office of the
Superintendent of Education,

"In the universities the picture is even more tragic: t}1.e actual number
of students and the number of vacancie s in first-year course s have been
declining by about 26.8 per cent a year. ,fuat is even worSe is that the
number of places available for new students fell sharply from 70 per cent
to 34.7 per Cent in 1976, although, for the first time in 10 years, tJ~re

'/ere far feHer applications for entry".

512. On 24 April 1978, El Mercurio stated, '/ith respect to the education system as
a whole, that "enrolment figures in the last few years have dropped by about
5 per cent".

513. The decrease in the number of children who have acceSs to primary education
is all the more serious because of the importance of this period in their lives
for their mental development.

514. Enrolment at the secondary-school level has maintained a fairly normal rate
of development. The pupils concerned come from the middle-income population groups,
"ho are still able to afford an education for their children at this level as long
as they do not have to pay for it. HOHever, of children Hho have received a primary
education - and these include children from the lOHer-income groups - less than a
quarter go on to attend secondary school.

515. The ODEPUN report ID attributes the decline in primary school enrolment to
the decrease in the number of children between 5 and 6 years of age as a re suI t of
the implementation of birth control programmes.

516. Nevertheless, apart from the decline in the number of children attending
school, there are various other problems Hhich are no less serious, such as the
high drop-out rate. In an article entitled "Juventud acorralada" ("Youth Penned
up"), dealing with the situation of young people in Chile, the review Ercilla says:

"The mental health of our children and adolescents is conditioned by
their economic and socio-cultural surroundings. Nearly one half of all
young people suffer from various types of psychic abnormalities which prevent
them from continuing their studies beyond the third or fourt~ year of primary
school. According to the Office of the Superintendent of Education, the
drop-out rate in Chile is 53 per cent in the primary schools alone. This
means that more than one half of the Chilean children who start school leave
before reaching the eighth grade." l§/

1£/ Reproduced in annex LXII is a table concerning enrolment, based on
statistics of the Office of the Superintendent of Education. This table covers
university enrolment.

ID ODEPLAN, Informe Social, second half of 1977, p. 55.

l§/ Ercilla, 13 May 1978.
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517. The 5 per cent decline in enrolment in recent years in Chile referred to in
;::1 l1ercurio acq1Jires added importance in the light of the fact that a great many
children repeat classes, a circumstance "hich should have the effect of increasing
the number of those attending primary schools. According to the same ne,lspaper,

"In recent years, about 30,000 children are repeating primary classes.
This fact is of special importance in the light of what it costs the country
in additional expenditure." 121

518. The P~ctor of the University of Chile, in his speech at the beginning of the
academic year, made the following observation:

"AI though statistics shml that Over 90 per cent of the general school
population goes through primary school, for many reasons a considerable
number of pupils abandon their studies after a few years; many re"peat
c~a.sscs 1lithout making progress and go out into the ,lOrld ,'iith an educational
sc;andard "Thich can hardly be de?scribed as literate. Dropping out is so
\'iidespread that, accordini( to current figures on the number of children
graduating from primary schools, only about 58 per cent of those enrolled
:reach the eighth grade."

5~9. A witness told the? Group that education in Chile "as technocratic because it
subordinated the all-round development of the individual to the requirements of
private enter'prises which had a direct say in the administration of education and
in the type of education offered. She further said that an elitist criterion "as
applied to mental ability, which meant discrimination against the majority of
schoolchildren "ho dropped out for social and economic reasons.

520. It "ould Seem that access to education is directly related to the cost of
tuition and the proportion of family income available to pay for it.

521. A study carried out by two investigators, who, over a seven-year period,
follo"ecl the development of 2,000 Chilean pupils, reached the follo>ling conclusion'

"The most decisive factors uhich determine whether children continue their
education beyond the eighth year of primary education are the? marks obta;i;J!led
in that year, the average socio-economic level of the school (when it is
high it is more likely that education "ill continue) and the socio-economic
leve1 of the "pupil's family." 1!2/

B. Intellectual and academic freedom in the educational system

522. In previous reports, the Group has referred to,

(a) The dismissal of large numbers of teachers (A/31/253, paras. 253-256;
E/CN.4/1221; A/52/227, para. 212), the expulsion of students (A/I0285, para. 235)
and the persecution of members of the teaching staff (2/CN.4/ll88 , paras. 193-194;
;::/CN.4/122l, para. 251);

121 El l1ercurio, 21 }'larch 1978.

20/ El l1ercurio, 28 February 1978.
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(b) Military control over the educational system (A/I0285, para. 235), which means
that universities are headed by military personnel ~ho appoint the deans and even
the leaders of student organizations (A/31/ 253, para. 459);

(c) The abolition of courses and research p~grammes (E/CN.4/1221, paras. 247-248)
and the lack of academic freedom that is reflected in the control exercised OVer
the 0plnlons expressed by teachers and students and in the selection and elimination
of textbooks (A/I028 5, para. 235; A/31/253, paras. 449-452; A/32/227, paras. 211
and 213).

523. The Group heard testimony concerning intellectual and academic freedom in
education. One of the "itnesses '<ho spoke on this topic said that the university's
function was to transmit culture and serve as a centre of sooial debate, but the
conditions for the exeroise of that function no longer existed in the University
of Chile, "here the freedom of knowledge, tolerance, mu.tualrespect and autonomy
necessary for open intellectual debate and free researoh were lacking. The adoption
of decisions was a strictly vertical proCess; the rectors were appointed by the
GOvernment and they in turn appointed the deans. There ",as no free aCCe ss to
teaching posts, because teachers were no longer appointed by competitive examination;
they were appointed by the deans with the approval of the re ctors. As a rule,
persons who were known to have differing views had no chance of being appointed,
although the situation varied from one university to another and ,·,ithin the
"arious facul tie s of each university. In the large universities, control "as
practically impossible and some deans had appointed persons "ho "ere absolutely
opposed to the regime, with no objection from the rectors. It was likely that
information was sometimes requested about candidates and that the rectors took
account of that information from the intelligenoe services "hen they made the
appointments. There was no proof of that, but experience of "hat had happened
in the appointment of teachers showed that it '·'as likely.

524. The witness also said that the supervision of teachers and the vertical
organization of the University did not allow the latter to fulfil its basic role
and to act as a centre of debate. That was a form of cultural censorship, and it
was made more effective by encouraging self-censorship. In general, the
professors did not propose controversial research topics and subjects of that kind
proposed by students '<ere not accepted. The general impression "as that research
,·las a waste of time, and that the main concern was not scientific and cultural
progress but the training of professionals for the labour market, which uas,
however, very tight because of the high rate of unemployment caused by the
application of the Government's rigid economic model.

525. The witness also told the Group that the censorship imposed on the University
seriously affected the training of young people, who were being taught an extremely
one-sided approach that served only to confirm the ideas transmitted by the media.

526. She further stated that the interference experienced by the University
prevented young people from expressing their concerns, exercising their right of
association and engaging in cultural activities, whether at the University or
outside. In 1978 there had been caSeS of requests for expcllsion which had been
unsuccessful because of intercession by the Church and by the students, who were
trying to defend their rights. The organizations "hich had made Chile a country
with very active young people aware of national problems had disappeared. The only
organizations that still existed "ere thOSe set up by the Government, with leaders
appointed by the university authorities, and they do not serve the students'
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interests. There could be no disagreement in class and the teachers did not go
beyond the' curricula approved by the Rector. The UniversitJ had lost talented
teachers and the curricula had to be suited to the Government's policies. Cultural
activities also had to be based on the Government model and, if they were not, they
were forbidden and the persons who engaged in them "ere intimidated. T'lenty days
previously, a human rights group had been established in the Department of
Sociology and the Director had called in the members and told them that he knew
about the group, uhich ,'as not suited to the university environment. Channel 9,
which belonged to the University of Chile, had become a commercial enterprise which
afforded no opportunity for university cultural activities.

527. The various aspects of the university and academic situation referred to in
the above testimony have been confirmed by other sources.

528. The uniVersities are still governed by representatives of the armed forces,
whose authority is felt at all levels. University affairs are regulated by means
of military circulars, like the one of 12 August 1974, issued for educational
establishments in Greater Santiago, a copy of which was handed to the Group. This
circular states, inter alia:

"E.; Problems that have to be dealt with by the Heads of Colleges and/or
Schools through the 11ilitary Institutes chain of command:

Verified complaints that teachers, assistants or their administrative
staff engage in any of the following during their classes or in the
course of their activities:

Comments on politics;

Spreading malicious rumours about the activitie·s of the
Government or extremist groups;

Spreading jokes or tales about the activities of the Junta or
its members. 11

529. Students are now represented at the university decision-making leVel. On the
other hand, there are some student organizations whose leaders try to maintain an
appearance of student participation, but their activities are shaped to conform to
the principle of authority and the doctrine of "national security".

530. El lfurcurio, of 10 l~rch 1978, gave the following report of a statement by
one of these leaders at the University of Concepci6n:

"He said that the leaders of FEUC [Concepci6n Students' Federation] ",ould
shortly submit tbcthe authorities a number of specific proposals concerning
the ne'" institutional structure of universities. I They relate basically
to three aspects of this structure' he said; 'The first is aimed at
ensuring greater participation by the student body in the process of
selecting its leaders because, although "'e believe that the best proof of
the authenticity of such leaders is to be found in uhat they do rather than
where they are from, a selection proce ss in "'hich the stu.dent body participate s
more directly ';Quld unquestionably help to ensure more representative
leadership. In this connexion, We rule out a return to mass elections, which
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inevitably become politicized, and will propose alternative methods of
electoral selection in stages based on procedures suited to the structure
and purposes of a university student organization I ."

531. A few days later, the term of office of the student leaders at the University
of Chile was extended by order of its Vice-Rector. 111
552. In an article pUblished in Chilp-America, Eugenio Velasco Letelier recalls
the ideas of one of the members of the Junta concerning university autonomy and
academic freedom. In that connexion, he quotes from a lecture given by
General Cesar Mendoza, the Chief of the Chilean Police and a member of the
Governing Junta, to the entire student body of the Law School of the Catholio
University, which was published in El Mercurio on 13 June 1977.

'''Government-appointed rectors were designated simply in order to prevent
the recurrence of situations and conduct which cannot again be tolerated
until such time as the universities revert to their true values and reassume
their legitimate rights"without outside politicization "Thich blocks the
normal channel for the development of their academic activities.' Refe=ing
to the question of university autonomy, he said that the GOVernment considers
that 'each university must be worthy of its own autonomy' which must not be
used 'to protect offenders and leave unpunished the offences they commit',
still less 'to nurture in their halls veritable professional demagogues
aiming at the internal subversion of the count:r;y. The present Government
will treat this autonoIllY with the greatest respect so long as the
universities do not deviate in any way from the performance of their
spe cific functions t •

"\·lhat General Mendoza did not explain was the kind of autonomy he was talking
about, since each and every university has been assigned a Government
appointed rector who acts 'on behalf of the Junta' and upon whom unlimited
pO>18rs haVe been conferred.

The result of the 'purge' which is still being ca=ied out by means of
budgetary pressures is the almost total extinction of teaching and research
activities in the Chilean universities.

Many chairs have remained permanently unfilled for want of specialists, but
most of them have been assigned - on a completely non-competitive basis - to
young graduates, without any training or experience, whose sole academic
merit appears to be their unquestioning submission to the desires of the
dictatorship." 22/

111 El Mercurio, 16 March 1978.

111 Eugenio Velasco Letelier, "La educa<bi6n chilena bajo el Gobierno de lOB
mili tare s" (" Chilean Education under the Military Government"), Chile-America,
Nos. 35 and 26, September/October 1977.
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533. These conditions are contributing to the growing exodus of professional
persons, intellectuals and scientists which is being scrutinized and commented
upon in Chile. Another contributing factor is the lack of incentive and of
prospects for professional development. In her article entitled "Nuevos
profesionales •.',:,Antesala de la fuga?" ("Neuly Qualified Professionals. Prelude
to Flight?"), Ana tJar:i:a Foxley states:

" ••• 150 doctors are leaving each year according to the registers of the
College of Physicians. At an approximate per capita cost of $30,000
invested in their training, $50 million could easily be lost in 10 years.

"...
"A brain drain is also taking place in engineering. Of the 11,000 engineers
registered with the College of Engineers, about 1,200 are leaving each year.

"...
"Agronomists are leaving too, for they find greener pastures in Brazil or in
the international organizations. CORl\, Indap, SAG, and the other agricultural
services are no longer employing them in Chile, and all this is on account of
the reorganization that it taking place which, in the final analysis, implies
a reduction in staff. To date, some 350 of Chile's 3,500 agronomists have
Gone abroad." 2J./

534. The Government itself had expressed alarm at the situation. In opening the
academic year, the Rector of the University of Chile, General Augusto Toro Davila,
said:

"\'le should provide an incentive to return to the University for all the
scientists who emigrated to other countries in search of better uorking
conditions and higher salaries." 1!J

535. The shortage of university teachers and scientists also affects other leVels
of education through the lack of economic incentives or social and intellectual
motivation:

"A definite lack of intere et has been sho,m by ne>lly-trained teachers
straight from the University in employment in rural areas. This is due to
the absence of incentives such as housing and higher salaries as ,'ell as of
opportunities for further training; all these matters are being looked
into." 1jJ

n.I Hov, 29 March-6 April 1978.

1!J El Mercurio, 15 April 1978.

1jJ :;;1 Mercurio, 24 A~ril 1978.
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536. One \fitness tuld the Group that, during the 30 years preceding September 1973,
there had been genuine concern for the education of the people in general, The
people had also taken an inter..,st in education, and as soon as a new community was
formed - for instance, 'lhen villages "ere established on new land - groups
immediately sprang up to found a centre for social activities uhere some kind of
education "as given if ther.., ;ras not yet a school in the vicinity. The "idely felt
conCern over education had brought about permanent progress. In the rural areas,
the situation had al;rays been difficult, \fith schools feu and far bet"een, high
illiteracy rates, lack of aCCeSS to education by indigenous communities and a low
level of culture among rural ,wmen. Nevertheless, there had ahlays been a Bchool
system. Since 1973, ho;rever, according to the same witness, the rural population
has had no incentive to promote the development of education, because of the
difficult economic situation in the rural sector.

537. The salaries of teachers are very low. By way of example, ;re reproduce part
of an article 'Thich appeared on this subject in El Mercurio of 1 March 1978:

"A guidance counsellor, "ith more than 24 years of service, an increase
oof 90 per cent every three years, university graduate, grade 17, has a base
salary of 4,778.52 pesOs. As his triennial special post allowance amounts
to 4,300.67 pesos, his total taxable income is therefore 9,079.19 pesos.
His actual salary, including travel and cost-of-living allowances and other
benefits, amounts to 9,217.47 pesos, and as his total legal deductions amount
to 1,943.60, he has a net income of 7,273.87 pesos.

"A teacher of plastic arts, with 36 teaching hours, an increment of
70 per cent every three years and more than 18 years of service, has a base
salary of 3,868.20 pesos; assuming he has dependents and triennial
increments, his take-home pay is 3,563.13 pesos.

"A teacher of physics, with 12 teaching hours, an increment of 30 per cent
every three years, having more than 6 years' service, receives a base salary
of 1,289.40 pesos; with three-yearly increme.nmIl80JJf386.82 pesos, he has a
taxable income of 1,676.22 pesos, and his legal deductions of 357.79 pesos
leave him with a take-home pay of 1,465.71 pesos."

538. A vritness informed the Group that the mininrom salary of a primary school
teacher is 1,400 pesos.

539. In order to calculate the real value of these salaries, they should be
compared "ith the price of a pair of children's shoes (bet'leen 220 and 490 pesos),
a pair of boy's trousers (betlleen 495 and 519 pesos) and a 100-page school
notebook (between 14 and 15 pesos). 12/

1&1 Dl l~rcurio, 24 April 1978.
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540. The document mentioned in paragraph 498 above states the follmfing ,rith
regard to the content of the educational programmes,

"A rigid curriculum at all levels" lacking any form of organization such as
differentiated programmes or programme units based on specific topics;
prohibited texts and sources of information; programmes from which
controversial matter has been removed, especially in the social sciences,
which haVe been condemned as being used for the 'unrestricted introduction
of ideology'." 111
"A series of activities which are mandatory for children and adolescents and
which are designed to extol purely military values and symbols, based on
martial stor~es from the national past, and including the holding of
anniversaries, weekly civic events, parades and receptions, all conducted
wi th great pomp and military ritual." J!i/
"A special system for the political education of young people and the
training of leaders, consisting of such bodies as the National Secretariat
of Young Persons, the Diego Portales Institute ap'l the You;l;h Movement for
National Unity, ,'hich foster both active participation and submissive
obedience." 121

27/ "Revisi6n de les programas de Ciencias Sociales" ("Revision of the
Social Sciences Programmes"), El Mercurio, 2 May 1978 (cited in the document).

2!21 Supreme Decree No. 29, Diario Oficial of 22 February 1975. It updates
and revises provisions on the exaltation of patriotic values. El Mercurio,
18 March 1978, permanent calendar of anniversaries. (Cited in the document))

121 "Ciento treinta j6venes asistieron al Seminario Nacional sabre
Nacionalismo" ("One Hundred and Thirty Young Persons Attended the National Seminar
on Nationalism"), El Mercurio, 21 April 1976 (cited in the document).
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IX. FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND RIGHT OF ASSEMBLY

541. During its visit to Chile, the Group was informed that political parties are
still prohibited or declared to be "in abeyance" and that many other types of
associations, particularly student associations, are also prohibited and their
property has been either frozen or confiscated. The ban on genuine university
student organizations still exists, but the official student organization has been
maintained, its representatives being nominated by the Government-appointed reotors
themselves. Circular No. 63 of November 1976, issued by the university authorities,
remains in foroe; among other things, it prohibits meetings by students without the
express permission of the dean of the faculty or head of the aoademic unit in
question or of the person replacing him (offioials who have not been duly eleoted
but appointed by the Government), and speoifies that any student who contravenes
any of these prohibitions will be severely punished (see chap. VIII).

542. In statements made before the Group, it was affirmed that only trade unions
whioh support the Government's policies are allowed to be formed or to operate
under relatively normal oonditions, and that other trade unions do so under constant
surveillance and the threat of Government reprisals. Chapter X, seotions C and D,
contain information on the various restrictions imposed on trade union
organizations.

543. The Group was also informed that restrictions had been placed on the normal
activities of professional assooiations, such as teachers' and lawyers'
associations; for example, the election of members of the Board of Directors of
the Santiago Bar Association was prohibited and the officers of the Association
were appointed by the Government.

544. Working meetings held between peasant union leaders and peasants on the one
hand, and social workers and experts on the other, have also been obstructed.
Elsewhere in this report, reference is made to the recent detention of peasant trade
unionists and Officials of the Vicar!a de la Solidaridad. (See the discussion of
the Penaflor case in chap. X, sect. C.)

545. According to information supplied to the Group, neither the meeting of workers
to be attended by Government and church authorities and diplomats, nor the talks
sponsored by church bodies, which had been arranged for 1 May, i.e. International
Labour Day, could be held as planned, because peaceful celebrations by the workers
had been broken up and a number of arrests made; those arrested included
journalists who had been present in their official capacity. Permission to hold
these events had been refused, because it had been decided that an official
celebration would be held only at Government headquarters. 1/
546. Freedom of association and the right of assembly have not yet been restored.
They are operative only in cases where the Government so decides.

1/ El Mercurio, 9 May 1978.
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The Chuquicamata conflict

547. In August 1978 a labcur situation arose which reveals important aspects of tha
de jure and de facto limitation and restriction of the rights of association and
peaceful and unarmed assembly. It involved wage claims made by the CODELCO ,,'orkers
at Chuquicamata which turned into a labour conflict that led to a declaratiun of a
state of siege. Strictly speaking, some aspects of the situation go beyond the
rights of association and assembly, but a brief outline vf the main issues, as
reflected in the daily press in Santiago, has been considered necessary here
because it helps to understand and illustrate the difficulties faced by the workers
in exercising their trade union rights and in holding meetingB to discuss matters
of interest to them and to take decisions freely.

548. The central issue is the failure to meet wage claims that the workers have now
been making for two years. On 7 August 1978, the workers submitted a memorandum
which once again listed the areas in which they are seeking improvements, such as
produotion bonuses, which have not been updated since 1972, higher wages, more
favourable geographical assignment allowances, etc. 11
549. Spokesmen for the workers point out that the claims are based on the
deterioration in wages between 1974 and 1978. It is estimated that the cost of
meeting these claims, which involve 28,000 copper workers, would be $5 million
per month. J.I
550. On 31 July 1978, realizing that there was no hope of their claims being met,
workers decided on the "lunch-box campaign" which entailed not eating in the
canteens at meal times as an expression of solidarity with those whose situation
was desperate and in an effort to avoid everybody falling into the same situation. !±I
551. On 17 August the trade union leader WaIter Avalos (professional workers' union)
informed El Mercurio that only 26 workers had failed to take part in the lunch-box
action. There are 286 canteens at the CODELCO complex in Chuquicamata. jJ

552. The Executive President of CODELCO said that the "lunch-box campaign" was
"the workers I own affair" and emphasized that "there are no labour problems;
everybody is turning up for work in the normal way and, recently, there has even
been an increase in output". y

11 El Mercurio, 16 August 1978. As an example, the housing allowance, which
the enterprise grants to those it cannot supply with housing, is 157 pesos for
married persons and 106 pesos for unmarried persons, but rents of 800 to 2,500 pesos
are being paid in Calama. The housing shortage amounts to 2,632 dwellinge.

J.I El Mercurio, 30 August 1978.

!±I El Mercurio, 13 August, 1 September and 2 September 1978.
jJ El Mercurio, 17 August 1978.

Y El 11ercurio, 10 August 1978.
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553. The enterprise reacted by exerting pressure in various ways. For example:

(a) It summoned the union leaders to reprimand them severely and to warn them
that, if the ranIc and file maintained their attitude, drastic measures would be
taken. 1/

(b) later on it dismissed six workers Q/ without warning, on the pretext that
they had shown disrespect to members of the Government and senior officials of the
enterprise at the general assembly held on 8 August. 21 The reason for their
dismissal was given out to be "the operational needs of the enterprise", as
provided for in article 2, No. 10, of Law No. 16,455, but neither the persons
concerned nor the Labour Inspectorate were notified sufficiently in advance as
required by the Law. 1S2/
554. However, CODELCO declared in a communique that it was not prepared to bow to
pressure or accept lack of discipline which delayed the economic and social
recovery of Chile. 111
555. The ~linister of Labour, on his return from a visit to Chuquicamata,
communicated the concern of the workers and their leaders to the Government. The
leaders were summoned to Santiago for a hearing, and it was agreed between the
authorities, the management of the enterprise and the union leaders that a solution
could be found provided that the workers ended their "lunch-box campaign". The
enterprise would then reinstate the workers who had been dismissed. 11/
556. As the union leaders stated that they had to consult the ranl< and file, they
requested permission to hold a general assembly of members. Permission was granted
in Santiago in the first instance, but the assembly was then prohibited by the
Governor of El Loa, who was not in favour of the proposal. 1iI

21 El Mercurio, 13 August and 2 September 1978.

Q/ The persons dismissed were Fernando Diaz Diaz, Mario Jose Meyer Maturana,
Humberto Rivera Araya, Juan Morales Araya, Rosalino Ahumada Herrera and
Juan Vi\zquez "Rojas. The first four spoke at the meeting but the other two did not
(El Mercurio, 17 August 1978).

11 The worker Meyer Maturana stated that, at the meeting on 8 August, he
had said: "I know, Mr. Pinochet, that this assembly is being recorded, and it is
for this reason that I am asking you to resolve the problems of the workers in
Chuquicamata" (El Mercurio, 17 August 1978). It should be noted that Meyer had
been reinstated at Chuquicamata on 20 September 1973 under an order signed by the
Governing Junta, after having been dismissed by the agents of the former
Government (El Mercurio, 17 August 1978).

lQ/ El Mercurio, 17 August 1978.

ll! Ibid.

11/ El Mercurio, 10 and 17 August and 2 September 1978.

W I:l Mercurio, 27 and 28 August 1978.
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557. The Governor of El Loa eventually authorized the assembly "on the instructions
of the Ministry of the Interior" the very day on which it was scheduled to be
held - 25 August 1978. ldI
558. In these circumstances and because of the oonfusion oreated among the workers,
who no longer knew what to expect, the union leaders decided not to hold the
assembly. 121
559. On 29 August 1978 it was announced that the hearings in the case of the
dismissed workers had been postponed sinoe "there is a chance of arriving at an
agreement, which is being disoussed at this moment". 1§/

560. Also on 29 August, a joint statement was issued announcing that the
reinstatement of the six workers who had been dismissed had been agreed upon
between representatives of the enterprise and union leaders. It was stated that the
enterprise "has decided not to give effeot to the dismissal of the six workers and
to allow them to resume their normal duties within the next 48 hours". The leaders
of the professional and industrial unions and the President of the Chuquicamata
Branch undertook to ensure that ''within a period of 48 hours all workers will once
again use the canteens at meal times and will do their work in a completely normal
fashion". 111
561. Later on, an assembly was held at which the union leaders were:
not to compromise with the enterprise on the six workers who had been
and (2) authorized to take other action in support of the wage olaims

(l) instructed
dismissed,
presented. 1§./

562. The leaders later explained, in connexion with the first point, that "the
workers refused to accept this agreement as a binding instrument because they had
no confidence in the results; indeed although we have been drawing exactly the
same facts to the enterprise's attention for two years, it was not until the
pressure of the recent 'lunch-box campaign' made itself felt that talks were
begun". J:))

563. The second point meant that the persons attending the assembly undertook to
work during the half-hour allowed them for meals in order to demonstrate their
support for their leaders. £Q/

ill El Mercurio, 28 August 1978.

15/ El Mercurio. 27 and 28 August 1978.

ill El Mercurio, 29 August 1978.

111 El !'lerourio, 30 August and 1 September 1978.
1§./ El Mercurio, 31 August and 2 September 1978.
J:)) El Mercurio, 2 September 1978.

£Q/ Ibid.
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564. It was later reported in El rfurourio of 1 September 1978 that CODELCO had
failed to take any action on the reinstatement of the six workers dismissed on
9 August, and that the decision of the workers to reject the pledge obtained by
their leaders in this connexion in retu= for ending the "lunch-box campaign" took
the dispute back to where it had been before. The workers had decided to reject
this pledge and to allow the enterprise up to 8 September to consider their
claims. nJ
565. It was announced in the same issue of El Mercurio that the Government had
received "information about arrangements made by the Communist Party to distribute
throughout the mine the day before yesterday a public statement of a page and a half
describing the dispute as la new phase in the struggle of the people against the
dictatorship which was trying to starve them into submission' ". 11)

566. On 2 September it was announced that 13 persons, including employees of
CODELCO, had been arrested and accused of membership in or connexions with the
outlawed Communist Party whioh, it was said, had taken advantage of the mine dispute
for its own political ends. 1JI
567. On 1 September, the Government ordered the proclamation of a state of siege
in the degree of civil commotion in the province of El Loa. £d!

nJ El Mercurio, 1 September 1978.

W Ibid.

1JI El J1ercurio, 2 September 1978.

£d! El Mercurio, 1 and 2 September 1978.
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X. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS

A. The problem of unemployment

1. Preliminary remarks

568. The unemploynent in Chile and its repercussions have boen discussed in earlier
reports of tho Group which, in considering this question, has invariably made due
allowance for the fact that the international situatiun is particularly difficult
and that economic development in Chile has suffered considerably from the increase
in world copper production and the consequent drop in the price of copper. It has
also been borne in mind that Chile is a developing country.

569. During the Group's visit to Chile, it was infoD:led that unemploynent, which,
with all its economic and social consequences, has plagued the Chilean economy ever
since 1973, continues to be a serious problem.

2. Different aspects of the situation

570. The unemploynent figures for 1972' and 1973, as reported in a publication based
on data supplied by the University of Chile, were 3.8 per cent and 3.6 per cent
respectively, while between December 1973 and June 1977, they fluctuated botweon
7 per cent and 13 per cent, reaching a high point of 19.8 per cent in March 1976.1/

5[{1. The fluctuations in unemploynent in Greater Santiago during the last few
quarters can be gathered froo the following figures for those poriocls,y

July-Septcmbor 1977 13.2 per cent

October-December 1977 11.5 per cent

January-March 1978 13.5 per cent

April-June 1978 13.2 pcr cent

572. The Group was told that the statistics for Groator Santiago are representative
of the situation in the country as a whole.2/

11 Giorgio Solimano ancl the American Public Health Association Task Force on
Latin American Health Workers, "Health end human riGhts in Chile", document
presented at the Congressional Conference on United States Foreign Policy towards
Ldin America (Southern Cone) with respect to H=an Rights (part II),
Washineton D.C., 27 September 1977, p.7.

Y El Mercurio, 4 May ancl 2 August 1978.

2/ This is eonfiJned by info:cnation published in the Santiago daily press.
"The sumple obtainecl relates to the total population of Santiaeo, and eives a fieure
for which the marein of error is approxiJ::lately 2 per cent. Furthe:cnore, Santiaeo
is a relatively sdund indicator of the situation in the rest of Chile, since the
survey conclucted in provincial urban areas [Sives higher unemployment rates than those
in the capital, but unemployment in the rural areas is virtually non-existent"
(El Mercurio, 23 July 1978).
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573. A publication issued in March 1978 showed that, up to and including 1977,
unemployment was most severe among the working classes.1/

b sector of activit in Greater Santiago
of persons and perc8ntages in December)

1975 1976 1977

Production of goods

Agriculture

Mining

Industry

Construction

ITotal i

I92.1

,
54.1 i
33.5

%

2.1

0.4

30.6

19.0

I
i Total

2.5

0.5

43.7

22.2

! I

% : Total I
52.4: 75.5 i

I
I

2.4 I
I

1.8 I
45.7 i
25.6

%
55.6

1.8

1.3

33.7

18.8

Production u1' serviced 51.5 37.9

Trade

Government and financial

Personal and household

Communal and social

Transport, warehousing, communications
and public utilities

21.0

9.9

28.6

10.9

12.0

11.9

5.6

16.2

6.2

7.2

14.8

9.1 !

22.7

7·2

8.6

11.3

6.9

17.3

5.4\
6.6 I

,

13.7

7.9

16.1

13.7
j

8.7 i

10.1

5.8

11.9

10.1

6.4

,
100.0 i13l.6 : 100.0 i 135.8

Not specified

Total

1.4

I
:176.6

0.8 0.2 0.2

i100.0
!

Source: Department of Economics, University of Chile.

574. The special incidence of general unemployment in certain groups should also be
noted. The informetion supplied to the Group during its visit to Chile shows tik~t

the 8~icultural workers outside Greater S~tingo arc among those hardest hit by
unemployment because of the process of "regularization", under which all or part of
the land previously expropriated has been returned to the persons who claim to be th
the fonner owners. In some agricultural COI:lDunes, 30 per cent of the econol'lically
~ctive labour force is unel'lployed, and the proportion is even higher a80ng seaso~l

workers. TlI~:ec Li' oJ 80 1", high level of unempleyment a8eng the workers in the sector
affected by the reforo (the settlers), since nearly 50,000 of them, together with
their fanilies (about 350,000 persons in all), have been left without work as a
result of being dispossessed of their land. Their plight has been made even worse
by the fact that on being thrown out of work, they autoraatica11y lose their homes

AI El Mercurio, Monthly econonic report, March 1978.
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as well and are forced to move away to neighbouring villages or towns where they
lead a poverty-stricken and difficult life. There are no proper safeguards against
unemployment in the rural areas. Concealed unemploynent is said to exist anong the
seasonal workers, since the enployer can obtain casual labour at cheaper rates by
not paying any benefits and sOf.wtimes not even soeial insurance. It is also
reported that the Minimum Employment Plan (PEM) is not effectively applied in the
agricultural sector, and that in the few places in which the schel'le is being
applied (Malleco, Osorno), it has been carried out in a distorted wa:y which is
detrimental to the workers. Furthermore, the agreements entered into by the
Agrarian Reforl'! Corporation (CORA) to authorize the leasing of the plots of land
allotted have benefited the owners of medium-sized holdings rather than the
unemployed.

575. Written inforl'!ation submitted by a group of professionals to the Ad Hoc
WorkinG Group during its visit to Chile indicates that members of the Arm0cl Forces
and their families from 0. new category of workers. Hundreds of uniformed ancl
retired "-,-'.15 :,CCJ:y personnel do work appropriato to civilians, but keep their
military rank and receive double pay. The military or former military men and their
followers who now perform these duties are numbers by the thousand. In adclition,
a large number of military and paramilitary bodies and institutions have been set
up rocently for the same purpose.

576. The problem of unemployment has been rendered more acute by the drop in the
real purchasing power of wa.:.,"Ss and the continuing infiation. As a result, young
people and housewives who have never had to work before are now forced to look for
a job. Thus, they swell the ranks of those enterinG the labour narket for the
first time, 21 who accounted for 3.3 per cent of the labour force in March 1978
although they would normally have been no I'lore than 1 per cent.

577. The information furnished to the Group durinG its visit to Chile included
information on a number of cases in which people who needed to work were prevented
from koepinG their jobs or from finding new ones. Unjustified disnissals beco.use
of the political sympathies of the workers or because they ask for the lecal terns
of their contracts to be respected are a frequent occurrence.

578. DurinG the Group f s visit to Chile, it was infOlDei'. by a group of professionnls
of the existence of what has been called the "nntional reGister" (listaclo naeional),
which is a kind of official reGister formed by all the lists of persons who have
been dismissed fron their posts since Septenber 1973. No one whose name appears
on one of the lists can aspire to any kind of post in the public er private sector,
since his application is cheXUlelled thrOUGh a s~ecial body responsible for nakinG
inquiries about the applicant and answerable to the Ministry of the Interior. The
Group was inforl'!ed that the "national reGister" had oriGinally includecl all menbers
ancl supporters of the Unidad Popular Party. It hael subsequently been exp=dec1 to
include workers belonginG t~ the Christian Denecrat Party.

21 "Los rezaeaelos del Esquema", Econemfa y secieclad, Hoy, No. 42,
15-21 March 1978, p. 19.
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3. Action aim"'90.§.t. c-)pipr, with the situation.

5'19. OwinG' to its macnitucle and consequences, the employment cri~l", h"", ~10cltocl

a response frem tho Government, from non-Governmental bodies and frem the Greups
and institutions affected by it. The nature of the problem and those affected has
L~ven rise to a variety of policies, services, projects and activities aimed at
overcoming the problem in itself or at least alleviatinG its most immediate
c:Jnsoquenccs.

580. In practice, these strategios and responses arc worked out in various wGYs~

dependinG on the situations and available resources.

(Q) Govornment measures and policies

(i) Unomploynent benefit

581. The unemploynent benefit was established more than 20 years aeo, and its
distribution was entrusted to the social security institutions. The Director o~

ODEPLAN informed the Group durinG its visit to Chile that the unomploynent benofit,
whieh formerly covered only clerical workers, kc, been extenrled to manual 'wrkers.
Since tho benefit is calculatod on tho basis of tho livine WD.C;O which, at "ho
present time, is less than one quarter of the minimum wage (in November 19-7 it
<:>11ountecl to 604 pesos or 80 per cent of two livinG wages - less than half -l!e
Ilininun waGe, whioh then stood at 1,412 pesos), it is far from beine a cenIine
SUbsidy or a substitute for the person's previous livelihood. However, the benefit
is in very mo.ny eases the only means of subsistonce at a timo when unemplQ~ent is
tendinG to beoome inoreasinGly lenGthy and more widespread.£!

(ii) Minimum ftlployment Plan (PEM)

582. At the beGinninc of 1975, the Government mD.cle funds available to municipb:;'itioc
to enD.ble then to take on stD.ff who would oarry out publio works (maintenance )f
parks and streets) or work as D.uxiliaries in public services (schools, day
nurseries, hospitals) in exchanGe for a W~3C. Some private enterprises,
pD.rticularly in the builclinG trD.cle, aGreed to take on workers undor this systcrr.•
A PEM worker is requirecl to work normal hours, recoives a waGe which was oriGim.lly
close to tho mininun wace but was not readjustod later, has no social security
bonofits and is entitlod to receivo a recular quantity of food, althoueh this
roquiremont has not, in practice, been oet.

583. Tho Group was informod. tlli>.t, beoause of tho cravity and persistenoo of the
unooployment crisis, employment undor PEM, which had oriGinally beon reGarded as
c'.o[;rD.ClinG, had come to be in Groat clomand as a moans of alleviatinG the situation.
Novertheless, for sliGhtly more than a year now, tho number of PEM workers has been
declining, partly in consoquence of the sharp fall in oamines and the non-ronewal
of contracts (oach for a three-month period.) in the oase of WOflen and younG people.

£I Ono United States dollar = 27.92 pesos, accordinG to El Mercurio of
30 Decemuor 1977.
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584. El Mercurio 11 reports that there has been a falline-off in applications for
OTIl,lc'c'uont unuer PEM, lGavinc a laree number of unfilleel v2.canciGs in Bany
['l.unicipalitics.

5G5. It has alreacly bGen seGn that PEM is notablG for the fact that its ratGs of
pay arc lower than the lo~al norm.Q! In aGdition, accordinG to information
proviclGc1 to the Grc'up, the schene appears to be c1etriBental to the interGsts of
workers in priv~te conpnnics in soveral rospcct8~ (~) thero arc cases in which
PD1 hires staff for private cOBpanies; (b) sone amployers c1isniss their workGrs
my" rG-hire thGn throuGh PEM, which is financec" in part by contributions fron
oy'lployors by virtue of acreGTIlonts with tho municipal D.uthorities; (c) som.e
c"npmlics in the priVD. tG sector are ind.irectly benGfitin" from PEM as far as
rOI:mnoration nnr} ~)cnofits [trc concernccl, clue to tho [,Toat needs of the workcrs~

they e,ffer rates cof pay similar to or sliChtly hicher than those paid by PEM, but
still below the ler:;c.l minima, ['n[~ they de not pay the various bGnefits, which the
workers also fail to receive under the PEM schOlle.

506. Durinc its visit to Chile, the Group was infornec1 that, on account of their
low pay and lack of bGnofits, these workers constituteu a catocory which could lJe
calleu "enployed unOllployeu rt

• Nevertheless, the GroUl) is of the opinion that FEM
could bo an effectivQ nochanisrn, proviclccl that it euarcmteoc1,. a rate of pay slliilar
to the ninioum wace, that it operated throuGhout the perioel of unomploynont Qllcl that
it includod social socurity and the riGht to health services.

(iii) Allowonco for tho hiring' "'·f additiollal wrJrkpra

587. Under DGeree-Law N,. 1,030 ')f 29 May 1975, the State [(Tents to private
companies an allowance equivalGnt to 50 per cent of the applicable mininur.l waGe for
each new worker they take on in addition to their existinc staff. This allowance,
which was oricinally deducted from taxes, is now paiu directly (Decree-Law
No. 1,006), and its peri~d of validity has been extended. t~ cover the whole of 1977.
In June 1977, 42,OG3 workers were recorded as havinG been hired throuch this
nGchanisn (36,133 manual workers and 5,950 clerical workers).

(iv) National ~Praininr: and Enploynent Service

5GO. The National EnploymGnt Service (SENDE), which oporated as an employment
aGency for the labour market, proved unable to cope with thG situatien. Doeree-
La" No. 1,446 of G Mny 1976 replaced it by the National Traininc ancl Empleyment
Service (SENCE).

11 El Mercurio, 23 July 1970.

\,Y The Group was informed that 826 pesos per nonth docs net censtitute a
salary as it is not ovon h2.lf the minimun wace. It must 0.180 be borne in Hind
that Pfl{ workers do net rGcGive the nininun o0onooic benGfits cstablished by law.
They have to werk a full ilay insteael of the statutory 19 hours per week. They are
mg'neod for a poriod of only throe months. They arc enti tlo(l to nedicnl Caro frof:1
the Nu,tianal Health Service for thcmsclvas o..n('"!. tho members of their families a!1cl.
also to a certain foec1 allowance. It has recently 1,e8n reported that only
40 por eent of these;a"~," on actually receive this benefit (El Mercuric),
23 July 1970).
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5e9. As its nane in~ic~tes, SENCE pronotes and ~eviscs on traininG uctivitiGS
cC'..rrio:J. Qut by conpanics cithor directly or by hirinls specializocL baclics. For
that purpose, conpanics C~ deduct froD their prorits 1 per cent of their ~ual
w2.C0s cnd sD.1aric.:s bill.

590. Accordinc to the statistics of the SENCE Etlployoent DepartLlent, 12,044 job
applic~ts reGistered durin~ the first half of 1977 with the v~rious nunicipal
coploynont offices in Grector Santi~Go. DurinG the sanc period, the vacancies to
be filled onounted to 4,215. Thus, only 34.7 per cent of those seekinG work
actually founcl it. Of the total of 12,044, lif.3 per cent were persons lODkinG for
work for the first tine.

(v) Plcm to prJr1c to onploY12ont cmcl efficiency in socio.l o.ction
.'

591. In order/to solve the preblem of unemployment the "Plan to promote employment
and efficiency in social action" was made public on 19 April 1978. This plan is
based on a series of ncasures intended to solve the unomploynent problaB. These
measures include the following. The State would aSSUOe responsibility for the
cnployers' social socurity contributions. The following neasures would n.pply to
personnel engaged after 19 April 1978, (1) they would not be able to retire before
reaching the fixed retircnent age; (2) the nininuo ;rage would be adjusted in
accordance with the conSULler price index and there would be no obligation to pay it
to persons aged under 23 or over 65 years; (3) the possibility of re-omployoent
for a di&lissed worker would be abolished cnd conpensation - albeit reduced - would
autoDatically be applied.2/ This plan has been rejected by the represontativGs of
Deny trade-union organizations on the grounds that it joopardizes the interests of
the >lorkers.lQ/ These organizations inelude the "Group of Ten", the Federation of
vhrkors in COt1IlerCe and Industry, the Confederation of Metallurgical W"rkers and
soveral trado unions at tho nat~onal level (copper, State employees, pest offiee),11I
In addition, the Peroanent Coonittee of the Episcopal Conference of Chile has
stated, in this eonnexion:

1
1
••• wc o..ro surprised thnt the org2J1izC\.tiJns nffcctcd were not consulted

(luring the fOITmlation of this plan and that it hn.s boon tho subject of only
technical discussion •••".m

592. The Director ef ODEPLAN infomed the Group uuring its visit to Chile that the
purpose of the progroDne propose cl in April 1978 was to achieve a high rate of growth
so as to put an cnd to extrone poverty.

2/ Solidariclc.rl, No. 43, seeoncl fortnight, May 1978.

lQ/ El Mercurio, 22 April 1978.

ll! El Mercurio, 22 April =d 5 May 1978; Chili infomation (Neueh&tel,
Switzerl~, Bulletin No. 6, May 1978.

mSolidaridad, No. 43, quoted above.
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(b) Action by non-governmental organizations. especially the Christian churches

593. These organizations have contributed or organized human resources and have
channelled financial resources, including the substantial funds coming from abroad.
Their activities include:

(i) Support to subsisten~e workshops and worker-managed enterprises

594. Assistance is given in creating new sources of employment and maintaining
those already eXisting. This is exemplified by the subsistence workshops, 29 of
which, employing 177 workers, were operating in 1978 with the support of the
Economic Solidarity Fund. Financial support has been given to workers so as to
enable them to purchase some of the enterprises which were being auetioned off by
the State because of their bad financial situation and to eonvert them into
worker-managed enterprises. :Both the craft workshops and the worker-managed
enterprises endeavoured to ensure that assistance given in solidarity with the
people of Chile was directed to a self-sustaining form of assistance.

(ii) Assistance to people's meal centres and health clinics. and legal aid

595. The organizations co-operate with the people's meal centres, which have fed
more than 30,000 children, health clinics, which have treated over 100,000 peeple,
mainly in Santiago, and legal bureaux and adv:; sory services which have helped
thousands of persons to defend their rights and entitlements. During its visit to
Chile, the Group visited a Deal centre in a shantytown at lunchtime, and a health
clinic. At the meal centre, the Group was informed that many of the persons
present were eating their only food of the day. At the clinic. the Group was
supplied with facts and figures ierived frem surveys that had been eonducted 121
and informed that, in health matters, the clinic w~s not intended to replace the
National Health Service. While it attended to emergency cases,its basic purpose
was to assist the persons who came there to obtain the health services to which
they were entitled.

(c) Reactions of the persons actually affected by unemployment

596. The persons affected by unemployment have taken steps to avoid unemployment or
to mitigate its consequences. Their action has taken the following forms:

(i) The search for work which, in view of the growing clifficulty in finding
employment, passes progressively from looking for work of the same kind to accepting
any type of work, including odd jobs (pololos), nnd onels in discouragemcnt and
abandonment of the search. It was stated that some Ofilployers encouraged or used
casual labeur because in that way they avoided having to pay the minimum wage and
social security contributions, thus reducing the desirability of this kind of labour.

l2! These surveys cover nutrition and health questions, and problems connected
with school attendanco. See the relevant data under "nutrition" in section F.6
below and "Education" in chapter VIII.
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(ii) Incorporation of mambers of the family into the labour force, l!J/
particularly wives who have to seek employment in domestic service, PEM, "taking
in washing" and street trading, thus lowering the wages for domestic services and
laundry work. A large number of children and adolescents have become active in
street and market trading and in "running e=ands". This state of affairs has an
unfavourable impact on the family unit.

(iii) Recourse to unemplOyment benefit or to PEM, although both provide
incomes very much lower than the minimum family income. The need to resort to
PEM has threatened to diminish its possible effectiveness.

(iv) Reduction of expenditure and sale ef posscssions, which is typical of
situatiens of extreme poverty, a poor diet and inadequate and worn-out clothing;
inability to use public transport or buy consumer goods and forced sale ef
possessions. In this cennexion, it is worth quoting the following statement by
unemployed persons, one of the many repredueed in a document submitted te the Group
during its visit to Chile'

"First the expensive items were sold (television, refrigerator, heater,
gas ceoker, etc.), then they got dewn to selling furniture, clothing and
even blankets

...
"Their meals generally consist ef soup and on many occasions enly of

tea and bread. They have gradually been selling eff their possessions,
which at the moment are reduced to twe beds, a paraffin cooker (on loan),
a table and two home-made wooden stools".

(v) Family and noighbourhoed soli(larity, a very important faetor which
springs from the traditional solidarity of the Chilean people but which has declined
as unemployment itself has bocome widosproad;

(vi) Emigration, whether solely on the Grounds of the economic cr~s~s or for
political reasons as well, has been very marked and although the phenomenon is
widely acknowledged, it has not been scientifically quantified. It produces
negative effects, particularly the loss of skilled technical and professione.l
workers.

(d) Activities of people's orGallizations

597. The unemployed workers' centres are to be found in the shantytowns where, as
the unenployment problen grows, the centres are set up to claim the right to work
and to mitigate the problems of redundancy in association with workilli3'-class
organizations (trade unions, federations and confederations).

!4f Mothers' Centres have been established at which women receive remuneration
for sewing or other activities practised in the Centres. In this connexion, soe
the section relatinl3' to the problem of nutrition (sect. F.6 below).
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(i) Subsistence workshops

598. There are 136 subsistence workshops operated by the 56 unemployed workers'
centres in Santiag0. During its visit to Chile, the Group had the opportunity of
visiting SOI!lC of these workshops and centres, and was infonned that the sectors
in which they were n1linly cngngcrl were food, textiles and c10thing, leather an'~

LJOtwear, electrical work 1llld plunbinc, buildinc and repairs, handicrafts and
saclmoJcinG' The Group wo.s told thnt the I!la:rKeting of the proc.ucts had been the
no.jor obsto.cle to the clevelopoent of the workshops; for this purpose, the
uncrlployec:' workers' eentres had provi(led financial assistance =ounting to
$US 26,000 between July an<:' Docoober 1976, for e:lC.-'U:lple.

(ii) Und~ploYQd workors' centres

599. In quantitative terDs, the unonployed workers' centres constitute a liI!1itod
res?onse to the prol)len of reclun(lancy.12/ Sone specific (lata are a.vailable about
the oentres in one labour sector, which m~ nevertheless be taken as representative.
In that sector, there arc 13 centres with a total of 301 redundant workers (Le. an
average of 23 persons per c·entre). Of the total nunber of redundant workers,
85.4 per cent have been unemployed for periods ranging between one and four years,
and 86.9 per cent have belonced te a centre fer periods of between onc month and
two years.1fJ

12/ The Group visited a centre and leather, footwear and textile workshops
in a shantytown. A brief visit was also paid to a sack-making workshop.

1fJ In 1976, the only year for which figures are available, 2,240 redundant
w0rkers, representing under 1 per cent of the total number of unemployed, were
registered with the centres.
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]. Recent labour legislation: Deeree-Law No.2,200
of 15 June.1978

1. Introduction

600. It must be stated at the outset that this part makes no claim whatsoever to
be a complete study of the text of Decree-Law No.2,200. It does not deal with
all its provisions, nor does it go into any of them in dotail. All that it
proposes to do is to note the promulgation, implementation and operation of this
Decree-Law in so far as it refers to human rights, and to rofer to certain
concepts put forward by the Government and by labeur representatives in respect
ef a fow articles on which a difference of opinien has arisen in the shert tine
which has elapsed since this new legal instrument caQe into being, according to
the present understanding of the Ad Hoc Working Group. ll!
601. Decree-Law No.2,200 entered into ferce on 15 June 1978, the date of its
publieation in the Diari6 Ofieial. It contains provisiens relating te labeur
centracts and the protection of workers, which matters were previously regulated
in Books I and II of the Labour Code. ~

602. Decree-Law No.2,200 lays down in· general that "labour relations between
eDpleyers and workers shall be governed by the present Decree and by the Labour
Code and its residual legislation (art.l, para.l). Its provisiens likewise
apply in residual fOrD and in those aspects or matters which are not regulatod
in the laws of the respective bodies, to the relatiens of workors with the tax
authoritios, municipalities and enterprises, entities or institutions whose
officials and workers are subject by law to a special statute and to pcrsens whose
activities are governed by special laws, as alse to workers in state entorprises
with an autonemous or independant administration (art.l, paras.2 and 3).

603. Pursuant to transitional article 4, "the duration and teTIlinatien ef werk
contracts concluded prior to the date on which this Decree enters into force shall
be subject to the rules established in Act No.16,455 and its amendments;
without prejudice to the prOVisions of transitional article 7 where applicable".

604. It n~et·be stated, furthermore, that transitional article 7 of
Decree-Law No.2,200 establishes that no enterprise may bring its activities to a

11/
reports.

~ Pursuant to articlGs 166 and 167 of Decree-Law No,2,200, ony rule which
is contrary or incompatible with its provisions and "in particular, Books I and 11
of the Labour Cede and articles 405-409 and 664 of the same" shall be repealed.
The ether previsions ef the Labour Cede, as also those of Act No.7,295 and its
amendments which were in force on the date of entry inte force of the said
Decree-Law (15 June 1978) shall apply to workers without distinction of any kind,
whether the legal text refers to non-r:nnual er to manual workers.
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standstill or dismiss more than a certain number of work;ers (to be determined on
the basis of their number) within one and the same calendar month wi thout prior
authorization from the Ministry of Labour and Social Security and th0 Ministry
of Economics, Development and Roconstruction.

605· Consequently, to determine the situation of a worker vis-a-vis the rules
gov0rning the termination of his contract, account must be taken, first, of
whether the termination of the contract is individual or collective; and then,
in tho event of its being individual, of whether the worker took up his employment
prior to 15 June 1978 or after that date.

606. The individual termination of a contract is govern0d by a dual statute,
established by Act No.16,455 in the case of services rendered prior to the date
indicatcd, and by Decree-Law No.2,200 in the case of services rendered after that
date.

607. The collective termination of a contract is governed by a single statute,
established by Decree-Law No.2,200.

608. The Government reports that in virtue of tho new regulation of work
contracts and the regulations governing the protection of werkers:

(a) A single legal regine is established for all workers, no distinction
being mllde botween mmlUal and nen-nmrual workers. There is now only one legal
statute which establishos the rights and obligatiens of all workers in tho country,
wi theut any distinction. This equality has in no way lini tcd tho rights of tho
difforont sectors of werkers, but on the centrary, has served to unito all
individulll rights in the intorcsts of their general applicatien;

(b) PatentlY unjust situations are r8l1edied for workors who perform services
in enterprises which are expeptod fron the Sunday rest-day, and who only enjoy
one rost-day for every twc weeks actuillly worked. Tt has now been estccblished
that in future these workers shall enjoy one rest-day for every Sunday or holiday
actually workod.; ..

(c) An attenpt has been made to rationalize. simplify. adapt and I:lOdernize
labour regulations, by deleting provisions er precepts which have becone obse'lote,
ond by standardizing requiroments and conditions for the enjoyment of the s=e
rights, with a view to making better use of the country's labour resourcos.

609. The GovernTIont hils submitted documentation (see annexes LXIII to LXVI)
oxplaining its attitude towards the main provisions of the now Decree-Law No.2,2000
and towccrcls the differences between the present and the former labour legislation in
the areas in question. This documentation has been carefully consiclerecc by the
Group.

610. During its visit to Chile, the Group received informatien glvlnc the views
of labour IGadcrs on a few provisions of Decreo-Law No.2,200 which arc nlsQ
reflected in the boc\y of the report.

611. The Grcup has carefully analysed all the information received and it now puts
forward the observations it deems pertinent on the pr·wisions whose effects were
llescrilled differently by the varicus informants.
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2. Observations on the effects of some provisions of Decree-Law No.2,200

(a) Effects on the righ"lis acquired by specific categories of workers

612. Certain rights acquired by specific categories of workers are curtailed.
This applies to workers in shops and offices, agri6ultural workers and home workers.

(i) Workers in shops and offi ces

613. Decree-Law No.2,200 lays down in article 34, paragraph 1, that "the duration
of the ordinary working week shall not exceed 48 hours". Workers in shops and
offices are not among those excluded from the foregoing provision (art.34, p~ra.2).
Furthermore, a:'?ticle 36 establishes the following provisions,

"The working day of workers in shops and offices may be extended to a
maximum of 10 hours in the periods immediately preceding Christmas, national
holidays or other festivals, provided permission is obtained from the
appropriate public authority to extend working hours for the benefit of the
public. In this case, any hours worked over and above the maxillIUIIl indicated
in article 34, paragraph 1, or the agreed ordinary working day, if shorter,
shall be paid as overtime". 12./

614. Under these provisions, the normal hours of work of workers in shops and
offices have been extended from 44 hours a week, under the previous legislation,
to 48 hours a week.

(u) Agricultural workers

615. Article 134 of Decree-Law No.2,200 stipulates that,

"The provisions of this paragraph shall apply to workers engaged in
cuItivating the soil and to all those who perform agricultural activities
under the orders of an employer and who do not belong the agriculture-based
commercial or industrial enterprises. The regulatiens shall specify which
enterprises present such a character.

"The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to workors GIIlployed
on agricultural tasks but not directly engaged in cultivating the soil, e.g.
managers, auditors, or in general, persons who perform administrative tasks.

"The provisions of this Docree shall not apply to leaso, co-partnor,
share-croppor or othor contracts under which porsons exploit agricultural
land for their own account and at their own risk.

W Tho scope of the provisions of tho abovo-mentioned articles 34 and 36
is rounded off by the following provision, "Transitional articlo 5. Workers
in shops and offices engagod prior to the date on which tho prosent Decroe
enters into force shall comply with the general regulations govorning hours of
work established therein; but any timo workod over and abovo tho shortor working
day proviously established shall be remunerated proportionately at tho ordinary
rate of pay".
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"Persons employod in smnnills nnd wood-working plcnt o.re not ngricul turoJ.
workers, except for those omployed in mobile sClwmills set up for temporo.ry
purposes in tho immediate vicinity of the wooels oxploi ted.

"In c"-se of doubt, the 10c111 111bou.r ins;Jector sh2~1 decide how a worker
sh2~1 be classified. His decision may bc appealed "gninst to the Director
of labour, but without the right of furthex' "ppe"l".

616. The Group W11S informed th11t this new concept h"s "-dverse conse~uences for
some 'Nerkers such as those employed in 2.gricul ture-based entorprises (poultry
farms, -pig farms, dairies, etc.) who wish to cnncludc 2Il n.gricultural work
contraet, in that they end other agrieul tural workers m"y not join existing trade
unions and those who arc now members must wi thdrc.w 9 0.8 in the C8.SC of co-p2.rtnors,
workers in the reformed sector (settlers and persons "ssigned Innd), smallholders
or leaseholders and joint hOlders of Innd who clo not usually omploy eutside
labeur.

617. Furthermore, the now concept C\2l11uls the content of Aet No .16,625 concerning
Agricul tural 'Trade Unien Membership and Rule 53 issued thereuncler, both
promulgated in 1967, which provided for a fairly broad concept of the
1J.c,=ieultural werker, incorporating tho ideo. of nn 8.o=icul tural worker which
included manual, non-menual and independent workers (smallhelders cnd lease
holders clirectly engaged in werking the land thomselves, and settlers).

618. Decree-Law fk),2,200 likewise stipulates in respect of agricultural workers:

"Article 138. The remuneration of agricul turo.l workers may not be
less than the minimum wage, which shall include the value of perquisites.

"In no case may the agreed vo.lue ef per~uisites exceed 50 per .ent
of the c~sh ramuncrntion.

"If the remuneration is partly in c!lsh 2nd ]l=tly in per~uisites, 8IlY
v2-riations resulting from logr.l or contractual readjustments or from
different evaluations of the pe~uisites shall apply separately to the
eash cnd to the pe~uisites, wi th')ut the variation in 8IlY one of these
factors affecting the ether, althouc;h any chanGe in the percentage
indicated in the foregoing paragr"ph shall be b~sed thereon.

"For the purposes ef this article, pe~uisites shall be understood to
meClIl the fence, the l11et of land, pastures, hygienic ancl adequate dwelling
2nd other payments in kind which the employer undertakes to grMt the
workers 6

"The Ministry of Lr.bour and Soci2.1 Security shall establish the vdue
of the agricultural pe~uisites or the standards for their determination,
:J.ccorcling to the features of the res")ective zones of the country, =d the
application of this valuation shall be obligatory. If, however, the value
Clssigned is not realistic, either of the parties may apply to the L"bour
Judge to determine the v~lue, on the basis "f 2. rOl)ort by two persons
ap]lointed by tho judGe.
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"Article 139. Contrcects of permanent workers shall always include the
obligation of the employer to jJrovide the worker and his family with a
hygienic Dnd adequate dwelling, unless the workor occupies or crm occupy
a house in D. plGcc which is noar enough and has sufficient moons of
tr21lsport to enable him to carry out his work."

619. The effects of these provisiens are clear. Under legislation prior to
11 September 1973 an agricultural worker had to receive at least 75 per cent
ef his remuneration in cash. Decree-Law No.275 (1974) had already reduced this
percentage to 50 per cent. Now with Decree-Law No.2,200 this new situation is
defini tively insti tutionalizecl. The agrioul tural entrepreneur, on the other
hand, was obliGed to provide the worker with a dwelling which W2.S not evaluo.tecl
for consideration as remuneration in kind. At present, this benefit is not
obliGatery and, if it is granted, it is censidered an integral part of the
proportion ef the remuncration paid in kind.~

(iii) Home workers

620. Decree-Lcew Ne.2,200 includes, inter alia, the followillG provision concerning
home workers:

"ArtiCle 141. The remuneration of these workers shall be freely acreecl'
~U1d social sc:curi ty charges shall be payald.o by th8IDsclvcs 9 except whore
otherwise stipulated.

"The regulations on compensation in the evcmt of termination of contr2.ct
provided for in this decree shall not apply to these workers, 1mless
eXIJrGs sly s tipul atecF' .

621. Under this provision, home workors in fact lose their full ~ualification as
workers, since it establishes the basis fer situations in whieh a rate ef
remuneration lower than the legal minimum can be paid and provides that, in the
absence of an agreement to the contrary, such workers are not inclucled in the
social security system ancl have no riGht to compcnsation for years of service
when thoir work eomos to an encl. During its visit to Chile in July of this year,
the Ad Hoc liforking Group was tolcl that contracts for work at home arc very
prevalont in Chile, especially in the textile, olothing =d dressl'lakinC industries.
Previously workors of this typo, despi to the spocial nature of their work, had the
full status of all workers.

622. On the subject of workers' riGhts (trade uruon, l'laternity otc.),
Decree-Law No.2,200 establishes the followinG provisions,

"Articlo 22. In the case of workers subject to trade-union law, the
eml,loyor may not tenninate the work contract wi thout previous authorization
c,f the tribunal, which m'\)' be givon i:r: the cases set forth in article 13 (b)
and (c) and article 14 except for its final clauso.

1Q7 When examininG the situation of agricultural workers in its report to
the Commission on Human Rights in 1979, the Group will reconsider this Question
(sec sect. D below).
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"Articlo 100; Dur::'nG tho poriod of l'rec;noncy Md for ono yoc.r ",ftor
the expiry of I:Io.tOnll. ty lGC1.vo, thG WO!'lnIl workor shctll bo subjoct to tho
provisions of article 22."

623. ThG Govornl'lont eXlllcins:

" ... In such c,,-see the eituation provided for in Act No.16,455 ancl tho
Labour 00c1o is, Genera] ly spenking, maintained, so that tho workor m:w not
be dismissod without tho authorization of the tribunc.l.

"An mnenclment has been introducod, however, establishinG" thc.t the
tribunal con only gront the authorization in certain specified cases,
includinG tho expiry of tho term 01 the contract and the tormination of the
work or servico that was the subjoct of tho contract.

"This solution was thouc;ht to bo loGical whencvor tho terminG-tion wG-s
duo to s]Oocific reasens not subjeet to the unilateral wish of the employor,
and was Mticipo.ted by the parties to the contract at the time it wo.s drawn
up.

"Moroover, in the view of the lec;islc.ter, this measure !'lakes it easier
for a womon worker to obtain a contro.ct, for she is at a disadvc.ntD.GG
because of the 10llG period of privileGe established by the law, which
amounts to '" probable mininum of two years.

"The law does not operate in the casos sot forth in article 15, such
[1.8 the invalicli ty of the contract, as in thG preVious logislation .. I'

624. In this connoxion, it has been said that, accordinG to the terms of the
previous le(;islation, the workers protected by the lo.w - trade-union leaders,
workinG mothers onc', others - could not be separated from their employment without
the :prior authorization of tho Le.bour Jucl!>e, who could (;rant such authorization
only in cases in which the worker hil'Iself gave serious causo for it ond which
would bo deteJ.'l!lined by tho jucl(l'o.

625. Decree-Law No.2,200 has incorporated two new reasons, not attributable to
the worker, for which tho dismissal of a worker who has rights may be authorized.
They are: "expiry of the agroed period" and "conclusion of the work or service
thc.t was the subject of the contract". In this wITy a wido broach has been mac',e
in the l)rotoction which is due to various workers, 3Jld which is universally
recot;nizod, because of their condition (naternity) or their duties of
representation (loaders).

(c) Adoption of the SYStOIIl of dismissal at will

626. The employer is empowered to dismiss the worker without tho need to provic1e
just cause. TIecree-Law No.2,200 provides:~

ID Articles 17 and 18 of Decree-Law No. 2, 200 contain dotailed rules
concerninG the compensation to bo po.id in various circumstances according to the
tYro of worker and the length of his employment, as also concerninG the
incompatibili ty between the various forms of compensation applicable. It is laid
down as El. General rule that in cases of inconpatibili ty the worker must be paid
the compensation for which he hi!'lsolf opts.
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The work contract sh"ll be torminc.tei\ in tho followinG

"(f) Written notice of ternination by onc of thc I'::erties, to be ti.ven
to the other ::et least thirty days in advcmce, with c. copy to the appropriate
labeur ins~ectorate. This notice, however, will not be required if the
eo~,loyer pays the ,rorker compensation in cash equivalent to the l"st
monthly P"'YJIlGllt earne,l by hin nnd .•. "

"Article 16. When, in conformity with article 13 (:f), the OI'll'loyer
terminates a contract that has been in cffect :fcr onc year or more, he
must 1'''Y tho workor componsQtion equivC'.lcnt to the last nonthly l,uyncnt
co-mod by him for each yoo.:r ond fro.ction of 0. year oxcooclinc six Bonths
that he has workecl continuously :for the s=e eI:ll,1oyer. This conpenso.tion
is compatiblo with tho componso.ticm due to the worker under the above-
nentioned p=ac;ral'h (f)."

627. Tho Gove=ent mnk es the followinG statemont regarcling the caso lorovidoc1 :fQr
in article 13 (:f) of Decree-Law No.2,200, saying that it:

"Refers to the written notice that onc of the parties must givc to
the other at least 30 days in aclvance, with a copy to the Labour Office,
which notice may biC replaced by compensation equivalent to the last
menthly payment oarned by the worker.

"In the special cases of termination covered by article 17 (m:magers,
agents or attorneys of private finns, with less than one ye2.r of service,
or who hold a position o:f trust),it is ~ut essential that the notice shall
be givQn in writing~ oven if adv8Jlce notice is required~ ~'rovid8c1 it is
replacoc1 by thG ;Jayment of conpensation oquivalent to the last monthly
salary of the worker.

"It should be pointed out that for the employers this institution
is a generalization of the institution of termination ·"hi::lh in
Act No.16,455 was aoce?tod only in tho case of workers covered by article 3
of that Act, i.e. attorneys, domestic workers, who hold a position of trust
in the :firm nnd with only a short period of service' six months in the
previous la.w, one year in the present law.

"Notice of tennination, established 2.8 a general institution,
nevertheless entails the obligation to pay the compensation inclicated,
releasing the employer fron the obligation to reinstate the worker, and the
worker from asking for the compensation to be additional to his reinstatement,
which has usually been resisted by both parties.

"Under the law, reasons for notice of terminat.ion include cases of
termination of the work contraot in ·Nhich tho plea of one of the parties
that the contract is null and void has not been properly proved before
Courts o:f Justice (art.19)."
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628. Tho Governm811t olso subI'li. tted a c')m~,arative cnolysis ')f compensation for
termination of contract under Act No.16,445 Md under Decree-Law No.2,200, as
follows:

"Componsation for termination of contract, calculate,; on the basis
of the worker's period of service, includes the following features, which
shoulcl be carefully compared with the compensation established un,lcr
article 8 of Act No.16,455.

"(1) It is a fixed sum, alwnys calculatod on the basis of onc month's
P2;Y for each yoar of service or fracti()n of a year exceeding six months.

"In the previous legislaj;ion, the Tribunal could regulate tho
cCJmponsation, in relation between time and payment being the legal
rninimUlTI Q

"(2)
payments,

It cams current rates of interest, contrary to the former
which earned only the officil'll rates.

"(3) In dotermining it, the tota1. ranuncration received by the
employoe is token into consideration, with very rare excGptions for loans
spocificnlly excluded by the law, and in the case of workers whose "ny
varies the average of the last threc months is tnkcn. This last rule is
sjmilar tCJ that in the previous legislation (art.5 of Decree-Law No.676
of 1974).

"(4) It is adjustable, as in the previous legislation, by the
application of the corresponding monetary correction.

"(5) It can bc increased by a fine pa;yable to the Treasury, equivalent
to 20 "or ccnt ef the total sum, including interest and acljustments, if the
Tricl:nal der..lares the te"T'T".i't'Rtj on c·f tl:e ccntract to I'ave teen FJ,:rri"l:ral.X ~

in the cases inJ.icP.ted by tl:.e caF. Thi8' 8 a l1H! situatiol1 pni1 far more
Cl~astie thRn the former law, in which this additional payment did not exist.

"(6) The cOlllpensation is incompatiblG with any other that the
empl~yur has to pny, in total or partially, en account of tho termination of
the contract, excGlJt for the .- <>/l.a· compensation paid by wGlfare bodies
(art.18).

"Under thQ fanner logislation, there was no such incompatibility
This :;>rovision was obviously a disac1vnntace, since it increased
considerably tho risk of tormination of a contract and discouragod the
granting of contracts.

"(7) It is based on the YGars of uninterru~,ted employment by the same
employor. Under Act No.16,455 it was based on the years of uninterrupted
or discontinuous work for the some fiD'!; there is no justification for this,
as the previous contract is finished =d settled."
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629. A comparison of those provisions with those set forth in Act No.16,455 of
1966 in the light of infonnation received by ':hc Group during its visi t to Chile
leads to the conclusion that:

(0.) The system of stability of employment has been abolishec1. There is a
retrogressive trenc1 aWB;f from the system of stability of employment embodie,l in
all modorn social leGislations an(l in forco in Chile since 1966 undor
Act. No.16,455 towards the system of dismissal at will, uncler which the employor
mny dismiss a worker without any need to adduce a good reason; in other worcts,
a mere statement of intent by the employer to tenninate the labour contract is
sufficient (art..n (f) and penultimate end final paragraphs).

(b) A somewhat ineffectual right to compensation for years of service hru; been
established. Al thoueh the right of the worker to obtain compensation for YCQrs
of service upon his dismissal is established in certain situations, an over-all
studY of the various provisions relating to this question indicates that tho
requirements for the acquisition of this right are must more burdensome than
bofore anc1., more serious still, there is a series of [iars and "loopholes" which
make it possiblo to disregard the riGht to obtain this benefit. (Lrts.16, 17
ancl IS).

(d) Possibility for the employer to modify the contract unilaterally

630. The employer is empowered to modify the labour contract unilaterally.
Decree-Law No.2,200 states:

"Article 12. The conditions of thc labour contract mny be modified
only with the consent of the parties. Nevertheless, the employer mny
change, for Good and sufficient reasons, the nature of the services or the
place or premises in which they are to be perfonned, provided that similar
",c'rk is involved, that the now place or promises arc in the same locality
or city and that the worker suffers no prejudice."

631. It should be notec1 that the text of the earlier Labour Cec1e and the
application of tho General rules of law anc1 of the most elementary justice
precluded the unilateral mnendment of clauses of a labour contract.
Decree-Law No. 2,200 bestows upon the employer the power to nmencl unilatorally,
for [iood and sufficient reasons, the nature of the services and the place in which
they are to be perfonned. It can be "aid that, since the enactment of
Decree-Law No.2,200, the worker has been obli[ied to sign a blank labour contract
2.S fQr as these clauses arc concerned, since they can be amendec'. at the will of
the employer.

(e) Return to ler;al minimum conditions upon the tennination of the collective
labour contract

632. The valicli ty and sphere of application of the rights c1crivccl from the
collective labour contract were autorlatically incorporated into inclivicluc.l
contracts. This is not the case under the new leGislation, which Llclucles no
provisions to that effect. Consequently, when a collective contract eXI'ircs,
workers arc left with the mi:nimum conditions GUaranteed by the law =0. arc oolic:uc'.
to rc-neGotiate the rights they had acquirecl.
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633· This state of "ffcirs is pnxticulnrly serious in viow of thG currant
situ~tion in Chile, whore, "s will bG Seen (sect. C below), the riGht of
collectivc b={';cinin,:; hO-s beon susroncled.

(f) Cancel!:1tion of la,bour clo"bts, which opera,tes to the clotriment of the worker

634. In cho_rtcr XIV (rali'-tin{~ to nprcucrirtions 3:ni'.. sanctionstr
) of

DeerGc~L~w No.2,200 a.rticle 163 specifies, inter alia, tha,t,

liThe riQ1ts (~crivcd from services ~;orfonnecl l-;rior to tho two YCGrs
l~·rccec1inG' the dote 'Jf submission of the apl)lication may Yll,t bo clfJimed ,
vlhcthor or not IH2rfonnnncc of services hu.B come to an end". (po.,ra. 3)

635. A comnunication h=ded to thG Ad Hoc WorkinG' Group clurinc; its visi t to Chile
in JUly 1978 stO-tGS that this is tnntrunount to a "cancellation of l"bour dGbts"
rrejucUciO-l to tlw interests of the workers, who are tho weak :;;=ty in lO-bour
rolCl.tions, p<.'.rticulc.rly in the conc'!.i tions no.....r prove-.ilinG in ID.boUIo questions in
G~lo (no Genuino free tr~do unionism or collective barGaininG, widesrrend
un~I'loynent, ote.).

C. T:rnc1e union rights m
1. Preliminary rcmarks

636. Trc,cle union ric;hts hnve alreacly been stuelled in detail in previous roports
of the Group. This section of the present report deals with tho subjects on
which 0r.llJhnsis wus placed by the :persons 'Who COI!Ill1unicatoc'<. information to the Group
'lurine; its visit to Chile, =cl with the views on those SUbjects cOIIilllunic8-teC', by the
Government in clooumontation which hO-s been carefully considered by the Group. ~

637. A number of meO-sures restrictinG tr2.cle union activities which were truccn in
the past anr'- which were to have been of a temDorary =(1 purely ironsi tory nc,turc
are still in full force =d are applied d2ily more than four years later.
vlhcnever possible, exrunr1es will be cfvon to illustrate this point, Md tho b"sie
inforo~tion on the subject will bo inclUded in the annexes to this section.
Theso oxronrlos have lJcon sUlTlonenteel by brief references to certain rocent
Gvents - subsequent to tho Group's visit - which it has been deGl'lccl GssonticQ to
reflect in this report.

2. Decree-Law No.198 of 29 December 1973

(a) Inclcfini te susTlension of trD.Cle union elections

638. Articles 2 and 3 of Decroe-Luw No.198 provide for the extension of the
no.nclntcs of the c"Ovcrninc bodios of trade unions which had beon in force on
11 Se]'tomber 1973.

m
documents

In connexion with this soetion, SaG International Labour Office
GB 205/11/12 (Febmary-March 1978) =(1 GB 206/6/18 (June 1978).

~ Sce nl1rwxes LXVII, LXVIII 1J1lc1 LXIX, 8lld soctions I, 11 and III of
romox LXVI.
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639. In cases in which thc mnndate of the governinG body of the tro.de union ho.d
GXIJired bGfore that date or vncancies hud, for whatever ra~sonf occurrou ~fter

that date 0. new system was established in order to fill the vo.cant posts,
involvinG the appointment of the nost senior worker in the enteI".Jrise or
federation, as appropriate. Article 9 of Decree-Law Nc.198 provided tho.t, in
those exceptional cases in which the fonner system was not applicable, it woulcl be
tho responsibility of thc Minister of Labour to lay dewn supplementary rules.
Nevertheless, thrOUGh improper interpretation of the provisions of o.rticlo 9,
there have been many cases in which the Ministry of Labour has appointeel directly
those trade union leaders who are to its particular likinG• .w
640. The systGl!! in question is aimed at suspending indcfinitely the holrlinG of
elections fo~ trade union officials, on the excuse that such elections would lead
to unrest and upset the poli tic8.1 recess. The syster:J thus imposes union
leadership on the workers, either by o.ppointing the most senior worker or simply
by installinG a nominee of the Minister of Labour.

641. It should be pointed out that, thrOUGhout the period 1973-1978, the
omployers ' orGanizations have been free to renew themmbership of their GOverning
bodies. Cases in point include the National Acricul ture Associdion, the
ManufacturinG Development Association and the Metallurc;ical Industry Ebl'loyersl
Association~

(b) Limitations on the rL$t of assombly

642. The most elomontary fonn of tracle union activi ty is the assembly of the
members of tho various unions, foderations or associations.

643. Decroe-Law No.198 imposod serious limitations nn this right, limito.tions
which - accorclinG to infonnation suppliecl to the Group - would rem:}in in force for
the duration of the state of war or state of sioGe. Decreo-Lo.w No.l,877 of
13 August 1977 extended these limitations to the state of GMcrGency at present in
force in Chile.

644. These limitations basically concern the following mattcrs'

(i) Assemblies are held solely for infonnation pUI"?oses. Thc subjcct-
matter of mcetings is limited exclusively to quostions concerning infonnation or
the internal o.clministration of the orGanization. Therefore, mOIilbers arc
forbicldon to discuss matters of special concern to then. In contrast, employers I

organizations cnn hold assemblies nnd fleetinGs durinG which they tekc clocisions
resul tine: from nnalysis nnd discussions.

(ii) Prior notice. Meetings may be held only outsicle working hours and the
nearest police unit flust be notified in writing, at least two days aheo.d of time,
of tho plQce whorc the meeting is to be held ~nd the subjects for discussion•

.w See in annex LXX an exnmple of how the aclrIinistrdive authority
intervenes to clismiss a unicn loader, without complyinG wi th the l'rovisions
established by the Mili tary Junto., ordor No.S of 13 May 1976, in which Caro.binoros
Mo.jor Rnm6n Torrealbo. Fuzm6.n, throUC;h thc Provincio.l Governor of Chafiaral, co.lled
for the resic;nation of union leader Mr. Gustavo Valdes Aravena, member of the Area
Directorate of CODELCO, Chile, El So.lvaclor Division, sto.tinc that his replacoment
would bo nominated in due course.
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The rcq,uiror.lOni of ::lri0r notice ho..s in rrnctico boco!"'lo ~ rcquironont to sock
authorizo.ti0n or ;Jornission, which the o.uthori ties oi ther (:rant or
c'cny. ']5)

(iii) Presenco of officials. In order to verify that the linitations
in:'csocc on the richt of c.ssmbly i'.re cODl'liec1 with, the c.uthori tios Clesic;no.te
c. nonber of the <1=ec1 ferees or other officio.l to be l,resont durin!; the
1:; cctine;.

(c) Linib.tion ef pcrnission for the exercise of trace union functions

645. Articles 5 cnd. 6 of Decreo-Lc.w No.198 limit the tiTIe fomerly o.llotted
t, trade unien leaders fer tho exercise of their functions and proviCle that
I'0nunQro.tion ;)nd. other le.b0ur ('.:ucs in rcsrcct (l:f the officiill clurinc the
period covered by such rcn:tission sho.ll be pci.(~ by the trade unifJn
or[;oni zation. 'l2J

646. On this ~uestion, the Governnont states, in its communieation of
31 AW;uBt 1978 (see nnnex LXVI), thnt for the first time in Chile,
Decroe-Law No.198 est~)lished on a General and conJulsor,y basis, authorization
for union l02_clcrs to ~)orform of'.fici~l clutics elurinc the workint; cLay ~ a(\..(~nc that
"c. l:cw th:ct is c1eseribecl as restrictive is in fact one which estnblishes a ri[;ht
for all t.r['.clo unions". The Govemnent also states that "the restricti·:ons it

~ Seo annex LXXI for an examplo ef how tho administrative authorities
refuse authorization for the holC'.inc of a trade union neetinc -
COITlI:lunieation Ho .16t, of 7 June 1976 in -which the Under-Secret<lrY of the
Intorior, Major Enrique Montero Me.rx, informeil the President of the Confecleration
of Cor~,or lIorkers, Mr. Guillemo Santf'na, that the trade union meetinc which the
Confoceration had previously requested permission to hold would not be
v.uthorizQc:.

121 Soe ~ox LXXII for the conr1cte text of Internal order No.61 of
the M::cn2.i:;er of the El Salv3.,lor Division of CODELCO Chile, dated 21 April 1976,
which lays clown the rulos te be observed by tracle union officials in th8.t
cmtex:'risc ::cncl establishes, inter alia, limts in respect of the travel of those
Dfficio.ls to S=tiD.C;O for mcetinv""S with hiC';her authorities, for which in OIlY
co.se the authorization of the Boar" of ;,dministration is requirecl.
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(Decree-Law l-To.198) (~OOS 8stulJlish concarrriu£:": ::tC1.Cl tiono..l rennission arc c10siCncd
to neot the need for ro.tiona1 an(l Gener"l unifoxml. ty in the e,uthcrizo.tions
C;Tn!ltcd~ in the fe-cc 0f D. COI:l~lotG brcD.kdown in :-;rc(luction activitics ([lS 1,{o.s the
eC\se in 1973), whose eonsequcrJ.ces 2.re still beinG felt to 8011e extent".

(d) Elinino.Uon of the collective bnr,,:O-inini: ',Jrocedure

6~,7. 1,rticle 5 (c.) of Proclmnation Eo.36 of SertCl'lber 1973 ,'cecreer1 the sus;ocrJ.sion
of the Concilio.tion Boards, the bodies to which clains mado by ;rorkers =d n"t
,",cce"tool by n=o.cments hm1 to be submi ttccl; since this body is en obliC;o.tory
forum for hcarinc;s, its su;orression nccessQrily srells the enc1 of the cvllective
barcaininc rrocodurc. ~rticle 5 (b) of the Procl~[\.tion rrovision~lly 8us~cnd8d
onc"!. clcclC'.roct to bo lIin rcccssu the subnission and clisc,,'Ussi.on of claims [ffid
collective c1is;mtes of o.ny Idnc.•

648. 1lecrec-Law No.275 of 18 January 1974 =,1 Decree-Law No.670 of
2 October 1974 ~rovisionally suspend the operation of tho Concilio.tion Boarols
anol Decree-Law No.l, 275 of 2 Doconbor 1975 susl'enrls thcn inc1cfini tely, loendinc
pronuIeo.tion of the new Lo.bour Coole. nJ
649. At :;>rcsont thorc is still an inilofinite susl,cnsiun of the riGht ef
peti tion, since workers Qrc unable to submit claims, OUl<1 of the rir;ht to
colloctive bD..rcainill(~ - the workers' most effectivo inst:r:lltrl0nt for the
rrotcction of their livine concli tions. W

nJ . In this rospect it should bo recall cd that DecreG-Law ITo. 2,200
replD-ces only Books I and 11 of the Labeur Code, in the m=er indicated in
section B D-bovo (g,:.;,c.,,)

W Now, when the collective contro.ct expires, the workers' terms of
employment rovert to the minimum rrevic,od for by law, nnd tho l,rocess of
securinG bettor tOrI:lS of cnploymont ho.s to be started o.frcsh - this time, unc,er
restrictive conditions (see soct.B above).
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650. In this cOlmexion the Government stated that;

"••• The Supreme Government is in no sense opposed to the system of
collective bargaining; on the contrary, it realized that the economy of the
country would first have to be placed on a sound footing before discussions
began on collective contracts, ••• [and that] ••• once the foundations of the
economy have been strengthened it is essential to institute a system of
collective bargaining; and the legal machinery now being worked out
;fill shortly come into being, after consideration by the legislative
organs" (annex LXVI, sect. n).

It further explained that:

"The decision of the Supreme Government is that collective bargaining
will proceed via direct understandings between the parties in labour
relations, for which purpose the State must supply the necessary mediation and
arbitration machinery and assign to itself only a subsidiary role in order to
safeguard the higher interests of the community" (annex LXVI, sect. 11).

651. The Government added that those reasons had led it to establish a selective
system of collective bargaining, based on Tripartite Commissions, that had benefited
a large number of uorkers. Also, the Executive had been empowered to extend the
benefits and working conditions in certain enterprises or activities to all the
workers in the sector to which those enterprises or activities belonged
(annex LXVI, sect. 11).

(e) Suppression of the right to strike

652. As a result of the suspension of the collective bargaining procedure, the right
to strike is likewise suspended, inasmuch as it may be exercised only when all
negotiation procedures have been exhausted.

653. Moreover, the right to strike has been permanently abolished through the
promulgation of Constitutional Act No. 3, establishing the system of compulsory
arbitration. The Constituent Commission and the government authorities have
justified this measure by claiming that the institution is obsolete, that the
exercise of the right is illegitimate and that it directly harms the interests of
workers and management alike. The then Minister of Labour (Who is now Minister of
the Interior) said in that connexion that liThe strike is an instrument of the class
struggle which in the end does not solve the collective conflict; and the world's
most advanced bodies of legislation, as well as eminent writers, uphold as a
principle the illegitimacy of any strike and do not recognize it as a right 11 • m
It should be noted that, in the preliminary draft of the Labour Code, dated
1 May 1975, exercise of the right to strike was recognized.

654. In the present legal situation, any action by workers which involves a total or
partial stoppage of work is deemed illegal and is punishable by immediate dismissal
with no right to compensation - apart from the fact that it is classified as an
offence under the Internal Security of the State Act.

655. There has thus been a serious Violation, embodied in a constitutional
instrument, of the provisions of article 23, paragraphs (1) and (3), of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

m El Mercurio, 29 !1arch 1977.
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Violation of traclo union ri,,,.ht8 throul"h the exercise- -~. __ ._... ~.- -- _ .. - _ ... _ ..... .. __..•..... _ . • _~ ~_. ~. ~_ - 0-·--.--'

of llQlJin.i.n..t.:;,."tive powerll.
of trade union leaders and trade union ~arallelism

656. During the Group's visit to Chile, s(weral trade union leaders informed it
that the trade union organizations "ere still losing their officials and that
union parallelism still persisted. These practices involve the removal of the
duly elected union leaders - by a variety of procedures generally terminating in
their dismissal - and their replacement by pro-Government officials, usually
through appointment. 2Q/ This leads to what has been described as "internal
parallelism". In addition, some of the unions have been deprived of their legal
personality and others have been dissolved. Sometimes the organization concerned
has been replaced by another organization supported by the Government, or has been
encouraged to become affiliated to a pro-Government federation. The latter
phenomenon has been termed "external parallelism".

657. The grovth of trade unionism is hampered by the fact that the administrative
authorities have a number of powers which they can exercise through the different
ministries and bodies linlced to the Executive. During the present state of
emergency in Chile, executive power is exercised by the President of the Republic,
but he may delegate the exercise of his authority to Ministers of State, including
the Minister of Labour, or to particular public departments and officials.

658. vlhile the Group vas in Chile, it was informed by several trade union leaders
of many examples of breaches of the current legislation which had the effect of
impeding trade union actiVities, and 1fas told of specific instances of such
breaches, scme of which are described below.

659. On 7 September 1976, it 1las reported that the leaders of the Confederation of
Copper 1IIorkers (CTC) had been dismissed and that ne\f leaders had been appointed in
their stead. 211 It was further stated that, according to the ruling of
Mr. Valdes, the Director of Labour, the appointment of the CTC leadership "was in
violation of the provisions of Proclamation No. 28 ••• vhich prohibited elections
of any kind ••• ", and that, on the basis of that precedent, the Provincial Board
of Inspectors had declared, in Order No. 30, that all posts in CTC had become
vacant except for that of one official, Armando Garrido, who had been elected
before 11 September 1973, since all appointments made prior to that date had been
extended by Decree-Law No. 198 (see para. 638 above).

2Q/ Several officials "ho were elected before 1973 have remained in their
posts through the extension of their term of office for an indefinite period, as
indicated in para. 638 above.

211 ~ee El Mercurio, 7 September 1976. Other relevant facts are that, when
the present Government came to power, the executive committee of the Confederation
of Copper Workers had proceeded, in accordance with its statute and in the presence
of a Labcur Inspector, to appoint officials to fill the posts that had been left
vacant for various reasons, such as the death, detention, dismissal or internal
exile of 'ch" incumbents. The Hew committee had been ofe.ciall;)" recogniz0d., l:.aving
been received by the authorities and by the Minister of Labour himself, Air Force
General Nicanor Diaz Estrada. Moreover, in 1974, the President of the
Confederation of Copper 1tlorlcers, Hr. Guillermo Santana, had attended the ILO
Assembly in Geneva after his appointment as 1-lorkers I representative by the Uilitary
Government itself. These are the facts which lay behind the actions referred to
in paragraph 659.
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660. During the Group's visit to Chile, it ,Jas told by reliable sources that, at
a meeting held on 10 llay 1977 by organizations which, for the most part, were not
affiliated to the Chilean Shipping Confederation (COMACH), a new executive
committee of COUACH had been appointed. In addition, Hr. l'lartin Bustos had been
appointed President of COl!ACH, the former President, lIT. Eduardo Rios, who had
held office since the last national congress in 1972, having thus been removed from
his post in an i=egular fashion. :&I
661. Jlndres del Campo and Arturo Horeno, 'Jho had been respectively President and
Vice-President of the National Confederation of Employees of the Banco del Estado
de Chile (COWBBECH), ~ were dismissed from their posts by Decree No. 648 issued
by the Office of the Intendant of the Metrcpolitan Area on 15 December 1977, and
five ne" officials who were members of the Labour Front (a pro-Government
organization) were appointed. Four members of the previous executive committee
"rere allOl~ed to remain in their posts.

JY The information given on this matter may be summarized as follOl~s: on
9 T1ay 1977, 11r. Eduardo Rios, President of COMACH, was invited by 13 organizations
to attend a meeting the following day at which the National Governing Body of
COIlACH "as to be restructured. Only two of the 13 organizations issuing the
invitation were affiliated to COl!ACH. Three other organizations were indirectly
connected with it, since they were members of affiliated federations, but the
remaining 8 organizations were in no ;,ay related to it. The President of COllACH,
in replying to their letter, expressed surprise at having been invited to consider
a hypothetical restructuring cf COl!ACH by organizations which, for the most part,
were not related to it. He added that he had no objection to discussing questions
connected ;,ith the organization or leadership of COl!ACH with any bodies that
actually belonged to it, but that only those bodies ;,hich formed the foundation of
COl1ACH (national federations and unions) were entitled to express an opinion on
its leadership. The meeting to ;,hich President Rios had been invited nevertheless
took place on 10 llay. On that occasion, 90 per cent of the participants
rejected his report (in his absence) and proceeded to appoint a new executive
committee headed by 11r. l1artin Bustos.

221 See the following texts in annex LXXIII: Decrees Nos. 646 and 648 of the
Office of the Intendant of Santiago, both dated 15 December 1977, under ;,hich,
respectively, three vacancies in the CONEBECH executive committee were filled and
union leaders del Campo and lloreno ;,ere ordered to resign from their post s •••
within 24 hours; a reply by CONEBECH dated 19 December 1977 challenging the
bases of Decree No. 648; Decree No. 657 of 19 December 1977, by which the Office
ef the Intendant of Santiago removed del Campo and Horeno from their posts on
expiry of the time-limit stated, and appointed other people "to replace" them;
and circulars dated 16 and 21 December 1977 in which the CONEBECH executive
committee informed the rank-and-file members of the new developments.
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662. The Office of the Intendant of the Metropolitan Area issued Decree No. 150
of 4 April 1978 calling for the resignation of the ex.ecutive committee of the
National AssociatiDn of SanitatiDn Department VlDrkers (ANODOS), .241 including
Mr. Reman 11ery Toro, President Df ANODOS, for having infringed the party political
recesS in viDlatiDn of article 3 of Decree-Law No. 349, as amended by Decree-Laws
Nos. 911 and 1,623, which declared the political parties to be in recess and later
dissolved them. The committee and }~. Mery Toro were given 24 hours in which to
resign. As Mr. Mery Toro did nDt submit his resignation, the Office of the
Intendant of Santiago issued Decree No. 174 of April 1978, dismissing him from
his post as President of ANODOS. J5J

Annulment of the leRal personality of the Association of Pensioners formed
under Act No. 10,383 (Social security se~'vice)

663. Supreme Decree No. 2,342 of the ~linistry of Justice, dated 18 June 1941~

granted legal personality to the Association of Pensioners (retired persons)
formed under Act No. 10,383 (Social security service).

664. Nevertheless, without any warning or communication, the Ministry of Justice
issued Decree No. 436 of 12 May 1977, which abolished the legal personality of
the Association and transfe=ed its property to the Office of the Intendant of
the Metropolitan Area and to the corresponding Intendants' offices in the areas
where affiliated Provincial Associations ex.isted.

(c) Suppression and prevention of the nation-\fide trade union orl"aJlization

665. By Decree-Law No. 12 of 17 September 1973 and Decree-Law No. 133 of
13 November 1973, the authorities dissolved the Central Chilean ilorkers I

Organization (CUTCH) , thereby putting an end to the representative unitary body
to which the immense majority of unionized workers were affiliated. It has been
pointed out that the promulgation and implementation of a measure of this kind
violates the right to peaceful association and the right of everyone to form and
to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.

666. The Group was informed that when CUTCH, the body representing trade union
activity at the national level, had been dissolved, the trade union movement had
lost all importance as a factor influencing general labour policy. The trade
union movement has been virtually paralysed and has become gradually "eaker; and
its organization has disintegrated, the latter process being aggravated by
government measures which promote trade union parallelism in all its forms.

2.41 See in annex. LXXIV a photocopy of Decree No. 150 of the Office of the
Intendant of Santiago, dated 4 April 1978, dismissing the AlTODOS ex.ecutive
committee.

J5J As stated below (see para. 678), in January 1978 steps had been t~cen to
banish a group of persons, including several trade union leaders. Among them was
Rernan Mery Toro, who was banished to a bleak place in the altiplano near the eity
of Ariea. His banishment continued until 4 March 1978. vJhen Heman Hery
returned to the capital, he went to his place of work and requested leave. This
request was not granted by any authority of the organization for which he works and
his position has still not been clarified.
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667. In many enterprises the loss of trade union power has been followed by abuses
and by infringements of the labour legislation, including the legislation of the
present Government, to the clear detriment of the rights and welfare of the
Horkers.

668. Various attempts have been made to fill the vacuum left and to form an organ
which 'lOuld bring together trade unions and organizations, federations and
confederations in a national body which, having the necessary numerical strength,
experience and knowledge in the different branches of trade union activity, could
adequately represent the country's labour force in dealings with the public
authorities and provide the necessary participation in labour and trade union
matters.

669. One result of these attempts is the Committee for the Defence of Trade Union
Rights, which was set up by three former trade unionists - Clotario Blest,
Eduardo Long Alessandri and Santiago Pereira - in mid-November 1977, and whose
establishment was made public in March 1978. The Committee is a body which "has
no party or political aims" and "does not depend on, or receive financial support
from, any institution or person; it has connexions only with organizations
interested in the unity, solidarity and co-operation oL workers who see their
rights threatened". 22/
670. Another example is the National Trade Union Co-ordinating Body (for Chilean
confederations, federations and trade unions), whose foundation was announced on
3 June 1978 by trade union leaders of the so-called "Group of Ten" and of nine
federations of ;lOrkers. The leaders who founded this body stated that it "seeks
to achieve legitimate representation for the workers". They argued that it was
becoming necessary to establish institutions like the Co-ordinating Body because
the government measures in the labour field had disrupted worker activity for the
purpose of "implementing an economic policy devoid of social meaning". 211
671. These and other similar bodies have been subjected to intimidation and to
measures to neutralize their attempts to recruit members. In this connexion, it
should be mentioned that the trade union leaders Hanuel Sepulveda and Rernan Mery
were expelled from the Group of Ten on 8 June 1978 "after they unexpectedly
appeared last Friday as members of the Co-ordinating Body". According to
El Mercurio, the notice of expulsion was signed by the top leaders of the Group:
Tucapel Jimenez (President of Al~F), Eduardo Rios Arias (President of COI1ACR) and
Ernesto Vogel Rodriguez (President of the Rail"ay Industry Federation). It was
stated that the real reason for the expulsion was that the Co-ordinating Body
"consisted mostly of leaders with }1arxist connexions". The formal declaration
contains the following statements:

"3. In vie'-' of the events of the last few months, we have decided to
persevere in the foundation of a new Confederation of Workers based on the
principles of liberty and democracy which we uphold and "hich are supported
by the immense majority of the workers.

}2/ El Mercurio, 29 March 1978; Solidaridad, No. 36, p. 6.

l1/ El Hercurio, 3 June 1978.
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"4. We reiterate our absolute rejection of any form of political
coercion or usurpation, whatever its origin or whatever the form in which it
may occur. Our sole commitment is to the workers of Chile." }§/

(d) Lack of participation

672. In addition to these aspects, it was pointed out in the information supplied
to the Group that the trade unions have been excluded from the policy-making and
decision-taking processes concerning matters in their field. In this respect,
it was emphasized that the unions and workers' organizations have declared their
readiness to participate in all matters relating to trade union and labour rights
in general, particularly in the formulation of texts and policies. They insist on
such participation in matters which affect them directly. In May 1978 the
Labour Ccuncil was established as a consultative entity of the Government for
labour and trade union affairs. l'fany of the persons who provided information to
the Group have expressed doubts about the representativity of this entity, stating
that only government supporters would serve on it and that, moreover, not even
the Council would be accorded adequate participation in many matters. In this
connexion, it should be mentioned that, according to a member of another body,
the Council of State, the Labour Council has taken cognizance of, and expressed
its views on, the draft texts relating to matters dealt with in Books III and IV
of the Labour Code, but was not consulted at all concerning the content of
Decree-Law No. 2;200 of 15 June 1978, which covers matters dealt with in Books I
and II of the Labour Code.

4. Actions by the government authorities which restrict and impede
the activities of trade union leaders

673. During its visit to Chile the Group was informed that the trade union leaders,
as individuals, had suffered repression as a result of their activities, and that
many of them were now missing. These measures have had the effect of intimidating
the rest of the workers and paralysing the activities of trade unions and
federations.

(a) Missing trade union leaders

674. The problem of persons who have been arrested and have disappeared also
affects the Chilean trade union movement. A large number of union leaders appear
in lists published in earlier reports of the Group and in documents of the
International Labour Organisation. 221 \Vhile the Group was in Chile, it ;'as
handed a list of trade union leaders who had been arrested and had disappeared
(see annex LXXV). The fate of these missing persons is causing grave conoern
even to pro-Government trade unionists.

(b) Banishment of trade union leaders .4Q/

675. The Group received oral and written evidence to the effect that on
23 November 1977 General Augusto Pinochet had ordered seven trade union leaders to

9 June 1978
GB. 206/6/18.

El Mercurio,

ILO document

J§/

221
.4Q/ See in annex LXXVI a letter dated December 1977 from banished leaders or

their representatives to the Minister of the Interior, in which they describe their
situation and request that the order should be annulled.
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be bani.sh~d tu the northern part of the COlU'ltry. "b~!'a.U.b~ Hthe;)r had r~jJt:'atc'd:l.y

carried uut pu-J i.ti l'al agitation in the trade VTl,i nn field, fOllit:ut.ing' and vrganizing
,sc;.t~ {A' inn; suipline &mong the \>'u,-l:.. cu:;::; 1iJhidl. vere cllb.T'eJy eunt.r'd1.'y t.o the
:;"(\1;\:::;.[',:-:::.=;1.;8 of national s8cu.r-lL.y·rl.

6'76. In an official (~()mTl1unt(:ar,iOIJ frorr: thp llTi ni otr:';T c,i" the Interior, these bani ::31lt::!J.
=.eacers ~1c:.re identi fi c;d as ~ Juan Bo:jL"!lctrO i.no Fin ('~lPirC'. Cu:r'tes, offici al of the
:E's.Dca€f!..'.:.'i l:.r:uf\.-;Gs.i.onal UniCiD of Ca.le-tones; Ram6n AJ:.'tUT(') I.·atuz ,Farias, official of
~~he same mcioni Carlos Hanuel Arellar,o and Hilton Cesar Puga, officials of the
E3.Lcagua ASEwciation ef Employeeo in the Private Sector;: Hector Guevas Salvador,
~~::-:,~sic.ent of the Builders r Federation; AY' CarIes Frez Raja, President of the
',rl; t~c,rkers I Federa t; on; 2-'ld Juan Sepulveda Malbran, Vice-President of the
;''iticna:L Fecleration of Hetallurgical Unions (FENSHIET). AY
67~. Following innumerable representations to the courts and ILO, the union leaders
anci t 11" other bar'; shed persons 'lere sent to Arica, by a decision of the Santiago
rcurt of Apppals, a ruling "hich ,·ras respected by the Government. On 2 l/[arch 1978
the Hil i tary Junta issued a deoree ending the banishment. Of all those persons
"ho had been banish"d, only one was reinstated in his job.

(c) Bani shment of other persons

678. The Group was also informed that on 13 January 1978, 13 persons had been
arrested and banished. They included several trade union leaders:
Juan Sepulveda Malbran, of Fensa Mademsa and FENSIM8T (Who was thus banished for
the second time); Hernan Mery Toro, President of ANODOS; and
Georgina Aceituno Saavedra, oonsultant to CUTCR until 11 September 1973.

(d) Intimidation of trade union leaders

679. According to information received by the Group during its visit to Chile, the
security agencies employ methods of intimidation against trade union leaders,
persons ,rorking in administrative posts in trade union organizations and members
of Church bodies "hich have links with the "orkers r movement.

680. This harassment consists chiefly of anonymous telephone calls threatening the
union leader and his family; the following of such leaders, without any attempt at
concealment; detentions for short periods of less than 24 hours, during "hich the
person concerned is asked for his collaboration and is offered money to engage in
intelligence activities and to act as an informer; and the surveillance of trade
union offices and union leaders' homes. In addition, it is reported that during
the periods of detention such persons are subjected to all kinds of threats,
ill-treatment and torture (blows which leave no mark on the body, application
of electric shocks to different parts of the body, hanging by the thumbs, etc.). A2I

AY' See in annex LXXVII a sworn statement by union leader
Hector Cuevas Salvador, in which he describes his arrest and subse~uent banishment.

AY See in annex LXXVIII a sworn statement by union leader
Juan Manuel Sepulveda Malbran, in which he describes his arrest and subsequent
banishment.

A2I See in annex LXXIX a sworn statement by Nr. Juan Montecinos 11., a
FENSII1ET official.
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D. Situation of agricultural ,"orkers

681. During its visit to Chile, the Group was informed that the situation of
agricultural workers had been affected by a series of measures adopted by the
present Government which contrast with the policy followed by previous Governments,
particularly in respect of agrarian reform and matters of such basic importance as
the employment of agricultural workers, their remuneration and their trade union
organization, as well as on the pauperization of agricultural workers.

682. It should be noted that, in Chile, agrarian reform has remote and indirect
antee",dents dating back virtually to the birth of the Republic, as well as more
direct antecedents in provisions adopted towards the end of the 1920s and by the
liberal-~onservativecoalition Governments.

683. After 1973, a change occurred in the field of agrarian reform. Next came
the undermining, both de facto and through legal prov~s~ons, of Law No. 16,640,
the basic instrument of the agrarian reform ini tiated in 1967.

684. The Group decided to discuss this matter in January 1979, as it did not have
adequate time to discuss it fully at its meetings in 1978.

E. The situation of the indigenous populations !±AI
685. In Chile there are several indigenous population groups, namely: the
Quechuas and J\yIDaras of the north; the Pascuences of Easter Island; the
Alacalufes, Yaghan and Ona peoples of the Magalanica region in the south and
Araucanians or Mapuche people, in the central and centre-south regions. 12/
been stated:

the
It has

"In Chile, every time the need has arisen to debate the Indian question,
the basic model considered has been the Mapuche population. The reason
resides in the fact that the Mapuche are the most numerous existent native
population in the country. In parliamentary debates to modify indigenous
legislation, ministers of state and public officials as well as members
of the National Congress formulate their positions in terms of the
difficulties faced by Araucanians." ~

!±AI This subject has not been dealt with in previous reports by the
Ad Hoc vJorking Group. This part is based on oral and wri tten information
furnished to the Working Group during its visit to Chile in July 1978 and
documentary information subsequently obtained by it.

12/ Ines G6mez, "Mapuche Indians of Chile: the culture of resistance",
Indigena (Berkeley, California), Fall 1974, vol. 1, No. 2, p. 9.

~
Report to
Mapuches.

Antonio Hillape Canuiqueo, Background to the Mapuche Question, Special
Nueva Tierra. The author is President of the National Confederation of
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686. This part of the report will concentrate on the Mapuches, m since the bulk
of the information received by the Ad Hoc Working Group concerns them, they are
the largest indigenous ethnic minori ty in the country and they seem to have been
particularly affected under the present regime. The Group is aware that, at the
thirty-fourth session of the Commission on Human Rights, the International Indian
Treaty Council suggested that the Commission should give special consideration to
the situation of the Mapuche Indians in Chile. !l§/

687. The Mapuches have been estimated at a total of 1 million people, most of
whom live in the rural areas in more than 3,000 communities. 12/ In this
connexion, in 1956 the Department of Indian Affairs issued information, in '1hich
the rural Mapuche population of Chile was estimated at 322,916 persons living in
3,048 reserves located in the provinces of Cautin, Malleco, Bio-Bio, Arauco,
Valdivia, Osorno and Llanquihue. 2SY
688. Partly on this basis, an estimate of the present rural Mapuche population
was prepared in 1972 by the National Mapuche Confederation, showing a total
population of 403,536 persons. 2l/~

689. Tc thi s total figure should be added those Mapuches who live in uxban
centres. These have been estimated to be about 400,000 persons, making the total
Araucanian population, including mestizos, about 1 million people, in other words,
nearly 10 per cent of the population of the country.

m The word "Mapuche" means "people of the land" ("Mapu" - land,
"Che" - people) and is the name by which the Araucanian people refer to themselves.
Julian H. Steward and Louis C. Faron, Native Peoples of South America (New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1959), p. 274; and written statement submitted to the Commission on
Human Rights by the International Indian Treaty Council on 20 Febru~J 1978
(E/CN.4/NGO/223), p. 2.

!J§/ See E/CN .4/NGO/223. The International Indian Treaty Council is a
non-governmental organization in consultative status with the Economic and Social
Council (category n) and a member of the NGO Committee on Human Rights.

12/ "The Mapuches are a racial minority in Chile. Of the one million
Mapuches, 600,000 live in 3,024 indigenous communities in rural areas from Bio-Bio
to Llanquihue. They speak the Mapuche language ••• ": "Chile. The Mapuches
under Mili tary Government", Indigena (Berkeley, California), Winter 1974-1975,
vol. 1, No. 3, p. 7.

2SY Millape Canuiqueo, op. cit., p. 1; see also Institut universitaire
d'etudes du developpement, Geneva, Los Mapuches, seminar by Mr. L. Necker, academic
year 1978/79, presented by Mario Ibarra, et al. (Geneva, June 1978), p. 17.

2l/ See sources mentioned in note 7 above, pp. 2 and 17, respectively.

~ The National Mapuche Confederation is the most important among
nearly 160 rural workers' organizations formed in 1970, which have more than
100,000 members: Ines Gomez, loco cit. .
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690. The Mapuche population and territory are much smaller today than in
precolonial and colonial times, but the l~puche language is still widely spo]cen,
especially among the older people, who rarely speak Spanish. 221 Educational
programmes and materials used for indigenous communities and groups are the same as
those prepared in the capital and designed for urban schoolchildren. The
linguistic difficulties al1d cultural differences of the Mapuches have never been
taken into account in the administration of justice. These communities have not
been allowed any real participation in shaping the Government policies
affecting them. 211
691. Indeed, after many decades of inaction in the presence of increasing
encroachment upon Mapuche lands and absence of programmes for Mapuche economic,
social and cultural development, towards the end of the 1960s the Agrarial1
Reform Act and the Rural Workers' Trade Unionism Act were passed, and this helped
to reinforce the Mapuches' old aspirations to recover the lands that they had been
allotted at the time of the "pacification" of the Araucania, many of \'lhich had
later been usurped by neighbouring Chileal1 and immigrant coloni zers. Hm,rever,
procedures in the courts specially created for Indians moved very slo\'lly al1d were
still pending after many years. The agrarian reform made very little headway
in their area until 1970. nJ

692. The new policies adopted by the Unidad Popular Government meant, among
other things: (1) an effective acceleration of the real enforcement of the
Agrarian Reform Act - in 1971 alone 70,000 hectares were recovered by c~puches in
legal proceedings; (2) stimulation of the Ministries of Health and Education,
among others, to take the necessary action to ameliorate the social and cultural
situation of the l~puchesi and (3) the adoption, with the effective participation
of the representatives of the Mapuche communities, of a new Indigenous Peoples Act
to develop institutions al1d actions intended to improve the general conditions of
life and work of the Hapuches. This Act \'las passed on 15 September 1972. 5.§/

221 Stuart and Faron, op. cit., p. 274. It should be noted that up to
the 1880s the lJapuches possessed more than 10 million hectares. They Here,
hmlever, reduced to little more thal1 500,000 hectares during the colonization of
Mapuche territory (1883-1895) that followed their military defeat and their
"reduction" on "reserves". Since the llapuche population amounted to 80,000
at the time, this meant an average of 6 hectares for every individual r.~puche.

At the same time, more than 9 million hectares were distributed by the Chilean State
to the ne,r colonizers of those lands (including Chileans and also some 30,000
immigral1ts from Spain, France, Italy, Germany, England and S,,,i tzerland), in lots
of 500 hectares and more. With the population growth, in 1960 the authorities
estimated that an average of 2 hectares were available at that time per individual
r.~puche: Jacques Chonchol, "Quatre siecles de resistance. Les r.~puches, la
terre volee et la persecution", Le Monde Diplomatigue, June 1978.

':AI Information received in Santiago during the Group's visit to Chile in
July this year.

loco
nJ

cit. ;
For a much more detailed account of these events, see Chonchol,

Gomez, loco cit.
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693. Contrasting the conditions under which the Mapuches lived just before
September 1973 and those under which they have to live now, it has been stated that
while under the previous Government "the Mapuches gained back a great part of their
land and were able to express freely their habits and tradi tions ••• On the day of
the coup, the big landowners, the land barons, the military and the carabineros
started a great manhunt against the Mapuches who had struggled and gained their
land back: we should mention the massacres of Lautaro, Cunco, Meli-Peuco,
Nehuentue in the province of Cautin; Lonquimay in the province of Malleco; and
PanguipulIi in the province of Valdivia." 'j]j

694.
other
1,100

Information received in Santiago during the Group's visit to Chile points to
killings in the province of Paine, soon after September 1973; more than
persons were killed, including a great number of Mapuches. ':&./

'j]j International Indian Treaty Council, written communication submitted to
the Commission on Human Rights on 20 February 1978, contained in
document E/CN.4/NGO/223, p. 2.

':&./ Under the heading "The brutality of the counter-revolution", a "rriter
has described some aspects of what happened to the Mapuches immediately after
September 1973 in the following terms:

"The counter-revolution of September 1973 hit the Mapuche populations
even harder than most other sectors of the Chilean proletariat. The
land-owning oligarchY and the local bourgeoisie, assisted by the military
and the carabineros, gave vent to the hatred built up as a result of the
Unidad Popular's assaults on their traditional power and accentuated by the
racial contempt which they had always felt for the Indians. At the London
meeting, Mapuche leaders gave hundreds of items of testimony on this subject.
Below are a few examples:

"At the end of September and the start of October 1973, Chilean Air Force
personnel installed themselves in the indigenous communities close to Llairna.
They tortured entire communi ties, allowing neither women nor children to
escape. Some tlapuches were tied to flying helicopters in the presence of
their families. The community that was the most brutally tortured was the
AlIondo communi ty.

"On 25 September 1973, Antonio Aninao, the Mapuche leader, was
apprehended by the carabineros. He was savagely tortured and later released.
On the same evening he was taken from his home by carabineros from Malipeuco.
His body, together with those of two other Mapuche leaders, was found two days
later by members of his community.

;'In the months immediately followiI1&" the putsch, according to the Mapuche
leaders attending the London conference (who had spent several years in the
Temuco prison), 80 per cent of their fellow prisoners were Mapuohes. In the
case of some communities, all the leaders were in prison and many of them were
constantly tortured and maltreated. The prison was frequently visited by
civilians from the Fascist movement 'Patria y Libertad', who took away with
them certain leaders who have never been found again.

"I t would be possible to cite hundreds of examples of the cruelty
displayed by whi te people in the region, both great and small, and by the
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695. It has been reported to the Group that all efforts to investigate and
clarify these killings and other repressive measures mentioned above have been
harshly quelled.

696. Thus, many persons who had been charged by the Mapuches with the task of
investigating acts committed against them have either disappeared, or been murdered
or arrested and prevented from carrying out their work. All such persons are
reportedly subjected to constant surveillance, harassment and persecution.

697. To mention but a few examples based on oral and written information received
by the Group during its visit to Chile, Esther Valdebenito, a Mapuche woman leader
who had been sent to the province of Cautin to investigate possible disappearances
and murders, was arrested in August 1976. During her detention she "as tortured.
She went abroad as a result of the first amnesty granted by the Government. She
now lives in the Federal Republic of GermaTIlf. Eusebio Painimal, who has also
been investigating cases of murder and disappearances, is periodically arrested
and detained for questioning on his activities. He is a former leader of the
first Indigenous Federation of Chile. A leftist activist whose family name is
Chavon has been missing since the end of 1976. On 4 June 1978, Juan Antonio
Colihuinca Reilaf was found dead on the rails between the cities of Victoria and
Pua, the victim of what was described as na ::ailroad accident". On 8 June,
his home was searched. The suspicious circumstances of this alleged railroad
accident have never been investigated; the searching of his home gives rise to
questions as to why this is so if he was not under' investigation or suspected of
anything prior to his "accident", as has been alleged by the authorities.
Colihuinca had reportedly been investigating several cases of murder of Mapuches,
including the murder of Darma Lizama, who was a known leftist leader, and that of
a Mapuche man who had been killed by a landowner on his property in December 1977
when the Mapuche failed to produce the necessary identification papers.

698. Very important among the complaints that have been raised by all Mapuche
enti ties, including the Ranquil Confederation, are the taking of Mapuche land
which is being "recovered" through various means by non-indigenous persons and
the persistent talk about dividing the Mapuche reserves (reducciones) and
communities and attributing individual property rights to their members.

699. With regard to this "recovery" of land, the Group has received the following
communication: 22/

military in an effort to preserve their privileges and their domination.
All this, of course, was done in the name of the loftiest ideals of
Christian civilization.

"Under the Pinochet regtme, land allotted to thousands of Mapuche
families under the Agrarian Reform Act has been recovered qy its former
usurpers, and the Mapuches have once again been reduced to poverty: the
normal order - domination and exploitation - has been restored."
(Chonchol, loco cit.)

22/ Written communication received in Santiago during the Group's visit to
Chile. This information is quoted verbatim.
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"I1erely to take the case of the province of I1alleco, and in particnlar
the municipality of Victoria, in whose vicinity there are a number of
reserves, the situation was the following as at June 1978:

"Huenchulao reserve. In 1971, the Huenchulao Agriculture
Co-operative, grouping together 300 families, was set up. After
11 September 1973, credits were withheld from them and their personal
possessions were seized. The Co-operative is paralysed and 80 per cent
of its members are unemployed.

"Chequimil reserve. Situated in Selva Oscura. The I![apuches had set
aside part of their land for collective stock-raising. After
11 September 1973, all technical assistance and credits were cut off. All
members of the reserve are unemployed.

"Valle El Toro Association. This Association had been allocated land
and "as affiliated to the Galvarino Peasant and Indian Union, which
supplied it with credit. The Association comprised 150 families engaged
in agricultural work. It had 18 oxen and breeding heifers. The
Association had also succeeded in recovering land which had been usurped
fraudulently. After 1973, credit was cut off, the families were obliged
to sell their livestock to pay off certain loans and, even more serious,
the land recovered was returned to the big landowners.

"Chavol reserve. Organized into a land-donation co-operative. It
had also recovered 40 hectares of land. After 11 September 1973, the land
was returned to the usurpers.

"Toquihue settlement. Had recovered 300 hectares of land, "hich was
being put to excellent use. After 11 September 1973, this land '-Tas
returned to its former o'mers.

"Las Cardas reserve. Has on the point of recovering 700 hectares of
land, but this also remained in the possession of the big landmmers.

I:pailahuegue and Calguin reserves. In these reserves there \las no
general co-operative, and it was only through the union that their members
secured credit and seed to enable them to work the land. Some of their
land had been usurped and they failed to recover it. The reserves contain
770 families. A group of families formed a small pig-farming co-operative.
Since 1973, they have been denied credit, and todaY they have only 15 head
of breeding stock and 60 pigs.

"Tranr;ol reserve.
800 families.

Was in the process of recovering land. Comprises

"Traro Sanchez reserve. The reserve had a pig-farming co-operative,
with 130 pigs. It had succeeded in recovering 150 hectares of land, for
the support of 200 families. After 11 September 1973 the inhabitants
,.,.ere obliged to return 75 hectares of land, they lost their pig-farming
business because credits were withheld, and all they have left is a tractor.
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"Queipul reserve. Composed of 700 families. They ,rere members of
the Union and all of their land was under seed. After 11 September 1973,
they received nei ther credits nor seed. Today not more than 10 per cent
of their land is under seed.

"Heculhuegue and Railao Tori reserve. This reserve possessed a
co-operative and its land, 180 hectares in area, was being used for
eJ:periments in seed reproduction. Following 11 September 1973, everything
came to an end. The machinery is in the hands of the No. 4 Transport
Battalion, Victoria. Nothing can be sown in this reserve, which has
600 families.

"SITUATION OF SOI·jE MAPUCHE SETTLEl>1ENTS

"Santa J·laria settlement. Dissolved and divided into plots. The
holders of the plots receive no assistance of any kind, 'rhether in credits
or in seed. Should a holder succeed in obtaining such assistance, through
the Farming Development Institute (INDAP), officials of the Institute come
along and draw up an inventory of the holder's possessions and brand his
animals with the stamp of the Institute, ,;hich is also applied to any
machinery or tools which he may possess, for possible distraint if the
holder is unable, because of a bad harvest or for some other reason, to
repay his loans.

"The picture is similar in the case of other settlements which have
been divided up.

"Cullinco settlement. Dissolved and divided into plots.

"Aurora de Chile settlement. Dissolved and divided into plots.

"El Dumo settlement. Dissolved and divided into plots.

"El Colo settlement. The situation of this settlement is special.
The settlement was 3,000 hectares in area. Al though it had been divided
up, the military appropriated 2,000 hectares of land and parcelled out only
1,000 hectares of land. Very few Mapuches succeeded in obtaining a plot.

"California settlement. Dissolved and divided into plots.

"Siembra y Cosecha settlement. Dissolved and divided into plots.

"It should also be borne in mind that many peasants were excluded from
the parcelling-out process, since the authorities denied peasants who had
been sympathetic towards the Unidad Popular Government the possibility of
acquiring land. The 11apuches whose land had not been divided up and the
reserves which are systematically refused credits are living in the most
inhuman poverty."
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700. According to information provided to the Group during its visit to Chile,
an oveTIlhelmingly large proportion of the land occupied by the Hapuches was
acquired through legal procedures, and by virtue of documents drawn up in
accordance with the legal provisions regulating agrarian reform, although there were
some cases, never regularized, in which Mapuche groups seized land before the
legal formalities which ,lOuld have granted them formal title to it had been
completed. There are many instances in Which, although the legitiID8,te possession
of land by the Hapuches had been affirmed by unobjectionable legal means long
before 1970, the former o,rners requested and obtained, after September 1973, the
return of the land and the expulsion of the Hapuche communities settled on it.
The follocTing case may be mentioned by way of illustration.

701. On 22 March 1966, EJ~ropriation Decree No. 359 was issued, recognlz~ng the
members of the indigenous community of Catrihuala as the lawful occupiers of the
Cordillera Inestroza and Fundo Huellelhue estates, which they had occupied since
1934.

702. At the beginning of 1974, representatives of the "Cameras" company, which
was the former ocrner of the property, initiated action to dislodge the ~1apuches

from the land, pleading that it had been seized unlawfully. On the basis of false
reports by officials of the Indigenous Development Institute (IDI), affirming
that the Catrihuala community consisted of only 12 persons, none of whom were of
Mapuche descent, a further decree, repealing Expropriation Decree No. 359, was
issued.

703. The members of the indigenous community were then obliged, under duress, to
sign an act of actual delivery of the property. The Catrihuala community now
consists of 56 families, or slightly more than 300 persons, most of them of
Hapuche descent, who are in a very worrying and uncertain situation, since they
stand to be ejected from their land at any time, lose all their possessions and
find themselves wi th nOi"here to live.

704. In addition, for more than two years now there has been a total ban, imposed
by the National Forestry Corporation (CONAF), on the exploitation of any kind of
timber, a prohibition which deprives the indigenous population of its sole source
of work and condemns it to virtually complete unemployment.

705. Furthermore, the Huellelhue sector in which the community is situated does
not have any access roads at present; the roads are impassable during rainy
weather and the only access bridge collapsed one year ago when the river was in
spate.

706. The division of land and, hence, of the ~!rapuche communities has recently been
the subject of public statements by the Government, 11apuche organizations and
the Catholic Church.

707. In April 1978, the National Planning Office outlined an "Emergency plan to
combat unemployment" in the issue of El Hercurio dated 19 April 1978. The plan
announced the ending of the basic 80 hectare irrigation limit and full ownership
rights for the indigenous population. The plan states:
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"In order to obtain credits and make fully productive use of the land,
it is essential to have an effective title to the land. For this reason,
it is proposed to grant an effective title, eliminating the State's
custody of the land of indigenous populations." (El Mercurio, 19 April 1978)

70S. The Standing Committee of Bishops issued a statement regarding this plan, in
which it had the following to say concerning the agricultural question:

"5. The possibility of establishing agricultural joint-stock companies
wi th participants other than peasants and the elimination of the
SO-hectare limit would involve the virtual repeal of the
Agrarian Reform Act.

"6. Full ownership of their plots would be granted to the indigenous
populations, without it being established whether they would receive
sufficient assistance to be able to farm their land and not be obliged
to sell it." (El Mercurio, 20 May 1975)

709. At a meeting held on 2S June 1978 in Temuco, the Council of r1apuche Peasants
decided to send to President Pinochet a communication signed by the representatives
of six Mapuche communities (three in Region IX and three in Region X). The
representatives refer to the existence of the draft plan "which involves an attempt
to divide up the indigenous reserves and to collect taxes", and express their
concern and anxiety over the fact that to divide up the indigenous reserves would
mean: (1) the disappearance of the Mapuche people; (2) the loss of Mapuche lands;
(3) the loss of Mapuche customs and traditions; and (4) the loss of !1apuche lands
which have been usurped. They go on to state that the division of the
communities would lead to an even more serious lack of education and would
increase emigration and poverty, and that it is inadmissible for the Mapuches to
have to pay taxes in respect of their own land. The document concludes with a
statement demanding respect for their land, customs, culture and religion. fEY

710. The idea of dividing the land and the communi ties has been systematically
and explicitly rejected by the Mapuches. One illustration can be seen in the
text of the resolutions adopted by the Mapuche National Congress in 1972 (Ercilla,
province of Malleco), in which the following are included among the objectives to

fEY In connexion with matters of religion, the International Indian Treaty
Council has submitted document E/CN.4/NGO/223, cited above, containing the
following statement: "The instalment of the 'state of siege' and of night hours
of 'curfew', under which meetings of four or more people are strictly forbidden,
has now been in effect for more than four years, thus impeding the celebration
of the religious Indian feast 'NGILLATUN' during which the !1apuche have
traditionally thanked their gods for good harvests or asked for improvement of
production. This is a violation of the human right of a people to live according
to its habi ts and traditions" (p. 3).
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be attained' 3. ''Recovery of unlawfully usurped land" and 4. "An end to the
subdivision of connnuni ties". §]j At an international conference held in Geneva
in September 1977, W a Mapuche representative, mentioning that "in 1968-1969
an Agrarian Reform Act was introduced", said that "this Act failed to take account
of the rights of the Mapuche people and encouraged private land ownership, which
runs counter to the cultural communi t -oriented rinci les of eo le ••• "

our underlining .

711. At a recent seminar held at Geneva, Switzerland, in June 1978, the
consequences of the division of the indigenous connnunities were described
graphically in the following comparison between the characteristics of divided
and undivided reserves, §l/

"Characteristics of divided reserves. These reserves are characterized
by constant disagreements and difficulties as far as the delimitation of the
properties is concerned; there is no possibility of carrying out any
collective work to improve roads, fences and bridges. Right from the
start of the division, problems appeared, because the division is a
swindle ••• [for the Mapuches], based on the illusion that the fact of
being owners (of ultra-small plots) will enable them to progress and to
put an end to their economic problems. The result of the division of the
communi ty is utter destruction, since each member of the community receives
no more than five hectares, in the best of cases, and in some areas as
little as half a hectare. In this manner, an owner's prospects of making
this so-called progress are completely eliminated, since the smallness of
his plot makes it impossible for him to obtain a loan and he is left ,;i th
no other solution but to sell his land - not to relatives or members of
his family but to someone outside the community, because his relatives
are in the same position; he thus swells the ranks of the agricultural
or urban proletariat or simply stays on in ••• the reserve, as an
occasional or underemployed worker. A great deal of land which a few
years ago formed part of the reserves has now been incorporated into the
big estates. From the political point of view, these communities did not
play a leading role during the [previous] Government, although they had
extremely serious problems.

"Characteristics of undivided reserves. These reserves are those
which have lost the least since receiving title to the land; there the
community retains its cohesion and there is a possibility of undertaking

§l/ Resolutions of the Mapuche National Congress (Ercilla, province of
MallecO) in Institut universitaire d'etudes du developpement, Geneva, Los Mapuches,
pp. 23-24.

W Statement by the Mapuche representative to the International NCO
Conference on Discrimination against Indigenous Populations - 1977 - in the
Americas, in Institut universitaire d'etudes du developpement, Geneva, Los Mapuches,
op. ci t., annex 1.

op.
§l/

cit.,
Institut universitaire d'etudes du developpement, Geneva, Los Mapuches,

p. 16.
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collective projects - sowing, harvesting, constructing fences and bridges,
etc. These communi ties are those ,;here the Mapuche culture is most
intact, and they have the capacity to react to acts of aggression and
attempts to steal their land. These communi ties played a leading role
during the [previous] Government, and their defence organization was ready
to go over to the attack; the land of these communities was the first
to be recovered."

712. This statement fully corroborates the remarks made on the subject by the
President of the }~puche Confederation in an article written for Nueva Tierra,
in which he also sets dmm the following conclusion, §!±/

"The aims and objectives of the division are extremely clear. Far
from providing the necessary means which might enable the small land01mer
to progress, the division has led to the formation of ultra-small
land-holdings and created conditions which force the great majority of
Mapuches to leave their plots permanently unworked."

713. Despite this clear rejection of the division of the }~puche reserves and
communities, plans to divide up land into individually-owned plots have proceeded.
In August 1978, the Vice-President of the Farming Development Institute (ItTDAP)
and Government delegate to the Indigenous Development Institute (IDI) stated in
Temuco that "within the next five years we hope to normalize the land-holding
situation of more than 2,000 Mapuche communities occupying 234,000 hectares of land
in Regions VIII, IX and X". This official noted that, between 1931 and 1978,
only 816 communities had been divided up (El Mercurio, 6 August 1978).

714. During its visi t to Chile, the Ad Hoc ,lorking Group was informed by a
representative of the Government that consideration is being given to the
preparation of a new land-holding scheme under "'hich land would be negotiable.
Other sources of work have been promoted, such as handicrafts production, fostered
by the Mothers' Centre (CEJlfA). The private sector has established "Sideres"
corporations with the object of making use of natural products which previously,
owing to ignorance, it had not been possible to exploit. These products include
musk roses, mushrooms, special oils and blackberries.

715. One of the main problems is that of technical and financial assistance.
Many l~puches are behind in their debt payments, which prevents them from having
access to such assistance. It has been recognized that slowness in repaying
debts prevents further loans from being extended to the persons concerned and an
assurance has been given that each case would be studied on an individual basis
and that solutions would be sought. It is said that 6,000 cases have been
regularized, while a further 6,000 are still pending (El Mercurio, 6 August 1978).

716. According to information supplied to the Group during its visit to Chile,
unemployment in rural areas has reached extremely high levels; during its visit
to Chile in July 1978, the Group ",as informed that the unemployment rate among the

§!±/ Nillape Conuiqueo, op. ci t.
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11apuches stood at 80 per cent. Many Mapuches are not wage-earners, possess only
tiny plots of land and are currently going through a period of severe :financial
hardship. The Group therefore wonders on what basis they can contribute to this
normalization of titles and debts.

717. According to information received by the Group during its visit to Chile,
in the field of education, the Mapuches have been adversely affected by the
economic policies and the privatization of education promoted by the present
Government, which result in limitations on access to education as well as on the
types of edUCation available. Agricultural schools, which were basically for
children of rural workers, have now been placed under the National AgriCUlture
Society (Sociedad Nacional de Agricultura), an entity comprising big landmmers
who promote their mm interests, which do not always coincide 'd th Hapuche
interests. There is a project similarly to transfer industrial schools. The
scholarship programme has been drastically reduced. The Group was also informed
that young llapuche girls ,n10 had hoped for education and related work, now see
their future confined to \lorking in the homes of the well-to-do as domestic
servants.

718. Mapuche students have been excluded from State educational institutions and
from dormitory facili ties. Thus, in the State Technical Universi ty in Temuco,
the 300 students who were expelled included 90 per cent of the Ifa.puche stndent
population. Many of these were students about to graduate. §jj

719. It is clear that there is an increasing presence of INDAP within IDl. It
has already been noted that the Vice-President of INDAP is also the Government
delegate to IDI. & It was recently announced that an INDAP official had been
appointed Deputy Executive Director of IDI, following the resignation of the
former holder of that post. The new Director of IDI has emphasized the importance
of co-ordinating efforts with INDAP in order to achieve "greater efficiency and
harmonization of activities designed to benefit small landowners, especially
llapuches". §]j

720. It can thus be seen that there is a growing link between IDI and INDAP.
IDI can be presumed to Serve the special interests of the Mapuches, whereas INDAP
serves the interests of many persons who have no respect for the culture or ethnic
specificity of the indigenous populations and strip the Mapuches of their land
and other possessions. These persons reject the Mapuche tradition of retaining
community o;mership of the land, while granting rights of usufruct to family plots.
The Group wonders ,,,.hether this development will not serve to foster still more
the process of allocating plots of land on the basis of individual ownership,
which has been rejected by the indigenous populations in their statements.

§jJ "Chile' The 11apuches under Hili tary Government", Indigena, vol. 1,
No. 3 p. 7.

£§/ El Mercurio, 6 August 1978.
§]j Ibid.
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721. According to information submitted to the Group during its visit to Chile:

(a) Mapuche ethnic specificity has not been gTanted any degTee of official
recogni tion. Mapuche children have to learn Spanish, the only language used in
school. They therefore face language difficulties and the Mapuche language is in
danger of extinction as a result of these deliberate policies of the public
authorities.

(b) Malnutri tion is inordinately high among Mapuche children (80 per cent).
Lunch facilities at school have been hampered, with results such as those
prevailing in the province of Malleco (by no means exceptional): Araucania school:
40 children, 12 have lunch; Cullin school: 200 children, 30 have lunch;
Trangol school: 80 children, 20 have lunch; Manzanaco, 60 children, 18 have
lunch; Toquihue school: 90 children, 20 have lunch. In Ma,y 1978, the public
authori ties excluded persons handling school lunch arrangements from all schools.

(c) Now the Mapuches have to pay for health services which used to be
given free of charge by the State. The Mapuches are not wage-earners and have no
possibility of paying. Here again the economic privatization policies pursued
by the present Government have had a much more serious effect on the Mapuches
than on other Chileans.

722. The present economic policy of the Chilean Government has had particularly
adverse effects on the Mapuche people. It has been stated in this connexion,
that,

"We should say that .•• now it is a whole people [the Mapuches] who
have been condemned to hunger, misery, unemployment, death; a whole
culture and tradition condemned to disappear." §§/

§§/ E/CN.4/NGO/223.
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723. According to a written communication received by the Group during its visit
to Chile, an indication of the harsh economic conditions under which Mapuche
families are living today can be found in the fact that in some communities.
Mapuche parents have again started the practice - not engaged in during the
last 15 years - by ,·,hich they "rent" their children to well-to-do-families in the
guise of helpers in domestic or agricultural chores. The children get no wages
but their family receives food in compensation for the children's services.

724. In its communication of 31 August 1978, the Government transmitted to the
Group valuable information concerning the indigenous populations of Chile
(see annex LXXX).

725. The Group also received a letter from the Permanent Representative of Chile
to the United Nations dated 20 September 1978. To this letter he appended a
photocopy of a cutting from El Mercurio of 12 September 1978, which relates to the
statement made by General Pinochet on 11 September 1978 and to an Indigenous
Peoples Act whose promulgation is envisaged in the near future (see annex LXXXI).

726. El Mercurio of 12 September 1978 also reproduces General Pinochet' s
statement, including the following excerpt on page 11:

"INDIGENOUS PEOPLES ACT

"This morning I also wish to announce the promulgation in the near
future of an act relating to indigenous property. This act, respecting
the cultural values of the descendants of the Mapuche race, will enable
those descendants voluntarily and freely to opt for private land ownership
in those cases where they prefer this formula to the present system of
communi ty ownership."

727. In view of the importance of the subject of the indigenous populations of
Chile, the Group has decided to examine it in greater detail in the report "hi ch
it is to submit to the Commission on Human Rights in February 1979.
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F. The right to health

1 ~ Preliminary remarks

728. The Group has, in its previous reports, mentioned the principal events that
have eccurcd since 11 September 1973 in connexion with health services and
effcctive enjoyment of the right to health.

729. One of thc fundamcntal differences between health policies before and after
September 1973 is the marked intervention of private initiative in the provision
of health services under the present Government.

730. In this respcet, it is apprDpriate to mention the basic prOVlSlons governing
activities in this field. Article 10, section 14, of the 1925 Constitution
provides that:

"It is the duty of the State tc keep w"abeh over pu""lio health and
hygiene. Each year a sufficient amount of money shall be allocated for
tho maintenance of a National Health Service."

731. Constitutional Act No. 3, of 11 September 1976, lays down that:

"Art. 19. The State shall assume responsibility for guaranteeing
free and equal aCcess to measures for the promotion, protection and
recovery of hoalth and rehabilitation of the individual. It shall also
bo responsible for the co-ordination and cnntrol of integrated health
measures. It is a priority duty of the State to implement health measures
without prejudice to free private initiative in such forms and subject to
such conditions as may be determined by law."

732. During the Group's visit to Chile and in the light of information providod
then" it was c')nfirmed that, in the development and application of these
principles, thero has since 1973 beon an increasing tendency for health services
to be taken over by the private sector, with a consequent decline in the effective
enjoyment of the right to health by large sections of the Chilean population,
and particularly the poorest sections.

2. Health policy

733. In its communication of 31 August 1978, the Government states that: 22/
"In keeping with the Government's policieS and the characteristics

of the health sector, an opportunity is given for participation in the
public health system by private entities which, through explicit agreements
relating to GOVernment objectives and plans, act as administrators of units
responsible for providing public hoalth services.

22/ With this c0mmunication, the Governflent transmitted a memorandum
accompanied by numcrous reference materials. The memorandum contains information
t,) which the Group paid the greatest attention and which is reflected under the
relevant SUbheadings in this section.
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"The aim is to bring new administrative capacities to the health
services - capacities which may prove more flexible because they are not
tied by the hindrances that necessarily arise in State administration." 1!11

734. With regard to Government health policy, however, the Group was informed
during its visit to Chile that the market economy policy and the consequent
subordinate position of the State aTe key elements in the efforts being made to
eliminate public health institutions and, at the same time, to promote private
activities. Two high-ranking members of the Government had made statements to
this effect. The Minister of thc Economy had said that: "The Government wants
to do away with the National Health Service in three years at the most, because
it is not profitable and it is a burden on the State." JlI Again,
General Gustavo Leigh, then a member of the Govcrnment Junta, had stated that:
"The National Health Service will give way to efficient private entities: health
care co-operatives, mutual societies, private clinics, diagnosis centres, private
mcdicn.l p~acticEJ, etc." 1JJ
735. The Gevernment Delegate te the National Health Service - virtually the
Direct0r-General of the Service - reiterated this idea in 1977: "The whole
pattern of ministerial policies is designed to achieve this objective: to open
the way for properly controllcd private initiative, when c0nditions are favourable,
to 2.Ssume the important role it I!IUSt play in the vital matter of the physical and
mental well-being of the people of Chile". JJI
736. Previous studies, as that of the President of the Medical Association of
Chile, Mr. Ernesto Medina, have indicated that the annual cost of the minimum
health co-re needed by an average Chilean family of two adults and three children
can be estimated at about $433. 111 Since the current wage of a skilled worker is
approximately $100 a Nonth or $1,200 a year, the cost of health care would
reprcs ent virtu2.11y Dn" third Cif his earnings.

lQ/ With regard to the transfer of the administration of certain Health
service establishments to private entities, soe also the additional statements
by the Government under item 4 of this Section.

1l/ El Mercurb, 12 Ma;y 1974.

1JJ Vida Medica, voL XXVI, 18 May-June 1974.

]]/ El Mercurio, Infn~e Economico Mensual, No. 24 (August 1977) p. 16.

111 Ernesto Medina, "1a s2.1ud: una necesidad social del mundo actual",
Revista Medica de Chilc, July 1975; Jorge Jimenez de la Jara, "Relacion entre
econom{a y salud" in Jorge Jinenez (cd.), Medicina Social en Chile (Edicionos
Aconcagua, Coleccion 1autaro, December 1977).
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737. It was also stated by a medical expert that there are no data which would
show directly the influence of the Government's health policy. He also stated
that the Government cites in its own favour the decline in infant mortality
but the present figures can be attributed to thc accumulation of prc-existing
factors. It was also asserted that the ve.st majority of doctors previously
combined public health work with a private prQ.cticc. At the present time,
however, for lack of facilities in the National Health Service and for financial
reasons, many doctors work only in privatc practice.

738. It is difficult to determine the average salary of a doctor. A doctor
working an eight-hour day in the Nation,,-l Health Service ean earn 15,000 to
20,000 peses a month, depending on his seniority. In private practiee he can
earn 80,000 to 100,000 pesos. With regard to access by the lower income groups
to private medicine, it was said that an unskilled worker receives a monthly
wage of approximately 2,200 pesos ($80 was the figure given). However, a private
consultation may cost 1,000 to 2,200 pesos. Add to this the cost of tests and
medicaments, and the total cost of curing an acute infection, for example, can
amount to about 2,500 pesos, which is roughly equal to thc minimum monthly wage.

739. It was also said that mcdical Care is badly distributed not only in terms
of social class but also in terms of geography. For example, in Santiago there
is onc doctor for every 500 persons, whereas in the south of Chile there is one
doctor for every 5,000 persons.

3. Health bUdget and expenditure

740. In this matter, the Group received what must be described as completely
contradictory and irreconcilable info=ation.

741. On the one hand, in its communication of 31 August 1978, the Government
states t~.t the public budget e~d expenditure for health ~~ve risen appreciably
in recent years and states that:

11 The st,,-tistics for uublic health expenditure for the 10-year
poriod 1969-1978 show, fo;1978, th,,-t:

"(a) Public expendi turo on health is $422 milli~n, the highest
figure for tho period;

11 (b) The per capita figure of $38.93 is also the highest for the
poriod;

11 (c) Expressed as a percentage of the geographicnl product, it amounts
to 3.84 per cent, which is also the highest for the poriod in questi',"n."

742. On tho other hand, other reliable sources outside tho Governmcnt provided
inf0~tion pointing to u significant reduction in the public hcalth bUdget.
During its visit to Chile, the Group waS informed thut the public health sector,
and consequently its institutions, have bcen subjected by the prcsent regimc to u
systematic, progressive and sharp cut in thcir budget. The bUdgetary cut ceems
to be of such a magnitude that it hus affcctcd greater efficioncy and the better
use of resources. This would tend to lead to a qualitative and qucntitative
decline in the servicos provided.
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743. According to the Budget Directorate of the Ministry of Finance, 121 fiscal
expenditure on health has been steadily cut back since
dollars, fiscal expenditure on health in 1972 was $253
reduced so that it stood at only $133 million by 1976.
$145 million.

1974. Expressed
million, but was
It rose in 1977

in
later
to

744. If this expenditure is expressed as an annual per capita figure, it will be
seen that the $26 per person per annum spent in 1972 declined to $12.80 and to
$13.70 in 1976 and 1977 respectively. In other words, the fiscal contribution
has been cut by more than half. l§I

745. Moreover, if ene looks not at fiscal expenditure but at total publie
expenditure on health, the reductien is seen te have been even greater. Public
expenditure is the sum of fiseal expenditure (which constitutes 42 per cent of
public expenditure) plus contributions channelled directly and compulsorily to
the health sector, e.g. social security paymcnts. Public expenditure had in fact
gradually risen to $46.40 per capita per annum in 1972 but later began to drop
off sharply until it was only $17.50 in 1916. nJ The reduction was of the order
of 62.3 per cent.

746. In this connexion, reference may be made to the comments made by
Dr. Ernesto Medina, President of the Medical College, in his address to the
opening meeting of the session of the Regional Boards and the General Council
of the Chilean Medical College, held on 15-16 April 1971. Dr. Medina said:
"If we look at the serious economic cutbacks affecting the health services and
the staff working in them, we can only assume that this is part of a policy
designed to force the health sector to enter into the compass of a maxket
ccon')my". 1Y Later on he reached the conclusion that "the fact is that, in our
cnuntry, recent economic decisions re~.rding resources for the health sector
indicate the existence of a deliberate policy of indifference to the development
of the sector". 121
147. In addition to what has already been said, it should be mentioned th~t

experts from the Pen-American Sanitary Bureau who analysed the health sitUc'1.tion
in Chile expressed concern at tho "freezing of fiscal reSourCes for the
sector". §Q/

121 Ernesto Medinct L., "Presentc y futuro de la medicina social chilena",
in Jorge Jirnencz (ed.)t Medicina Social en Chile (Edicionos Aconcagua, Coleccion
Lautaro, December 1977).

1Y Ministry of Finance. Budget Directorate.

11/ "El gasto en salud". El Mercurio, Informe Eoonomico Mensual, No. 24
(Au"crus t 1977).

W Ernesto Medina. L., "Discurso pronunci~do en 1" reuni;)n cle Mesas
Directiv3.S de Consejos Regioniales dol Colegio Medico en el Consejo General",
Vida Medica, vol. XXVI, M..'1.r8h-April 1971, p. 12.

12/ .!£g.

§2/ Centr" de Investigaciones Socioecon6micas (CISEC), Sector Salu,c,
Segundo Semestre de 1976, p. 18.
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4. Transfer of the administration of Health Service
establishments to private entities

748. In its communication of 31 August 1978, the Government stQtes:

"It is necessary to explain that, on the basis of this policy, §l/
no public health service has bcen handed over te private institutions.
On a trial basis only, it has been agreed with private non-profit-making
entities that they should administer some out-patient establishments.
Under the agreement, the activities ef the private entities in quostien
conform strictly to the programmes and policies of the Ministry of Health.
Treatment continues to be absolutoly free for the legal beneficiaries
of the National Health Service, including all werkers, whether skilled
or not, and members of their families."

749. During its visit to Chile, the Group was informed that there is another
means used by the Govornment to develop its health policy; it consists, in
actual fact, of transferring the premises, equipment and funds of National
Health Service establishments into private hands. By resolution Nr. 8480 of
the Directorate General of Health, dated 31 Oct8ber 1975, an agreement was
reached between the National Health Service and the National Private Corporatien
for Social Development (Corporaci6n Nacional Privada de Desarrollo Social),
whereby the out-pationt dispensaries of the Commune of Maipu were handed over
to be administered by this private institution.

750. It was added that the agreement consisted in essence of handing over to
this private institution the physical premises and equipment of three
out-patient dispensaries of the National Health Sorvie8 located in the
Commune of Maipu Ca Commune in the western sector of the city of Santiago).
The proportion of the budget corresponding to the proportion of beneficiaries
in that Commune, by comparison with the relevant Health Area as a whole, was
also handed over. In other words, 38.7 per cent of the budget for tho
Central Health Area of the Metropelitan Region was transferred to this private
corpDration. For its part, the Corporation undertcook to provide sorvices,
in keeping with the obligations of the National Health Service, to beneficiaries
resident in that Commune.

751. The daily press has reflected this by reporting that the dispensaries
around the Central Area have also been transfe=ed to the private soctor.
They used to provide free medical attention for NHS beneficiaries (including,
in particular, workers covered by the Social Insurance Service, persons injured
nt wc)rk< schoolchildren, wnrkers and pensioners in the NHS, firemen and indigent
persons), but now come under the National Private Corporation for Socinl
Deve10pment. ~

]l/ The health policy (see this heading, above).

~ El Mercurio, 27 Fobruary 1978.
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752. One newsp~per mentions, in addition, the existence ef other agreements with
crganizations in San Bernardo and hospitals at Pucon and Puerto Vargas. W
753. At the beginning of March 1978 according to Hoy, §4/ this National Private
Corporation for Social Development (which consists of representatives of the
seven areas of the Production and Trade Confederation) took over another four
dispensaries, this time in the central area (Nos. 1 and 5, Los Nogales and
Lo Valledor Norte). The Minister, General Mathei, has stated that this does not
mean that the Service is being sold: "the rcsponsibili ty for ensuring that
effective treatment is given is still ours". MoreDver, he statecl, matters are
given careful consideration before each step is taken. He added: "The transfer
of dispensaries is not a fundamental aspect of our health policy. As a minister,
I do not promote this private initiative. It is a consequence of a readiness on
the part of private entities to collaborate with the Government". With regarcl
to the reasons which induced the public health authorities to take another step
in the transfer of dispensaries int0 private hands, the Minister of Health,
General Fernando Mathei, stated: "so far we agree with these experiments." §jj

754. The executive director of a number of dispensaries has stated that "the
system adopted by the Corporation hinges on the application of business standards
t:> the lIlmlagement of the dispensaries". In answer to complaints made by patients
that they had to pny 15 posos for each consultation and 40 pesos for an injection
when, as NHS beneficiaries, they should be given free care, ho repliod that the
true cost of an injoction was 21 pesos; the dispensaries made money by
establishing a special tariff for private patients for whom the cost of a
con:JUltation was 250 posos. "A beneficiary", he said, "should receive medical
Care free of charge but, as this leads to abuses, we have instituted a system
of voluntury donations. We also have a team of social workers who investigate
the circumstances of persons who state they are unable to pay, tc see whether
they are indigent ••• 11 §.§/

755. Tho "voluntary donation" of 15 pesos has caused controversies, since this
fee both frightons off users and gives rise to claims. Accordingly, the Regional
Ministerial Secretariat has given strict instructions to the Central Health Area
that no money may be taken on any pretext from NHS benefici9.ries. §J/

~ Hoy, 1-7 March 1978.

W lli£.
§5/ lli£.
§.§/ El Mercurb, 23 February 1978.

§1/ Hoy, 1-7 March 1918.
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756. During its visit to Chile, the Group was informed tha.t in 1977, when the a.bove
mentioned Agreement had been in operation for two years, students of the Department
ef Public Health and SociaJ. Medicine of the University of Chile ca..rried out an
appraisal of its operation. §§/

757.~ The method used for the appraisal was administrative verification by means of
a sample survey of the pa.tients. In this way, the students were able to form a
picture of the operation of the dispensaries, together with an idea of the problems
arising in the community served. The survey in question was a. repetition of
another carried out in 1973, with which it ,laS compared.

758. The general conclusion of this appra.isal ca.rried out by the team mentioned in
para. 756 above, was a. negative one. Management is defective: there are no
orga.nizaticna.l standards or procedures j the handling of inputs creates problems of
obsolescence, wastage and depreciation: internal co-ordination is defective; and
budget contributions are not distinguished from those of the Health Area., a.
circumstance which prevented the group from evaJ.ua.ting the manner in which the
la.tter sums a.2·e used. The situa.tion is no better a.s regards the treatment given.
It was observed that the coverage, the average number of consultations and the
prevalence of various diseases rema.ined at levels similar to or worse than those
encountered in other Hea.lth Area.s, or than those recorded in earlier years. On
the other hand, difficulties in a=a.nging consultations had increased. Treatment
was charged for, including treatment of NHS beneficiaries; excessive proof of
beneficia.ry status was required; consulting hours were inadequate, etc. It .re.s
further observed, for example, that treatment of beneficiaries was charged for in a.
high proportion of cases amounting, in cases of treatment for child illnesses, to
nea.rly 60 per cent. Even more serious was the fact that a. high percentase of the
mothers questioned stated that they had to pay to receive health ca.re.

759. In its communication of 31 August 1978, the Government states that the
appraisal ma.de in 1977:

"Constituted practice for a. group of students of the Department of Public
Health and Socia.l Medicine of the University of Chile, which was in the
na.ture of an instructiona.l experiment with methodologies used in the field.
It is regarded as a partial piece of work which lacks validity as an
e stablished appra.i sa.l sys t em" •

760. The Government adds that:

"The Agreement with the Private Corpora.tion for Social Development in the
Santiago Health Sub-Area has gradually been a.pplied since 1975 and is being
constantly evaluated".

§§/ Alumnos de licenciatura. en Salud PUblica., "Diagnostico de Salud,
Acreditacion y Diagnostico Administrativo de la Suh-Area. de Sa.lud de Maipu
(Convenio de Administracion; Servicio Naciona.l de Salud y Corporacion Na.cional
Priva.da de Desarrollo Social)". Depa.rtment of Public Health a.nd Social Medicine,
Univarsity of Chile, 1977. Mimeogra.ph.
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5. Limits on access to medical treatment

761. In this
imorma,tion.
following:

area, too, the Group was confronted with completely contradictory
In its communication of 31 August 1978, the Government stated the

"••• Curative trea.tment has been ma,inta,ined a,t the same per capita, level
and health development and protection activities have expanded considera,bly.
The number of consultations per capita in 1977 (not counting emergencies)
relJl8ined at the level for the lO-yea,r period. The figures .•• [forJ 1971
are distorted by the fact that care a,dministered by m"dical students waa
reckoned as medica,l treatment.

"••• [In a,ddition] the following imormation ma,y be given:

"Access by legi timate beneficiaries to the public health service has been
simplified and sai'eguarded by the a,ttached official communication and
regulations.

"
"••• There has be"n a substantia,l increase in the numbers of participating
professional medical sta!'f with university qualifications. At the same
time, there has been a reduction in the numbers of' administrative staff who
were bureaucratizing the system and a slight decline in the numbers of
unqualified a:uxiliary sta.i'f.

"...
"The services of the public health system are non-profit-malcing.
Consequently, all the changes which have been made are motivated solely by
technical considerations, with exclusive emphasis on a,dministrative
efficiency a.s a means of enabling the ava,ilable resources to be used for
a grea,ter number of hea,lth activities".

762. During its Visit to Chile, the Group was informed that, although budgetary
restrictions were the principal element, there were a, number of other measures and
atti tudes which were ca,using a deterioration in medical treatment. Among these,
mention may be made of': (a) measures which impede, render more difficult or
discourage access to medical treatment (pa¥IDent, even for emergency treatment, the
need for very complete documentation, etc.); (b) measures which, in practice,
minimi ze State treatment for groups or sections of the Chilean population, such a.s
the unemployed, certain age groups and even those legal benef'icia.ries whose
documentation is not up to date; (c) mea,sures tending to discredit work in State
institutions and thus to encoura,ge migration, especially of skilled professionals,
to the private sector: and (d) measures to achieve greater "economic efficiency"
of the work. This last factor ha,s caused various services to be eliminated on
the grounds tha,t they a,re not economically viable, in accordance with market
criteria.

763. The Group was told tha,t current policy has the effect of' reducing the amount
of public medical treatment. Between 1971 and 1976, the number of cases of medical
trea,tment by the National Health Service fell by some 24 per cent. Apart from
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general economic policy, there a.re various specific measures which have combined to
produce this result. Emergency medical services stand reduced in their staff,
since they are forbidden to recruit new personnel to fill vacancies which arise.
Institutions such as hospitals a.nd dispensaries which belonged to the public sector
have been transferred to the private sector.

764. It is the Group's understanding that, in pra.ctice, the right to health is
expressed and is measured in te:t'lIls of the degree of satisfa.ction of needs. In a
country in which State health services had always been progressive in their coverage
and quality, reductions as sharp as those mentioned above constitute an element
which effectively tends to diminish the genuine enjoyment of a right that had
alrea.dy been acquired by the economically most underprivileged groups in Chilean
socie-,;y. The adoption of business standards for social services may solve financial
and administrative problems, but it is not compatible with the nature of such
services and deprives the less privileged sectors of protection of their right to
health.

6. Certain aspects of the problem of malnutrition

765. In its communication of 31 August 1978, the Government, referring to the
supplementa.ry food progralIltlle, said that the prograJ!lDle "provides whole milk and
protein foods to all children of up to six yea.rs of age, pregnant women and wet
nurses [and that it] has shown a. pronounced and sustained increase, as the supply
of milk rose from 13,586,000 kg in 1968 to 19,286,000 in 1972, reaching its peak
at 28,651,000 kg in 1977 ...

"The cost of the progralIltlle is now over $US 50 million a year. The system of
distribution, which is linked to ohildren's hea.lth check-ups conducted in units ot:
the National Health Service, makes it easier for the milk to reach the most needy
groups and ensures that it is put to better use.

"A oomprehensive and direot evalua.tion of the programme is being oarried out
but, in the meantime, the genera.l indices, and the infant mortality rate in
particula.r, show that there has been a steady and marked improvement (which would
not have oome about if the nutritional situa.tion in the country ha.d remained
constant or had deteriorated).

"In 1972, there were 9,000 unweaned infants (under two years of a.ge) suffering
from serious malnutrition, and the rate of hospital mortality deriving from inter
current infections caught in the unhygienic conditions of the hospitals was ,5 per
cent. To provide an a.l ternative method of restoring these children to health, the
National Health Service, in agreement with the Child Nutrition Corpora.tion,
established a system under which the patients ;,ere interned in specialized centres
where, in addition to receiving a correct diet, they were given the psychomotor and
affective stimulation with which their homes and the normal hospital facilities
were una~le to provide them.

"This system, which is based on the integration of the family group into the
life of the Recovery Centre as well a.s voluntary assistance by members of the
community, has produced extremely promising results, and the mortality rate has
dropped to only 2.5 per cent."

766. With regard to the supplementary food programme for children of under six years
of age, the Group was informed by reliable non-governmental sources that the
programme appears to ha.ve been maintained and improved, a.nd that intelligent use has
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been ma.de of the lessons and extensive experience of earlier years. On the other
hand, the progrannne for schoolchildren ha.s been elimina.ted, although it ha.s been
a.nnounced tha.t it \fill be gradually reintroduced in an improved form. §2./

767. During the Group's visit to the offices of ODEPLAN in Santiago, it intervie\<ed
Dr. Fernando 110nckeberg Barros, Director of the Institute of Nutrition and Food
Technology of the University of Chile, who stated that Chile had major problems of
nutrition, mainly a.ffecting infants, pregnant women and wet-nurses. The Institute
wa.s trying to eliminate malnutrition in the most vulnera.ble groups, and had an
annual budget of ~US no million for that purpose.

768. The most important of the Institute's programmes was designed to ensure
adequate nourishment for infants during the first t\lO years of life. Babies of
under si:c months were allotted 3 kg of pO\,dered milk per month, and from then up to
two years of age the quota. "as 2 kg. Tha.t milk was sufficient in itself to ensure
normal gro\fih. Currently, the quantities distributed exceeded requirements, since
mothers were tal(ing their babies to a. number of different centres in order to obtain
more milk. Hilk "as a.lso distributed to pr~gna.nt Iwmen and wet-nurses.

769. There I<8.S a. hospitalization programme ena.bling persons suffering frcm severe
malnutrition to recover. A network of nutrition centres, which were really small
hospitals, had been established to restore those children to hea.lth. There were
nO\, 26 centres "ith 60 beds each, and it was hoped to bring that number up to 38
cenh'Ss providing na.tion->Tide coverage in the course of 1978. The progrannne was
run by the community in agreement with the Na.tiona.l Health Service. The total
recovery cost per child was SUS 500.

770. In order to eradicate ma.lnutri tion it was not enough to distribute food.
Consequently, a. day-care centre progra.mme had been established to provide pre-school
education for children and there \<a.S also a school rations programme through which
food I<8·S ma.de ava.ilable in the schools. The results of those programmes were
reflected in the statistics: in 1968, mortality among infants of up to 1 year of
a.ge ha.d been 83 per 1,000 whereas, in 1977, it had stood a.t 47 per 1,000 - one of
the lowest rates in the America.s, except for Cuba and Puerto Rioo. If the trend
was ma.intained over the next five years, malnutrition could be eradicated.

771. ,/hile in Santiago, the Group also ha.d occa.sion to visit, in Renoa., the Centro
Paula. Jara. Quema.da, one of the day-care centres esta.blished and managed by an
organization lmown a.s the Hationa.l Co-ordina.ting Committee (Comite Coordinador
Na.ciona.l). There a.re 12 such centres in Santiago, and 100 in a.ll Chile.
Children, grouped into ages 2-6 years and 6-8 years, a.rrive early in the morning
and spend the da.y a.t the centre, where they play, ha.ve lunch, rest and engage in
other suitable activities. Only children of low-income families or of the
unemployed are a.dmitted, after a thorough check of their economio situation. The
day-care centres are staffed by PEN workers and function in contact with the
110thers' Centres (Centros de l-'ladres, CEJ1A) , which a.re subsidized by the State a.nd
receive donations, a.s "ell as contributions from the participating families.

89.1 It should be noted tha.t, according to information received b:r the Group,
ma.lnutrition is exceptiona.lly high among Napuche children (80 per cent) and the
school canteens are facing serious problems since the staff which used to service
them were dismissed in 1978 (see sect.E above).
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712. The Group also visited one of the nutritional reoovery centres (Clentros de
recuperaci6n nutriciona.l) under the direction of Dr. Monckeberg and learned that
this particular centre had been in existence since November 1971. Children in this
centre are exclusively under hro years of age and ha.ve been selected because of the
degree of malnutrition they show. The recuperation period is five months and
subsequent contacts stretch through the following two years. The Group "as
informed that not a.ll needs were being covered; more centres of this kind "ere
needed. ,!hile children are in the centre, a diagnosis of the family situation is
made and a plan is set up for needed treatment of that situation during the
following years also. Efforts are made to have the child continue to be brought to
a. day-care centre after"ards. This has been the case of 22 children released from
this nutritiona.l recovery centre, ,rho continue to be at a good nutritionaJ. level.
They eat at the day-care centre five days a week. The sta.ff of the centre visited
included two physicians, two nutritionists, one nurse, one socia.l "orker, one
grammar-school teacher, one pSYChologist, one gynaecologist, 30 nurses' aides and
SilO auxiliary sta.ff of the l1illc Diet Service (Servicio Dietetico de Leche, SEDILE).

773. During it s visit to Chile, the Group had occasion to visit a people I s mea.l
centre (comedor popular) and a. health clinic in the vestern sector of Santiago. It
"as able to speak to the mothers and children in the mea.l centre a.nd to some of the
persons in cha.rge, who stated that many of those present ha.d only one meal a day 
lunch at the meal centre. In the health clinic, da.ta Were furnished a.bout some
aspects of the incidence of ma.lnutrition in the "estern sector of Santiago. The
relevant data are as follows: 2SdI

"Information obtained from the evaluation of hea.lth a.ctivities in 1977:

"Number of meal centres: 60

"Number of children: 4,800

"Number of medical examinations: 124 (frequency: twice yea.rlYi weight, height,
symptoms)

"Total number of persons examined: 6,109

"Attendance of children at examina.tions: 81 per cent

"Medical and social problems: a. comparison betl'een 1976 and 1977

Problem l2l.€ 1.21l

Ma.lnutrition 61% 54%
Pediculosis 32% 387~
Caries 28% 39%
SChool absenteeism 11% 16%

W It should be a.dded tha.t ma.lnutrition also exists among adults, for 349 of
the 1,038 persons examined, or 34 per cent, are listed as "undernourished adults"
in the hea.lth clinic's records.
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"Connnents:

"1. The meal-centre popula.tion has stabilized.
only one third.

The turnover among children ia

"2. The nutritional level of the children has improved by 7 per cent, the severity
of malnutrition having decreased (70 per cent of the children suffer from only
minor malnutrition). The nutritional level of new children ha.s improved (the
proportion of undernourished is 11 per cent less tha~ in 1976). The older
unweaned ba.bies are the most seriously affected •• ,

"7. The avera.ge number of children from one family in ea.ch meal centre is three
(the a.verage number of children per family in the population is five).

"8. Covera.ge: the figure of 4,800 children given care means that only 2.1 per cent
of the child population in the .{estern sector is receiving attention.

"9. There has also been an increase in the ca.lorific value of the food provided at
the mea.l centres, but it still covers less tha~ 50 per cent of requirements as
defined by FAO and vlHO. The increa.se is 13 per cent for pre-school children and
8 per cent for schoolchildren. 11

774. According to information received by the Group from a reliable non-governmental
source, child malnutri ticn is still a cause for officia.l ccncern but is said to ha.ve
decreased drama.ticalIy. Unfortuna.tely, the only valid comparison so fa.r published
is between two surveys carried out in the province of CuricG in 1968 a~d 1975; the
percenta.ge of children suffering from malnutrition was 64 per cent a,nd 21 per cent,
respectively. It is clea.rly not possible to assert tha,t this reduction is
attributable to developments between September 1973 and the date of the seoond
survey, particularly since the 1968-1973 period saw the implementa,tion of an
agrarian reform scheme and a supplementary food programme which must both have ha.d
a considerable impact in a~ agrarian province with large estates, like CuricG.
Official documents spuriously inject into this compa,rison the figure of 17 per cent
of malnourished children for Chile as a whole. This percentage has been worked out
by methods completely different to those used in the Curico survey. To this lack
of va,lid data may be added the fact that the most recent figures issued on the
availabili ty of food and consumption of food according to socia,l group date from
1972.

775. In this connexion, it should be mentioned that studies carried out in 1968 and
1969 showed that the poorest families spent 54 per cent of their income on food. W
In June 1975, a statement by the llJinistry of Hea.1th, published in the newspaper
El Hercurio, said that low-income families spent over 70 per cent of their income on
food. In August 1975, it was estimated that persons earning 300 pesos a month
(employees with s, famly of four) spent 81 per cent of their income on food. Their
diet prOVided approxims,te1y 1,200 calories and 40 grams of protein per person per
day 22J (the FAOjwHO reocmmendations call for 2,362 ca.lories and 42 grams of

W National Institute of Statistics (INE), Survey of Family Consumption in
Greater Santiago.

W "Cuanto gastamos en ccmer?", Ercilla, August 1975.
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protein).;)J/ Ho mention was ma.de of the \;orkers in the "minimum wage" category,
who receive only 60 to 70 per cent of the wages of employees, still less of the
unemployed, \Those situation is undoubtedly much uorse. The monthly cost of the
basket of basic goods in July 1976 ;ra.s two and a. half times higher than the monthly
revenue of the Iou-income group. 1A/ In vie\, of the enormous disparities between
incomes, the nutritional level of the poor must be a.ppallingly low.

776. It "ould seem that, although good work has been done with some degree of success
in certain aspects relating to the matter of nutrition, there is still much to do.
In this respect the follo"ing statements concerning Chile, taken from the Proposed
PrograJllllle Budget for the Financial Years 1978 and 1979 of the l'forld Hea.lth
Orgenization, are to be noted here:

"As a result of a poor distribution of food supplies there is a disturbing
incidsnce of nutritional diseases, particularly among the lo\;-income groups.
Among infants under one year of age, protein-energy rna.lnutrition affects
13.77 per cent; ir. the 12-23 months a.ge-group (the most seriously affected),
18 per cent; and in children two to five yea.rs of age, 13.37 per cent •••
\'li th the a.ssistance of PAHOjwHO, UNICEF and the Ford Foundation, a oontinuing
survey of the nutritional status of the population has been organized to
measure the progress of prograJllllles and direct them where they are most needed.
A ministerial commission has been established for planning, prograJllllling and
implementing nutrition policy. Among the most important measures now being
enforced are promotion of breast-feeding, feeding of ohildren under tuo years
of age with uhole pOWdered milk a.nd children of tuo to fi Vb years of age with
high-protein foods, compulsory enrichment of the protein content of baby foods
sold in stores, feeding of protein milctures to pregnant and nursing women, a.nd
development of industrial plant to produce protein foods. PAHoj\nro is
co-opera.ting in these a.ctivities." !fjj

7. Pro.jec_"tLaj.'fecti!¥t~iouslx...JYldeI'Ilourishe4.

~.;.nedj.nfa~ts

777. The Group ;ra.s informed that a group of doctors in Santiago is submitting a.
group of unwea.ned infants to an e:>"'Periment in "sensory, psychic and motor
deprivation" which uill produce i=epa.rable dama.ge to their central nervous systems.

778. This question will be dea.lt with by the Group in its next report to the
Commission on Hurna.n Right s. In the meantime, the Group will try to ascerta.in the
opinions of the Government of Chile and of the relevant scientific bodies.

;)J/ F. Monckeberg and S. Valiente, COUPAlf, 1976.

1A/ Jose Alduna.te, "El hambre en Chile", Mensa.ie, October 1976.

:f1/ 1'mO, Official Records, 110. 236.
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XI. CONCLlillING OBSERVATIONS ANJl RECOI1Jl!ENJ)ATIONS

779. The Ad 1\oc \{orking Group has reviewed carefully the information which it has
received concerning the present situation of human rights in Chile and which is
reflected in the various chapters of this report. In this regard the Group mm,es
the following observations and recommendations:

(1) The present situation of human rights in Chile has improved from that
reported by the Group in the years immediately following the change of government
on 11 September 1973. Large numbers of political prisoners are no longer held in
Chile; no cases of persons disappearing during 1970 have been confirmed and the
expression in the press of a wider range of opinion appears to be permitted.
Nevertheless, the Group's inquiry has led it to the conclusion that, in the areas
indicated in the following paragraphs, violations of human rights, often of a
serious nature, continue to tcl~e place and that this situation should continue
to be a matter of concern to the international community. In this regard the
Group is convinced that the improvement that has come about in the situation 0f
human rights in Chile is largely due to the international concern expressed
inter alia through resolutions of the General Assembly and the Commission on
Human Rights. For this reason, the United Nations should continue to keep the
situation in Chile under consideration until respect for human rights meets
international standards.

(2) \{ith respect to the reports which the Group has previously submitted to
the General Assembly and to the Commission on Human Rights, the inf0rmation
received by the Group while in Chile does not contradict the substance and
conclusions Clf those reports. Furthe:rmore, pe:rsons of stature within Chile have
told the Group that the information in its earlier reports waS accurate.

(3) In Cr~le today the constitutional, legislative and executive powers are
concentrated in the hands of the President and the Government Junta. There is no
longer a separation of powers and the Government Junta has the authority to
modify the Constitution, inoluding the structure, functions and powers of the
~udiciar,y and of the Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic
(Contraloria General de la Republica).

(4) Since 11 March 1978 Chile has been under a state of emergency that
legally differs very little from the state of siege, which was in force from
September 1973 until March 1978. The state of emergency severely limits the
realization Df certain basic human rights, and it can be said that human rights,
in so far as they are enjoyed, are only tolerated and are not effectively
guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of Chile. Certain of the violations of
human rights and the restrictions on their enjoyment are the direct result of the
present system of government in Chile. The Government and the military authorities
are given special powers which are free from any fO:rm of control by other
authorities, in particular the judiciary. During its visit to Chile the Group
found no public disaster, armed uprising or other similar situation which in the
opinion of the Group would justify the continuation of the state of emergency and
its restrictions on human righte. The Group recommends that the General Assembly
call upon Chile to end the state of emergency in order that all human rights m~

be fully enjoyed.
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(5) International instruments in the field of human rights proclaim and
guarantee the right of everyone to twce part in government and state that the
basis of governmental authority shall be the will of the people expressed in
periodic and genuine elections. The people of Chile have not enjoyed the right
to take part in government since September 1973. During this period, and without
the participation of the people, basic changes in policy have been imposed on the
people in the areas of economic policy, education, health and labour legislation,
to mention only a few. Attempts by the people to organize expressions of
disagreement with these policies are sometimes met with repression.

(6) Security agencies with wide powers continue to operate in Chile. Most
of the puwers of the dissolved DINA (which was replaced by eNI) are being exercised
by separate agencies today, but in a co-ordinated manner. The Ministry of the
Interior now has a certain control over most of the activities of CNI, but the
judiciary continues to be excluded from any control over the activities of the
security agencies. The Group wishes to state that it was not able while it was
in Chile to obtain adequate information on the activities of the former DINA.
The consequences of the activities of DINA continue to affect the lives ?f many
people and they relate, in particular, to the responsibility for and fate of
missing persons.

(7) The Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic is an institution
which according to Chilean law has the independence and power which would enable
it to contribute to the protection of human rights. However, the limits imposed
on the Office of the Comptroller-General and self-imposed restrictions on its
activities prevent it from fully carrying out the functions it performed during
periods of constitutional government in safeguarding the rule ?f law and in
protecting human rights.

(8) The two existing remedies in Chilean law for the protection of human
rights, the writ of amparo and the remedy of protection, have been applied
restrictively by the Chilean judiciary to such an extent that they can not be said
to protect the right to life., liberty and security of person in situations in
which the Government states that national security or the state of emergency are
involved. In cases where arrest has tween the form of kidnapping or where the
person concerned has disappeared, the remedy of amparo is not applied. The
judiciary has also refused to revie\·,- the decisions of military courts and it has
refused to effectively investigate violations of human rights when the Government
states that national security matters are involved. For the protection of the
right to life, liberty and security of person, the Chilean people cannot be said
to have an effective remedy, as is provided for under international law.

(9) The amnesty of 18 April 1978 permitted the release from prison of a
large number of individuals - which the Group welcomes. It does not however
appear to have affected the right of many Chileans living abroad to return to
their country, nor has it prevented Chilean citizens from being expelled. One of
the principal negative effects of the amnesty appears to be the removal of the
criminal responsibility of those who have committed violations of human rights,
such as ill-treatment and torture and acts resulting in the death or disappearance
of detainees. The Group is firmly of the opinion that an amnesty for those who
were engaged in systematic and gross violations of human rights granted by a
Government which tolerated the existence of such violations is legally ineffeotive
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as contrary to the generally accepted principles of la". On the international
level, the persons participating in and responsible for those violations continue
to be criminally liable. The ,Iorking Group thus recommends that the
General Assembly take the necessary steps to establish as early as possible an
effective international penal jurisdiction to judge persons alleged by the
international commtmity to be responsible for torture. The Group is convinced
that thiG uould serve as a deterrelCt to torture all over the 'lOrld.

(10) Arrests f~r political reasons or for reasons of national security
oontinue to take plaoe in Chile. A large number of persons have been arrested
during public meetings held for the purpose of calling attenti~n to problems
which need solutions, such as that of missing pCTs0ns, or to celebrate l~y Day.
Exoluding these large-scale arrests, the arrest of persons individually or in
sm&ll groups by security agents, carabineros or the Investigations Bureau
continued to occur on a considerable scale durinc the first half of 1970. In
these cases the Im'lS requirinG '\ilritten arrest "Vlarrants, notification to f8ll1il;r
memQers and detention in specified places are rarely applied. In some Cases the
legal limitations on the length of detention are not respected. Usually
individuals or small groups of persons arrested for political or national
security reasons are taken far questioninG to unlcno,rn places of detention.

(11) Ill-treatment and torture oontinue to be reported as part of the process
ai' interrogation of peTsons aTrested individuallo' or in small groups for political
or national security reasons. With one e~ception (see para. 326), in all the
cases examined by the Group in chapteT Ill, section C, allegations of torture and
ill-treatment were made. In two of these cases evidence Qf torture was
corroborated by medical doctors. Of 32 persons reported to have been arrested in
May 1978, 25 have stated that they were subjected to torture and ill-treatment.
Torture and ill-treatment, although to a lesser degree than in the past, are
repOTted to be carTied out during the period prior to the handing 0ver of the
person concerned to the courts. At the same time, the Group notes tha'L the number
of arrests has declined.

(12) The judiciary, as stated above, has adopted restrictive interpTetations
of its pO\lers in the aPl'lication of the 'rrit of amparo and it has Tefused to
investi~ate energetic811y and to punish violations of the right to liberty and
security of person. These Violations, in the Group's view, co~d be prevented
by the elimination of the opportunity for the security services to exercise
arbitrary po"er over detainees, by the full restoTation of the effective authority
of the courts and by the identification and punishment of those responsible for
past abuses. The Group recow~ends in particular that arrested peTsons be brought
immeai8tely before 8 judge, that they be questioned only in the presence of a
judge or their la,;,yer and that the court exercise full supervisory powers Over
the legality of arrest and detention - as prOVided for in the Chilean Constitution
and ~n international instruments which Chile has ratified - irrespective of
whether tie person was arrestca by military or security agente.

(13) The Group has concluded that the remcaies at the disposal of the
Chilean citizen to protect his life, liberty and personal security are inoperative
to such an extent that the Chilean citizen oannot be said to eLjoy the riGht to
an effective Temedy as requiTed by internati~nal la". Many people in Chile,
inclt,ding persons prominent in the national life of the country, have spoken to
the Group of the necessity of continued iLternational efforts for the protection
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of human rights in Chile. Many have spolcen of the important contribution made
in the past by the Working Group and have urged its continuation. Another idea
has been the nomination of one of the members of the ,Iorking Group to continue to
study the situation of human rights in Chile and to report to the Commission on
Human Rights. In this connexion the Group wishes to urge strongly that until the
national means of protecting human rights are operating adequately, the
international community, especially the United Naticns, should continue to be
vigilant in the promotion and the protection of the human rights of the r,hilean
people. In particular the Group recommends to the General Assembly that a
special rapporteur on Chile be appointed, from among the members of the ,lorking
Group as presently constituted, by the Commission on Human Rights in consultation
'Tith the Chairman of the ,Iorking Group.

(14) The information received by the Group in Chile strengthens its
conviction that steps must be taken immediately on the international level to
provide aid to those persons suffering directly from violations of their human
rights in Chile and to their relatives, both inside and outside Chile. In
particular, this aid should include financial assistance tc the relatives of the
missing perscns. The Group wishes to urge that the General Assembly establish the
United Nations Trust Fund for Chile recommended by the Economic and Sccial Council
in resoluticn 1978/15.

(15) The Grcup during its visit to Chile was deeply struck by the tragic
humanitarian problem of the missing persons. Much information has been gathered
from reliable sources on the arrest and detention of about 600 missing persons,
most of VThom, according to eye-VTitnesses, were arrested by government security
agents. But the investigations undertaken by the courts and by the Government
have been far from adequate, for the reasons described in this report. The Group
has consequently recommended to the Government of Chile that an independent
international inquiry committee be established to clarify the whereabouts and
fate of missing persons. This committee would report to the Commission on Human
Rights. One of the elements of this proposal is the presence on the committee as
chairman-rapporteur of a member of the ,larking Group, to be designated by the
Commission on Human Rights in consultation with the Chairman of the Working Group.
The Chairman of the Group in his letter of 8 August 1978 outlined this proposal
to the Chilean Government. Contacts on various aspects of this important problem
are continuing between the Working Group and the Government of Chile. The Working
Group will m~<e a final recommendation on this matter in its report to the
Commission on Human Rights. The Group recommends that the General Assembly should
inVite the Corr~isBion on Human Rights, after it has received the final
recommendation of the Group, tc set up such a committee.

(16) Although the expression of a wider range of opinions in the Chilean
press appears to be permitted today, the legal powers of censorship and control,
the system of informal government directives and the self-censorship of the
media continue to operate. The Group recommends to the General Assembly that it
call upon the Chilean Government to end both the legal and the informal systeme of
government censorship.

(17) In the field of education, the growing cost of education, together with
the difficult economic situation of the lower income grcups in Chile, has
severely limited the real chances of many children and young people to achieve a
full education. The completion by many cf even the primary educational cycle is
endangered. Universities and some schools remain under the direction of military
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officers. Freedom of expression in educati~nal institutions is subject to
extensive limitation throu~h the application of the doctrine of "national security"
which reGards the expression in the schools of any views opposed to the
Government's policies as a threat to the nation.

(18) The enjoyment of the ~asic human right of freedom of association as
guaranteed in various international human riGhts instruments is seriously
limited in Chile today. Political parties continue to be prohibited and all
political activities are outlroled. Similarly, the enjoyment of trade union riGhts
is severely curtailed. The free election of trade union leaders, the right of
collective barGaininG and the right to otrike are all denied the Chilean workers.
The right to hold meetinGS of trade unionE not under goveTIllIlent control is subject
to serious restrictions. The Group rc~ommends that the ~neral AGsem~ly call
upon the Chilean Government to remove restrictions on political and trade union
activities and to rapidly re-establish the full enjoyment of the right of
association"

(19) The problem of unemploJ'DQent continues to be serious in Chile, partly as
a result of government economic policy. The Government's llinimum Employment
Plan (PE!"!) end the Plan to Promote Employment lIDd l::fficiency in Social Action
have bc~n unable to overcome unemployment in a significant way up to the date of
this report, and existinG progrmnmec to offset the effects of unemployment on the
worker and his family are not producing appreciable results. The Group recommends
that the General Assembly call upon the Chilean Government to talce adequate and
effective rneazures in tr~s regard.

(20) Chilean labour legislation wo~ substantially modified by Decree-.
Lau Ho. 2200 of 15 June 1978, ,"hieh Wa" elaborated in its final form and
promulgated without the participation or consultation of trade union leaders or
labour representatives. Instead of the safeguard" for security of employment
preViously in force, this decree-lau prOVides employers lnth significantly
greater poefers to dismiss \lorkers. It also empo\lerO employers to modify ;,orl,
contracts unilaterally and allous them to modify conditions of work on grounds
previously eXCluded. Further, this decree-law also malces unfav~urable changes
in previously established rights of several categories of workers. The Group
recommends that the General Assembly call upon the Chilean Government to restore
to the worl,ers their acquired labour rights and to guarantee the standards of
protection called for l)y international instrumentc in the field.

(21) The situation of the largest indig~nous ethnic group in Chile, the
JJ~puchec, is of deep concern to the Group. Procedures which the present
Government has established concerning the acquisition of title to land by
He.puches fail to tal,e into account their institutions, customs and traditions.
This, combined \Tith a lack of effective technical and financial ~Esistance,

creates conc'itions for the l1apuches to be progressivcl~F dispossessed of their
lands by sociallJ' and economically more powerful groups, thus endangering the
existence of the l1apuchec as an ethnic group. The Group recommends to the
General Assembl~' that it call upon the Chilean Government to take the partiCUlar
cultural ch3racteristicc of thc !"!&puchcs effectively into account in any measures
that affect them, and to adopt the necessary special provisions to guarantee to
the l1apuches their right to O\m land in accordance with their customs and
traditions and the riGht to preeervc their oUltural identity. The Group uill mal,e
further c8t~iled recommendations on this subject to the Commission on Human Rights
at its next session.
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(22) The question of the right to health in Chile is of special concern to
the Group. As a result of the turning over of the health services to private
enterprises and the constant rise in the cost of medicines and medicel cere, the
access to public health services by the poor nnd unemployed sectors of Chilean
society has been reduced. Due in part to the difficult economic situation,
spreading unemployment and the high cost and unsatisfactory distribution of food,
malnutrition remains a serious problem in Chile, affecting especially the
children of the 10l1er income groups. The Group notes that the Government of Chile
has done some good work in the field of combating malnutrition, but it feels that
much remains to be done.

(23) During its visits to the poorer sections of Santiago the Group uas
informed by many persons that people uere living in economic and social conditions
that 'Iere lower than those they had previously enjoyed. The Group feels that
more determined policies must be adopted by the Government of Chile in order to
raise the standard of living of the poorer sectors of society so that they are
enabled to enjoy their full social, economic and cultural rights.

(2~.) I1hile in Chile the Group received information about ,md uas able to
observe the important humanitarian activities aimed at lessening the impact of
the present situation in Chile being carried out by organizations such as the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the Intergovernmental
Committee for European }ligration, the International Hed Cross, the Catholic Church
in Chile through the Vicaria de la Solidaridad and similar organs and the
Foundation of Sociel Assistance of the Christian Church in Chile (FP£IC).

(25) Finally, the Group concludes that ~ts visit to Chile has proved to be
useful and that it is a precedent in carrying out successfully on-the-spot
inquiries by working groups in situations where htunan rights are seriously at
stake. It has shOlm the capacity of the United Notions Secretariat to prOVide
support for this type of activity. The Group wishes to state that the
Government of Chile co-operated uith the (forking Group during its visit to Chile
and that the people of Chile gave the Group a warm welcome.
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XII. ADOPTION OF THE REPORT

780. At the meeting held on 22 September 1978 the present report was unanimously
adopted and signed by the members of the Ad Hoc Working Group.

Ghulam Ali Allana (Pakistan)
Chairman/Rapporteur

Leopo1do Benites (Ecuador)

Abdoulaye Dieye (Senegal)

Felix Ermacora (Austria)

Marian J .T. Kamara (Sierra Leone)
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CCl'Il'USSION ON RlJlIlAN RIGHTS RESOLUTION 8 (XXXI) OF 27 FEBRUARY 1975

study of reported violations of human rights in Chile, with
particular reference to torture and other cruel. inhuman or

degrading treatment or punishment

The Commission on Human Rights,

Keeping in mind the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights,

Recalling its telegram dated 1 March 1974 to the Chilean authorities, taking
into account the appeal made to the Chilean authorities by the Economic and Social
Council in its resolution 1873 (LVI) of 17 l'fay 1974, noting resolution 8 (XXVII) of
the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and protection of Minorities,
allare of the appeals made to the Chilean authorities by the International Labour
Conference at its fifty-ninth session and by the General Conference of
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization at its eighteenth
session and recalling General Assembly resolution 3219 (XXIX), in which an urgent
appeal was made to Chile to restore basic human rights and fundamental freedom,

Noting "'ith serious concern the continuing reports of violations of human
rights in Chile,

Noting further the statements made on item 7 of the agenda of the thirty-first
session of the Commission on Human Rights,

1. Decides that an Ad Hoc \lorking Group of five members of the Commission,
to be appointed in their personal capaoity by the Chairman of thet:ommission on
Human Rights and to operate under his chairmanship, shall inquire into the present
situation of human rights in Chile on the basis of the above-mantioned resolutions
and of a visit to Chile and of oral and written evidence to be gathered from all
relevant sources;

2. Appeals to the Government of Chile to extend its full co-operation to the
ilorking Group in fulfilling its task, including the granting of all necessary
facilities and complete freedom of movement in the country for this purpose;

3. Requires the Ad Hoc Horking Group to report the results of its inquiries
to the Commission on Human Rights at its thirty-second session and to submit a
progress report on its findings to the Secretary-General for inclusion in his
report to the General Assembly at its thirtieth session under General Assembly
resolution 3219 (XXIX); thereafter the Ad Hoc iTorking Group shall cease to exist;

!J Annexes III to LXXXII are original Spanish unless otherwise indicated.
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,
4. Requests the Secretary-General to render to the Ad Hoc l'lorking Group all

the assistance which it might require in its work;

5. Recommends to the Economic and Social Council to make arrangements for the
provision of adequate financial resources and staff for the implementation of the
present resolution;

6. Decides to consider at its thirty-second session as a matter of high
priority the question of the violations of human rights in Chile.
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Annex II

CC!'lMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS RESOLUTION 12 (JOOCIV) OF 6 MARCH 1978

Study of reported violations of human rights in Chile. with
particular reference to torture and other cruel. inhuman or

degrading treatment or punishment

The Commission on Human Rights,

Conscious of its responsibility to promote and encourage respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms for all,

Reca11inl': that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights solemnly declares that
everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person and the right not to
be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile, or to torture or cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment,

Recalling the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected
to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, unanimously
adopted by the General Assembly in its resolution 3452 (JOOC),

Further recalling General Assembly resolutions 3219 (XXIX), 3448 (JOOC),
31/124 and 327118 concerning the protection of human rights in Chile, .

Considering its resolutions 8 (JOOCI), by which an Ad Hoc \1orking Group to
inquire into the situation of human rights in Chile was established, and
9 (XXXIII), by which the mandate of the Ad Hoc ,lorking Group was extended,

Having considered the report of the Ad Hoc ,lorking Group (E/CN.4/l266), the
observations and documents submitted by the Chilean authorities (E/CN.4/1290 and
E/CN.4/L.1377 and Add.l), the report of the Secretary-General (E/CN.4/1268 and
Add.l) and the progress report prepared by the Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on
the consequences for human rights in Chile of the various forms of aid extended to
the Chilean authorities (E/CN.4/1267),

Taking note of the "Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Chile" of
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights,

Ackno\;leClging recent developments which, according to the report of the
Ad Hoc \lorking Group, indicate a decrease in the number of political prisoners, of
reported cases of torture and of detainees under the state of siege and which are
mainly attributable to the efforts of the Chilean people and of the international
community,

Concluding that flagrant violations of human rights nevertheless continue to
take place in Chile, in some cases systenatic and institutionalized, and noting
in particular the absence of constitutional safeguards for human rights and the
continuation of the state of siege with its limitations of fundamental freedoms,
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1. Shares the rofound indignation expressed by the General Assembly in its
resolution 32 118 that the Chilean people continue to be subjected to constant and
flagrant violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms, to lack adequate
constitutional and judicial safeguards of their rights and liberties and to suffer
assaults on the freedom and integrity of their persons, in particular by methods of
intimidation, including torture, disappearance of persons for political reasons and
the refusal to adequately acc~unt for about one thousand missing detainees,
limitations on freedom of expression, the suspension of political activity, the
systematic campaign against suspeoted opponents of the regime, against trade
unionists and against the humanitarian activities of the Roman Catholic Church,
infringement of the right to a nationality and the right to return to one's country,
arbitrary arrest, detention and exile;

2. Vieus uith particular concern and indignation the continued refusal of
the Chilean authorities to accept responsibility or account for the large number
of persons uho have disappeared and uhose disappearance is sho'ffi by the available
evidence to be attributable to political reasons;

3. Demands that the Chilean authorities clarify forthuith the fate of the
numerous persons who have thus disappeared in Chile;

4. Expresses its grave concern at the new measures taken recently by the
Government of Chile in order to suppress any political opposition in the country;

5. Deeply deplores the destruction of democratic institutions and of
constitutional safeguards formerly enjoyed by the Chilean people;

6. Calls once again upon the Chilean authorities to restore and safeguard,
uithout delay, basic human rights and fundamental freedoms and fully to respect the
provisions of the international instruments to uhich Chile is a party;

7. Considers that the plebiscite recently arranged by the Chilean authorities,
follouing the adoption of General Assembly resolution 32/118, was an exercise
lacking relevance as a reliable guide to the state of human rights in Chile and to
the views of the Chilean people in this respect;

8. Expresses its appreciation to international organizations, Governments,
non-governmental organizations, private individuals and all those members of
national and international society who werk for the restoration of human rights in
Chile and uho, both from uithin and from outside Chile, provide humanitarian
assistance and relief to victims of violations of human rights in that country;

9- Commends once again the Chairman and the members of the Ad Hoc \Jorking
Group for the objective and impartial manner in which they have fulfilled their
mandate and for the thorough and accurate reports they have prepared, despite the
persistent refusal of the Chilean authorities to permit the Group to visit the
country in accordance with the prior international commitment given by Chile;
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10. Extends for one year the mandate of the present Ad Hoc ,lorking Group,
made up of the following members, to work as experts in their personal capacity:
Hr. Ghulam Ali Allana (Pakistan), Chaixman-Rapporteur, Mr. 1eopoldo Benites
(Ecuador), Mr. Felix Ermacora (Austria), f1r. Abdoulaye Dieye (senegal) and

Mrs. M.J.T. Kamara (Sie=a Leone), and requests it to report to the General AssemblJ'
at its thirty-third session and to the Commission on Human Rights at its
thirty-fifth session with such additional information as may be necessary;

11. Calls once again upon the Chilean authorities to admit the Ad Hoc
\lorking Group into Chile, thereby contributing to an impartial examination of the
human rights situation in the country;

12. Requests the Secretary-General to render to the Ad Hoc Working Group all
the assistance which it may require in its work;

13. llelcomes the decision by the SUb-Gommission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities in its resolution 11 (XXX) to undertake
a study on the consequences of the various forms of aid extended to the Chilean
authorities and the subsequent initiation of the study by a specially appointed
Rapporteur and invites the Rapporteur to present his report to the Sub-Gommission
at its thirty-first session, and further instructs the Sub-Commission to transmit
this report to the General Assembly at its thirty-third session;

14. Recommends to the Economic and Social Council that it make arrangements
for the provision of adequate financial resources and staff for the implementation
of the present resolution;

15. Decides to coneider at its thirty-fifth session as a matter of high
priority the question of the violation of human rights in Chile.
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IETTER DATED 21 MARCH 1978 FRCN. THE D:mECTOR OF THE
DIVISION OF HlllIJAN RIGHTS ADDRESSED TO THE PERl1A:NEllT REPRESENTATIVE

OF CHIIE TO THE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT GENEVA

[Original: English]

I have the honour to refer to resolution 12 (XXXIV) adopted by the
Commission on Human Rights on 6 March 1977, a copy of which is attached hereto •

In paragraph 10 of its resolution, the Commission extends for one year the
mandate of the Ad Hoc ~lorking Group on Chile and requests it to report to the
General Assembly at its thirty-third session and to the Commission on Human
Rights at its thirty-fifth session with such additional information as may be
necessary. In paragraph 11, the Commission calls once again upon the Chilean
authorities to admit the Ad Hoc lforking Group into Chile, thereby contributing
to an impartial investigation of the human rights situation in that country.

Mr. Ghulam Ali Allan:t, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Horking Group, who is at this
time in Karachi, requested me to inform Your Excellency's Government that the
Group plans to meet for a period of one to two weeks during the second half of
May 1978 to decide on its programme of ;lOrk in implementation of its mandate.

In this perspective, Mr. Allana has asked me to enquire as to whether
Your Excellency's Government would wish to send representatives to confer and
discuss relevant matters ;lith the Group during its meetings in May. In this
connexion I would like to refer to the statement made by Mr. Allana at the
1458th meeting of the Commission on Human Rights, in particular the part
reflected in paragraphs 46 and 47 of the summary record of that meeting. An
early reply of Your Excellency's Government would be most appreciated.

Accept, Sir, etc.

(Signed) Theo C. VAN BOVEN
Director
Division of Human Rights
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IETTER DATED 17 APRIL 1978 FRGM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF CHIIE TO THE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT GENEVA ADDRESSED TO

THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF HUHAN RIGHTS

In reply to your letter of 21 March 1978, I am pleased to inform you that the
Government of Chile will be sending representatives to the meeting of the Ad Hoc
\lorking Group.

On that occasion we hope to discuss all the outstanding matters with the
\lorking Group.

Accept, Sir, etc.

(Signed) 11anuel TRUCCO
Ambassador

Permanent Representative
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IETTER DATED 26 MAY 1978 FRCM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
AD HOC vJORKnlG GROUP ADDRESSED TO TIlE

PEBM.AllENT REPRESENTATIVE OF CHIIE TO THE UNITED NATIONS

[Original: English]

On behalf of the Ad Hoc \'lorking Group established under resolution 8 (:xxx)
of the Commission on Human Rights to inquire into the situation of human rights
in Chile, I have the honour to transmit to Your Excellency the attached
memorandum which, on the basis of the mandate of the Group, constitutes the
agreement between the Group and the Representatives of the Government of Chile
regarding the visit of the Group to Chile for a period of two weeks for an
on the spot enquiry.

I would appreciate receiving the communication from Your Excellency's
Government acknowledging this letter and the attached memorandum. This letter,
together with the communication from Your Excellency's Government will
constitute an agreement regarding the visit of the Group to Chile.

Accept, Sir, etc.

(Signed) Ghulam Ali ALLANA
Chairman

Ad Hoc vJorking Group to inquire
into the situation of human rights in Chile
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LETTER DATED 30 .JlJm: 1978 FRCM THE PERl'lAl'lENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF CHILE TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE

CHA:mMAN OF THE AD HOC 1ilaRKING GROUP

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 26 May 1978,
conveyed to me on 8 June 1978 by Mr. \villiam B. Buffum, Under-Secretary-General
for Political and General Assembly Affairs.

It is my Government's understanding that you:r' letter, the annexed memorandum
and the present letter constitute the agreement concerning the Group's visit to
Chile.

Accept, Sir, etc.

(Si£ned) Sergio DIEZ URZUA
Ambassador

Permanent Representative
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Annex VII

MEMORANDUM DATED 26 MAY 1978

[Ori€inal: En€lish]

1. This memorandum reflects the exchaI1€es hetween the Ad Hoc ~Iorking Group and
representatives of the Government of Chile at the meetings held in New Yorl: from
22 to 26 May 1978.

A. Visit of the Ad Hoc ~lorking Group to Chile

2. The representatives of the Government of Chile informed the Group that
oonditions now existed whioh enabled the Government to agree to a visit by the
Group to Chile in fulfilment of the Group's mandate. The Group recognized the
unprecedented nature of the visit it would undertake to Chile and the Group
expressed its determination to fulfil its mandate in an objeotive and impartial
manner and, within the terms of its mandate, to take steps to that end in
co-operation with the Government of Chile. Taking into consideration the
Government's wish that the Visit take place in the near future and the need .for
adequate preparation it was agreed that the visit would begin on or about
12 July 1978 for an effective duration of two weeks, which the Group determined to
be the minimum time necessary to carrying out adequately the visit as part of its
mandate.

B. Facilities to be enjoyed by the Group during the Visit

3. It was ag:reed that the Group would enjoy the following facilities during the
visit which are necessary to the carrying out of its mandate:

(a) Freedom of movement

The members of the Group and the accompanying Secretariat staff will enjoy
freedom of movement throughout the country.

(b) Freedom of investigation

The Group, its members and the accompanying Secretariat staff will have accees
to prisons, places of detention and interrogation centres, will be able to interview
freely and privately persons, groups and representatives of entities and
institutions and will have access tc pertinent files and other documents or
materials which it considers necessary to its inquiry. The Government will provide
members of the Group and the Secretariat staff ,·/ith official identity doouments
stipulating the above. The representatives of the Government of Chile noted that
access to places, persons and files, documents or other materials under the
jurisdiction of the judicial authorities is subject to the authorization of the
competent officials and that access to places connected with national security is
similarly subject to the authorization of the competent officials. The
representatives of the Government of Chile undertook to make the necossary
arrangements with the appropriate authorities prior to and during the visit to
ensure the Group's freedom of investigation. Visits or interviews with private
persons or institutions \/ould take place with due respect for the normal rights
of said persons or institutions.
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C. Assurances given by the Government of Chile in connexion with the visit

4. The representatives of the Government of Chile assured the Group that no person
who had been in contact with the Group would for that reason be subjected to
coercion, sanctions, punishment or judicial proceedings. The Group attaches
particular importance to these guarantees.

5. The representatives of the Government of Chile assured the Group that the
required measures will be taken to ensure the privacy and unimpaired conduct of the
activities of the Group and the security cf the members of the Group, the
Secretariat staff and the Group's records and documents while in Chile.

6. The freedoms and assurances mentioned in para<!rapha 3, 4 and 5 would be
officially communicated to the Group jn writing by the Government of Chile.

D. Basic rules of procedure

1. The Group reiterated that it could not diminish or depart from its terms of
reference as determined by the Connnission on Human Rights and the General Assembly
nor could it delegate or renounce its sole responsibility for the interpretation of
its mandate. Paragraphs 8 through 14 reflect the Group's understanding of certain
aspects of its mandate.

8. The Group was of the op:uuon that its future reports to the Commission on
Human Rights and the General Assembly should cover the situation of human rights in
Chile from the most recent extension of its mandate, it being understood that the
substanoe and conolusions of prior reports would in no way be affected, in part or
in whole. Cases and situations already mentioned in previous reports which
continued to exist could be studied and reported on by the Group in fulfilment of
its mandate.

9. Meetings and hearings of witnesses would, as provided for in rules 5 and 16
of the Group's rules of procedure, be held in camera.

E. Exohange of information between the Group and the Government

10. In order to facilitate collaboration bet~reen the Group and the Government of
Chile the Group would communicate to the representatives of the Government of Chile
in the measure possible the Group's views on areas of its concern relating to the
situation of human rights in that country. The Group would also oommunicate to the
Government of Chile information on testimonies, individual cases or events of
concern to the Group relating to the situation of human rights in Chile insofar as
such transmission of infonnation is consistent with the Group's mandate and the
Group's obligations to persons supplying information or mentioned therein. This
would be done with a view to enabling the Government to submit infonnation and
views on these matters.

11. These exchanges would take place during and after the Group's visit and for
this purpose a special meeting for two days between the Group and the Government
would take plaoe after the end of the visit. During the visit contacts with the
liaison officer(s) in this regard would be maintained as appropriate. Information
or views from the Government of Chile will be taken into consideration by the Group
in the preparation of its report and included therein as appropriate.
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12. In connexion with the contents of the substantive areas of the C.roup's report
on which the Government of Chile had not previously had the occasion to submit its
information or its vie~]s, the Group would make knmm to the Government the
substantive contents of such areas before the fi.nal adoption of its repor-o.
Information and vie11S of the Government in this regard would be taken into
consideration by the Group and, as appropriate, includei in its report. The Group
agreed that it would annex to its report the observations of the Government,
provided they l1ere received prior to the end of the Group's meetings at which it
adopts its report. Should they be received after such meetings they would be
brought out in an addendum to the document containing the Group's report.

F. Information and evidence

13. The Group Hill continue to carefUlly weigh the evidentiary value of all the
information it receives tllicing into consideration, inter alia, the character of the
source of the information, its direct and reliable nature, the potential
motivations of the source and the concordant nature of other information. The
Group is aware that in taking these factors into consideration certain information
or eVidence, in some cases that from official sources, both national and
international, may, in given circumstances, have greater probative value than other
information or evidence and that such be reflected in the findings of the Group.
The Group is also aware that in relation tc oertain matters, for example economic,
social and cultural rights, official documents, reports and studies may, if on the
point, be relevant but not to the exclusion of other evidence. The Group will tllice
into consideration the relevant information and conclusions arrived at by the
specialized agencies and other international bodies on matters within their
respective competence.

14. The Group wishes to point out that the nature of its mandate and the taffic it is
required to perform requires that it be responsible for the final decisions of the
probative value of information and evidence in light of all the relevant
circumstance s.

15. In connexion with its visit to Chile the Group will transmit to the Government
of Chile an indicative but not e~haustive list of persons and representatives of
institutions the Group may wish to intervie,-/ and the places and institutions it may
wish to visit to enable the Government to take those steps necessary to facilitate
the visit. In the exercise of its freedom of movement and investigatiun the Group
1<lill itself definitively decide on its programme and the persons it will intervieu
and the places it will visit.

G. Liaison with the Group

16. The Government of Chile undertakes to appoint one or more liaison officers
for the preparation of the Group's visit and for assisting and facilitating the
visit of the Group.
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H. Privileges and immunities of the members of the Group and Secreta:riat staff

17. The Government of Chile agreed that the members of the Group and the
Secretariat staff would enjoy, in addition to the privileges and immunities to
which they are entitled by virtue of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations, full diplomatic privileges and immunities.
This will be confirmed in writing by the Government of Chile.

I. Announcement of the re suIts of the present meetings

18. The Group would make a public announcement of the results of the present
meetings when agreement is reached on a visit to Chile. The representatives of
the Government v/ould be consulted on the pre ss release.
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PRESS STATE/lENT BY TRill CHAIRWili OF TRill
AD HOC 1;/ORKING GROUP DATED 9 JUNE 1978

Press Release HR/613 of 9 June 1978

[Original: English]

The follo~Ting statement was released today by the Chainnan of the Ad Hoc
Uor!cing Group established by the Commission on Human Rights to enquire into the
situation of human rights in Chile:

"The Ad Hoc \'Jorking Group on Chile met in New York from 18 to 26 Nay 1978.
On the invitation of the Group, representatives of the GoVernment of Chile,
Ambassador S. Diez, Ambassador M. Schweitzer and Hr. O. Errazuriz had several
meetings with the Group. The Group stated that in fulfilment of its mandate
it desired to visit Chile during the course of this year. Representatives of
the Government of Chile expressed that their Government welcomes such a visit and
would do everything possible to enable the Working Group to carry out a study of
the situation of human rights in Chile. The date of the visit of the 1;/orking Group
would be fixed by mutual consultation and consensus among the Group and the
Government of Chile.

"The Ad Hoc .vorldng Group consists of five members acting in their personal
capacity as experts. They are Ghulam Ali Allana (Pakistan), Chairman/Rapporteur
(former Chainnan of the Commission on Human nights); Ambassador Leopoldo Benites
(Ecuador), former President of the General Assembly; Abdoulaye Dieye, a justice of
the Supreme Court of Senegal; Professor Felix Ermaoora, former Chairman of the
Commission on Human Rights and a member of the Austrian Parliament; and
lirs. M.J.T. Kamara, a social worker from Sierra Leone."
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Annex IX

PRESS STATErlENT BY THE CHAIRl'lAN OF THE
AD HOC \lORKING GROUP DATED 3 AUGUST 1978

Press Release HR/1662 of 3 August 1978

[Original: English]

Following is the text of a press statement issued today at Headquarters by
Ghulam Ali Allana (Pa1<istan), Chairman of the United Nations Ad Hoc \lorking Group
to inquire into the situation of human rights in Chile:

It will be recalled that the President of Chile postponed the visit of the
,lorking Group to Chile in July 1975, while the members of the Group were already
in Lima on their way to Santiago, saying that it would have to take place at a
more propitious time.

The General Assembly and the Commission on Human Rights have on all occasions
stressed in their resolutions that the 1:lorking Group should continue to investigate
the situation of human rights in Chile, in particular through a visit to that
country. Since then, the visit of the Group to Chile has been a matter of
discussion between the 1Jorking Group and the representatives of the Government of
Chile.

The Government of Chile were firm in their stand that they would not accept
the visit of the Group as a whole, but only of some members of the Group, to be
selected jointly by the Group and the Government of Chile. The Group on its :part
could not accept this position, as it would have been oontrary to the terms of its
mandate received from the General Assembly and the Commission on Human Rights.

In the meantime, the Group had submitted three reports to the General Assembly
and three to the Commission on Human Rights, which had been adopted by both by
overwhelming majorities. But the question of the visit of the Group to Chile had
reached an impasse, )ltich defied being re solved.

In view of this, when the Commission on Human Rights met in February this
year in Geneva, and I had introduced the report of the Group, I found that the
Government of Chile was in no mood to abide by its previous solemn commitment to
allow the Group to visit Chile to carry on its on-the-spot investigation. I was
anxious that this part of our mandate should be fulfilled, so that the moral
prestige of the United Nations could be firmly established in carrying on,
investigations of this nature.

I therefore evolved a plan in my mind to resolve this difficult deadlock. The
essence of this plan 'Nas that the Government of Chile should reiterate that it
woulr allow the Group as a whole to visit Chile, without putting any conditions of
restrictions. If this were to be done, the Government of Chile would be informed
that I ;10uld voluntarily abstain from accompanying the Group on its visit to Chile.
The formula was subsequently pursued with the Government of Chile, who ultimately
agreed to it.
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Therefore, uhen the Uorlring Group met in Ne,! York in Hay 1973, I formally
informed the whole Group about the voluntary offer that I had made, ,!hich had made
it possible for the Government of Chile to accept my proposal. I also said that if
the Group "as of the vieu that my propoGul was not worth abiding by, I would
\lithdrm. it and we "ould then return to the status guo ante. I am glad that all
the members of the Group not only appreciated the merits of my proposal, but also
the spirit in which I had rrade it. This is reflected in the press statements made
by the Uorkine Group in Chile.

As a result of this, uhen the representatives of the Government of Chile
attended the meetings of the \lorking Group, we exchanged viells on the duration,
the timing and the modalities of \lork by the Group in Chile. The two sides came
to mutually agreed deoisions.

In one of the closed meetings of the Group, I expressed my complete confidence
in my four colleagues, who, I said, were persons of great stature, who could be
depended upon to carry cut their task objectively and impartially. I wished them
the fullest measure of success in our objective, which is speedy restoration of
human rights in Chile.

I have nO\'. joined them in ~few York, after their return from Chile, in crder
to evaluate the work done by the Group in Chile and to draw up our conclusions,
"hich uould be incvrpor2.ted in our next report to be submitted for consideration
by the General Assembly towards the end of this year.
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PRESS STATEI''lENT BY THE AD I!9C \loruCING GROUP
DATED 12 JULY 1978

Press Release HR/l633 of 12 July 1978

[Original: English]

The following statement by the Ad Hoc Working Group established by the
Commission on Human Rights to inquire into the situation of human rights in Chile
was made on the Group's arrival in Santiago today:

During meetings bet\1een the Ad Hoc 'ilorking Group on Chile and representatives
of the Government of Chile held in New YOl'k in 11ay of this year an agreement was
reached between the Group and the representatives of the Government of Chile
concerning a visit by the Group to Chile. This is reflected in the Group's
statement issued by its Chairman, Ghulam Ali Allana, dated 9 June 1978. The dates
of the Group's visit, as fixed by mutual consultation and consensus among the Group
and the Government, are 12 to 26 July 1970.

The Ad Hoc \lorking Group was established by the Commission on Human Rights in
resolution 8 (XXXI) of 27 February 2975 to inquire into the present situation of
human rights in Chi2e on the basis of resolutions of United Nations bodies and of a
visit to Chi2e and of ora2 and written evidence to be gathered from all relevant
sources. The Group has always indicated its readiness to visit Chile to undertake
a study of the human rights situation in that country and it welcomes the agreement
of the Government to the visit. The Group recognizes the important nature of its
visit and it will carry out its mandate, as before, in an objective and impartial
manner. During its visit to Chile the Group will be gathering information for the
report to be submitted to the next session of the General Assembly.

The Government of Chile has given the Group assurances concerning the Group's
full freedom of movement and freedom of investigation while in Chile and the
Government has stated that "no person who has been in contact vTith the Group ,rould
for that reason be subjected to coercion, sanctions, punishment or judicial
proceedings" •

The offices of the Group have been established at the Latin .American
Demographic Centre, Calle Alonso de Cordova 3107, Vitacura, Santiago, where the
Group will hold meetings. The Group also plans to visit other cities and places
in Chile.

The Ad Hoc ,forking Group consists of five members acting in their persona2
capacity as experts. They are Ghulam Ali Allana (Paldstan), Chairmanjnapporteur
(former Chairman of the Commission on Human Rights); Ambassador Leopoldo Benites
(Ecuador), former President of the General Assembly; Abdoulaye Ilieye, a justice of
the Supreme Court of Senegal; Professor Felix Ermacora, former Chairman L·f the
Commission on Human Rights and a member of the Austrian Parliament; and
lIrs. J1. J. T. Kamara, a social \/orker from Sie=a Leone. Ur. Allarla will not
participate in the visit to Chile for personal reasons which the Group shares.
lIr. Benites is unable to participate for health reasons.
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Annex XI

PP.ESS STATEMJ1'NT BY THE AD HOC vIQRKIl'TG GROUP
DAT'D'D 27 J1lLY 1978

[Original; EnglishJ
The follo~ling statement by the Ad Hoc 1iorkiI1€ Group established by the

Commission on Human Rights to inquire into the situation of human rights in Chile
~las made on the Group's departure from Santia.eo today:

"The Ad Hoc \'lorking Group on Chile (;ompleted today the visit to Chile which it
had begun on 12 July 1978. The purpose of this visit was to gather oral and
written evidence from all relevant sources en the present situation of human
rights in Chile with a view to the report to be submitted by the Group to the
next session of the General Assembly. The members of the Group participating
in this visit "ere Abdoulaye Dieye, FeUx Ermacora and Hrs. H.J.T. Kamara.

"During its stay in Chile and in carrying out its mandate, the Group met ,·lith
the President of the Republic, rnGmbers of the Government Junta, officials of
the Government, members of the Judioiary, >li th representative s of
institutions and religious organizations in Chile and >lith persons important
in Chilean national life. The Group also heard testimony from private
individuals and received numerous >lritten communication~ including petitions
and letters coming from many sectors of the Chilean popUlation and from many
parts of the country. As part of its activities in Chile the Group travelled
to Valparaiso, visited communities in the suburbs of Santiago and prisons in
Valparaiso and Santiago.

"The Group's visit to ChilG was most informative and it has collected important
elements for its report to the General Assembly. The Group wishes to thank
the Government of Chile for its co-operation and for the freedom of movemGnt
and freedom of investi[!ation it enjoyed during its visit. The Group also
~lishes to thank those institutions and individuals >lhose co-operation
contributed to the Visit.

"The Group officially informed those persons contacting the Group of the
assurances of the Government of Chile that 'no person who has been in contact
with the Group would for that reason be gubjected to coercion, sanctions,
punishment or judioial proceedings'.

"The Group >lill now travel to Ne>l York ~Ihere it ~lill hold a one->leek series of
meetings. It ~lill then meet in Geneva during the month of September to draft
its report to the Assembly.

"The Ad HoS Vforking Group consists of five members serving in their personal
capacity as experts. They are Ghulam Ali Allana (Pakistan), Chairmm,jRapporteur
(former Chairman of the Commission on Human Rights); Fcmbassador Leopolio
Benites (Ecuador), former President of the General Assembly; Abdoulaye Dieye,
a justice of the Supreme Court of Senegal; Frofessor Felix Ermacora, former
Chairman of the Commission on Human Rights and a member of the Austrian
Parliament; and lIrs. II.J.T. ICamara, a social ,<orker from Sierra Leone.
Mr. Allana did not participate in the visit to Chile for personal reasons
"hioh the Group shares. llr. Benites "as unable to participate for health
reasons. 11
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Annex XII

PROGRAMME OF THE GROUP I S VISIT TO CHILE

12 to 27 -':'uly 1978

Wednesd5y, 12 July 1978

Morning Arrival of Group in Santiago. Welcomed
Ambassadors S. Diez and M. Schweitzer.
press conference by acting Chairman.

by
Airport

Ai'ternoon Meeting of Group at Latin American Demographic Center
(GELADE) to discuss programme of work.

Meeting with representatives of the Government of Chile,
Ambassadors S. Diez and M. Schweitzer to discuss certain
of the official aspects of the programme of work.

Thursd",y, 13 July 1978

Morning

Ai'ternoon

FridaY, 11 JUly 1978

MorniIl/l

Evening

Protocol visit by Group to the Minister of Foreign
Ai'fairs, Mr. H. Cubillos and to the Minister of the
Interior, Mr. S. Fernandez.

Protocol visit by Group to the President of the Republic,
H.E. Augusto Pinochet Ugarte and to members of the
Government Junta, Admiral J. Toribio Merino; and
Carabineros General C. Mendoza Duran. Air Force General
G. Leigh Guzman being absent from Santiago, the Group
met with his representative Air Force General Martini Lema.

Meeting of Group to discuss programme of activities.

Protocol visit by Group to the President of the Supreme
Court, Mr. Israel Borquez and the former Presidents of
the Supreme Court and actual judges of the Supreme Court
Mr. Jose M. Eyz8€Uirre and Mr. Enrique Urrutia.

Meeting of Group with Mr. Osvaldo Iturri,,€a, Comptroller
General of the Republic and Mr. Miguel Solar, Assistant
Comptroller-General.

Meeting of Group at CELADE.
Representatives of the Association of Family Members of
Missing Detainees and a witness in an individual case
provided information to the Group.

Visit by the Group to His Eminence Cardinal RaUl Silva
Henriquez.
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Sat'uda.'!. 1 ~ July 1978

Afterncon

Sunday. 16 July 1978

!'Jorning

Afternoon

}!onday, 17 July 1978

!'Jorning

Afternoon

Evening'

Visit by the Group to the Viearia de la Solidaridad
during which information was provided on the Viearia's
programmes.

Members of the Group attended religious services in
churches in a poor suburb of Santiago. AfteT\/ards they
met Iri th persons \rishing to provi,1,e inforraation and
visited a workshop for the unemployed.

Meeting of Group at CELllDE. Group heard testimony from
individuals on recent oases of arrest and detention and on
the case of a missing person.

Meeting of Group with TIirector of the National Information
Agency (CUI) General Odh'llier Mena at the Headquarters of
the CUI.

Visit by the Group to the Vicaria de la Solidaridad for
further inf'ormation on the Vicaria 's programmos.

Meeting of the Group during which it heard testimony on a
recont Case of arrost and detention.

Meetint' of the Group to discuss its programme of work.

Meeting of the Group with Ambassadors TIiez and Schweitzer
concornil1;3 the Group1s programme of llork.

Tuesday, 18 July 1978

!'Jorning

Afternoon

Vieit of the Group to "Villa Grimaldi".

Visit of the Group to Santiago Penitentiary: !'Jeetings
with political prisoners and the authorities of the
penitentiary.

l1eeting of the Group at CELllDE. Testimony concerning
recent cases of arrest and detention and cases of missing
persons ..

Wednesd~y, 19 July 1978

l'!orning l1eeting of the Group e-t CELfJlE. Testimony concerning
eases of missing persons.

Visit of the Group to former President of Chile,
!'Jr. JorgD Alessandri.



Afternoon

Evening-

Thursday, 20 July 1978

Morning

Afternoon

Friday, 21 July 1978

Morning

li.fternoon

li.fternoon
Evening

Saturday, 22 July 1978
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Visit of the Group to the National Planning Office
(ODEPLAN), Meoting with the Director [md Minister
of National Planning, Mr. Roberto Kelly, Meeting with
Professor F. Monckeberg, Direotor of the Nutrition
Institute.

Meeting of Group at CELADE. Testimony concerning
missing persons and cases of executions.

Meeting of Group at CELADE to disouss programme of work
and prepare meetings.

Visit by the Group to former President of Chile,
Mr. Eduardo Frei,

Meeting of the Group with thc Minister of the Interior,
Mr. Sergio Fernandez and the Vioe-Minister,
Mr. Enrique Montero.

Visit of the Group to the Vioaria de la Pastoral Obrora.
Information on the trade union situation,

Visit of the Group to former President of Chile,
Mr. Gabriel Gonzalez Videla.

Visi t of the Group to a "Comedor" (peoples I meals centre),
a Medical Cent~e for the Poor and a workshop for the
unemployed.

Meeti!l{j' of the Group at CEIJJ)E. Testimony from trade
union leaders on the trade union situation in Chile.

Visit by the Group to Valparaiso

Morning

Afternoon 
Evening

Visit of the Group to tho Bishop of Valparaiso,
Monsignor Emilio Tnglo.

Mooting of the Group at the Parish of Vifia dol Mar.
Testimony concerning oases of missing porsons and the
employmcnt and trade union situation.

Visit of the Group to the Jail of Valparaiso. Meeting
with political prisoners.

Visit by the acting Cheirman of the Group and the Director
of the Division of Human Rights to the Prefect of the
Region [Intendente] AdmirE~ Tronooso Daroch.
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Sund"J. 23 July 1978

Afternoon
Evening

Mondcy, 24 July 1978

Morning'

:.rtornoon

Evening

Tuesd[w. 25 July 1978

Mornin,..

1.ftornoon
Evening

11eeting of tho Group o.t CELlJlE. T0stimony on the Amnesty
of 19 April 1978; exile; the return of persons to Chile;
edueation; recent cnses of arrest o.nd detention.

Visit of the Group to the President of the Supremo Court,
Mr. Isreel B6rquez.

Visit of the Group to the President of the Snntiago Court
of Appenls, Mr. 11ldo eunsto.vino und Court of Appeal s Judges
Hernnn Cerecedo., Sergio Dunlop and Mnrio. O'Neill G6mez.

Visit of tho Group to the Minister of Justice,
Miss M6nic~ M~dariaga.

Neeting of the Group d CELI.:DE te prepare future meetings.

Visit of the Group to the Minister of the Interior,
~tt. Sergio Fernnndez.

Meeting of Acting Cho.irman with the Association of Rolatives
of Missing Detainees. Testimony on cases of missing persons.

Meeting of Group o.t CELI.:DE. Testimony on the health
situo.tion and infor~ction on the activities of the
Intergover~ental Committee for European Migration.

Wednesd~y. 26 July 1978

Morning

i.rternoon

Evoning

Meating of Group at CE~E with AmbE'.ssadors Diez and
Schweitzer concerning certain aspects of the Group's
pregramme of work and the eo-operation between the Group
and tho Government.

Meoting of Group nt CEIJ.:DE. InforIDo.tion on situation in
Concepcion, on economic issues and on froedom of information.

Meetin@" of Group o.t CEU.:DE. Testimony on various lagal
questions.

Meeting of tho Group at CEIJ.DE. Information from members of
the Council of Pastors of the Protestant Churches in Chile.
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ThUTsday. 27 July 1978

Morning

lU'ternoon

Eveninl!"

Visit of the Group to the Paula Juraquemada Centre for
Children (Centro para ;Ufios Paula Juraquemada), a Work
Centre for workers under the Minimum Employment Programmo
(PEM) , un establishment of the Mothers Centres (Casa de
Centros de Madres) and a child nutrition centre of the
Cerporation for Child Nutrition (CONIN) (Corporacion pur:,
la Nutricion Infantil) in the Santiago suburb of Renca.

Visit of the Group to the Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Cubillos.

Departure of the Group for New York.
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LETTER DJ.'I.'E[) 28 JULY 1978 FRCM THE PERMANENT REPIlESENTl.TlVE
OF CHILE TO THE UNITED NATIONS lJ)DRESSED TO THE CILURMl.N OF

THE :Jl HOC WORKING GROUP

In view of the Working Group's interest in visiting the institution known c.s
Colonin Dignidnd, ns suggested by tho Government of Chile, n request to thnt
effed wc.s mildc to the representilti vcs of the institution.

Thc following reply wc.s received:

1. The Bo"-rd of Directors of the institution convencd the Assembly to discuss
thG mnttor.

The Assembly, after discussing the matter at two meetings, agroed, with only
six abstentions and no negiltive votes, to invite Mr. Abdulnye Dieye,
Mr. Fclix Ermacor~, Mrs. Marinnnc Knmara cnd their ascorts, as well QS

lunbassc.dors Sergio DiGZ nnd Miguol Schweitzer Wc.lters, to visit the pre8isos
of the corporiltion, whieh "re locilted in PnxrQl.

3. The Assombly stated that the above-montioned persons would bo invited in
their porsonal eapQcity to pay a private visit outside the hours in which thoy
noroally conductod their mission.

~. Thc Assembly was opposed to the idea thc.t a human rights cotillission should
undcrtQko an invGstigation on tha promises of the institution, since nn act of
that kind w0uld plc.ce ell its members in a humiliating position vis-a-vis the
intarnation21 orgunizGtions4

5. The comc.unication from Colonia Dignidc.d concludod with "- statement to the
effect thnt, if the visit could not tako placo in tho mannor suggostod, the Board
of Directors of tho Colonic. would bo ploc.sod to invitc the members of the ,brking
Group to dino in Santiago, togother with l~bassadors Diez and Schweitzor, in ordor
to provide them with Gll the information required, which might to some extent servo
as a replncement for the visit if the members of the Working Group found themselves
unablo to undertake it.

This is the decision trukon by Colonia Dignidad with regard to the request
addressed to it by the Governnent through the Intendant of Parral with G view to
ebtQining perr.lission for the COmfJission of the Ad Hoc Working Group to visit the
preQises of Colonia Dignidad in the town of Parral.

Wo bring these facts to your Qttention for whatever purposo you Q~ deem
nccossc.ry Gild so that tho Qppropriato deCisions Q(1y bG taken on the mc.tter.

ACc~pt, Sir, otc~

(Signed) Sergio DIEZ URZUA
"IImbassador

PerGlonent Representative of Chile
t~ the United NGtions
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QUESTIONS SENT BY THE ]J) HOC WORKING GROUP
TO GENElUL CONTRERAS ON 19 SEPTEMBER 1978

1. Length of tine the General w~s the Chief of the DINA? Dates?

2. W~s he the head of the DINA until its dissolution?

3. W11y was he removed from active service as General?

4. From whom did ho receivo ordors directly in connexion with his work as the
Chief of the DIN./..?

5. Can he nMe S08e impurtant persons who were working under him and who wore
responsible for carrying out his orders?

6. Cnn he provide ~ list of persons previously working for DINA?

7. MQUner in which DIN.!.. personnel was recruited?

8. Whd was the legal status of the persons working for the DIN].?

9. Did they enjoy legal immunities?

10. Were they obliged to follow the orders given by judicial authorities?

11. System used by DINA in (~) obtaining authorization for arrosts?

(b) recording the actual arrests?

(c) recording the ontry and exit of plaees of detention?

12. When he left the DINA did those files still exist and what was done with them?
Is it true that these files were destroyed by DIN.!..?

13. W1l~t were the places used by DINA to qucstion persons end/or detain them for
questioning?

14. Did the DINA report all Casos of arrest end dctention to the Ministry of the
Interior?

15. Which m~bers of the Junt~ and which members of the Government were informed
regularly of the activities of the DIN./.., including arrest, detention end the
methods of work?

16. Can he tell what he knows about the plot to get Mr. Orlendo Letelior
Durdurod?
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MEMORLNDUH Dl.TED 2 LUGUST 1978 REQUESTING
INFORM..~TION FROH THE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE

[Original: English]

1. Colonia Dignidnd

f~bnssndor Diez proDised a written responso to Group's requcst to visit.

2. Hissing Persons

Group awaits letter prouised by GovernDent on ~etions to locate uissing
parsons ..

Request copy of uost recont docrec-law on uissing persons (27 July 1978).

The Group aSked the Hinistry of tho Interi<'r if there was any objoction to
the publication in the ChileGn pross of the list of uissing persons of the
Vicarin.

3. Detontion during 1978

The Director ef the CNI trnnsDitted to the Group a list of persons detained
since Janumy 1978.

Does this list cover detentions by the CNI in Santiago only or
thrcughout the country?

Does this list eover detentiens relating to state security by
agencies other than the CNI, for exonple, Investigacionos or
Co.rr:tbinaros?

Could the Group be supplied poriodically with inforuation updating
the list, for eXDLlplo on 1 Septenber and 31 Doceober 1978?

4. Juan RenG Muiloz ,Uarcon

Tho Sub-Secretary Hontero of the Ministry of tho Intorior proDisod the Group
a filo on Juan Rena Huiloz Almoon which the Group would liko to rocoive:
(Mr. Muiloz Al2Xc~n alleges having beon a DINJ. ~g<ont).

5. Question of politioal prisonors, conditions in prisons and oxile of porsons
iDprisoned in Chile

Tho Group noted tho spocial conditions of dotontion for political prisoners
in Santiago which wero not affordod to porsons dotainod in tho Valparaiso Jail
accusod or oondonned in relation to tho saoe offences.

What definition does tho Govornoent use to deternine who are
political prisoners in the Santiago prison who D2Y thus benefit
frou the special conditions?
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What steps has the Minister of Justice token to- QrJelieratc the
eonditiens ef detention of political prisoners in ValpDIaiso?

What steps have been token to reoove froo prison the young' Dontally
disturbed person in the Valparaiso Jail?

What steps have been token to allOW political prisoners in Santiago
c.nd ValPm'a:l.so, both those accused Md those sentenced, trJ leave
the country?

6. Restrictive passports. exile and the right to return

What steps will be tcl{en subsequent to the Greup's Deeting with the
Minister of Foreign I.ffairs to elioinate passports with the [JCntion "L"
in theLl?

The Group requested a list of those persons who would be refused re-entry
into the country.

The Group requested the nULlber of persons currently exiled.

The Group requested a list of persons deprived of their nationality.

7. Constitutional and legal developoents

The Group would appreciate receiving copies of iLlportant texts in the
constitutional and legal fields. For exanple, the text of the proposed
Constitution, and the procedure envisaged for the adoptien of the
Constitution.

8. Reguests for further inforoation or views

The Greup will trnnsnit to the representatives of the Governnent tooorrow
requests for inforDation conccTIling specific co..scs nnd requests for views
on infornation of a general nature received by the Group.

9. Future activities of the Group

The Group envisages holding hoarings for onc ~r tw~ d~s in Geneva at
the beginning of Septeober cnd could wish to invite the representativu
of the Governnent to tru{e part.
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LETTER DATED 3 AUGUST 1978 FROM THD CHAIRMAN OF THE
AD HOC lVORKING GROUP ADDRESSED TO THE PERMANENT

REPRESENTATIVE OF CHILE TO THE UNITED NATIONS

[Original: English]

At the request of the Ad Hoc "lorking Group on Chile I wish to trar.omi t to you
the notes listed below with the Group's request for additional information or the
views of the Government of Chile as may be appropriate.

1. Specific ~ases for transmission to the Government of Chile for
observations. (A number of files containing information received by the
Group are attached to this note.)

2. Notes on information and views submitted to the Group and on which the
Group would wish to receive the views of the Government.

(a) Current labour situation

(b) Current legal prOVisions and their effects on rural workers

(c) Right to health

(d) Freedom of expression

(e) Rural populations and the Indigenous Ethnio Minority (Mapuches)

I also wish to transmit to you a list of persons reported to the Group as being
political prisoners in Chile. In relation to the questions raised under point 5 of
the note of 2 August 1978 ooncerning items for discussion with representatives of
the Government of Chile, the Group would wish to receive information on the charges
made against these persons both in law and in fact, information on the conditions
under whioh they are being held, whether they ma;y benefit from the Amnesty of
19 April 1978 and what is being done with a view to offering to these persons the
possibility to leave Chile and establish themselves in another country.

The Group would appreciate receiving any information or views the Government
might wish to submit to it as soon as possible and preferably before 31 August 1978.

Accept, Sir, etc.

(signed) Mr. G.A. ALLA~'A

Chairman
Ad Hoc '{orking Group on Chile
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Annex XVII

LETTER IlA.TED 3 AUGUST 1978 FROM THE PEID'f.ANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF CHILE TO TIill mUTED NIl.TIONS ADDRESSED TO TIill

CHAIRMAN OF THE AD HOC I'iORKING GROUP---

Please find enclosed herewith the information requested from the Government of
Chile by the Ad Hoc Horking Group during its visit to Chile from 12 to 27 July 1978.

The Government of Chile also takes this opportunity to send herewith to the
lJorking Group some additional information material which will, it is believed,
help to clarify some of the matters brought to its attention.

The following items are enclosed:

1. A file containing information relating to the Catholic University of Chile;

2. Newspaper reports concerning the extremist movement, "People's Organized
Vanguard 11 (VOp);

3. A list of dead and wounded persons belonging to various branches of the
Armed Forces and the Police;

4. Information concerning persons detained in the Santiago Penitentiary, on
Calle No. 5, including a list of the names of persons detained in that penal
institution, prepared by the Warden of the Penitentiary and containing
particulars of the offences for which the persons listed are being tried and
the number of the relevant trial and the trial court, as well as a detailed
and up-ta-date report on each case;

5. A report, requested by the \Jorking Group, on the status of proceedings against
the following three persons detained in the Santiago Penitentiary, on
Calle No. 5:

Ricardo Alarc6n Alarc6n
Nelson Aramburu Soto
Daniel Vergara Ruffat;

6. Reports on persons detained in the Public Goal of Valparafso;

7. Report on the status of proceedings against:

Juan Nicanor Jofre Zamorano
Manuel Adolfo Morales Guardia

who are both detained in the Public Gaol of Valparaiso;

8. Information on the case of Juan Rene lfuIioz Alarc6n;
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9. Information ~hich has been compiled on a case of the substitution of persons
given asylum (the Dunic brothers);

10. Medical records of Rodrigo del Tr4nsito MUnoz Muffoz;

11. Information on the international campaign by the Soviet Union against Chile,
with an example of the ~ay it has been conducted in Vlestern Europe (Sweden);

12. List of names of individuals deprived of Chilean nationality, with an
indication of the relevant Decree and its date;

13. List of names of persons who have been authorized to enter the country;

14. Answers to some questions asked by the Ad .!!£g, ''lorking Group during the meeting
held at the Office of National Planning.

Accept, Sir, etc.

(signed) Sergio DJEZ URZUA
Ambassador

Permanent Representative
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Annex XVIII

LETTER DATED 31 AUGUST 1978 FROM THE PER1YlANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF CHILE TO THE UNITED NlJ.TIONS ADDRESSED TO THE

CHAIRJ'·IfAN OF THE AD HOC "JORKHTG GROUP

I have the pleasure to refer to the memorandum dated 2 August 1978 and
entitled "Items for discussion with representatives of the Chilean Government",
which served as a basis for our meetings at the beginning of this month. In this
connexion, I should like to confirm to you what the delegation of Chile stated on
that occasion and to elaborate on matters that were left pending.

1. Colonia Dignidad.

During the course of our meetings at the beginning of this month, I duly
transmitted the relevant information on this subject to the Ad hoc Working
Group by note dated 28 July 1978.

2. Persons presumed missing.

The Government of Chile is making a detailed analysis and study of the
communication which the Chairman of the Ad h££ Working Group addressed on
8 August 1978 to Mr. Sergio Fernandez, Minister of the Interior of Chile, in
reply to his letter of 28 July 1978 on this question.

3. Persons detained during 1978.

I can confirm to you what I stated during our meetings at the beginning of
August at Headquarters, namely that the list of persons detained since
January 1978 which was transmitted by the Director of CNI covers the entire
country and that the detentions were carried out by the different security
agencies. I am also pleased to confirm that the Ad hoc "lorking Group will be
supplied with updated lists on 1 September and 31 December 1978.

4. Juan Rene JIful'ioz Alarc6n.

As far as this case is concerned, I would refer you to the written infonnation
which was imparted to the ,'lorking Group during the meetinge at the beginning
of August 1978 in New York and which, consequently, is in your possession in
accordance with the note dated 3 August 1978 (point H).

5. Question of political prisoners, conditions in prisons and exile of persons
imprisoned in Chile.

Besides refe=ing you and the members of the Ad hoc "lorking Group to the
detailed explanations which the Chilean representatives had the opportunity of
furnishing during the August meetinge at HeadCJ,uarters, I have pleasure in
informing you that in commUl,ication C No. 884/126, which I am sending you today,
the information in question is supplemented, the definition of political offence
is reiterated and made more explicit and the steps taken by the Minister of
Justice, as outlined in the relevant memorandum, are set forth in an annex to
the communication concerned.
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6. Restrictive passports, exile and the right to return.

The Government of Chile is making a careful study of the question of passports
stamped with the letter "L" and has not yet taken a decision. As soon as the
matter has been settled, the decision will be communicated to the Group. The
list of persons who are forbidden to return to Chile and the list of persons
currently exiled are attached as annexes. The Horking Group has in its
possession the list of persons who have been deprived of Chilean nationality.
It was transmitted at the beginning of this month during the meetings held at
Headquarters in New York by note dated 3 August 1978 (No. 12).

7. Constitutional and legal developments.

In this regard, I must reiterate that the Government of Chile considers that
the Horking Group is competent to concern itself with these matters only so far
as strictly relates to human rights and fundamental freedoms. I refer to the
explanations which I had the opportunity of offering during our recent working
meetings in New York (1 August).

Finally, I would venture to remind you that, on 3 August 1978, I transmitted to
tl.e \lorking Group a certain amount of information which will supplement the present
communication.

I take this opportunity etc.

(signed) Sergio DIEZ URZUA
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
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Annex XIX

LETTER DATED 31 AUGUST 1978 FROM TEE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF CHILE TO TEE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO TEE CHAIRMAN OF

TEE AD HOC HORKING GROUP

I have the pleasure to reply to your letter of
request additional information concerning the views
the various situations to which it draws attention.
inform you of the following:

1. Specific cases

3 August 1978, in which you
of the Government of Chile on

In that regard, I am able to

Information is attached on the following specific cases taken up by the
Horking Group:

(a) Arrests and detentions in the case of Haydde Palma Donoso.

(b) Arrest and detention of Hector Riffo Zamorano.

(c) Arrest and detention of Armando del Carmen Barria QyarzUn.

(d) Arrest and disappearance of Daniel R. Palma.

(e) Arrest and disappearance of Fernando de la Cruz Mori.

(f) Arrest and disappearance of William Beausire Alonso.

(g) Arrest and disappearance of Carlos Contreras Maluje.

(h) Arrest and disappearance of eight persons in Valparaiso.

2. Information on particular subjects.

A number of files are attached in answer to the information supplied to the
Group in respect of:

(a) The Chilean labour situation.

Information is provided on the points raised in document 78-17560 concerning
Decree-Law No. 198; the prohibition of collective bargaining; the right to
strike; Decree-Law No. 2,200; acts organized by trade union bodies; and the
provisions of Decree-Law No. 1,773, on priorit,y status of sums owed for wages
and salarie s.

(b) Certain legal provisions and their effects on rural workers.

This section refers to the legal entities cited by the Working Group in
document 78-17558; Decree-Law No. 993 (1975); Decree-Law No. 2,200 (1978),
Article 138; Decree-Law No. 2,201 (1978); and Decree-Law No. 2,247 (1978).
It also deals with the establishment of the National Committee for Technical
Assistance (1978), clearing up all the points raised by the Working Group.
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(c ) The right to heal th

The information received by the Group and reflected in document 78-17561 is
clarified in respect of health policy; health expenditure; eligibility for
treatment under the national health service; agreements with private bodies;
and nutritional activities.

(d) Freedom cf expression

Explanations are provided on the questionnaire related to Proclamation No. 107
and contained in document 78-1756.

(e) Rural populations and the indigenous ethnic minority (Mapuches)

The information which is given answers the views collected by the Group and
which appear in document 78-7559. The attached document refers to the rural
population and ethnic minority, and to the baokground information on the
ethnic minorities of Chile.

3. vIi th respect to the ques tion of "political prisoners", conditions in prisons
and exUe of persons imprisoned in Chile to which your letter refers, raised
under point 5 of the memorandum dated 2 August 1978, a comprehensive
memorandum on the follOWing questions is attached to this communication:

(a) Definition of political offence;

(b) Additional information on persons detained in Chilean prison establishments,
details of the offences for which they are being tried, number of the trial
and the court in which the case is being tried.

By note datelined New York, 3 August 1978 (No. 4), I transmitted to you the
names of the persons detained in Santiago prison, block No. 5, with the same
details as the information enclosed with this communication.

(c) Steps taken by the Ministry of Justice. This section applies to the last part
of the relevant paragraph of your letter. In this manner, the Government of
Chile is transmitting to the Working Group its views on the situations and
cases which were referred to it and is also fUrnishing information which will
enable the members of the ~ Hoc Horking Group to form a more accurate opinion
of the true situation in Chile.

The Government of Chile considers that it is thus July carrying out its
pledge to co-operate with the g ~ VTorking Group, as agreed in the memorandum
dated 26 Hay 1978 and in subsequent meetings in New York at the beginning of August.
I take this oppcrtunity etc.

(signed) Sergio DIEZ URZUA
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
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NOTE VERBALE DATED 4 SEPTEMBER 1978 FROM THE PERMANENT MISSION
OF CHILE TO THE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT GENEVA ADDRESSED TO

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE AD HOC 110RKING GROUP

The Permanent Mission of Chile to the United Nations Office and other
international organizations at Geneva presents its compliments to the
Ad Hoc Working Group of' the Commission On Human Rights to in'l.uire into "the present
situation of human rights in Chile", and transmits herewith the additional
information requested by the Group during its visit to Chile concerning the status
of prooeedings in the cases of persons listed by the Vicaria de la Solidaridad as
having disappeared, whenever such proceedings have been instituted. It must be
emphasized that all the information furnished had to be compiled. during the month
of August 1978.
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Annex XXI

DECREE-LAW No. 788 OF 2 DECEMBER 1974

Ministry of the Interior

Publication of regulations concerning the exercise of the Constituent Power

Santiago, 2 December 1974. - The Government Junta of the Republic of Chile today
decreed as follows:

No. 788. - Bearing in mind the provisions of Decree-Laws nos. 1 and 128 of 1973,
and no. 527 of 1974,

Considering:

(a) That the Government Junta has assumed the exercise of the Constituent,
Legislative and Executive Powers since 11 September 1973;

(b) That the Constituent and Legislative Powers are exercised
by the enactment of decree-laws bearing the signature of all members of the
Government Junta and - when they consider it appropriate - the signature of the
Minister or Ministers concerned;

(c) That no formal difference has hitherto been established to distinguish
between cases in which the Government Junta has acted in exercise of the
Constituent Power or the Legislative Power, so that the only way of ascertaining
which power has been exercised is to examine the content or legal substance of the
provisions adopted by the Government Junta;

(d) That, in practice and up to the present date, the Government Junta has
only in a few cases deemed it appropriate to indicate the category of constitutional
status of the regulations it has enacted amending the Political Constitution of the
State, but that this circumstance cannot lead to the conclusion that the Constituent
Power has not been exercised in the case of decree-laws which, without specifically
saying so, have in fact established peremptory rules incompatible with the text of
the Constitution;

(e) That it should therefore be considered that whenever the Government Junta
has enacted a decree-law whose terms differ from a particular provision of the
Political Constitution of the State, it has exercised the Constituent Power by
amending either expressly or tacitly, wholly or partially, the constitutional
provision in question;

(f) That it may have been understood, by an interpretation of article 3,
paragraph 2, of Decree-Law no. 128 of 1973 which states that "the provisions of
decree-laws amending the Political-Constitution of the State shall form part of its
text and shall be deemed to be incorporated in it", that the exercise of the
Constituent Power is restricted solely to cases in which the Constitution is amended
expressly by replacing one of its rules by a different one;
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(g) That such an interpretation of that provision must be rejected, since it
is obvious that its meaning and purpose was to incorporate into the Constitution the
amendments referred to in the preceding considerandum, since they are the only ones
in which it is pertinent and logically possible to incorporate the new mandate in
the contents of the Fundamental Charter; however, that can in no wa:y exclude the
possibility that the Constitution may be amended tacitly, by the enactment of
decree-laws whose content differs from that of constitutional provisions. This is
so obvious t.hat a contrary conclusion would be admissible only if it were agreed
that the Junta has itself restricted the exercise of the Constituent Power assumed
by it, without even the possibility of derogating from this alleged self-imposed
restriction, assumptions which are unacceptable for the re-establishment of the
normal institutional development of the countr,r;

(h) That, theoretically, it has been argued that the Fundamental Charter
cannot be amended tacitly but only by an express rule which replaces a
constitutional provision or is inserted in it. However, this affirmation does not
apply in times of emergency and much less in cases in which, by the force of
historical circumstances, the exercise of the Constituent Power and the Legislative
Power is vested in the same organ without differentiating fonnalities or
requirements. In suoh oiroumstances, it is obvious that the will of such an organ
will always be expressed in the fonn of a peremptor,r rule of conduct which, if it
differs from the Constitution in force, unquestionably has the effect of amending
it;

(i) That, notwithstanding the validity of the above-mentioned principles, and
because of the need which arises to clarify beyond doubt the hierarchical status of
the legal provisions and not to leave any uncertainty with regard to the content of
the rights and obligations of individuals, it is appropriate to specify the legal
status, vis-a-vis the text of constitutional rules, of the various decree-laws which
the Government Junta has enacted or may enact;

(j) That the institutional situation now attained in Chile makes it desirable
that the Government Junta should for the future remove any possible doubt regarding
the cases in which it decides to exercise the Constituent Power, so that, in respect
of decree-laws in which this power is not exercised the remedy of non-applicability,
as provided for in artiole 86 of the Political Constitution of the State, will still
be valid.

The Covernment Junta, acting in exercise of the Constituent Power, agrees to
promulgate the following decree-law:

Article 1. It is hereby declared that decree-laws hitherto enacted by the
Government Junta which are contrar,r or opposed to or differ from any provision of
the Political Constitution of the State have had and still have the status of rules
amending explicitly or tacitly, partially or wholly, the corresponding provision of
the Constitution.

Article 2. The scope of article 3, paragraph 2, of Decree-Law no. 128 of 1973
is clarified in the sense that the amendments to the Political Constitution of the
State "'hich are to form part of its text, and are to be regarded as incorporated in
it, are (llIlendments of a specific nature.
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Article 3. Decree-laws enacted in future which are contrary or opposed to or
differ from any provision in the Political Constitution of the State, either
explicitly or tacitly. partially or wholly, shall have the effect of amendill8 that
provision in the Constitution only if it is expressly stated that the Government
Junta is enacting the decree-law in the exercise of its Constituent Power.

Article 4. The provisions of this decree-law shall not apply in respect of
final judgements rendered prior to its publication in the Diario Oficial.

To be registered in the Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic, to
be published in the Diario Oficial and to be inserted in the official Digest of the
said Office. - AUGUSTO PJ1ilOCHET UGARTE, General of the Army, Supreme Chief of the
Nation. - Admiral JOSE T. MERJ1ilO CASTRO, Commander-in-Chief of the Navy. -
General GUSTAVO LEIGH GtJZl1AN, Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force. -
EDUARDO CORDON CANAS, Ins~ector General and Acting Director-General, for
General CESAR ME:NDOZA DURAN, Director-General of the Carabineros and Member of the
Junta.
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DECREE-LAW No. 1775 OF 11 MAY 1977

Ministry of Justice

Amendment of Code of Penal Procedure

No. 1775. Santiago. 11 May 1977.

Bearing in mind the prov~s~ons of Decree-Laws nos. 1 and 128 of 1973,
hO. 527 of 1974, and no. 991 of 1976,

The Government Junta of the Republic of Chile has agreed to enact the
following decree-law:

Article 1. The following new paragraphs shall be inserted in article 6 of
the Code of Penal Procedure:

"However, the preliminary inqu~r~es which the courts referred to in
the preceding paragraph are required to undertake in military or police
precincts must be conducted through the Military Tribunals of the
jurisdiction concerned.

"The term 'military or police precinct' shall be understood to mean
any duly delimited space, vehicles, vessels or aircraft in which a military
authority or police authority of the Carabineros of Chile exercises its
specific functions.".

Article 2. Article 158 of the same Code shall be amended as follows:

(a)
deleted,

(b)

The phrase "military barracks or premises or State vessels" shall be
and

the following new paragraph shall be inserted:

"In the case of military or police precincts, the inqu~r~es referred
to in the preceding paragraph must be conducted through the Military
Tribunals of the jurisdiction concerned."

To be registered in the Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic,
to be published in the Diario Oficial and to be inserted in the Official Digest
of the said Office and in the Official Bulletins of the Army, Navy, Air Force,
Carabineros and Investigaciones of Chile. - AUGUSTO PINOCRET UGARTE, General of
the Army, President of the Republic. - Admiral JOSE T. MERINO CASTRO,
Commander-in-Chief of the Navy. - General GUSTAVO LEIGH GUZMAN, Commander-in
Chief of the Air Force. - General CESAR MElNDOZA DURAN, Director-General of the
Carabineros. - MONICA MADARIAGA GUTrERREZ, Minister of Justice.
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CHILEAN CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, ARTICLES 6 !',))lD 158

Article 6 (26). I=espective of the court that is called upon to hear a criminal
case, judges with criminal jurisdiction in chief towns of departments, civil court
judges who exercise criminal jurisdiction in their respective jurisdictional
te=itories and judges of lower courts in rural sub-districts shall be required to
undertake preliminary inquiries concerning the charge if it relates to an offence
committed within the te=itory of their jurisdiction, but shall immediately notify
the court which, under the law, is responsible for trying the case.

Article 158 (179). In order to conduct inquiries and searches in religious
establishments, buildings occupied by a public authcrity, military ba=acks or
premises or State vessels, the judge shall notify the authority or person in charge,
so that he ma;y be present during the operation or appoint another person to be
present.
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Annex XXIV

EXCIDlPTS FROM THE ANNEXES TO THE SUllMISSION MADE BY TIlE
VICARIA DE LA SOLIDARIDAD ON THE OCCASION OF THE

COMMENCEMENT OF THE JUDICIAL YEAR (M1IRCH 1978)

A. Selection of cases sunnnarized in annex I pertaining to action taken by
courts of ·ustice in doali wi th a lieations for enforcement of
ri ts am re

Application for amparo, No. 164-77, on behalf of Juan Edu<~do Berrios Morales

14 April: The subject of the action for enforcement of rights, a nationcl
trade union leader, made application on his own behalf, further to the application
made by the Vicaria de la Solidaridad of the Archbishopric of Santiago. He
stated that he had been arrested on a public thoroughfare, without any formalities
whatever, and taken blindfold and in handcuffs to a place he could not identify,
where he had been interrogated under intensive physical pressure. He added that
he had been released subject to an obligation to report daily to the arresting
officials for the purpose of answering questions concerning trade union and
church activities, etc. He complained that his relatives had been threatened
wi th reprisals should he fail to comply with the demands of those who had
arrested him, and that the acts of intimidation had not yet ceased. He
petitioned the court for preventive amparo for himself and his relatives, under
the terms of Constitutional Act No. 3.

15 April: The court ordered that an official communication be sent to the
Ministry of the Interior, requesting it to state whether it had issued a warrant
for the arrest of the applicant.

~: The Minister of the Interior reported that there was no record of the
alleged detention and that no warrant had been issued for the arrest of the
applicant. Nevertheless, a report had been requested from the security services,
whose replies would be transmitted to the court in due course.

24 MD;y: In the light of the report from the Ministry of the Interior, the
court dismissed the application for amparo.

Application for ronparo, No. 188-77. on behalf of Raul Hidalgo Canessa

25 April: The applicant submitted her application, complaining in it of the
disappearance of the above-mentioned person and referring to various matters of
a political nature which led her to assume that he had been arrested by the
Government security services.

The applicn.nt asked that official requests for info=tion should be sent to
the Ministry of the Interior, the Investigations Service, the Public Prison and
the Institute of Forensic Medi cine.
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On the SaQe clay, the oourt ruled against the requests, agreeing only to
contact the Ministry of the Interior and the Investigations Service, without
prGjudice to any action which IJight bc taken on the other requests by the court
that was to consider the application.

Also on the sano clay, the Investigations Service stated in a telephone report
that the naQe of the subject of the action did not appear on the list of persons
arrested by the Service and that there was no record of any arrest warrant having
been issued by any Santiago court.

27 April: The subject stated that he had been released the provious day
after having been held blindfold and incommunicado for almost a week in a place
which he could not identifY.

The subject offered to appear in court to confirm his statement.

29 April: "In the light of the pleas and proceedings, and particularly of the
statement made by the subject hi!!lself, the application for amparo is llisI!1issed".

Application for amparo. No. 200-77. on behalf of Victor Condori Valencia

3 Ma,Y: 1ill application was subI!li tted in which it was stated that the arrest
had been !!lade on I Ml'Y by civilians who had orally identified themselves as
officials of the Investigations Service. It was also stated that the arrest had
been forcible and that the persons making it had threatened the subject of the
application wi th reprisals, should she denounce them.

It was stated that the subject of the application had been removed to an
unidentified place and tlk~t a pe~anent watch had been maintained on his residence.
In addition to the release of the subject, the applicant called for transmittal
of the do=ents relating to the case to a criminal court judge and tho sending
of official requests for information to the Ministry of the Interior, the
Investigations Service and the Military Court.

4 May: The court agreed to send an official request for information to the
Ministry of the Interior, but took no action on the other requests, stating that
they would have to be dealt with by the court that considered the application.

13 NflY: The applicant stated that the subject of the application had been
released nn 3 May, only to be reurrested on 4 ~ and set at liberty once again
aftor beine held incomnunieado for 12 hours. She stated that the last arrost
had also concerned herself, ~~d that she had been threatened in an attempt to force
her to withdraw the applioation for anparo. She described other threats and
acts of persecution that had been directed against her family. She requested the
court to take steps to prevent the continuation of such incidents.

16 May: The court's decision rCGarding that request was: "Noted".

27 May: The clerk of the court testified that the Ministry of the Interior
had reported two days earlier that it had consulted the security services, but
had been unable to find any records conccrnine the subject of the application.

30 May: The applicant appealed to the Supreme Court.

..
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7 June: Decision: in view of the evidence, the decision appealed against
was confirmed. One judge was in favour of transmitting the documents relating
to the case to the Court of Appeal to enable it to rule on the petition of 13 May.

Application for amparo, No. 205-77. on behalf of Carlos Veloso Reindenbach

4 May: Amparo proceedings were initiated. The facts complained of were
the following: the minor who was the subject of the application had been detained
by unidentified civilians, who had forced him into a car and then driven him to
a place he could not identify, where he had been inte=ogated for six hours,
under intensive physical pressure, concerning alleged political activity by his
father. He had subsequently been released.

In the applicant's opinion, the case involvod a very serious threat to the
liberty and security of person of the subject of the application and his parent,
who was also covered by the application. The court was requested to take
immediately such measures as it deemed necessary to restore the rule of law and
give the subjects of the application due protection. It was also asked to
address official requests for information to the Ministry of the Interior and
DINA and to make arrangements for the subjects of the application to appcar in
person before the court.

The same day, the court ordered that the Ministry of the Interior should be
officially requested to state whether any a=est warrant had been issued by it or
by any of the security agencies under its jurisdiction, and, if so, the reason
therefor • Wi thout prejudice to any' decision which might be taken by the court
that was to consider the application, it did not grant the other requests.

20 May: The action for enforcement of rights was supplemented by a further
application made by the Auxiliary Bishop of Santiago, Monsignor Enrique Alvear
(No. 262-77). The Auxiliary Bishop stated that, since 12 May, persons describing
themselves as members of the security services had been occupying the house of
the subjects of the action, allegedly in order to protect them, and that the
subjects had been unable to leave their residence. He observed that that
constituted a restriction on freedom which had been applied without any order
from the competent authority, and he requested that orders should be issued for
the immediate cessation of those restrictive measures, that arrangements shoulcl be
made for him to appear before the court, and that an official request for
information should be sent to the Ministry of the Interior.

23 May: The court decided to send a further request for information to the
Ministry of the Interior, together with a copy of the last-mentioned application.
It rejected the other requests, without prejudice to any decision which might be
taken by the court that Was to consider the applications.

30 May: Almost a month after the initiation of the action, the clerk of the
court testificd that the Ministry of the Interior had reported, in response to the
court's first request for information, that no a=est wa=ant had boen issued by
the Ministry or waS in force.

3 June: The applicant stated that the acts which had prompted the application
had been committed publicly, in an attempt to present the occupation of the
subject's house as a protective measure taken following the abduction of the
Veloso child. The applicant pointed out that the minor's abductors were officially
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reported to be in ~etention, so that the iDLle~iate reaSon for the presence of
soeuri ty agents in his resiclenco was unexplained. He stated that the
infoI'I:laticm frc'f.l the Ministry of the Interier did not suffice te establish the
logi tin:1.cy ,A such a I.1casure. He peti tioned the cou~t to mike a further official
approach to the Ministry of the Interior and to ask it: whether thoro were still
any security officers in the subjects' residencc; if thore worc, whether their
prescnce was the result of an Drder frel!l a ceopetent authority, on what provision
of tho law that prosonco was based and whut wore the current reasons for it.

Decision of tho court: the petition was rejected.
application for anparo was dismissed, in the light of the
the Ministry of tho Intorior.

In adclition, the
inforoation provided by

4 Juno: The applicant appealed against that decision to the Supreme Court.

9 June: This ap11eal having been lodged, the Supreme Court, in order better
to be ablo to reach a decision, 0rdered that an official communication should be
sent to the J1inistry of tlle Interior, asking it to sta+e whether it was responsible
for the restrictions of freedom complained of. In addition, the file was
transDi ttod to tho Court of Appeal for the purposes of the inquiries requestecl by
Monsignor Alvear. The Court of Appeal was asked to take statements ancl then
to trnnsDi t thc filo imnccliatcly to thc Supremo Court.

17 June: The applicant subf.litted sworn statoflents by the two subjects of
the application for CLlparCl. These clearly indicato: that tho minor was incloed
~rrcsted; that he bEd been subjected to intensive pressure, including attef.lpts
at hypnosis; that he had been interregated concerning alleged political
activities of his father; that the security services had subsequently remained
in his house on the pretext that they were investicating his abductien; that,
during the SD.f.le period, the father, who waS also a subject of the application for
D.f.1i"',ru, had been taken by se=ity agents to an unidentified place where he hc'lcl
been interrogated concerning his activities bw persons whom, although blindfold,
he had been 0.101" to identify as DINA officials; that the minor had been taken
again to an unidentified place, where he had been ferced at pistol point to sign
a statement against friencls 'Of his father, as a result of which they were now in
detention; that the Dinor he.d also been ebliged to sign a statement maintaining
that he hacl been tortured by the said friends of his father; thc'lt the father,
who had also been torturecl, had signed a siDilar statement; that both hacl
subsequently been arrested together, en which eccasion an attempt had been made
to hYlonotize the Dinor so that he would relive the version of the abduction;
that both had been warned not to say what had happened; that the minor had been
confronted with 'on" of his father's friends, who had been forcod to state that he
hacl taken part in the abductions; that tho minor had been sexually assaultOll and
forcecl to declare that the perpetrator of the act had been that SaDe friend of his
father; and that the affidavit had been c1rawn up in orcler to establish the truth
and to prevent the punishment of innocent persons.

The applicant requested that a judge of the court should be appointed to
tako stateDents fron both the subjects and to oake such other inquiries as he
flight consider appropriate.

17 J\UlO' A judge was appointed to obtain personal confirf.lD.tion of the
8ubjccts t statcElonts.
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18 June: The jud[,-e certified that the subjects had cenfirnecl the entire
contents of their affidavit and that the Veloso child was being held by the
Military Prosecuter's Office.

29 June: The Ministry of the Interior responded by stating that the Veloso
child hael been abducted ancl ill-treated by subversive elements and that "there
does not exist any decision of this Ministry providing for his imprisoment or
hOUSG arrest lt

•

30 June: In order better to judge the matter, the court officially requesteel
the Military Prosecutor's Office to inform it of any legal action >in proeress
ae~nst the subjects.

4 July: The Military Prosecutor's Office reported that both the subjects
had been placed at its disposal by the Investigations Service and that both had
been freed unconditionally.

Subsequent to that report, the decision appealed against was confirmed, and
the application for anraro was definitively e1ismissed.

Application for amparo, No. 206-77, on behalf of Francisco Troncoso Valdes

5 May: The application was lodged. It was stated that the subject of the
application had disappeared following a raid on his residence by armed civilians
travelling in a car with Nerth American licence plates. It was also stated that,
the same day, there had been other raids ef homes of relatives ef the subject.

In her submission, the applicant requested not only that the subject should be
released, but also that he should be brought before a court, anel that official
requests for information should be addressed to the Ministry of the Interior,
the Investigations Service, and, if necessary, DINA.

6 May: The court agreed only to send an official request for information
to the Ministry of the Interior. It took ne decision on the other requests,
which it said would have to be studied by the court that considered the application
for arnpara.

12 May: The applicant stated that she had still not received any news ef the
subject, who was e1isabled in both legs. She asked that the Ministry of Justice
should be officially requesteel to supply copies of the reporte on the medical
examinations that, under the provisions of Supreme Decree No. 187 of tho said
Ministry, should have been carried out on the detainee if he was beine helel uneler
the powers conferred in connexion with the state of siege.

13 Ml~y: The court had still not reached a decision. The applicant
submitted to the court a photocopy of the subject's disability certificatc and
asked it to repeat its official rcqucst for information to the Ministry of the
Interior, from which no reply had yet been received. She also asked that
official requests for information sit:lilar to those for which she had already
petitionecl should be sont to the Ministry of Justice, the Investigations Service
and the Director of DINA.
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25 M~y: The applicant stated that the subject had been released and
confirmed that he had been under arrest in an unknown place.

26 May: The Ministry of the Interior replied that it had absolutely no
record of the subject's detention in its files, nor "has it any record of having
received the application for amparo in question". It also stated that no wa=ant
for the arrest of the subject had ever been issued.

27 May: The applicant stated that the subject had been made out in the
press to be the perpetrator of an ordinary offence, but one which had political
connotations, and suggested that that implied a threat to the subject's freedom
and gave Teason to think that he had been rearrested. The applicant asked the
court to address official requosts for information to the criminal court judge
appointed to invostigate the acts attributed to the subject by the preSs, Dnd to
the security services and tho Investigations Service. She attached to her
petition photocopies of the press articles in question.

31 May: The court ruled on the petitions submitted on 13 and 27 Mnlf, by
denying the former, in the light of the pleas and proceedings in the case, and
by taking note of the latter.

2 Juna: Dacision of the court: "In the light of the evidence pertaining
to the case, particularly the information provided by the Ministry of the Interior
in fascicule 12, the application for amparo made on behalf of
Mr. Carlos Troncoso ZUfuga is dismissed".

On the seme day, the applicant appealecI to the Supreme Court. She submitted
wi th the appeal numerous press cuttings in which the subject was alleged to be
an extremist, to have taken part in a kiClnapping, ancI to be the leader of a bn.nd
of subversives. She claimed that those allegations constituted a threat which
justified the Ilaking of a precautionary application for amparo. She requested
the court to send an official communication to the editor of the newspaper
La Segunda, asking him to confirm whether the person mentioned in the articles
was the subject of the application and to hand over to the court the documents
in his possession, and to send a communication to the same effect to the editor
of the newspaper El Cronista.

Decision of the Supreme Court: "Noted. The decision appealed against is
confirmod, and two judges shall be appointed to grant the requests [for the
sending of official co=mications] that have been made. For file."

Application for ampaI'o, No. 242-77, on behalf of Juan Carlos ViIIaI' Ehijo

14 May: The applicant stated that the subject had been arrested at his
home, in the presence of witnesses, although those making the arrest had been
looking for someone else and had not served the subject with any warrant. In
ac"!.cli tien, thoso Baking the arrest had removecl cash and various articles to a
value of 8,000 pesos. Tho applicant petitioned for the release of the de~~neo

and his ~ppearance before the court. He also asked that official requests for
infomation should be sent to the Ministry of the Interior and tho Investigations
Service.
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16 May: The court ordered that an official request for inforoation should
be addressed to the Ministry of the Interior, but left the other petitions for
decision by the court which was to consider the application for aoparo.

26 May: The clerk of the court testifiecl that the Minister of the Interior
had reported that there was no arrest warrant nor any record in the Ministry
concerning any Juan Carlos Villar "Arnijo".

6 June: The court contacted the Ministry in order to elucidate the error
of identification.

15 June: The applicant stated that the subject of the application had been
released on the public thoroughfare after h~ving been held incoQ8unicado in an
unidentified place in the custody of government security services.

21 June: Tho court decided to take note of the written evidence and, in the
light thereof, to take no action on the petition for a fUrther report by tho
Ministry of the Interior and to have the file on the application prepared for
the hearing.

22 June: The application for amparo was dismissed.

Application for amparo, No. 246-77. on behalf of Williams Zuleta Mora

13 May: Tho application was lodged. The applicant stated that the subject
of the application had been forcibly arrested by unidentified civilians who had
taken him to a secret place - which the applicant was nevertheless able to
identify - where he had been interrogated under physical pressure concerning
political activities. She had learned all that from the subject himsolf, who,
although injured, had succeeded in escaping to his home. On 11 Mny, however,
three individuals who had passed themselves off as officials of the Workors'
Hospital had carried the subject into an ambulance and driven him off to an
unidentified place, after having ejected from the moving vehicle a sister of the
subject, who was accompanying him. The applicant stated that she presumed the
subject was in his initial place of detention, situated at the intersection of
Los PIa.tanos =01 Iran. The applicant petitioned the court for the sUbject's
release or for hin te be placed at the clisposal of a competent judge; she
requested that one of the members of the court should be appointed to visit the
above-montioned illegal place of detention, and that an official request for
infermation should be addressed to the Minister of the Interior, in case he had
issued an arrest warrant.

16 May: The court gave its first decision, to the effect that an official
request for inforraation shoulcl be sent to the Ministry of the Interior, anc"!. that
the request for an on-the-spot investigation by a judge should be clealt with by
the court which would consider the application for amparo.

19 May: The applicant clrew attention to the follOWing facts: her residence
had recently been forcibly entered by persons who had been duly identified as
agents of the DINA an,l who had taken away her copy of the application for =paro;
the same agents had confirmed that the subject of the application was in detention,
stating that he could be visi ted at the Cuatro llamos camp aml that his wife must
sign a notice to that effect; all those events had been witnessed by a
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Bish0p 0f the C"tholic Church who hacl been present; on the (by inclicated by th8
agents as that on which the subject could be visited, she had (;One to Cuatro Al8I:los,
but the subject's presence there had been deniec.. The applicant requested th2.t
a neuber of the court shoulc be appointed to concuct an investigation at the Camp,
that the Camp commander should be officially requested to disclose the results of
the medical examinations of the detainee that should have been carried out,
and that SENDET should be officially requested to confirm the address of the place
where the subject waS being held.

22 ~y: lJecision' the requests were denied, without prejudice to any
decisien which might be taken by the oourt that considered the application
fer amparo.

26 May' The applicant submitted press reperts, in which it was stated that
the Goverrnnent considered the detainee to have participated in the abduction of
a minor in circumstances which justified the fact that the Minister of the Interior
had not yet replied to the court's official request for infermation. The
applicant asserted that the kidnapping attributed to the subject of the
application had in fact been the work of DINA agents, and petitioned for the
sending of another official request for informati~n to the Mir~ster of the Interior,
in order that a reply might be obtained that same day.

The decision of the court was that its previous decision shOUld stand.

27 May: The clerk of the court testified that the Minister of the Interior
had reported, in an official communication dated 25 May, that the subject of the
application was being held in Cuatro Alamos Camp pursuant to the supreme decree
of 13 May which had been issued under the ,:>oweL"S conferred QY the state of siege.

On the day on which this report from the Ministry of the Interior was received,
and fell owing a petition by the appli.cant on the basis of the above-mentioned
press reports, it was certified that no order had yet been given for the
institution of proceedings against the subject for the alleged abduction of the
minor Carlos Veloso.

28 May: The court decided, in the light of the report from the Ministry )f
the Interior, "and in the absence of sufficient evidence to conclude tl1at the
subject I s detention is linked solely wi th the commission of ordinary offences",
that the application for amparo should be dismissed. That verdict was reached
with the dissenting vote of one judge who was of the opinien that "from the
evidence submitted, it would seem that the issue of the arrest warrant was due to
the attribution to the subject of the applicati~n for amparo of the commission of
the offence of abduction". The judge was of the opini~n that Hit would Qe
appropriate to order that the detainee should be placed immediately at the disposal
of the said criminal court, since the powers conferred by the state of siege do

Inot permi t the detention incommunicado of' a person whose arrest has been orderedH.

The same day, the appli oant lodged an appeal. The Supreme Court sent
lofncial oommunications to the Seventh Criminal Court, requesting it to hand ever
Ithe record of the trial for assault on the person ef the minor Veloeo, and to the
,Minister of the Interior, requesting him to state whether it was the Government
Iwhich had sent the telegram reporting that the detention of the subJect of the
lapplioation for am~aro was attributable to his participation in the abduction of the
Isaid minor, and whether the subject was being held incommunicado in Cuatro Alamos.
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6 June' It was recorded that, after completing its examination of the
applioation for amp,,££, the court decided to approach the President of the
Supreme Court directly and request r~m, shuuld he see fit, to visit Cuatro Alamos
in order to verify whether the subject of the application was still there and,
if so, how long his detention had lasted.

7 June: Th8 Pr8sident of the Supreme Court stated that, on 2 June, he had
visited Cuatro Alamos officially and had been able to verify that the subject was
bein,,' held there incommunicado. The subject had confirmed to him that he had
been in the Camp fer some 20 or 21 days.

9 June' The V~nister of the Interior reported that the subject was indeed
being held in the above-mentioned place, "together wi th the other persons
involved in the affair in question", namely the abduction of the minor Veloso,
and that "neither he nor aoy of the persons mentioned is the subject uf the
measure in question (detention incommunicado), and that it has simply been decided,
solely as a security measure" to suspend visits" to Cuatro Alamos.

15 June'
requesting him
the bubj~"t in
was repeated.

The earlier official communication to the Minister of the Interior
to indicate whether the press report referring to irlvolvement of
tLe abduotion of the minor Veloso had emanated from the Government

29 June' The I"linister of the Interior stated that "the telex" had not oome
from the Guvernment's Directorate of Informatien, but confirm8d that the subjeot
was "implicated in the offence of abduction of and causing injury to a minor".

For its part, the Secund Military Prosecutor's Office stated that tr10 subject
was being detained, with visiting rights, in the Public Prison and had been
charged under the procedure applicable in time of war.

30 June: In view of the fact that the subject was in the hands of the
Nilitary Prosecutor's Office, the decision dismissing the application for amparo
was confirmed.

Application for amparo, No. 249-77. on behalf of Raul Moises TIiaz Mora

16 May: When the application was submitted, it was stated that the subject
had been forcibly detained by civilians, in the presence of other residents of
his neighbourhood. The applicant indicated tho registration number and the type
of the car 'thich the persons making the arrest had used. After requesting that
the subject should be released and that the wrongs should be redressed, he called
for the Gcnding of official communications to the fullowing authorities, the
Ministry of the Interior, the Director of DINA, and the Investigations Service
and CIAT, asking them who owned the vehicle that had been used by the persons
making the arrest.

On the same day, the court agreed to send such a request to the Hinistry
of the Interior, but took no action en the other petitions, considering them to
be matters for the court which considered the application for arnparo.
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ll_~Y: ~he applicant stated that, subsequent to tho lodging of the
application, the subject had been released on the public thoroughfare after having
spent a period in an unknown place where he had been interrogated under physical
pressuro. The applicant ~ought action by the court, stating that "this
application is all the more valid in that it is based on the testimony of the
pcrson to whom it rclates".

30 May: The clerk of the court testified that the report from the l1inistry
of the Interior indicated that there was ne arrest warrant or record of any kind
relating to the subject in that Ministry.

1 JUlle: In order to facilitate its decision, the court addressed an official
request for information to the TIirector of the Investigations Service.

6 June: The Investigations Service stated that it had no record of thc
subject in its files and that it was not the ownor of the vehicle referred to
in the application.

Application for amparo, N9' 618-77, on behalf of Raul Espinoza Mufioz and
Maria Isabel C5.rcamc Pavez

21 November: In submitting his application, the applioant stated that bcth
the subjects were boing detained irregularly after having been arrested -by
securi ty agents in their residence, which tho arresting officials had entered by
force. All those incidents had occurred in tho presence of witnessos. The
detainees were being hold in an unidentified place. The applicant petitioned the
court to rule on the application within the period fixed by law, after obtaining
reports f'rom the Ministor of the Interior and the Prefect of the Investigations
Service, to whom official roqu.,sts should be sent to that end.

On the same day, the court agreed to issue both the official r0quests in
question. The report from the Prefect of the Investigations Service, which was
roceived by telephone, confirmed that the subjects were not being detained by
that Service.

22 November: The applic~t reported that the subjects had been released
on the public thoroughfare and that they did not know the whereabouts of the
place in which they had been held for more than two days •

.?2-N_oy_~ber: ~e Minister of the IntGrior reported that neither ef the
subjects had been arrested on orders from his l-linistry.

9 December: In view of the fact that the subjeots "are at liberty", the
application f0r amparo was dismissed.

Application for amparo~o~555-77, on behalf of' Jose Miguel Tobar Quezada

18 October: In lodging her application, the applicant stated that tho subject
had been missing for three days, leading her to think that he had been arrested,
because he had been Ullder constant surveillance for some time and had been
receiving strange telephone calls. She requested that infDrmation should 1)8 sought
from the Minister of the Interior and the Investigations Service, to which the
court agreed the same day.
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20 October: noe Profect of the Investigations Service stuted that the
subject had not been arrested by any of the units under his juriscliction.

25 O.c.tober: The llinister of tho Interior reported that the subject 11<1S not
under detention, and added the.t, if he h<1d been arrested by the security scrvices,
"the arresting authority 110uld immedi"tely have notified this llinistry of that
fact, in accordance 11i th tho strict instructions issued by the Government pursuc...'1t
to thc provisions of Decree Law 1.009".

25 October: Thc applical,t stated that she had been able to establish that,
on the day he had disappeared, the subject had had a meeting 1'li th a friend to
"hom he haet expressod his concern at the fact that he uas being folloHed. She
also provided the registration numbers of the vehiclcs that had been on guard
in the vicinity of his Tcsi(lcncc. She requGsted that information concerning -'chose
vehicles should be sought from the lfunicipalities of Renca and La Cisterna.

The court's decision concerning that petition waS that it should be bo:rne
in mind in the hc~ring of the case.

20 October: In the light of the documents in the case, the application for
amparo ",as dismissed, uithout prcjudice, however, to the transmittal of the
documents to the criminal court judgc for investigation of the subject's
disappearew.,ce. On the same day, the applicant appealed to the Supreme Court.

2 Nevember: The applicant stated the grounds for her appeal, alleging that
the court h<1dreached its verdict vIi thout taking into account or ruling on her
latest requests.

2 N0'C.e~ber: The Supreme Court confirmed the decision appealed age.inst.

Applicatj.on for ar,lpa!O, No.578-U...~..E.ehalf of Reman Santos I:..erez Alv=_e~

26 October: In lodging the application, the applicant stated tlkct tho subject
had been in dZtention in an unidentified place for seven days since his exrest
on the public thorouehfare by individuals "'ho had put him in a car of "hich sho
gave particulars. She requested the court to deal with the matter briefly and
e'''IlGdi tiously by giving its ruling vIi thin the legal timo limit and to seck
information from the Prefect ef the Investigations Service and the llinister of the
Interior. The cetuct agreed to make those requests for information.

4 November: The l.finistry replied thD.t the subject was not in detention.
Similar infoI'lllf'.tion uas received from the Prefect of the Investigations Service •

.lQ..n.~_OE'he1:: The applicant reported the registration number of the car in
'i.-Ihich the sl1.bjcct had been placed and gave the ictenti ty of 2. formor T-lCd0C:r of the
car~bineros uho had uitnessed the event. She asked that the testimony of this
ui tness should be "lade aVD.ile.ble and that inquiries should be insti tutecl ooncerning
the vehicle. 1~e court's decision concerning those requests ",as that tllcy should
be bOrj1G in mind in the hearing of the case.
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1) pov.9mbcE: ·'n the light of the official informe.tion available, the
application for nmp2.ro 'las rcjacted~ \,!i thout prejudice to the tro.Y!omi ttal of tho
documents in tl16 C8.SC to the C:cininal Court for the investigation of the subject's
disappcaro..nco.

On the SlliIlG deW, tho applicant apPGalod to tho Suprel!le Court. As g'".cound
for that appeal, she stated tha.t the Im-ler cour'c had ruled on the application
rrithout dealing uith the requests Sl18 h8.d made in the light of the official
reports.

!-G_I~o2Cs;mb0.E.; In loc1eing the application, the 8.pplicEmt stated that the
subject hacl. been arrested. tl1e previous dny, in the presence of "d-'cIlGSSeS, by
civilio-=.1s l,,rho h2.d ta1~cn her to an lU1idcntified place. She rel}l1estcd that
informatio~l should be GouG'ht from t.L~c Hinistry of the Interior D-l1.d the
Investi{j['.tiol1s Service. The court g'"".L'antod that Tequest.

]. 7 1T.o.v.oHb~, 'rhe applicant supplied further information, from "hich sloG
had inforred that the subject vras detaineo_ by CNI, and she petitioned the court
to seel::: infol.-mation i'roI'l the Director of that agencJ'.

]'§..1'!..ovel!lbe~, The court's decision on that requGst uas that it should be
bOrllG in mind in the hearinrr of' the case.

lC_.JLoy_c.!:'ber' ThG applicant reported that the subject had boon re1easeB. on
the public thorol.-"!.ghfaL'c o..nd had been vrarnecl by those \-Tho had arLcc-ced her that
she should remain at ho~ hOTIe and that they would come for her acain~ She
addod U,at the subject hao. 1Jeen he1o_ in an unidentified place and lk"d loGan
interro(jatod~ under lU1.lauful pressure and various threats, concerning an
co:p1osion in San lIigue1. The applicant requested the court to take that
infonnation into account and to talzc such measures as it deemed fit in ordor to
ensure tho security of the subject's person.

19 tLoy_cmber, ThG applicant stated that, in the period since her ro1ee.sG,
thG subject had continued to be the target of investigations of onc fonn or
another and the pross had published her photograph and described her as a membor
of cm e::-trerl1ist group. The applicant claimed. that 'Ghat further i:.1creascd the
dangcT to the subject's pc:rsonal freedom and security. She requested that
inforw0tion should be sought from the llilita~' Judge in order to m2J~o it clear
that the subj act hnd 210 COlillc:d.on Hi th the abovc-mentionetl explosion at San lliguol
or Ili -Ch the 8.ctivi tics of any extreEust group.

T'i1C court oDcicl.od tl1[1.t those requcs-cc s~1oulcl be -])orno in uin(l. in the
hearinG o_~ t~le case.

:'l_.1I.o.:':::.cmber: 'the report fron the Investigations Service Has roccived. :a
stated th~t th~t service had no record of any arrest warrent relating to tilO
subject and that she had. not beGn arrested by an3T of its staff"
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2~. November: The applicant stated that the subject had been obliged to (jO

off the previous day "i th a person 1·rho had identified himself as belonging to
the Inves tigations Servi ce and uho had called for her at her place of uor): in
order to tal,e photographs of her. The applicant peti tioned the court to request
information on that incident from the Prefect of the Investigations Service.
The court decided that that request should also be t~cen into account in the
consic1eration of the applice.tion for amparo.

]4 JI..o2.emb.er: The l'Iinister of the Interior stated that the subject 1w.s not
being held in detenti0i:1 bJr order of his l·linistrJ_

26 NO"y-~1)e.E.: HearinG ef the case: in the light of the documents available,
the application was dismissed, and no other action was t~en. On the same
dE·c' , the applican"c appealed to the Supreme Court.

28yov_ember, On the o"-me day that the Supreme Court added considcration of
the application to its schedule for the foUouing day, the applicant reported
that persons claiminG to belol~ to the Investigations Service had recently been
to see the subject again, ui 'oh a vie1" to having her identify another person,
and that thEy haC!. am10Ul1ced that "ohey would return for h8r on 28 NoveLlber ane1
t~e her £LUny to Give oral descriptions of other persons.

29 NOY2~ber, The d8cision dismissing the application for amparo was confirmed.
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B. Selection of cases summarized in annex 2 which illustrate various
obstacles encountered in proceedings to determine criminal responsibility
for acts violating the rights to life. liberty and the security of person

1. Stay of proceedings while there are matters still pending and without
comnletion of the investigation

Orlando Patricio GuaratellUa Quintero, Santiago Criminal Court No. 3,
Case No. 121.850.

On 16 November 1976, the court decided, on the petition of the plaintiff, to
send official communications to DINA, DIFA, SICAR and the International Police,
requesting information concerning the a=est of Orlando Guarategua. On
23 December, the court received an official reply from the Minister of the Interior
on behalf of DDfA; on 31 December the court stayed the proceedings temporarily, when
the reports requested from DIFA, SICAR and the International Police had not yet been
received. On appeal, the appeal court confirmed the earlier decision.

Carlos Enrigue Lorca Tobar, Santiago Criminal Court No. 4, Case No. 107.782.

When the application for enforcement of rights was dismissed, the documents in
the case were handed over to the court. In the proceedings concerning the alleged
incident no inquiries were ordered and only three of the five witnesses whose sworn
statements had accompanied the application were called upon to testify. No official
communication was sent to the Minister of the Interior or tc DDfA, DIFA, SICAR, the
Area Chief for the State of Siege, SENDET, etc. The inspector appointed to proceed
with inquiries interviewed only the plaintiff (brother of the injured party) and one
of the five witnesses of the a=est.

Humberto mentes Rodriguez, Santiago Criminal Court No. 10, Case No. 2.096.

Proceedings stayed temporarily in July 1976 after inadequate investigation and
despite the evidence of a witness to the arrest. On 23 January 1978, the re-opening
of the case was disallowed despite the submission of a sworn statement by another
witness that he had seen the injured party at the Villa Grimaldi.

2. Stay of nroceedings after proof of the offence

Luis Nelson Cadiz Molina. Letras de Buin Court, Case No. 24.766. Complaint of
abduction.

This person was arrested on 14 September 1973 at his home by "a resident in the
area, named Jorge Verdugo Rojas", whose address is 114, Camino Longitudinal, Paine.
On folio 5 verso of Verdugo's statement he says that he personally took the victim
of the offence in his own vehicle "to the entrance to the Paine Sub-Commissariat".
"I saw Cadiz go in." There were "many witnesses" to this (folio 6). On
17 December 1976 the court sent an official communication to the Paine
Sub-Commissariat requesting information concerning the arrest of Cadiz. There was
no reply to this request of. the court. When the request was repeated on 7 May 1977
a reply dated 8 June 1977 was received (folio 21). This stated that "the prison
admission records for 1973 were destroyed on 4 Merch 1977, the period for which they
are required to be held having elapsed, and for this reason the report requested by
the court cannot be furnished".
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On the basis of this evidence, the Court ordered a temporary stay of
prooeedings on 29 July 1977. The Prosecutor of Rancagua Appeal Court (folio 28)
endorsed the decision as "in accordance with the law and consistent with the pleas
and proceedings". The Appeal Court confirmed on 18 August 1977 the decision against
which appeal had been made.

Luis Gua.iardo Zamorano, Santiago Criminal Court No. 2, Case No. 83.413-5.
Complaint of r-cmicide.

On 2 August 1977 the Seoond Chamber of the Court of Appeal ordered a temporary
stay of proceedings despite proof of the offence. There were two witnesses to the
arrest of the victim of the offence and to his having remained on the premises at
No. 38 Calle Londres (Santiago). There were also witnesses who had seen Guajardo,
suffering from injuries, three days after his arrest. Luis Guajardo was taken to
the Clinic and removed from there by DINA personnel, despite the objections of the
doctor who was treating him. In his report, the Prosecutor signified his approval
of the stay of proceedings but amended the record since in fact "not one, but
several offences had been committed against the person concerned".

Roberto Ernesto Ga.jardo Gutierrez. Santiago Criminal Court No. 11, Case No. 2.680-8.
Complaint of abduction with resulting serious injury.

The proceedings were stayed under article 409, paragraph 2, of the Code of
Criminal Procedure. The Appeal Court confirmed the decision appealed against, with
the dissenting vote of one of the jUdges, who would have referred the case back to
the examining magistrate for him to summon the former Chief of DINA to testify and
to obtain from him particulars of the persons concerned in the matter investigated
(decision of 17 August 1977). The injured party had been abducted, together with
three other persons, on 24 November 1974, by indivijuals in plain clothes and taken
to secret premises (Villa Grimaldi), receiving a bullet wound while in the vehicle
in which he was being transported. Re was taken from those premises to the Military
Hospital and transferred the same night to the El Salvador Hospital, where he was
held as a prisoner and later discharged, after haVing undergone an operation. All
these facts were clearly proved during the proceedings by witnesses' statements,
reports from the two hospital establishments referred to, a statement by the doctor
who operated, a statement by the Carabineros officer who took him into custody at
the El Salvador Hospital, etc.

3. Denial of request that official communications be sent to DINA, CNI and other
security services

Maria Galindo Ramirez, Santiago Criminal Court No. 10, Case No. 4.201-8.
Complaint of abduction.

In this complaint, lodged on 22 March 1977, petition was made for the sending
of an official communication to DINA requesting information concerning the arrest of
the victim of the offence. The court denied this request for particulars in the
case. On 21 April 1977 a further similar petition was made which was also denied.
On 17 May this petition was again made in writing, but met with the same fate as the
two previous attempts. These petitions, together with a request that the court
should make an official visit of inquiry to the Villa Grimaldi were again submitted
in the written comments on the stay of proceedings when that decision was appealed
to the Court of Appeal, where it was upheld, On 4 August 1977 application was made
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for the reopening of the preliminar,r prooeedings, which was not granted although
some particular measures were approved. On 15 September and 26 December, petitions
for the sending of official requests for information to the National Information
Agency (eNI) and other security services were denied. An appeal against this
decision was lodged; the Appeal Court's decision is pending.

Oscar RallioS Garrido, Santiago Criminal Court No. 6, Case No. 94.579.

By a decision of 23 August 1977 a petition for the sending of offiCial requests
for information to the security services of the Armed Forces was denied.

Sergio Montecines Alfaro, Santiago Criminal Court No. 8, Case No. 14.602.

On 16 September 1977 the judge'denied a petition for the sending of an official
request for information to the security servioes of the Armed Forces.

Edgardo Morales Chaparro, Santiago Criminal Court No. 8, Case No. 11.579.

By a decision of 3 November 1977 the court denied a petition for the sending of
an official request for infonnation to eNI.

5. Non-appearance of members of DINA and other security servioes at proceedings
where theY had been summoned to appear

Roberto Ernesto Gajardo Gutierrez, Santiago Criminal Court No. 11, Case No. 2.680-8.
Complaint of abduction with resulting serious injury.

On 25 September 1975, the court deoided to send an official communication to
the Minister of the Interior requesting him to "identify and have appear before the
court" the officials of DllfA who had arrested Roberto Ernesto Gajardo Gutierrez. In
reply, by Decision F/364 dated 5 November 1975, the Under-Secretary informed the
judge:

"••• (2) Concerning this matter, I have to state that the Direotorate of
National Intelligence is not a subsidiary body of this Ministry and, since
the security services work in conditions of absolute secrecy, it is not
possible to allow those persons to appear before the oourt."

In those circumstances, the judge decided to transmit the records of the Case to the
President of the Court of Appeal in order that the latter might take such measures
as he deemed fit to continue or stay the proceedings. By decision of the full
membership of the Court, the records of the case were transmitted to the Supreme
Court for its ruling. The Supreme Court ruled as follows: "Case referred back to
the Court of Appeal to decide what action is appropriate and to advise the Court on
the measures to be taken." Finally, the Court of Appeal handed down the following
unanimous decision: "The case in question, No. 2.680, shall be returned to the
judge of Court No. 11 in order that he may proceed with the inquiry, considering
also the possibility of the Case being one which he is not competent to hear and
making such declaration as may be appropriate if that should be the case.

2. The judge should then advise the Supreme Court of his decision, referring to
the fact that the criminal courts cannot oommunioate direotly with the Directorate
of National Intelligence and to the contention that, since the members of the
Directorate work in conditions of absolute secrecy, any co-operation in the
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investigation of criminal offences must be refused; with a view to that Court making
representations to the President of the Republic, if it sees fit, or adopting such
measures as it may deem appropriate." Pursuing the preliminary examination of the
case, the judge ordered further measures, including the sending of a further
official communication to DIN!, to which there was no response. The proceedings
"ere then stayed temporarily under article 409, paragraph 2. This stay was upheld
by the Court of Appeal on 17 August 1977, with the dissenting vote of one judge who
considered that the case should be referred back for further examination so that the
judge might subpoena the Director of DINA to give evidence and insist on obtaining
from him particulars of the persons who had been involved in the case under
investigation.

Jaime Ignacio Ossa Galdamez, San tliguel Court No. 4, Case No. 10.262.

The court requested the Ministry of the Interior to furnish the names of the
DINA officials by uhom Professor Ossa Galdamez was being escorted at the time of his
death. Some months later the Ministry replied that it was not possible to identify
those agents because they belonged to the security services.

6. Excessive delay in complying with or implementing court orders

Claudio Enrigue Contreras Hernandez, Santiago Criminal Court No. 6, Case No. 91.841.

On 10 November 1976 the Court issued a subpoena calling on
Colonel Manuel Contreras Supulveda, Director of DINA, to give evidence. The order
was repeated on 14 December the same year. Later, the court cancelled a decision to
sit at the headquarters of DINA for the purpose of interrogating Contreras. In
June 1977 the court reversed itself and decided to sit at the headquarters of DINA.

In October that decision had still not been carried out and the court declared
itself incompetent, handing over the records of the case to the Second Military
Prosecutor's Office, ,mere the matter is being dealt with as case No. 891-77 on the
"peace-time" list. There has still been no compliance ,rith the court I s subpoena.

Ricardo Lagos Salinas, Santiago Criminal Court No. 7, Case No. 77.933.

vllien proceedings in this case began in May 1977, official communications were
sent to the Tres and Cuatro Alamos detention camps inquiring whether the subject was
under detention there on 30 January 1976. These communications were repeated on
2 August 1976 and 9 June 1977. To this day, there has been no reply. Upon the
petition of the applicant this situation was reported to the Court of Appeal in an
official communication dated 20 January 1978.

Angel Guerrero Carrillo, Santiago Criminal Court No. 6, Case No. 94-218.

On 18 April 1977 the court was petitioned to take a number of measures. These
were agreed to, but the relevant communications were not sent until 15 October 1977.
So far there have been replies to only two of the nine official communications sent.

Edgardo Morales Chaparro, Santiago Criminal Court No. 8, Case No. 14.602.

Official communications sent on 4 August 1977 to the criminal courts and to
SENDET have not yet been answered.
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Official communications sent on 26 Octcber 1977 to the Minister for
Foreign Affairs and on 10 November 1977 to the Institute of Forensic Medicine have
not yet been answered.

Eduar<1o Enrigue Hernandez Concha, San Bernardo Court, Case No. 45.281.

CNI, DINA and the Infantry School have declined to respond to repeated official
communications sent to them by the Court.

Osvaldo Figueroa Figueroa Figueroa, Santiago Criminal Court No. 7, Case No. 79.600-2.

On 9 September 1977, shortly before leaving Chile, this person laid a criminal
complaint for trespass, abduction, illegal arrest and unlawful constraint. The
plaintiff petitioned for a number of measures to be taken by the court, all of whioh
were granted. He asked that an official oommunication be sent to the Minister of the
Interior requesting him to indicate names, official positions, addresses and all
other particulars "hich might help in the identification of the persons who deprived
the injured party of his liberty (from his home, on 9 May 1977) and to state whether
the persons referred to were civil servants attached to the Ministry of the Interior
or to another department. He asked likewise that the Ministry of Justice should be
officially requested to transmit to the Court a copy of the report on the medical
examination which should have been made of the victim upon entering and leaving the
Cuatro Alamos camp, in accordance with the provisions of article 1 of D.S. 187,
issued by the Ministry.

It was asked that an official communication should be sent to the President of
the Supreme Court requesting him to provide a record of the conversation he had had
"ith the plaintiff at the Cuatro Alamos camp during the latter's imprisonment there.
The furnishing of the following particulars was requested: confirmation that the
President had, at the end of May or the beginning of June 1977, officially visited
the above-named Camp and talked with the plaintiff, confirmation that the plaintiff
had been examined by a doctor accompanying the President, the name of the said doctor
and the results of the examination carried out.

All these official requests for information were despatched on 9 September 1977.
They have not so far been ans"ered, although they "ere repeated on 30 December 1977.

Carlos Alberto Nieto Duarte, Buin Court, Case No. 24.765.

After having ordered a temporary stay of proceedings on 2 August 1977, the
court transmitted a record of the pleas and proceedings for "advice" to the First
Court of Appeal of Rancagua, "hich, following the suggestion of its District
Prosecutor, ordered that an official oommunication should be sent to the
San Bernardo Infantry School requesting it to furnish the names of the Unit
Commander, the Second-in-Command and the senior officers of the Groups and Companies
on duty on 16 October 1973 (date of the arrest of Nieto Duarte). The court of
first instance complied "ith the order of the court of appeal and despatched the
relevant official communications on 14 September 1977. The reply from the
San Bernardo Infantry Sohool "as received by the court on 29 December 1977 and
stated that "it is not possible for the undersigned to furnish the names of military
personnel "ho may have taken part in operations in the Paine and district sector •••
as he does not have this information".
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7. Cases in which court orders for measures to be taken by the military courts
have not been implemented

Alejandro Avalos Davidson, Santiago Criminal Court No. 2, Case No. 84.315-5.

On 9 August 1977, the applicant made written petition for the court to
ascertain whether the victim was or had been in the Villa Grimaldi, as would appear
from the records in the case.

The court transmitted a written request for information in the following terms:
"Under the prOVisions of Decree-Law 1,775, article 2 (b), the First Military Court
is officially requested to visit the Villa Grimaldi and verify whether
Avalos Davidson is detained there. If he is not, it is requested to ascertain
whether he was detained there and the name of the place to which he has now been
taken." Since the Military Court paid no heed to this request during the month of
October, the court, on its own initiative, repeated the request: in November, on
the petition of the applicant, information was again requested. In the same month
(November), the Military Court asked for the file on the case to be sent to it,
with which request the court complied. The request of the court has not yet been
acted upon. .

Jose Raman Ascencio Subiabre, Santiago Criminal Court No. 3, Case No. 120.533.

On 23 August the court was petitioned to transmit to the Military Court the
request that it visit the Villa Grimaldi. This petition was denied. On appeal, the
Appeal Court ordered that the action requested should be taken. In October 1977 the
Third Military Prosecutor asked for the records of the case to be transmitted for
the purpose of compliance with the request. On 30 October the file was sent "for
not more than five days". Since that date, the action requested has not been taken
nor has the file been returned. On 30 January 1978 petition was made for the return
of the file, which Court No. 3 granted. '

.i'

Oscar Ramos Garrido, Santiago Criminal Court No. 6, Case No. 94.579.

In November 1977 the file on the case was 'sent to the Third Military
Prosecutor's Office at the latter's request for the purpose of t~cing action
requested by Court No. 6. The file has still not been returned to the court hearing
the case and the action requested is still pending.

8. Restrictions on judicial action imposed by administrative authorities.

Luis Nelson Cadiz Malina, Buin Court, Case No. 24.766.

On 17 December 1976 the court sent to the Paine Sub-Commissariat an official
request for information concerning the arrest of this person. This request was
repeated on 27 May 1977 and a reply was finally received on 8 June 1977 to the
effect that "the register of prisoner admissions for 1973 was destroyed on
4 March 1977, the period of time for which the records are required to be kept
having elapsed, and for this reason the report requested by the Court cannot be
furnished". It appears, therefore, that the register had not been destroyed when
the request was first made on 17 December 1976.
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Mario Zamorano and others, Santiago Criminal Court No. 11, Case No. 6.799.

In this case the judge ordered that the Court should hold a sitting at the
head~uarters of DINA. As a result, DINA made representations to the Supreme Court,
accusing the judge of "arrogance" and "insolence". The Supreme Court rejected
these accusations against the judge but, on 14 September 1976, ordered that the
record of the proceedings on folio 32 should "limit the said decision and the
measures called for to the investigation of the concrete facts which are material to
the case; by which it is understood that the order referred to should be considered
as referring only to information, to be furnished by the national intelligence
service to the judge conducting the preliminary proceedings, concerning all matters
reLating to the possible detention of the three persons alleged to be missing, and
any particulars the said service may possess regarding the disappearance under
investigation. In order to facilitate the task of the intelligence service, the
judge shall send to it individual photographs of the persons alleged to be missing,
after he has obtained these photographs from the parties concerned.

9. Refusal to send to the President of the Republic or the Office of the Minister
Secretary General of the Government an official request for information
concerninB inquiries made in connexion with missing persons

Claudio Enrique Contreras Hernaudez, Santiago Criminal Court No. 6, Case No. 91.841.

On 11 May 1977 the court decided not to act on a decision calling for an
official communication to be sent to the President of the Republic requesting that
the court be informed of the findings of an inquiry ,-,hich the President had
announced in San Bernardo on 20 August 1975.

Edgardo Morales Chaparro, Santiago Criminal Court No. 8, Case No. 11.576.

On 30 December 1977 the court d~nied a petition that an official communication
should be sent to the Minister Secretary General of the Government requesting
information concerning the inquiry ordered by the Government in connexion with the
disappearance of 119 persons whose cases had been referred to in the press in
July 1975. .
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.Annex XXV

EXCERPTS FROM A SPEECH MADE BY TIlE PRESJ])ENT OF
THE REPUBLIC OF CHILE ON 5 APRIL 1978 !y

The following is the text of the address to the nation delivered last night
by the President of the Republic, General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte:

Chileans, men and women:

I have thought it advisable to address the nation tonight because, as in
previous years, I feel that the full recommitment of all Chileans to the tasks
facing us in a new year offers an ideal opportunity to assess the general state
of the country and tell you of the basic goals that the Government has set itself
for the near future in its various areas of activity •

........
Massive national support and normalization

In the political-institutional field, this year began with the historic
"National Consultation" in which an overwhelming majority of Chileans supported
the President now speaking to you, in the face of the international aggression
launched against our country, and reaffirmed the legitimacy of the Government
of the Republic to conduct the process of creating new national institutions,
in exercise of a sovereignty that Chile will not permit to be compromised, or
relinquish under foreign pressure.

It will be for history to confer its full splendour and significance on
that memorable 4 January 1978 when the Chilean people emerged in all the vigour
of its most glorious deeds, to announce to the whole world that, if there was
an 11 September 1973 in Chile, it was because we are a proud pepple who will
never accept slavery and will alw~s find in our deep moral fibre the strength
needed to overthrow anyone who tries to subjugate us.

Although it was not the direct object of the Consultation to produce internal
political effects, it cannot be doubted that the massive support for the
Government expressed in its results was a decisive factor in the decision to
discontinue the state of siege on 11 March last and to maintain only the state
of emergency.

Despite what persons with vested interests or super~ioial views have tried
to insinuate, it is evident that this step constitutes a very important milestone
in our normalization process in that, apart from other legal consequenoes, the

!y Text published in El Mercurio on 6 April 1978.
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ra1s1ng of the state of siege substantially restores the legal safeguards of
personal freedom that belong to a regime of normality, while completely
eliminating the operations of the War-time Military Courts, with the result that
the Supreme Court now exercises supervision over the Military Courts in precisely
the same way as it supervises the rest of the nation's courts.

Pardons and commutations of penalties

With the same desire for normality and national concord, I hereby announce
that I have decided to grant pardon or commutation of the penalty of imprisonment
to that of banishment, that is, expulsion from the country, to all persons at
present under sentence by Military Courts for offences against the security of
the State, whether committed before or after 11 September 1973.

Despite the fact that the status of political prisoners is entirely
inappropriate in referring to persons judicially sentenced for offences, this
measure, motivated by humanitariam considerations, also means that from now on
nobody will be able to say that there are persons in Chile deprived of freedom
for political acts that occurred in the past.

I hope that this decision by the Government over which I p~eside will be
understood as a pacific gesture and not as a sign of weakness, because anyone
who makes such a mistake is liable to incur henceforward the full rigour of
the law.

The key to the Chacarillas plan: gradual progress

Asfor the institutional process, I must recall that last year, on the
occasion of "Youth Day", I gave a ;public account at Chacarillas of the
Government's thinking regarding the features of the new democracy we are
building, and I sketched out a detailed itinerary of our scheme for achieving it.

Later, in the Presidential Message I delivered on 11 September'last,
I developed its philosophical outlines and repeated that, as I had stated at
Chacarillas, both the time-schedule and the specific formulas for each stage
were subject to adjustment according to the circumstances, but that the basic
contents of that statement corresponded to the thinking of the Government as it
had matured over a long period, and that, consequently, it was not stlbject to
changes made lightly.

The key to the Chacarillas Plan was the gradual advance to a system of
definitive national institutions through a transitional phase which will succeed
the present recovery stage.

As I underlined on that occasion, our purpose is to steer clear of two
opposite but equally pernicious extremes: that of immobilism, which would cause
explosive pressures to build up, and that of over-hasty action, which would bring
about upheavals worse than those which the country experienced under the
Marxist Government.
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Basic features of th~transition

The keynote of the transitional period consists of t\,o basic ch"'·bcteL'istic
features.

First, the essence of political pOI·,er will continue to be vested in the
Armed Forces and the Forces of Order, but its more immediate exercise will be
fully shared with the civil population, who viII thus move from collaboration to
participation;

Second, all the organs of the State which are to be established on a
permanent footing, in accordance with the norms, structures and relationships
bringing them as close as possible to the role devolving upon them in this last
phase, will be brought into operation; hm.ever in the transitional stage there
will be no elections for the organs which will exercise pm.er.

The absolute need for this transitional period arises out of the
evolutionary nature which all political processes aspiring to be peaceful and
enduring must possess. In order to accustom a QOuntry to a new institutional
system when the preceding system has collapsed in anarchy, throughout history
a running-in period has invariably been required for the ne'·J institutions, in a
climate which allows new and healthy civic habits to be acquired. This would be
impossible if such a period coincided Hi th the beginning of a pOVJer struggle
through political eleotions.

To disregard this obvious fact would simply mean a return to an electoral
contest between men and. parties whose thinking was formed in an outworn political
regJ.me ,.hich collapsed before our eyes, and it would destroy any hope of a neVJ,

stable and efficient institutional system for Chile.

Establishment of a Parliament

The step towards the transitional period must involve the establishment of a
Parliament, which viII consist of either one Chamber or two Chambera, depending
on the decision taken on the basis of the studies in progress, but the substantial
majority of Congress members who, under the institutional system in its final form,
will be elected directly by the people qy universal suffrage, will be appointed qy
the Government during the transitional phase, which will coincide with the first
session of the Congress.

Similarly, the Constitutional Tribunal, the body entrusted vii th the task of
exercising the Security Power, and any others vlhich it may ultimately be .:rgreed·:;
to prOVide for, will begin to function.

Definitive Constitution to be submitted to a plebiscite

It was originally thought that the transitional phase would be governed by a
series of Constitutional Acts which would cover the entire constitutional
spectrum, since those instruments proved suitable for working towards the new
Constitution proceeding from provisional texts dealing with the various relevant
matters and promulgated as the circumatances warranted.
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However, the political significance of the national consultation, the
clarification of ideas which we have achieved and the progress made by the
Con~ission entrusted with the task of carrying out the relevant studies h~ve led
the Government to move towards the completion and entry into force of the new
comprehensive ~nd definitive Constitution at the earliest possible date.

It should. be perfectly clear that, in accordance "ith the basic gUidelines
given at Chacarillas and summarized earlier, the new Fundamental Charter "ill
have to take into account both the variants appropriate to the transitional
period and the actual duration of the period, by means of transitional artioles
,·,hich lVill be incorporated in the text.

Acoordingly, I have requested the Commission on Constitutional Reform to
fon;ard to me not later than 21 May 1978 its specific proposals, based on the
guidelines transmitted to it last November by presidential communication, for the
complete text of the future Constitution, "'hich I shall submit for consideration
to the Council of State. Once in possession of these valuable background data
the Government Junta lVill have to take a decision on the SUbsequent refining of
the text by the Constitutional Commission.

The time-limit for the completion of this "ork has been set at 31 December of
this year, so that as soon as the final text has been approved by the Government
Junta, it can be submitted to a plebiscite, and the transitional phase can be
initiated.

Decisions in intermediate organizations

The above clearly shows that the Government is combining perseverance in its
basic policies with fleXibility in adapting them in practice to changing
circumstances.

In refusing to yield to those "ha show impatience, I am sure that I interpret
the wishes of the great majority of the Chilean people who wish to move towards
a nelV, democratic institutional system, but most emphatically do not wish to be
ensnared by those "ho, ,·,hile appearing to be the standard-bearers of demo=acy,
subscribe to demagogic policies which would take us back to a state of chaos
1V0rse than that we overcame on 11 September 1973.

At the same time, starting this year, the Government will ~ive increased
importance to greater autonomy and participation in the organizations which stand
half way be~leen the citizen and the State, paying particular attention to
municipal, university and labour organizations.

In this last sector, the forthooming establishment of the National Council
of Labour lVill make for the earliest possible establishment of a nelV system of
oolleotive bargaining which will bring the legitimate interests of the parties
into line Hi th those of the community in general.

Chile regrets its difficulties Hith two brother countries

I cannot conclude this statement without a brief reference to Our
i.nternational situation, since it is a matter of immediate concern to very
larGe sectors of public opinion.
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The Government is aware that the false picture of our situation, patiently
disseminated by international communism and its fellow-travellers entrenched in
the free world, has succeeded in placing Chile in an extremely difficult
international situation, and we must react against it with a foreign policy
which is particularly clear in its objectives and dynamic in its execution.
The restructuring of our Foreign Service in the direction of greater
professionalism, efficiency and mobility is geared to that end.

Of late, difficulties very diverse in nature and origin have arisen with
two neighbouring countries. Chile sincerely regrets these situations, for which
it is in no way responsible, and is confident that they will be settled amicably,
without detriment to our fraternal links and common destiny as countries of the
Americas which make it incumbent upon us to unite to face a future which in
many respects calls for a close association among us.

As a peace-loving nation, Chile believes in the law as the only road to
civilized coexistence and considers that scrupulou~ respect for international
treaties is an essential part of any legal concept. This criterion is of
particular importance in our continent, where almost all territorial boundaries
have been established precisely by treaties.

On the basis of law, our country values reciprocal good will as a
fundamental instrument in international relations. For that reason the protection
of our legitimate legal rights is not and will not be an obstacle to the
redoubling of our efforts in search of an amicable solution of the present
difficulties with our neighbours.

In the same way, the defence of our dignity and sovereignty against the
unjust attacks to which we have been subjected by the international organizations
will be continued without any diminution of our spirit of loyal co-operation
towards their genuine and noble objectives.

The Letelier case

However, this evening I feel compelled to denounce and refute a campaign
orchestrated from abroad, in complicity with our political adversaries at home,
who without recoiling from the use of the most despicable methods to promote
their ignoble ends, seek to bracket together international situations which are
completely different, deliberately magnify our problems and cunningly play on a
variety of issues, with the object of creating a false and artificial impression
of instability in regard to the Government over which I preside.

It has gone so far in its infamy as to try to implicate the Government in the
indefensible murder of Mr. Orlando Letelier.

Chile has witnessed the unchecked reporting in our country on this case,
which has included open sensationalism such as very few Governments in the world
would have accepted in similar circumstances.

International and national public opinion has also been able to ascertain
how this Government has collaborated fully in the investigation of events, and,
I repeat, we shall continue to do this in order to contribute towards the
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complete revelation of the truth and the consequent punishment which those
who are guilty deserve, irrespective of their situation or nationality.

A leader may proceed in this way when his conscience is clear and when his
conduct is guided by solid Christian moral principles whose recognized
objective and permanent value transcends any merely circumstantial or
utilitarian considerations.

Since the name and the honour of Chile and of its leaders cannot be sullied
by any shadow of doubt, I publicly and solemnly call upon those who today prejudge
us to acknowledge the verdict which justice demands and to announce to the world
cur complete innocence which that verdict will reflect, with the same passion
they deploy todalf in their speculations and slander.

Call for calm and inflexible =ity

Fellow Chileans:

OUr country is today the victim of a plot which is being intensified parallel
to our achievement of sucCess in all fields.

While Chile is progressing towards normalization in law, in a climate of
order, peace and respect which contrasts with a world torn by terrorist violence
and totalitarian oppression; while Chile is making a very rapid economic recovery,
advancing to~rn.rds a society where there is greater justice and well-being, when
so many nations are struggling in the chaos of demagogy and backwardness; while
Chile is moving towards a new institutional system which will allow this progress
to be projected in a stable manner on to a regime of liberty in conformity with
a clear Declaration of Principles, at a time when uncertainty, confusion or t~·c

tyranny prevail in the world, it is understandable that our adversaries, in secret
and unavowed despair and envy, feel that the time for their destructive purposes
is running out.

This is whY, as the President of Chile, I urge all my compatriots to be
calm in the face of false alarms raised by biased persons, in the certainty that
the Government of the armed forces and police have adopted measures to guarantee
our external and internal security,

Above all, I call on them for an inflexible unity, the key to the strength
which throughout our history has always enabled us to change adverse situations
into triumphs for our country, with the protection and help of Almighty God,
to whose infinite goodness and wisdom I fervently appeal this evening, that He
~ guide the destiny of this Republic of Chile, its leaders and all its sons;
and as I gaze on our unvanquished flag, the symbol of this land, I raise with
the emotion of an old soldier the heartfelt cry of

LONG LIVE CHILE!
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Annex XXVI

DECREE-LAW NO. 2191 of 18 APRIl 1978

The following is the text of Decree-Law No. 2191 which grants anmesty to the
persons indicated for the crimes specified:

No. 2191. Santiago 18 April 1978.

Bearing in mind the provisions of Decree-Laws Nos. 1 and 128 of 1973 and
No. 527 of 1974, and

Considering:

1. The general calm, peace and order now being enjoyed throughout the country,
with the result that internal unrest has ended and it is now possible to lift the
state of siege and the curfew throughout Chilean territory;

2. The ethical obligation which requires that every effort be made to strengthen
the bonds uniting the Chilean nation, to cast aside hatreds which are today
meaningless, and to encourage all attsmpts to consolidate the reunification of the
Chilean people;

3. The need f-or inflexible national unity to und.erpin the progress made towards
the new institutional system which is to govern the future of Chile;

The Government Junta has resolved to enact the following Decree-Law:·

Article 1. Anmesty is hereby granted to all persons who, as principals or
accessories,committed criminal offences during the period of the state of siege
between 11 September 1973 and 10 March 1978, unless at the present time they are
in the process of being tried or have been convicted.

Article 2. Anmesty shall likewise be granted to persons who, at the date of entry
into force of this Decree-Law, have been convicted by military courts since
11 September 1973.

Article 3. Anmesty as referred to in article 1 shall not apply to persons in
respect of whom proceedings are pending for the offences of parricide,
infanticide, robbery with force against property or with bodily violence or
intimidation, processing or trafficking in narcotic drugs, abduction of minors,
corruption of minors, arson and other criminal dama€Q, assault, rape, incest,
drunken driving, misappropriation of public funds, fraud or extortion, false
pretences, indecent assault, offences covered by Decree-Law No. 280 of 1974
and subsequent amendments thereto, bribery, evasion of Customs duties and
smuggling, and offences specified in the Code of Taxation.

Article 4. Similarly, the terms of article 1 shall not apply to the persons shown
to be responsible, either as principals or accessories, for the acts being
investigated in indictment No. 192-78 of the Santiago Military Court, ad hoc
prosecutor's office.
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Article 5. Persons benefiting from this Decree-Law who are outside the
territory of the Republic shall comply with the terms of article 3 of
Decree-Law No. 81, of 1973, for the purpose of re-entering Chile.

To be registered in the Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic,
to be published in the Diario Oficial and to be inserted in the Official Digest
of the said Office. - AUGUSTO PINOCHET UGARTE, General of the ArIDlf' President
of the Republic. - Admiral JOSE T. MERINO CASTRO, Commander-in-Chief of the
Navy. - General GUSTAVO pliGH GUZMAN, Gommander-in-Ghief of the Air Force.
- General GESAR MENDOZA DURAN, Director-General of the Garabineros.
- Sergio Fema.ndez Fernandez, Minister of the Interior - Monica Madariaga Gutierrez,
}linister of Justice.

I am sending you the above for your information. Respectfully,
Enrique Montero Marx, Under-Secretary of the Interior.
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Annex XXVII

RESOLUTION ORDERING EXPULSIONS: DECREE NO. 0062 CiF TEE TlINISTRY CiF THE INTERIOR

REPUBLIC OF CHILE
MINISTRY CiF THE INTERIOR
CONF'IDENrIAL OFFICE

Expulsion from the country of the persons indicated

DECRETO EXTENTO No. 0062
Santiago, 12 May 1978

His Excellency the President of the Republic has today decreed as follows:

Bearing in mind communication No. 155 dated 10 May inst. of the Second
Mili tary Court of Santiago, and

Considering:

That the Chilean nationals, HEYES IruNEZ HECTOR AID1ANDO,
SEPULVEDA COLOMA SERGIO ENRIQ,UE, llERESMAN SEPULVEDA VICTOR HUCO and
MARTINEZ MUfloZ JORGE ARTURO, according to information in the possession of this
Ministry, constitute a danger to the internal security of the State, and

The power conferred upon the Ministry of the Interior by article 2 of
Decree-Law No. 81 of 1973 as amended by Decree-Law No. 684 of 1974,

I HEREBY DECREE:

That the Investigaciones de Chile shall expel from the national territory
the Chilean nationals REYES NUNEZ HECTOR ARMANDO,
SEPULVEDA COlOMA SERGIO ENRIQUE, HERESMAN SEPULVEDA VICTOR HUGO and
MARTlNEZ MUfloZ JORGE ARTURO.

For noting and transmittal,

SERGIO FERNANDEZ FERNANDEZ
MINISTER CiF THE INTERIOR

RAUL BENAVIDES ESCOBAR
MAJOR-GENERAL
MINISTER CiF NATIONAL DEFENCE

For your information,

ENRIQUE MONTERO MARX
UNDER-SECRETi,RY OF THE INTERIOR
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Annex XXVIII

SUBMISSION BY LAWYERS CONTAINING COMMENTS ON THE APPLICATION
OF DECREE-L1l.1o! NO. 2191 OF 18 APRIL 1978

Comments on the application of Decree-Law No. 2191 of 18 April 1978
and proposals for appropriate measures.

TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SUPREME COURT

The lawyers signatories to this document, whose names and particulars of
registration and licences are shown at the end of the text, all domiciled for
the present purposes in the Law Courts, Office of the Assooiation of Lawyers
of Chile; in the exercise of the right of petition conferred b.Y article 10,
paragraph 6 of the Political Constitution of the State and article 1,
paragraph 8 of Constitutional Act No. 3; respectfully state as follows:

In the Diario Oficial of 19 April 1978 there was published Decree-Law No. 2191
which grants amnesty, for various offences, to persons finding themselves in-the
legal circumstances described in its provisions. Because we tend to specialize in
criminal law matters and because this exceptional enactment has to be fitted, with
logical consistency, into the context of the criminal law in force, as regards
both procedure and substance, we have had to stUdy the provisions of the
Decree-Law with care, to note the scope of these provisions and to determine the
practical implications of their application.

In the light of the conclusions of our study, we consider it our professional
duty to draw your attention to the gravity of the effects which Decree-Law No. 2191,
as published, may produce on the principles of equity, reasonableness, objectivity
and validity which constitute the ethical content of the positive law of the State
and the foundations of the majesty of the law. Our comments do not, of course,
challenge the validity of an amnesty law, or the authority's wish to legislate
on the subject. On the contrary, we consider that such an enactment was an
urgent necessity, not only for the political or social reasons which motivated the
Government to promulgate it, but also on account of the irregular, very harsh
and sometimes precipitate way in which certain rules of criminal law have been
applied in recent years. Our comments are directed solely to the text of the said
Decree-Law, to its discriminatory extension to certain offences under the ordinary
law, to the vagueness of the requirements governing eligibility to the benefit of
amnesty, to the conflicting procedural circumstances on which the grant of this
benefit depends, to the exhaustive but incomprehensible catalogue of the offences
which are excluded and, in a word, to the interpretative anarchy that will be the
consequence of its obscure wording.

The criticisms of the amnesty legislation which we bring to your attention are
the following:

1. The benefit of the amnesty is applicable in respect of numerous offences
under the ordinaxy law that are wholly unrelated to the political and
soC'ial situation which is to be brought to an end

Article 1 of the Decree-Law under consideration lays down the general rule
that the amnesty is granted in respect of all criminal offences committed between
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11 September 1973 and 10 March 1978. Article 3 enumerates exhaustively the
offenees ~hich are excluded. It follows that all unlawful actions not expressly
excepted are covered by this form of penal whitewash which relates to a period of
fo~r and a half years. Consequently, not only typically political offences or
offences that rs;ay have a political connotation but also the following acts that
are unlawful under the ordinary law are amnestied:

- All offences "Which affect the rights guaranteed by the Constitution 
Title Ill, book 11 of the Penal Code;

All offences against public good faith, forgeries, false witness and
perjury - Titlo IV, book 11 of the Penal Code;

Offences committed by public employees in the course of their duties, with
the sole exceptions of misappropriation, fraud and extortion - Title V, book 11
of the Penal Code;

Offences against the family and public decency, other than abduction,
corruption of minors, indecent assault, rape and incest - Title VII, book 11
of tho Penal Code;

The offences of homicide, grievous bodily harm, duelling, defamation
and insult - Title VIII, book 11 of the Penal Code;

The offences of larceny, illegal seizure, fraud and wilful damage 
Titlo IX, book 11 of the Penal Code.

In addition to the offenoes mentioned above, all of which are defined and
declared punishable by the Penal Code, the amnesty also covers offenoes referred
to in special legislation, with the exception of those ~overed by
Decree-1a~ No. 280 of 1974, the General Customs Ordinanoe and the Code of
Taxation. Aocordingly, the following offences (among others) are amnestied:

Offences punishable under the General Rail~ays Act;
Offences mentioned in the General Electrical Supplies Act;
Offences referred to in the Alcoholic Liquors Act;
Offences punishable under the Current Bank Accounts and Cheques Act; and
Offences punishable under the General Traffic Ordinance.

Lastly, the expression "criminal offences", by ..hich article 1 of the
Decree-Law in question characterizes the conduct deemed to be pardoned, might with
soma plausibility be construed as including q~asi-delicts and minor offences
committed during the period covered by the amnesty.

It is hardly necessary to emphasize the serious effect that such a penal
cleansing may have on the legal order of the Republic. Illicit acts have not
only principals and accessories but also victims, and the latters l right to
obtain justice cannot be sacrificed on the altars of a peace which has nothing
to do with common delinquency.
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2. The selection of the criminal offences amnestied is discriminatory, ~ithout

any apparent justification

From the mere reading of Decree-La~ No. 2191 it is obvious that there is an
incomprehensible discrimination between the offences that are pardoned and those
that are not. For example:

The amnesty is granted in respect of all forms of forgery and issue of
cheques without provision, but false pretences and other forms of swindling
are punishable;

Homicid.e and grievous bodily harm are pardoned, but robbery ~ith violence
and intimidation are not;

The offence of ~ilful damage is included in the amnesty, but arson and
other criminal damage are excluded;

Abortion, abandonment of children and bigamy are pardoned, but the
corruption of minors, rape and incest are not.

The comparison could continue but would not lead to any rational, logical
or legal conclusion regarding the criterion ~hich inspired so capricious a
selection.

3. The amnesty benefits persons ~ho have committed offences and accused persons
~ho are as yet untried. but persons under trial and convicted persons are
excluded, with the consequence that situations of manifest injustice may occur

The arbitrary ~ay in ...hich this strange amnesty operates becomes fully
apparent if ~e consider the actual cases that may occur, depending on the
stage reached in criminal proceedings by 19 April 1978, the date of publication of
Decree-Law No. 2191. Since article 1 excludes from the benefit of the amnesty
persons ~ho are being tried or have been convicted, such absurd cases as the
fo11o~ing ~ill occur: if, of wo persons jointly parties to a homicide, one ~as

apprehended and charged before 19 April and the other succoeded in escaping and
hence was thus not put on trial by that date, ~hat ~i11 happen is that the former
may be convicted and may even be sentenced to death, ~hereas the latter ~ill not
even suffer the moral penalty of having an entry made in his record.

Situations like that may arise so frequently that the rule of la~, the
prestige of the courts, the evenhandedness of judges, the honesty of la~yers and
the basic reasonableness ef the la~ ~ill be called into question b,y a society
~hich, for the most part and for most of the time, has believed in the justice of
our legal order and respected its rules and decisions.

Much the same comments as the foregoing apply to the cases covered by
article 2 of Decree-La~ No. 2191, under ~hich the amnesty is granted also to
persons convicted by the military courts since 11 September 1973. Under this
article, it is true that the l'ardon is denied only to those ~ho are actually on
trial, but bet~een these and the persons ~ho may claim the benefit of the
amnesty - i.e. persons ~ho ~ere parties to offences, persons accused and persons
convicted - there is a subtle difference as regards the stage of proceedings ~hich

is totally irrelevant to the conduct or judicial situation of the persons concerned.
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What is more, this article produces further discrimination in that it extends
the amnesty to many offences committed before 11 September 1973, the sole proviso
being that the decision in prcceedings relating to such offences must have been
given by the military courts since that date. In this "lay, the treacherous crime
committed against General Rene Schneider Chereau in October 1970 is amnestied,
among others.

4. In practice, the penal cleansing also entails the civil impunity of those
responsible. and this grave~y distorts the legal nature of the amnesty

Since, on the one hand, Decree-Law No. 2191 is in the nature of a general
amnesty covering virtually all unlawful acts and gives identioal treatment
to offences which harmcthe interests of the State and to those whioh Cause
prejudice to ~rivate citizens, and, on the other hand, follows the perilous path
of extinguishing the criminal proceedings and not the penalty, as required by
article 93, paragraph 3, of the Penal Code, the result is that victims "lill be
debarred by a procedural rule from olaiming the performance of the civiI
obligations which flow from the unlawfUl acts.

A person who has been the victim of a theft committed during the period of
the amnesty and covered by it will be unable even to obtain jUdicial recognition
of the unlawful act "lhich deprived him of his property and, consequently, will
be unable to institute civil proceedings in respect of the offence.

We have no doubt that you are aware of the complex and dangerous
consequences of Decree-Law No. 2191 as published. Its texts ignores the most
elementary legal principles which have governed this subject in the Western world
and breaks with the historical tradition of amnesty laws that have been enacted in
Chile. The substantive reason for this abnormality is that certain fundamental
principles of our penal law have not been respected, principles consistently
endorsed by learned author9 and reflected in article 92, No. 3 of our Penal Code,
the sole positive rule on the subject.

In brief, these legal principles are as followsj

(a) An amnesty is a means of extinguishing, in objective and general terms,
the penalty and its effects, but in respect of precisely and restrictively
specified offences. It is not, therefore, a general whitewash of all, or
nearly all, breaches of the la"l.

(b) An amnesty may be extended to include even the actual criminal proceedings;
but, in such a case, the delimitation of the unlawfUl acts covered by the
amnesty must be even stricter and may not extend to offences that give
rise to, or may give rise to, civil actions on behalf of the aggrieved
persons. Infringement of this principle means, in effect, rewarding the
offenders and punishing their victims.

(c) The promulgation of an amnesty which extinguishes the latent criminal
proceedings should not exclude from the scope of its benefit criminal
proceedings that have already been instituted, or a fortiori the penalty.
To provide otherwise is, inter alia, to make the criminal law a lottery,
to grant immunity to fugitives from justice and to penalize persons who
in any way have co-operated with the law.
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(d) Whatever the amnesty system applied, it may not frustrate the civil actions
arising from the offences, since this would imply an arbitrary punishment
of the victims of the unlal'lful actions pardoned.

The truth is that these four principles are missing from the text of
Decree-Law No. 2191 as pUblished, hence the graVity of its effects in the
practical applicaticn of its provisions.

CONSEQUENTLY,

\"le request you to be good enough to take note of the above comments, to
bring them to the attention of the full membership of the Supreme Court and to
propose any of the following measures designed to remedy or correct the
pernicious effects that are bound to result if Decree-Law No. 2191, in its
existing text, remains in forcet

Impressing upon the legislative powers the need to amend the amnesty law
in a manner which will not affect the country's penal legal order;

Handing down of a decision in plenary which, through the due process of
the law, will serve to correct contradictory interpretations and mitigate
the flagrant injustices which would be brought about by a literal
interpretation of this Decree-Law.
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Annex XXIX

STATEHBNT BY THE VICARS-CiE:NERAL OF THE ARCHBI;5HOPRIC
OF SJ,NTIAGO DATED 8 NAY 1978 Y

In the absence of the Archbishop of Santiago, Cardinal Reul Silva Henriquez,
who is making a tour abroad, the eight Episcopal Vicars-General yesterday issued a
statement entitled ''Pastoral exhortation", the text of \;hich is reproduced be 10\1 ,

"In a recent statement, the Archbishop of Santiago expressed his
pleasure at the amnesty meaSure adopted by the Supreme Government, \;hich
spells freedom for persons who have long been imprisoned and also enables
those condemned to exile to return home. The reintegration of both these
categories of persons in the national community should have beneficial
consequences for the country.

"We have expresced our appreciation of the spirit of concord and
national reconciliation underlying the adoption of this measure of fraternal
reunion. We trust that those benefiting from the measure will receive an
open-hearted and cordial welcome from the rest of their brothers, and an
offer of genuine possibilities for their complete reintegration in society
as useful members with equal rights.

"l"Ie have also called for prayers for the elimination, in a spirit of
truth and compassion, of all the obstacles which are still standing in the
way of complete reconciliation.

"Summoned as ",e are to collaborate in the pastoral mission of our
Cardinal, the Archbishop of Santiago, we should like today to echo the
sorro\; of some hundreds of persons who were hoping - in accordance \.,i th the
promise made on various occasions b,y the Supreme Government - to receiva word
about the situation of their loved ones. We refer to the families of
persons of whom nothing more has been heard since their detention.

"For years, in some cases, we have witnessed in our respective pastoral
districts the vicissitudes of their grief, anguish and humiliation. We have
stood beside them in their numerous legal efforts and in their silence. We
cannot refrain from loving them and weeping with them because, in our view,
the amnesty decree to all intents and purposes puts an end to any hope of
their learning what happened to their husbands, fathers, sons or brothers.
\'iith the compassionate spirit of Christ, we feel sympathy for them because
they are sheep without a shepherd (cf. Nark 6, 34). \'le offer to intercede
for them as fathers and pastors, whose only wish is to help to create public
aWareness of this new situation and to beseech the authorities once acain to
give this matter their attention.

y Text published in El Nercurio on 9 Nay 1978.
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"We believe that due clarification concerning the whereabouts of these
missing persons would be an important step towards the unification of all
Chileans, and towards peace, for Chile and its sons, which we all so ardently
iesire. Evasion of this issue, its debasement by superficial treatment or
the denial of its existence - which has been so abundantly proved - would
not only violate a fundamental right of the families of the persons
concerned, but would also leave in suspense a matter which unfortunately
would inevitably emerge in the future as an obstacle to that peace.

"Finally, we would endorse the following words of Pope Faul VI,

"'How can one fail to be perturbed when one knows that many anguished
families plead in vain for their dear ones, and that even their requests for
information are left unanswered?' (Address to the Diplomatic Corps
accredited to the Holy See, 14 January 1978). 'The Church and the
faithful', the Pope went on to say, 'cannot remain insensitive and inactive
in the face of situations like these. It feels itself committed to teach
respect for life at all its stages. Nor can it be otherwise, for the
promotion of human rights is required by the Gospel and is the central theme
of the Church's ministry'. (ibid.)

"We are keenly alive to His Holiness's call and to his insistence that
these situations should arouse our Christian conscience ••. 'which cannot
remain inactive, but must stir us to endeavour, as far as possible, to
promote the adoption of adequate and effective remedies t (ibid.)."

Santiago, 8 May 1978.

Mgr. Jorge Hourton, Assistant Bishop, Vicar-General of the Northern District;
Mgr. Ignacio Ortuzar, Vicar-General of the Archbishopric of Santiago;
Mgr. Enrique Alvear, Assistant Bishop, Vicar-General of the Western District;
Mgr. Gustavo Ferraris, Vicar-General of the Southern District;
Mgr. Juan de Castro, Vicar-General of the Eastern District; Mgr. Repe Vio,
Vicar-General of the Rural Coastal District; Mgr. Mauricio Veillete,
Vicar-General of the Avda Matta District; and Mgr. Sergio Uribe,
Vicar-General of the Central District.
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Annex XXX

DECREE-LA\'I NO. 604 OF 9 AUGUST 1974

Ministry of the Intericr

Prohibition of persons from entering the national territcry in the cases
indicated

Ne. 604. Santi¥o, 9 August 1974

Considering'

1. That one of the essential requirements for the task of rehabilitation assumed
by the Government Junta is the preservation and accentuation of Chileanism, and
devotion to the Fatherland and its sacred emblems and historic traditions;

2. That any person, alien or Chilean, who from abroad shamefully dishonours,
defames or discredits the country, its Government and its people is seriously
prejudicing the essential interests of the State and, if he is Chilean, is
disowning his Fatherland;

3. That this oowardly attitude also creates an international atmosphere that is
hostile to the Government and people of Chile, and encourages acts of aggression
by fanatical and extremist elements against senior representatives of the country
abroad;

4. That in view of such events, and in order to safeguard and protect the
ivviolability of the supreme and lasting values of the Chilean community and the
national honour thus assailed, it is imperative that such persons be debarred
entry into the country, and

Bearing in mi'1d the prOVisions of Decree-Laws Nos. 1 and 128 of 1973, and
No. 527 of 1974,

the Government Junta has resolved to enact the following Decree-Law,

Article 1. The following persons, nationals or aliens, shall be debarred from
entering the national territory' persons spreading or promoting, by word of
mouth or in writing or by any other means, doctrines aimed at destroying or
undermining the social order of the country or its system of Government through
the use of Violence; persons who are suspected or have the reputation of being
agitators or active proponents of such doctrines and, in general, persons
performing acts which, under Chilean Law, are deemed to be offences against
external security, national sovereignty, internal security or the public order of
the country, persons performing acts contrary to Chile's interests, or persons who,
in the opinion of the Government, yresent " clanger. to the State. te.

In the case of Chileans, the Ministry of the Interior shall issue a supreme
decree prohibiting their entry into the country, and the appropriate administrative
authority shall order the cancellation of their passports, where applicable.
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Article 2. Chile~~s who have been prohibited under this Decree-Law from entering
the country may request the Minister of the Interior, through the appropriate
consulate, to authorize them to enter the national territory. If the Minister
considers the reQuest justified, he shall grant it by iss11ing a supreme decree
giving reasons for his decision.

Article 3. Persons affected by the aforementioned prohibition who enter the
country clandestinely, by circumventing the immigration control, shall be
punished by imprisonment in the maximum degree.

Accomplices and those who harbour, hide or assist the escape of a person
guilty of the aforementioned offence shall be subject to the corresponding
penalty, increased by one degree.

Cases concerning such offences shall be tried by the military courts, whose
judgements shall be based on the provisions of the Code of Military Justice.

To be registered in the Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic,
to be published in the Diario Oficial and to be inserted in the Official Digest
of the said Office. - AUGUSTO PINOCHET lJGARTE, General of the Army, President of
the Government Junta. - Admiral JOSE T. MERINO CASTRO, Commander-in-Chief of the
Navy. - General GUSTAVO LEIGH GUZMAN, Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force. 
General CESAR MENDOZA DL~, Director-General of the Carabineros.
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Annex XXXI

INFORNATION CONCERNING CillLEAN CONSTITUTIONA.L AND LEGAL
PROVISIONS RELATING TO ARREST AND DETENTION

A. Provisions proclaiming the right to liberty and security of persons

1. Political Constitution of the Republic of Chile (1925)

Chapter HI. Constitutional Guarantees.

'~rticle 13. No one may be detained except by order of a public
officer expressly empowered thereto by law and after the person
concerned has been notified of such order in due legal form. However,
a person taken in flagrante delicto may be detained solely for the
purpose of placing him at the disposal of the co~petent judge.

"Article 14.
detention or held
intended for this

.. .

No one may be arrested, subjected to preventive
in custody except in his home or in public places
purpose •

'~rticle 15. If the authorities order a person to be arrested,
they must, within the next 48 hours, notif,y the competent judge and
place the detained person at his disposal.

'~rticle 16. Any person who has been arrested, charged or held
in custody in violation of the provisions of the foregoing articles
may himself or through a third party apply to the judicial authority
designated by law and request that the legal formalities be complied
with. The judicial authority in question shall order the person to
be brought before him and his orders shall be scrupulously obeyed by all
those who are in charge of prisons or places of detention. Having
ascertained the facts, the judicial authority shall order his immediate
release or arrange for any legal omissions to be rectified, or place
the person at the disposal of the competent judge, proceeding throughout
in a brief and summary manner, rectifying omissions himself or referring
them for rectification to the appropriate persons."

2. Constitutional Act No. 3

"Chapter I. Constitutional Rights and their Guarantees.

"Article 1. Nen are born free and equal in dignity.
Constitutional Act ensures for all individuals:

This

"6. The right to personal liberty and security cf perscn and,
consequently, the right to reside and remain at any place in the Republic,
the right of movement frem place to place and the right to enter and
leave the territory of the Republic, subject to observance of the r-orms
established by law and saving any prejudice to other persons.
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(a) No one shall be deprived of or restricted in his personal
liberty, except in the cases and in the manner laid down by the
Constitutional Act, the Constitution and the laws.

(b) No one shall be arrested or detained except by order of a
public officer expressly empowered thereto by law and after the person
concerned has been notified of such order in due legal form. Hm,ever,
a person taken in flagrante delicto may be. detained solely for the
purpose of placing him at the disposal of the competent judge within
the follQ\<ing 24 hours. . -

If the authorities cause any person to be arrested or detained,
they shall, within the following 48 hours, notifY the competent judge
and place the person concerned at his disposal. The judge may, by an
order stating the reasons, extend that time-limit to not more than
five days.

(c) No one shall be arrested or detained, or held in custody or
committed to prison pending trial, except in his home or in public places
intended for that purpose. • •• "

[Constitutional Act No. 4

"Article 13. I';hile the emergency regulations are in force, the
period of 48 hours referred to in paragraph 6 (b) of article 1 of
Constitutional Act No. 3 shall be extended to 10 days in the case of
actions which affect the security of the State"]

B. Provisions relating to the special powers of arrest and detention
under states of siege or emergency

1. Political Constitution of the Republic of Chile (1925)

"Chapter V. President of the Republic.

"Article 72. The President has the following special powers'

...
17a. • ••

"Under the declaration of the state of siege, the President of
the Republic alone shall be empo\lered to transfer persons from one
department to another or to confine them in their homes or in places
other than gaols or establishments intended for the confinement or
imprisonment of ordinary criminals." y

y Decree-Law No. 527 of 17 June 1974 entitled "Statute of the
Government Junta" [Estatuto de la Junta de Gobierno] confers the same powers
on the President of the Government Junta.
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2. Decree-La~· No. 1877 of 12 August 1977

"Article 1. Under the declaration of the state of emergency
regulated by the La~ on the Security of the State, the President of the
Republic shall be empo~ered to hold persons under a=est for a peripd
not exceeding five days in their o~n homes or in places that are not
prisons.

"Article 2. The references to the state of siege contained in
Decree-La~s Nos. 81 and 198 of 1973 and No. 1009 (article 1) are hereby
declared also to be applicable to the state of emergency regulated by
Act No. 12927 of 1958."

3. Decree-La" No. 1009 of 5 May 1975

"Article 1. During the existence of a state of siege, the
specialized agencies responsible for ensuring the normal discharge of
national activities and the maintenance of constituted institutionality
shall, ~hen proceeding - in exercise of the po~ers vested in them - to
detain pending investigation persons reasonably presumed to be guilty
of endangering State security, be obliged to give notice of such
detention, ~ithin a period of 48 hours, to the immediate members of the
family of the person detained.

"Detention by the agencies referred to in the preceding paragraph
shall not continue for more than five days, and ~ithin that time-limit
the person detained shall be either released or placed at the disposal
of the competent court or, in cases involving the use of special po~ers

or po~€rs under the state of siege, to the Ministry of the Interior, ~ith

a written report on the background information obtained.

"The application of unIa~f'ul constraints to detained persons shall
be punishable in accordance ~ith article 150 of the Penal Code or
article 330 of the Code of Military Justice, as the case may be."

4. Supreme Decree No. 187 of 28 JanuaI;y 1976

"Article 1. Every person detained by the organs and in the
situations referred to in article 1 of Decree-La~ No. 1009 of 1975 shall
be examined by a physician and surgeon before entering the offices,
establishments or places of detention under their authority.

"The detained person shall also undergo such an examination on leaving
the said offices, establishments or places.

"The Department o:f Forensic Medicine and the National Health Service
shall jointly assign a doctor to the a:foresaid of:fices, establishments
or places, ~ho shall be responsible for carrying out the examinations
referred to in this article.

"The said doctors shall in each case prepare a written report on
the condition o:f the person examined and send it immediately to the
Ministry o:f Justice.
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"Article 2. If it appears frem the certificates referred to in
the last subparagraph of the preceding article that the detained person
has been subjected to ill-treatment or undue coercion, the Ministry of
Justice shall report that fact to the competent administrative,
institutional or judicial authority.

"Article 3. Detention under the state of siege referred to in
article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1009 of 1975 may only be carried out on a
written order from the head of the comp~tent specialized security organ.
This order shall contain the follmdng particulars:

"(a) Name of the person detained;

"(b) Name of the person making the arrest;

11 (c) Place to .,hich the person detained is to be taken;

"(d) Date, time and place of arrest;

lI(e) Name and signature of the person .,ho ordered the action and
the post he holds; and

11 (f) Stamp or seal authenticating the order.

I~ copy of the detention order shall be given to the closest
relative of the detained person designated by him and residing in the
place in .,hich the detention takes place within 48 hours, as prescribed
in article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1009 of 1975.

"Article 4. If for the execution of a detention order referred
to in the foregcing paragraph or as a consequence thereof it becomes
necessary to carry out a search of a d.,elling or of any building or
enclosed place, .,hether public or private, a .,ritten order authorizing
the responsible official to carry out the search must be issued by the
head of the competent specialized security organ. The order must first
be produced to the o.,ner or occupant of the house or to the person in
charge of the building or enclosed place, as the case may be, to .,hom
a copy must be given .,hen the action has been carried out.

"Article 5. If on the occasion of an arrest or search referred to
in this Supreme Decree an alien is deprived of his liberty, the
Ministry of the Interior shall take action, .,ithin its legal powers,
to expel him from the country.

"Article 6. The President of the Republic, by a Supreme Decree
signed by the Ministers of the Interior and of National Defence, shall
designate the places and establishments of detention referred to in
articles 1 and 3 (c) of this Decree, at .,hich a duly paginated register
shall be kept recording the arrival and departure of the persons detained,
with particulars of the date and time and of the detention order.
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"Article 7. The President of the Supreme Court and the 11inister of
Justice shall have equal po~ers to carry out inspections ~ithout prior
notice of any place of detention in connexion ~ith the state of siege,
to ascertain ~hether the statutory provisions in force concerning the
rights of the persons detained are being striotly observed and to report
any irregularities they may find to the competent authorities by means
of a confidential communication. Independently of this, they may also
order the immediate medical examination of any detained person ~ho

during the inspection claims to have been ill-treated or subjected to
undue coercion during his stay in the place inspected.

"Article 8. In places outside the Metropolitan Region, the
Minister of Justice, in agreement ~ith the Pr,sident of the Supreme Court,
shall appoint an official to carry out all or part of the funotions
and prooedures referred to in artiole 7 of this Supreme Deoree.

"Article 9. The competent authority in the cases referred to in
articles 2, 7 and 8 above shall, ~ithin 48 hours, order a judicial
inquiry in ~hich the proceedings shall be based on the charge made by
the President of the Supreme Court, the Minister of Justice or the offioial
appointed by the latter, ~ith a vie~ to determining responsibility and
applying the appropriate penalties.

"In the proceedings particular care shall be taken to investigate
and establish facts indicating possible infringement of articles 150, 253
and 255 of the Penal Code and artioles 328 and 330 of the Code of
Military Justioe.

"Artiole 10. The Ministry of the Interior or the Ministry of
National Defenoe in the Metropolitan Region, and Intendants, Governors
of Provinces or regional commanders in the areas ooncerned, shall arrange
for the necessary measures to be taken to provide the President of the
Supreme Court, the Minister of Justice or the official appointed by him
for the purpose, as the case may be, ~ith assistance to enable them to
carry out their task in a proper manner.

"Any official who refuses to take the measures referred to above
or obstructs them shall be held ans,rerable for a very serious dereliction
of duty."

5. Supreme Decree No. 146 of 25 February 1978

"Article 1. The places and establishments of detention to ~hich

persons in the situation referred to in article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1009
of 1975 shall be taken and in which they shall stay shall be the
follm,ing,

Puchuncavf, in the commune of the same name, province of Valparafso,
Region V;

Tres Alamos, in the town of Santiago, Metropolitan Region; and

Cuatro Alamos, in the town of Santiago, Metropolitan Region.
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"Article 2. vii thout prejudice to the foregoing, such persons may
be temporarily detained in Chilean police stations and in premises
of the Department of Investigation for as long as is strictly necessa:ry
for sending them to the places referred to in the preceding article."

C. Explanatory memorandum relatiIll': to Supreme Decree No. 187 containing
regulations for the protection of persons detained as a result of the
state of siege

1. Since the enactment of this Decree, it is the duty of the President of
the Republic to determine, Qy the promulgation of a Supreme Decree, the sole
places of detention to which persons who have been arrested b,y the security
forces, and to whom the provisions of the state of siege apply, may be taken.

2. The highest authorities responsible for the administration of justice
in the country, that is, the President of the Supreme Court and the Minister
of Justice, are empowered to inspect any place of detention without prior
notification in order to verify that the statutory provisions and requirements
concerning the rights of detained persons are being complied with. They
may also order the immediate medical examination of any detained person.

v/hen these functions have to be discharged outside the metropolitan area,
these authorities alone, acting jointly, may instruct an official to carry
them out.

Any irregularity they may find will entail the institution of a judicial
inquiry within 48 hours after the facts have been reported. The basis for
the inquiry will be the charge made by the authorities in question.

3. Furthermore every detained person is required to undergo a medical
examination befcre entering and before leaving the offices, establishments
and places of detention, in order to prevent any recourse to coercion or
illegal treatment.

The eXaminations will be made Qy medical practitioners of the Department
of Forensic Medicine in conjunction with medical practitioners of the
National Health Service. This also affords a guarantee, since the
Department is an old-established and widely kno;Jn technical and forensic body
\'Iith great prestige in the country and has the status of an ancillary body
attached to the Chilean Administration of Justice. The assistance from
the National Health Service is due solely to the limited staff of the
Department of Forensic Medicine at the present time, since the doctors in
question \'Iill be assigned to each of the establishments, offices and places
of detention, where they will be required to spend some hours every day,
as it is their duty to keep a constant check on the detainees and to
examine them.

21-. Another effective guarantee embodied in the Decree is the requirement
that both orders for detention and orders for search to be carried out by
the security forces must comply with the conditions laid down in all the
codes of criminal procedures in force in the free world (orders must be issued
in writing, the detainee and the person arresting him must be identified Qy
name, particulars of place and date must be given, etc.).
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As a further guarantee for the person concerned, provision has also
been made for a copy of the order to be given to any person he may designate
so that the identity of the authority which issued the warrant and the
name of the official who carried out the orders will remain on record as an
indiciation of their respective responsibilities.

5. It follows from this that failure to comply with the above requirements
will mean that the detention is arbitrary and that habeus cOrpus (amparo)
is then applicable, and this, in the last instance, requires a ruling from
the Supreme Court.

6. Lastly, foreigners resident in the country who appear to be implicated
in acts regarded as being a threat to internal or external security will
be expelled forthwith from the national territory in accordance with the
legal provisions in force.
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Annex XXXII

VISIT BY TEE AD HOC WORKING GROUP TO VIlLA GRIHALDI

Minutes of the visit made by the Ad Hoc Working Group to Villa
Grimaldi on 18 July 1978 at 11.00 a.m.

The Group was accompanied on its visit by General Odalier Nena, Director
of CNI, his deputy, Colonel Pantoja, Mr. Miguel Schweitzer, and two witnesses,
hereinafter referred to as witness A and witness B, ~ who claimed that they
had been detained and interrogated at Villa Grimaldi.

;fitness A began by pointing out that he had been detained and tortured not
in the main bUilding at Villa Grimaldi, but in some other outbuildings around
the estate. He had been taken without force to the basement of the main building
only to make a standard statement. Five or six steps had led dmm to the
basement, which had then housed several offices with filing cabinets containing
the records of the detainees.

He then led the Group to a long low building ahead of and to the left of
the main building. He noted, in passing, that the last time he had been at
Villa Grimaldi, in 1975, access to the main building had been through a metal
door, which was no longer there.

\fuen he arrived in front of the long low building, he pointed to the room
where he had been interrogated and tortured, which now had a sign on the door
saying "Dormitory 2". At the time there used to be a bunk bed in the room.
The mattress llOUld be removed from the lo"er bed and the detainees would be
SUbjected to electric shock torture. He said that Ricardo Lagos had been
tortured in the adjacent room, now Imolm as "Dormitory 1". He Imew that because
he had heard him screaming at around 6 or 7 p.m. on 24 June. They had been
interrogated in turn so that their respective statements could be compared and
cheCkod.

He pointed to another room which, he said, had been his cell during his
seven-day detention in the bUilding, and to yet another room where Cosme Noriega
and Carlos Lorca had been detained. He also indicated the location of a
bathroom, which I~S still there. He added that a wooden extension to the
building no longer existed.

He then stated that during the rest of his stay at Villa Grimaldi, for
20 days, he had been locked up in a tOIler l'lithin the compound. On his way
towards the tower, he indicated the location of a wooden cabin, which no longer
existed, where Michele Pena and a certain Gina had been detained at the time.
He Imew that because while locked up in the tower he used to hear them begging
the guards to let them go to the bathroom. He added that, while tied to a tree,
he had been able to see below him the edge of an empty swimming pool some
50 metres from the cabin. After a brief search, the pool was found.

~ "fitness A is !"lr. Hector Riffo Zamorano. "fitness B is
Mr. Rodrigo Munoz Munoz.
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1'Ihen he arrived in front of the tower, before entering, he said that at the
time it had contained nothing but a bunk bed on the ground floor; Cosme Noriega
and himself had slept on that bed. On the right there must also have been a
staircase leading to the top of the tower, since, although they had been unable
to see it, they used to feel the cold draught from it. vlhen the Group entered
the tower, the staircase did turn out to be in the place indicated.

He said he had been held in the tower for eight or nine days and had been
taken out only to make a statement and on the final day for hypnosis. He had
then been taken to Cuatro Alamos.

During his stay at Villa Grimaldi there had been some 8 to 10 people held
separately in various parts of the compound. At Cuatro Alamos, the permanent
detention centre, there had been about 40 people. But it was always at
Villa Grimaldi that they had been interrogated and tortured.

Witness B began by saying that he remembered the place and could find his
way around. On his arrival, blindfolded, he had alighted from the vehicle into
a courtyard whose tiles he now recognized, since he had been able to see a bit
of the ground. He had been greeted with blows by a so-called "reception
committee", ,·,hich, after securing his hands behind him with handcuffs and
chaining his feet together, had made him sit on a bench, to which he now pointed,
and had tried to feed him urine and excrement. He had realized what it was
because of the smell and because of the comments of his captors. That had taken
place on 16 February 1978 around 7.15 or 7.30 p.m. (since he had been arrested
at 6.30 p.m.).

Then, blindfolded and with his arms secured, he had been taken through an
iron gate to another courtyard (situated in front of the low building identified
by witness A). There they had made him sit on a sort of wooden armchair, secured
him to the chair by his arms, legs and waist and begun to apply electric shocks
according to a system referred to by his torturers as "Sylvania", applying
shocks to the soles of his feet, his ankles, his penis, his testicles, his arms
and his neck. They had then used on him a method of torture to which they had
referred as "submarino se co" (tldry submarine"), putting his head in a plastic
hood secured at the neck, thus limitL~ the air he could breathe to what had
already been inside the plastic bag. They had then used the "submarino en agua"
("water submarine") method of torture, submerging his head in water. He
estimated that those methods of torture had each lasted about two hours; they
had been applied one after the other at intervals of 15 to 30 minutes. He had
also been tied to a tree before a mock firing squad, with all the sounds of
rifles being loaded and orders being given, inclUding the order to fire. They
had then gone a long distance towards another area, where he had been taken into
a small room, apparently with wooden walls. On the l~y he had been told that
he >lOuld be subjected to the tlparrilla". His first night at Villa Grimaldi had
been entirely taken up >Tith such treatment, and the first phase of torture had
not ended until noon the following day. He had imagined that was the time
because, at the end, he had been seated on a chair and the sun was then directly
above. During the first three days, he had not gone into any of the rooms of
the low building, except the bathroom.
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Asked hOH he HaS able to identify the courtyard where he had been tortured
if he had been blindfolded, he replied that, while recovering from the effects
of the torture, the blindfold had been removed and he had twice been taken to
the courtyard to be photographed against a Hall, which he showed to the Group.
He added that, on the last occasion they had photographed him, they had done so
in a room with walls covered with glazed tiles, which he also showed to the Group.
(The room HaS in the low building, to the right of the dormitories, and above
the door there >IaS now a sign saying "bodega" ("cellar").) That photograph,
showing three other detainees and himself, had been published on 24 February
with a caption referring to their detention in the following newspapers:
El Mercurio, La Tercera and El Cronista. Although the photograph had been
taken against the background of a sheet on the wall, the sheet had not entirely
covered some of the blue tiles in the centre of the wall, and a few of the tiles
had been visible in the photograph published in one of the newspapers. (There
was indeed on the wall "hich he showed the Group a long patch of blue tiles
measuring about 2 metres wide and 1.2 to 1.6 metres high.) He had first seen
the newspapers on I March, the last day on which he had been held incommunicado
in the penitentiary.

,'1hiiLe undergoing medical treatment to recover from the effects of the
torture, which must have ended on about his third day at Villa Grimaldi, he
had remained on a mattress in the corner of the same room with the glazed tiles.
In that corner, which he indicated, there had been a nail to hang the bottle
containing the serum being given to him. On doctor's orders, he had not been
blindfolded and during that period liquids (tea and water) used to be brought
to him by someone he had recognized during the current visit on seeing him enter
the main building.

He accompanied the-Group tOHards the main building of Villa Grimaldi and
in the kitchen he identified the person in question. The latter said that his
name HaS Alexis Figueroa and that he had never seen the witness. The witness
insisted that Mr. Figueroa had brought him something to drink twice a day during
his last three days at Villa Grimaldi and had treated him ",,11. He also showed
Mr. Figueroa a scar on his own neck to see if Mr. Figueroa recognized the wound.
The latter insisted that he did not know the witness; he had been working in
the kitchen of Villa Grimaldi since 1 January 1978, before which he had worked
in the building industry and had been laid off. Witness B reiterated that he
,;as certain he recognized Mr. Figueroa' and. said he had also recognized someone
else whom he would point out later.

Witness B stated that, while at Villa Grimaldi from 16 to 23 February,
he had entered the main building only three times, twice to go to one room and
once to go tc another room. He knew that because he used to be told that they
,~re going there and they used to climb five or six steps. On those occasions
he had been interrogated without being beaten.

On his arrival at Villa Grimaldi, two other detainees were already being
held: a man he had known as Guillermo but >Those real name he did not know,
who had, he believed, been freed; and a woman, Elizabeth Olivares Font, with
whom he had been confronted. She had later gone to the Prosecutor's office.
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Subsequently, on 20 February, three other men had arrived, the same men with
whom he had been photographed in the room with the glazed tiles: Angel Moya Romero,
Ricardo Rcyes Becerra and Jorge Martinez Muhoz. They had all told him they
had been ill-treated, but he did not think they had been treated as badly as
himself.

Asked whether he had complained about the torture immediately upon being
taken to the Military Prosecutor's office, he replied that he had not, because
he had still not recovered from the psychological shock and had not been in a
fi t state to comprehend what was going to happen to him. He had complained
subsequently, the first occasion being in the first fortnight of March, during
the semi-annual visit to the prisons; two days later he had complained to
the Prosecutor, who had also come on the visit. But even before that, from
24 to 29 February, he had been treated at the prison hospital, where he had
asked to be given something to relieve the swelling of his testicles. There
should be a record of his medical treatment in the register of the Santiago
penitentiary indicating his condition, wounds and scars. During the first days
of March, he had also been seen by the Red Cross doctor in Chile.

\vitness B then said that he had managed to see and would be able to identify
some of the individuals who had conducted his interrogation with the use of
torture. He had already given a written description to the Group. The man
apparently in charge had been referred to as Captain or Major Juan and was
the same man who had arrested him and conducted the inte=ogation in the main
building. Another man had been referred to as Captain Miguel and a third roan
as "El Troglo". He had seen the latter at Villa Grimaldi during the current
visit.

In reply to 'luestions, he said he had managed to see "El Troglo" because
the blows and contortions had sometimes caused the blindfold to shift.
"El Troglo" was about 1.75 metres tall, >fith a pale complexion, a face described
by the >fitness as "Turkish" (>fith a characteristic nose), black semi-curly
hair and a thin moustache. The rest of his face appeared hairless. He seemed
to be about 33 years old. The witness had had a good look at him on one occasion
when, on being taken out of the bathroom by "El Troglo", his blindfold had
slipped. He said that "El Troglo" had maltreated him, or rather tha.t he used
to direct and give orders to the others.

Later, accompanied by the Group, he identified as "El Troglo" a man with a
blue jacket near some cars in the courtyard.

The man identified said he had never seen the >fitness. Under 'luestioning,
the >fitness said he "as only 90 per cent sure of his identification, "hereas
in the other case he "as 100 per cent sure.

At that moment, Mr. Miguel Schweitzer said that he wanted the record to
reflect his statement that the man identified as "El Troglo" "as a driver >fho
had been assigned to him in the Letelier case and 'ilio had been working in
that capacity since 28 January 1978. If the man ,laS now at Villa Grimaldi it
"as because he had been transferred to the office of the Director of CNI.
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The man allegedly identified, ,men questioned by the Group, said he ,;as
employed by Gill as a driver, that he had no police training, that he had
formerly ,wrked as a driver in the public transport system and that he 'Ias
laying eyes on the witness for the first time.

Questioned again by the Group, witness B replied that he had been an
industrial worker and that he had never been a driver or held an important job.
He added that his case had not been taken to court, inasmuch as he had been
dismissed.

After the visit to Villa Grimaldi, the Group ,rent to the CNl building and
met briefly with General Mena, Hr. Sch'reitzer and Colonel Pantoja. During
the meeting, General Mena sho,~d the Group the military record of the second
man identified by witness B, and provided a photocopy.

In reply to questions from the Group, General JIlena said it was not normal
for cars to be uithout licence plates. There were only two such cars in CNl,
his o,m and his escort's car - and that was for obvious reasons. He added
that CNl had been given responsibility for looking after the Group and had
orders to guarantee the safety of all impol~ant persons.

Mr. Schweitzer had learnt that a dark bro,m Fiat 125, not belonging to CNl,
"~s folloWing the Group every,lhere. According to information he had received,
it was an MIR vehicle.
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Annex XXXIII

I1ATERIALS RELATING TO THE CASE OF
RODRIGO DEL TRANSITO UuNOZ NUNOZ

Contents

A. ~linutes of the testimony of Mr. Rodrigo Ilunoz Ilunoz before the Group on
16 JUly 1978

B. Excerpts from document entitled "List of persons detained from January 1978
to the present date, and particulars of proceedings relating to them",
presented to the Group by the Director of the National Information Agency
on 17 July 1978

C. Information submitted by the Government of Chile:

1. Memorandum containing particulars on the case of Rodrigo del
Tr;illsito 1\un.oz 1\.

2. Official communication (S) No. 9 dated 20 July 1978 from the
Acting Director-General of the Gendarmeria.

3. Certificate of admission of Rodrigo del T. Mun.oz M. to the
Santiago Penitentiary, dated 20 July 1978.

4. Certificate of medical treatment dated 28 February 1978.

5. Transcript of entry dated 1 March 1978 in the logbook of the
Penitentiary Hospital.

6. Note on the attempted suicide of Rodrigo del T. l1unoz Mu'iioz (undated).

7. Medical certificate dated 17 February 1978.

8. Certificate of medical treatment dated 18 February 1978.

9. statement by Rodrigo del T. l1un.oz l1unoz (undated).

10. lledical certificate dated 2l February 1978.

11. Official communication No. 100081 from National Information Agency to
Office of competent Uilitary Prosecutor.

12. List of objects found in the possession of R. Munoz Munoz.

13. Curriculum vitae of R. llunoz Mun.oz.

14. Statement by R. Mun.oz 11unoz.

D. Photograph of Mr. Rodrigo llunoz l1unoz, I-lr. Jorge llartinez Munoz and two
other persons which appeared in the 24 February 1978 edition of
La Torcera de la Hora
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A. Ninutes of the testimony of Mr. Rodrigo Mufioz Mul'ioz before the Group
on 16 July 1978

Mr. Munoz said that on 16 February 1978 he had been arrested by armed
civilians "lithout police identification and without an =est wax-rant. lie had been
beaten for half an hour in a vehicle. Then he was blindfolded, handcuffed and
taken to a place which sUbsequently proved to be Villa Grimaldi. The witness went
on to describe the methods of torture to which he had been subjected. He was
forced to eat garbage, excrement and disgusting animals. Then the asphyxiation
procedures began. First there was the "dry submarine". A sack was placed over
his head, and ~Ihen he became purple in the face for want of air they would take off
the sack, spray him \lUh \later and repeat the process. Next there was the ";;et
sUbmarine". They put his head into a large can of oil and told him to make a si/!U
"hen he was ready to talk. Then there \las the "Silvania". lie "as fastened to
a chair while electrodes were applied to the soles of his feet, his testicles and
the most sensitive parts of his body, and he \las beaten while given electric shocks.
Then he was hung by the hands between two trees with his legs separated by a stick,
and spikes were put on the floor in case he tried to rest. During the hanging he
was beaten on the most sensitive parts of his body.

During the "Pau de Arara", he was hung in a twisted position like an octopus
from a pole and given electric shocks. Next came the "parrilla" or "grill". lie
was moved to another room and stretched on a metal grill, stripped and \lrapped up
in a sailcloth while electric current was applied to all sensitive areas.
Meanwhile, an officer with two more electrodes went over the rest of his body.
Each of those procedures lasted for about a couple of hours, and between each
method there was a respite of 15 to 30 minutes. The procedures were directed by
officers, \lho gave the orders; during the periods of respite they were left alone
\lith the soldiers, who continued to administer the beatings on their own. All
those procedures were applied in rotation. After the third cycle he was taken
to the blue-tiled room ("pieza de los azulejos") and there, "hile trying to
escape through a window, fell to the ground with a heavy crash. lie lost
consciousness. He suspected that they had tried to kill him, because he had
injuries on his throat. When he came to, he found that he was lying on a mattress
and serum was being injected into one arm. He saw that his clothes were drenched
in blood. He was pale and his body was covered with bruises and marks from the
electric charges. On 23 February he was moved to the Military Prosecutor's Office
(Fiscalia Militar), from "hich he was sent to the Santiago Penitentiary. There
he was held incommunicado for five days and a nurse treated his injuries and gave
him nine stitches in the neck, six stitches in the right hand and four stitches in
the left hand. Then he was put in the political prisoners' section and allowed
to have outside visitors. A Red Cross physician who was there told him that he
"as beginning to suffer from head trauma. On 6 May he was released under a stay
of proceedings based on the amnesty decreed on 6 April. Upon his release he
joined the Group of former political prisoners and attempted to seek international
assistance to enable him to live in Chile. On 10 May Decree No. 60 of the Ministry
of the Interior was issued, ordering his expulsion from the country. His
recurso de amparo preventivo, submitted to the Supreme Court, was~rejeoted.
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IThe Court held that the Goverrnnent "as wi th:m its rights, since the decree had
I ofIbeen issued in aocordanoe with the rules of the state emergency. The witness
Ihoped to be able to leave the country of his own free will, and not be forcibly
!expelled. In reply to a question, llr. lIufioz stated that in 1973 he had not
belonged to any political party, although he had engaged In the regular trade
union activities of the FTR organization. After the military coup, to avoid
arrest he had moved from the provinces to Santiago, and done occasional work.
He had thus met friends with political concerns, and that had led to his capture.
He could recognize about 15 of the men who had tortured him at Villa Grimaldi,
but he did not Imow their real names. He remembered the nicknames used, such as
Captain Juan t Captain I:1iguel, "TragIo l

! (the "Ogre"), "Corontal!, "Ronco ll , etc.
He a'so replied that in ~Iarch he had made an oral statement accompanied by a
written one to the inspector of prisons, reporting the tortures. He had also
reported to the legal department of the Viearia de Solidaridad, and a document
had been dra,m up for the submission of a complaint, but the matter had stopped
there. The witness offered to submit a wr~tten report giving further details
concernine the guestion~

B. Excerpts from document entitled "List of persons detained from January 1978
to the present date and particulars of proceedings relating to them",
presented to the Group by the Director of the National Dlformation Agency
on 17 July 1978

Serial
No.

Last and
first name ( s)

Date of
arrest

Charge Date of
referral Referred to

2. OLIVlIRES FONT, 14.2.78. Deputy Chief, 20.2.78. Office of
Elizabeth del 8 October unit, Military
R. re sponsible for Prosecutor

preparing
explosives
for llIR

3. MUNOZ HUNOZ, 16.2.78. Committee Chairman, 23.2.78. Office of Military
Rodrigo del Local de Pal se s Prosecutor, later
Transito vascos, South freed under 1978

Santiago Regional Amnesty Decree-Law
Branch 0 f ~IIR

.....
6. lTuNOZ ~UURTlNEZ,20.2.78.

Jorge Arturo
(alias Fabian (?»,
Vania.

Chief, 8 October
Unit, Local de

<Palses vascos,
South Santiaeo
Regional :Branch of
MlR, involved in
muruer 0: an
official of the
Investigaciones, 1975.

Office of Military
Prosecutor.
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C. Information submitted by the Government of Chile

1. Memorandum containing particulars on the case of Rodrigo del
Transito Munoz Munoz

The following particulars are given concerning the case of Rodrigo del
Transito ~1ufloz Munoz (alias Dionisio):

Rodrigo del Transito Mufloz Mufloz was in fact arrested on 17 February 1978,
but was taken to Barracks No. 101 of the National Information Agency (the name of
the unit is not given for reasons of security), not to the Villa Grimaldi.

The ground for his arrest was his participation in the placing of bombs in
Santiago (UNICOOP in Avenue Irarrazabal and the Bank of Chile in Maipu Street),
>!hich is an offence under Act No. 12,927.

He ,,,as held in the Ba=acks in question from 17 February to 22 February 1978.

l!hile in custody there, he was interTogated for the pur:\l0se of obtaining
information on offences committed between the end of 1977 and the first few days
of 1978 in connexion with the placement of explosive devices in various parts of
the city, and with a view to discovering the identities of his accomplioes and
other accessories after the fact who belonged to the subversive terrorist group
known as the MIR.

An offer was made to R. Mufloz "that if he co-operated and gave the necessary
information he would be allowed to leave the country". The' Subjeot' agreed to
this and gave the names and addresses of his accomplioes.

As stated in the attached documents Mufloz tried to commit suicide when he
saw two of the people he had informed on brought to the place where he was being
held.

In attempting suiuide, he cut his neck and both wrists with fragments of
glass from a light bulb in the room where he Was confined.

Attached is a signed statement by Mufloz in which he acknowledges, freely and
spontaneously, that he tried to commit suicide on the occasion indicated.

Nc Notification of A=est for Family Members is attached, since the 'Subject'
lived with someone who is ncw a fugitive from the law, and stated that he had nc
relatives.

In the light of the findings of the investigation, Mufloz and his accomplices
were placed at the disposal of the competent Proseoutor, so that preparations
could be mads for their trial. He was charged and taken to prison (as recorded
in the attached document) on 23 February 1978, on the grounds of haVing violated
Act No. 12,927. The number of his case was 153/78.

He was subsequently released on 6 May 1978 under the Amnesty Decree Law
No. 2191.
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While in prison, he underwent treatment in the Penitentiary Hospital on
1 Harch 1978 (case history No. 3544), as indicated in the attached document.

One of the entries in case history No. 3544 states that he had sustained a
serious head injury two months (or two years) "",:,~: .:."r when he fell from a great
height. This means that in either case the head injury in question occurred
before the I SubjGct l t1unoz 'IaS arrested by the National Information Agency.

Santiago, 24 July 1978.

2. Official communication (S) No. 9 dated 20 July 1978 from the
Acting Director-General of the Gendarmerfa

From: Acting Director-General, Gendarmer1a de Chile

To: Colonel Hernan Brantes Martinez, Director, National Information Agency

1. As requested by telephone, I Blll sending yeu herewith the following papers:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Certificate of admission to the Santiago Penitentiary.

Transcript of an entry in the logbook kept by the House Surgeons in the
Penitentiary Hospital.

Photocopy of the record of medical treatment in the Penitentiary Hospital
(Case History No. 3544).

,
"

2. For your information.

I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed) Sergio GAETE Y BUSTllMANTE

Acting Director-General

3. Certificate of admission of Rodrigo del Transito Munoz Munoz to
the Santiago Penitentiary, dated 20 July 1978

GENDARl1ERIA DE CHIlE

SANTIAGO PENITENTIARY

Governor

RODRIGO DEL TRANSITO MUNOZ MuNOZ

He was admitted on 23 February 1978 with the status of an accused person
at the disposal of the Office of the First Military Prosecutor, Santiago
(case No. 153-78), for violation of Act No. 12,927. He was released on 6 May 1978
under the Amnesty Decree-Law No. 2191.

He was treated in the Penitentiary Hospital on 1 March 1978 (case history
No. 3544).

Santiago, 20 July 19',-3

(Signed) Alfredo CASTRO RICHARDS

Governor
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4. Certificate of medical treatment dated 28 February 1978

GENDARJYIERIA :DE CHILE

PENITZlfrIARY HOSPITAL

Extract from the Penitentiary Hospital House Surgeons' Logbook

Page No. 048 Date: ?8 FebTunry 1.97R Time: 10.]0 p.m.

"Clinic. Sa" prisoner RODRIGO MUNOZ MUNOZ, from corridor 5. He complained of
discomfort fx~m healed incision in neck, distress and pain in left iliac fossa.
Examination sho"led: pulse 96x' and arterial pressure 120/70 mm Hg. Cranium
normal, isocoria, scleroticae clear, mucous membranes pink. Neck: pain when
moves, otherwise negative. Cardiopulmonary negative. Abdomen soft, yielding and
sensitive in the left iliac fossa, where an increase in volume can be felt,
apparently from distended descending colon. Prescribed 25 mg of chlorpromazine."

This is a faithful copy of the entry in the House Surgeons' Logbook on the date
in question.

Maria Eugenia TORRES

Nurse

(Stamp)

5. Transcript of entry dated 1 March 1978 in the logbook of the
Penitentiary Hospital

Case No. 3544. PENITENTIARY HOSPITAL

RODRlGO rIuNOZ IHiN"OZ

1 Harch 1978

Political prisoner. Strikes one as being dysarthric due to a deep wcun" in the
front right cervical region, which is not infected, but which causes him
dis~omfort (average). Able to stand, no nausea, "dizzy spells" (as if stunned).
He says that they beat him a good deal, particularly in the region of the left
wrist. As a result, he suffers from superficial hypaesthesia in the thumb and
forefinger of the left hand (probably due to radial neuritis). He had serious
TEC two "leeks ~! ag·o, ;Ihen he fell from a great height. He '1as hurt in both ",rists
(as in attempted suicide): the "'ounds have healed. Suffers from an anxiety
syndrome.

§l
months.

See No. 1 above. The Government ;lOuld read this word as "years" or
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(DIAGNOSIS)

1. Situation anxiety state

2. Polytraumatizod. TEC. Subdural haematoma?

(TREA'TI'IENT)

1. Diasepan (Valium)
10 - 10 - 20 (oral)

2. Vit. Bl and B12 and C, 1 amp. of each about every 12 hours for 7 days.

3. Treatment of wounds

4. Rest in bed

5. Observation of convulsions,
violent headache

6. Che ck-up in 7 days.
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6. Note on the atteopted suicide of
Rodri{to del TrMsito Munoz Munoz

(und2.ted)

To, Tho Chief of Staff

1. This is to inforo you that_today. 18 February 1978, at appro"ioatoly 7.30 a.D.
citizen HODRIGO DEL TRANSITO MUNOZ MUNOZ, alias ''DIONISIO'', idontity CD.rd
No. 7.020.595-5 (SMti£\go), tried to take his life by oaking incisions in boU,
WTists and in the region of his neck; the incisions were sutUT8d by a doctor
who tre~ted hi@.

In his suicide attempt Rodrigo Nunoz used pioces of a light bulb which he
smashed for that express purpose. He st2.ted that he had tried to coonit suicide
because he; had accept8d an offer ho had ~ een on.de, as 0. re suI t of which ho had
dcnoun~ed the oeBbors of the terrorist colI, one of whon he had soen 2.rriving
at tbe barracks as a prisoner.

2. It 02.Y also be noted th2.t the above-oentioned citizen hus boon det[~nod on
the basis of an order issued by the Secend MilitQTY CoUTt ef Suntic~o on
20 January 1978. Moreovor, RODRIGO DEL Tfu~SITO r1UN03 MUNoZ has confessed that
he ordered the Banters of the terrorist colI to pl2.ce explosive devices in tho
-:aipu brcmch of th" Banco de Chile in NovGl:Jber 1977 2nd in the UNICOOP situated
on the corner of Irarrazab~l and Goneral GorostiGga Strects in JanuQry 1978.

3. This is all I can tell you.

I have the honour, otc.

7. Medic2.l certificate dated 17 February 1978

Republic of Chile
I,ondon Clini c

Ccrtificate

'rhe undersigned ph~sici~ hereby certifies that he has cocaoined
RODRlGO DEL TRIJiSITO MUNOZ MUNOZ, who is clinically in good health.

(Signed) Fernando BRIONES BECERRJ~
Medical ~ssuci~ti0n No. 7971

17 February 1978 (Stnop of tl:!,,:, n[\,t::"Jn~.l Il1forr.m,tion
Centre of Chile)
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8. Certificate of Dedical treatnent dated 18 February 1978

London Medical Centre

Certificate

The undersigned House Surgeon ef this Medical Centre oertifies thQt wheQ he
was on duty ho gave energeney treatlJent to Mr. RODRIGO DEL TRlJfSITO MUNOZ MUNOZ,
cleaning and suturing surface incisions in both vrrists and the right corvical
region under local anuusthctic.

The dirrgnesis is that the injuries are light.

The pationt was also treated with antibiotics and analgesics.

(Signed) [Illegible]
Duty House Surgeon

(stamp of National Infornation
18 Februexy 1978 Centre of Chile)

9. StateDent by Rodri~o dol T. Mufioz Mufioz (undated)

StateDent

RODRIGO DEL TRJUfSITO MUNOZ }n;NOZ, identity card Ne. 7.020.595-5 issued by
the Santiago Registry Offico, hereby freoly and spontaneously deolares that at
7.30 a.D. on Saturday, 18 February 1978, he Dade an atteDpt on his life by
Dnking incisions in both wrists and in the region of the neck; these incisions
were sutured by a doctor who cane to his assistance.

This stateDent is uade for SUbDission to the Office of the Military Prosocutor.

(Signed) RODRIGO DEL TRiJfSITO MUf,oZ 11uNOZ

Identity Card No. 7.020.595-5 (Santiago)

10. Medical certificate dated 21 February 1978

Republic of Chilo
London Clinic

Cortificate

The undersigned Duty House Surgeon horoby certifies that he has oXCIJined
Mr. RODRIGO DEL TRIJfSITO MUNOZ MUNOZ, who is clinically in good hoalth,

The injurie s oausod by his suicide attGl:Jpt arn healing woll.

(Signed) [Illegiblo]
(Duty Houso Surgeon)

21 F'ebrll[tI'y 1978 (St=p)
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n. Official cOL1I.1unication No. 100081 froIl National
--IrifCl:nJation Arrency to Office of conpetent

Military Prosecutor

Fron: National Inforuation Agency

To' Offico of conpetent ~ilitary Prosecutor,
San1iiago

In conplianc" with the Investigation Order referred to, the followir,g per80ns
are her~by cor.mitted to the Court with the status of detainees:

RODRlGO DEL TfulliSrrO MUNoz MUNoz

The i~dividuals in question are charged with offences against the l~JS Act
and the Internal Security of tile State Act. Extra-judicial statenents by eacb
one of tben are attached, to(!ether with papers found in their possession ·.hid,
flake specific :reference to the said offences.

You are inforIled that a warrant for arrest for honicide was issued by thg
Office of the Second Military Prosocutor, with respect to the detaineG,
JORGT, }iliTURO MARTlNEZ MUNOZ (alias lliIMIRO), in Case No. 2'{2-75 of 17 July 1975.

(Siened )
NA",IONAL

12. List of objects found ill tJl.e_~possession of
Rodrigo del Transito Munoz Munoz 'political

alias Dionisio. Ran6n, Octavio. Gabric1~a11clLO.1Jc'EtoJ

1etter i'roD Octavio to activists in the Zones.
Letter f:rol'J Manuel to Octavio requesting l.'elncorporation.
Letter frDLl Octavio to Radian (head of the Regional :Branch; r6~orth_G'

on e.etivities unde:rtaken.
JJGttcr fron Daroch to Radian reportinG" on evonts after tr_~ c.rjatt of -:'D~

priest I I,nis I.

Letter fron Daroch to the Contral CODDittee requestin,z
Letter froD :1anuel to l1rrJ.aJ.ldc eonc:erning blank charges
Point of oontact witb Party cGnbers.
1,ist of iSSHP.S of !lEl He1jf~ldell distri1.1utf~rl ar..lc.,rlf:! tbl") :r'8X!k-arJl-fi:l..>:: ..
fntter fron 00r.avio to Rodion.
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13. (~rriculurJ Vitae

~bnu (s) , nODRIGO DEL TlliINSITO

- -FmJily nWJ8S: ~~~OZ ~TIJNOZ

Jtlin.scs: Gabriul, lloborto, I'ionisio, Octa.vio nnd Rc:.'lD6n

28 l~U/!USt 1952, Vichuqu6n, Curi06

Identi ty c=d, 7,020,595-5 Issued c.t:

Profession or trndo: Worker (fourth YOQr Industrial School studios)

CiviI status:

llesidonco:

Tro..vol D.broo.d:

Mf\.rriod (now sopmatod) /:.dTiono.. Raquol Cmvajal J.inaya

PoblQcion S"rCfOnto AIdeD" PQsaje Ne. 17 Oriento, CQSo. No. 6430,
So..n Migl.l.cl

NmJos of paronts: Luis Octo..vio (docoQ.scd) and GuicolD. do Ins Morcudas

Othor rolatives: Fr~ncisco Ootavio, Tito OSVD,ldo, Bolla Auror~, Martn Eli'~1c,

Isubcl Loontino" Ruth Jn6s, Jorge Marcial, MiGuel Luis Md
Solochd dol TrMsito (brothers and si.oters)

Physicnl fenturos, WoiGht, 56 Eyos: Brown Hcir ~ Ilo.rk brU\fll

Height: 1.65 n Clothing, Sports

Other purticulo.rs, Moustache

Active DeDber of League of C~Dnunist Youth.

1975' ActivG nonber of MIn. Chiof of S= Gregorio soct~r.

1976,

1978,

Chiof of the Zonn de 108 Pcises Vasoos

Chid' of Cl Loo[\l Cormi ttoo of l11n.

14. St[\tonont by Hodrivo dol Tr6nsito Mufioz Hufioz
~-p(~lit i 02J---.~J--_:Co.~~G-r'lbrio~Robort-o~-·-J!-t_9nisio·,

Octo,yi~ _.~d_lt.PI16n)

At S=tiag'o, on tho hruniy-f.iTst day of the nonth of Fnbruary in tbo
yom~ onG th01l8iJllct ninn bllwlL'(}r1 und sr:venty-night, the foll 01,vinrr st['.t~::lL1Cmt

was [w.dc vl11untal'.iJy "by 11~)d.l'iG'o dnl Tl'nnRito Muiioz Mnn.oz, r.hilr)<:ln, born ;::~t

Vichnq11611, ,'Ilr; ,>,i, 011 :'1' /''1':'181, 19S~', Til0ntity Card No. 7,020,595-5 issuna
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by the Santiago Offic8; worker; coopleted fourth yem: of studies,
Industrial School; civil status narried (separ~ted) to Adriana Raquel
Gn.rvajnl .tir.luya; one son Pc,blo, 6 yea:rs of C'.{!c; resident at Poblacion
Sargento i~dea, Pasaje No. 17 Oriente, Cas" No. 6430, Cor$June of San MiG~01.

Son of Luis Octavio (deceased) and Quicelu de lus Mercedes. Brothers and
sistC'TS: Fr211cisco Octavio, 33, tw..rricd, worker; Tito OsvDldo, 31, nuxriod,
agTicultural worker; Bella 1.uroru, 30, I:larried, housewife; Mn.rt8. Elinn8.,
27, narried, housewife; Isnbel Leontina, 23, spinster, eDployed in the
Office of Public ,'orks; Ruth Ines, 21, spinster, student in basic cycle;
MiCUel Luis, 15, secondary school student Dnd Soled~d del Trnnsito, 14,
student in basic cycle. The declarant states, freely and spontaneously, that:

"In 1969, having cODpleted Dy studies on the arts side in the Industrial
Scheol of Curio6, I joined the League of Coommist Youth at the instigation
of l-,lf0nso L.lboTnos, Cl. cln.ssLl.::'..tc. My nain task was to rocrui t v..nd trDin
people for the Party ond to Dount " publicity cnopai,,'n for the oloctions in
1970 in support of the Unidad Popular conpaign.

When Dr. lQ1endo w~s the President-elect of Chile, I devoted Dy tiDQ
tc finding a job, and in Decenber 1970 was hired by IAN&~ in CuricG aB [l

workhnnd. I j oinod the HillS.:, union ond took part in noroal union activi ties,
such as strikes and the presentation "f petitions.

,~-

In MeW 1974 I
tbG REXil conpnny.
Decenber 1975.

Doved to Santi~~ to look
I did not bOCODO involved

:for work ruld
in politioal

found a job with
activities until

In thut Donth, I cane into contact with Car10s Gonzalcz VDTg~s of the
Moviciento de Izquierd" Revoluciunario (MlR). At the end of MD\{, after I had
been given political tr"ining, GonzMcz V=l!"S left the country (for Norway),
handing over to De all the doounents ~d other objects in the Party's possossion.
I then becane Chiof o~ the Snu Grcgorio Sector. ~s Dy first tame, I devotod
f.1yself to or[!'QIlizing the activities of the DeDbers of tho ronk-and-fi1e, which
0')1,,,lsted of (1 Rosistonco C:JIlDittee and the ronk-and-file proper. The' COf.Jnittce
w~s concerned with subvorsive proPaG'anda nguinst the Govornoont nnd th0
organization of new resistance COL1DittoGs.

In June 1976, Hector (political alias) trunsferred DO to SoledQd (political
c.lin.s) vrhosG :real nar.1O wo..s Eli?Q.beth dol Rosario Olivar8s Fontt, who \-IUS workinG
as a full-tine DeLlher of u rMJ<:-und-fj,lo unit. Elizabcth, who Ims studyinlT at
the Teacher TrQining College of the University of Chile, and I recruited
Jorgc Badiol~ Riverc.

In Docenbor 1976, I Dedc contact with thc lOQders, and speoifically with
Quuton (Rodion), who instructed De to work in the Zona de los Palsos VQSCOS,
covering Talc,gMto and Melipilla. In order to c=ry out the worlc, I wc..s told
to contact with Cluudio or SaloD6n, and "Stor doing so, to bogin to prepnro
anti-GovcrnDent propugnndQ, to write and distribute le~Ilots, to put up po~tcrs

cnd to seek out new Llenbers for the Pc~ty.
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In Mny 1977, together with Soledad, I orannized a new base unit called
Sergio Perez, which recruited R~Jiro (political alias), whose real nnoe was
lm.gol M~Jrnga. Sonora, cnd 11oxiono (politica.l uliQ,s), whose rcoJ. n[lJ".1O WQ.S

m.curdo Reyes Becerra. The unit was concerned with subversion and the
recruitDent of now Party I1Onbers.

In Murch of that year, Soledad (Elizabeth del Rosario OlivDXes Fontt) and
I asked Jorge Rndiola to copy SODe nicrofiLDs in his own hone. lcfter this had
been done, we went together with JorGD Badiola to Ponaflor, in his car (1~-330),
where we distributed leaflets cennenorating' the foundation of MlR, sone of
these bearing the legend "Down with Pinochet md his thugs". JorgB Badiola
allowed De to stay in his hODe, and I spent about a nonth there. ExplosivGS
rund propaganda naterial were stored in his hone, and wc took whatever WaS needed
for the nanufacture of bODbs.

In SepteDber and October 1977 I be0~ to teach the Denbers of the Sergio P6rez
uni t how to nanufo.cture bonbs and propare explesives. The training was g'iven in
the hone of Marinno (political alias), whese real nru:w is mcardo Reyes,=d who
livcs at Quinchanal! No. 1123, k~ Reina.

Early in NovoDber I ordored the Scrgio P6rez unit to place a bODb in the
Maipu brunch of the Bunk of Chile, This was done towards the niddle of tho
I1Onth.

At the end of Decenber I ordered the 15 October unit, consisting of Raniro
(poli tical alic.s) , whose real none is l;ngcl ErasI1e Moya RODero, Mari<mo
(political alias) whose reM nDIJG is llicc..rdJ FTv.ncisco ROyGS Bccorra tilld

SulcI16n (political alias) (all that .i8 lcnown of his real nnoo is that he is
eallod Junn Carlos) to put a benb in UNICOOP c.t the intersection of Irarrnzubnl
=d General Gerostic.ga. Streets. This was done early in JrolUmy 1978.

Owing to the death of ;.Uc,"'Usto C=I1ona, whose political. alias was Oslo, in
Deeenber 1977, GuntGn Radion scnt I1C ~ Mauser riflo and 500 rcunds of anDunition
to be used in the area of activity.

Following the death of tho priost 'Luis' - GorDnll de Josus Cortes Rodriquez
the lo~ders ordorod I1e to roturn the rifle and the 500 rounds of m~unitiDn, and
I did so persDnally in the last woek of Junu8~Y.

At the prcsent tinc I ml thc hoad of ~ Lac"l Cormittce of the Mm and in
chargo of three units, which are responsiblo for subversive [1.c.tivities ~ainst

the Governnont.

I declure thnt I h~ve read this statenGllt and confim it to be truc in
every respect, In witness whoroof, I hereby sign,

(Signed) • , • • •
DECLllI'"lliT "

• • •
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D. Photop-ra:)b of l1r. TIoQrii7o I1uiioz Mufioz. Mr. Jore'o Mr:,rtinoz Nufioz
cnd t\lO nthc:r persons which <"Pp02TOd in tho 24 Fobru~:I'Y 1978
edition 0f L~ Tocor~ de 10 Rora 11
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(T.\THO nE LOS ('1:\('0 integrantes del Grupo Politico
:\lilitar dE'I :\111{ fueron fotografiados anles de ser puestos
a disllosicion de la Primera Fiscalia :\lilitar. -que sustan·
ciara 1.'1 procE'so correspondienle,

1/ Th0 purSDll Dll the loft is Hr. Mcl10z Huii<Jz. The third pcrsoll frOG tl10
loft is Nr. J'Jrf!c l1artinoz Mufioz.
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Annex XXXIV
,

I'JRITTEN STATEMENT OF ~IJR. JORGE MARTINEZ MUNOZ

TESTIMONY

I, Jorge Mart!nez Mufioz, of Chilean nationality, aged 23, student, having
already taken an oath before this comllli ttee, make the following statement:

I was arrested at 9 a.m. on 20 February 1978 in a street in Santiago (close
to Exposici6n) by persons in plain clothes who did not identify themselves;
I discovered that a friend, ELIZABET OLIVARES, was resp:msible for setting me up.

I was put into a car, my hands were tied and I was blindfolded with adhesive
tape. They immediately started to interrogate and beat me.

I was driven to a place which at first I was unable to identify, but
subsequently, from the sounds of aeroplanes and water - apparently from a
swimming-pool - I began to think that it must be the VILLA GROOLD1, which is
one of the Government's main centres for torture and from which many poli tical
prisoners have gone missing.

I was taken out of the car and bound hand and foot; I was interrogated
twice there while being punched in the stomach and on the head. I was then
taken to another building (which we entered after a metal door was opened).
Once there, I heard RODR1GO MUNOZ, who was apparently in the next room,
complaining and asking for water. I also heard ELIZABET OLlVARES, who was with
him.

I was taken to a room where I was interrogated, beaten and hypnotized
(or, rather, an attempt was made to hypnotize me) and the palms of my hands and
my knuckles were burnt with lighted cigarettes. Then I was placed on a concre;:e
seat in a courtyard with dogs prowling around and they threatened to set the
dogs on me. I was then taken into a room where I could hear that there were
other people present; two of them were CN1 $TIards and the others were
Rodrigo Mufioz Angel Moya and Ricardo Reyes \1 heard the guards saying the names
of the latter). In the course of the conversation, the guards mentioned that
Rodrigo had tried to commit suicide, and they later "advised" me against doing
the same thing.

On the following day the interrogations continued, as did the beatings and
threats (some of the torturers kept saying to us: "We're going to pile you all up
together and send you flying with a grenade like the Argentine military do with
all the extremists".)

During this period I noticed that Rodrigo Mufioz remained lying down most of
the time on a metal cot, where they took him water or tea. The cot was in the
same room that we all used for sleeping. I heard that he hardly ate, because
when he had tried "to comtni t suicide", as the CN! agents put it, he had cut his
throat.
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On the following day the interrogations continued, and this time they
administered eloctric shocks to my legs and feet, beat me on the head and also
made me run (or, rather, hop) from one side of the courtyard to the other with
my hands and feet tied. Then the adhesive tape was removed and a group of abcut
five agents and officials began to interrogate me again. Then the four of us
were brought together in a room, where we were photographed with our eyes
,mnovered, and it was then that I identified the place as the "pieza de los
azule~os" (the tiled room) (then I had no doubt that I was in the Villa Grimaldi).
That night I was told that on the following day we would be taken to the Office
of the First Military Prosecutor. I did not believe it and fully expected to be
done away with. On the following day, 23 February, we were taken to the Office
of the l1ili tary Prosecutor and, after being interrogated and threatened there,
I was transferred to the Santiago penitentiary and placed in solitary confinement.
On 25 February the solitary confinement was lifted ~nd I was trnnsferred to
row No.2 of the prison, together with Angel Moya and Ricardo Reyes. Two ;Teeks
later I was transferred to row No.5, which is reserved for political prisoners.
I remained there until 6 May 1978, when Rodri€;o Mufioz, .Angel Moya and Ricardo Reyes
and myself were summoned to the Office of the First Military Prosecut~r to sign
our decree of amnesty. My colleagues were released, but I remained in custody
beoause further proceedinge had been instituted agains t me by the Office of the
Second Military Prosecutor.

On 12 !1ay, when my three colleagues who had been amnestied were about to
have the penitentiary, they were abducted by aNI with the connivance of police
officials and prison warders. The purpose of this abduction (in which I would
have been included - the aNI agents asked the colleagues concerned about me - had
it not been for the fact that I was unable to leave the prison since I was
awaiting a summons from the Office of the Second Military Prosecutor) was to
force us to accept an "arrangement" with the Government. The Government did not
wish to be seen to be expelling people who, as a result of the amnesty, were
net legally offenders and it therefore wanted us to leave "on our own initiative"
so that it could avoid the possible international consequences of an expulsion
order. I refused, and subsequently I found out that my colleagues Hector Reyes,
Victor Heresman and Sergio Sepulveda, who were still being held, also refused
this arrangement; we insisted on our right to remain in the country, since
there were no charges pending against us.

On 12 H9.y, at a time when all the political prisoners were locked up in
their cells, a police officer told me that I should get my things together
because I was to be released. I explained to him that that was impossible since,
before being released I had to appear at the Office of the Military Prosecutor
in order to sign my amnesty document. It seemed to me that in fact they were
trying to get me out in order to have me abducted by eNI in an attempt to force
me into exile. I therefore refused to leave unless my lawyer, Roberto KOzac of
IeEl!, and my family were present. The official withdrew and some 30 policemen
led by a lieutenant named Parra arrived; when I refused to leave they beat me
brutally with their truncheons and dragged me to the warder's offices where I
repeated my request, and demanded that the warder allow me to telephone so that
I could at least inform my family. He refused, and I was once again beaten and
dragged to the outer barrier of the penitentiary, where plain-clothes officials
who identified themselves as International Police handCUffed me and led me to a
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Civil Police car. I ~las taken to the Internaticnal Police offices, where I met
Victor H. Heresman and Hector Reyes, and the three of us were taken to the cells
in the detention block of the Civil Pclice Investigation Bureau. On 19 Hay,
Roberto KOzac informed us that the Government had issued an expulsion order and
that we would be made to leave the country on the following day. Also on
19 May, ICEH and the international police compl" ed the formalities while our
families rushed about teying to block the expulsion by submitting a writ of
amparo.

At 5.30 a.m. on Saturday, 20 May 1978, we were removed from the cells and
taken to the airport, where we were allowed to spend a few minutes Idth our
families, and at 7.45 a.m. we were leaving the country.

(Signed)
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A. statements received by the Group

1. Excerpts from a signed statement concerning the arrest and detention of
Haydee del Carmen Palma Donoso, a 32-year-old single paediatrician

She was arrested on 16 January 1978 at San Isidro 1~14, Santiago, where she
had rented a room from the mistress of the house, Guillermina Figueroa Duran.
The latter was also arrested, as were her children Aura Elvira and Dinko Giadrosic
Figueroa. The arrests, which were made by Government security agents, occurred
in the following chronological order: at 12 noon, Mrs. Guillermina was arrested
and removed from the premises; at 2 p.m., Dinko arrived for lunch and was
inunediatelyarrested; at 3 p.m., Aura Elvira arrived and suffered the same fate as
her brother; and, at 3.30 p,m., Haydee Palma (known as Cecilia by the owners of the
house) came in and was also arrested. Aura and Dinko Giadrosic were eyewitnesses
of her arrest.

Also on 16 January, between 4 '[l.m. and 5 '[l.m., her mother - Sofia Donoso
Quevedo - and her sister - Sara Palma Donoso - were arrested at their residence,
Calle Pablo Goyenechea 010, A'[lt. F (3rd floor), La Cisterna (Santiago) by several
armed security agents. On that occasion, Gabriel Octavio Riveros Ravelo, a
leading member of MIR, who was a boarder in the household and occupied a rooo in
the apartment, was killed. The security agents came in shooting; Gabriel Riveros
tried to bar the door to his room with a piece of fumiture. Later, when
Sofia Donoso and Sara Palma had already gone down, as prisoners, they heard a
single shot. In the following hours, the news media announced the death of
Gabriel Riveros, describing it as the result of a confrontation and his subsequent
suicide.

Hayd,k Palma, Aura Elvira and Dinko Giadrosic were taken away from
San Isidro 1414, Haydee Palma in one vehicle and the brother and sister in another.
Descriptions of the place to which they were taken tally: it was a large,
colonial-type house, with a swimming pool and many rooms. Sofia Donoso and
Sara Palma were taken to the same place, in charge of Government security agents.

During that period another death and other arrests also occurred. ,In the
morning of 16 January, German de Jesus Cortes Rodr!guez, also a leadine member of
MIR, was arrested near his residence in Calle Estados Unidos, in the commune of
La Florida (Santiago), together with Bernarda Santelices, who lived in the same
place. The latter says that at about midday she was taken to "Calle San Isidro,
No. 1400" where she witnessed the arrest of an elderly lady (Guillermina Figueroa),
and they were both taken to the place described above. In the early hours of
Wednesday, 18 January, Bernarda Santelices was taken from that place to her
residence. Upon arrival there the security agents removed the bandage from her
eyes and she saw that GeI'l11&l Cortes was beinG dragged with his head down into the
house betweon approximately five agents, They then handed her her dauGhter, who
was only a few months old, whom she had left at the home of some neighbours on the
Monday, before her arrest. Later she heard some shots, a burst of shots, and
later still she was taken back to the isolation centre, this time with her daughter.
On Thursday, 19 January, the news media reported the death of German Cortes "which
occurrell on Wednesday, the 18th, at his residence" (it should be notecl that he had
been arrested on the Monday), as a result of a "shooting incident" or
"confrontation" that occurred when he - Cortes - "drew a pistol from under his bed
and tried to shoot the agents". Such is the text of the report, the
discrepancios of which are inexplicable and serious when it is considered that the
person concerned was taken - or rather dragged - unconscious into his house.
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Another person arrested at that time was Isabel Margarita Wilk Gonzalez
(17 January 1978).

Wi th respect to Haydee Palma Donoso, it is important to emphasize that all
the persons arrested who are referred to above (Sofia Donoso, Sara Palma
Guillermina Fic;ueroa, Aura Elvira and Dinko Giadrosic, Bernarda Santelices ancl
Isabel Wilk) saw her and, in some cases, heard her in the above-mentionecl
cletention ancl isolation centre, where she was held by security accents, until the
morninG' of Friday, 20 January, when with the exception of Isabel Wilk, they were
broUGht before the military court; Isabel Wilk was broueht before the court on
6 February (in any case, she also saw Haydee only until 20 January, althouG'h she
states that she heard her later, until 4 February).

However, Haydee was not broUGht before the military court or any court. She
did not appear and there were grave fears for her life. It is important at this
point to consider the statements Isabel Wilks was forcecl to make to, ancl at the
request of, those who arrested her (see her sworn statement attached).

On 6 February, an application for a writ of ampat on her behalf - signed by
her mother in the Women's Correctional Establishment Prison) - was submittecl to
the Court of Appeals of Santiaco (copy attached). Amparo proceedings having been
:enitiated, the Investigation Service reported that Ha¥dee Palma had not been
arrested by its staff but that an arrest warrant of the Office of the Second
Military Prosecutor, case No. 1090-77, had been issued on 27 January 1978 (it does
mt specify the offence) and was outstandinG. The Office of the Second Military
Prosecutor said that "the warrant for arrest exists, but the subject of the am])aro
proceedines has not yet been broueht before it" and the Ministry of the Interior,
:en official letter No. 459 of 15 February 1978, indicatecl that "the subject of the
amparo proceedings has not been arrested on its orclers but, notwithstandine the
foreeeinG' and on the supposition that she mieht have been arrested and detainecl
uncler ordinary police procedures

t
it has requested a report on the subject from the

National Information Agency (CNI), which report will be forwarded in due course"
(the unusual linkinG' of CNI with ordinary police procedures should be noted, as,
in theory, it is noteI:lpowered to make arrests even in cases that are "out of the
ordinary" or of "a political character").

On 9 March a Peruvian periodical (Marka) reported that Haydee Palma Donoso,
32 years of aee, a militant member of the Chilean MIR and a paediatrician, had on
that date "been arrested in Lima, by the State Security Police Force". She had,
the report aIded, been deported from her country after several weeks in prison
ancl cletention in Peru, at the frontier, for lack of clocuments. The periodical
also explained that Ha¥dee had been arrestecl on 16 January by eNI, formerly DIN1\..

On 13 March, in view of the amparo application, these reports were broueht to
the notice of the Court, which confined itself to requestinG the International
Police Service to supply a report.

Then, throueh UNBCR, it was confirmed that Haydee Palma had in fact been in
detention at Lima and had been interviewed by UNBCR officials. Hayc16e herself, in
a letter sent to a relative in Santiago (received on 13 March) states that she
arrived in Peru on 20 February and was taken to a place called the "PIP (Peruvian
Investigatory Police) Temporary Detention Centre for Women".
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In conclusion, Haydee Palma was arbitrarily arrested in Chile, in violation
of lebul rules and formalities, and, havinG been held for a lone time incommunicado,
QurinG which time she was subjected to physical pressure, was illeGUlly expelled
from the country, the Government security acents (CNI) being responsible fer all
those acts.

In conclusion, in view of the fore~oing, the mother of the person concernod
requests the United Nations Commission on Human Ric)lts to request the official
in charGe ef UNBCR at Lima, Peru, to furnish all possible information concerning
Haydee's entry int', and stay in that country and arranGe for her to) present a
full aml f,mnal statement, including the necessary background material (IlhotoCTaph,
medical examination, etc., if possible) b that official.

2. Sworn statement of Sara Eliana Palma Don.)sn

I, Sara Eliana Palma Dcmoso, Chilean citizen, single, aced 29, domestic
w"rker, identity card No, 282326, issucd at Ccncepci6n, at present cletaineu in the
Correctional Establishment fer Women, hereby make the following statoment under
oath:

1. I was arrestou on Monday, 16 January 1978, between 4 and 5 p.m., togcther with
my mother, Sofia Donoso Queve(18, at )mr home at Pablo Gcyenechea 010, Apartnont F,
3rd floor, La Cisterna, by several armed porsons in plain clothes. On that
occasion, Gabriel Octavio Riveros Ravelo, a lodcer occupyine: a roor.! in the buildine:,
w,,-s killed. My 1'lother and I were "ach forced t,o Get into a car, one white and the
other blue; both seCl'led to be Fiat 125s. We were driven off and, just before
reaching the intersection of Santa Rosa and ,lmerico Vespucio, I was transferred to
the car containinG my mother, and both of us were blindfolded with adhesive tape.
We then continued alonG the rinG road and we seemed to turn off on to Tobalaba.
Houghly half an hour after uur departure, we reached our destination, a place
where people were held incor.1IDunicado. This was a larGe house with many rooms and
a 8wirnminc pool. Before reachinG it, we had to cover a few motres of unpaved
ground. The house has a fagacle coloured oranc'€ or red, with whi to, and an iron
gateway, beyond which is a large park or estate.

2. I stayed at that place, which w"-s most probably the Villa Grinaldi, until the
momine: of Friday, 20 January, when, tOGether with my mother and r,ther detained
persons, I was handed ,wer to th8 Military Prosecutor and plac8d in the Correctional
Establishment for Women.

3. On Tuesday, 17 January, I became certain that my sister Hayclee Palma Donuso
was also beinG held there. On the afternoon of that SULle day - I cannot be sure of
the 8xact ti1'le - I heard her voice, comine from the roo1'l adjacent tD mine. She
was beinG interrocated anu talkinG to hor captors. This was not merely an
inpression, but a certainty, because I hearc} her v.,icc r.lOro than once. On the
f"llewinG cl'Ws, Wednesday and Thursclay, I heard her aLuin at different tines of day.
On ,"no of those days - Thursday, .if I rGmGmuer riLhtly - I saw her in the afternoon,
in a larGe room where a number ef us detainees had been brOUGht. We were all maue
to sit down, SGn8 distance apart from each other. H~ydee b8can to speak, sayine
that she was unwell and askinG whether sho could stretch out on the floor. The
puarQs hanclecl her a bedroll. At that staGe, I lifted the bandaGe frc)m my eyes
anel was able t:=J sce her; she was wearinr a turqu,-)ise skirt, D. dark blue sweater ancl
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Lrown hand-made sandals. I did n,,,t see her aiJ'.in after that and have heard no
more about her. When the cuards questioned me, I always said she was a friend
WhOIil I had known for years and who went by the name of "La Matea". Recently, on
31 January, I stated at the Office of the Military Prosecutor that she was my
sister; moreover, the court had already discovered that fact. During the
interrogations, the security agents kept on asking me about "Ceeilia", sayinG that
the latter was my friend "La Matea" or the perscn I calle,l by that name. When I
heard her vcice and saw her, I had no doubts as to her identity.

(Sil\1lcd)

Sworn statement of Gu,i.llermina Gumercinda Fi[(1.leroa Duran

=, Guillermina Gumercinda FiguerDa Duran, widow, domestic worker, identity
card No. 823955 issued at Santiago, at present detained in the Correctional
Estab~ishment for Women, hereby make the following statement under oath:

•• On 16 January 1978, at approximately 12 noon, I was alone in my house at
San Isidro 1414, when I heard someone knocking at the door; on opening it I was
threatened with a machine-gun by a BTOUp of about four persons, who proceeded to
:'orce their way into my homo. They mentioned the name of a man whom I neither
know nor rClllember. I said that I lived with my daughter, Aura Elvira Giadrosic
FiLueroa, and that I let one room to a young girl (Cecilia Az6car). They then
s~arehed this room in my presence and took away some papers. All this lasted
"bout 20 minutes. They then dragged me out of the house an,l shoved me into a car
containing a young woman of short stature who had been arrested (some days later,
at the Correctional Establishment for Women, I learned that she was Bernarda
Santelices). I was then driven, blindfolded, to an unknown place or premises.
~he security agents who shortly before had searched my lod{~r's room remained in
the house. The car took at least half an hour to reach the place where I was held
in custody until being brought before the Military Prosecutor on Friday,
20 January.

2. As soon as I reached the place where people were held incomIilunicado, L~rded

by security aGents, I was made to sit, with my hands tied, in a courtyard. At
night they untied ray hands and made me sit with some other people. On raisinc the
bandage a little from my eyes, I was able to see that my children Aura and
Dinko Giadrosic Ficueroa were also there. We spent all that nicht in the open.
=was only questioned about Cecilia Az6car and the man to whom my captors had
referred at the tirle of my a=est. The followinG day, Tuesday, 17 January, they
woke me up at about 8 a.m. and gave me breakfast, leaving me in the same place.
;\l~ that morning I remained there, together with my children and some other people.
They cave me lunch in the same place and I remained there in the afternoon without
beinG questioned. At about 4 p.m. - although oonsidering our conditions it is
~uite possib:e I may be sliGhtly mistaken about the time - I saw Cecilia, as my
Jlindfold had slipped. She was sitting, tied up, opposite me, about eight metres
,"way; I was able to see that she was wearing", turquoise skirt and sume hand-made
sar.dals. She was also wearing", blue sleeveless blouse. She was blindfolded and
:~L ~ blanket round her shoulders. At one point she asked to be taken to the
,oilet, after which she was brought back to the same place. At dusk, we were
c·ven something to e",t and taken to a room or shed to sleep. On Wesnesday,
13 .~anuary, I was taken out to the same courtyard, where I aLmn spent the whole
r~y. Once ",gain I was able to Get a climpse of Cecilia, more or less as on the
previous day, but it was only a fleetinG one, as she was taken away, apparently for
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intcrroC)l.tion. She was weccring the same clothes as on the Tuesday. On trot
Welmosdccy I sccw her "nly in the morning. At niGht I was taken to the saLle shed
or room. On Thursl1o.y, 19 Januury, the same pr')cedure was repeated. At dusk I
sa..w Cccilia when we had. been un.'.1c to enter the rocr,l where wo slept. I saw her
this time at closer quarters, when the bandage fell from my eyes; I sccw her make
a si[~, and she said somethinG to me which I could not understand. Her face was
swc)ll en anc.l bruised. There was no doubt whatsoever that she: wo.s foolinG fur froT,l
well. She asked the Guards for a bottle of water, which they lJrour:ht to her.
Sh:Jrtly afterwards, I was taken fr,)m this room ancl br'mcht to nnother place in the
saEle COElpound, where I was photoeraphecl; when I returned, perhaps half an hour
later, Cecilia was no lonGer in the roon cor at any rate I dill not see her. After
that, I heard no thine further about her situation or her whereabouts.

3. On the r.lGrninc uf Friday, 20 Jnnuury, I >TaS taken to the Office of the
Militnry Pr'Jsecutor. After rovinc =de a statenent, I was held incommunicadu in
the Correctional Esta.blishment. Later, I learned in this prison compound that
Cecilia AZ8car's real name was Haydee Palma Donoso, which inforr,ation I received
from her mother, Sofia Donoso, who rod also been held - since 16 January - ancl who
was a witness t'j the presence uf her daU{;hter at the above-nenticmcd detentien
centre, r;uarded by security aGents. I alsj wish te place on recerd thnt I saw
in trot place a tall stoutish wo=n who", "Cecilia" er Haydee Palma called
"la c'rda"; she is now in the Correctional Establishment, but not incommunicadc,
and her =e is 1sabel Wilk;

(Sir;ned)

4. Sworn statefilent of Aura Elvira Giadrosic Fir;ucroa

I, Aura Elvira Giac1rosic Fieueroa, Chilean citizen, single, graduato in Fine
Arts, identity card N". 3921286-2 issued at Santiaco, at present detained in the
Correctional Establishment for Women, hereby make the following statement under
eath,

1. I was arrested en 16 January 1978. My mother, Guillerrnina Fi[,'ueroa Duran,
my brother Dinko Giadresic, and Cecilia Azucar, who rents a reo", in our heuse at
San 1sidre 1414, were also arrested on the SalOle day.

2. When I arrived heme that c1o.y at about 3 p.Ll., the security acents were already
there - five of them, if I remember rightly. My brother Dinko does not live at
home but hacl c,c'me there trot clay to have lunch with my mothor. Wo were both
I1rrested. The aGents continued to wait with us for the return of Ceeilia AzucD.r,
who arrived at about 3.30 p.m., whereupon she, toe, was arrestcd. My mother had
been arrested earlier, as soon as the acents arrived at the house at noon, and had
been taken away; she was therefore not present when Cecilia was arrested.

3. I was taken in a lares ",odern car, with my bruther Dinke, to what secfiled to
file to be the Penalolen district. We were in the custody of f,our security a[;Cnts
(three men and ene wonan). After a 45-filinute clrive, we reachell a larGe,
colonial-style house (I believe it was the Villa GriTIk'1.1c1i), where there were other
detainees. I was kept there until Friday, 20 January, when I was brOUGht before
the Military Prose~,t0r, toesther with other detainees - ll~ filother, my brother,
Mrs. Sofia Donoso Quevedo, Sara Palfila Donos:) and Bernarda Santelices - all of whom
are now in the Correctional Establishment for W,co",en.
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4. On Tuesday, 17 January, at approximately 10 p.m., or at least some time in
the ,"vening, when, together "ith other detainees, and guarded by security
personnel I was in a room with a tiled floor on the premises to which I had been
brought. I was able to talk with Cecilia Azocar, who was also there. She said
that neither I nor my mother and brother were to worry, because we were in no way
involved and she had said so. She was takon from the room several times in tho
course of the night, returning 30 minutes to onc hour later; this happened three
or four times. On the morning of Wednes~,y, 18 January, I saw her go out into the
courtyard and heard her ealling some of the guards. The guards approached and
CeciliQ told them she was feeling ill, tlk,t she was bleoding from the electric
shocks, and that they should allow her to lie down and bring her some cotton wool.
I must record that her face was swollen, she was weak, had difficulty in walking
and cemplained of a severe headache. She was dressed in a turquoise skirt, a blue
sweater rrnd brown hand-mrrde sandals. I did not see her again after that.
During those days I also srrw rr stout weman about 1.70 m tall whom Cecilia called
1111:1 p:ordDY.

5. Cecilia Azocar had been renting a room from us since Ml,rch 1977. We alw~ys

knew her by that name and knew nothing about her activities. After being handed
over to the Military Prosecutor - t8gether with the other detainees mentioned at
the enel of paraG'Taph 3 - I learnt from Sofia Doneso that the person ,re knew as
Cecilia Azocar was her drrughter, Haydee Prrlma Donoso. In my statements at the
Villa Grimaldi and before the Militrrry Prosecutor, I invariably referred to her as
Cecilia, because that was tho name by which I knew her. As for the tall, stout
WOITk~ whom I had seen at the detention centre in the custody of security aeents,
she, too, was later brought before the court anQ is now also in the Correctional
Establishment for Women. Her name, which we now know, is Isabel Wilk.

(Signed)

5. Sworn statement of Bernarda Santelices Diaz

I, BernarQa Santclices Diaz, Chilean citizen, single, housewife, identity
card nuraber 6371127-6 issued at SantiaGu, at present detaineQ in the Correctional
Establishment for Women, hereby make the following statement under oath:

1. I was arrested at 11 a.m.or 11.30 a.m. on 16 January 1978 at Calle Estados
Unidos, near number 9000, as I was travelling in a Fiat 125 car in the company of
German Cortes Roclriguez to clo some shopping. I had left my small daughter
Alejandra Santelices, aged seven months, in the house of a neighbour. On reaching
the point in the street mentioned above, we wore intercepted by two cars, one blue
and the other white - a Peugeot - carrying some 15 security agents, men and women.
I was immediately drageecl out of the co.r o.nd taken to my home at 9,192 Estados
Uni,los, to look for my dauehter. They left me in the blue car and entered the
house, breaking the glass panes. When they failed to find the baby - I refused
to say where she was - I was taken to No. 1,400 San Isidro, whore I witnessed the
arrest of an elderly woman whom I did not know. Together, after beine:
blindfolded, we were transferred to a special place that I presume to have been the
Villa Grimaldi, which we must have reached at about 1.30 p.m. This was an old
house, si tUD. ted on a hill or heiGht, with a larGe fJJ. toway anll Q. swim,1ine- pool; I
heard the sound of helicupters and church bells and noises fro"l a nearby bus stop.
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2. On arrival, I was made to sit in a cuurtyard, on a rock, and was handcuffed.
I rer:k'lined there for about an hour, and was then taken to a kind of cell where I
,;as interroe,uted. At dusk, I was taken to another place on the same premises.
DurinG all this time I was alone. Close on midnight, I was taken out for further
questioninG' I then lost all sense of time. I was transferred to an adjoinine
room, where I was left alone until the next day, with my hands and feet tied.
On the morninG of Tuesclay, 17 January, I was escorted by a woman to another place
in the detention centre, where I was interroeated by three women for about an hour.
The rest of the day I stayed in that place alone. At midniGht I was ae,uin taken
out for questioninc and subsequently taken to a courtyard where I noticed a
movement of persons and vehicles. There I was told that they had found my
cl,mehter. They ordered me to eat ready and tnok me away in a vehicle at, I think,
about 1 a.m. on Wednesday, 18 January, supposedly to fetch my daughter. When we
reached f.1y home, the acents stopped the vehicle and removed the adhesive tape
from my eyes. I was then able to see German Cortes beine draeeed, with his head
clown, into the house between about five acents. They made "10 get out of the car
and left me in the middle of the road. I then had to eet into the car again after
two aGents had come out of the house of some neighbours with the baby, my daughter,
whom they handed over to me. The neighbours went back into their house.
Subsequently, I heard sJme shots, a burst of firine. Later, at 3 a.m., I was
taken back to the detention centre, where they broUGht me my daughter and left us
al,:,ne, On the nomine of Wednesday, 18 January, I was again questioned, for
about an h0ur and a half. At about 7 a.m. I manaeed to see, through the door of
my cell, a woman about 30 years old, dark-haired, slin, dressed in a turquoise
skirt and bluo blouse; she was beine taken to the toilet, which was opposite my
cell. I noticed that her nose was bleedinc. Later the same day, I saw her
atnin when she was taken to the toilet, at about 8 p.m. I saw that her face was
bruised. I did not see her acain.

3. On the morninc of Friclay, 20 January, I was broueht before the Military
Prosecutor. Later, when I was at the Correctional Establishment, I learned that
the WDl:lan whon I had seen and whom I have described was Haydee Pal= Donoso. Her
nother, Sofia Donoso, and her sister, Sara Palma, are in this same Establishment
and they, tOD, saw Haydee at the detention centre in the custody of security
ar;ents.

(Sicned)

6. Sworn statement of Isabel Marr;arita Wilk Gonzalez

I, Isabel Marcnrita Wilk Gonzalez, Chilean citizen, sinele, aced 22, student,
identity card No. 5127517-9, issued at Santiaco, at present detained in the
Correctional Establishment for Women, hereby make the followinG statement under
oath:

1. I WO.B arrested at about 7 a.n. on Tuesday, 17 January 1978, at my home at
No. 433 Calle Merced, by a croup of persons in plain clothes; there were more than
10 of them, they were anned and they were using at least two cars. On arrival,
they said to ne: ''We have been sent by Cecilia Azocar". I said that I did not
know the person they had mentioned. They made me Get dressed and led me to one
of the vehicles, throwine me on to the floor in the back and coverinG me with a
sheet. Some of the aGents stayed behind in the house. The car moved off
quickly. After about 40 minutes, we reached the place where I was to be held in
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custody, incommunicado. The nature of those preLliscs bccO-me clenr to [.]e with the
pnSS<lce of time. It w<lS <l fnirly l<lrce house with a SWiDrJClnC pool <lnu <l number
of rOuIDs, approached throULTI an ironwork door or cato, and then throu{p extensive
CTC)unrlS.

2. I was held incommunic<ldo and interrocated in this plnco until Mond<ly,
6 February, whon I was brouGht before the I"lilitnry Prosecutor. Thorc wore other
detainees in the place, whom I did not know, exccpt for one of thorn, whom the
acents callell lICccilial1 and whOTll I knew ,J,S l1Patricial! or lIJennyU. I saw her in
thc.t place. Already, on the t10rninc of Tuesday, 17 January, I hcarcl her voice
when I was beinG questi"ned. On th<lt occasiDn, I repe<lted p<lrt cJf rery state)J:lents,
anc1 on lcn.vinc; heard "Cecili2,u speakinG; she was sayine 111 could. rove mo..c1e a
mistake" ur sOI:lethinc like trot. For me her voice is Ul1l'1ist<lkable. Furthernore,
durinG the sanc int8rroL~ti0n, the acents told me that she was thero <lnd that they
had questioneQ her thr"uchout the niCht. They nlso told [.]e that they hall followed
her to my h,'use. They also said that she had talked. When I said I did nc,t
believe then, they challeneell Ele b ask them whatevor I liked nbout her. I
therefure asked for her physical description and what they said only confirrled
what was alreac\y evident. At any rate, this is w1k~t they saicl~ pale coDploxion,
brown roir, licht-coloured eyes. They then described her clothinG' turquoise
skirt, blue jumper anel hanll-madc sandals. On the afternoon of thnt SaDe Tuesday,
or more likely Wednescby - I do not remeClber the exact day - when a number uf us
cletainees were in the courtyard, at a discreet <lis tance frc)m each other, I snw her
when I lifteel the bandac;e from my eyes a little. She ,ras dresso'l just as ny
interrocators had said, and as I had seen her on othor occasions, before our
nrrest. She sicnnlled or waved to me. She looked ilL Later, we were brought,
wi th"ther c1et<linees, to a larce room where some bedrolls were put duwn anc1 we
were allowed to rest. I was beside l1Cocilia !l (or Jcrmy er PC\,tricia, QS I knovl her)
nnd acain I sa., her. She told me not to worry. The next day I saw her acain in
the c.':urtyard. I alsu hoarcl her speakin[: anel beinG asked questions, but after
Friday, 20 January, I did not see her acain. I unly heard her on various
subsequont ~ccasions, durine the followinC week. Between 31 January and
5 Februnry, some time in the middle of the week, I heard her voice when she was
beinr; subjected to a lenc;thy inte=ocation. At abDut 6 p.n. on Snturclay,
4 Feb=ry, I hcarcl her fur the last time whcn I .,ns visi tine the toilet. She
was sayinc coodbye to onu of the security acents.

3. At the Office of the Second Military Prcsecutor, I repeated what my
interre'C<l tors rod fe;rced me to say when I was in the place described in parac;raph 1,
namely trot I had not been <lrrested on 17 J=uary, but on 2 February, when I ho-cl
returnod frnm sayinG Goodbye to "Ceciliu" a.t Puclahucl l\irrort; that betw£:cm
17 January ancl 2 February I had been stayinc nt Vim del Mar, "bavinc; been
friGhtened by the incident at L<l Cisterna"; that "Ceeilia" had telephoned 1,18 <It my
flat .jll 2 Febru"ry to say th,1,t I should drop her at the Airport; th<lt she had then
come for me at about 1 p.m. =d that we had Gone out to Pudahuel. They made [.]e add
that I e')uld not know t" where she Wfl,S tr2,vollinc, on what fliCht or by .,h2.t airline.
They alse" nnde me say thnt "Ceeilia" was the hon'l f MlR intelligence. All these
statcr.lOnts nre cmplotoly ffl,lsc, since they were 0btainec1 by fc',rce or Llothccls of
intiDidation applied by sGcurity acents. I hereby declare once QLuin that I wns
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arrested, as already stated, on 17 January and from that day I was absolutely
cortain that "Cecilia" had also been arrested. At the Correctional Establishment,
I learned that her real name is "lfuydee Palma Donoso", whieh infurmation I
received from her mother - Sofia Danoso Quevedo - and her sister - Sara Palma
Donosu - both of whon were also held in the same plaee of detention. They too,
saw her in that place, whore we were held inc:>mmunieado in the custody of
security personnel.

(Sir;ned)



E. Excerpts from a dooument entitled "List of persons detained from January 1978 to the
-pre8~nt Ilate. and -particulars of proceediE,<;s relatiEI': to them", -presented to the

Group hy thp. Director of the rr~tior.al·I~r~ion~Rel1~y (C~IT).O? 17 JuJv 1978

JANUARY 1978

·Serial
No.

Full name Date of
arrest Charges Date of

referre.} Referred to

1.

...

FIGUEROA DURAN GUILLERMINA
GUMERCINDA

16.1.1978 MIR collaborator. Knew of the
existence of stashes of firoarms
and "Cura Luis" meetings at
San Isidro 1414

20.1.1978 Office of the
Military
Prosecutor

3. DONOSO QUEVEDO SOFIA HAYDEE 16.1.1978 MIR collaborator. Holding a 20.1.1978
false identity card, withholding
information about and concealing
G1\llRIEL RlVEROS RONELLO, a senior
member of MIR

Office of the
Military
Prosecutor

4. GIADROSIC FIGUEROA AURA
ELVIRA

16.1.1978 MIR collaborator. Knew of the
existence of stashes of firearms
and "Cura Luis" meetings at
San Isidro 1414

20.1.1978 Office of the
Military
Prosecutor

'DPP
.t 5~
(I) GJ '">< ........
~a~R ....

<:

Office of the
Military
Prosecutor

Released,
LllInes ty Ilct,
I,pril 1978.
Office of the
Military
Prosecutor

20.1.1978 Office of the
Military
Prosecutor

16.1.1978 MIR collaborator. Knew of the
existence of stashes of firearms
and "Cura Luis" meetings at
San Isldro 1414

16.1.1978 Active member of MlR, carried 20.1.1978
false papers, knew the whereabouts
of MIR member RIVEROS ROJllELLO,
alleged to be an operative at the
Universidad Teonica del Estado
(State Technical University) at
Conccpci6n

16.1.1978 Suspected of subversive activity

PALMi. DONOSO SIillA ELIf.NA

GL'illROSIC FIGUEROA DINKO
VLlillIMIRO

WILK GCNZl,LEZ ISLEEL
MIillGfJUTA

5.

9·

...

...

13·
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C. I,etter fre," the Minister of the Interior <la ted 25 January 1978
addressed to the President of the Court of AFpeals of SantiaRO

From:

To:

Minister of the Interior

President of the Court of Appeals uf SantiaGO

1. I acknowledge receipt of your above-mentioned note requesting information
in connexion with the writ of amparo indicated in the reference and drawn up in
favour of Guillermina Figueroa Duran, Aura Elvira and Dinko Giadrosic Figueroa.

2. First of all, I must inform you th~t this MinistIy has no record whatsoever
of the persons referred to, nor has any order or resolution concernine them been
issued by this Secretariat of State.

3. Since reference is made in the text of the writ of anparo to the arrest of
the subjects of the writ and security agencies are stated to bc presumed
responsible for such arrests, the undersicned has today made application for a
statement from those aeencies, in order to substantiate or refute the facts
reported.

4. When this information is received it will be forwarded immediately to the
Court.

Yours faithfully,

,
(Sir;ned) HAUL BENi\.VIDES ESCOBAR

Division General
Minister of the Interior

D. Informatiun submitted by the Gove=ent of Chile on the a=ests
and detentions in the Dr. Haydee Palma Donos0 case

The follc'wing documentation is attached for information re[\Urdin{, this case'

(a) A photoc0py of confidential communication No. 1916 of 17 May 1978
fro~ the Director-General of Investieations to the Under-Socretary of
the Ministry of the Interior;

(b) A photoc')py of the report ':n Haydee Palma D~)nosG.

The conclusions drawn after requesting information on this case are ~ matter
fer the Government's attention and concern.

The Working Group apparently stated that Hin conclusion, H2.yclee Palma was
arbitrarily arrested in Chile, in viol~tion of lecal rules and formalities, and,
having been hold for a long time incomr.mnicadn, c.urine which time she was subjl:cted
to johysical pressure, was illecally expellee. frorr, the country, the Gevernment
securityacents (CNI) beine responsible for all of these acts". (SIC)

Wi th rc(prd te, the abc:;ve, the foll'Jwing ccnsiclerations are relevant:

1. The persens arresteel ,,,ere rlaced at the disposal of the appropriate judicial
auth~rities within the legal time limit.
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2. A search was being carried out for members of recognized terrorist
organizations such as the Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionario (MIR) , whose
terrorist character was demonstraoed by the armed resistance to arrest. All this
was reported by the media (newspapers and television), which carried interviews
with testimony from the neighbours.

3. With regard to the supporting evidence evaluated by the Group, it should be
beme in mind that, for ~easons which need ne explanation, the testimony given by
the mother and the sister cannot be absolutely objective. It is a curious
coincidence that all the testimony was given on the same date and in the
Correctional Establishment where the persons who made the statements are detained.
This would suggest that, since those persons were not incommunicado, they could
perfectly well have agreed on what they would say.

Even so, there are some discrepancies; for example, Bernarda Santelices states
that she witnessed the arrest of "an elderly woman whom I did not know", whereas
Sara Eliana Palma Donoso maintains that she was arrested with her mother and that
they were put into a car together.

Wilk's statement is also questionable if carefully analysed' she admits not
having told the truth tr; the Prosecutor, t,) whom she made the same statements that
she had been forced to make to her interrogators under pressure. One could then
ask whether the Prosecutor also brought pressure to bear on her so that she would
repeat the same thing. If that was not so, why did she conceal the truth at that
time, and then claim to be telling the truth in the attached notarized statement?

4. A writ ef amparo was submitted on 6 February 1978 despite the fact that a
warrant for her arrest had been issued by the Office of the Military Prosecutor
on 27 January 1978.

5. With regard to the fact that the Ministry of the Interior stated that it would
apply to the National Information Agency for information on this matter, it should
be pointed out that that is the precise function of that department, namely to
inform the Government of the situation of persons concerning whom information or
particulars are requested.

To conclude from the above that "the unusual linking of CNI with ordinary
police procedures, should be noted, as, in theory, it is not empowered to make
arrests, even in cases that are 'out of the ordinary' or of a political character"
shows that there has been a oonsiderable misunderstandinG.

In fact - not in theory - the National Information Agoncy (CNI) has no power
of arrest, as the Group was able to verify in Chile. It is competent only to
question pers::ms and held them in custody when instructed to clo so by the Ministry
of the Interior.

6. Lastly, citing the Peruvian periodical Marka, which stated that Haydee Palma
was deported t~ Peru after being detained for a long period, is not a sufficient
basis for the conclusion, given the nature of that publication: it is a politically
slanted pcri-Jdical, as is evident from its use of the term "comrade".
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7. Lastly, it must be stated that Haydee Palma was arrested in Lima, Peru,
according to an Interpol card index requesting information; she is residing in Lima
and is under investigation. Furthermore, according to a report sent to Chile in
Brief Postal Message No. IF 508/78 of 3 May 1978, Haydee Palma Donoso was expelled
from Peru and sent to Cuba on 18 April 1978 on a Cuban airlines flight.

Conclusion,

The ovidence subrni tted to the Working Grcmp concerning the arrest, detention
incommunicado and illegal expulsion of El~yd6e Palma Donoso is not convincing in
the GovernrJent's view.

The evidence seoms to be deliberately calculated to prove actions which the
Government affirms did not take place. The inforI:\ation [,,,,thered in subse:Juent
inquiries shows that Haydee Palma could have left the country illegally when a
warrant for her arrest existed, and that, having entered Peru illegally, she was
expelled from that country to Cuba.
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Annex XXXVI

~WI'l':lnA T,s m:LATlNG '1'0 THE ARREST A]lID DETENTIOU OF HECIDR RIFFO ZIV!IORAUO
MID LUIS I1ATURAHA l1ATURAHA

CONTEHTS

A. Information received from Rector Riffo Zamorano

1. Minutes of the testimony of Mr. Riffo Zarnorano before
the Group on 16 July 1978

2. Uote supplied by Hr. lliffo Zamorano sUllllDarizing the information
presented to the Group

:B. Excerpt from a dooument entitled uILs-G of peJ_sons d8tf\inBC1 fTOl'l.J[m1.1..ary 1978
to the pr8Do:iJ-t d8..te, ;:J.nfl pf'.rticul<3,='-~s of pToceedings l~ele,til1g to t};8iil fl ,

presented to the Group by the Director of the National Information
Agenoy (CNI) on 17 July 1978

C. Letter dated 9 Hay 1978 from the Minister of the Interior addressed to
the President of the Court of Appeals of Santiago

D. Information submitted by the Government of Chile
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A. Information received from Hector Riffo Zamorano

L Minutes of the testimony of Mr. Riffo Zamorano before the Group
on 16 July 1978

Mr. Hector Eduardo Riffo Zamorano said that he had been a=ested twice. He
had first been arrested on 24 June 1975 in his apartment, where he had been stripped
and his clothes searched. Later, he had been put blindfolded into a car and t~cen

to a guard house where he \las bound hand and foot, gagged and thrown on a mattress.
For 15 minutes he had been given electric shocks and told that, if he wished to
reply, he should make a sign. Two days later he had been taken to Villa Grimaldi.
There he was beaten and interrogated about the contradictions found in his
statement, and made to sign a five to six page document, which he was not allowed
tc read. On Thursday, 26 June, he had been interrogated again, about various
persons and places, while subjected to continual beatings. Since the information
he gave turned out to be false, he was made to hang by the arms for two hours.
His shoulder had felt dislocated from the ordeal. He had then been taken down and
put on the "grill", which is a metal bedstand, where he was given electric shocks.
On ·,rednesday of the following week he had been allowed to clean up and shave, and
then there had been an inspection. ELlf an hour later a person had arrived, who
was given his name and particulars.

The second time he had been arrested by civilian personnel, on 4 f1ay 1978 at
the entrance to the school where he taught, and t~(en to Conchavi. vThen he asked
the reason for his arrest he was told that Marxist literature had been found at
his home. He was beaten and inte=ogated by Captain CUbillos, Adjutant at the
North Police Headquarters, who threatened to kill him unless he said who had printed
and distributed the pamphlets. He was asked for information about a person whose
name had been found in his jacket, Mr. ffuturana. They went to the latter's place
of residence and took away his son, and later also took away the father. There
both father and son were tortured with electric shocks and the father was strung
up for admitting that he had been active in the ~ocialist party. Then
Mr. Hector Eduardo Riffo was taken into the interrogation room and was tied to the
legs of a table. He was given electric shocks and asked about the participation
of foreigners in the de~onstration held on 21 f1ay. ,Then he was seen to resist,
he was subjected to a more intensive interrogation with simultaneous beatings and
electric shocks. He was then kept without food for several days and left to sleep
on the floor. l~. }futurana's son was released, but he and Mr. Maturana were kept
under arrest. Later he ,ras t~(en to the North Police Headquarters, where he was
interrogated by Captain Cubillos. He was a~ked about the militant activities of
the Vicaria de la Solidaridad, and about the Coxdinal. Later he was t~(en to
Mallooo to a cellar, where he was stripped, tied to a cot and submitted to an
interrogation conducted with electric shocks in an attempt to implicate the
Vicaria in political movements. He was kept without food for three or four days.
He identified that place as the Santa Engracia hacienda. There he was subjected
to an interrogation with hypnosis. He was given a tranquillizer, and then a
psychologist interrogated him and tried to convince him to work for them; he
resisted the administration of the pill, belieVing that it was poison. During the
interrogation he was told that if he collaborated he would be ensured safety for
himself and his family, otherwise action would be taken against them. Later he
was taken to the provincial court, and then to the Court of Appeals, and was
finally released for want of grounds. He suggested that hypnosis was going to be
used to obtain unwitting collaboration from people.
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2. Note supplied by Mr. Riffo Zamorano summarizing the information presented
to the Group

The person in question, a teacher at the Conchali Industrial School, Santiago,
Chile, was twice arrested by security agents.

The first arrest, after which he was detained for 11 months, took place on
24 June 1975 at a friend 1 s house I1here he had gone to meet Ricardo Lagos Salinas,
a Socialist Party leader, missing since that date.

That arrest was carried out by agents of the Directorate of National
Intelligence (DINA) who had already apprehended Ricardo Lagos Salinas at the time
when they arrested Riffo.

Both were taken to the detention and torture compound known as "Villa Grimaldi",
where they were interrogated and tortured sO that they would give information on
party activities. There their statements were compared in an effort to find some
contradiction which might malce them distrust each other.

Riffo ,Ias taken out on several occasions and taken to suspected "contact"
places so that other members of the Socialist Party might be arrested.

During his detention he was able to establish that Carlos Lorca Tobar, a
former member of parliament and leader of the Socialist Party, who is currently
missing, was also being held in the same place and was kept handcuffed to a cot.

After being in "Villa Grimaldi" he "as taken to the Cuatro Alamos detention
compound, where he was held incommunicado, and was later transferred to
Tres Alamos and Puchuncavi, from which he was released on 28 or 29 flay 1976.

S11bsequently, on 4 May 1978, he Was again arrested near his place of work by
carabineros accompanied by persons in plain clothes.

He was moved among various carabineros stations and secret compounds where
he was tortured and interrogated about alleged political activities. As a result
of his situation, some members of his family and a neighbour and his son were also
arrested.

During one of his moves he was tal<en to the offices of the north and south
Vioarias "here the agents took photographs.

Many of the interrogations to "hich he "as subjected l'lere aimed at
determining his possible connexions with officials of the Vicaria de la Solidaridad
on which he was interrogated exhaustively.

They showed him various pUblications and pressed him to admit that they had
been prepared by that Church body.

He was also threatened "ith death and sho,m a file of photographs in which
he managed to distinguish a photo of Carlos Lorca. The security agents said that
they had been authorized to cremate 200 of the people on that file, and added that
the number might increase by 100 or 200 more with those persons "ho were currently
joining clandestine party political organizations.
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He was forced to .rrite from dictation on various subjects, and also had to
note down the names of persons who, according to what was dictated to him, held
responsibilities of political leadership within the parties.

Furthermore, in addition to physical and psychological ill-treatment, he
was subjected to a session of hypnosis, after being foroed to talce some pills,
presumably drugs. They then interrogated him and subjected him to various tests,
and eVen made him hold a firearm.

He was given instructions to malee contact with political organizations once
he was released in order to obtain information, which he was to pass on to
security agents at a place to be specified by them.

On 16 thy, 12 days after his arrest, he was placed at the disposal of the
Santiago Court of Appeals, "here he made a statement. He was then sent to the
public jail as a prisoner. Tuo days later he was transferred from there to the
SantiagO penitentiary and was released from there on 20 May, after making a further
statement to the judge of the Court of Appeals.

Since his release he has had to take many precautions, as both he and his
family are afraid that he will be arrested again.



E. ExcerPt from a document entitled "List of persons detained from January 1978 to the
~~Iresent date and articulars of roceedi s relating to them" resented to the

Grou by the Director of the National Information A enc. CNI on 1 July 19 8

MAY 1978

Charges

....

Date of arrestFull name

.... , .
RIFFO ZIIMORANO It 5 May 1978
VICTOR EDUARDO

I

MATURANA MATURIIlfA !5 May 1978
LUIS CUUDIO :

I

Date of ' 'I'

f 1 I Referred to
, , re erra , I

I , i, ... 1 ••• 1 ... i
I Caught engaging -.- Office of the Second!
I in subversive Military Prosecutor I'

/
' activities ,

I
I ;
I 'ICaught engaging: -.- ! Office of the Secondl

; in subversive I Military Prosecutor
i activities I
I,

2.

1.

3.

Serial No.

~!j~
Ollt:lVl
ID ID VI

><I ........

"'§~
H
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C. Letter dated 9 May 1978 from the Minister of the Interior addressed
to the President of the Court of Appeals of Santiagc

From: Minister of the Interior

To: President of the Court of Appeals of Santiago

1. I refer to the Court's note mentioned in the reference, in which I am
requested to report on whether this Secretariat of State has ordered the arrest
of Luis Claudio Maturana Maturana and Luis Claudio Maturana Barrios, regarding
whom "rit of an:paro No. 213-78 has been drawn up.

2. In that connexion, the relevant card indexes of this Ministry having been
checked, I can assure you that there is no record of the persons named in the
writ of amparo; that no ordor or resolution concerning them has been issued by
this Secretariat of State; and that there is ne record of their having been
arrested by any of the Security Services.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) SERGIO FERN.A1IDEZ FERNAN1JEZ
Minister of the Interior

:D. Information submitted by th",Government of Chile

In connexion with this case, the carabineros are looking into the charges
made by Riffo Zamorano, particularly the one concerning the alleged arrest of
Jose Olguin Contreras and Luis Gutierrez, both of whom are also carabineros and,
according to Mr. Riffo Zamorano, his son-in-law and neighbour respectively.

Before any conclusions are reached in this case Hr. Riffo Zamorano' s
statements "ill have to be compared with those of Luis Jllaturana J'laturana.

The Horking Group will be informed of the results of this l"rocess in due
course.

However, the Government wishes to make the following statement concerning
this case.

1. The report fonlarded by the Horking Group in this case is based selely on
a no tarized statement by the person in ques tion which has no other"fJ:!lnfo:rrl"tion to
substantiate it.

2. The accusation made by the witness regarding the conduct of the carabineros
is absolutely implausible in view of the nature of that institution ~d the way
in which it normally operates.

3. This is borne out by an analysis of the content of the witness's statement;
it is impossible to believe that the "itness made no mention of the alleged facts
to a JUdge of the Court of Appeals when he made a statement of particulars.
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Moreover, he stated that he limited himself to upholding the statements made
to bis captors, which he says were obtained under pressure, although he does
not venture to say that pressure was also brought to bear on him by tbe Judge
of the Court, Mr. Valenzuela.

Furthermore, he contradicts himself when he maintains that he did not
tell the JUdge anything about what had happened "because of the Judge's
incredulity" and so agreed to certain charges. However, in the next line he
states, in connexion with Maturana's release, "since the only person who was
willing to listen to me on the subject of my total innocence was in fact the
JUdge, Mr. Valenzuela Erazo".

It should also be pointed out that the witness, who was sO terrified of
what might happen to him in the future (see the last part of hls statement), did
not mind failing to meet security personnel to report to them as he had
previously agreed he would, but he was afraid of stating the truth to a Judge of
the Court of Appeals.

4. For the above reasons the Government feels that this accusation, like sO
many others, is deliberate, and that until sucb time as the events referred to
therein have been effectively substantiated and further information has been
obtained, the accusation cannot, in view of its apparent improbability, be
entertained by the Group.
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Annex XXXVII

INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY TEE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE llf RElJlTION
TO TEE ARRESTS IN TEE TOWN OF PENAFLOR

A. Carabineros communication No. 35. 22 June 1978

CARABINEROS DE CHILE
Third Company Talagante
Feflaflor Sub-station

No. 35 PEN1IFLOR, 22 June 1978

To the National Information
Agency, Santiago
Santiago.

The detainees listed below are being handed over to the National Information
Agency, Santiago:

1. MARTA EETZABE VEGA PATRI, 33, married, Chilean, agronomist, university
studies, identity oard No. 5,203,856-1 issued at santiago, resident at
Calle Baquedano No. 677, santiago.

2. PAULINA LEONIDES SILVA DONOSO, 29, single, Chilean, rural extension
worker, university studies, identity card No. 5,208,125-K issued at Santiago,
resident at Calle Jorge Luco No. 779, La Cisterna.

3. RIGOBERTO BELISARIO ORELlJlNA AVlLA, 40, married, Chilean, agrioultural
worker, elementary studies, identity card No. 4,205,067 issued at santiago,
resident at Estaci6n de Colina, Poblaci6n San Ram6n sin. de Colina.

4. MANUEL ANTONIO DIAZ SILVA, 37, married, Chilean, agriCUltural l'lorker,
elementary studies, identity card No. 87,999 issued at Puente Alto, resident at
Poblaci6n El Tranque, Calle Nicanor, Plaza No. 947, Puente Alto.

5. JOSE CRUZ TORRES JARA, 58, married, Chilean, chauffeur, elementary
studies, identity card No. 1,183,248-2 issued at Santiago, resident at
Calle Los Sauces No. 12379, paradero 36 1/2 Villa El Esfuerzo, San Bern=do.

6. JOSE MANUEL ALMARZA BASTIAS, 39, married, Ghilean, ag:i.:icultural worker,
elementary studies, identity card No. 32,942 issued at Penaflor, resident at
Parcela No. 5, Asentamiento La Herradura, Peflaflor.

, ,
7. ORnliJIDO DEL CARMEN CUEYA:'?~.sTI!,S, 36, m"=i,,,d, Chilean, agricultural

worker, primary studies, identity card No. 40,009 issued at Penaflor, resident at
Parcela No. 10, Asentamiento La Harradura, l'etl"n"r.
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None of the above-mentioned persons has visible injuries or bruises,
and none of them has any complaints against the Carabineros at the time of being
handed over to the above Agency.

Seen and Approved

(Sip;ned) GUILLERMG ARTURO COFRE SILVA
Captain of Carabineros
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT

(Sip;ned)

PEDRO BREVIS MARJ)ONES
Senior Corporal of Carabineros
Non-Commissioned Officer on Duty

REPUBLIC OF CHILE
MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR
CONFIDENTIAL OFFICE

E. Arrest order No. 94

Arrest of the persons indicated
DECRETO EXENTO No. 94
SANTIAGO, 22 June 1978

H.E. the President of the Republic has today decreed the following:

CONSIDERING:

The provisions of article ~ of Decree-Law No. 1877 of 1977, and bearing in
mind the pr~visions of article 1, paragraph 6(b) of Constitutional Act No. 3
together with article 13 of Constitutional Act No. 4,

I HEREBY DECREE:

Article 1 The following persons shall be arrested and detained in premises
of the National information Agency:

MARTA BETZAllE VEGA PATRI
PAULlNA LEONIDES SILVA DONOSO
RIGOBERTO BELlSARIO ORELLANA
Ml\NUEL ANTOIHO DIAZ SILVA
JOSE CRUZ TORRES JARA
JOSE 1-IIHruEL ALMI\RZA BASTIAS
ORLANDO DEL CARMEN CUEVAS TAPIA.

Article 2 The above-mentioned persons shall be subject to the supervision
and control of the Military Garrison of Santiago or the authority of the Armed
Forces or Carabineros in which these powers are vested.

For noting and transmittal,

(Signed) AUGUSTO PINOCHET UGARTE
GENERAL OF THE ARlIT

PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC

(Signed) SERGIO FERNANDEZ FERNANDEZ
MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR
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C. Release order No. 99

REPUBLIC OF CHILE
MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR
CONFIDENTIAL OFFICE

Release of the persons indicated
DECRETO EXENTO No. 99
SANTIAGO, 24 .rune 1978

H.E. the President of the Republic has today decreed the following:

CONSIDERING:

The provisions of article 1 of Decree-Law No. 1877 of 1977, and bearing in
mind the provisions of article 1, paragraph 6 (b) of Constitutional Act No. 4.

I HEREBY DECREE:

Sole article. - Decreto exento No. 94 of 22 June 1978 ordering the arrest
of the persons listed below is cancelled and the persons concerned are tc be
released~

MIlRTA BETZABE \/EM PATRI
PAULINA LEONIDES SILVA DONOSO
RIGOBERTO BELISARIO ORELLANA AVILA
MANOEL ANTONIO DIAZ SILVA
.rOSE CRUZ TORRES .rAM
.rOSE mNUEL ALMIlRZA BASTIAS
ORLANDO DEL CARMEN CUEVAS TAPIA

For noting and transmittal,

(Signed) AUGUSTO PINOCHET UGARTE
GEIVERAL OF THE: ARMY

PRESIDENT CIF THE REPUBLIC

(Signed) SERGIO FERNlUIDEZ FERNANDEZ
MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR
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Annex XXXVIII

MATERIAL RELATING TO THE ARREST AND DETENTION OF
ilIUiJANDO DEL CARMEN BARRIA OYARzW

Contents

A. f1inutes of the testimony of 11:r. Barria OyarzUn before the Group on
17 July 1978

B. Reports of medical examinations of 11:r. Barria QyarzUn

1. Report on medical examination made by the Institute of Forensic
f1edicine of Santiago on 11 July 1978

2. Report on medical examination made on 17 July 1978

3. Report on medical examination made at the Clinic of the Economic
Commission for Latin America on 19 July 1978

C. Excerpts from document entitled "List of persons detained from January 1978
to the pre sent date, and particulars of proceedings relating to them",
presented to the Group by the Director of the National Information
Agency (CNI) on 17 July 1978

D. Information supplied by the Government of Chile
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A. ~linutes of the testimony of }lr. Barria OYarzUn before the Group on
17 July 1978

Te8tiLJOnv by }lr. Armando del Carmen Barria QvarzUn

}lr. Barria said that at about 10.30 p.m. on 29 June 1978 he had been arrested
on the street by plainclothes security men. He had been handcuffed and taken in a
locked vehicle to a place uhich he assumed to be in Santiago but uhich he had not
recognized. ~1at night, electric shocks had been applied to his genitals and
anus and he had been struck in the stomach, genitals and anus at three separate
sessions. He had later been tied, first with ropes from his feet to his chest,
then with cloth and sacking, some of it wet, particularly around the chest. He
had subsequently been tillcen to a dark room where he had been kept for two days
without food, handcuffed and tied to the foot of a table sO that he could hardly
move ..

He had later been taken to a larger room where he had been handcuffed with
his hands behind his back and \fater had kept dripping from a tap. From the
outset he had been subjected to intense psychological 2ressure; he had been told
that he would become yet another missing person, that he would not get out alive,
that his relatives liould be tortured before his eyes, that his teeth and nails
would be pUlled out one by one, and that he would be pricked with pins. He had
in fact been pricked with pins, especially around his shoulders. He had been
kept in those two different places within the same premises for five days, from
'l'hursday night to 2.30 a.m. on Tuesday. During the last three days, he had been
fed once a day. He had been csnstantly interrogated and threatened throughout;
his hands had always been kept secured behind his back by handcuffs, which were
removed from one hand at mealtimes only.

On Tuesday, he had been tillcen to the Seventh Precinct police station, where
he had been left tied in the sun for a few hours with the other person vho had
been arrested with him. ~ey had then been taken to the back of Government
House, possibly the 11inistry of the Interior, led from the military vehicle to a
smaller vehicle, blindfolded with adhesive tape and taken to a location which had
to be outside Santiago, since it had been a very long journey undert~cen at high
speed; he believed it vas the Santa Eugenia de Malloco plot.

On Tuesday night, his captors had threatene~ to kill him and mutilate his
body. They had again applied electric shocks, struck him across the ears and the
temples and kicked him in the stomach. ~ey had then tied him and handcuffed him
to a bed and had made him get undressed in the middle of the night for
inteI'rogation. During the interrogations he had been asked to "hat party he
belonged, uho the leaders uere and uhere they did their printing. He had stated
that he belonged to no political party but used to help the l1aoist-oriented
Popular Front. They had made him oign a statement blindfolded. ~ey had then
read it out to him, and it had contained statements he had not made. lliey had
then prepared another statement, "hich they had made him sign blindfolded.

The following afternoon he had been taken to the state prison, where he had
been held incommunicado. On ~1ursday he had been t~<en to the Court of Appeals,
where he had been questioned by the lTinister, }lr. Hernan Cereceda, to whom he
had ShOl'il his entire body, indicating the haematomas and electric shock burns.
~e magistrate had allowed him to talk freely and had ordered that he should be
examined at the Institute of Forensic Medicine; that had been done only on the
Tuesday. He did not lenow the contents of the Institute's report.
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On Friday he had been taken to the penitentiary, and during his stay there he
had been questioned twice. On Saturday he had been released on bail of 100 pesos,
paid by the la;(yer from the Vicariate of Solidarity, but sO far he did not know
the nature of the charges against him. For an indeterminate period of time he
would have to appear at the Court of Appeals every two weeks, and, given the
situation in Chile, he feared for his safety and felt he should leave the country.
He still bore the marks of the blows and electric shocks he had received, and he
felt he was having a general mental breakdown.

B. Reports of medical examinations of Mr. Barria Qy~rzUn

1. Report on medical examination made by the Institute of Forensic
lfedicine of Santiago on 11 JUly 1978

Institute of Forensic Medicine

Dr. CARLOS YBAR

Telephone 370389

Santiago - Chile

Sir,

Case No. 19-78

REPORT No. 8-555/78 OF INJURIES TO:

J.IlMANDO BARRIA OYARZUN

In accordance with the request in your letter of 6 July 1978, I examined
in this Institute, on 11 July 1978, AIU1ANDO DEL CARHEN BARRIA OYARZUN, 29, single,
unemployed, domiciled at Almirante Montt No. 845, Apartment 14, who reported that
he had been assaulted on 29 June 1978.

Examination:

Linear ecchymotic shadow on back of left hemithorax, at the level of the
ninth left rib.

Ecchymosis on the inside of both thigllS, on the back of left thigh and left
leg.

lJaculo-papules on the trunk (ventral and dorsal) and on the limbs (scabies).

CONCLUSIONS:

Lesions can be explained by the action of a blunt instrument; clinically
slight.

He will recover, if there are no complications, in ten to twelve days, and
will be incapacitated for si" to eight days.

Yours truly,

(signed) Dr. Renato Gutierrez Acufla

THE JUDGE OF THE COUElJ' OF APPEAL

SANTIAGO
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2. Report On medical examination made On 11_July]978

On 17 July, "'hen examined by a doctor, he showed the follo",j~ng SJ/lllptorns:

"Vital signs normal: Extensive haematoma on the inside of the right thigh
at the rear and on the right calf. Residual lesions on both ,~ists. Erosions
due to crushing by a metallic object? Bruise and tenderness ends of both tibiae
uith superficial erosion in the process of cj~catrization. Old punctiform lesions
caused by a pointed object on both sides of au~omen and on the inside of both
thighs compatible uith first-degree bu:rns in pro%ss of cicatrization. Obvious
signs of hyperexcitability, neurosis, and anxiety. Santiago, 17 July 1978".

3. Report on medical examination made at ~he Clinic of the Econo~c

Commission for Latin America on 19 July 1978

S"n~tiago, 19 Jul,y ~970

Ilr. Theo C. van Boven
Director
Division of Human Rights

Sir,

At the request of ll:r. Joeeph F. El Raj, Director of the Division of
Administration of ECLI\., I have given Ur. Armando del Carmen BARRIA 'lya:r"zUn a
general Medical examination, ,dth the following results:

I~le, 29 years of age, height 1.66 m, weight 76.100 kg. General ccndition
good, lucid, well oriented in time and space. Blood pressure: 122/78 mm/Hgi
pulse 78 per minute, regular, range and form normal. Respiration: 24 per
minute. Adolescent acne of the trunk, especially en the back.

~. Discrete scurfy inflammatory lesion in the occipital region.
Eyes: colour vision normal; vision: right eye 20/25, left eye 20/30 ;
:pupilG equal, react to light and accommodation. Fundus oculi: normal.
J~ar:J: hearing normal for a low v0ice 'rith good latcX'c.l (li:JcrimjJ1a-tion.
EaT-drDDc intact. Nose: normal. f.'!outh: SOIlC teAth missing. Two
third-degree caries. Tongue: moist and clean. Large tonsils.

~. Thyroid normal, ~obile.

Thorax. Ribs normal. Good respiratory mobility. No additional
bronchopulmonary sounds. Vesicular murmur maintained.

Heart. Cardiac tones normal. Systolic murmur grade II in the endoapex.

Abdomen. Dcpressable, no lumps could be felt. Livor \rithin normal limits.
Spleen could not be felt. Ho hernial orifices. On both sides, iliac
foosae and epigastrium punctiform lesions may be observed, some surrounded
by a small erythematous halo: nost are in procees of cicatrization.

Geni tals. Normal. Bilateral intertrigo in the scrotal-perineal folds.
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Limbs. Upper: residual lesions of an erosive nature on the front and back
of both tTrists (in proccos of cicatrizal;iun). Louer~ erosive residual
lesions in procesa of cicatrization on the front alld lower third of both legs.
Extensive ecchymosis and haematoma of the back of the 101-1er third of the left
thigh and upper third of the same leg.

Nervous sYstem. Muscle tones, motor 2Jld sensorial functions in ord,,~-.

Rotular ankle and plantar reflexes normal. Romberg's sign normal.

Lymphatic system. Slight micropolyadenia in the left groin.

Spinal column. Mobility preserved. No painful placea.

Conclusion and diagnosis:

Adolescent acne

Genitoperineal intertrigo

Haematomas and ecchymosis in evolution on left thigh and leg

l-lultiple punctiform erosions on skin of abdomen

Erosions of both wrists and lower third of both legs in process of
cicatrization.

(signed) Dr. Fernando Getii Luque
No. Hedical College 28C6, SantiaGO

Chief
ECLA Clinic



C. Excerpts from document enti tIed "List of persons arrested since January 1978 to present date, and
particulars of roceedings relatin to them", presented to the Grou b, the Director of the National
Information Agency on 17 July 1 8

COPY No.~ SHEET No. --.!
July 1978

'd ~ ~

~ S~
Cl Cl ""H'
a-- ""
~~
;:1
H
H

Serial No. Last and first name(s) Date of
arrest

Charge Date of
referral

Referred
to

1. BARRIA OYARZUN ARMANDO DEL C. 4 July 1978 Having in his
possession pamphlets
and literature of
the Socialist Party,
the Communist Party
and PCR

Office of
Second
Military
Prosecutor
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D. Information supplied by the Government of Chile

The following documentation is attached for informatin in connexion with this
case:

(a) Photostat copy of the report of the Carabineros dated 4 July 1978
according to which the person in question was detained in a case of
flagrante delicto, as indicated in the official report.

(b) Photostat copy of the request dated 6 July 1978, and submitted to the
Court of Appeal of Santiago by the ~Iinistry of the Interior, for the
application of the provisions of Act No. 12,927 concerning the Security
of the State.

(c) Photostat copy of Official Document No. 1641 dated 7 July 1978
transmitted to the ~Iinistry of the Interior by the Judge of the
First Criminal Court of Santiago, enquiring 1<hether
ArnUUldo de Carmen Barria OyanzUn is or is not being held on the
instructions of that ~Iinistry.

(d) Pllotostat copy of the report dated 11 August 1978 on the situation of
Armando de Carmen Barria OyanzUn.

From the information furnished by the Working Group on this case, it is
possible - in the light of the additional information - to draw the follo1<ing
conclusions which should be tillcen into consideration,

1. Apart from the statement of the claimant, there is no evidence to confirm
that he was arrested on 29 June 1978. On the contrary, the communication from
the Cnrabineros, a document which no one has ever contested and which also
constitutes an official document, states that the arrest took place on
4 July 1978.

2. This is confirmed by the fact that on 6 July 1978 the }Iinistry of the
Interior filed the appropriato request in the Santiago Court of Appeals in
conformity with the usual procedure established under Act No. 12,927 concerning the
Security of the State.

3. The proceedings conducted by the Judge of the Court of Appeals do not
indicate that the Court had information that the arrest had tillcen place on the
date alleged by the claimcnt.

4. With regard to the content of the medical reports, it should be noted that
the report cited in the minute dated 17 July - 1<hich does not give the name of the
practitioner'Tho signed it - differs from that produced by the ECLA physician.
1ifith regard to erosions on the wrists in the process of cicatrization, the first
of the t,;o reports includes the words "Erosions due to pressure 'Ti th a metallic
object"; followed by a question mark, whereas the second in a serious and
professional manner millces no affirmation or speculation in that regard.

Furthermore, the first certificate states that the person examined sh01<ed
"obvious signs of hyper-exci tabili ty, neurosis and anxiety", "hereas the second,
despite the fact that it is dated 19 July 1978, only two days after, says nothing
in that respect and indicates that the nervous system was normal.
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Conclusion

"The accusation made to the Group in this specific case does not
involve any of the human rights violations with which the Government
is charged and must in all fairness be rejected by the Government,
especially since the case has already been resolved by the Santiago Court
of Appeals and the person in ~uestion was released after the Court had
issued an order to this effect.".
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Annex XXXIX

REPORTS OF CASES OF ARREST AND DETENTION

Statement One fJ
"I was arrested on ••• January 1978 at ••• , by plain-clothes policemen who

came to [place of work ••• ]. The plain-clothes policemen showed me credentials
from the Dopartment of Investigations. They did not show me a warrant for my
arrest or for a search, which they proceeded to carry out in my presence.

"After a few minutes, other policemen in plain clothes arrived, 5 men who had
arrested ••• , who showed signs of ill-treatment since his face was swollen and
bruised and he had black eyes.

"Lator on I recognized onc of the plain-clothos policemen', when his photograph
appeared in the press. He is Captain Amando Fem5ndez Larios who was implicated
in the murder of Orlando Letelier.

"These policemen made me get into a light blue private Hotor-car and during
the journey they covered my eyes with scotch tape.

"The journey lasted over half an hour, and I had the inpression that we were
taking the main road thro~ the suburbs of Santiago.

"Before wc reached our destination I felt that the motor-car was going
downhill. When we reached the conpound, I was handcuffed and made to go down
some stairs.

"When wc reached a roOI:l, I was thrown to the ground to>nd left there.
time to time I heard loud noises like metal objects falling or being used
blows.

From
to strike

"On the following day, I was taken to another roon, IJY eyes were uncovered.
I was shown photographs and was ordered to identify sXle of them. As I did not
co-opero.te, they started to punch ne in the face 2nd in the stomach anu to kick me.
After that, they took me back to the room and left ne handcuffed to an iron
bedstead.. I was allowed to sleep. I was not given any food.

nOn .... I was n.gain taken to a rooD. and Wo.s undrossed conplotely. They nado
ne open ny legs and, when I was in this position, they pulle(~ down sharply on ny
genito.ls.

"Before interrogating ne they ar:ministerec'. a pill which har'. " soporific
effect after a time.

"As well as beating ne, they threatened to insert objects in ny anus onc'.
pretended to cb so with an object which they brought near ne.

fJ In keeping with the Group's undertaking concerning confidentiality, the
declarant's nane and identifying details have been clininated.
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"While they were intorrogating ne, they brought in ••• who, when he saw how
I was sufforing, told mo that 1 should talk, that I should givo info~atiun about
a person called ••• whom my captors were interested in locating.

"After this, they ao"ain took me to tho rOOD.
identify the place to which 1 had been takcn and I
country house4 1 heaI""1 a train go by, chililron 's

At this time 1 was trying to
notod that it was a larGO
voices and people passinG nearby.

"On Mt:mdny I W.:lS interroeutcrl once aGain, and beforehand I was r"":;l;,ro to take
the pill. I was taken to soDe kind of sittinG-rooD and placed on a sofe. wcarinG
only Jay unilerwoar.

"1 hoard soft music and a man's voice startocl to talk to mo also softly.
Then I was laid on the l70uml anil cushions wcrc placoil uncler Dy le [,'8 • My leGS
wore kept up and my hcad was kept down. I W[lS awaro that they were strikinG ny
leGS with a wcoden object, without causinG De pain.

"The voice which spoke to me told me that there was a SOke wdebt on ny leGS
nnd them on my a~s. I realized that they were trying to hypnotize me but I clid
not feol str=Ge in any wo;{. They made me conduct an ina[;inary orchestra.

"Tho hY1'notisn sossion ondod when they burnecl my loG' with a cigarctte lightor
DD.C. I j=pecl up. They threatenerl to arrest ray wife and children <md assault them
in front of me. While they wore tellinG rae this, I could hear the piercinG
scromns of a WOI:.1a11 (afterwards I realized that it WaS a record) ..

"Subsequently I was interroeated and I admitted my political activities.
After that I lost track 01 time somewhat, but around the fiftoenth do;{ they tidied
me up and forced De to sicn a statement to the effect that I had not been SUbjected
to ill-treatoent. They told DC that I would be taken to the Office of the
Military Prosecutor and they took me froo the comp~und with flY eyes blindfolded•

...
"Since my release and up tD the present tine I have noticed that thero is

surveillance at tho printing works in which I DD still CDploycd."

Statement Two E:!
Appeared on ,.' and stated that: He was arrestod on •• , May (1978) at his

house by four plain-clothes policemen; taken to a Carabineros post at ••• and
transferred immediately to the police station at ••• where, after identification,
he was lockoil in a colI. Rounu about '" that niGht they beGan to question him
MlL ,,-sked h~", where he hcccl kept the proprtCcnllQ Daterial and ;rho h.'"lcl eh'en it to
hin.. They wore t[l,lkin['; c.bout n. manifesto or dcclaro..tion of principles which thoy
hail found in the possession of his brother-in-l~w ••• and which waS alleGe~ to hccve
been slippod under the door of his house.

E:! In keopinG with the Group's undertakinG concorninG confidentiality, tho
~eclarant's name and identifyinG details havo been eliminated.
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On ••• at 12 p.m. they took him with his brother-in-law, blindfolded them
and took them to an unkna>m place, presumably near ••• which they approached by a
paved road. It could have been a depot for materials since there was a strong
smell of benzine. They were left in a small room, still blindfolded and they
heard a train and vehicles passing by.

At first, the police were courteous and tried to talk with them. After the
first day, they applied electricity, first on the legs then, since the treatment
did not work, they applied it on other parts of the body. They fixed a cable to
the big toe of the right foot and wound another cable round various parts of the
body. They asked me repeatedly about the distribution of pamphlets, whether I
knew the people whe were working in the organization of the Communist Party; they
also ~uestioned me about a certain ••• , a communist ex-mayor of ••• , and about •••
As I answered that I knew nothing, they told Be that they would continue the
interrogation with my wife and that thoy would also bring all By children and I
would see what they would do with her and one of the interrogators told me that I
could be sure that he would be the first.;'

They left me alone all one night. On ••• they told fly brother-in-l2.w •••
that we should say goodbye to each other since they were going to give us 320 volts.
They tied us to an iron post with electric cables. Then they nade a door bang or
creek, and I heard screams which did not come fron my brother-in-law. When they
realized that I was not impressed, they maltreated me. They asked me who had
given me the pamphlets, that I shoulcl tell them the name ef the person. I told
theIJ that I could not naDe anyone and that it night have been... I should say
that they also applied the current to my genital organs.

Afterwards the treatment was not as bacl. They tolcl me that they wanted to
be friencls and in proof of this they gave me beefsteak, rice, coffee, etc. four
times during the day.

Finally, on Friday, 2 June at 8.40 p.m. we were taken, still blindfolded, to
a Citroen AK-6·. We arrivecl at 10 p.m. They found the docter from the Department)
of Investigations, who asked them how we were and whcther we had been beaten.
We told him that we were well and that we had not been beaten. They left us at
the bus-stop at the station.

At present I have a poor colour and pains in the area of the right lung, and
all down the right side. It is difficult to breathe since it hurts me. At
first my feet hurt because ef the cables, but now they don't.

Statoment Three f!:!

is 23 years old, married, and was arrested on ••• February 1978 on the
street.

He gives the following information ooncerning his arrest: on •• February 1978
ha was arrested in ••• at ••• a.m, when rcturninb by car after leaving •.• ~t his
houso.

f!:! In keeping with the Group's undertaking concerning confidentiality, the
declarant's name and identifying details have been eliminated.
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"1 WQ.,S stoPI'cc1 by sonc tlc:n in n. yellow Chcvy Nova. The men identified
thCIlsolvcs as officinls of the Invc$tiG'aci6nQs ond. told fiG tho,t thoy ho.cl n.
warrant fClr ny arrost.. Thoy L1[l.c1c nc got into tho cc..r End took no to 0... place
which I did not recoGTUze. I ioagine it nust h~ve been ~ CNI interroG~_tion

econtre, where other arrested persons were taken. They put ne in a damp
lU1clcr[,To1U1c"!. cell, covered ny eyes, sat DC: on a ch£'...ir o.nd bound ny feet 2nd
h~ds. Sinco the interrogation beg~ at dawn, they put scne quostic~s to ne
first ~d I sent then to ny house for a nioeographerl manual, so that my
f:.u:lily woulcl learn about my arrest sincc they hud no iclea about r.ly political
activities. When the r.liocoeraphed document had been brouGht and after ~
extensive search had been carried out in the house, the interrogation becan
and lastcd approxioately three whole days in that same place. I was prevented
fron sleepinG fer the whole of that poriod. They took it in turns to cone in
and hit me, without respite. They struck me on the head and all over my body.
I lost consciousness for periods whose length I cannot specify. They applied
electric current to all parts of my body and on a metal bed. Afterwards they
made me get into a van, and near a river they put me into a Peugeot and took me
to .,. I can sOS' that the telephone rrumber of the place was ••• and that a
certain ••• was in charge of the house. I have the idoa that the person in
charge of the interrogation and tho torture in the first detention centre was
Lieutenant Colonel Moren, who Was nicknnmed "cl ronco". In ••• on the L1St
day they applied the current to my ankles, >Trists and other parts of ny body.
Thcy be~ to question JJlC about my military relations. Tll'l3hey took photos
of ne with objects which did not belong to ne, papers, etc. The person who
took the photos was a tall fair nan, with long noustaches. I was seen by a
dark-h~i red cl""toL', ~'.loewhat ""lld, about 45 years old who I:,".de ne sign a
"d"t."U.'l1L that I had nut been ill-treated. They took a statement fron me in
which I do net knvw wlw.t they wrote and which served as the basis for r.ly
questi oning in the Office of the Military Prosecutor. They then took ne to
another Peugoot and drove ne to Villa Granaldi whore, it seOf.led, thoy received
different instructions and they took ne to ny hone.

Early in March I was again nrrested for questioning, by order of the
Office of the Military Prosecutor, vnd then trNnsferred to the PenitentinIY
where I wns kcpt in soli t"IY confinenent for ••• d8;{s cnd then novc(l to Row 5.
I was finally reloased under the annesty law on ••• ~'Y of this year.

I havo the inpression
by nore than onc person.
regular way".

that I hnve been constNntly followed and watched,
I an unablo to continue ny studies and work in "
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Annex XL

INFORMATION SUB~UTTED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE ON CERTAIN
PRISONERS IN THB SANTIAGO PENITENTIARY AND THE VALPARAISO JAIL

A. List of prinoners in Santiago Penitentiary, Row 5, with particulars of
offences and courts

1. ALBALLll.Y GONZALEZ, ELISEO. Charged with robbery with manslaughter,
Ninth Criminal Court, Santiago, case No. 18,009-7.

2. AGUILERA PAVEZ, JOSE GREGORIO. Charged under Act No. 12,927, and also with
robbery by force, robbery with violence, assault and battery against carabineros
on duty and manslaughter, Case No. 1,986-70, Office of the Second Military
Prosecutor, Santiago.

3. AGUAYO IBACETA, JORGE. Charged with the offences listed in article 4 (a) and
(f) of Act No. 12,927, Santiago Court of Appeals. On 21 July 1978 the Examining
Judge released him on bail, case No. 19-78.

4. ALll.RCON ALll.RCON, RICARDO. Charged with robbery with intimidation and robbery
with violence, Fourth Criminal Court, San Miguel. Case No. 11,517.F.A.

5. ALVAREZ TAPIA, JAll1E ABDON. Charged with the offences listed in article 6 (a)
and (g) of Act No. 12,927, Santiago Court of Appeals. Case No. 11-78. Placed
bombs in various parts of the city, and two army officers were injured whilst
defusing one of them. The defendant is a member of the Movement of the
Revolutionary Left (M.I.R.). Has been in custody since 10 May 1978.

6. AMIGO Lll.TORIlE, JUAN ESTEBAN. Charged with robbery with intimidation and
robbery with violence, Fourth Criminal Court, San ]l1guel, Case No. 11-517-F.A.

7. ARAMBURU SOTO. NELSON. Charged with robbery with intimidation, Ninth Criminal
Court, of Santiago. Case No. 13,235.

8. ARAVENA DIAZ. NOLBERTO AIEJO. Charged with robbery with intimidation,
Fourth Criminal Court. Case No. 45,933/1.

9. BIZAl1A CASTILLO, EUGENIO. Charged .rith robbery with intimidation, Ninth
Criminal Court, Santiago. Case 1'40.18,009-7.

10. CARTER URRUTIA, JORGE. Charged by the Eighth Criminal Court, Santiago, with
violation of Act No. 12,927 and also with robbery with intimidation and robbery with
violence. Case No. 14,029.

11. CARVAJAL ROJAS, ALEJANDRO. Charged with robbery with intimidation and robbery
with violence, Eighth Criminal Court, Santiago. Case No. 14,029.

12. CARAJAL GARCIA, ARNALDO. Charged with robbery by force, robbery with violence,
assault and battery against carabineros on duty and manslaughter, Office of the
Second }lilitary Prosecutor, ~antiago. Case No. 1,986-70 (Vanguardia Or~nizadora
del Pueblo).
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13. CANCINO PAllILU, PEDRO. Charged with robbery by force, Third Criminal Court,
Santiago. Case No. 119,630. The defendant has been sentenced to 7 years
imprisonment and a further term of 1 year, 8 months and 12 days.

14. CARRASCO VALDIVIA. MARCEL PIERCE. Charged with robbery with intimidation
in Branch Office No. 2 of the Postal and Telegraph Service, Seventh Criminal
Court, ~antiago. Case No. 77,839.

15. ESPINOZA ESFINOZA, FERNAlIDO. Charged with robbery with intimidation and
manslaughter, Ninth Criminal Court, Santiago. Case No. 18,009-7.

16. GALLARDO ACEVEDO. ULISES.
Ninth Criminal Court, Santiago.

Charged with robbery with intimidation,
Case No. 18,009-7.

17. GODOY ORTIZ. SAl1UEL ERASMO. Charged with robbery by force, robbery with
violence, assault and battery against carabineros on duty and manslaughter, Office
of the Second Military Prosecutor, Santiago. Case No. 1,986-70 (V.O.P.).

18. IBARRA ROCCO, RICARDO. Charged with trafficking in narcotics drugs,
Ninth Criminal Court, Santiago. Case No. 22,998-9. The defendant has been
sentenced to 5 years and 1 day's imprisonment.

19. JORQUERA GAUZ. GALVARINO. Charged with offences against Act No. 12,927,
and also with robbery by force, robbery with Violence, assault and battery against
carabineros on duty and manslaughter, Office of the Second Military Frosecutor,
Santiago. Case No. 1,986-70 (V.O.P.).

20. LARROCBA (''EJAS, JORGE. Charged with offences against Act No. 12,927 and
with robbery by force, robbery with violence, assault and battery against
carabineros on duty and manslaughter, Office of the Second Military Prosecutor,
Santiago. Case No. 1,986-70 (V.a.F.).

21, LEIVA CASTRO, J1.ARIO. Charged with robbery with intimidation, Ninth Criminal
Court, Santiago. Case No. 18,009-7.

22. MADARIAGA CONTRERAS, WAWO. Charged with robbery with violence, Fourth
Criminal Court, Santiago. Case No. 107,988.

23. MORENO FLORE.S, LUIS O. Charged with offences against Act No. 12,927, and
with robbery by force, robbery with viclence, assault and battery against
carabineros on duty and manslaughter. Case No. 1,986-70. (V.O.F.).

24. J1UNOZ URRUTIA, VICTOR. Charged with robbery with intimidation, Ninth Criminal
Ccurt, Santiago. Case No. 13,235.

25. PINTO BUSTOS, JUAN G. Charged with robbery with intimidation, Eighth Criminal
Court, Santiago. Case No. 14,028-9.

26. QUIL0DRAN MUNOZ, LUIS E.
Ninth Criminal Court, Santiago,

Charged with robbery with intimidation,
Case No. 18,009-7.

27. ROJAS BUSTAJ~frE, CARLOS. Charged with robbery by force, robbery with
violence, assault and battery against carabineros on duty and manslaughter, Office
of the Second Military Prosecutor, Santiago. Case No. 1,986-70 (V.O.P.).
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28. ROJAS N1IT1EZ, IVAN, Charged with the offences listed in article 4 (a) and (f)
of Act No.12,927, Santiago Court of Appeals. Case No, 17-78, Has been detained
since 23 June 1978,

29. VASQUEZ PARRA. LUCIANO. Charged with robbery by force, robbery with violence,
assault and battery against carabineros on duty and manslaughter, Office of the
Second Hili tary Frou'ecmtor, Santiago. Case No. 1,986-70 (V. o.P.).

30. VASQUEZ llIAZ, ROBERTO R. Charged with robbery with intimidation and
manslaughter, Ninth Criminal Court, Santiago. Case No. 18,009-7.

31. VERGARA RUFFAT, DANIEL. Charged with offences against Act No. 12,927 and
with robbery by force, robbery with violence, assault and battery against
carabineros on duty and manslaughter, Office of the Second Hilitary Prosecutor,
Santiago. Case No. 1,986-70 (V.O.F.).

32. VIAL ARANDA, JULIO EUGENIO,
Ninth Criminal Court of Santiago.

Charged with robbery with intimidation,
Case No. 13-235.

Santiago, 24 JUly 1978

B. Records of persons detained in Valparaiso Jail

1. ROBERTO SAPIANS RODRIGUEZ

(a) Case No. A-17 opened on 25 September 1973.

Offence: Offence under article 3 of Act No. 17,798.

Sentence: On 15 October 1973, he was sentenced to five years' imprisonment
in the maximum degTee.

Facts: In the course of a search carried out at the residence of R. Sapians R.
on 12 September 1973, a 9 mm calibre ",achine-gun of unknown make was found.
Information laid against him on 11 September 1973.

(b) Case No. A-137 opened on 8 January 1974.

Offence: Offence under article 10 of Act No. 17,798.

Sentence: On 15 Harch 1974, he was sentenced to three years' imprisonment
in the middle degree.

Facts: Transportation of arms. He handed over a sub-machine-gun aEd a 1 eoit
revolver, both with ammunition, to Carlos Huffoz Sanches to keep for him.
Information laid against him on 12 October 1973.

He was not freed under the amnesty because he had also been tried and convicted
for ordinary offences, the details of which are given below:

Case No. 91,239 of the Third Criminal Court of Valparaiso, opened on
28 September 1973.

Offences: Smuggling and embezzlement of public funds.
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Sentences, In the Court of Second Instance, on 20 January 1978, he was
sentonced to 61 days I imprisonment in the minioum degTee for smuggling and to
a fine of 585.95 pesos (readjustable); and also to imprisonment for five years
and one day in the miilimum degree for the offence of embezzlement of public
funds, as referred to in article 233 (3) of the Penal Code. Further, he
was sentenced to the accessory penalty of permanent disqualification from
holding public office and exercising political rights. He filed an appeal
in the Supreme Court of Justice, which confirmed the above-mentioned sentence
and ruled that the fine imposed for the offence of smuggling should be
increased to 2,929.75 pesos and should not be readjustable. Decision
dated 13 February 1978.

On 3 Hay 1978, he was notified of the final judgement.

On 24 May 1978, he paid the fine.

He has been held at the disposal of the above-mentioned Criminal Court since
28 September 1973.

2. NIBALDO HERNAN SALDIVAR TORRES

Case No. A/841. opened on 21 April 1977.

Offence: Offence under article 6 (c) of Act No. 12,927.

Sentence, On 26 April 1978, he was sentenced to 541 days imprisonment in
the middle degree for the offence.

Facts, On 31 J1arch 1977, he made an anonymous telephone call to
Valparaiso Central Pcst Office, stating that there was a bcmb on the premises
and causing alarm among the pUblic. Information laid against him on
5 April 1977.

3. JOSE :FERNANDO SAAVEDRA RGlERO

(a) Case ITa. A-28. opened on 5 October 1973.

Offence: Offence under article 3, together with article 13, of Act No. 17,798.

Sentence, On 29 June 1978, he was sentenced to imprisonment for three years
and one day in the maximum degTee.

Facts, In September 1973 he had in his possession a "1Jalther" machine-gun,
9 mm calibre, with three clips of ammunition; a "Llama" 38 calibre revolver
with two clips of ammunition and a handle, which he gave to Luis Soto Perez,
in the street, to keep for him. Infonnation laid against him on
4 October 1973.

(b) Case No. A-792 opened on 31 August 1975.

Offences: Offences under article 4 of Act No. 12,927, article 11 of
Act No. 17,798, article 9 of Act No. 17,798 and article 274 of the Code of
Military Justice. On 28 July 1978, the investigation was completed. The
report requests that Jose Fernando Saavedra Romero should be sentenced for
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various offences as follows' three years of exile in the middle degree, for
the offence under article 4 (d) and (f) of Act No. 12,927; six years of
impriOOtIlent in the minimum degree, for the offence under article 11 of
Act No. 17,798; five years and one day of imprisonment in the minimum degree
for the offence under article 9 of Act No. 17,798 and seven years of
imprisonment in the minimum degree for the offence of inciting' armed f:orces
to insubordination, as described in article 274 of the Code of r1ilitary Justice.

Report, dated 24 JUly 1978.

Facts, He engaged in political and subversive activities, belonged to
paramilitary militias or combat groups, which were in possession of various
firearms, participated in the preparation and distribution of the newspaper
El Rebelde and was also involved in infiltration activities in the Army.
Information laid against him on 7 April 1975.

4. JUAN ENRIQUE TIE LA PARRA URBIl,A

Case No. A-834 opened on 13 June 1977.

Offence: Offences under article 4 of Act No. 12,927 and articles 4, 5 and 11
of Act No. 17,798.

Facts: He belonged to a group of persons who were engaged in clandestine
political activities, holding meetings, distributing pamphlets attacking
the Government and maintaining a safe house. He also carried a firearm
at all times. Further, he tried to obtain information on the activities
of the Chilean Army and was partly successful. Information laid against
him on la June 1977. In this case, No. A-843 , the fonnalities and
investigation are being held up and it has not been possible to conclude
the investigatory stage because the lawyer Mr. Raul Burraza submitted a
petition on 13 July 1978 requesting permission for Wenceslao Barrios Barrios
and Lucia Tolosa Gajardo to leave the country. This request, together with
the case, has been brought to the attention of the Commander-in-Chief of
the First Naval Zone and the Chief of the Emergency Zone for a decision.

The inquiry will be concluded during the present week and a report will be
issued.

lEGAL SITUATION CONCERNING JUAN NICARNOR JOFRE ZAMORANO AND
MANUEL ADOLFO MORALES GUARDIA, HELD IN VALPARAISO JAIL

1. The Office of the Prosecutor of the Army and the carabineros at Valparaiso is
at present preparing Oase No. 237-78 against Juan Jofre Zamorano and another
person for offences against Act No. 17,798 on the Control of Firearms and
Explosives, following the discovery of munitions, arms and explosive materials
reported in Communication No. 3 dated 21 March 1978 by the Third (North) Station
of the Carabineros in Valparaiso;

2. On 23 March 1978 Juan Nicarnor Jofre Zamorano was arrested for his
participation in, and responsibility for, the activities described. The accused
was placed at the disposal of the Military Court on 27 March 1978;
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3. On 25 March 1978 Manuel Adolfo MORAIES GUARlJIA was arrested for his
participation in and responsibility for the same activities. The accused was
placed at the disposal of the Military Court on 30 March 1978;

4. On 31 March 1978, the two accused, Juan Nicarnor JOFRE ZAMORANO and
Manuel Adolfo MORALES GUARDLA, were charged and committed for trial for the offence
of participating in, instructing and operating a combat group or militarily
organized party using pr0hibited elements, explosives and weapcns, as described
in and punishable under article 8 of Act No. 17,798 on the Control of Firearms and
Explosives together with article 3 of the same Act;

5. The defendants JOFRE and MORALES are now deprived of liberty and in preventive
detention, with visiting rights, in Valparaiso Jail and are at the disposal of the
Office of the Prosecutor of the Army and the Carebineros;

6. The defendants JOFRE and MORALES have confessed their participation and hpve
made no charge or complaint of ill-treatment, oppression or violence against the
prison establishment in which they are deprived of their liberty or against the
Mili tary Court;

7. Case No. 237-78 falls within the scope of the military penal procedure in
times of peace and is now under investigation.
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Annex XLI

INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY THE GOVEflNI18NT OF CHILE CONCERNING
ACTION TAKEN BY THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE TO SEPARATE PERSONS
ACCUSED OF CERTA.IN CRIlIJES FROM COMMON CRIMINALS

"(A) COMMUNICATION NO. 1954 DATED 21 AUGUST 1978 FROM THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE TO
THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAffiS

"In accordance with the undertaking which I gave to the United Nations
Ad Hoc Working Group on Human Rights on 24 July last, I immediately issued
instructions for the physical segregation, in all gaols and prisons throughout the
country, of persons indicted or convicted by Military Courts and/or for offences
against the Control of Firearms Act, of whom there are very few.

"The Gendarmeria of Chile gave immediate effect to this Ministerial
instruction, as can be seen from the documents attached."

"(B) COMMUNICATION NO. 52 DATED 21 AUGUST 1978 FROM THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE
GENDARMERIA OF CHIIETO THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE

"1. In accordance with your instructions that persons detained, indioted or
convicted by Military Courts and for offences against the Control of Firearms Act
should be appropriately segregated, I wish to inform you that, on 28 July last,
by Confidential Circular Letter No. 43, the Regional Directors of the
Gendarmeria were issued with instructions to take measures with a view to the
execution and supervision of this order. A copy of this Cj.rcular Letter is
attached.

"2, For your further information, the following are some of the establishments
where the prisoners in question are being held:

(a) Santiago Penitentiary: In
under the conditions indicated.
Row 5, which has been especially

this establishment, 31 persons are being held
They are accommodated solely and exclusively in
adapted for the purpose.

(b) In the Juvenile Detention Centre, Santiago Public Prison and the Centre for
the Rehabilitation of Women at Talagante, one person is being held under the
conditions indicated in each establishment, and in each case they are segregated
from the other detainees.

(c) In La Serena Penitentiary, de Talca Penitentiary, Valparaiso Prison,
Rancagua Prison and Concepci6n Prison, persons detained, indicted cr ccnvicted
by Military Courts are suitably segregated from the other inmates.

(d) In the other penal establishments, there are very few persons in this
category, or none at all; and, so far as the physical arrangements of each
establishment allows, they have been segregated."
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"CC) CONFIDENTIAL CIRCULAR LETTER NO. 4'5 DATED 2S/7hs FROM THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL
OF THE GENDARMERIA OF CHILE TO REGIONAL DIRECTORS OF THE GENDARMERIA

"1. For reasons of good order, the undersigned Director-General directs that,
upon receipt of this document, persons detained, indicted or convicted by
Military Courts and/or for offences against Act. No. 17.798 on the Control of Arms
and who are being held in establishments falling within his jurisdiction, must be
segregated from other criminals and detained persons.

"2. You are required to take measures for the execution and supervision of this
order ll

•
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Annex XLII

LETTERS REMTTIIG TO THE CASE OF 119 MI3SDlG PERSONS

A. Letter dated 2~ August 197~ from the_Minister of Foreign Affairs addressed
to the President of the Court of Appeals of Santiago

In an official communication from the Illustrious Co~rt of Appeals of Santiago,
you requested from the MinistIY of Foreign Affairs information o~ various matters
relating to articles published in the Buenos Aires periodical Lea and the
Curitiba newspaper 0 Dia on extremists who l,ave been killed or wounded or have
escaped abroad.

In this connexion, the }linistry is able to give you the following information.

1. On completion of the appropriate inquiries, it has been established that
the Buenos Aires periodical Lea, in the only edition which has appeared to date,
published a list of 60 Chile~extremists reported to have been killed by their
comrades-in-arms in various American and European countries. Our Embassy in
Buenos Aires reported that the Lea news item originated in l-lexioo via FONEL
(Fondo Editorial Latinoamerican~a news agency for articles and reports
specializing in 11arxist activities. In these circumstances it has not been
possible to pursue the inquiry.

With regard to the Curitiba newspaper 0 Dia, the Chilean Embassy i~ Brasilia
at first reported that the competent authorities in Brazil had said there was no
such newspaper. Subsequently, however, it was ascertained in Curitiba that the
publication in question is actually Novo Dia, the name under "hiell the former
newspaper 0 Dia reappeared seven months ago after a long interval.

Sinee its reappearance, Novo Dia has published only two issues, one of which,
dated 25 June last, published another list of 59 Chilean extremists reported to
have been killed or 1IIOunded or to have oooaped in clashes "ith i\rgentine security
foroes.

According to the proprietor of Novo Dia, this report originated from comments
made by some Argentine tourists vhom he interviewed and infcrmation which was sent
to him by letter from Mexico.

2. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has no record whatsoever to the effect that
the persons named in these articles have left the country. If they have left the
country, they must have dcne so clandestinely.

3. There is no evidence that they have died in a foreign country.

4. 'l'he llinistry has received no offioial information from foreign authorities
or persons regarding the authenticity of these reports.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Patricio CARVAJAL PRiI.:DO
Ninister of Foreign Affairs
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B. Letter dated 14 December 1976 from the Chief of the Confidential Department
of the Ministry of the Interior to Mrs. Angeles Alvarez C.

This Secretariat of State has received your communication dated
7 December 1976 in 'Thioh you request information concerning
]<'Ir. Patrioio Urbina Chamorro, on "hose behalf you are acting and who is
presumed to have been arrested by security agents on 6 January 1975, since
"hen his relatives have been unable to obtain news of his whereabouts.

In this cormexion, it is my duty to inform you that no infomation about
this person is contained in the Ministry of the Interior's confidential records,
and that he has never been arrested by order of this Secretariat of State.

I would further call to your attention the fact that in a report published
on the periodical Lea, year I, No. 1, dated 15 July 1975 (calle Brandsen 1,845,
Buenos Aires), IIr. Urbina Chamorro's name appears under 110. 55 in a list cf
119 persons allegedly killed in guerilla clashes with the police, mostly in
Argentine territory, or in fights or clashes among themselves. All these persons
had left the national territory clandestinely.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) Jame LOPEZ ABARCA
Chief, Confidential Department
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Annex XLIII

}'ffi.TERIALS REUTllIG TO THE ARREST ANn DISAPPEARANCE OF
GUILLEilllO (UILLIAM) BEAUSIRE ALONSO

A. Memorandum dated 15 September 1977 from the Government of the
Uni ted Kingdom and one of the sta_tement-"--..9.fl_ the disappearance of
J1r. Beausire transmitted to the Group by the Government of the United Kipgdom

Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy have repeatedly made representations to the
llinistry of Foreign Affairs of Chile with reference to the Anglo-Chilean citizen
vlilliam Beausire Alonso, who disappeared in Buenos Aires on 2 November 1974.
On 15 June 1976 the Rt. Hon. Anthony Crosland }lP, then Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of Her Britannic I~jesty's Gcvernrnent, sent a
personal message to the Chilean Hinister of Foreign Relations,
Admiral Patricio Carvajal Prado, enclosing a memorandum summarizing declarations
made by five unidentified persons who testified to having seen \Iilliam Beausire
in detention in Chile between November 1974 and JUly 1975, and aslced the
}linister for an exhaustive investigation into the matter. Admiral Carvajal's
reply was given to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London on
10 November 1976.

Her Britannic 11ajesty's Government considered that the reply by the
Chilean authorities to the request for a detailed examination was unsatisfactory.
Consequently instructions were given to the United lCingdom Permanent Representative
to International Organizations in Geneva to give a copy of the above-mentioned
memorandum to the Ad Hoc \lorking Group on the situation of human rights in Chile,
explaining the measures already taken. He therefore addressed himself to the
Director of the Human Rights Division of the United Nations on 1 February 1977.
Thereafter the United Kingdom Permanent Representative made representations to
the Ad Hoc Uorldng Group stressing the importance which Her Britannic l"fajesty's
Government attaches to the Deausire case, providing copies of the declarations
of the five 'litnesses and, at the same time, offering additional help in
investigating the matter. The 1Jorking Group stated that the ideal thing would be
to obtain the authorization of the witnesses for their declarations to be made
public. British Government officials have obtained the said authorization from
four of the five witnesses to hand over to the Chilean authorities their complete
declarations duly signed. They are attached to this memorandum.

In order to avoid confusion it should be mentioned that, although the
original memorandum was largely based on the witnesses' statements, the
summary of Sra Borquez' evidence was made from the reliable record of a personal
interview with her in Chile shortly after she was freed, ~nd not from her written
declaration which was not made until }~y this year. In addition, an explanation
should be given of the difference in appearance bet11een the first and second
pages of Diana Beausire's declaration, which is due to the fact that it was
necessary to retype the first because it was impossible to make legible copies
of the original.

The enclosed statements, whose authenticity has been duly proved, are provided
for the help of the Chilean authorities in order to allmJ them to make 2,n effo:':'t
to establish the real facts ,rllich surround this difficult case, in the hope that,
now that fully signed declarations have been given to the Chilean ~linistry of
Foreign Relations, the relevant authorities will be able to carry out further
investigations and provide a satisfactory reply.
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. The Embassy is firmly awl g"=:Tmi n~ ly ~. H.LV.i n........(! -b:ba b Tt=~1JorJR.ihi.l.i t~y for the
dJ.sapp~ararwe of Sr lJeausire lies 1"1ith tll:e,DirectuJ.-aL" uf National Intplli!<d'~"

(DDIA). The :hdnha~:H::lY has noteJ. the :t....... f\:-'l:t:::l.H·t! mCLde by' Hi R li~"Xr:~ll P.Jl.f:)/ the Pl'E::fli rln'l"l+'

of the Republic in his me~"a(5" ur J J. Septemh".r- l'/rt to the dissolution o:f the
nTIli'", when he rt::L:oglLi7.p.d that that houy rcmld have IllRUl::l U.l';.j.vo;(l~.hl~ nd:..d:..,.1(~_~l.:J in
carTyir~ out its tasks of l"t:::oturing :p~a.e~ antl l..1.'i::lHyu; lit,'y in Chile. 'l1}).e 1i':lnhll.HSY
hopes that due attpntion "ill be given to the >-"Rsibi_lity that Clr TIpanei L~ llia~ La'~

been the victim of an error of this type.

British Embassy
SANTIAGO

Statement

15 Septemb8r 1977

At around 6 p.m. on 13 November 1974, I was taken from Cuatro Alamos to the
Interrogation Centre in the street Jose Domingo Canas, together with my moth8r
lnes Beausire and other people.

At 11 p.m. more or less I "as taken for interrogation and brought back
around an hour later to the cell where we had all been left. Some minutes
after I came back somebody \Ias taken out of the cell next to ours. The guard
told him, ''You :Bill, the fat one, get up, we have your brother-in-law." The
person ans"ered, "Is he here?" At once, I recognized my brother's voice and
my mother, sitting beside me, "IT'UIlg my hand so hard. it huxt. ~le could say
nothing. ("Bill" is what we all ca.ll my brother, \1i11iam Beausire, the family
as ,-,ell as friends. It is not a common name in Chile). About an hour later
somebody was taken to the room next door and :five minutes after that a guard
again "ent into that room and called again my brother by his name, insulting him,
and said: "Are you so tired that you are here again?" The voice of my brother
clearly anm-Iered again: "I "TaS brought back." Once again he was taken outside.
I did not hear anything else that night.

On the foll0\1ing day at around B a.m. a guard came into our room to make the
roll call. He named me. I anmrered present and he then said: "Guillermo Beausire."
No anS\fer came and he asked \fho ",as Guillermo Beausire. I replied: ''He is my
brother." Somebody then said that he ,-,as in the room next door. The same guard
then went to that room and passed the roll call as well. He named my brother
"Guillermo Beausire" again and my brother answered: "Present." He was tal,en
outside and told to clean the bathroom. After a while ",e again heard my brother's
voice asking the guard uhere he should thro\f away the \faste.

That is all I heard. of my brother on that occasion.
have already said, was with me also heard everything, as
1uis Opportot Trucco who also lcne" and kno"s my brother.
to Cuatro Alamos that day at about 1 p.m.

My mother, who, as I
\-/ell as

l'le uere all taken back

Some "eeks after this, on 5 December 1974, at around 12.30 p.m.
t~rianne Pascal Allende and I were taken from Cuatro Alamos to Villa Grimaldi.
Towards the end of our visit there which lasted for about four hours, "Ihile we
,-Iere uaitiIllS \Iith Hariannc Pascal to be taken back to Cuatro Alamos, I sa" my
brother 1:filliam Beausire. I did not see his face. I only eml his body from his
chest do,m"ards but I am sure it \-las him. I ",as blindfolded naturally. He was
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being taken away by guards and ,~s grumbling some answers to their insults. It
was his voice, his figure, Harianne Pascal did marl.<1ge to see him on this
occasion, his face and all. She was also blindfolded but could see dOWTThlards.

I can only say I am completely sure that it was my brother William Beausire
whom I heard and saw on all these occasions.

(Signed) Diana BEAUSIRE

Giippingen-Bartenbach, 6 January 1976
Germany.

B. Ini'ormation submitted by the Government of Chile

In this case, the Government endorses its earlier statement on the question.

It is regrettable that the United Kingdom Government should consider a
responsible and detailed inquiry carried out by a Secretary of State to be
unsatisfactory.

The Chilean Government naturally disagrees with this view and maintains that
its statements are based on official documents whose content is not invalidated
by lilli1~eI1erctsJtgt.lf;emeA1is',r~fn#'i 'Ilft!! sses.

There is, moreover, one specific fact which the \lorking Group cannot overlook.
Uilliam Beausire is not being detained in Chile since, if the \lorking Group had
had any information to that effect, it could have availed itself of the permission
granted by the Government for its members to go wherever they >fished, >Jithout
prior notice, in order to aocertain whether or net a particular place was a
clandestine place of detention and 1{hether or not anyone ,laS detained there. In
addition, the Working Group heard from the Minister of the Interior himself that
no person was being detained under the powers vested in the Executive.

Consequently, since this is a typical case in which the evidence is
contradictory, even though some of the evidence has the meri t of originating
from official organizations, including organizations in other countries
(Argentina), it is essential ~lat in weighing the evidence and reaching
conclusions, one should place credence in what has been stated by the Government
and not in mere testimony whose origin, intention or objeotive it would be
inappropriate to analyse.
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Annex XlIV

MATERIALS RELATING TO THE DETENTION AJ'ID DISAPPEARANCE OF
EIGHT PERSONS IN VALPARAfSO

A. Information received by the Group in Chile

1. The following persons were arrested by DINA agents at VallJaJ'EclSO Oll the
Ckt2P indicated in the Recond half Jf January 1975:

Maria Isabel Gutierrez Martinez (24 January)

Sonia Rios Pacheco (17 January)

Horacio Neftali Carabantes Olivares (21 January)

Fabian Ibarra C6rdova (17 January)

Carlos Ram6n Rioseco Espinoza (18 January)

Alfredo Gabriel Garcia Vega (18 January)

Abel Vilches Figuoroa (27 January)

Elias ~icardo Villar ~uij6n (21 January).

2. The Commanding Officer of the Maipo Regiment of Valparaiso acknowledged in an
official report to the Valparaiso Court of Appeals that the persons in question
llad been held in the regimental barracks up to 28 January 1975.

3. On that day they were taken, as detainees, to Villa Grimaldi in Santiago.
Borne of them also spent a short time at the Cuatro Alamos camp and at Tejas Verdes.

4. In the course of the investigation of the abduction of these persons,
Heman Brain Pizarro, Carlos Diaz Caceres, Sergio Vasquez Malebran,
Sergio Veselly Fernandez and Erick Zott Chuecas have stated that they were with
Rioseco, Fabian Ibarra, Abel Vilches, Ricardo Villar and Soma Rios in
Villa Grimaldi; Reman Brain Pizarro, Jorge Donoso Astudillo,
Bergio Vasquez Malebran, Bergio Veselly Fernandez and Erick Zott Chuecas have
stated that they were with Maria Isabel Gutierrez in Villa Grimaldi;
Julio Torres Villegas and Carlos Diaz Caceres have stated -that they were with her
in Villa Grimaldi and Cuatro Alamos; Miguel Montecinos Jeffs, Carlos Diaz Caceres,
Francisco Plaza, Jorge Donoso Astudillo, Osvaldo Torres Gutierrez,
Bergio Veselly Fernandez and Erick Zott Chuecas have stated that they were with
Alfredo Garcia in Villa Grimaldi; Julio Torres Villegas and Heman Brain Pizarro
have stated that they were with him in Villa Grimaldi and Cuatro Alamos;
Bergio Vasquez Malebran has stated that he was with Garcia in Villa Grimaldi and
Tejas Verdss; Hernan Brain Pizarro, Bergio Veselly Femandez and Erick Zott
have stated that they were with Horacio Carabantes in Villa Grimaldi; CarIos Diaz
has stated that he was with Carabantes in Villa Grimaldi and Cuatro Alamos; and
Sergio Vasquez M. has stated that he was with Carabantes in Villa Grimaldi and
Tejas Verdes.
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5. !Gso in the course of the investigation of the abduction of these eight
persons, the following persons have stated that they were with some or all of
the eight in Villa Grimaldi: Jose Ca=asco Tapia, Mirtha Compagnet Gcdoy,
M6nica Medina Bravo, Ruben Aguilar Cartes, Ricardo Frodden irmBtrong,
T1einal~o J·1eza Pasmino, Javier Aroe Sagres, Jorge ifail Parodi, Alicia Hinojosa,
Claudio Zaror Zaror, ':!alquiria Jorquera rturriaga, Ingrid Zuca=at,
Teresa Veloso Bermedo, Carlos Bruit Gonzalez, Fernando Iribarra Cortes,
Gaston Mufioz G6mez, Abelardo Clariaga Puga, Ariel Sanzana Reyes, Luis Mufioz Astengo
and Maria Teresa Villalobos.

6. On 20 February 1975 the newspaper La Tercera reported a statement by a
government s'pokesman that Fabian Tharra was being held in custody.

7. In June 1975, Chaplain Bernardo Boening, in a letter addressed to
Liliana Castillo de Carabantes, said that he had gone to the National Executive
Secretariat for Detainees (SENDET) where he had been told by an army officer that
Carabantes was being held in custody and was in good health, and that his relatives
would soon be allowed to see him. The Chaplain added that he had seen with his
own eyes the register of detainees with Carabantes' name in it.

8. DnA agents told some of the witnesses named above that on 20 February 1975
the eight persons in question had been taken from Villa Grimaldi to special
detention camps. Since then nothing has been heard of them.

9. On inn~merable occasions between the date of these persons' arrest and
14 July 1978, the government authorities informed the Judiciary and the detainees'
relatives that there was no record of their arrest and that they had not been
arrested on government orders.

10. The judge specially appointed by the Supreme Court to investigate their
disappearance stated in January 1978 that he was not competent to pursue the
inquiries any further, as the offence had been classified as one of abduction
and had been committed by DINA officials; further proceedings were therefore the
responsibility of the military courts.

n. On 14 JUly 1978, at the request of the Supreme Court, DINA, through its
Director, Colonel Manuel Contreras Sepulveda, informed the court that seven of
th" eight persons in question (all except Carabantes) had in fact been arrested
but had been "released in Valparaiso immediately afterwards, because their
activities had been of minor importance and they were not considered dangerous",
thereby implying that they had never been in Villa Grimaldi.

12. In the same report it was stated that, at Horacio Carabantes ' o,m request,
"because his former companions in the group had accused him of informing on them
and threatened to kill him, he feared for his life and was transferred on
18 January 1975 to Santiago, where he was released". It was added that Carabantes
had collaborated "ith DINA and betrayed his former companions "in gratitude for
the medical treatment and other attention given to his companion, Liliana Castillo,
"ho at about that time had given birth to a child in the regimental barracks".
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13. The following points should be taken into consideration with respect to
Carabantes:

(a) It is stated that he was released in Santiago on 18 January 197~ after
collaborating in gratitude for the medical treatment given to his wife (not his
"companion", as stated in the re'port) at the time of the birth. However, the
child was born on 22 January 197~.

(b) It is stated that he was released on 18 January 197~, but the date of his
arrest was 21 January 197~. This has been confirmed by the witnesses named
above and by his own wife, who was a=ested on the same day in her home, where
Carabantes had been taken by DINA agents to look for her shortly after being
arrested.

(c) It is stated that he was released on 18 January 197~. However,
Chaplain Boening was told by SENDET in June 1975 that Carabantes was being held
in custody and that visitors would shortly be allo\;ed to see him. The Chaplain
also found his name in the" SENDET register of detainees.

(d) It is stated that Carabantes ,las released on 18 January 1975. However, when
his wife was released on 27 January 1975, he accompanied the DINA agents who
escorted her and her three children to the home of his uncle -
Jose Carabantes Bastidas - and left Marta Aguilar Duarte at her home. The
latter woman had also been released and confirmed in court that he had been
present at that time. According to the agents in question he was subsequently
taken into custody in the Maipo Regiment barracks.

(e) It is stated that he was released on 18 January 1975 but he was seen in
Villa Grimaldi, Tejas Verdes and Cuatro Alamos by numerous witnesses.

14. The immediate relatives of the missing persons have made a sworn statement
before a notary public that since the dates when these persons were arrested
neither they nor other relatives or friends have heard, directly or indirectly,
that the missing persons have been released.

15. In view of all these facts, the report made by DINA to the Supreme Court
is completely implausible.

16. Two relatives of the detainees have recently heard that two of them are in
a camp in the foothills of the llndes in the Santiago region where conditions are
very bad. This information, which was similar in the two cases, was given by
a DINA official and an army officer.

Valparaiso, June 1978

B. Information submitj;~cLN the Government of Chile

In this case, it has not been possible to obtain further specific information
which would clarify the information already given to the Forking Group.
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On the basis of the initial inquiries made after the Working Group pressed
for an investigation of the case, it is confirmed that Neftali Carabantes Olivares
offered to collaborate with security agents on the understanding that
Liliana Castillo ,;culd receive proper medical care during her imminent confinement.

It is probable that the arrest of the persons mentioned was the result of
Carabantes' collaboration, and that those persons were subsequently released.

The apparent contradiction mentioned concerning the date of Carabantes'
release, as stated in a report submitted by the former DINA to the Supreme Court,
may stem from the fact that Carabantes I action in collaborating with DINA did not
make him appear to be really a detainee even though for purposes of formal
procedure he in fact appeared to be a detainee. A similar explanation might
account for his presence in places of detention if this actually occurred.

The Working Group must realize that denunciation is a form of behaviour
which the security services must turn to account and that the circumstances normally'
surrounding it are inevitably confused and cannot be checked. This is all the
more true of the informer's subsequent doings.

The Ministry of the Interior is nevertheless continuing to investigate this
case and is endeavouring to obtain further information. Any such information
will be brought to the attention of the Horking Group.
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Im'OBMATION BElATING TO Fl!RSONS WHO DISAPIOlARED IN 1~76 BECEIVED BY THE GROUP IN CHIIE

A. A cow ot the record of the border station la Avanzada de Caracoles showing the
departure of Pfr. Armando Fortills. Porti11a

AVANZA.nA. DE ~illegible)

BEPOBLIC OF CHIU;:

GEllEllAL DIRECTORATE OF INVESTIGATIONS

ALIEIIS DEPARMNT AND INTERNATIO!iAL POLICE

Date 11.1.77

Vehiole I Passenger car

D. Fa.mily name and first names

1 B4RRERA GOMEZ. Ama.do

2 C01308 MEHI>EZ, Jaime

, PORTILL! POllTILLA.. Armando

4

5
6

7

a
~

10

Year, 1970

Condition
of entry

o
o
o

Registration numberl m6002 Customs pass number I X Dee:ti.na.tion: Me_

Type of !fumber o:f Issued at Na.tionality Marital sta.tus Sex Year of birlh Occupation Remarkadocument dOO'llInent O:fficial
7 7756' Concepcion 111 2 1 1946 ' 14 use

7 ,80590 Concepci6D 111 1 1 1957 08

7 z 153775 Bantiaeo 111 2 1 195' 1a
or
1~3

(IIDt clear)

Note J Intr1eB OD. thi$ tom shcN14 be .ae by tnevr1ter or .iD. ~ital lettere Bml1 OIl EXI'f COIITROL POm

STJJIP

lWIE ABD SICNA~ <F OFJ'ICIAL

U~
t-'>r~

~~
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B. Excerpt from sworn statement of official responsible for that record

"In answer to your question I wish to state that I was on duty at
La Avanzada de Caracoles from 1 January 1918 until noon on 16 January. My
duties were to check ths persons crossing the border and to do certain
administrative work.

There were six officials at La Avanzada: three were ohecking persons
leaving the country and the other three were checking persons entering it.
During the 15 days I was there I performed both duties. In checking a person
entering or leaving Chile, the official asks him for his identity card and
ascertains whether the particulars contained in the card correspond to the
person presenting it. The card is then taken to the records office to ascertain
whether the bearer is involved in any case pending in a Chilean court. If he
is not, the card is returoed to him and he is allowed to leave.

With regard to the photocopies of the page of the record which you have
shown me and on which the departure of Armando Pox'T,:illa Portilla is entered, I
wish to state that the names of the persons listed on that page are in my
handwriting exoept for the name of Mr. Portilla. The page on which the
departure of Edras Pinto Arrayo is reoorded was also filled in by me except for
the names o:f three persons inoluding the name o:f Mr. Edraa Pinto. The page on
which the departure of Lisandro Cruz Dfaz is recorded was not filled in by me. T
The page on whioh the departure o:f Horaeio Cepeda Marinkovio is recoroed was
:filled in by me exoept :for the name of this person. Lastly, the page on which
the de'parture o:f Luis Lazo Santander is recorded was not filled in by me. This
is all I am able to say."

Having read this, I hereby oonfixm and sign it.
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INFORMATION Su:BMITTED BY TIJE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE
RELATING TO THE DANIEL PALMA CASE

He hereby append the following documents concerning this Case'

(a) Photocopy of a confidential memorandum on the case of Daniel Palma Robledo;

(b) Photocopy of offiCial communication No. 253 dated 7 August 1978 from the
Second Military Court of Santiago addressed to the Ministry of the Interior;

(c) Photocopy of a report on the case of Daniel Palma Robledo.

The Government considers that the following conclusions may be drawn from
the information appended'

1. The denunciation in question concerns a case which has been brought before
the courts and in which investigation proceedings are pending. Moreover, a
person has been indicted in this case (this person is a former DINA official, but
he will be tried on a charge not related to the disappearance of Daniel Palma,
which is under investigation).

2. The action broUght by relatives of Daniel Palma is in the hands of an eminent
lawyer, Juan Agustin Figueroa, who will undoubtedly take all the steps he conside!s
to be necessary to prove the charge.

3. No complaint has been made either to the State Counsel or to the Group that
rights to due process have been abused or that the proceedings have been conducted
in an arbitrary manner.

4. The case is intrinsically complex since it must be proved that the vehicle
discovered, which is alleged to be Palmats, was actually owned by him and not
someone else. Only when this has been proved will it be possible to pursue
the inquiries in order to ascertain how the vehicle axrived at the spot where
it was found.

Conclusion: Since this is a matter which is being investigated by the court
and this investigation has not been completed, the Government is of the opinion
that no decision can be taken, other than to recommend that the inqUiry be
expedited, particularly since the plaintiffs have a good counsel and have not
complained that they have been deprived of their rights to due process in any
respect.
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MATERIALS RELATING TO JUAN MUNOZ ALARCON

A. Statement of Juan Mufioz Alarc6n

My name is Juan Rene Mufioz Alarc6n, identity card 4.824 S5 7-9 Santiago.
I am 32 years of age, married and live at Sargento Menadier 331, PUente Alta, Maipo.

At the time of the military revolt, I was taken to the National Stadium in
order to identify people. I did this voluntarily at the time, because I was filled
with a spirit of revenge. I am the hooded man of the National Stadium. The
security services hooded me and took me through the various sections in which the
detainees were being kept. I identified a fair number of people. Many of these
died and I am responsible for their deaths merely because I identified them.

Later I was asked to go out into the street with some groups of soldiers to
identify people.

I was then released on condition that I would co-operate. I was taken to
Colonia Dignidad, in Parral, about 40 kilometres away, to a National Intelligence
training centre run by Germans who are naturalized Chileans. These former Germans
were rescued from the war. They arrived in Chile when tl,ey were very young, and
are of Jewish origin. There is a veritable regiment at Colonia Dignidad, and a
hospital with equipment that any of the Santiago hospitals might envy. They have
ambulance planes, mail planes and underground prison cells. There I was trained
in interrogation and counter-intelligence work.

I was then given the job of hunting people down and interrogating, torturing
and killing them. My immediate superior was Alvaro Puga Cox, the present Director
of Civilian Affairs in the Government Junta, along with Jorge Schilling Rojas,
co-ordinator of TV Channel 9 of the University of Chile and a student of law at
the university, and a certain Zalaquett, chief of personnel at the newspaper
El Cronista. Anfbal Matuxana Contreras, national co-ordinator of internal revenue
and a relative of General Contrer~s of DINA, is the area chief.

It is generally believed that DINA is the only agency responsible for the
disappearance of prisoners. This is not so. There are seven intelligenco services
operating in the country. The larges~ of them is undoubtedly DINA, with 70 per cent
of the intelligence personnel, mest of them soldiers and carabineros - the other
20 per cent being ci vilians, naval and air force personnel. The navy and the
air foroe play a very small part, bocause their own intelligence services are more
impGrtant te them. There are also five counter-intelligence services with
clandestine machinery, i.e. SIFA, SICAR (Carabineros Intelligence Service),
DINE (l.rmy Intelligence SerVice), DIGET and the Information Department of the
Pelitic8~ Police. I have worked with all of them. Subsequently, because of the
situation in which I was living and what I had to do, I reacted and triod repeatedly
to leave, but this was impossible, because once you arc in you cannot get out.

The purpose of this statement is not to seek pardon or reconciliation with
myself. What I have done is truly unspeakable; I do not recognizo myself and
cannot understand how I have been able to do such unbelievable things. In my
defence, however, I would say that it is very difficult when you have no support and,
when the intelligence services grab yeu, te escape frem them.
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I heLVG bauD. involved in tho dis8..ppo.:tr['.,llco of Gomo persons who vrCTU r'.t
CC!loni£~ Dignid2.d. At prusont tboro o.ro 112 pr:rsons at Colonin Dignidad, SOr.:IG

forncT lC'E'.dcl'S of the vm:'ious Poople!s Unity r2...Tti\~s, in S8!ltif"\.gO, hero in Pcfio.lo16n
::md tl10 romnind(;I' in Colint\,. TheTa nro o..bout 3L1r5 of thmn. The Test arc cll doad.
Thoy v,toro (,liminC\.tod in Poldohuo by tho TIINll Qxncution squc.ds, comIi1E'ndocl hy
.FCl'll<:\,W3.0 i:ruzo,t. RG 112..8 his h0<;,dquc.:rtcrs L\t l'iliUY.l2-do 312, sixth floor. This is
0. plQUO where gold is bel~ht ~d sold. Ninety per cent of the gold trQdc in the
contYG of Sc:ntiQgo is b~mdlod by DIN.l~.

The dic-siPlcing ond key-cutting Gst"blishDonts bolong to DINl.. I cnn givo
SOUG exauplos, !'Ionoda 1061::.1; B~dcra 121. Others necd not be Dentioncd,
bco,c,uSG thesG ",:re thc Dost iLlportant onreS. Tho.t is where p~ople =0 dotained
in the centre ef the city. They =e plQced in preventive detention and then tckon
D:'i'lo.y in 2ll <:'.I1Qulnnco to Tob2.1.:t.bc., to cnnp 4, not to Cuatro Alru::lOG, bccc..usc
Uv()ryonn knc....ws o.bout Tros i...lonos cmd Cu,'2.tro Ij.lrunos. There [l.,rc six pla.cos of
detention ",nd I sh"ll nC'11e sor.lO of thuD; the other very inpeTt=t VJint is tho.t
false nQIJGS ,:'-,rc used. \llicn <. Dc-m is dot~inGd, - if I [!ill tc.kon~ for OXC'L1plc}' I
gi VG ,-_":y nctP.1c:, Juon Huiioz .L..lr.rG6n, .:md they usa [1., f'ClS8 nnr.1G ~ Fl~rmcisGo L6poz Aguirrc;
therefere, if on ccction is brought fer enforceDent of rights, the n~le is never
tT,',ced out tho Do,n is in fact u dGto.inee. 18.1 his reol papcrs are burnt and the
fo.lSG nOIlG is used. In seme "asos peeple ccrn listed o.s hQving left the country.
Of course they hQve left tho country; thoy havo been tnken to Argentino. and brought
ba.ck by plOT,e. At other tiDGS, when ~ men does not wish to collnbor0to - I want
to make this very clear, bec"use those of us who are insido all coll~boro.to of
course. 1.";. :CINi~ o.gont is given the man's nn..mo ~d loo..vcD with his of'ficinl pupers.
The el,n is Gfficinlly recorded as hewing loft the country and is then oxeouted.

I h~d reo.lly prepared myself for this stcctoMent but I ru4 rathor nervous
bocnuse I know whnt it neQilS for L10. I shall be killed by one side er the othor.
Th~t is quite cloar. It is for this rcnson that I ~1 not ccsking fer help or
pTotectien fro!1 onyor.e. Vlhen SODeone is no uso, it is better to silence ;ritnesses
them to let then toll,. It is mucb safer.

This is how the systOr.l operates. People QI'c;. cQ..ught in Santio.go. rrhcy uxc
kken to Tobo.lo.ba, ne.O-r Ville. GriBcldi, to a large building whero they "re detained.
This building is called Dignidad. In it there is 0. radio and communications can be
estc.blishod in 0. Do.tter ef seconds ;rith QllY po~t of the ;rorld; this is the centre
for receiving Qll infor~ation from DINA o.gents abroQd. ~t this tiDe, 50 per cent of
DINA personnel o.re opero.ting in Venezuela, Colonbia, France, Sweden nnd Italy. I
ffiJ speillcing of ~Ggulo.r officers, not of civilians. Civilians replQce thes0 people
in Chile. 'ilid who is in charge of ,,11 these groups? It wccs Cruzr.t who atto.cked
the Confederation of Civil Sorvants (,\REF), with group 1 frou Bnndern 121. I wish
to sCv somcthing o.bout FcrnQlldc Cruz~t, he is the stepbrothor ef
Co.ptnin Jorge Luchino, whc is the chief of the labour section of tho To.cna Regi~ent,

second clQpartmont, ond is :responsible for all the industries in Greater SeJ1ting-o
find its Gnvi:rons. This orgcnization c;dsts to porsecute, rowovo, disniss und
torrorizG 2~1 i,forkors in (!(:nornJ.. It is helped by IVOlme Rios T<tllodo, ['.. sociDJ.
worker nnd chief of perso~nol of tho ASA iron Qild steel industry Qlld by CnrDen Smith,
pcrsonnol m=Qger of CINTLC - these t"o run thn system. This labour "pp="tus
cnDprisos 11 veritablo QrDy of inforners who enQble the intelligenco services to
detain, ~nterrogQtc, torture; ann, QS I have nlroady said sevnral tiDQS, kill people
for showing disso.tisfrlction or o.cting against the GovGrnDent. It is onou&h to suy
one 'Nord ctgQinst the GovornI1nnt for a Dan to lose his job. Who.t is most iMportnnt
in 0.11 this, if justi"e is to rnturn to this country, is to say clearly thQt this
G:Jvurnncmt heLs \~xI'H('(l(Hl Ql_l 1·\:...JR8i"hl l -; 1.ird ts of legality, that it is n.n illogo..l
GovornDQnt ..

~"l The i1iC-i-t ~'nf"IJ1 061 rJC:."y D0t lJQ 1.
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There exists in this country ~ de~th squad ceonanded by C~pt~in Rel~do Laron~s

(en officer in the artillery, so that he cnn bo traced l~ter). This Qan h~s

eontacts with the Br~zilian, i~gentine nnd Jrugu~yan intelligenoe services, which
oper~te indisorimin~tely in this country. Fifty per cent of the vehicles coming
ever the passes with an Argentine licence plate enter ~s teurist vehicles, but
in reQIity they beleng te Argentine Intelligence, which co-oper~tes with our
intelligence services. Their jeb is te hunt people down ~broad and bring them
here, whore things cnd. Prisonors are exchanged; evcrything is permitted and
endorsed by the President ef the Republic, whe is in charge ef ~l this, because
the Chief of DINA is directly responsible to him. The Minister ef Justiee and
the Minister ef the Interior h~ve no ~uthority over these services.

l~ether men I h~d forgotten about, ~though he is very important, is
Daniel GQIleguilles, the husband ef Silvin Pinto, both of them the chief CL, D€Unts
in this eeuntry. They are under the orders ef Jnmes Jehn Blayton, of the
United St~tes Embassy, and of Sheil~ Fortnocon, the Chilean secretary of the
iilJb~ssudor.

This is my statement in broad outline. I authorize it te be used in any way
thought fit, regardless ef the censequences, and se I aD prepared, as I hnve said,
for whatever nny happen te me, bec~use I QLl thre~tened with de~th and I know that
I nLl going to die seoner or Inter. I sh~ll not be killed by a bullet, bec~use they
~re not so stupid, but I sh~ll h~vo ~ heart attack or I sh~l slip while I aD
waiting for a bus or f~l fron sonewhere - n bullet is not the only w~y to die. In
the interests ef security, I repeat, so that this document nay be used for the
benefit of so Qany people who are suffering and for whose sufferings I an
responsible, not perhaps directly, but basically, and I ~ doing this to clear up
tho truth. I an preparod te go before tho courts or wherever necessary in order
to denounce all those things and testify to them.

All the above I state in full use ef my facultiQc, because I have never been
ill except for a few colds, and I aD not ~cting under pressure of any kind, but
veluntarily, because I believe it is necessary at this point. I believe that
the time is right to face up to the DINA nenster. I D~se wish to place on record,
and te swear if necess~y, that some of the prisoners are ~ive, in poor physical
condition, but many of then on the border of insanity because of the very harsh
treatnent they have usffered. I rofer espcci~ly to Carlos Lerca, to Ponce, the
Chief of the Heme Front of the Soci~ist Party and the Soci~istas de Garret6n at
the time he was detained. They are at Colonia Dignidad, Block 2. I D~SO wish to
mention Tolosa of the Conmunist Youth rund the Central Comnittee, who has informed
ngainst many people but I must alse s~ in his defence that he wns terribly and
barbarously tertured.

There is a yellow nagazino on which I wrote de,m some nurJbers and nanes; I
wrote down those who are alive and those who are dead; there are no more than
150 nlive - I gave the correct nULlber e~lier - a hundred and forty odd people.
These people are listed in the effici~l recores with these names, but in the
records kept by DINA in Callc Vicuna Mackena and those kept by the headquarters of
the arLled forces they are entered under f~sc names. At the place of detention,
they are given with their own nnd a f~se nane. If it is censidered useful, there
is here ~ witness who interregated them rund saw them and there is a witness to
their st~ at Colenia Dignid~d. I do not wish to name the witness now, but when
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the time comes I will do so if it is of any use to me. So far these people have
no guarantee that they will come out alive; if their detention has not been
acknowledged, it is because they were important men in the underground movement
and are now being kept alivo because they arc to be used to catch the rest.

The places where the evil should be attacked are, I repeat, Colonia Dignidad,
Colina and PenalolGn. Detainees who are missing will not be found anywhere else.
Other detainees will be found in many places, but those WDO arc missing are at
those three particular places. The women are at San Jose de Maipo, which is for
peoplo suffering from lung trouble, unbelievable though it may seem, but it is an
excellent place for interrogating people. In recent days or months, more people
have undoubtedly been caught, but some of then are alive, as is the case with
Contreras Maluje. The Supreme Court ordered his iooediate release.
Lieutonant Fuentes of the Air Force counter-intelligence service should be
denounced, because he did not carry out the order of the Court and did not
release the man; 'they are still keeping hiD. The only agency which can
interrogate prisoners and remove then from the custody of DINA is the Air Force
counter-intelligence service, with the support of the faDOUS Major Raul, whoso
nooe is RaUl RaDa.

This is practic~lly all I have to say and I confirm that I aD prepared to do
so in legal foro, bofore a notary or before the courts for the general good, so
that injustice will end in this country and a citizen can go out into the street
in peace and quiet as in a free country, without fear or terror that they are
lying in wait for hin at the corner because his neighbour has accused hiD of being
a corJrJunist or a socialist. I aD at your disposal whenever you wish and whatevor
the situation, and if I can be useful to you later, you Day count on De absolutely.
I aD not asking for anything or for anyone to stand up for me, because we DUst be
responsible for what we do and bear the consequences when thc tiDc CODGS. If there
is any pressurc on DC, it is froD the Governoent. I have done all this voluntarily,
without pressure and Dy conscience is perfectly clear, because I an telling the
truth.

This stateDent was Dade in about June 1977. In August of that year, Mr. Mufioz
was Durdered. The press widely reported the case as an ordinary criDe, despite
the obvious traces of torture found on his body. This stateDent was subDitted to
the judGo whu investigated the case. It was never published, although its existence
was known, if only because the press alc~ referred to it.

B. Information subDitted by the Governnent of Chile

According to the inforDation prOVided, the stateDent by JUAN RENE MUNOZ ALARCON
was recorded on tape; it was then transcribed and signed by hiD.

The Ministry of the Interior has ascertained that the stateDent begins with
the adDission that its author was a militant in the Socialist Party until 1973 and
~7eed to becoDe an inforoer out of n desire for revenge. He points out that in
that capacity he denounced Party cODrades, both in the National StadiUIl and in tho
street; subsequently, he alleges, he received intelli@Bnce training at
Col nia Dignidad, nffirDing that he was then given lithe job of hunting people down
and interrocatinrr, torturinrr and killing theD ". Ho also nffirns that there are
112 persons detainod at Colonia Dignidad and that the remainder, as many as
145 persons, are at Penalolen and Colina.
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He affirms that 90 per cent of all gold buying and selling in the oentre of
Santiago is a DINL operation nnd that the die-sinking and key-cuttinl" establislment
all belong to DIN1J., giving two addresses, Monoda 1061 nnd Bnndora 121, as nn oxaoplo.

Ho furthor affirns that thoro aro sb, socret places of dotontion,

Ho also gives a nunoor of nanos and ovon nontions Silvia Pinto, Dirootor of
the newspaper El Cronista and hor husband, Daniel Galloguillos, foroerly Director
of Television Channol 9 of the University of Chile, as representatives of the Cll,
in Chile,

He concludes by a.uthorizinc; the Vicarice to uso the stcetenent "in :my way
thou{!ht fit, re[!C\rdless of the c'Jnsequences". He a.dds that it does not natter to
hiLl, since he is threatened with doa.th, thC\t sooner or later ho will die 2nd "I shC\l1
not be killed by a. bullet, because they are not so stupid". He ends up by statin[!
thcet he is prepared to go beforo the oourt or wherever nocessC\rY in order to
denounce and testify to what he ha.s sa.id.

On 15 Docenber 1977, tho Ministry of the Intorior ordered nn investi[!ation
into the facts C\lle[!ed. The oonclusions C\TO ~s follows:

(~) Mr. JUf.N BENE MtJNOZ ALARCON has never boen a nonber of DIN"', sinco thoro
are no records of nny kind which [!ive cround for supposing or preSUTJin[! that
Mufioz Alarcon has bclon~Qd to the poronnont staff of that orrrnniz~tion or actod as
an inf~rI1er for it.

(0) In connexion with Mr. Mufioz Alarc6n's elceiI1 that he was trained at
Colonia Dicnidad and that there wero p,)litieal prisoners thore, a visit was nade
to the prenises of that institution in the presence of the Netcery Public of Parrcel
and it was found that there were no p~litical detainees, no specialized training
cnops and no siens or tracos that aay had existed there previously,

(0) As rerroxds tho Peiblo16n ~Dnp, not .Jnly has it never helL1 detceinees, but
it is iDpossiblc f'Jr tho place t,') be used er over have been used fe>r that purpose
bec~usa ~~lY gunpowder and explosives nro stQroG thero in special arOQs.

(d) As for tho wooen detained in the El Peral SanatoriULl, C\ centro for the
treatoent of wooen sufforinc froD lun[! disecese, it was cescertained by the NutC\rY
Public cf Puente Al to that it is exclusively a hospital area ond that there have
never been any detaineos there,

(e) As for the allocation that the nmJes of detainees have been chanrred and
that the buyinC and sellin[C of [Cold nnd the I1nnmacture ef keys were in the hands
c)f DINA, it has been reliably established thcet no falsificati,'ll of the iduntity
uf detainoes could bo fuunc1; oi'tcr cll, GotninoGs have always boen broucht bof'oro
the authorities, with their true nanes er the nill"es under which they have been
detained a.'1.(1 if th'.Jso nr'.[lOS wore fDJ.so, the dotc.,inoos tbonsclvas D.XO rosp\)nsiblo.

(f) 1J.s re[!ards the Q,rnership of the cUI1nerci~l ost~blishoents fur the purchase
and sale of [!old and the I1anufacture of koys, it is sufficient te> ascertain who the
uwners are, It will bo found thC\t they arc, private persons who h~ve been encC\[!ed
in the businoss in question ror sonG tine AnU thoro is no reason tu infor that the
security or{!anizations interfere with then.
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(g) In aduition to the f"rerroinc, it sh8uld be pointeu out that the statooent
has certain defect s of forIl which rrive rise to the suspicion that it has been uaue
with a specific purposc in ninu:

(g.l) Munoz Alarc6n assorts that while he was hoodod he took part in
the identification of persons in the National Stadiuo, on tho
instructions of DIN1\., at a tine when that or(!CJ1ization did not exist.

(rr.2) The references tc Colonia Dignidad, Colina nnd Peualolon are false,
anu the detail about a radio transnitter at Villa Grinaldi is also
untrue, as fiXturo Carvajal, the Notary Public, was able to c,mfiTIl
when he attended the inspection.

(g.3) The stateoent, when analysed in its context, is suspect, since it
appears to be a coopilation of infomation froIl vc;rious sources, put
together by one person. The detail s and operations ucscribed are so
diverse that it is not possible for a sincle person to have been
involvod, as alleged by the infOTIlant.

(g.4) Lastly, the forgery is obviJUS froIl the fact that the signaturo staoped
on the stateoent is not that of Juan Munoz Alarcon, according to an
expert exanination 8f the handwriting by the Crininal Laboratory of the
Directorate General of Investigationo.

In Decenber 1977, Mr. Precht, the head ef the Vicar!a de la Solidaridad, had
an interview with Mr. Enrique Montero, the Under-Secretary of the Interior, to
inforIl hin of the stateoent he is understood to have received fron Munoz 1\.larcon
and of the fact that on 17 Novenber he had conr,rwnicated the natter to the President
of the Suprene Court.

1\.t that tine, the Under-Secretary of the Interior ordered the investigation
whose results are su[1lJari"ed above and also told Mr. Precht that the ooral
responsibility for the death ef Mr. 1\.larcon, whatever the cause, lay very largely
with hin, since he had not cooounicated the stateoent to the relevant authorities,
which, if they had been inforoed, would have been able to adopt appropriate safety
neasures. If only the Geve=ent had been notified of the facts in good tine, a
conplaint could have been lodlIed in the way it had been uy Mr. Precht, Out failing
that, the Geve=ent c,could do haruly aaythinc.

Nevertheless, the Under-Secretary inforLled Mr. Precht that he would order the
necessary investigation and connunicate the facts to the authorities, which he did
on 15 Decenber 1977.

The President of the Suprene Court, Joso Mar!a mYz~~irre, with the statenent
cennunicated to hin uy Cristinn Precht, the head of the Vicaria de la Selidaridad,
placed the relevant inforoation before the plenary of the Suprene Court.

The Court, assenbled in plenary session, deciucd, in conforoity with the
provisions of the Courts Organization Code, to order the Court of Appeals at
Santiarro to desirrnate un extraordinary investigating judge to start the necessary
investieation.

Osvaldo FaUndez, a judrro of tho Court, wns appointed to undertake that task.
Ho it1lJediatcly bOIIGn the invcstirration, which is still in prorrross.
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Annex XLVIII

DECLAllATION BY RELATIVES OF MISSING DETAINEES AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
HUNGER STRIKE OF MAY-JUNE 1978

ONCE AGAIN: OUR LIVES FOR THE TRUTH

It is no", nearly a year since ",e staged our first hunger strike in an
effort to clear up the cases of our relatives "'ho have been detained and are
missing. They ",ere all detained, mostly by the sinister DINA, no", the
CNI - cf that ",e have abundant proof, "'itnesses and evidence - and their
subsequent disappearance has been systematically denied through blatant or
bypocritical lies, evasiveness, pressure on the courts of justice and
personal or collective intimidation.

This has been another year of anguished ",aiting and unremitting struggle.
The first strike ended "'i th General Pinochet I s undertaking aj; the urging of
the Secretary-General of the United Nations and international public opinion,
to clear up at least some of those cases. But like so many others, this
undertaking, "'hich ",as the pledge of the Military Government and involved
the prestige of our country, has not been honoured.

11e have again called on all the authorities.

1,re have knocked at every door, requested every kind of intervie",·, sent
hundreds of letters and petitions. We have dra",n attention to our tragic
situation by peaceful public demonstrations and for that "'e have been
arrested and have a police record. We have been cold-shouldered by some
of the media, "'hich the Government, through DINACOS, has apparently forb~dden

to report on missing detainees, in an attempt to immure us in a "'all of
silence. But the problem remains, and ne", circumstances are making it even
more serious.

The recent amnesty decree - ",hich brought freedom to a number of
political prisoners, for "'hose sake "'e sincerely rejoice - includes an
unacceptable legal and moral monstrosity: it opens up the "'BY for DINA agents
or their superiors, guilty of crimes such as kidnapping, ill-treatment or
torture, and even murder, to evade their responsibilities. The amnesty
is for the crimes committed by DINA. Some judges, interpreting this decree
as they like, have even begun to dismiss the cases brought by us concerning
missing persons or kidnappings. The crime has been ",iped out, they ssy,
so there can be no guilty persons or missing persons. Since it has been
impossible to prove, even in a single case, that the arrest and the
disappearance are untrue, the proof is afforded by the decree.

vie carmot accept more of these aberrationA, nor can HC ....J!:l.i.+. ...,.uy longer.
In declaring this ne" hunger strike, "'e are convinnp.o. that gambling ",ith
our lives is the extreme method ",hich demonstrates our "'holehearted love for
our relatives and "ill enable us to arrive at the truth.
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vle call upon national and international public opul1.on to DUppOrt us.
We call upon those ~ho have always stood by us; upon the Church, the workers,
and those ~ho feel close to us in our suffering; upon the \lomen, men and
young people of our nation ~ho, ~ith the evidence of our attitude, can
understand us; ~e call upon the majority of the Armed Forces who honestly
believe in the necessity of dignity and respect for Chile and its citizens;
upon organizations; upon those with moral or social influence, so that
understanding of our problem is translated into strong and vigorous public
action vis-a-vis the ruling authorities aimed at exacting a genuine, credible,
and responsible reply.

Our relatives, men and women of our people, of different social classes
and status, jobs and professions, had in common their ideology and political
militancy in parties that have no~ been banned. They also had in common
their love for their families and their adherence to the noblest causes of
the ~orking class, wherever they ~ere called upon to ~ork. They have the
same rights as all Chileansl

Our struggle is for those rights, for the prestige of our motherland,
for human dignity.

For peace, freedom and life!

vIE SHALL FIND THEM)

RELATIVES OF MISSING DETAINEES

Santiago, l1ay 1978.
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DECLARATION OF THE PERMANEN'l' COMl'II'.l"J'I!:E OF THJi: EPISCOPAL
CONFERENCE OF CHILE OF 6 JUNE 1978

1. We, the Bishops of Chile, have long concerned ourselves, on numerous
occasions, with the grievous situation of missing Chilean detainees, but
their relatives have not obtained any information on their whereabouts or
existence.

We have raised this matter in inquiries and documents, both public
and private. In particular, in our Message entitled "Our National
Co-existence" (March 1977), we requested" full explanaticn of the fate of
each missing person, failing which - we said - "there will be no peace of
mind for their relatives, no real peace ~n the country, and no unstained
image of Chile abroad".

The demonstrations which, in the past two weeks, have been stirring
national and world public opinion, show that such an explanation continues
to be a moral necessity.

2. We have always sought to assuage, with the greatest respect and
understanding, the grief of the relatives of missing persons. We have
likewise considered it our duty to reaffirm their right to request from
the competent authorities all possible information on the fate of their
loved ones. The possibility that our action might be interpreted or used
for ends alien to the Church's mission cannot make us desist from such action,
until this legitimate demand evokes a satisfactory response.

3. We also appreciate and respect the sacrifice made by the relatives of
missing persons in order to alert public opinion - by non-violent means 
to the justic and urgency of their petition.

For the sake of the respect we all owe to God, the sole Creator and
Lord of human life, and considering that public opinion has been lion oVer
to their just aspirations, we call for an end to the now more than
two-week-old hunger strike by the relatives of missing detainees.

In keeping with its vocation, the Church will continue to do everything
in its power to ensure that the legitimate right of the relatives and the
sacrifice they have made to implement it, elicits an appropriate response.

4. The Permanent Committee requested Cardinal Raul Sil va Henriquez, and
its President, Mons. Francisco de Borja Valenzuela R., to speak with the
Minister of the Interior, Mr. Sergio Femandez. The Minister stated that
the Supreme Government intends to shed light in the near future on the fate
of each person whose disappearance has been attested before the competent
bodies, when the relatives so reque~t. The Minister also wishes to resolve,
by means of a legal instrument, the legal problems inherent in this situation.

We appeal to the understanding and generosity of all Chileans, and
particularly to the prayers and penitence of our brothers in the faith,
so that, with the grace of God, we may all overcome this and other obstacles
which still delay our longed-for national reconciliation.
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Annex L

STATEMENT MADE BY THE MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR OF CHILE
ON 15 JUNE 1978

I address myself this evening to the people of Chile to set forth the
Government's definitive position on the problem of the persons said to have
disappeared during the state of seige in Chile following the military uprising of
11 September 1973.

To put the problem in its proper context, however, the over-all situation as
regards human rights during that period and its developnent under the present
administration must be analysed. Only then can the specific problem of those
alleged. to be mdlssing be judged seriously and calmly.

No Chilean can forget that on 10 September 1973 the country had reached a
de facto state of eivil war, the general outbreak of which was becoming more
imminent every day. That was no coincidence, but the result of a coldly contrived
plan systematically implemented by the MarlCist Government of the period as the only
possible way to impose communist totalitarianism in our country.

Our memories tend to be short. Every one should therefore try to recall those
dramatic days before the national liberation.

It was a time when, with our economy being plunged into the chaos of unchecked
inflation and widespread shortages, more than 13,000 foreign extremists \lho had
entered the national territory illegally were devoting themselves to the trainine
of avo\ledly paramilitary groups supporting the Marxist Government. Using a
"ell-equipped arsenal, likewise bro)ll!ht into the country illegally, mainly from
countries within the Soviet orbit, they set up guerrilla training centres whose
first open activity was already in evidence in the south of Chile.

The phrases "industrial cordons", "armed power of the people" and many others
were part and parcel of the defiant official lexicon with \1hich the final grab for
total power was being prepared.

In the meantime, the national consciousness was being assaulted by a relentless
propaganda barrage warning that any attempt to reverse Chile's course towards
socialism would inevitably involve more than 100,000 dead. Although that did not
frighten the vast majority of our fellow citizens in their struggle for freedom, a
struggle in which women, young people and the unions participated so decisively,
it cannot be denied, on the other hand, that it inhibited or intimidated certain
high-level officials, some of whom now, ironically, grossly exaggerate the cost of

(()I1K_c !::: ,lib=cDt;t;.ioon" which althoueh certainly unfortunate, was far less than
proclaimed and alleged.

It was in this threatening and anxiety-ridden climate that the first clashes
took place between the armed forces and the illegal extremists supported by the
Marxist regime, a circumstance which led the latter to engage in direct infiltration
of the institutions of national defence in an attempt to plunge them into civil
war. The brazen public confession of the socialist leader Carlos Altamirano,
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acknowledging that such a plan existed and would continue in operation, sounded
the final alarm for necessitating the intermediate intervention of the armed forces
and the forces of law and order, ;rhich, responding to the view already expressed by
the democratic institutions and the overwhelming majority of the people, took the
reins of government of the Republic on 11 September 1973.

Perhaps these facts are clearly etched in the minds and hearts of nearly all
Chileans. I have only chosen to recall them today because it is sometimes not
remembered with sufficient force and clarity that those facts determined decisively
what occurred in the years immediately following.

It would, in fact, be an extremely grave error to think that this situation of
latent civil war ended immediately after the military uprising. The resistance,
open at first, subsequently continued in the form of an underground and clandestine
struggle, preparing the way for political and terrorist subversion. The
international campaign unleashed against our country from the very first day of the
national liberation fostered and acknowledged. every day the existence of this
reality, as is evident mainly from the broadcasts of Radio Moscow. It also remains
internally in evidence from the periodic armed confrontations between the extremists
and the security forces, of which the public has often been aware, as well as from
the publications which the Marxists disseminate in secret.

The country must understand that to counter violent and organized subversion
while sparing the people its consequences, and, what is more, ensuring for Chilean
homes peace and security which are a conspicuous exception in the midst of the
disorder and terrorist violence pervading the world, is a challenge which required
unrelenting and selfless preventive action on the part of the security organs. In
such circumstances, they cannot be judged by trying to apply criteria appropriate
to a period of normality.

In spite of this, the higher authorities of the present reglme have spared no
effort to prevent eXcesses and to punish those responsible in the cases where it
has been possible to prove their guilt through the trials initiated-Ifor that
purpose,.

It must be remembered that peace and order were not finally secured at the
end of 1973 and that a hard struggle had to be fought in the following years. To
have tried to fight that battle with the methods appropriate to normal times would
have meant bowing before subversion and letting Chile become steeped in the blood
of fratricidal struggle or terrorist chaos.

No one can be mistaken as to the identity of the real culprits responsible
for the suffering and restrictions we have had to endure. The guilty ones are
those who created the objective conditions for civil war, and not those who, at the
nation's call, assumed responsibility for preventing it and for guiding the country
back to unity, peace and progress. The cause of pain in an illness is the illness
itself, and not the action of the doctor who tries to cure it.

On the other hand, the need for an objective analysis of the subject of human
rights, as His Excellency, the President of the Republic, has pointed out in his
various presidential messages, requires a comprehensive rather than a s~gmented

approach, one which is dynamic rather than static.
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It is the gradual return to normality and the trend to,;ards guaranteeing human
rights in increasingly extensive form which best reflect the spirit which motivates
the present Government in that connexion. While totalitarian regimes are
distinguished by mounting repression, Governments with a commitment to freedom are
marked by their tendency gradu~lly to relax the restrictions appropriate to an
emergency, to the extent that conditions make that possible. It "ould twce a long
time to retrace our development toward normality. Suffice it to recall that the
legal state of internal war was ended in 1974, and that the state of seige was later
attenuated. Subsequently norms were established providing fuller guarantees for
those arrested under that state of emergency, and sometime thereafter all of those
arrested were released. Finally, during the current year, the state of seige was
lifted and the curfew ended. In recent years permissien has even been given for
the re-entry into the country of persons ",ho had been expelled Or ,;ho had. left
illegally, provided their return would not be dangerous or counter-productive for
the security of the State.

There is also the recent general amnesty, which applies not only to crimes
committed during the state of seige - saV2 in those cases specified by the Act
itself - but also to those which might have merited sentencing, during the same
period, by the military tribunals. This decision bears eloquent testimony to the
Government's spirit of national reconciliation and to the fact that the process of
normalization is so firmlY rooted that the worst phase of the internal emergency we
have been experiencing can, fortunately, be considered over.

The amnesty has met with broad support among our country's spiritual and civic
leaders. Only a fel! fanatics have tried to impugn it , criticizing it on the c- .."
grounds that it extends to security officials who may have engaged. in some excesses
during the period in question.

Armed ",ith the moral strength that stems from always facing the truth head on,
I will counter this bold accusation with a single question: "'hat did those critics
want? Did they feel that the Government should pardon those ",ho, entrenched in
the extremes of marxism, had stirred up civil war, while continuing to punish those
who might have fought over-zealously? Only someone with a very sick mind could
maintain such a ridiculous, unjust and totally unrealistic thesis.

It is against this background that one must vie'" the recent publio outcry
concerning the problem of the persons "'ho are supposed to have disappeared since
the military uprising.

First of all, I must state that it is completely untrue to say that the
Government would have remained impassive or would have failed to take action on
this matter, which has been raised repeatedly in recent years and therefore is not
new and comes as no .surprise.

Quite the contrary, all this time, the government authorities have provided
specific and convincing replies in respect of many cases and have demonstrated on
countless occasions that the alleged disappearance was a myth. This is best
proved by the fact that, "'hereas people abroad continue to cite absurd figures for
the alleged disappearances - in the region of 2,500 - in Chile, we are reproached
with less than one quarter of that number for, despite the complexity of the ",0'
problem, a satisfactory explanation has been provided for all the other cases
referred to in other lists circulated among international agencies.
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Although as humanists and Christians we hold. all human life very precious, it
must be recognized that in this respect, actual figures - whether greater or
smaller - are unquestionably important when it comes to judging the problem from
the social angle.

With respect to the list of persons alleged to have disappeared to which the
problem has now been reduced, I state categorically that the Government has no
information which 1I0uld confirm that any of these persons have been detained and,
consequently, it emphatically rejects the suggestion that the authorities might be
holding such persons secretly under arrest.

Aside from those exceptional cases in which the disappearance might have been
due to non-political causes, it must be remembered that long before
11 September 1973, following a justifiable accusation of widespread electoral fraud
engineered by the Marxist regime, the existence of hundreds of thousands of false
or doctored identity cards came to light. Those for whom these multiple identities
were. in1)eUd ed !fOr8 ,_coQviQusly, ·,j;ho,IDos'hIJ,@1;ivc_comnutlist, sGii,-ia,list ·and HIR ,i 11 '.2
mi~±t~t~Ja~cw~~~.be readily understood.

In view of the situation and considering that a vast majority of the persons
alleged to have disappeared are precisely activists of such leanings, it is quite
possible not only that such persons may have gone underground but eVen that they
may have died in confrontations with the security forces and that their true
identity could not be determined at that time because they were going under a false
name.

vlhatever the real truth in each particular situation, it can be investigated
by the courts of justice; the Government, for its part, will explore any serious meel"
means that may be suggested to it in respect of any particular Case.

Likewise, the Government will determine the appropriate legal rules for
solVing the problems or relating to matters of law or inheritance of the relatives
of the persons alleged to have disappeared, provided that such relatives so request
and really so require.

'vIe realize that nothing can make up for the absence of a loved one and we
understand that nothing can lessen the sorrow of those who truly feel that loss,
but we believe that the position we have adopted makes it possible, at least, to
attenuate some of the effects which, in many cases, intensify the relatives' grief.

The Government hopes that its action will be seen as the only viable course in
the face of a tragedy for which it cannot rightly be held responsible; it believes
that constructive action on the part of all Ghileans particularly those in
positions of authority in all areas of national life - is need.ed in order to
surmount that tragedy.

With this in mind, we express our appreciation for all attitudes based on
truly humanitarian feelings, but we categorically reject any attempt to utilize
the problem for political or selfish ends.
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In s~Cl.l,ltlg lL~ ri tlHl !'IH-111,1uI1 jn this reti::n:'d, tl1tj l;UVt.1'llment is serving notice
un those who stallu among the shailuWf< pulliui:! strings with the evil intention of
stirring up trouble, that iL will not tolexate any attack, regardless of motive, on
the "t""n ity which it has been at such pains to achieve.

To permit all that has been gained to be destroyeu through hatred or political
ambition would be to allow Chile to revert to a climate of chaos, violence and
revenge eVen worse than that which we experienced prior to 11 September 1973 and
would doom us to suffer, once again, sorrow similar to or even greater than that
which ",e are experiencing today as a legacy of that dark period in our history.

As a civilian minister in this Government I cannot but pay a sincere tribute
to the men at arms who havo sacrificed their lives or their physical integrity once
and for all in order to fulfil their duty to defend Chile's sovereignty and
guar~ltee tranquillity for our fellow countrymen. These men - there are more than
500 casualties - are not mentioned. in the lists of any humanitarian campaign Or
international organization, but their names are engraved forever in the heart and
in the history of our country.

Convinced that every Chilean will support the Government against anyone ",ho
attempts artificially to revive conai tions that are past and that plunged us sometillc
sometime ago into a state of Virtual civil war, I appeal to all our fellow CouIltry:n
countrymen to understand that Chile's very survival as a sovereign nation today
depends on unflinching national unity in sUPP9rt·o'f His Excellency the President of
the Republic and the Government of our country. The people of Chile understood thi~

thi s on 4 January and they must reaffirm this once again now, with patriotic faith
and determination.
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INVESTIGATION REPORT RECEIVED FROM THE MINISTRY OF THE
INTERIOR OF CHILE ON GEORGES KLEIN PIPPER

KLEIN PIPPER, GEORGES

Inquiries at the Central Identification Office show that the subject's record.s
state, Identity Card No. 4.812.198 Santiago, born in France on 29 August 1952,
single, student, domiciled at Eduardo Marquina No. 3969; the latest document issued
to him was a Civil Records Certificate on 2 February 1972.

At the subject I s d.omicile, RODOLFO KLEIN THElllER said in an interview, "I am
the father of GEORGES KLEIN PIPPER, who has been missing since 11 September 1973,
since when nothing further has been heard of him. Later on, I saw in a copy of
the magazine "Que Pasa" a photograph showing my son with his hands held above his
head and in the custody of carabineros in front of La Moneda, I even applied to
the Vicarra de Solidaridad for help in discovering the whereabouts of my son, but
I did not denounce the matter to the courts because I understood that it "as being
taken care of by the French Embassy, as my son has French nationality".

Inquiries at the Confidential Archives of the National Information and
Investigation Department sho", Identity Card No. 4.812.198 Santiago, born in
France on 29 August 1952, single, student, d.omiciled at Eduardo 11arquina No. 3969.
They contain the following additional entry, On 16 August 1963, at the opening
ceremony of the series of lectures marking the 150th annive~sary of the founding
of the National Institute, he was awarded the "Manuel Aguilera" prize.

Inquiries at the Police Information Section of the Technical Department and
the Frontier Control Section do not reveal any police record or evidence that he '
has left national territory.

At the French Embassy, Mr. LE-ROY of the Civil Registry Section said, when
interviewed, that Mr. GEORGES ICLEIN PIPPER was a personal physician of
ex-President ALLENDE, and that the Embassy had not lod.ged any complaint concerning
his disappearance, as that was a matter for the relatives of the missing person.
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Il'IFORMATION SUBMITTED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE RELATING TO
THE CASE OF FERNANDO DE LA CRUZ OLIVARES MORI

With respect to the present case, which is of great concern to the
United Nations, in addition to the information furnished to the Group during its
visit to Chile and to what may be ascertained from inquiries in Santiago, the
following is submitted:

(a) The Working Group must take into consideration the fact that the event
concerned occurred in Gctober 1913, ~ore specifically on the 5th of
that month.

(b) On the basis of the information supplied, the existence and whereabouts
of the Marine Officer Jorge Osses Novoa is being investigated and an
attempt is being made to find out who the person named Major Vergara
is and to which branch of the armed forces he belongs.

(c) Once these checks have bee!) carried out and if the inquiries are
successful, statements will be taken from the persons concerned
regarding the alleged arrest of Fernando de la Cruz Olivares Mori.

(d) In addition, efforts are being made to ascertain why such statements were
not taken previously or, if they were, where the documents containing
them are to be found.

(e) Finally, an investigation is being conducted into the informatiqn
regarding the arrest of Fernando de la Cruz said to have been furnished
by the National Office of Detainees (Servicio Nacional de Detenidos 
SENDET •
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INVESTIGATION REPORT RECEIVED FROM THE MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR
OF CHILE ON MARIO JAIME ZAMORANO IlONOSO

ZAMORANO IlONOSO MARIO JAIME

The records of the Central Identification Office contain the following
particulars concernine Zamorano Ilonoso:

Civil identity card No. 2,596,100-5, Santiago.

Born on 5 May 1931.

Married to ISOLINA LUCIA RAMIREZ RAMIREZ.

Resident at Estrella Solitaria No. 4245, Nunoa.

When his father, M,,:,. PEDRO NOLASCO ZAMORANO ALVJ1REZ, Chilean, aead 73 years,
widower, retired, civil identity card No. 37,574 of Nunoa, was interviewed, he
stated that his son, MARIO ZAMORANO, had been arrested on 4 May 1976 at the house
of some friends in Calle Conferencia, Santiago - he did not know the exact
address; he added that, since that date, he has had no further news of his son.

In the Confidential Records Section of the Information Ilepartment of the
Chilean Investigation Service, he is registered as being a Communist and a member
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party for 1968.

The records of the Frontier Control Section of the Aliens and International
Police Department show him as having left the country for Argentina via
Pudahuel airport on 13 May 1976. There is no record of his entry.

He has no police record at the Technical Support Ilepartment of the
Investigation Service.

The Santiago Institute of Forensic Medicine has no record of his having died.

In addition, inqUJ.rles have been made with assistance institutions, prison
establishments, police units, etc" but have met with no success.

La Cisterna, 5 July 1978.
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INVESTIGATION REPORT RECEIVED FROM THE MINISTRY OF TIlE INTERIOR
OF CHILE ON SERGIO SEBASTIAN MONTECINOS ALFARO

Addition to the report on Sergio Sebastian Montecinos Alfaro, presumed missing

In connexion with the mquest made by the Confidcntial Records Offico of the
Ministry of the Interior that it should be detoxmined whethor in fact
Sorgio Sobastian Montecinos Alfaro personally rocoivod an identity card on
16 January 1976, the following can be stated: the most recent entry on his record,
revealed by a check carried out at the Identification Office of Santiago, shows
hirJ as having received civil identity card No. 29,611 at Maipu, but no date was
shown, o.s the infoxmation arrived through the exchange system.

Inquiries were raade through the Investigation Office of Maipu., and the
following infonnation wo.s received: the records of the Ii!.entifieation Office of
M::tipu. show that on 16 January 1976 Sergio Sebastian Montecinos Alfaro obtained his
identity card No. 29,611, having presented the requisite documentation.

200. MONTECINOS .1LFARO, SERGIO SEBASTIAN.
Went missing on 1 August 1974.

Inquiries !Jade

Identity card No. 29,611, Maipu.

1. On the basis of the info=atlfon supplied, a search was conducteel at the
IDENTIFICATION OFFlrF OF MAIFU and the following personal particulars were obtained
concerning SERGlo SEBASTIAN MONTECINOS ALFARO: ChileM, born in SMtiago on
23 MD;;' 1946, son ef Crist6bal and Ubaldina, able to read and write, mo.rried to
MONICA MARIA LIDIA CATTANI ORTEGA, industrial worker, resident at Colle Santa
.l\.m.o..nda No. 14 HAil, Maipu.

THE RECORDS SHOW TJL'\.T HE COLLECTED HIS LAST CIVIL IDENTITY ClillD PERSON1.LLY on
16 January 1976.

2. At the CENTRAL IDENTIFI~'\.TION OFFICE, the following person::tl particulars for
SERGIO SEBASTLlli MONTECINOS ALFARO were obtained: Chilean, born in Santiago en
23 MD;;' 1946, son of Crist6bal and Ubaldina, able to read and write, bachelor,
employee, Santiago identity crrrd No. 5,028,560, crimin.~ record No. 712,883,
chargeel with hornici,le in case No. 7,053 of the Eighth Criminal Court of Santiago,
grMteQ release en bail. Resident at Calle Armando Moock No. 3,623, Nufioa.

3. At the NATIONAL OFFICE OF DETAINEES (SENDET), the National List, the
confidential SSMA card index and the CAJSIS Md IBM card indexes werc consulted and
showed that there was no record of his having been detained up to the date on whieh
this report was prepared.

4. At the LEG,1L INSTITUTE OF FORENSIC MEDICINE, the Death Registers for the perioel
from August 1974 te the present date were checkG([ an,l were found not to contain the
name of the missing person.
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5. At the POLICE RECORDS SECTION, " subsidiary orgcn of the Tcehni""l ;j,mHirt
DopQrtnont of our Organization, it was found that SEnGIO SE&\STIAN MONTECINOS ,1LF,LRO
WQS the subject ,~f an order of arrest for homicide, dated 7 January 1975 and
issued by the Eighth Criminal Court of Santiago, (case No. 7,053, plenary).

6. At the INTERNATIONAL FRONTIER CONTROL SECTION, a subsidiary organ of the
Aliens and International Police Department, a check covering the period August 1974
May 1978 w~s carried out but fniled to turn up any record of the missing person's
doparture from tho country. It was not possible to consult the records for June
and July 1978 QS the information was being processed in the IBM system.

7. In an interview, the mother of the missing person, l'iRS. U1lALDINA ,'\LFARO
CASTILLO, Chilean, born in Longnvi on 2l August 1916, able to,',o,~/" and write,
Maipu identity card No. 34,325, houscwife, married, resident at Publaci6n Buerns,
Callc SQUta Jlmnnda No. 14 "11.", Maipu, made the following statement,

"My son, SERGIO SEBASTIAN MONTECINOS ALFARO, wo-s an "ctive member of the
Socinlist Party and was a supervisor at the "Froncklin" Steol Fnctory. He was
married to MONICA M.LRIA LIDIA CATTANI ORTEGO and hGd [J. sone called SERGIO
ANDBES MONTECINO CATTANI, born in 1972.

liOn 4 August 1974, my son's mother-in-law L:"J)~L OF,~EGA J.l"l-tn informed
me that on 1 August 1974, when my son was in the houso which we was renting
at Calle Egana No. 1,528, two persons dressed in plain clothes but looking
like soldiers came to his house and took him away under arrest. She also
told me that in the afternoon of 3 August 1974, two r.>en who said that they
were officials of the Investigation Service came to my son's house in an
old, dark grey car, and proceedod to search the house.

"Some days later I spoke to my daughter-in-law, who told mG that my
son had been arrested by two men dressed in plain clothes and that she had
seen one of the men carrying an identity card with the heading "Army of Chile".

"On another occasion, my daughter-in-law ond her servant, VERONICA
NETTO MOlli1LES, told me that after my son was Grrested, he was taken away
in a black Car bcaring the Investigation Service crest on one door.

"At present, my
Republic of Gellllaay.
locating the servant

daUghter-in-law and my granclson are in the Federal
I have no information which could be of use in

Veronica Netto in order to interview her.

"In January 1975, my son's mother-in-law told me that on the 19th of
that month a person who gave his name as JUAN DARIO VILLAGlli\ GONZALES,
resident at Poblaci6n A. Pinto, Pasaje Cuatro, house No. 3,275, San Miguel,
came to her h01Jl8· and told her that he had been held with my son O-t a
rletention centre situated at Calle Londres No. 38. Two months later I
managed to locate this person and he confirmed that he had been held with
my son at ihe place concerned.

"Immec,iately after learning from my son's mother-in-law that my son
was under detentien I went to the "Tres Al2llios" C8l'1p Md was informed
that my son was being held there incommunicado. I therefore began to go
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every week to this place to see if I could visit my son. However, I
never managed to see him and always received the same reply, that I could
not do so because he was still being held incommunicado.

"On 8 }l'1,rch 1975, I took him a parcel with some clothes. A carabinoro
who saw to me and whose name I do not know gave the pc.rccl back tc me,
saying that because my son was being held inccm~unicado, he could not
roeeive p~ck~gcs of any kind.

"In July 1975, the daily newsp~per La Tercera de la Hora carried a
list, taken from the Argentine review Lea, of the nunes of 60 persons who
were reportcd as having died in clashcS-;ith the Argentine police; the list
included the name of my sen. Latcr, I was informed by the Vicaria de la
Solidaridad that a person c~llod ERIKA DE CHANFREAU, rosident in Franco,
had submitted a statement on sooing this list publishod in the press and
that in her statement she had said that it was not possible for my son to
have died in clashes with the police in another cmll1try since she had been
detained in Santiago, Chile, with all those named in the list.

"In 1977, I brought a charge of presumed misadventure in tho case of
my son before the Eighth Criminal Court of Santiago, case No. 14,602-77;
This VILLAGRA was summoned to make a ste.tement to the Court but denied
knowing my son or having ~t any time been detained with him."

8. The records of the INFORMATION DEPARTMENT of our institution show l'BALDINA
ALFARO CASTILLO, the mother of the missing person, as having been arrested by
carabineros of the Third Carabinoros Station (roport No. 5,332, datod
17 Novembor 1977) for creating a public disturbance opposite tho pQlacio do la
Moneda on the arrival of the United States Ambassador.

9. In an interviow, Mrs. LIDIA ELENA ORTEGO MUNOZ, Dother-in-lo.w of the Dissing
porson, Chiloan, born in Santiago on 29 Novcuber 1921, able to read and write,
SW1tiago identity'~card No. 985,463-0, housewife, married, resident at Calle Armando
Moock No. 3,623, Nunoa, Santiago, made the following statcrJont:

"On the evening of 1 August 1974, my daUGhter, MONICA MARIA LIDIA CATTAJlTI
ORTEGA, C2J]lO to ny house ancl told me that at about 4.30 p.m. on the sane rlay
her husband, SERGIO SEBASTIfcN MONTECINOS ,\LF,~O, had been arrested at his
ewn home by two persons in plain clethes who said that they were officials
ef the Intelligence Service and who showed a yellow identity card on which
she he.cl boon able to rcarl only thG hoading, which snirl TiAnny of Chile".
She said that the twe persons had arrived at her houso in a blaek car
followed by another car of the S~Je colour in which there were two other
Don who did not get out. She stated that the two Den who came into tho
house took her husband awe~y in their car to a destination unkn:lwn to her.
On thc following day, she filed a writ of amparo.

"At about 1.30 p.m. on Saturclay, 3 August 1974, I roceiver, a telephone
02-11 at My home fr':JTI1 a lli8J1 whe> suid that he WQS Cl, G.otective cnd asked me to
go and open up the house ef my son-in-law since it had to be searched.

"I wont to my son-in-law's house an" openecl it; about 15 minutes
lo.,ter an nlc1 9 rl..ark grey car arrived. 2,,rvI two TIeD Got cut who refused to
show me their crec',entials and tolrl me to trust then. They went into the
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house, searched it thoroughly and confiscatGd, as they put it, a n~ber

of books, some papers who~c content I do not know, some clothes which, at
ny request, they were tc give to my son-in-law and a "BraWLing" gun, duly
registered, '"hich belonged to my husband. They told mc that my son-in-law
was ~nvolvcd in a plot to manufacture cxplosives with a certain FERNANIJEZ or
FERNANrO, as I was able to sce from a paper which they said Was a statement
by hlll, but which I could tell was not in his handwriting.

"l1y daughter and my gTandsen, SERGIO .A1IDRES, wGnt to tho Fedoral
r:cpulJlic of Germany on 31 July 1976 and are at present living in Frankfurt."

10. In thG records of the INTERNATIONAL FRONTIER CONTROL SECTION of thG Aliens and
Intornaticn~l Police ])cpal'tment, MONICA MARIA LIJlIA CATTANI ORTEG-A and her oen,
SERGIO AN]RES MONTECINOS CATTANI, are shown as having left for the Federal Republic
of Germany from Pudahuel airport on 31 July 1976 undor family passport No. 248.

11. An inteTview was held with JUAN Th\.RIO VILLAGRA GONZALES whe, according to the
motheT ef the missing pGTSOn, had told her that he had been detained with her son
and whese pCT80nal particulars arc as follows; Chilean, born in Chuquicamata on
10 OctobeT 1943, able to read and write, Santiago identity card No. 4,552,913-4,
hairdres8cr, married, resident at PoblaciGn A. Pinto, Pasaje Cuatro, house
No. 3,275. He made the following statement:

"I do not know any SERGIO SEBASTIAN MONTECINOS ALFARO. I have never
been detaincd with him in any place. I have only been arrested twice in
my lifG &~d beth times it was for breaking the curfew. I was summoned by
the EiGllth Criminal Court of Santiago to make a statement on this very matter
and I told the Court the same thing that I am telling you now. I do not
know why I was asked to make a statement, since I do not even know any members
of Hontocinos' family and I do not knew wheTe thoy got my name and address tc
ask me te give what would be completely false testimeny."

12. Efforts were made to trace the whGrGabouts ef VERONICA DE US MERCEDES NETTO
HOlli\LES who appears in thG recerds of the Central Identification Office with the
following personal particulaTs: Chilean, born on 3 July 1957, able to read and
writG, Santiago identity gard No. 7,542,074-4, spinster, domestic weTkGT, residing
at Calle Egana No. 1521, Nufioa.

The inquiries establishGd that No. 1521 of Calle Egafia does not exist, since
the numbeTing en that road jumps from No. 1519 to 1523, and that no Veronica de las
Mercedes Netto Mor~les was known in that area.

13 • In the CONFIDENTIAL RECORJJS SECTION OF THE INFORM1l.TION IlEPAR'IMENT,
SERGIO SEBASTIAN 110NTECINOS ALF,\RO is recorded on 22 July 1975 in a list published
in the ATgentine review "Lea" as one of 60 Chileans said to have belenged to MlR
and tc have died in Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela, Panama, Mexico and Franco;
according t~ this infcrmation, the alleged assassinations were carried out by
colloagues of the persons concGTnod.

In 1973, this persen was charged with tho murder, on 13 April 1972, of
VICTOR RIGS llBURTO (case Ne. 7,053 at the Eighth Criminal Court of Santiago) and
was released on bail.
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On 17 Jnnuary 1975, the Eighth Critlinal Court of Santiago, meeting in full
session, ordered him to be arrested for the crime of homicide in case No. 7,053.

In February 1977, his name was included in a list of persons ~llegedly missing
which was transmitted by the International Committee of the Red Cross.

14. According to the uncle and aunt of the missing person, who refused to give
their personal particulars for fear of reprisals by the fatlily and parents of tho
missing person, and who are residing at Poblaci6 Santiago Bueras, Calle Santa Amanda
No. 14 "B" behind the house of the missing person's parents, their nephew was an
active member not of the Socialist Party but of MlR and had been seen right in the
centre of Maipu at the beginning of 1976 (this infoImation tallies with the date on
which the individual in question appeared at the Maipu Identification Office to
receive his identity card one year and four months after his parents had reported
that he had gone missing).

The same relatives stated that, since the date on which the wife of the missing
person left for Gernany, the parents of SERGIO SEBASTIAN MONTECINOS ALFARO have been
recelvlng various kinds of correspondence fracr France, Italy, Norway, Sweden,
Holland, Engl=d, the United States and Stockholm.

15. A visit was made to the Central Offices of the Social Security Service in order
to ascertain whether the missing person had been or was a contributor to that
Service or was receiving any type of benefits; howevor, his nane Was net recorded
on the lists of contributors.

16. The same kind of inquiries were made at the PRIVATE EMPLOYEES FUNJ) but his
name waS not recorded there either.

17. The ~~ipu office ef the J)irectorate of Public Health (DOS) was visited to see
whether there was any note of his having used the office's services, but this effort
was unsuccessful since his name did not appear in tho records.

18. Owing to pressure of time, it was not possible to visit the DOS offices in 0ther
cormlUnes to carry out the SilDe type of inquiries.

19. The Central Offices of ENDESA were visited to soe whether the missing person
was listed in their records; it was found that his nane did not appear on their
registers.

20. Inquiries were made at the Lieence Plate Offices of the Municipalities of
La Reina, Nunoa, Santiago and Maipu to soe whether there was any record of his nane
and indication of his occupatien, but these efforts were unsuccessful.

21. Owing to pressure of tiJ'le, the other Municipalities were not approached.

22. Inquiries were made at the Statistical Offices of the "Calvo Mackenna" and
neurosurgery hospitals to see whether there was any record of his having received
treatment there, in which case his personal particulars and address should have been
recorded. However, these inquiries were unsuccessful.

23. Because of pressure of time, it was not possible to visit the othor hospitals
and first-aid centres to conduct similar inquiries.
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24. The missing person is not recorded as a customer by the Telephone Comp~ny

of Chile, nor does he appear in the list of private subscribers.

25. The Internal Taxes and Treasury Department was visited in an attempt to
obtain further infonnation on the missing person, but thoso offorts wore
unsuecossful; tho information was rofusod bocauso of the lack of an appropriate
ordor end it wees stntod thilt such <en order could be reCJ.ucsted by hoadCJ.unrters
through officinl ch<~ols.
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Annex LV

LETTER DATED 8 AUGUST 1978 FROM THE CHAIRMII.N OF
THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP ADDRESSED TO THE

MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR OF CIDLE

Sir,

At the request of the Ad. Hoc Working Group on Chile I wish to thank you for
your letter of 28 July 1978 concerning the problem of missing persons in Chile.
Your letter has been examined carefully by the Group which gave particular
attention to the d.iscussions d.uring the Group's last meeting with you in Chile and.
to the suggestions relating to the problem of missing' persons made by the Group at
that time.

As the Group informed Ambassad.or Sergio Diez during the meeting of
Frid.ay, 4 August 1978 in New York, the Group regrettably has been constrained to
conclude that the response of the Government of Chile to the problem of missing
persons, as reflected in your letter, is not positive and that the Group must view
your Government's approach as not co=esponding to the type of action wa=anted. by
the situation.

Both during its visit to Chile and. at the meetings held. in New York with
representatives of your GoverTh~ent in the week 31 July to 4 August 1978, the Group
drew your Government's attention to the great importance attached. by the
international community and. the Group to achieving a clear and d.efinite solution
and. a final conclusion to the problem of missing persons. The relatives of the
missing persons have emphasized. the strictly humanitarian nature of their concern
and. the Working Group itself is interested in respond.ing to the legitimate
humanitarian aspects of the situation. While the Group is aware of the many
other important problems faced by the Government of Chile, it nevertheless hopes
that the Government of Chile w~ll give to the humanitarian and. human problem of
missing persons the serious attention that it d.eserves.

The Group has carefully revie,,'ed the information obtained. in Chile on
missing persons and on the Government's efforts to locate missing persons and
this review has led the Group to hold the firm opinion that the Government of
Chile must und.ertake new and innovative measures, in collaboration with the Group
and. other competent international organizations, to arrive at an authoritative
answer to the problem of missing persons. The key to this anser, in the Group's
view, is a full and d.etailed investigation of each case carried out by an
ind.epend.ent, impartial and. objective body.

Given the special nature of the investigation, the d.eep interest of the
international community and. important sectors of the Chilean popUlation in a
clear, definite and. objective appraisal of the facts aThd. the unsatisfactory
nature of past investigations, the Group believes that an independent inquiry
Commission, as used in certain countries to shed light on national matters of
importance, should be established in Chile. The Group would. suggest that a
Commission be established by national legislation whose composition would includ.e,
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from the national level, a representative of the Ministry of the Interior, a
representative of the Chilean Judiciary and. the Cardinal-Primate of Chile or his
representative. The Group also desires to recommend that a mambar of tha
\{orking Group, to be d.esignated for that purpose by the General Assembly or the
Commission on Human Rights, be included. on the Commission as Chairman and.. that
the International Committee of the Red Cross also be invited to be sssociated
with the Commission's work.

The investigation to be ca=ied. out by this Commission would. have for its
sole purpose the establishment of the facts in each case and would begin with
the collection of all information from the various jud.icial proceed.ings. It
would. also gather, scrutinize and follow up the testimony of all witnesses in
each caae, whether actual or former members of the military or security services
and. whether resid.ing in or outside Chile. The records of all Government agenoies
would. be opened. for scrutiny by the Commission as would. the d.ifferent places
allegedly connacted. with the d.isappearance of detainees.

The legislation establishing this Commission would., in the Group's view,
oonfer upon it the legal powers necessary to carry out its investigation and, in
particular, call upon all departments and. branches of Government to co-operate
fully in the investigation.

The Group WOUld, of course, be most Willing to d.iscuss any d..etails of this
proposal with the representatives of the Government of Chile during the meetings
schedUled. for September 1978. It is the Group's hope that the Government of
Chile will respond. to these suggestions in such a way as to enable the Group
to report positively about the agreement of the Government of Chile on this
matter to the next Gener"l Assembly, and. that the results or interim results of
the nctivities ofthe proposed. inquiry commission would. be known in time for the
Group to inform the Commission on Human Rights at its next session.

Aocept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consid.eration.

(Si@ed.) Mr. Ghulam AIi Allana
Chairman

Ad Hoc Working Group on Chile
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LETTER DATED 20 SEPTEMBER 1978 FROM THE PERMII.NENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF CHILE TO TEE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE CIDl.IRMItN OF TEE

AD HOC WORKING GROUP

At the meeting of 7 September with the Ail. Hoc Working Group of which you are
Chairman, I ind.icated. the wish of the Chilean Government to discuss with the
Working Group the suggestions in its letter dated. 8 August 1978 as to how to d.eal
with the problem of persons alleged. to have gone missing.

In this connexion, I wish to inform you that both the d.iscussions with the
Group itself and. those with Mr. Benites and. Mr. Ermacora, who were entrusted by
the Group with the task of analysing the subject with us in greater d.etail, hold
out prospects of an agreement being reached. on the basis of the spirit of
co-operation which has prevailed at our meetings and. of respect for the
principle of non-discriminatory application of United Nations standard.s.

The Government has the subject und.er review and hopes to continue to discuss
it with the Group during its next session.

I should. like you to inform the Group and., through it, the General Assembly
that the Government is continuing to make every effort to clear up the outstanding
cases, in particular the cases which have been submitted by the authorities of
the Catholic Church through the various bishops and. which number 269 at the
present date.

I am send.ing you as an annex to this letter the results of the investigations
which clear up the cases of Juan Ignacio Aravena Hernandez, Juan Zenon Chacon Leal,
Luis Gonzalez Manriquez and Rafael Olmo calvo, the first two appearing in the moat
recent lists pUblished by the Vicaria d.e la Solid.aridad. and. the other two includ.ed
in the list presented. to the Government of Chile by the International Red Cross.
All this information came to hand. after the Group's visit.

Accept, Sir, etc.

(Sipned) Sergio DIEZ
Ambassad.or

Permanent Representative
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Annex LVII

DECREE-LAW No. 81 OF 11 OCTOBER 1973

tlinistry of National Defence

Office of the Under-Secretary for War

For reasons of State security. establishment of penalties for persons who
disobey the public summons from the Government

Decree-Law No. 81. Santiago. 11 October 1973

Bearing in mind the provisions of Decree-Laws Nos. 1 and 5 of
11 September 1973, and

Considering:

1. The necessity, for reasons of State security, that persons summoned by
the authorities should obey that summons;

2. The desirability of establishing criminal penalties for failure to obey
such a summons, in accordance with the interests of State security;

3. The need to take measures to ensure the security of the State, internal
order and the normality of national activities in keeping 'Iith the situation
prevailing in the country, as evidenced by the facts which have come to light;

The Government Junta hes agreed upon, end hereby enacts, the foll~ling

Decree-Law:

Article 1. Anyone who disobeys e public summons from the Government, made
for reaSons of Stete security, to appeer before the authorities shall be liable to
the penelty of medium-term imprisonment in the maximum degree or to thet of
long-term exile in the intermediete degree.

Without prejudice to criminal responsibility, the authorities shall take
administrative action, the commission of the offence having first been established,
to cencel the offender's passport, if he is abroad.

Notice of the summons shall be given by means of its publication in the
Diario Oficial, on which date it shall be presumed to be legelly known, and
commission of the offence shall be deemed to have been established five days after
such publication, if the person summoned is in the national territory, and 40 days
efter such pUblication, if he is abroad.

The offence shall be dealt with by the Military courts, which shall render
judgement in accordance with the provisions of the Code of llilitary Justice.

The fact that, by obeying the summons, the offender might lay himself open to
prosecution for other offences shall not confer exemption from, or reduction of,
the penalty.
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If the person summoned by the Government has committed offences, the fact of
complying with the summons shall be regsrded as a special extenuating circumstsnce
in respect of th.se offences; the Court shall be required to impose s penslty one
degree lower thsn that which would otherwise be applicable and may, depending on
the circumstances, reduce the penalty by two or three degrees.

In such a case, the Court may also impose, in lieu of the appropriate penalty
or penalties involving deprivation of liberty, s sentence of exile for a period
twice the length of the former penalty or penalties.

Article 2. In the Cases provided for in article 418 of the Code of Military
Justice, such as in a time or state of war, and when the higher interests of State
securi ty so require, the Government may order the expulsion or banishment from the
country of particular individuals, whether aliens or nationsls, by means of a
decree stating the res sons for its action and signed by the }linister of the
Interior and the Minister of Nstional Defence. Persons who are the subject of
expulsion or banishment measures shall be free to choose their place of
destination.

Article 3. Those who left the oountry to seek ssylum, those who absndoned
the count:ry without complying with the procedure laid. down or who ~,ere expelled
or forced to leave the country or were sentenced to exile, msy not re-enter the
country \./i thout the authorizstion of the Minister of the Interior; such
authorization must be sought through the sppropriate consulate.

The Minister of the Interior, basing himself on considerstions of Stste
security, may decline to grant the authorization applied for.

Article 4. Anyone who clandestinely enters the country or in sny way fsUs
to comply with the procedures governing such entry shall be liable to a penalty
ranging from long-term imprisonment in the maximum degree to desth, prOVided. that
the circumstances or particulars sre such as to justify a presumption by the court
that his object in so doing ia to engage in activities directed against the
security of the state.

The aforementioned object shsll be presumed in the case of s person who has
left the country by means of ssylum, has left it vlithout complying with the
established rules, has been expelled from or obliged to leave the country, has
committed the offence referred to in article 1 or re-enters the country in
violation of a sentence of exile imposed. on him.

Article 5. Accomplices and individuals who harbour, conceal or assist the
escape of persons guilty of the offences envisaged in this Decree-Law shall be
liable to the appropriate penalty, incressed. qy one d.egree.

The offence shall be d.ealt with by the military courts, which shall rend.er
jUdgement in accordance with the provisions of the Code of }lilitary Justice.

To be registered at the Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic,
pUblished in the Diario Oficial, and inserted in the Official Bulletill8 of the
Army, the Navy and the Air Force and in the Compilation of Laws and Decrees of the
Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic. - AUGUSTO PINOCHET UGARTE,
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Army General, President of the Government Junta. JOSE T. MERINO CASTRO, Admiral,
Commander-in-Chief of the Navy. GUSTAVO LEIGH GUZMAN, Air Force General,
Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force. CESAR MENDOZA DURAN, General, Director
General of the Carabineros. Patricio Carvajal Prado, Vice-Admiral, Minister of
National Defence. Oscar Bonilla Bradanovic, Division General, Minister of the
Interior. Gonzalo Prieto Gandara, Minister of Justice.
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ARTICLE 6 OF THE 1925 POLITICAL CONSTITUTION
OF THE REPUELIC OF CHILE

Artiole 6. Chilean nationality shall be lost:

1. By naturalization in a foreign country, except in the case of Chileans
covered by paragraphs 1 and 2 of the preceding article, who have aC'luired Spanish
nationality without renouncing their Chilean nationality;

2. By cancellation of naturalization papers, a measure against which an appeal may
be addressed within a period of ten days to the Supreme Court, which shall sit as
a panel to hear the case. If an appeal is lodged, the effects of the cancellation
of the naturalization papers shall be suspended;

Naturalization papers issued to persons holding offices to which they have been
elected by popular vote may not be cancelled; and

3. For providing assistance to the enemies of Chile or to their allies in time of
war.

Persons who have lost their Chilean nationality on any of the grounds set
forth in this article may not have it restored except by law.

The reason for loss of Chilean nationality referred to in paragraph 1 of this
article shall not apply in oases where, by virtue of legal or constitutional
provisions of other countries, Chileans residing in those countries are re'luired
to adopt the natinnality of the country in which they are residing as a condition
for their continued stay there.
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DECREE-MU No. 175 of 3 DECEMBER 1973

Ministry of the Interior

Amendment of article 6 of the Political Constitution of the State

Decree-Law No. 175. Santia~o. 3 December 1973

Consideri$:

Decree-Laws Nos. 1 and 128 of 1973, and bearing in mind the need to legislate
on the situation of nationals residing abroad who promote or perform acts which are
seriously prejudicial to the essential interests of the State, the Government Junta
has resolved to enact the following Decree-Law:

Article 1. A new paragraph 4, as follows, shall be inserted before the last
two paragraphs of article 6 of the Political Constitution of the State:

"4. For seriously damaging the essential interests of the State from
abroad in the exceptional situations provided for in article 72,
paragraph 17, of this Political Constitution".

Article 2. For the purposes of deprivation of nationality in accordance ,;ith
article 6, paragraph 4, of the Political Constitution of the State, a supreme decree
with a statement of grounds shall be required, following agreement by the Council of

_ Ministers which shall in any Case consider the written report of the Chilean
diplomatic or conSUlar authority concerned.

To be registered in the Office of the Comptroller-General of the Republic, to be
communicated and published in the Diario Oficial and to be inserted in the Official
Bulletins of the Army, Navy, Air Force and Carabineros of Chile, and in the
Official Digest of the said Office. - AUGUSTO PINOCHET UGARTE, General of the Army,
Commander-in-Chief of the Army. - Admiral JOSE T. MERINO CASTRO, Commander-in-Chief
of the Navy. - General GUSTAVO IEIGH GUZMAN, Commander-in-Chief of the Chilean
Air Force. - General CESAR MENDOZA DURAN, Director-General of the Carabineros.
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LIST,

PROVDlED TO THE GROUP BY THE GOVERNMENT OF CHIlE, OF PERSONS \,THOSE
APPLICATION TO ENTER THE COUNTRY HAS BEEN REFUSED

1. ABUJATUM PALMA, VICTOR
2. ACEVEDO ACEVEDO, VIOlETA
3. AlEGRIA HERRERA, LUIS HERNAN
4. ALlENDE GOSSEN, LAURA
5. ALMEYDA MEDINA, CLODOMIRO
6. ALTAMIRANO CORNEJO, HENE ENRIQUE
7. ALVARADO GONZAlEZ, ELIANA
8. ALVARADO INOSTROZA, MONICA EMILIA
9. ALVAREZ GONZALEZ, LUIS LEONCIO

10. AGUIERRE BJlEZA, LUZ MARIA
n. ALVAREZ ROJAS, GRACIELA REGINA
12. ANDRJlJ)E VERA, CARLOS
13. ARANCIBIA GUTIERREZ, GR..4.CIELA
14. ARANCIBIA FINCHEIRA, ESMERALDO DEL CARMEN
15. ARANCIBIA VALENZUELA, SANDOR
16. ARANCIBIA VALENZUELA, SERGIO GALVARINO
17. ARJl_VENA VALENZUELA, ADRIANA
18. AHE]~LANO MATURANA, BORIS ARR!RO
19. AREVALO SAGREDO, .ANTONIO
20. ARIAS DIAZ, PILAR CECILIA
21. ARRATE MC NIVEN, JORGE FELIX
22. BALTRA MORE:NO, MIREYA
23. BP.NDERAS HERRERA, \ILADIMIR
24. BARRERIS CASTEX, FRANCO ANDRES
25. BARBERIS CASTEX, VICTOR
26. BARNES RIOS, HOGO ORLANDO
27. BARRALES LEAL, JOSE DARIO
28. BARRENECHEA GRUNHALD, ANA MARIA
29. BASTIAN VELASCO, MARIA YOLANDA
30. BASTDlAS GONZALEZ, JORGE
31. BECERRA MADRDl, HERNAN
32. BERM ROZAS, HOGO
33. BENITEZ GONZ.I\.lEZ, ALEJANDRA LIGIA
34. BERRU CARRION, MAX
35. BOBILLIER CAt1lJS, SERGIO ENRIQUE
36. BONSCEM UYSS, CARLOS
37. BRAVO IBARRA, DAVDl HOMBERTO
38. BRICENO BRICENO, BLANCA NIEVES
39. BRONTIS SCHLICK, BORIS NICOLAS
40. BUGUENO BARRAZA, HECTOR OSVALDO
41. BUGUENO CORIES, PEDRO
42. BULNES CALDERON, PILAR DEL CARMEN
43. BUSTAMANTE CAROCA, ZITA ELODIA
44. BUSTAMANTE GONZALEZ, RODEMIL RUBEN
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45. BUSTOS SORIANO, JUAN ERNESTO
46. CAB.ALLERO SANTA CROZ, MARTA ISABEL
47. CABEZAS RAMIREZ, VICTORIA
48. CACERES CASTRO, LEONARDO RENE
49. CAMlJS VARGAS, JOSE MIGGEL
50. CARDENAS AGlJIRRE, JAIME RAMON
51. CARRERA VILLAVlCENCIO, MARIA ELENA
52. CARVAJAL GALLARDO, VIRGILIO NOLBERTO
53. CASTEX DIAZ, VIOLETA ELIANA
54. CASTILLO VILCHES, JAIME RENE
55. CATALAN ARAVENA, IEONClO
56. CARVALLO MUZZIO, VICTOR HORACIO
57. CEBECEDA PARRA, VIOLETA ISABEL
58. CISTERNAS CISTERNAS, LUIS ALBERTO
59. CLEARY ZAMBON, JUAN PATRICIO
60. COLL PRAnO, GABRIEL
61. CONCRA GlJTIERBEZ, JUAN CABLOS
62. CONCRA MONARDES, RAUL JOSE LUIS
63. CONTBERAS TAPIA, VICTOR BENITO
64. CORONEL ARANEDA, ARCALUS
65. CORTINEZ TORBES, ELOY
66. COULON LARRANAGA, JORGE TEOFILO
67. cox MENDEZ, JORGE HILLS
68. CUADRO VALDES, ISABEL EIENA
69. COBI1LOS CARV1JJAL, PEDRO
70. CHAIGNEAU VALUES, RAIMUNDO
71. DAVED SUMAR, JORCE
72. DE LA PAZ DE LA PAZ, PEDRO RENE
73. DEL CAMPO LIRA, JAIME
74. DE LOS REYES HERRERA, SERGIO
75. DE PAULA PIRES, NIELSON
76. DE VER BERTI, ELSA CRISTINA
77. DIAZ CORVALAN, RODRIGO
78. DIAZ LETELIER, JULIO CESAR
79. DIAZ PEREZ, ALVARQ
80. DIEGGEZ BEBOLIEDO, JOSE
81. DONUSO SALINAS, ROBERTO
82. DUARTE CASTRO, ALBERTO MIGGEL
83. DURAN DE LA FUENTE, PEDRO
84. DURAN DURAN, JORCE
85. ELGGETA GUERIN, HUMBERTO
86. DURAN V]])AL, HORACIO
87. ESCRTIlAR LAGOS, ElSA LIDIA
88. ESPARZA CARV1JJAL, LUlS ERNESTO
89. ESPINOZA CERON, OSCAR
90. ESPINOZA IEON, RAUL ALONSO
91. ESTEVEZ VALENCIA, JAIME LUIS
92. FAZZIO RIGASSl, HUGO
93. FERN.AlIDEZ PALAU, JAIME
94. FLORES LEAL, SERGIO ROLANDO



95. FONSECA PEDRAZA, CLAUDIO LEONARDO
96. FUENTES BUST1lM.ANTE, HERNAN
97. FUENTES ELDAN, MONICA
98 • FUENZALIDA OYARCE, RODOLFO
99. GAJARDO AHUMADA, ERNO

100. GAJARDO WOLF, MONICA
101. GARCIA BERNALES, MARIA E.
102. GARFIAS BENITO, NILDA ERIKA
103. GODOY URRUTIA, CESAR
104. GOMEZ GOMEZ, CARLOS RU13EN
105. GONZALEZ VALIENTE, ELBA
106. GRAF ACUNA, PATRICIA MERCEDES
107. GlJASTAVINO, LUIS
108. GlJERRERO SEPULVEDA, CARLOS RAMIRO
109. GUILLEN CABREJOS, RAMON ENRI~UE

110. GlJINART MORAL, FRANCISCO
Ill. GlJTIERREZ GUTIERREZ, NIVIO HECTOR
112. GlJZMAN SANDOVAL, JUAN CAMILO
ll3. HENNINGS CEPEDA, ERIXA
ll4. EERNANDEZ RAMIREZ, VALENTIN
U5. HERNANDEZ VIDAL, MANUEL
116. EERRERA EERRERA, FIDELIA
U 7. HOCES SALAS, SANDRA DEL CARMEN
118. INOSTROZA BEJAEES, JORGE
119. INZUNZA BECKER, SERGIO EERNAN
120. INZUNZA BARRIOS, SERGIO
121, JANA JIRON, EFRAIN MIGUEL
122. JANA MARCOLETA, MANUEL
123. JAM ZAMBRANO, JOSE ROSALINO
124. JEREZ BURGOS, ELIANA DEL CARMEN
125. JORQUERA PASTEN, ELIAS ARMANDO
126. KIESSLIN DAVINDSON, LUCETTE VIVIANNE MARCELLE
127. KORTESCHINER KLEMMAN, EVELYN RUTH
128. LA,INER STEIMANN, MIGUEL
129. LAZO SALINAS, JAIME MARIO
130. LAZO VARGAS, SERGIO ROSENDO AVELINO
131. LEAL L.AJ3RIN, JOSE ANTONIO
132. LEIVA MERCADO, PABLO GUILLERMO
133. LETELIER BUZETA, OSCAR
134. LEYTON SANCHEZ, ENRI~UE

135. LIENLAF GOMEZ, SILVIA DEL c.
136. LIRA MOSCOSO, CARLOS MARIO
137. LOPEZ FUENTES, CABLOS
138. LOPEZ MERANDA, MARIA VERONICA
139. LOIEZ PAPAGALLO, ROSA DANIZA DEL PILAR
140. LORCA PENA, ALT.l\MIRA
141. MANCILLA CACERES, OSCAR
142. MANZANO ISLA, RAUL TOMAS ADOLFO
143. MARTICORENA GELVEZ, MIRI.l\M ANGELICA
144. MARIN MILLIE, GLADYS
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145. MARTlNEZ JllALDONARDO, JOSE J ACINTO
146. MAULEN A., JllARIA ANGELICA D.
147. JIIJ1.ULEN CASTILLO, JllANUEL
148. JllEDRANO UNALA, GUSTAVO RAIMUlIDO
149. llJELLADO DIEZ, HECTOR
150. JllELL.AJiE CAJIIPOS, RAFAEL ENRIQUE
151. JllEZA GUTIERREZ, HERNAN
152. MICHELI SAAVEDRA, HUJllBERTO
153 • MOllTES LARRAIN, ARTURO
154. MORALES ZAMBRANO, JUAN DE LA CRUZ
155. JllUNOZ DE LA PAZ, ARISJllANDO BERNARDO
156. JllUNOZ OHELLANA, LUIS
157. JllUNOZ VERGARA, AGOSTIN
158. NJ\HUEL JELDES, NELSON PIERRI
159. NILO FARIAS, CARLos
160. NISTAL NISTAL, OFELIA
161. NOVOA MONHEAL, EDUARDO
162. OLIVAHES CAJIIUS, SERGIO
163. OLIVARES OLIVARES, RICARDO
164. ORTEGA PARRAGOEZ, JllARIA ISABEL
165. OSSA LAGARRIGOE, LUZ JllARIA
166. OSTORNOL FERNANDEZ, MANUEL
167. OYARZO AGOILAR, RUBEN ENRIQUE
168. PALMA FOURCADE, ANIBAL
169. PARRAU TEJOS, SERGIO EDGARDO
170. PAVEZ PHILLIPS, GUILLERMO FELIP.E
171. PENA10ZA ROJAS, JUANA DEL CARMEN
172. PERALTA PIZ.ARRO, ELIA
173. PEREIRA ITURRIAGA, HUMBERTO
174. illHEZ SANTIBANEZ, RAMON
175. PHILLIPS ARAYA, RUSSELA
176. PINTO SALAZAR, CESAR ENRIQUE
177 • POBLETE JllARTruEZ, MARITZA ANABETH
178. PUELLER BRAVO, JOSE HUGO
179. QUINTAN11. MIRANDA, IVAN ELISE11.
180. QUINTEROS GONZALEZ, EMILIO ASCENCIO
181. QUIROG11. ARAVENA, MARIA SOLEDAD
182. RAVANAL DEP11.SSIER, SERGIO EDUARDO
183. REBOLIEDO GONZALEZ, MIGOEL ANGEL
184. REBOLLEDO VERA, \.fILLIAMS
185. REYES NORIEG11., MARIA NELLY
186. REYES USCHINSICY, JllARIA CARLA
187. RIVERA GELIlRES, JllARIA TERES11.
188 • RIVEROS IEPPE, ANA JllARGARITA
189. ROOM TRIGO, FERNANDO
190. RODRIGOEZ ARENAS, ANICETO
191. ROJIIANO 1ORC11., P11.TRICIO
192. ROJIIERO MAYER, ELISABETH
193. WIZ FERNANDEZ, GONZALO
194. SALIN11.S 11.LVAHEZ, G1ORI11.
195. SALINAS 11.LVAREZ, HORACIO
196. SAJIIANIEGO JllESIAS, SEVERO 11.UGOSTO
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197. SAN MARTIN ESPINOZA, JOSE ADOLFO
198. SCHNAKE SILVA ERICK A.
199. SEPULVEDA IBANEZ, LENIN GOILLERMO
200. SEPULVEDA TORO, ANIBAL ANGEL BENITO
201, SEPULVEDA VARGAS, LUIS ALBERTO
202. SEVES SEPULVEDA, JOSE LUIS
203. SILVA AGOILERA, MARIA ANGELICA
204. SILVA DIAZ, JUAN FRANCISCO
205. SILVA FUENTES, MARIA ELENA
206. SILVA RIFFO, CARLOS ALEJANDRO
207. SOLAR SILVA, MIGOEL ANGEL
208. SOLER RIOSECO, HORACIO
209. SOTA AGOAYO, MARIA ELENA
210. SOTO BOLTEL1O, ERWIN
211. SQUADRITO MOGGIA, RAUL
212. STHANDIER-SOTO, OLGA ELENA
213. SUAREZ BASTIDAS, JAIME
214. TAPIA CADIZ, MARTHA ALEJANDRINA
215. TEJEDA GALLEGOS, SERGIO E. MANOUEL
216. TEPLIZKY LIJAVETZKY, BENJJl.MIN
217. TIZNADO ROSAS, VICTOR JAVIER
218. TORRES CARTES, DANIEL
219. TORRES GAHONA, GlJILLERMO
220. TORRES GONZALEZ, SERGIO

11
222. TRUJILLO CUITINQ, A1'lTONIO SEGUNDO
223. UNAMUNO RUDCKOLDT, VLADIMIR MAURICIO
224. BADELL AMION, JUAN ALVARO
225. VALDES BASTIDAS, CARLOS ENRlQUE
226. VALDIVIESO ABRAHAM, GOILLERMO TELMAN
227. VALENTE ROSSI, LUIS
228. VALENZUELA ESPINOZA, LEANDRO IVAN
229. VALENZUELA VUILLE, JUAN CARLOS
230. VARGAS GONZALEZ, SEGU1IDO EFRAIN
231, VASQUEZ GOMEZ, MARIA ANGELICA
232. VASQUEZ MEZA, LUIS ALBERTO
233. VASSALLO ROJAS, CARLOS
234. VELASCO MARTNER, EUGENIA
235. VELASCO VILLAFANA, ELENCA
236. VELASQUEZ ROJAS, JUAN DE DIOS
237. VEGA MORALES, PEDRO MARCIAL
238. VICENCIO GlJZMAN, PAULINA ANA
239. VILLANOEVA ORMENO, SILVIA
240. VOGOEL 1OPEZ, PATRICIO
241, \'iEISNER HOROWITZ, GERARDO
242. ZALAQUET DAHER, JOSE FERNANDO
243. ZAMUDIO RAMIREZ, ALFREDO

]j No. 221 - FRIAS OJEDA, RENE, is missing in the original list.
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244. ZAVALA SAN MARTIN, XIMENA J\DRIANA
245. ZEFEDA VABAS, LINCOYAN EDUARDO
246. ZORRILLA ROJAS, AMELICO

SANTIAGO, 9 August 1978

Certified true copy

ENRIQUE ROSSI MEJIAS
Captain of Carabineros

Secretary
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Annex LXI

r,1EI10RANDUM ENTITLED "FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION" SUJ3MITTED BY THE
GOVERNJI'IENT OF CHILE ON 31 AUGUST 1978

This part of the questionnaire, under the heading "Freedom of Expression",
contains a number of "queries in connexion with Bando 107".

It should be pointed out first that, of the six questions, only one - no. 4 
relates specifically to !lando 107. The other five questions are indeed related to
freedom of expression, but not to !lando 107.

This point having been clarified the answers to the questions are as follows;

1. "Closing down of La Segunda. Legal grounds and factual background."

REPLY

The newspaper La Segunda of Santiago was not closed down or banned. Its
circulation was _suspende_o, for two issues on the ground that it had published an
interview which violated explicit., legal provisions and, what is worse, had omitted a
portion of that interview which mitigat€d the views published in the issue which gave
rise to the measure.

The measure in question was applied by the Commander-in-Chief of the
Emergency Zone, by virtue of the powers ve sted in him under article 34 of
Act No. 12,927 of 1958. The persons concerned lodged a complaint with the law courts
under the same Act No. 12,927; and the claim was disallowed in the first and second
instances. At present an appeal is awaiting a hearing in the Supreme Court, so that
until the latter hands down its decision, the matter is not ended.

2. "Publications that have been closed or the distribution of which has been
prohibited and those that have not been authorized since the beginning of this year.
Legal basis, factual background."

In the first place it should be made clear that, apart from ;La Segunda which has
been discussed in the previous paragraph, and whose circulation was merely §uspended,
no publication has been ~)osed down.

The Commander-in-Chief of the Emergency Zone, by virtue of the powers vested in
him under the above-mentioned article 34 of Act No. 12,927, issued ]lando 107 in 1977
for the purpose of preventing the moral corruption of young people, the advocacy of
violence and the propagation of anti-social doctrines.

Powers under this Bando have been used on a limited number of occasions, for the
purpose of Withholding permission to distribute books or magazines whose titles alone
indicate that their contents are contrary to its provisions. By way of illustration
the titles of these books and magazines are given below. '
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Books of a pornographic nature or of a clearly immoral content~

"The Bu.enos Aire s Affair" ~

"The Kiss of the Spider 'foman",

liThe Painted Bird ll
,

1l0bsession for a Woman" 1

"A Lesson in Happiness",

"Hot Siesta'l,

"The Wings of D9sire",

f1Whi tc SI aye s" ,

"Unbridled Passion",

"A Gentle IJark-Haired Venus",

"The Last Han",

"The Hi tes Report" (study on feDale sexuality) ,

I1Sexual Perversion and Sexual Imprisonment!',

Books propagating anti-social doctrines:

"Carlos , Portrait of 0. terrorist",

IlMarx is dead" j

"What, how, when and why" (4 volumes),

Mannel Puie;

"
J er'Z'Y Kosinsky

CarIos de S8ntander

"
"
"

Henry D'Uray

"
"
"

Shere Hi tes

B. Karpman

Colin Smith

"
Molino Publishing House

3. "Does the Government, in particular through the Director of Social COll'Juunications,
give suggestions, instructions or recommendations O~ make its views known to the
mass media in Chile relating to the way in which certain news stories should be
treated?"

REPLY

The functions and powers of the National Directorate of Social CommunicatioIls
(DINACOS) and its Director are set-forth in Supreme Decree No. 11 of 1976
establishing the General Secretariat of the Government; they do not include the
power to impart instructions, rules, recommendations or suggestions to the
communication media. Consequently, the Director of DINACOS has not imparted any
such suggestions, instructions or recommendations.

4.
been

REPLY

"It was 2I1TlOunced that a study on Bando 107 was being undertaken.
done and,if so, with what results?"-.--

Has this

At the request of various communications nedia, a study of Bando 107 is in
fact being carried out, with a view to its possible abrogation and replacoment by
regulations appropriate to the present situation. At the present time the
observations presented by the Chilean Book Chamber exe being considored; this is an
organization of booksellers and distributors wbich has stated that it is anxious not
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to serve as a vehicle for promoting 'md marketing pornography. Since this apprw,ch,
if accepted, would necessarily call for the enactment of rules ef a legal nature
and not merely temporary regulations such as those contained in a :SEEio, it is
necessary to study carefully the system to be applied. This explains the deLW in
adopting a final solution.

5. "Specific grounds for the arrest of journalists while carrying out their
professional duties, case of 1 i'lay 1978, including ;larianela Ventura".

REPLY

There is no record of journalists being arrested while carrying out their dutics.
On 1 Hay 1978, a number of persons were arrested fer disturbing the peace and
disobeying the orders of the carabineros - conduct constituting a simple
misdeme'mour - which, under legislation in force since 1941, comes under thG
jurisdiction of the local police magistrates (persons somewhat akin to justices of
the peace).

The persons arrested were taken te the appropriate ~arabinero~ stations. As
soon as their addresses had beGn verified, a procedure re~uired by the law, they
were released and told to appear the following day before the local police
magistrates. Thus no one was arrested for exercising any profession but for
disturbing the peace and disobeying orders of the carabineros which were intonded to
restore the erder that had been disrupted by the action of the aforesaid persons.

6. "The Group has been informed that the re~uest of Radio Ceoperativa's nine
stations for a renewal of their permit to operate was published in the P.j,§rio ..9ficia..l.'
On what grounds was this re~uest refused'?"

ImPLY

1. State of broadcasting in Chile in 197~

When the present Under-Secretary for Telecommunications took office as
Government represGntative in the formGr Telecemrilunications Division of the
Superintendency of blectrical Servic~3, Gas and Telecommunications which, in
accordance with the provisions of article 3 of the relevant DGcree-Law was
transferred to the I,linistry of Defence, he gave detailed information to the
Government concerning the abnormal situation which existed in the country's
telecommunications sector. In particular, he drew Eettention to thc urgent need to
normalize the broadcasting situation, since 105 stations out of a totEel of 200
appeared to be violating in various ways the t8chnical 8nd legal provisions of the
Electrical Servic8s Law. The commonest irregularities were, briefly, as follows'

Transfer of licences without the prior authorization of the President of the
Republic, contrary to the provisions of article 72 and 79 of Legislative Doeroe
No. 4 of 1959;

TinR-expired licences that hEed not been renewed in accordance with provisions of
article 80 of Legislative Decree No. 4 of 1959;

Technical operating conditions, unsatisfactory, both from the strictly technical
viewpoint and as regards sEefety of st8Sf and property;
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Stations whose staff had not obtained the professional licences required by
law?

Delay in paying taxes to the exchequer, in accordance with the special
regulations.

On the basis of the power vested in him by the laws mentioned above and by the
regulGtions in force for some time, the Under-Secretary, ~cting originally as
Government representative and now in his capacity of Under-Secretary for
Teleconmunications, a department established on the basis of the forr,er
Telecommunications Division, began the work of legal and technical normalization
throughout the telecommunications sector rund particularly in broadcasting. This
complex and detailed te-sk takes a gwat deal of time and it is still being
completed.

In order te restere nomal conditions, it was and is necessary to implement
the various provisions of the Elect1;ical Services Law and its regulations and also
Decree-Law No. 1762 of 1977. On t~ basis of this legislation, a request W8,S made
that the broadcasting licences held by the Gl:lj.lean Gomnunications Company S.A.
(Radio Co-operativa Vitalieia) should be canoelled on the grounds that their period
of validity had long since expired. It should be pointed out that operation with a
time-expired licence was not the only irregularity of which this licence holder was
guilty; the company was also using defective technical equipment and had illegally
transfer:r;ed the Valdivia broadcasting station, not to mention i=egularities in the
conditions of employraent of its staff.

The stations of Radio Co-operativa ¥'italicia had been broadcasting with
time-expired licences for the periods indicated below, which will show that the
normalization measure adopted by the Supreue Government was well-justified.

Antofagasta (long wave) licence decree No. 1573 issued on 31.3.36, expired
31.3.66 (11 years).

Antofagasta (short wave) licence decree No. 754 issued on 5.2.43, expired
5.2.73 (four yenrs).

Santiago (short wave) licence decree No. 1988, issued on 30.5.38, expired
30.5.68 (ninc~years).

Concepci6n (long wave) licence decree No. 2254 issued on 2.6.33, expired
2.6.63 (14 years).

Valdivia (lon~ wave) licence decree No. 5523 issued on 31.12.36, expired
31.12.66 (11 years).

Puerto ?Iontt (long wave) licence decree No. 4674 issued on 23.11.38, expired
23.11.68 (nine years).

Punta Arenas (long wave) licence decree No. 3135 issued on 29.6.40, expired
29.6.70 (seven years).
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2. Applicable legislation

The legislation governing telecomnlunications in Chile is lexgely contained in
the Electrical Services Law. The text of this Law was approved by Logislative
Decree No. 4 of 1959, and its amended text was established by Supremo Decreo of the
tlinistry ef the Interior No. 2,060 of 13 November 1962 and its supplomentary
regulations. The Office of the Under-Secretary for 'Telecommunications has been and
still is obliged to act in conformity with this legislation; and it is clear from
the date of the texts cited that the present Government did not enact them itself
wi th a view to taking advantage of them. The Government authorities have merely
complied with the provisions of the law in the work which they are required to
perform.

The Electrical Services Law which had to be complied with and implemented
does not make provision fer the prolongation of broadcasting licences, so that
licences wl1use validity had expired had to be cancelled fer that reason in order to
maintain an orderly legal situation and to enable other citizens te r,lake use of the
radio wavo band which, according to the law, is public property to be administered
by the President of the Republic through the Office of the Under-Secretmy.
Article 55 of the Law states that: "The period of validity of tho licence shall be
specified in the decree whereby the licence is granted, and it sho.ll not be
prolonged". Previous administrations did not give effect to this provision, and
responsibility for complying with it therofore fell to the present Government.

Article 80 of the above-mentioned Law also establishes 0. preferential right
for former licence-holders provided that its provisions arc duly complied with.
These state that;

""lhen the period of the licence has expired, a new licence may bo granted in
conformity with the provisions of ti,e present Lo.w for successive periods of
30 years on conditions to be established prior to the four years proeeding the final
year of the licence or of "ach one of the subsequent periods, as the case may be".

In the light of the infornation available to the Office of tho Under-Secretary,
which indicated that the licences had expired and that the Chilean Communico.tions
Company S.A. had not complied with the provisions of article 80, as quoted 2bove,
there was no alternative but to request the Government to declare that the licences
in the situation described were cancelled. This was done in 0. number of supreme
decrees ..

These supreme decrees were forwarded, in conformity with the law, to the
Office of the Comptroller..,.G~neral of the Republic, an autonomous agency of a
constitutional nature, completely independent of the Executive Power, for the
"registering" procedure which consists of cheCking their legality. This agency
processed the decrees without raising objections of any kind; and this vouches for
the legality of the meo.sure adopted.

The former licence holder has alleged tho.t it submitted applications for
licences for its stations at Concepcion on 1 July 1964, at Antofagasta on
15 February 1967, at ?unto. Arenas on 2 February 1970, at Puerto flontt on
1 November 1970 and at Santiago (short wave) on 15 October 1970, o.nd that these
applications were published in the Diario Oficia~ and the journals of the respective
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provincus. In addition, it has stated that in respect of the applications
relating to Conccpcion, Antof~_Gast2, and Punta 1'..rcnas, official cOlTh-:::Lunications were
sont by the Superintendency of Electrical Services (SEGTEL) (the competent
authority at the tine), requesting the issuance of decrees granting the licences
concGrned.

In reply to these stateIJents, it was pointed out 8,t the tine that in fact the
COliVQU11ications aontioDed by the company arc not to be found in the crchives of the
Office of the Under-Secretary DXld were not in tho former Telecommunications
Division of SEGTI:L when the latter was taken over by the Under-Secretary in his
cap~city as GovQrnment reprcsentativc. It would therefore bc unjust to impute
responsibility for the situation to the present-day authorities. Furthermore, the
administration CDn not accept as proved or certify the existence of facts or
docwncnts that are not in its possession Qlld of which the only evidence is provided
by the ~t2teIJents of the company concerned.

The authorities do not know why the previous administrations of ih. Prei e-nd
,~. Allende diJ not deal at the appropriate time with the relevant applications
which, the eonpe-ny asserts, were submitted between 1964 and 1970.

All thc.t the Ofrice of the Under-Secretary can confirm - because it has the
relevcnt docUQents in its posscssion - is thnt applicntions were submitted for the
follmring broade2.sting stations en the dates indicated; Santiago (short wave)
24 Lece:rrbor 1977; Concepci6n (long wave) 13 Janu2JC'y 1976; Puerto llontt
(long wave) 29 December 1975 and Punta hrenas (leng wave) 19 Decenber 1975. These
applications were accepted for processing in cenformity with the relevant legal
provisions and in 2.coerdance >rith the principle tho.t any citizen in the country is
entitled te apply for a licence, subject to the preferenti2.1 right recognized in
article 80 or Legislative Decree No. 4 ef 1959. No applications were submitted in
respoct of the br?adc~s:in7 staticns at Antofagasta ~long wav:) , ~ntof~gasta
(short wave) and Valdivla \long wave), the last-ment10ned hav1ng been lllegally
transferred ?S mentionell ec..rlier. It is striking that even theugil applications
were never submitted fOT licences for the abovc~mentioned stations, they arc now
being mcntioned in support of the comp~~ls case - which proves that a political
oonplexion is being given to a purely legal matter.

,n,on tho applieations mentioned above were accepted for processing, the
e-pplieant company we-s advised that the mere application did not constitute a
presuf'lption that the licence would be granted; and it was also told that th"
Office ef th~ Under-Secretary w~s legally required to inform the Supreme Government
of all aspects of the company's recorcl ill the mattor, so that they could be taken
into consideration when thc Government reached its decision. Thus the higher
authorities wcre informed that the formor licence holder h2,d not complied with the
provisions of article 80 of the aforementioned Legislative Decree No. 4 and that its
ap~lications had not boon subnitted within the timo specified in t~e rules
applicable to the matter. They Were also informod of the unsatisfact01Jr state of
the technical eguipnent and other material used by the stations - eqUipment which had
already been in service fer over 20 years and which, with a new 3D-year licence,
~ould be used for over 50 years, a situation that would be technically unaeceptable
In any country which aspired to have broadcasting services of at le8.st average
lJ.ucJ.i ty. It was also pointed out that the fermer licence holder's record included
the illegal transfer of the licenoe of Radio Valdivia, which was being operated,
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managed etc. by a company called Sociedad Radi~difusor" CooperatiJTa .. de·..Valdivia
Limitada (Valdivia Co-operative Broadcasting Comp2ny Limited), a legal entity
separate and distinct from the company holding the licence. This transfer was
evident from various official documents s8nt by the management of this broadcasting
station to the Office of the Under-Secretary.

For the foregoing reasons, the Supr8me Government, by virtue of the powers
vested in it by law and on the basis of the record and accOLlpanying reports,
decided that it would not be appropriate to grant new licenc~s to the Chilean
Corroounications Company S.A. It filly also bo stated that the former licence holder
was not complying with labour legislation in respect of its omployees who went to
the Office of the Under-Secretary for Telecommunications to report the rk~tter.

They were advised that they should apply to the courts to claim their rights, which
they did, as is clear from the records of the labour courts in the various
districts where the broadcasting stutions are locatcd.

3. 'p_~osent pasition of the broadcasting stations whoso licences wore cancelled

Of the broadcasting stations whose licences were cancelled in accerdance with
the provisions of the Electrical Services Law, three - Radio Polar at Punta ~renas,

Radio Cooperativa at Puerto !Iontt and at Concepci6n are now being operated by the?
staff who, at the Government's suggestion, have concludeo. contrc,cts for the
purchase of equipment from the formllr licence holder amI heve acquired legal
personality in order to apply for licences. These applications aro now being
processed.

In order to regularize its illegal position, the Sociedad lCo.diod:j.:('lls:ora
Cooperativa de Valdivia Limitada (the Valdivia Co-operative Broadcasting Company
Limited) has also submitted en application which is likewise being procedscd.

No application has been made in respect of the other broadcasting stations.

4. ~egal recourse by the former licence hO_lder

Finally, proof ef the legi time.cy of the methods adopted is providccl by the
fact that the fOrDler licence-holder did not apply to the ordinary law oourts for
enforcement of its rights on the basis inter alia of the provisions of
Consti tutional Aot No. 3 of 1976 which establishes a speciccl foro of recourse
described as lithe recourse for protcction\;.

To SULl up, if the measure adopted by the authcrities had been illegal or
unjust, the Supreme Decrees giving effect to it would not have been approvod by the
Office of the Comptroller-General of tho Republic, as stated carlier; and thore
would also have bean GTounds for the former licence-holder to plead the legality of
thG measurG before the ordinary eourts - organs which are independent of the
Lxecutive Power - in an ordinary law suit or through the special form of reeourse
alreRdy mentionod. .
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5. Conclusions

It follows frofl what has been stated that in this country there is absolutely
no Qiscri~nation or violation of the right of citizens to apply for
tcleCoL~lunic~tions licences in general 2~d radio bro~dcasting licences in
pprticular, providing that they neet the legal requirements and qualificc.tions
cst8~lished by law. Applications are gr~ted as far as it is physically possible;
it would be impossible to grant a licence in a given eity if the ra(lio frequencies
arc used up ..

It is also clear that the ucasures adopted by the Supreme Government te restore
telecor-ununications to norr.w.l havo oonformed strictly to the legislation in force,
which dates from 1959 and is not the work of this Administration. Their lawful
character is proved, ~nter alia, by the fact that if they had been illegal or
unjust, the former licence helder would undoubtedly have 8.ppealed to the ordinary
courts fer a declaration to that effect and for the situation to be remedied.
Howevor, nothing of the kind occurred, so that it is reasonable to suppose that
thc cOflplaint was made to thc United Nations Conmission on Human Rights for
pelitical motives.

Proof of the above is to be found in the large number of private
telecommunications and radio broadcasting licences which have been granted in
reeent tiu0s. Hmt is Dore, Supreme Deeree No. 59 on Transport and Tclccoffiaunice.tions
published recently ihthe ))iario OfiGial (3 August 1978), increased thc number of
FH stations throughout the country in order to give all citizens access to this
soci21 mediUlll of communication, ovon in the soallcst villages in the country.
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STATISTICS ON ENROLMENT IN EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS IN CHILE, 1973-1977

A. Enrolment of children and adults by educational level

(Thousands of stUdents)

1973 19','5 1976 1977

Pre-primary 89.5 109.6 124.7 133.8 150.2 j

Ministry of Education: (79.4) (93.4) : (93.0) (100.\) ); (110.4 )1
I

(16.2) . (33.0); (39.8)iJNJI I (10.1 ) (31. 7)
• iSpecial 8.5 I 13.7 15.4 17.0 23.1,
j I

Primary • 2,372.6 12,403.3 2,389.3 .2,353·4 : 2,348.1 I
• rSecondary 506.6 532.2 535.4 557 ·9 586.3,

(370.2)'Sciences and Arts (406.5): (346.8) , (344.9) (384.1)
I

Vocational and
Professional (100.1): (185.4) , (190.5) (187.7) (202.2)

Source: ODEPLIIN, Social report, second half of 1977, p. 53, based on figures
published by the Office of the Superintendent of Education and the National
Kindergarten Board (Junta Nacional de Jardines Infantiles - JNJI).

B. Enrolments in 1977 as oompared with 1973

, Enxolment
1977 'Educational level

Pre-primary

Special

Primary (children)

Secondary (children):

Sciences and arts; vocational and professional

, Adults (primary and secondary)

University (data for 1976)

Total enrolment

148,181

23.125

I 2,242, III

487,264

205,208

134,149

3,240,038

Difference
1977/1973

(+ 86.71'7')

(+ 173.77%)

(- 3.12'/0)

(+ 9.29%)

(+ 83.10'/0)

(- 7.9Cf'/o)

•r

Source: Raimundo Barros, "Crisis eduoacional superado? (Has the educational
crisis been overcome?)", Mensa.ie, No. 270, July 1978, based on figures published
by the Office of the Superintendent of Education.
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Annex LXIII

NOTE ENTITLED "REGULATIONS GOVEBNIKG THE CONTRACT OF Ei'1PLOYMENT film THE
PROTECTION OF ,IOIlKERS", TRANSMITTED FY THE GOVERNMENT WITH

ITS COJVl!VIONICATION OF 24 JULY 1978

Decr~e-Law No. 2,200 (Diario Oficial, 15 June 1978). Under-Secretariat for
Labour. The prbvisions of thio Decree-Law govern worker-employer relationships
in th.. private sector, and do not apply to: (a) workers in the employ of the
Government; (b) workers in the cmploy of the municipalities; (c) workers in
enterprises, concerns or institutions, whose staff is subject by law to a special
statute; and (d) workers engaged in activities subjoct to special laws.

Attention is drawn to the following aspects of this Decree-Law:

1. Its provisions supplement those of special laws governing the lQbour relations
of workers in the employ of the Government, municipalities, institutions or
concerns with spacial statutes, and autonomous or independent enterprises.

2. A single legal regime is established for all workers, irrespective of whether
they are manual or non-manual wcrkers.

3. The definition o:f an individual contract of employment incorporates the
element of subordination or depender-ce, which is considered in legal doctrine as
being of the essence of this kind of contract.

4. Express referenee is made to the consehsual nature of the individual contract,
for which no formalities are required.

5. The requirement. that the age and civil status o:f the parties must be stated
in the contract has been abolished.

6. It is ne longer necessary to amend the contract to take into account increasos
in remuneration deriVing from legal adjustments. The updated level of
remuneraticn must nevertheless be indicated at least once a year.

7. It is specified that a :fixed-term c·cmtraet may have a maximum duration of
two ye~rs. The requirement that a worker must be noti:fiec of the termination of
his contract upon the expiry of this period has been abolished.

8. When notice is given to workers with more than one year of service, such
workers are entitled tc compensation equivalent to ono month's pay, at the final
rate of remuneration, for each year (or :fraction then,of exceoding six nonths) of
service with the same empl"yer.

9. Compensation for years of service is established also for workers empowered to
represent their employers or helding a pesitiun of trust if they have previously
been in the service of the same employer although in p0sitions e:f a different
nature.

10. The compensaticm which may be due in the event o:f tCTIlination of a contract ef
employment is incompatible with any other compensation paye.ble in part or in i'ull
by the employer, with the exceptiun of conpensation paid by the social Recurity
institutions concerned.
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11. Rules are established for the adjustment of compensation.

12. Claims on the grounds of unjustified dismissal can be made only with the
object of obtaining payment of compensation, since the obligation to re-instate a
worker who is found to have been unjustifiably dismissed has been abolished.

13. With regard to contracts of employment for Iainors, guardians and Labour
Inspectors are now included among the persons who are entitled to give the
requisite authorization.

14. Capacity of minors to enter into a contract:

(a)

(b)

(c.)

Persons of 18 years of age or over are free to enter into a contract;

Minors more than 15 but less than IB years of age may enter into a
contract with the express permission of the father or mother or, in
default of them, of the paternal or maternal grandfather or, in default
of' them, of the guardian or, in default of all these, of the Labour
Inspector concerned.

Persons ever 14 but less than 15 years of age may enter into a contract
with the permission of the persons listed in (b) above, provided that
the.y have c~mplied wi th the requirements of school attendance and that
they perferm light werk that will not be prejudicial to their health and
development, and will not prevent them from attending school or
participating in educational and training programmes.

15. The period during which night work is forbidden for minors has been reduced to
the hours f'rom 10 p.m. tc 7 a.m., and further exceptions have been added.

16. Restrictions on enterprises with regard to the recruitment ef aliens have
been increased, and the requirement that 85 per cent of the workers must be
Chilean nationals is now considered as applying to the total work force of the
enterprise. Formerly, it was considered as applying to the non-manual workers
only.

17. The legdl bonuses for workers have been equalized and their amount increased
from 20 per cent to 30 per cent of the profits or surplus.

lB. Wi th the disappearance of the dis tinction between manual labour and non-manual
labour, and the replacement of' those terms by the term "worker", workers engaged
in manual labour may now also elect a staff representative; and

20. The regulations governing special contracts of employment now cover
apprenticeship contracts.

Lastly, it should be pointed out that the provisions of this Decree-Law
incorporate many concepts which are not to be found in Book I of the old Labour
Code, and which, for lack of sufficient time, it has not been possible to analyse
in detail. A much fuller and more detailed analysis of this Decree-Law has been
made by the Department of Labour and could be added as an annex to the
information given above.
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Annex LXIV

NOTE ENTITLED "LA:BOUR CODE. INFORMATIVE REVIEW" TRANSMITTED :BY
THE GOVERNMENT WITH ITS COMMUNICATION OF 24 JULY 1978

On 15 June 1978, Decree-Law No. 2,200 containing reeulations on the
enc:aeement and protection of workers, TIliltters which had formerly been governed by
Books I and 11 uf the Labour Code, was published in the Diario Oficial.

The guidelines followed by the legislator in preparing the nc", regulations
were essentially the following:

1. From the very beginning of its administration, the Supreme Government has
endeavoured, through the medium of various juridical instruments, to place the
treatment of labour riGhts on an equitable and unified basis.

Procf of this intention is to be found in the publication of regulations equalizing
the amount of the family allowance payable to workers. PreViously, the amount
of the family allowance differed depending on whether phYsical cr intellectual
effort predominated in the work of the persons concerned.

It is precisely this principle of equality that has been clearly established
in the Decree-Law under consideration, which finally abolishes the traditional
and invidious distinction between manual and non-manual workers. Accordingly,
there is now only one legal rev.me which establishes the rights and duties of all
workers in the country without any distinction whatsoever.

The effect of the application of this principle will be that the rights
which were formerly reserved for the non-mrillual groups will be enjoyed in full by
workers in what used to be termed the non-manual sector and vice versa.

The equality thus established has in no way limited the rights of the
different groups of workers but, on the contrary, has united all individual
ribChts with a view to their general application.

2. The rectification of situations that were patently unjust but had long been
tolerated was another of the funili~ental aims of the legislator in preparing the
legislation in questicn.

This is clearly demonstrated by the annulment and replacement of rules such
as the requirement that workers employed in enterprises which did not recognize
Sunday as a day of rest should have only one day off in every fortniB"ht actually
worked. As a result of this rule, which dated back to 1931, the workers in
question only had two days off a month.

This rule has been radically modified, and it has been established that
workers in the situation described above will in future have one day off for every
Sunday or public holiday actually worked.

Thirdly, it should be pointed out that the aim of the leGislator, in drafting
the new regulations now in force, was to rationalize them by omittinG a number of
provisions and precepts which had become obsolete with the passage of time, and
also to standardize requirements and conditions for exercisinG the rights in
question.
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Siwplification ef the labour rCScUations should help to promote a better use
ef the country's la\j~lur r8s8urces.

As a result ef the adaptatiun and modernization of labour reGulations, it
will nUT.., be possible tJ impcse severe sanctiuns on eL1Dlcyers who violato labour
13.wG, since the fines es tablishecc by the previous Act were so small that they had
lost the deterrent character which all sanctions should possess.

This review ,,,ill inJicato the main institutions Governed by the new
Decroe-Law ancl Ttfill draw' attentiun, as appropriato, to the differences betw8en
the new Decree-Law and the }reViOlis la~our rec~atiJns.

1. GENEI1AL REGULATIONS

Scope ef applicaticn. The pr)VlSlOns elf this Decree-Law rc[ulate worker
E:!r:lfll'~\~rE·r relations in the private s<.::ctor (article 1).

Thoy do net cc-ver workers in the empl,::,y ef nunicipali ties or of bodies
subject t r a special statute. Nevertheless, they are applied to such workers as
sUDpleDcntn~ rrovisians if problems or aspects ariso which arc not regulated by
tho spoci"l provisicns t" which thoy are subjoct.

Fundamental lo~l vrinciples.
(articlE> 2):

The f()llowinG basic principles may be noted

1.. ~l(;rk fu1:ils Cl s)cial function;

2. Work is a cluty feir each Ilerson;

3· Work is also a right. This riGht is further protected lJy the
constitutional GUarantee in article 1, nc. 20, of Constitutional
Act Nc. 3. 1976;

4. ]i3CriTIination in omp1uyment on erounds of raco, sex, coluur, reliGion
or a:r;y other fact):::: cxtranecus to the work itself is prohibi te,c. The
law may nevertheless specify the requirement of Chilean nationality in
the cases determined by it, in accordance with the constitutional
provision referred to above.

5. The richt t:J freo choice of empl,-wment must be safcc;uarded by the State,
as must the prctection of employment, in accordance with the
recu1a.tions Governing the matter.

6. LoJ)cur rients are irrenunciable (article 5).

Definiti'Jns. Individual contract of employment: contract whereby a w~rker

co:r:units himself t'J perform services for an oI:1ployGr ur an association of
emplcyors, in 0 subordinate or dopenicnt role, and in excTh~ce fer a specific
remurwra LiJIl (articl e 'r).

The D8cree-Law also estal)lishes that any perfonnance of services on the
conditions indicated above presupposes the Gxistcnce of a contract of employment
(article 8). This presumpti8n is an important sdvQnce in determining whether or
not a contract ef emplnynent exists (article 7 (a».
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Employer: an individual or body corporate who makes use of the intellectual
or physical services of one or more workers under the terms of a contract of
e"lployment.

Article 4 establishes a legal presumption that the manager, administrator,
master of a vessel and, in general, any person who habitually performs managerial
or administrative functions on behalf or representing an individual or body
corporate represents the employer and, in that capacity, accepts obligations to
the workers in his name.

From the definition of "contract of employment" and of "employer", and from
the abovementioned presU"lption, there emerges a greatly improved system oi' labour
reletions, since the status of the employ'er and of his representatives have becm
clearly defined; and this should settle the many uncertainties left unresolved by
the previous legislation.

Worker: any individual who performs services of an intellectual or physical
nature, in a dependent or subordinate role, un,ler the terms of a contract of
employment (article 7 Cb».

The designation of "worker" supersedes the former oategories of non-manual
and manual labour, which are retained (transitional artiole 1) only in two
specific contexts:

Trade union reGime and

Social security system.

The categories referred to above will be retained only temporarily, until
the pro"lulgation of statutes finally regulatinG these matters, which are now in
an advanced stage of study.

II. THE INDIVIDUAL CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

The individual contract of employment, as defined above, is governed by the
following rules established in the Decree-eaw:

1. Contractual clauses and requirements

All the rights which are established by law, and are therefore irrenunciable,
constitute the essential clauses of the contraot. Clarifioation has however been
given on one question that oonstantly arises in law, in that agreements whioh have
been freel~ entered into by the parties are recognized as open to amendment
(artiole 5).

Contractual requirements, and any changes therein, must be recorded in
writing (article 9).

Article 10 indicates, in terms similar to those established in the previous
leGislation, the requirements that must be included in the oontraot.

The same provision nevertheless states that the contract is consensual, and
that formalities are therefore required only for administrative purposes or for
purposes of proof.
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The richts of the parties in cases where a contract of employncnt is net
cDnclueleel in writing within 30 days of the enco.e-ement of the person conccrned
nre restated..

2. Classification

Inchvic1ual contracts may be elivided, basically, int" fixed-term and
indefini to c)ntmcts (article 13 (b».

A fixed-term contract may be concludod for a period not exceedinc two years.

This extends the period permitteJ. under the earlier lecislation, which was
not more than six months.

A contract is indefinite if, at the expiry of a eiven period, the worker
continues to perfo!.'C1 services with the knowledge of the employer.

3. Unilateral amendment of the contract

The employer may unilaterally change the nature of the services er the place
or premises in which they are to be perfomed (article 12).

However, the employer may exercise this power only on the following
conilitions :

(a)· That there is just cause for the chanc,"'8;

(b) That the new duties of the worker are similar to his former duties and
the new work place or premises are in the smae loculity or town;

( c) That no rnaterial or moral harm resul ts for the worker.

In. TERMINATION OF THE LABOUR CONTRIl.CT

This questiun is so important that it will be doalt with separately at the
end of the present review.

IV. CAPACITY TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT AND NATIONALITY OF WOllRERS

Title 11 of the Decree-Law under consideration relates to capacity to enter
into a contract and contains special reco.l~tions c0ncerninc the employment of
women and minors.

M"st of these reculations are desicned to ensure implementation of
international ~GTeements on the subject.

As specified in previous leGislation on the subject, full capacitf to enter
into a cuntract of employment is acquired at the ae-e of 18 (article 23). Minors
more than 15 but less than 18 years of aL~ require permission from their parents
cor from the l)ersons, institutions or authorities indicated in the article.

The new lecal instrument empowers the Juvenile Courts to stop minors workine;
if the kind of work involved is thought to be unsuitable for the person c('ncerned.
This possibility was not allowed for in the past.
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A further condition has been laid down for minors over 14 but under
15 years of age - namely, that they must have fulfilled the requirements of
school attendance.

A number of prohibitions existing in the former legislation have been
maintained for certain types of work that are dangerous or unsuitable for minors
or women.

Under Title Ill, 85 per cent of the persons working for one and the samo
employer must be Chilean nationals (article 30).

This provision, which is a repetition of earlier prov~s~ons, does not
discriminate against particular occupations or persons but ensures that the
staff of an employer will include a minimum number of Chilean nationals. The
persons regarded as such are not only native or naturalized Chileans but also
persons who have been resident in the country for a specific period or who have
close family ties with Chileans.

This provision does not apply to specialized technical personnel who are not
replaceable by nationals.

V. WORKING HOURS

The regulations in Title IV of the Decree-Law under consideration define
working hours as the time during which a worker is effectively providing his
services in accordance with the terms of his contract.

The Law also considers as working hours the time during which a worker is
at his employer's disposal but, for reasons beyond his control, is not working
(article 33).

Thus, within the limits indicated, the new law protects the
the risk arising from involuntary failure to perform services.
question of great importance for the contract of employment.

worker against
This is a

Article 34 fixes the normal hours of work at 48 hours per week, without
prejudice to the various exceptions that are dealt with in the following
articles. All these exceptions originated in earlier legislation and are now
applied without distinction to all workers in the situation in question.

Articles 41 et seg. contain regulations regarding overtime.
this matter are similar to those established in the past.

The rules on

Article 45 governs the question of rest periods during working hours.

In both cases, the labour courts are empowered to hear and rule on appeals
which the parties concerned may bring against decisions of the Labour
Inspectorates or the Department of Labour on any of these matters. This
possibility was not provided for in the previous legislation.

Articles 46 et seg. deal with weekly rest periods, and es~~blish regulations
sinilar to those in the previous legislation.
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However, one very important innovation has been made with regard to workers
who are not free on Sundays and public holidays. These workers are entitled to
have one day off for every Sunday on which they have to work, and one more day
fer every public holiday they work.

It should be pointed out that under the previous legislation, only one day
off was allowed every two weeks irrespective of the number of Sundays and public
holiCk'1.ys that fell during the period in question.

Transitional article 5 provides that workers in business and C0mmerce who
were engaged prior tc· ths date on which the Decree-Law cntered into force,
and whc are affected by the increase in working hours, will have their working
week of 44 hours increased to 48 heurs but will be entitled to additional payment
for the time worked over and abovo their previous wurking hours.

VI. REMUNERATION

This is dealt with in Title V, which establishpq regulations that are of
great importance for the reasons explained below.

1. Definition. Article 50 gives a general definition of the concept of
remuneration, which is taken to mean the monetary recompense and any additional
recompenso in kind measurablo in monetary terms which the worker is entitled to
receive from the employer in return for his services.

Remuneration does not cover allowances for transport, cash losses, wear-and
tear of tools, meals or travel; family allowances granted in accordance with the
law, or any oJther benef:ts which may be given for reasons unconnected with the
work.

Thus, a concept that has given rise to great controversy in the courts and
administrative bodies has thus been clarified to the obvious advantage of future
lab)ur relations. The definition covers most of the payments which are
normally the subject ef agreement in labour-employer relations; and the only
benefits which it omits are those eranted for reasons unrelated to the work.

Article 51 definos the various types of remuneration, and article 52
recognizes the right of workers t:l a minimum income, as fixed by law.

2. Full working week. Article 52 recognizes the right of all workers who are
paid by the clay, and have worked during the full working week, to be paid for
Sundays and other holidays.

The reeulations cencerning their payment include a prov~s~on that is hieh!y
faveurable to workers who are paid on the basis of tasks. In such cases the
remuneration IlIUSt be the average of the payments received during the weekly
period concerned. Under the previous legislation, a basic sum could be agreed
upon as payment for Sundays and other days of rest; and that basic sum might be
much less than the real average of the payments received.

Furthermore, the concept of remuneration that is payable for each day in a
full working week has been amplified, in the case of all the workers to whom it
is applicable, by abolishing the notion ef the basic wage which existed in the
previous leGislation.
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3. Bonuses and other gratuities. The Decree-Law in question introduces S0me
important chances in this respect:

(a) Under article 55, the proportion of the pr"fits or net surplus which the
employer is required to distribute to his workers is raised to 30 per cent. It
had formorly been 20 per cent.

(b) This amount is not subject to a ceilinc related to the worker's
remuneration, thouGh the employer may opt for a system of payment that is
related to ceilings for the remuneration of each beneficiary (25 per cent of the
annual remuneration up to a limit of 4.75 minimum wages).

(c) Following the abolition of the distinction between non-manual and manual
labour, bonuses are payable to all workers in the enterprise. Under the
previous leGislation this benefit was reserved for non-manual workers; manual
workers were entitled to a share in the profits, up to various ceilinGS, provided
that there was a union in the enterprise in question, and that the proportiJn
distributed was never more than 5 per cent of the profits.

(d) Further, with regard to enterprises that are required to pay such
bonuses, the amount of the bonus in cases where the employer opts for an
alternative system of payment based on the worker's remuneration, and also the
amount of special euaranteed bonuses, are Governed by the same reGulations as
before, with certain chances that benefit the workers. For examplo, in
calculatinG the ceilinG for the remuneration, the basis taken must be the
remunoration after re-adjustment. Moreover, whatover systom is adopted, the
payment of bonuses must be basod on the worker's remunoration, irrospoctive of
his lonGth of service in the enterprise.

4. Periodic increases ostablished by Act No. 7295. Under articlo 167, the
provisions of this Act, which were formerly confined to non-manual workers, are
now applicable to all workers alike. This means that the group hitherto
classified as m£L~ual workors will be entitled to the periodic readjustments
established by article 20 of that Act (3 per cont annually for workers whose
remuneration is less than one and a half minirlUm waGes, und 10 per cent every
three years for persons earninG more than this amount, up to a ceilinG of
40 per cent of the minimum ;rage).

5. Protection of remuneration. In General, the previous reGulations whieh
protected reraanerutien by establishinC its exemptien fr0m attachment and the
eblication to make payment in full have been oaintained with the exceptions
allowed by the le[~slation itself.

The deductions authorized by law are limited to 15 per cent of the t~tal

amount of remuneration, except fur deductions for taxes, social security, laws,
"c;rtuvm dividends payable to certain institutions and the oblications of members
of co-cperatives (article 66).

These provisions are without prejudice to the temporary reG~lations

established by transitional article 14.

The privileces enjoyed by workers' reouneration and compensation under the
reGulations laid down in the Civil Code have been confimed (article 69).
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VII. BDLIDI\.YS

The Deoree-Law contains in its Title VII so~e important rules based on
cJ'iteri1l of equity. These rules are outlined below:

1. General prov~s~on. The previous reljU1ations on holidays have been
confirmed anu the len~th of holidays fixed at fifteen workine days (article 72).

In the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 11th and 12th Re~ions of the country and in the
PJ'ovince of Chiloe, the length of holidays is fixed at 25 workinG c1n.ys. This
rule :11so arplies to workers in nines and processinC plants.

The only requirement for enti tlOlllent to this benefit is the completion of
ono full year of service in the enterprise. The adUi tional requirement for
persons fOTIlerly describod as manual workers - that they should actually have
workocl a nini= number of days - has now been abolished.

2. Pror,ressive extension of holidays. One sinGle rule has been
establish<?d increasinc the lenGth of the holidays by one day for every three years
w,)rked by a person over the first ten in his workinG life. Holillays may not,
however, exceod 35 consecutive days (articles 73-75).

WorkeJ'S who aJ'e new entitled to more days will nevertheless retain their
onti tlanent •

The intention in this case was to eliminate flaerant abuses under which the
holidays of up to two months or more were permitted. There were no physical
[\Tounds for this, and it had a highly adverse effect on the reorui tmont of
wu:rkers with SClne years of service. It thus became necessary to eliminate the
reGulations in question, which were usually more prejudicial than beneficial to
the workers concerned.

In any case, the rights of persons already OIl@Ced who would have been
entitled to a lQn~r holiday under the old reculations will be respected.

3. Proportional holidays. This benefi t, which was formerly reserved for
manual workers, now applies to all workers in the enterprise whose employment
comes to an end fc,r some reason before the completion of the period which would
entitle then to a full holiday (article 79). Such workers "Will now be entitled
to appropriate coapensation.

4. Collectivc holidays. This institution, which had become an established
practice, has now been sanctioned by law, ancl workers who take a collective
holiday are ontitled to ce paid in full by their employer even though as
individuals they may not meet the conditions necessary for the exercise of this
J'ight (article 81).

5. The forner reGulations remain in force with rCG'ard to the calculation of
the holiday entitlement; thc nature of this benefit, which is irrenunciable; the
riG'ht to full renUlleration and tC) its re-adjustment; and continuity of the right
to hDliuays, save for the exception established.
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VIII. INTERNAL REGULATIONS

In the spirit of rationalization which is characteristic of this Decree-Law,
the former provisions concerning order, health and safety have been merged into
one. The minimum number of permanent workers who must be employed by an
industrial or commercial undertaking before it is required to have regulations
on these matters has been fixed at 25.

Undor the former legislation, five workers were sufficient, but that number
did not justify the existence of this type of regulation, which is designed for
undertakings of some size.

The provisions for giving effect to these regulations are similar to those
prescribed in the previous legislation.

IX. PROTECTION OF WORKERS

It should be noted that the previous regulations on this matter have been
retained virtually without change - both the general regulations and the specific
regulations set forth in Title IX.

Special mention should be made of the regulations laid down in paragTaph 2
on the protection of maternity.

These maintain all the rights gTanted under the previous Labour Code, which
mainly concern pre-natal and post-natal maternity leave; leave of absence if the
mother or child falls ill; medical subsidies calculated on the basis of the full
remuneration; immunity from dismissal from the first day of pregnancy to onc
year after the completion of post-natal maternity leave; exemption from harmful
work and, on a related subject, the rules concerning creches.

Special attention is drawn to the immunity from dismissal, which resembles
the trade-union priVilege established by article 22 of the Decree-Law
(article 100).

By virtue of this, the contract of employment of the woman concerned may not
be terminated during the peried of immunity except by authorization of the courts,
which can be given only on legal gTQunds.

These gTQunds now include two that were not provided for in earlier
legislation - namely, the conclusion of the work or services for which the wo~
concerned was originally engaged (article 13 (c» and the expiry of the term of
the contract (article 13 (b».

This is thought to be a logical solution, since termination will occur for a
specific reason unrelated to the wishes of the employer and duly envisaged by the
parties to the contract when the woman was engaged.

From the viewpoint of the legislator, this measure facilitates the
engagement of a woman worker who may be adversely affected by the long period of
exemption established by law, which is likely to be at least two years.
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X. WORKERS' IlEPRESENTATION

Title XI deals with the question of the workers' representation. The
regulations that have now been es~~blished are different from the previous ones
and are intended to emphasize the representative's status as the legal spokesman
for the workers. They ~re ~s follows:

(a) In the first place, when 15 or more workers are permanently employed
in ~n industrial or commercial establishment, they are entitled to elect a
deleGnte (delegado) to represent the~ (article 123). The s~me right extends
automatically to the former categor,y of manual workers, who wore not previously
entitled to participate in the designation of the representative.

(b) The workers in question must not be members of a union. This change
from the previous system was adopted for the loeical reason that it is
undesirable to mve several representatives frem one and the same [,'rOUP of
persons, particularly if the functions they have to perforo are the same or
similar.

(e) The ffilnlmum number ef workers necessar,y for the designation ef a
representative has been increased from five te 15, which is fully justified in
view of the change in the electorate, whiCh was formerly confined to non-manual
workers who usually constituted a relatively small proportion of the work force
of the enterprise.

(d) The reculations concerning requirements to be met by the representative
have been retained - with the additional reqUirement of two years' service in the
enterprise - as have the rules concerning his immunity from dismissal since he
enjoys the same privilege as union officials under article 22 of tho Labour Code
(article 124).

XI. COMPULSORY MILITARY SERVICE

Title XII retains tho euaruntees which were provided under u DUQber of laws
t" persons doing their militar,y service or belonging to national reserves which
are m~bilized or called up for training.

The cuaranteos consist essentially of the preservation of the job or post
durinG military service, and payment of remuneration in certain specific cases.

XII. SPECIAL CONTRACTS

Title XIII establishes reculations concerninG various special contracts
which it maintains, amends or introduces. These regulations contain important
prOVisions, as is indicated below.

1. Workers in private homes. Article 127 states that individuals are
considered to be workers in private homes if they are employed continuously on
a full-time or part-time basis, in the service of one or more persens or of a
family, for cleaning and other household tasks, proper to or inherent in the
conduet of a household.
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After fomulatinG this dofinition on similar lines to the definition given
in the previous legislation, the Decree-Law states that workers who perform the
same or similar tasks as those indicated above, in welfare institutions which
care for people in special need of protection or assistance by Giving them the
comforts associated with a hone, shall be deemed to be in the same catoGOry.

The reGUlations governing this type of contract are in general a repetition
of the earlier regulations. Two important innovations should, however, be noted:

(a)
compared

Workers of this kind are entitled to one day of rest per week, as
with one clay per month under the previous leL~slation (article 131);

(b) It is expressly stated tha.t the privileges of maternity apply to women
workers in this category as well. This used to be a matter for controversy
since no specific mention was made of their immunity in the regulations on the
subject.

2. Ar:ricul tural workers. Paragr,,-ph 2 groups together and systematizes
"- number of reGUlations on a[~icultural workers th,,-t were contained in the
previous Labour Code, in the laws on rc-adjustment and in special reGUlations;
and it confirms their rights and working procedures, without prejudice to the
gener"-l regulations referred to "-bovo.

3. Homeworkers. These workers are covered by article 140, which defines
homework as work that is habitually perf·)rmed in the worker's own home or in "
place freely chosen by him, without supervision, or immediate control by the
person for whom the work is being undertaken or by his ,,-gent. Article 141 states
that "-n agreement under which the employer, whether or not he provides tools or
implements, undertakes to sell or make available to the worker raw materials or
articles for processing, preparation or transform,,-tion in his own home for
subsequent sale or delivery to the employer, and "-lso any other agreement,
arrangement or tr,,-nsaction of "- similar nature, constitutes a contract of
employment of this kind.

This type of contractual arrangement h"-s thus been defined in comprehensive
terms.

The parties may detemine the ,,-mount of remuneration freely, Social Security
contributions are pay,,-ble by the worker.

The law also clears up the uncertainties thQt have "-risen with regard to the
,,-pplication of the reGUl,,-tions concerning compensation for termination of
contract; it states th,,-t thc matter is to be settled by agreement between the
parties (article 144).

4. Contracts for entert,,-iners. Par,,-graph 4 deals with this cateGOry of
workers in very CTeat detail (,,-rticle 145).

Article 146 states that contracts J:l[ly be eoncluded for a fixed period, for
seasons or for one or more events, pcrfuronnces or appearances.
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It introduces one very important innovation by comparison with the prev:i.ous
regulations on the subject, under which workers of this kind might be placed in
one of two legal categories depending on wh~ther or not they were subject to the
provisions of the Labour Code.

In the former case, they were reD~rded as dependent workers, but in the
latter they were entitled only to certain social security benefits, in accordance
with Act No. 15,478.

Under article 149, approximately 85 per cent of the entertainers employed
must be Chilean nationals.

5. Apprenticeship contracts. Paragraph 5 is concerned with this important
institution, which assists workers to obtain technical qualifications and is
related to the training plans of the Supreme Government.

Article 150 defines the apprenticeship contract as an agreement whereby an
employer undertakes to impart to an apprentice, in a specific period of time and
on specific conditions, the knowledge and practice of a skilled trade on the
basis of a predetermined programme, and the apprentice undertakes to comply with
the programme and to work for an agreed remuneration.

Consequently, this type of contract not only embodies the main commitments
to be found in all contracts of employment but also those relating to the teachine
of a skilled trade by the employer, and the execution of the training programme
by the worker.

The following features are peculiar to contracts of this kind:

(a) They are in general confined to workers over 14 but under 21 years of age
who have completed their primary schooling, though certain persons in
this aee group may be exempted by the National Training and Employment
Service from complying with the latter requirement (article 151);

(b) The Service in question is responsible for approv:i.ng the training
programme and for ensuring that it is complied with (articles 155,
158 and 159);

(0) The remuneration of an apprentice may not be less than 60 per cent of
the minimum monthly waee of a worker (article 153), and this without
prejudice to the full payment of all forms of monetary recompense which
do not come under the heading of remuneration, and also of social
security benefits;

(d) The remuneration of apprentices =y not be the subject of collective
bargaining (article 154);

(e) The training programme may not exceed two years, and the contract must
remain in force until the expiry of that period, even though the worker
may by then have attained the age of 2l years, in which case the
employer is obliged at least to maintain the contractual conditions
oriGinally established (articles 156 and 155, no. 4);
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(f) The number of apprentices may not exceed 10 per cent of the total
work force of the enterprise, taking into account only full-time
workers (article 157);

(e) The employer must ensure that the apprentices are assic;ned to work that
forms part of the apprenticeship programme, and must appoint a worker
to teach and help each apprentice (article 155, nos. 1 and 3);

(h) Contracts of this kind may not be concluded for trades other than
those previously desic;nated by the National TraininG and Employment
Service.

6. Mari time wJrkers. Under paragraph 6 (article 162), maritime workers
are to be the subject of special leGislation which is now under consideration.
In the meantime, they are subject to the former reGulations on the subject, as
laid down in the Labour Code (transitional article 2).

XIII. PRESCRIPTION AND SANCTIONS

Title XIV, which deals with this subject, establishes a eeneral limitation of
six months for brinGinG actions under this Decree-Law, subject to certain special
provisions (article 163).

It also establishes an important nullity rule to the effect that claims may
not be lodeed in connexion with rights deriving from services rendered more than
two years before the date on which the claim is submitted, whether or not the
performance of services has been terminated.

Articles 164 and 165 prescribe a number of fines for breaches of labour
regulations. The second of these articles also establishes the penalties
applicable in cases of falsification or misuse of medical certificates, sick
leave or health reports.

XIV. ENTRY INTO FORCE

Decree-Law No. 2,200 entered into force, for general application, on its
cLate of publication, i.e. 15 June 1978, without prejudice to certain special
situations, most of which have been explained in this note.

The final Title revokes all regulations that run counter to this Decree-Law,
and in particular Titles I and 11 of the Labour Code.
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Armex LXV

NOTE ENTITLED "TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT"
TRANSMITTED BY THE GOVERNMENT WITH ITS

CClOOJNICATION OF 24 JULy 1978

Transitional article 4 of Decree-Law No. 2,200 establishes that: The
duration and termination of contracts of employment concluded prior to the date
on which this Decree-Law enters into force (15 June 1978) shall be subject to
the rules established in Act No. 16,455 and its amendments, without prejudice to
the provisions of transitional article 7 where applicable".

Transitional article 7 refers to collective dismissals or action bringing
the activities of enterprises to a standstill.

Consequently, in order to determine the situation of workers with respect to
the rules governing the teraination of their contracts, the following two points
must be considered:

Is the termination of the contract individual or collective?

If it is indiVidual, did the worker take up his employment prior to
15 June 1978, or on or after that date?

The individual termination of a contract is governed by a dual statute,
established by Act No. 16,455 in the case of services rendered prior to the date
indicated, and otherwise by Decree-Law No. 2,200.

The collective termination of a contract is governed by a single statute,
established by Decree-Law No. 2,200.

Eaoh of these cases will be discussed in turn.

INDIVIDUAL TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENr

(a) WORKERS HIRED PRIOR TO THE ENTRY INTO FORCE OF DECREE-LAW No. 2,200
(l~ JUNE 1978)

The situation of these workers is governed by the rules established in
Act No. 16,455, as indicated above.

The system established by that Act, known as the stability of employment
system, may be summarized as follows:

I. The employer may not terminate the contract of employment except on
valid grounds.

11. Valid grounds for termination are listed in articles 2 and 2 bis of the
Act. The difference between the grounds listed re spectively in the first and
second of these articles is that, where grounds listed in the second article are
invoked, trade-union privilege does not apply.
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Ill. When a contract is terminated, any worker who regards the employer's
decision as unjustified may appeal to the appropriate court to have the
termination declared unjustified.

The procedure does not take the form of a trial, and the claim must be
brought before the competent court within the 30 working <J.avrs next following
the date of the worker's dismissal. The judgement rendered is final.

IV. If the dismissal is found to be unjustified, the worker must be
reinstated in his usual work by the employer, with the right to remuneration
for the period of his separation, and he is, for all legal purposes, considered
to have worked during that period.

If the employer refuses to reinstate a worker who has won his oase, the
judge will, automatioally or at the request of the party, fix the appropriate
compensation which may not be less than one month's pay for each year (or
fraction of a year exceeding six months) of continuous or discontinuous service
with the same firm. This compensation is without prejudice to any ether benefits
or compensation payable to the worker under laws or contracts.

V. The worker is free to relinqUish his contract, giving at least 30 days'
notice in advance. Both the notice of relinquishment and the notice of
settlement must be signed by the person concerned and. also by the Chairman of the
Trade Union or by the Staff Representative, or ratified by the former at the
Labour Inspectorate, so that they may be invoked by the employer.

VI. The worker may denounce the contract where the person giving grounds
for termination is the employer, if such circumstances should arise, in which case
the workers may claim the appropriate compensation on the bases indicated in
subparagraph IV.

VII. In the case of trade union officials and other workers enjoying trade
union privilege or special irremovability, dismissal must be authorized by the
judge in advance. The Court can accept only the legal grounds listed in
article 2, with the exception of: conclusion of the work or service that was
the subject of the contract, the needs of the enterprise, establishment or
service, and expiry of the term of the contract (nos. 1, 10 and 12, respectively).

VIII. The general rules relating to the irremovability of workers are not
applicable to persons subjeot to the special regime prescribed in article 3 of the
Act (managers, agents or attorneys or, in general, persons empowered to represent
the employer, persons with less than six months' service, wcrkers in private
firms and workers holding positions of trust).

Such workers may, unless they enjoy aI:\V special privilege, be dismissed
on receipt of 30 days' notice in advance or on payment of compensation equivalent
to 10 days' remuneration.

IX. In general, compensation is calculated on the basis of the last
monthly remuneration received by the worker, including the components that are
legally part thereof.
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WORKERS HIRED SINGE THE ENTRY INTO FORCE OF DECREE-LA,I No. 2,200
(SINGE 15 JUNE 1978)

The rules Can be summarized as follows:

I. GROUNDS FOR TERMINATION

Article 13 of Decree-Law No. 2,200 establishes that the contract of
employment may be terminated in the following cases:

(a) Mutual agreement of the parties;

(b) Expiry of the agreed period, which may not exceed two years.
No. 16,455 the period WaS six months);

(In Act

(c) Conclusion of the work or service that was the subject of the contract
(grounds listed in article 2 of Act No. 16,455);

(d) Death of the worker;

(e) Act of God or force ma~eure (referred to in article 2 of Act No. 16,455);

(f) Written notice of termination by one of the parties, to be given to the
other party at least 30 days in advance with a copy to the Labour Inspectorate.
This notice may be replaced by compensation equivalent to the last monthly
remuneration earned by the worker.

In special cases of termination covered by article 17 (managers, agents or
attorneys of private firm a , 1;/ith lesa then one year of service, or who hold. a
position of trust),it is not essential that the notice Shall be given in writing,
even if advance notice is required, provided it is replaced by the payment of
compensation equivalent to the lest monthly salary of the worker.

It should be pointed out that for the employers this institution is a
generalization of the institution of termination which in Act No. 16,4551;/as
accepted only in the case of workers covered by article 3 of that Act, i.e.
attorneys, domestic 1;/orkers, who hold a position of trust in the firm and with only
a short period of service (siX months in the previous law, one year in the present
la1;/ ) •

Notice of termination, established as a general institution, nevertheless
entails the obligation to pay the compensation indicated, releasing the employer
from the obligation to reinstate the 1;/orker, and the worker from asking for the
compensation to be additional to his reinstatement, which has usually been
resisted by both parties.

Under the law, reasons for notice of termination include cases of termination
of the 1;/ork contract in which the plea of one of the parties that the contract is
null and void has not been properly proved before Courts of Justice (art. 19).
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For workers, the system of freedom to give notice of terminaticn of
contract, as established in Act No. 16,455, has been maintained.

The Decree-Law reproduces the rule established in the previous Act to the
effect that neither the notice given by the worker (formerly voluntary
relinquishment) nor a notice of settlement that has not been signed by the
officials mentioned in the comments on Act No. 16,455, or that has not been
ratified at the Labour Inspectorate, can be invoked by the worker;

(g) Denunciation of the contract. Article 14 lists six of the grounds referred
to in article 2 of Act No. 16,455; and article 15 lists the six reasons referred
to in article 2 bis of that legal instrument, and repeats the rule to the effect
that, when these grounds are invoked, trade-union privilege does not apply.

Grounds nos. 3, 4, 5, 9 and 13 referred to in the former Act have, for
various reaons, been omitted.

II. COMPENSATION FOR TERMINATION OF CONTRACT

The system differs depending on whether termination is the result of a
mutual agreement between the parties, whether it is attributable to reasons
beyond their control, whether it is initiated at the wish of the employer, or
whether it is initiated by the worker himself.

1. Mutual agreement of the parties

This does not create an entitlement to legal compensation for tennination
of contract.

To this situation which is covered by subparagraph (a) of article 13, it is
possible also to assimilate the situation arising on the expiry of the agreed
period (subparagraph (b», since the period was agreed to by both parties, and
the situation arising on conclusion of the work or studies that were the subject
of the contract (subparagraph (0», since the latter situation was foreseen by
the parties.

In any case, this last-mentioned situation may be open to dispute because
of the different interpretations the parties may place on the facts.

2. Reasons beyond the control of the parties

The death of the worker (subparagraph (d» and an act of God or force ma.ieure
(subparagraph (e» must be taken into account.

These situations do not create an entitlement to compensation, either; and
the second of them may be open to dispute, again because of the different
interpretation that may be placed on the facts.

3. Termination of contract on the initiative of the employer

A distinction must be made between the following situations:

(1) Situations inwhich prior notice of termination has been given;
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(2) Situations in which one of the grounds for denouncing the contract has
been invoked.

(1) Where prior notice of termination is given

As a general =le, and without prejudice to the special cases that will be
mentioned, compensation as follows is payable when prior notice of termination
has been given:

(a) Compensation equivalent to the last monthly remuneration of the
worker, in cases where notice has not been given 3" days in advance;

(b) In the case of workers with more than one year' s service under the
contract, compensation equivalent to one month's pay, at the final rate of
remuneration, for each year (or fraction of a year exceeding six months) of
continuous service with the same employer.

(c) In the special cases of notice of termination referred to in article 17
(managers, agents or attorneys of the employer, workers in private finns, with
less than one year of service, or workers who hold a position of trust),
compensation equivalent only to one month's salary at the final rate of
remuneration, in cases where notice of termination has not been given, 30 days
in advance, and without prejudice to the provisions of the following paragraph.

(d) It is established that workers in these categories, except for workers
in private firms, will be entitled to compensation equal to one month's pay
at the final rate of remuneration earned in posts for which there is no
provision in the general rules, for each year of service rendered in such posts,
such compensation to be adjusted to an amount of equivalent value at the time of
payment.

This represents an important innovation for such workers, since previously
they were not entitled to any compensation except the one month's termination
pay in cases where notice of termination of the contract had not been given
sufficiently long in advance.

(2) Where grounds for denunciation are invoked

The invoking of a legal ground for denunciation may be opposed by the worker
who, within the specified period and in accordanoe with the procedure and manner
indicated in rules which are similar in all respects to those established in
Act No. 16,455, may appeal to the appropriate court for a ruling that the
termination is unjustified and, accordingly, for an order that he be paid the
same compensation as is due in the case of prior notice of termination by the
employer, to which reference has been made above.

Accordingly, both compensation based on length of service in this case,
and compensation in cases where prior notice of termination has been given, have
assumed the priority accorded in Act No. 16,455 to the right to security of
tenure and reinstatement in the event of unjustified dismissal.
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The right to compensation now beoomes automatic, confinning a situation
which exists de facto in enterprises, ard of which the courts are well aware,
since most disputes are settled by the payment of compensation agreed to by the
parties.

In fact, the right to reinstatement had no practical effect and
Act No. 16,455 could never prevent the termination of contracts since they
necessarily originated with the enterprises; and it ,TaS therefore considered
better to opt for effective protection of the rights of the worker by fixing the
appropriate compensation.

4. Termination of contract on the initiative of the worker

Here again, a distinction must be made b~tween the following situations:

(1) Situations where notice of termination of the contract has been given;

(2) Situations where one of the grounds for denouncing the contraot has
been invoked.

(l) Where prior notioe of tennination is given

Where the worker gives notioe of termination, this aotion does not entitle
him to any kind of compensation, and does not oreate any advantage for the
employer either.

(2) Where grounds for denunoiation are invoked

The worker may terminate the oontraot where the person g~v~ng grounds for
termination is the employer, if such oircumstances should arise (article 19).
In this oase, he must inform the Labour Inspeotorate of his intention, in writing
or orally, within 5 working days and submit a written statement of the ground
invoked and of the facts.

The employer must be notified, in accordance with an established prooedure,
of this decision by the work. He may lodge a counter-olaim against the worker
with the appropriate court within a period of 15 days.

If the employer's oounter-olaimis rejeoted, or if the employer does not
enter a counter-claim within the period speoified, the worker is entitled to the
oompensation to which he would have been entitled if he had been given notioe
of termination l:y the employer, in accordance with the various conditions
indioated above.

Thus, the new system radically alters the rules established by Aot No. 16,455
which stipulated that, in similar cases, it was for the worker to terminate the
contract and lodge a claim with the Court for the appropriate oompensation.

Furthermore, the new Deoree-Law confers executive force on documents
established in due and good form and testifYing to the worker's decision tc
terminate the contract in cases where the employer does not enter a counter-claim.
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IH. FEATURES OF COMPENSATION FOR TERMINATION OF CONTRACT - COMPARISON WITH
THE COMPENSATION PROVillED FOR IN ACT No. 16.155

Compensation for termination of contract, calculated on the basis of the
"orker's period of service, includes the follo"ing features, "hich should be
carefully compared with the compensation established under article 8 of
Act No. 16,455.

(1) It is a fixed sum, always calculated on the basis of one month's
pay for each year of service or fraction of a year exceeding six months.

In the previous legislation, the Tribunal could regulate the compensation,
in relation between time and payment being the legal minimum.

(2) It earns current rates of interest, contrary to the former payments,
which earned only the official rates.

(3) In determining it, the total remuneration received by the employee
is taken into consideration, with very rare exceptions for loans specifically
excluded by the law, and in the case of workers whose pay varies the average
of the last three months is taken. This last rule is similar to that in the
previous legislation (art. 5 of Decree-Law No. 676 of 1974).

(4) It is adjustable, as in the previous legislation, by the application
of the corresponding monetary correction.

(5) It can be increased by a fine payable to the Treasury, equivalent
to 20 per cent of the total sum, including interest and adjustments, if the
Tribunal declares the termination of the contract to have been arbitrary, in the
cases indicated by the law. This is' a new situation and far more drastic than
the former law, in which this additional payment did not exist.

(6) The compensation is incompatible with any other that the employer
has to pay, in total or partially, on account of the termination of the contract,
except for the legal compensation paid by welfare bodies (art. 18).

Under the former legislation, there was no such incompatibility.
provision was obViously a disadvantage, since it increased considerably
of termination of a contract and discouraged the granting of contracts.

This
the risk

(7) It is based on the years of uninterrupted employment by the same
employer. Under Act No. 16,455 it was based on the years of uninterrupted or
discontinuous work for the same firm; there is no justification for this, as
the previous contract is finished and settled.
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IV. RULES RELATING TO TRAJlE-UNION PRIVILEGE

These are established in article 22, the prov1s10ns of which are also
applicable to other cases of workers' privileges. In such cases the
situation provided for in Act No. 16,455 and the Labour Code is, generally
speaking, maintained, so that the worker may not be dismissed without the
authorization of the Court.

One change has been introduced, however, to the effect that the Court
can grant the authorization only in certain specified cases, including the
expiry of the term of the contract and the conclusion of the work or service
which was the subject of the contract.

As under the previous legislation, the privilege does not apply in the
cases set forth in article 15, such as denunciation of the contract.

V. NOTIFICATION AND PROCEDURE

The system of notification has been considerably simplified; as a
general rule, the Labour Inspectorate has to be notified only in cases where notice
of termination is given or where grounds are invoked for denunciation, without
prejudice to the special cases of notice of termination.

As a general rule, the person concerned has to notify the inspectorate
only in cases where notice of termination is given, without prejudice to the
above-mentioned comments concerning denunciation of the contract on grounds
attributable to the employer.

The judicial procedure is governed throughout by rules similar to those
laid down in Act No. 16,455 and its supplementary legislation.

COLLECTIVE TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT AND
ACTION BRINGING ENTERPRISES TO A STANDSTILL

Transitional article 7 establishes the rules applicable to this SUbject,
which are practically the same as those established by articles 88-1 et seg. of
the Labour Code. They can be summarized as follows:

1. S~ope of application. These rules are applicable in the case of
action bringing~nterprisesto a standstill, or of collective dismissal, i.e. when
the amployer terminates the contracts of, and dismisses more than ten workers
per calendar month, which figure is inq:eased by 10 per cent for workers over
and above the first 100.

In the previous legislation, the figure of 10 workers for the dismissal
to be regarded as collective was fixed.

2. Authorization. No collective dismissal is permitted and no enterprise
ekn bring its activities to a standstill without the prior m1d joint authorization
of the Ministry of Labour and Social Security and the Ministry of the Economy,
Development and Reconstruction. These ministries must take their ilecision in
full knowledge of the facts.
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3. Effects of the authorization. In such a case, workers may be
dismissed without payment of the legal compensation.

4. Indemnities and penalties in the case of violation

The following are the principle indemnities and penalties payable in
cases of action bringing an enterprise to a standstill, or of collective dismissal,
without ministerial authorization:

(a) ExtraordinRry compensation equivalent to the last monthly remuneration
for each year (or fraction of a yeccr exceeding six months) of service, such
compensation being compatible with any other compensation that may be payable to
the worker;

(b) The offender is liable to a fine of a specified amount;

(c) If the offence is repeated within a period of 12 months, the fines
are doubled and the offender is liable to penal sanctions; and,

(d) In specific cases, a Government representative may be appointed to take
over the administration of the enterprise for the purposes indicated in the Law.
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Annex LXVI

NOTE ENTITLED "INFOPJ'1.ATION AND OPTIlIONS PRESENTED TO THE GROUP
IN CONNEXION WITH THE L.8J30UR SITUATION IN CHIIE", TllANSMIT'I'ElJ

BY THE GOVERNMENT WITH ITS COlll1UNICATION OF 31 AUGUST 1978

I. DECREE-LAW Ne.198

A. BAN ON TRlillE UNION ELECTIONS

In this connexion, it sl'Duld be noted that:

(1) The suspension of trade union elections is purely of an interim nature and
is based chiefly on the need to depoli ticize the trade unions, 1-Thich were being
run by the political parties until 1973. Nevertheless, it is the intention of
the Supreme Government that, after the requisite legislation has been enacted,
the membership of the governing bodies of trade unions will in future be
dtermined by decisions of the trade union rallk and file.

(2) There is an obvious mistake in the assertion by the Group that vacant posts
on the governing bodies of trade unions are filled under systems controlled by
the labour authorities and that officials are appointed by ministerial decree.
Briefly, the system established by Decree-Law No.198 is as follows:

(a) Recognition and renewal of all mandates in force on 11 September 1973,
regardless of the political opinions of the office holders, with all the rights
vested in trade union officials.

(b) In the case of vacant posts, selection of new officials by seniority in
order to make up the legal minimum necessary for the governing body to operate.
This arrangement creates a right that the Fersons concerned can invoke at any
time, and they can request recognition on the grounds of highest seniority;
for that reason alone, they receive the priVileges accorded under the Labour Code
to candidates for official posts in trade union organizations.

Thus, the fact that the authorities must abide precisely by the seniority
as specified in the law prevents them from arbitrarily choosing the workers
ul timately empowered to represent their trade union. The authorities cannot make
such a choice nor eVen confine it to workers with slightly lower seniori tYi
therefore, it is not true that recognition of status as a trade union official
is dependent on the wishes and the approval of the seouri ty services.

(c) Only where it is impossible to apply the seniority rule described in the
preceding paragraph can the Ministry of Labour and Social Security lay down
special rules for making up the membership of a trade union governing body - a
power that has been exercised very moderately by the relev8nt authorities and
generally at the request of the rank and file of the union concerned.

B. RESTRICTIONS ON TRllDE CJNION MEETINGS

The ,..~ot,L'ictions temporarily imposed on trade union meetings in accordance
with Decree-Law No.198, and the s.ope of these restrictions, can be des~ribed as
follows:
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(a) Meetings of the governing bodies of trade union organizations are not subject
to any restrictions under the labour laws and the restrictions that did exist as a
resul t of the state of siege no longer apply because that exceptional state has
not been in force since 11 March 1978.

(b) Governing bodies can deal with all matters concerning the organizations that
they administer, in accordance with the law and with their statutes.

(c) Assemblies may be held solely for information purposes, as stated by the
Group. However, the Group fails to point out that the assembly can, if it wishes,
censure the governing body, so that it has effective control over the governing
body and, consequently, over the administration of the trade union. In any event,
it should be noted that the authorities have to respect the censure and take
administrative steps, in accordance with the rules of seniority, to replace the
trade union officials who have been censured.

(d) In accordance with transitional article 4 of Decree-Law No.l98, assemblies
held for information purposes do not require permission from the military or the
police authorities but simply prior notification of the police author!ties;
and the Group's assertion on this point is therefore inco=ect.

(e) In no case dc the provisions of Decree-Law Jio.l98 or any other provision
specify that a member of the armed forces must be present at trade union meetings,
and the Group's stat"ment in this connexion is therefore inaccurate. The workers
have complete freedom to make any comments, in keeping with the meeting's purpose
of supplying information.

C. PERMISSION TO ENGAGE IN TRADE UNION ACTI1T.LTmS

The observations made before the Group are inco=ect, as can be seen from the
following considerations:

(a) For the first time in Chile, Decree-Law No.l98 established, on a general and
ccmpulsory basis, that trade union leaders were authorized to perform official
duties during the working day. Previously, this right had been enjoyed only by
those who had secured it through collective bargaining. Hence this legal
provision establishes a trade union benefit that cannot be ignored.

Consequently, the provision is not restrictive - on the contrary, it makes
fcr wider rights for all trade union officials;

(b) Also, Decree-Law }lo.l98 specifically recognizes the existence of other
systems that may be more favourable and such systems are governed by their own
rules, e.g. those for seamen, peasants, etc.;

(c) In addition, for the purposes of calculating the time authorized under
Decree-Law No.198, no account is taken of the time spent on official duties.

Accordingly, a law that is described as restrictive is in fact one which
establishes a right for all trade unions. In any case, it should be noted that
the restrictions it does establish concerning additional permission are designed
to meet the need for rational and general uniformity in the authorizations
granted, in the face of a complete breakdown in production activities (as was the
case in 1973) whose consequences are still being felt to some extent.
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Lastly, it should be pointed out that Decree-Law Ho.198 covers the activities
both of workers' and of employers' associations.

II. BAH ON COLlECTIVE BARG.A1NING

The assertions made to the Group on connexion wi th the ban on collective
bcu'gaining call for the following comments:

(1) First, the various laws enacted in this respect have successively renewed
the collective contracts that were in force in 1973. Collectively-negotiated
rights and privileges have thus been maintained in virtually all cases, despite
the well-known fact that illegal methods of coercion were frequently used in
order to obtain them.

(2) This fact shows that the Supreme Government is .In no sense opposed to the
system of collective bargaining: on the contrary, it realized that the economy
of the country wuuld first have to be placed on a sound footing before discussions
beg8n on collective contracts, which would simply have aggravated the chaotic
si tuation through which Chilean society was passing. It cannot be forgotten, as
has been pointed cut so many times, that the rate cf ipJlation in 1973 stood at
approximately 1,000 per cent, whereas it had been of the order of 164 per cent
in 1972 and about 22 per cent the year before. The cause of this irrational
phenomenon was to a large extent the abuse of collective bargaining, together with
the complete distortion of the other factors that were affecting the economic
process. As the Minister of Labour and Social Security pointed out in his
statement on 1 May of this year, once the foundations of the economy have been
strengthened it is essential to institute a system of collective bargaining;
and the legal machinery now being worked out '".ill shortly come into being, after
consideration by the legislative organs. The decision of the Supreme Government
is that collective bargaining will proceed via direot understandings between the
parties in labour relations, for which purpose the State must supply the necessary
mediation and arbitration Elachinery and assign to itself only a subsidiary role
in order to safeguard the higher interes ts of the community.

(3) The above reasons led the Supreme Government to establish a selective system
of collective bargaining, based on Tripartite Commissions, that has benefited a
large number of workers: the machinery and scope of the system, together with a
brief description of its functioning, were communicated to the Group at the time.
Also, the Executive was empowered to extend the benefits and working condi.tions
in certain enterprises or activities to all the workers in the sector to which
those enterprises or activities belong, a step that was also merle known to the
Group.

lIT. RIGHT TO STRIKE

It is true that the right to strike has been suspended, since strikes
constitute one of the stages in collective bargaining.

Nevertheless, just as machinery must be set up for ~ollective bargaining, so
also is i t ne~essary to define the measures which the parties in labour relations
can take in exercise of their rights - measures which can supplement strikes as
one of the courses open to the workers - if the legislator deems it appropriate.
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In arry event, the Group should not forget that the suspension of strikes is
accompanied also by the suspension of the counterpart legal means of pressure
that were availahle to employers, e.g. look-outs.

IV. DECREE-LAW No. 2,200

The assertion by the Group that Decree-Law No .~OO breaks the Government I s
promise to respect the rights of the workers and that it puts an end to the
protective nature of labour legislation is incnrrer.t ~.r.d must be rejected
vigorously.

The protective natln"e of the new Decree-Law, and the maintenance and
improvement of the rights of wrkers, can be seen from reading and examining its
main provisions. For example, the Deoree-Law abolishes the unwarranted
distinction between manual and non-manual workers and establishes a single
category of "workers"; it recognizes the right to a minimum wage for all workers
who perform services on a full-time basis; it establishes a general sye tem of
automatic adjustment of wages according to length of service, a system which
previously applied only to particular types of -workers; it makes for easier
labour relations because it specifically Hentifies the person or entity having
legal status as the employer and contains a legal presumption that the latter is
represented by the administrators of labour establishments; it prescribes heavy
fines for failure to set out contracts of employment in wri ting; it standardizes
the rfoquirements demanded of workers for the enjoyment of rights such as annual
rnlidays, the seven-day week (payment of rest-<iays and holidays), etc.; it
provides for compulsory compensation for arry Sunday or holiday worked, etc., in
addi tion to marry other provisions that would take too long to enumerate.

Nevertheless, the specific objections made by the Group must be answered
as follows:

1. PRO'IECTION OF STAllILITY OF EMPLOYMENT

In this conneXion, note should be taken of the following:

(a) First of all, Act No.16,455, on termination of the contract of employment,
has been retained in full for all wrkers engaged prior to 15 June 1978.
Consequently, their etability of employment is in no way affected.

(b) The new rules set out in Decree-Law No.~200 relate to -workers whose contract
commences from or after 15 June 1978. Hence it mainly affects unemployed persons
or persons seeking work for the first time.

(c) In arry event, these new rules have simply affirmed those which were applied
in practice, as the Group can verify.

For example, under the system established by Act No.16,455, the worker's
right to keep his job, unless there are justified grounds for termination of his
contract or unless he relinquishes bis employment, means that if he has beEm
dismissed, he has the right to submit a claim to the courts of justice for
reinstatement. When the proceedings have been completed and the verdict is in
favour of the worker, the employer may, at his own discretion, agree to
reinstatement or pay compensation which is established by the court and is based
on one monthl s pay for each year (or fraction of a yea:r exceeding six months) of
uninterrupted or discontinuous service in the enterprise in question.
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The experience of the courts has amply demonstrated that reinstatement is
opposed both by the employers and by the workers, so that the number of
reinstatements since the entry into force of Act No.16,455 has been very small,
because the parties prefe=ed compensation. Consequently, the Act was not
effective with regard to the principal right which it affirmed.

For this reason, the new system recognizes, as the principal right, the
worker's right to compensation; and it thus eliminates the roundabout procedure
of first submitting a claim to the courts for reinstatement. The compensation
established is substantially the same, since the courts have in almost all cases
specified one month I s pay for each year of service or fraction of a year
exceeding six months. Moreover, the amount of the compensation, in conformity
with the new Decree-Law, earns interest at current rates, which are sizable and
are not prescribed in Act No.16,455.

Again, a court dealing with a case of termination of contract may, if the
dismissal is deemed arbitrary, sentence the employer to pay a fine amounting to
20 per cent of the compensation, inclUding interest and readjustments - another
procedure for which there is no provision in Act.No.16,455.

These facts disprove the assertion made to the Group.

2. MA'lERNITY RIGHTS

The Group has been told that, in practice, maternity rights have been
abolished.

An examination of the existing law proves the contrary.

(a) Firstly, it is true, as pointed out above, that the changes introduced under
Decree-Law No.4200 apply only in respect of workers engaged as from 15 June 1978.

(b) Secondly, it must be emphasized that the new legislation fully affirms the
immunity from dismissal, i.e. the right of the working woman to remain in her
employment from the start of pregnancy up to one year after completion of the
post-natal recuperation, unless the labour court authorizes dismissal on valid
grounds.

(c) The immunity has been changed only inasmuch as the following may constitute
valid grounds for termination of the contract:

(i) Conclusion of the work or service which was the subject of the
contract; or

(ii) Expiry of the term of the contract.

It will be seen that both these grounds are logical and their object is to
avoid the natural caution of employers in engaging women when they are required
only for specific or short-term tasks but the possibility of pregnancy leads to
uncertainty about dismissal, and male workers are accordingly preferred. In fact,
an effort has been made to overcome what is in practice a source of disorimination.
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(c) In any case, it cannot be argued that the immunity has been abolished in
such cases, since expiry of the term of the contract or conclusion of the work
envisaged are simply grounds on which the employer can submit a request for
dismissal to the court, which must verify the alleged facts and pronounce
judgement. Thus, the employer cannot terminate the contract in an arbitrary
manner.

). ABOLITION OF ACQ,UIRED RIGHTS: \o[ORKING HOURS OF SHOP AND OFFICE \,/ORKERS

It has been asserted that an acquired right has been violated by increasing
the working week of shop and office workers from 44 to 48 hours.

In this connexion, it should be emphasized that:

(a) First, all special werking hours established in previous legislation have
been maintained, with the sole exception of the working week in shops and offices.

(b) This is without prejUdice to the rules affording protection for 'IOrkers in
enterprises or activities for which Sundays and holidaye are not rest-days - rules
which are in fact more favourable to such workers.

(c) The working hours for shop and office werkers have been increased for the
following reasons:

There is no scientific or technical precedent for keeping them, nor was
any such precedent adduced in Act No.17,365, which established the
shorter working week;

The lack of precedents obliged the Government at that time, headed by
Mr. Eduardo Frei, to veto the relevant provision in that Act. The vet.o
was rejected by the legislative chambers and the matter passed into law;

The reasons adduced, chiefly the fact that the work has to be performed
standing up, were not sufficient to gTant the beneH t in question and
still less to extend it to all workers in shops and offices. Indeed,
even those doing administrative work, and they are many in number,
benefited unduly from the Act.

(d) Decree-Law No.2,200 has, however, made it compulsory for employers who
increase the working week to supplement the worker's pay proportionately, on the
basis of the regular rate. This obligation applies in res]Ject of all workers
engaged as from the date of entry into force of the Decree-Lmf and, consequently,
no harm has been done to them.

4. ABOLITION OF ACQ,UIRED RIGHTS: RIGHT OF AGRICULTURAL vlORKERS TO A DWELLING

The assertions made in this connexion csJ.l for the following comments:

(a) The obligation to prOVide a hygienic and adequate dwelling was established by
the Labour Code, enacted in 1931, at a time when transport was difficult,
especisJ.ly in the rural areas. Later, with greater possibilities of movement, the
obligation for the employer freguently fell into disuse, especially if the
agricultural werker also had his own dwelling and was thus a small land owner.
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(b) The new legislation has merely recognized this situation since it restates,
as an essential feature, the obligation of the employer to provide the worker and
his family with a hygienic and adequate dwelling. This may be deemed unnecessary
only in exceptional cases, when the worker occupies or is able to occupy a
dwelling at a place from which, taking into account the distance and the means
of transport aVailable, he will be able to travel to his work.

In any event, this provisior. may not be included as a new clause in contracts
at present in force. It should also be noted that thA employer's compliance "ith
his obli.,ations is mumtored by the labour departments and he must therefore prove
to them that a dwelling exists for a given worker.

(c) In this cormexion it must be remembered that Decree-Law No.97 of 1973 and
the amendments thereto establish an obligation for the employer to pay a special
travel allowance to workers who have to use public transport in order to travel
to work.

5. ABOLITION OF ACQUIRED RIGHTS: CHANGE IN THE STATUS OF HOME WORKERS

In connexion with this point, the following moo t be borne in mind:

(a) The nature of the contract has been maintained as a basis i'or labOur
relations. What is more, the definition of the contract has been improved and
broadened.

(b) It was thought appropriate to include the option for the worker to pay the
social security charges himself, since these workers frequently work for more
than one employer. In that case, they may avail themselves of the social security
system established for self-employed workers, at much lower cost to them. If they
work for only one employer, payment of charges by the latter may be arranged.

(c) Basically, this decision was taken in order to promote employment for persons
who can do their work at home.

(d) The above reasons also led to the prOV~Slon that the rules g<Jverning the
work contract may be freely agreed upon. As pointed out, there is great
Dexibility with regard to workers at home and in a large number of cases the
contract expires simply because the work has been completed.

(e) !n any event, these measures are experimental and a change in them is
considered possible.

6. POSSIBILITY FOR TEE EMPLOYER TO AMEND '!'HE CONTRACT OF mPLOYJI1ENT UNILATERALLY:

In virtually all cases, the conditions of the contract of employment may be
amended only with the consent of the parties, in comormity with article 12 of
Decree-Law No.2,200.

Two exceptions, however, have been established:

The employer may change the nature of the services, replacing then; by work
of a similar kind; and

The employer may also change the place or premises in which the services are
to be performed, provided that the new place or premises are in the same
locality or city.
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Nevertheless, such changes are subject to the following related conditions:

(a) They must be made on justifiable grounds; and

(b) The change may not result in harm to the worker.

The labour departments are responsible for checking that these conditions
are strictly observed.

The basic reason for establishing these powers is that some flexibility is
needed in the contract of employment, so that it becomes an instrument fer
activ''';~1''6 trp economy and enables the enterprise to confront various new
situations which may arise 8Ild could not be foreseen at the time the cOl,tract
was concllrled. Previously, the only way to meet these new situations was to
terminate the contract of the worker concerned.

There is no possibility of abuse by the employer, since no harm can come to
the worker and the change in the contract must be objectively justified.

V. EVEl'lTS ORGilNIZED BY TRADE UNION ORGANIZATIONS

The comments submitted to the Group in this connexion call for the following
remarks:

(a) Firstly, events have been disallowed if the arrangements for them infringed
the regulations on the state of siege or state of emergency in force in Chile at
the time when it was intended to hold such events.

(b) Moreover, events have also been disallotfed when they were axranged for
political reasons, which were clear from the publicity given to them by the
organi zers.

(c) With regard to activities tc celebrate 1 May, the events organized by the
Supreme Government met with co-operation from all those trade union bodies which
freely agreed to participate, after an invitation was extended by the Minister
cf the Interior to all labour sectors without any exception whatsoever.

The decision not to allow other events is not based on discrimination but,
gui te the contrary, on observance of the interim regulations in force in
connexion with the state of emergency.

VI. IROVISIONS OF JlECREE-LAW No.1.773. ON TBE PRIORITY STATUS OF SUMS OWED
FOR SALARIES AND WAGES

The assertion to the effect that the provisions of Decree-La~ No.l,773 on
the priority status of sums owed for salaries and wages have been maintained,
and that they are prejudicial to workers, calls for the following comments:

(1) During the period in which the Civil Code alone was applicable, artiole 2472
provided that the following were privileged debts of the first category:

liNo. 4: The remuner"tion of manual and non-manual workers, in
conformi ty wi th the special laws".
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(2) Later, Decree-Law No.l,509 of 1976 provided special protection for workers
in cases in which enterprises went bankrupt. It established the following
rights, among others, relating to the payment of sums owed for salaries and
wages:

(a) The Receiver may take the necessary steps to ensure that, with the first
funds of the bankrupt that become available to him, outstanding wages and
salaries are paid, and the creditors concerned shall not be required to provide
proof of such debts in the bankruptcy proceedinge;

(b) The Receiver shall also pay sums owed for compensation and on other grounds,
wi thout need for prior proof but merely on the basis of a final judgement or in
accordance with a substantiated rerort by the Labour Department which, in
exercise of its legal powers, shall specify the exact meaning and scope of the
contractual clauses or the legal provisions which are the origin of such debts.

Payment of these debts or compensation may not, in respect of each
beneficiary, exceed ten months f minimum pay and, if there is any outstanding
balance, the general rules concerning proof of debt shall apply in accordance
wi th the general procedure of the Bankruptcy Act.

(c) Payments confirmed in accordance with these provisions cannot be invalidated
because of the claims of principal creditors.

Very special rules were thus established on precedence and procedure for
the settlement of sums due for salaries and wages and, within the limits
mentioned, such debts were not required to be included in the general bankruptcy
proceedings.

(3) Subsequently, Decree-Law No.l,773 of 1977 repla.•ed article 2472 of the
Civil Code and made notable improvements in the system for payment of
debts of this kind.

In respect of first-class privileged debts, it established the following
scale relating to labour or social security debts:

"No.4: The remuneration of manual and non-manual workers and
family allowances".

"No.5: Social security charges and contributions payable to social
welfare bodies and taxes on deductions and surcherges".

"No.7: Legal and contractual compensation for manual and ncn-manual
workers".

The same Decree-Law established that priVileged debts included interest,
readjustments and penalties thereon.

In addition, this legislation replaced article 664 of the Labour Code and
established a very broad definition of remuneration for the purposes of
article 2472 of the Civil Code; and, in harmony with the provisions of
Decree-Law No.l,509, it specified that No.? on the scale of priVileged debts was,
for each beneficiary, to be an amount equivalent to ten months f minimum pay and
that the balance was to be regarded as an ordinary debt.
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Therefore, Decree-Law No.l, 773, which has been criticized by the Group,
establishes privileged status for sums owed for salaries and wages - a status
that is very favourable to the workers; the Decree-Law also gives a broad
cefinition of remuneration, assimilat~s family allowances thereto for the
purposes of such debts, and includes not only interest, readjustments and
penalties, etc., but also labour compensation, which was not the case previously.

(4) Lastly, Decree-Law No.2,200 was issued; and, in the relevant part, it
cancels artiole 664 of the Labour Code, replacing it with provisions
which are in keeping with article 2472 of the Civil Code. Nevertheless,
it considerably broadens the priority status of BumS due for legal or
contractual compensation, since the limit is extended to 15 months'
minimum pay for each beneficiary.
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Ann"." IXVII

NOTE ENTITLED "TRADE-UNION FREEDOM AND APPOINTMENT OF
TRADE UNION LEADERS" TRANSMITTED BY THE GOVERNMENT

WITH ITS COMMUNICATION OF 24 JULY 1978

The Chilean trade union system is based mainly on the following legal texts.

(a) Constitutional Act No. 3

"Art. 1. 11en are born free and equal in dignity. This Constitutional Act
ensures for all individuals:

...
"22. The right to form trade unions in fields of activi ties involving

production or services Or in a particular industry or occupation, in the caSes
and in the manner prescribed by law.

"Trade union organizations shall have juridical personality simply by
registering their statutes and constituent acts with an autonomous body, in the
manner prescribed by law.

"The law shall provide for machinery ensuring the independence of trade union
organizations and their financing".

This Constitutional Act, which was promulgated on 18 September 1976, recognizes
the freedom and. independence of legally-established trade union organizations.

(b) The follmoing are the principal laws governing trade union organizations:

Title III of the Labour Code, promulgated as Decree-Law No. 178 of 1931,
which establishes regulations concerning the formation of trade unions and other
industrial and vocational trade union organizations, for employers and workers,
in occupations, establishments, enterprises and professions of an industrial,
commercial, mining or services nature and, in general, in all activities not
expressly excepted by some other legal provision; and

Act No. 16,625 of 29 April 1967 relating to agricultural trade unions,
which establishes regulations concerning the formation of trade unions and other
trade union organizations, for employers and workers, in the agricultural sector.

(c) Both Title III of the Labour Code and Act No. 16,625 are regulated in such
a way as to ensure the full exercise of trade union rights. The former is
regulated by Supreme Decree No. 323 of 1964, and the latter by Decree No. 453
of 1967.

The above-mentioned texts, all of which, with the exception of
Constitutional Act No. 3, were promulgated prior to 11 September 1973, have
continued in full force under the Military Government. It has thus not been
necessary to adapt the other texts to make them conform to the Constitutional Act
since all are founded on the same principle of trade-union freedom, which will
likewise have to be guaranteed by any new legislation promulgated in this area
for the purpose of updating the provisions governing trade-union actiVity.
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~a·juridical situation described above is in practice reflected in the legal
~sf:a~lishment-o~·namerousorganizations of a trade union nature, both trade unions
as such and trade union federations. Between 11 September 1973 and 27 June 1978,
these organizations numbered 711 in the workers' sector, with a total membership
of 31,288, and 9 in the employers' sector, Mith a total membership of 411. These
figures include federations and are based on official Labour Department statistics.

(d) Despite the above-mentioned situation, it proved necessary to curb the exercise
of certain rights relating to the organization of trade unions and, in particular,
the appointment of trade union leaders.

Decree-Law No. 198 of 1973 established the following system for the
appointment of trade-union leaders:

1. In the case of basic trade unions, the mandates in force on
11 September 1973 were extended indefinitely.

2. If on the above-mentioned date these trade unions did not have sufficient
leaders to be able to function or hold meetings, their number had to be made up
wholly or in part by those trade-union members who were the most senior workers in
the industry, occupation or basic activity of the trade union concerned.

3. This regulation was also to apply to mandates which expired during the
period when the Decree-Law in question remained in effect.

4. The above regulations were also to apply to associations, federations and
confederations,· of trade unions, with the specific requirement that vacant
executive posts should be filled by the leaders of the base organizations with the
longest service as workers in their sector.

5. Lastly, it was established that in cases where the above regulations
could not be applied, the Ministry of Labour and Social Security would issue the
necessary regulations by means of an appropriate decision.

Attention is drawn to a special feature of these provisions, namely that,
although they do not authorize the election of leaders, they establish regulations
for the extension of mandates or selection of leaders which are related to
purely labour factors, such as seniority or the requirement that a post should have
been held prior to 1973. Consequently, any action that might have to be taken by
the Ministry of Labour in the exercise of its discretionary powers is reduced to a
minimum, in other words, to cases in which the above-mentioned regulations cannot
be applied.

In any event, Decree-Law No. 198 has establiShed regulations of a purely
transitional nature which will have to be replaced by permanent legislation in
respect of trade union organizations when the general conditions in Chile are
such as to ensure the effectiveness of these organizations as functional and
~epoliticized entities. These regulations are justified by the anarchy which
existed in this area in 1973, by the complete politicization of the trade-union
system, which prevented it from functioning normally, and by reasons of State
security •.
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It should be emphasized that as long as Decree-Law No. 198 remains in effect
and as long as the exceptional situations provided for in Decree No. 1,877
(war, siege or emergency) continue in Chile, trade-union meetings will be
restricted to meetings of an information nature. It should nevertheless be pointed
out that trade union activity continues in full force since the leaders enjoy the
powers conferred on them by the laws and there are no regulations to prevent the
exercise of these powers.

As regards the development of trade union activities during the period under
consideration, periodic and detailed reports have been submitted to ILO
(quod vide).
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Armex LXVII I

NOTE ENTITLED "COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND THE RIGHT
TO STRIKE" TRANSlllTTED BY THE GOVERNMENT ;I1TH ITS

COMMUNICATION OF 24 JULY 1978

1. Situation with regard to collective bargaining up to 1973

Up to 1973, collective bargaining was governed by the provisions embodied
in Book IV of the Labour Code concerning commercial, industrial and mining
activities and, in general, all activities not expressly excepted (agriculture,
copper mining industry, etc.).

In addition, Act No. 16,625 established collective bargaining procedures in
the agricultural sector, While other legal provisions governed bargaining in other
areas.

In most of these areas, the procedure established comprised a system of
petitions which had to be submitted collectively by the workers. If the petitions
were not accepted by the employer, conciliation boards were required to intervene
in order to mediate in the dispute and to propose a solution. If this failed, the
parties could accept arbitration by common consent. If one party object&tl,
however, arbitration could not take place, and the only course left to the parties
was to strike or to close dO\m the enterprise concerned, depending on whether the
measure was agreed on by the lwrkers or decided on by the employer in the cases
prOVided for in the Labour Code. Any agreement behleen the parties was embodied
in a memorandum of agreement.

In specific cases, the Act enabled an enterprise to issue a declaration of
intervention in a collective dispute. In these cases a public official, with
varying pOwers, would take over the administration of the enterprise - a right he
could exercise even in the event of the illegal paralyzation of activities.

These procedures were carried <to inordinate lengths, to the serious detriment o~

of enterprises, consumers and even the workers themselves, as a re suI t of the
politicization of the trade-union leaders who normally played a major part in the
collective disputes, the abuses of, and delays in the system, and the improper
intervention of the State in private matters. Thus the administrative authorities
themselves would often precipitate a dispute, even an illegal one, Qn order to be
able to intervene legally, as has been demonstrated before the General Inspectorate
of the Republic and the courts of justice ..

There "as also a collective bargaining procedure based on tripartite
commissions, established by Act No. 17 ,074 of 31 December 1968, under which
commissions representing emploYers, workers and the GOVernment could be established
by supreme decree for specific sectors, areas or branches of production. These
commissions could, by a unanimous vote of their members, establish compulsory rates
of pay and working conditions in their respective sphere of competence.

There were several commissions of this nature (mention may be made of those
which existed in the sectors of commerce, textiles, the graphic arts and the
construction industry) which issued a number of decisions of a tripartite
character.
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The activities of these commissions automatically excluded the legal existence
of colle ctive disputes in the areas concerned, since their decisions constituted a
collective agr0ement among the parties. This fact should be borne in mind in
evaluating the points outlined below.

It is apparent from the situation described above that the ,lQrkers had a legal
right to strike, which could be exercised when all mediation or arbitration efforts
in a legal collective dispute had proved ineffective. However, strike action was
resorted to on innumerable occasions as a coercive weapon in illegal disputes,
which "ere sometimes provoked by the administrative authorities themselves, and the
situation was aggravated by the illegal occupation of the premises of enterprises.

\1i thout prejudice to the foregoing, it should be noted that strike action was
at least theoretically - excluded as an element of collective bargaining in those
areas reserved for the tripartite commissions, since negotiations were conducted
"ithin tl~ commissions on the basis of direct discussions between the parties and
the authorities.

2. Situation with regard to collective bargaining since 11 September 1973

After the Military Government had assumed power, Proclamation No. 36 of
18 September 1973 extended all collective agreements, decisions of tripartite
commissions, memorandums of agreement and rulings of arbitration tribunals, and
suspended proceedings in any collective disputes that were pending.

The subsequent legislation readjusting rates of pay and other special
provisions combined to produce a collective bargaining situation which may be
summarized as follows.

1. Article 9 of TIe cree-La" No. 275 of 1974 extended the validity of the above
mentioned collective instruments until 1 March 1979, in accordance with successive
amendments to those instruments, except in respect of the amount of remuneration,
and benefits and bonuses payable in cash, "hich are governed by the subsequent
legislation introducing readjustments.

n. Article 27 of TIecree-Lau No. 670 of 1974 suspended the operation, of the
conciliation boards until the promulgation of the ne" Labour Code regulating this
question, in accordance lIi th the successive amendments thereto.

Accordingly, collective bargaining is in general suspended, and the various
pre-existing collective instruments will remain in force until 1 11arch 1979.

The suspension of collective bargaining also entails suspension of the right
to strike as a legal element in the bargaining proceSs.

It should be emphasized that the SupreIll8 Government has announced, on several
occasions and in particular on 1 May 1978, that in the near future collective
bargaining will be resumed and the appropriate legal bodies will be established to
regulate such bargaining in its initial stages, beforo promulgation of the Labour
Code, "hich will establish definitive regulations on this question. It will be
necessary to guarantee the parties' freedom of discussion, the serious nature of the
system, the rationality of the basic premises and the interests of consumers, and
for this purpose the relevant preliminary texts have been prepared in the Ministry
of Labour.
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The Supreme Government takes the view that the collective bargaining procedure
should provide for a system of compulsory and strictly professional arbitration,
unaffected by pressure from the parties concerned or by the action of the State;
for this purpose the parties themselves should be able to select those arbitrators
who will give them guarantees.

On the basis of these principles, it is hoped to eliminate from the collective
bargaining system any possibility of repetition of the extremely serious abuses
which occurred in its operation. It was, in fact, these abuses, in conjunction
with factors originating from the Government's general economic policy and, in
particular, the need to overcome inflation, that made it necessary to suspend the
system.

Ill. Title VI of Decree-Law No. 670 of 1974 established a system of collective
bargaining through tripartite commissions ;,hich represented a considerable
improvement on the previous system. The new system was introduced in t,w stages.

(a) Initially, the tripartite commissions had a purely consultative function,
with au thority to propose to the l1inistry of Labour and Social Se curity and the
Ministry of EconoIDlf, Development and Reconstruction minimum and maximum rates of
pay, benefits and working conditions for the sector, enterprise, area or region
for which they were established. The Ministries concerned would then reach a
joint decision on the adVisability of the proposals submitted.

(b) Subsequently, through the reforms introduced under Decree-Law No. 1,765 of
1977, the commissions acquired decision-making powers, with authority to conclude,
by unanimous vote of their members, agreem:>nts of a binding nature and, in the
event of failure to reach an agreement, to submit proposals concerning rates of
pay, benefits and working conditions to the Ministries concerned for a decision.

The Ministries have 30 days in which to raiSe an objection to an agreement;
if no objection is raised within this time-limit, the agreement acquires complete
validity. If the commission does not unanimously approve any objection raised,
the Ministries reach a final decision.

In all cases, the decisions issued or agreements concluded under this system
have been binding on the parties. They may not be extended for more than t1>o
years or for less than one.

As shmm in the annexed list, there are at present 23 legally-established
tripartite commissions. Of these, 14 are actually functioning and 11 have already
issued deCisions or concluded agreements.

IV. Article 3 of Decree-Law No. 851 of 1975 authorizes the l1inistry of Labour to
extend, by supreme decree, eX officio or at the request of a party, the application
of memorandums of agreement or other collective instruments relating to majority
groups of workers from the same branch of economic activity, whether at the
departmental, provincial, regional or national level, to groups of workers not
covered by these memorandums or instruments.

The foregoing proVision is applicable for as long as collective bargaining is
su.spended.
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The Supreme Government has exercised this power mainly in connexion with the
national plastics industry, in "hich rates of pay, benefits and "orking conditions
have been standardized.

Other labour rights

The Supreme Government has endeavoured to facilitate the work of trade-union
leaders in the performance of their duties.

Decree-Law No. 198 of 1913 thus established, on a non-discriminatory basis,
permission to engage in trade-union activities, in other words, the right of
trade-union leaders to discharge the duties inherent in their office even during
the "orking day, '''i thin the periods prescribed by this Decree-La".

It should be noted that previously only a fe" trade unions enjoyed this right,
which theY had acquired throUgh collective bargaining.

The time spent in the performance of trade-union duties is regarded as time
actually worked for all legal and contractual puxposes, and the corresponding
remuneration and social-security contributions are payable by the trade-union
organizations concerned.

In addition, in connexion with the tripartite commissions, Decree-La" No. 196
has conferred on the workers' representatives and their alternates legal rights in
the labour sector similar to the rights of trade unions.
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.Armex LXIX

"LIST OF TRIPARTITE COMMISSIONS AJlID THEIR CONSTITUENT ACTS"
TRANSJ'HTTED BY THE GOVERNMENT \'/ITH
ITS COMMUNICATION OF 24 JULY 1978

(In Spanish alphabetical order of activity)

1. AgTicultural activities

Decree No. 486 (Diario Oficial of 12 November 1975), issued by the
Under-Secretary for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for
agricultural activities in the private sector.

2. Banking activities

Decree No. 111 (Diario Oficial of 12 April 1975), issued by the
Under-Secretary for Labour.

Decree No. 287 Diario Oficial of 31 July 1975), issued by the
Under-Secretary for Labour supplementary), establishing a tripartite
commission for banking activities in the private sector.

Decision No. 631 (Diario Ofic~aL: of 3 September 1975), issued by the
Under-Secretary for Labour, and

Decision No. 261 (Diario Oficial of 6 May 1977), issued by the Under-Secretary
for Labour, establishing a percentage readjustment of remuneration of personnel
employed in the Bank Pension Fund in the private banking sector.

Agreement No. 3 (Diario Oficial of 6 December 1977), issued by the
Under-Secretary for Labour, (Extract). On 2 December 1977 the agreement
concerning the remuneration of personnel employed in the Banl' Pension Fund
was ratified after having been approved by the tripartite commission for
banking activities in the private sector.

3. Activi ties relating to urban and inter-city lorry transport

Decree No. 28 (Diario Oficial of 30 January 1976), issued by the Under-Secretary
for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for activities relating to
urban and inter-city lorry transport in the private sector.

Agreement (Liario Oficial of 4 November 1977), issued by the Under-Secretary
for Labour, (Extract). On 7 October 1977 the agreement establishing the
remuneration, benefits and 'fOrking conditions of personnel engaged in urban and
inter-city lorry transport activities in the private sector, for a period of
two years from the date of publication of this extract, was ratified after
having been approved by the tripartite commission for such activities.

4. Activities relating to the construction industry

Decree No. 893 (Diario Oficial of 19 December 1974), issued by the Under-Secr~tary
for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for activities relating to the
construction industry in the private sector.
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Decision No. 17 (Diario Oficial of 27 February 1974), in effect from
1 June 1976 to 31 May 1977.

Decision No. ~01 (Diario Oficial of 5 July 1975), in effect from 1 June 1975
to 31 May 1976.

Decision No. 670 (Diario Oficial of 27 September 1975), in effect from
1 June 1975 to 31 May 1976. Public employees.

Decision No. 356 (Diario Oficial of 10 July 1976), in effect from 1 June 1976
to 31 11ay 1977.

Decision No. 337 (Diario Oficial of 30 June 1976), in effect from 1 June 1976
to 31 May 1977. Public employees.

These decisions establish the remuneration, benefits and working conditions of
personnel engaged in activities relating to the construction industry in the
private sector.

Travel allowances:

Decision No. 297 (Diario Oficial of 18 December 1974). As from 21 August 1974.

Decision No. 91 (Diario Oficial of 31 January 1975). As from 4 January 1975.

Decision No. 263 (Diario Oficial of 10 April 1975). As from 30 March 1975.

Decision No. 446 (Diario Oficial of 12 June 1975). As from 16 May 1975.

Decision No. 39 (Diario Oficial of 26 January 1976). As from 1 August 1976.

Decision No. 117 (Diario Oficial of 17 February 1976). As from 7 February 1976.

5. Commercial activities

Decree No. 487 (Diario Oficial of 24 October 1975), issued by the Under-Secretary
for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for commercial activities in the
private sector.

Decision No. 16 (Diario Oficial of 16 February 1974), in e:tifect from
1 January 1974 to 31 December 1974, establishing the remuneration, benefits and
working conditions of personnel engaged in commercial activities in the private
sector.

s'_._.Activities relating to the glaf<s industry

Decree No. 13~ (Diario Oficial of 10 March 1976), issue<lj"bY'Jtl:Jae"C"nd()r-g(f~ary;for
Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for activities relating to the
glass industry in the private sector.
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7. Activities relating to the pasta-making industry

Decree No. 895 (Diario Oficial of 19 December 1974), issued by the Under-,
Secretary for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for activities
relating to the pasta-making industry in the private sector.

Decree No. 222 (Diario Oficial of 6 June 1975) (establishing competence).

Decision No. 12 (Diario Oficial of 26 June 1976) (Carozzi y Luchetti S.A.).

Decision No. 516 (Diario Oficial of 25 November 1976).

Decision No. 61) (Diario Oficial of 22 December 1976) (Carozzi y Luchetti S.A.).

Decision No. '730 (Diario Oficial of 26 June 1976).

These decisions establish the working conditions, remuneration and benefits of
personnel engaged in pasta-making activities in the private sector.

Decision No. 199 (Diario Oficial of 15 April 1978), extending the validity of
of Decisions Nos. 516 and 673 of 1976, which established the working conditions
of personnel engaged in these activities.

8. Activities relating to the graphic arts industry

Decree No. 889 (Diario Oficial of 19 December 1974), establishing a tripartite
commission for activities relating to the graphic arts industry in the private
sector.

Decision No. 18 (Diario Oficial of 28 February 1974).

Decision No. 650 (Diario Oficial of 16 September 1975).

Decision No. 11 Diario Oficial of 14 January 1977), amended by Decision No. 281
(Diario Oficial of 11 May 1977 , establishing remuneration and working conditions.

9. Activities relating to laboratories and pharmacies

Decree No. 115 (Diario Oficial of 4 March 1976), issued by the Under-Secretary
for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for activities relating to
laboratories and pharmacies in the private sector.

10. Foreign airlines (personnel)

Decree No. 112 (Diario Oficial of 24 March 1976), issued by the Under-Secretary
for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for foreign airline personnel
working in Chile.

11. Cleaning and dyeing

Decree No. 116 (Diario Oficial of 14 March 1975), issued by the Under-Secretary
for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for cleaning and dyeing an",; vit
activities in the private sector.

Decision No. 4 (Diario Oficial of 12 January 1976).
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Decision No. )4 (Diario Oficial of 28 March 1977) (Amendment), establishing the
remuneration, benefits and working con,Htions of personnel employed in laundries
and cleaning and dyeing establishments in the private sector.

Agreement No. ~ (Diario Oficial of 16 February 1978) (Extract)

On 28 January 1978, the Minister of Labour and Social Security and the Minister of
Economy, Development and Reconstruction ratified the agreement approved by the
triparti te commission for cleailiiIg~ and dyeing activi tiesesfabliEhing the~

.rsc:.~r:.:r:,ticn, benefi ts and woiking;c0ndi ticr:s ef personnel engaged in these
act~v~t~es.

12. iubr~·cc.nts snd fuels

Decree ITo. 891 (Diario Oficial of 19 December 1974), issued by the Under
Secre,ary for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for activities
relativ, to :.ubricants and fuels in the private sector.

~ecree ~t. 200 \Diario Oficial of 19 May 1975) (establishing competence).

Decision Nc. 19 (Diario Oficial of 2 March 1974).

Decision No. ~ (Diario Oficial of 20 June 1977), amended by Decision No. 406
Diario Oficial of 8 July 1977).

Decree No. 897 (Diario Oficial of 20 June 1978).

Decree No. 196 (Diario Oficial of 3 April 1976).

These <liexts establish the remuneration, benefits and working conditions of
personnel engaged in activities relating to lubricants and fuels in the private
sector.

13. Shipping activities

Decree No. )9
for Labour, 1

(Diario Oficial of 28 August 1975), issued by the Under-Secretary
establishing a tripartitie commission for shipping activities.

Decision No. 1001 (Diario Oficial of 31 December 1976) establishing the
remuneration, benefits and \fOrking conditions of personnel engaged in shipping
activitie s.

14. Assembly industry

Decree No. 242 (Diario Oficial of 25 May 1975), issued by the Under-Secretary for
Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for the assembly industry.

Decision 634 (Diario Oficial of 14 January 1977) establishing the remuneration,
benefits and working conditions of personnel employed in this industry in the
priva,e sector.

11 Decree No. 297 (Diario Oficial of 7 December 1977), issued by the
Under-Secretary for Labour, repealed Decree No. 397 of 28 May 1975 and
established tripartite commissions for port workers (No. 1), and for officers
and seamen of the national merchant navy (No. 2).
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Agreement No. 4 (Diario Oficial of 6 January 1977) (Extract)

Agreement No. 4, establi she s the remuneration and working conditions of
personnel employed in this industry for a period of one year, was ratified on
5 December 1977 after having been approved by the competent tripartite
commission"

15. Lift assembly and maintenance

Decree No. 894 (Diario Oficial of 19 December 1974), issued by the Under
Secretary for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for activities
relating to the assembly and maintenance of lifts in the private sector.

Agreement No. 2 (Diario Oficial of 25 November 1977) (Extract)

Agreement No. 2, which establishes the remuneration and working conditions of
personnel engaged in these activi ties for a period of one year, was ratified on
25 October 1977 after having been approved by the competent tripartite
comm.::.. ssion.

16. Activities relating to the milling industry

Decree No. 136 (Diario Oficial of 10 March 1976), issued by the Under-Secretary
for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for milling activities in the
ppivate sector.

Agreement No. 7 (Diario Oficial of 20 April 1978) (Extract)

Agreement No. 7, which establishes the remuneration and working conditions of
personnel engaged in the se activitie s for a period of one year was ratified on
4 April 1978 after having been approved by the competent tripartite commission.

17. Activities relating to the paper industry

Decree No. 890 (Diario Oficial of 19 December 1974), issued by the Under
Secretary for Labour, establishing a Tripartite Committee for activities
relating to the paper industry in the private sector.

-
Decision No. 272 (Diario Oficial of 18 June 1976)

Decision No. 445 (Diario Oficial of 13 September 1977)

These deciSions establish the remuneration, benefits and working conditions of
personnel employed in the industry in the private sector.

Agreement No. 6 (Diario Oficial of 20 February 1978) (Extract)

The agreeme,t approved by the competent tripartite commission was ratified for
a period of one year.

18. Clothing industry

Decree No. 126 (Diario Oficial of 14 March 1975) establishing a tripartite
Commission for the activities of clothing factories in the private sector.
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19. Textile industry

Decree No. 892 (Diario Oficial of 12 February 1974), issued by the Under
Secretary for Labour, establishing a tripartite commission for textile
activities in the private sector.

Decision No. 15 (Diario Oficial of 16 February 1974).

Decision No. 211 (Diario Oficial of 23 April 1977).

Regular public transport (special case, established by law)

Decree-Law No. ~52 (Diar10 Oficial of 29 June 1974), issued by the Under
Secretary for Labour, establishing the remuneration, tax liability and working
condi tions of personnel engaged in privately-owned urban, suburban, rural and
inter-city public transport activities. Under the provisions of this Decree-Law,
the Ninister of Labour and Social Security is required to establish by means of
a supreme decree, within a period of 30 days from the date of publication of
this Decree-Law, a standing tripartite commission for privately-owned public
transport activities.

Amendments

Decree-Law No. 60~ (Diario Oficial of 10 August 1974).

Decree-Law No. 1206 (Diario Oficial of 24 October 1975).

Decree-Law No. 2178 (Diario Oficial of 22 April 1978).

Supreme Decree No. 155 (Diario Oficial of 6 August 1974) establishing a standing
triparti te commission for privately-o=ed 'F~blic transport activities.

Supreme Decree No. 214 (Diario Oficial of 18 March 1975) (establishing
competence) •
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GOVERNME:N'J' REQUEST FOR TIlE RESIGNATION OF 1. TRADE llNION LEADER

Republic of Chile
Dcpartocnt of the Interior
Office of the Governor of Chnnnral

From: Provinci",l Governor of Chnn=al

Cammunication No • ••• [illcgible]
Refers to: Decision No. 65 of---

28 April 1976
Intcndrunts Office, Region III

SUBJECT: Request for resign~tion from
regional dircctor~tG of
fermor COBRESf.L

To: Mr. Gustavo Va1des Aravena, Andes 1319, El Salvador

1. In pursuance of the provisions established by the Office of the Regional
Intendant at Atacama in its Decision No. 65 dated 28 April last, and in
accordance with the powers confe=ed upon me by the le.w, I hereby roquest
that you resign from membership of the Regional Directorate of CODELCO CHILE,
El Salvador Division (former Salvadur Copper Company). Your replaccment
will be nominated in due course.

2. Having taken note of this communic",tion, return it without del"Y.

3. If a reply has not been received within three dnys, you will nutomatically
be considered to have resigned your post.

Yours faithfully

Ram6n A. To=ealba Fuzmtcn
Police Chief

Governor
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ADMINISTRATIVE REFITSAL OF PERMISSION TO HOLD A TRl,DE UNION MEETING

Republic of Chile
Department of the Interior
Legal Advice Section
1-0165-D-20

Refers to: Official Communication No. 164
Request by the Confederation of
Copper Workers, received by
this Ministry on 2 June 1976.

SUBJECT: •• , [illegible] permissien as
indicated.

Santiago, 7 June 1976

Frem: Under-Secretary of the Interior

To' President of the Confederation

1. In reply to your roquest for permission to hold a trade union training
programme for workers in the copper mining industry between 7 June and 3 July
of this year, it is my duty to inform you that this Secretariat of State is
unable to authorize this activity, since it does not fall within the scope
of transitional Decree-Law No. 193/73, article 4.

2. As the training progronne does not conforn to the legislation in force
regarding trade union activity, refusal to authorize it has in this case,
been supported by the competent authority for such matters, namely, the
Ministry of Labour and Social Security.

Yours faithfully,

••• [illegible]
Major Enrique Monetero Mc.rx
Ministry of the Interior
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Annex LXXII

RESTRICTIONS ON TRAVEL BY TRADE UNION OFFICIllLS IN THE EXERCISE
OF THEIR DUTIES

EXACT COPY OF A PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT IN THE
SEMAlIARIO ANDINO, POTRERI1LOS, DATED 1 Ml\.Y 1976

TRAVEL BY TRAJJE UNION OFFICIALS

National Copper Corporation of Chile
Salvador Division

El Salvador, 21 April 1976

HAVING REGARD TO:

Supreme Deoree No. 75 of 1975 of the Ministry of Mines, Decree-Laws Nos. 21
and 94 of 1973 and Internal Order No. 2 of 1 October 1975, and

CONSIDERING:

That many trade union officials from this Division frequently travel to
Santiago and request interviews with the authorities of CODELCO-CHILE and Government
authorities at all levels;

That in many cases the Board of Administration is not aware of the subjects
which are discussed in the capital and which generally relate to real or imaginary
problems in the Divisions;

ORDER No. 61:

In order to regularize this situation the follOWing instructions are issued
and must be strictly complied with:

1. All trade union or labour problems must be dealt with in the relevant Division
between the trade union organization concerned and the Board of Administration at
the various executive levels.

2. If a solution is not found with the Board of Administration, the latter will
issue a pass or authorize the trade union officials to travel to Santiago for an
interview with the Executive Vice-President of Operations or his advisers.

3. In very exceptional circumstances determined by the Board of Administration or
delegates to the Office of the General Superintendent of Industrial Relations,
trade union officials will be authorized to travel to meet other authorities outside
CODELCO.

Issued for the information of all staff members of the Corporation.

Manuel Acevedo Valenzuela
Administrator

Salvador Division
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Annex LXXIII

DECREES Nos. 646 AND 648 ISSUED BY THE OFFICE OF THE IN'lENIlANT OF SANTIAGO,
(15 DECEMBER 1977), SUBNISSION FROM CONEBECH TO THE OFFICE OF THE INTENDANT
(16 DECEMBER 1977), DECREE No. 657 ISSUED BY THE OFFICE OF THE INTENDANT OF
SANTIAGO (19 DECEMBER 1977) AND CIRCULARS BY CONEBECH DATED 16 AND

21 DECEMBER 1977

REPUBLIC OF CHILE
Internal Affairs

OFFICE OF THE INTENDANT OF SANTIAGO,
Legal Department

This Offioe today decreed the following:

No. 646

Santiago, 15 December 1977

HAVING REGARD TO: this baokground information, the faot that the Offioe of the
Intendant has learned that there will be three posts vacant on the Executive of the
National Confederation of Workers' Associations of the Banco del Estado de Chile,
and taking into account the provisions of Decree-Law No. 349 of 1974, as amended by
Decree-Laws Nos. 911 and 1623,

DECREE:

As of today's date, the fcllowing persons are hereby appointed officials of the
National Confederation of Workers' Associations of the Banco del Estado de Chile in
place of those who have relin~uished their posts:

LAMBERTO 1:EREZ NAVARRO
RECTOR PENA CABRERA
JAIME CORREA UNDURRAGI'..

FOR REGISTRATION AND TRANS!UTTAL. (Signed) ROLANDO GARAY CIFUENTES, Division
General and Intendant of the Metropolitan Area. LUIS E. IZQUIERDO BERISSO, Legal
Secretary.

Written copy for your information.

Yours faithfully,

LUIS E. IZ~UIEl'J)O IERISSO
LEGAL SECRETARY

LIB/rot.
Copies to:

National Confederation of Workers' Associations of the Banco del Estado de Chile.
Registry.
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REPUBLIC OF CHILE
Internal Affairs

OFFICE OF THE INTENDANT OF SANTIAGO,
Legal Department

Santiago, 15 December 1977

This Office today decreed the follo"ing:

\IHEREAS:

(1) Article 3 of Decree-LaIT 11"0. 349, as amended by Decree-La"Ts Nos. 911 and
1623, empm'Ters this Office to request at any time the resignation of one or more of
the members of the executive bodies of the organizations, corporations and
foundations governed by the said legal provisions,

(2) Such a request for resignation must be based on serious grounds "hich
hinder the proper functioning of the institution and such grounds are to be
determined by this administrative authority,

(3) It has been learned that differences of opinion exist among the members of
the Executive of the National Confederation of 1'Iorkers' Associations of the Banco
del Bstado de Chile ,.,hich hinder the proper functioning of the inst,ittution and, in
the vie" of this authority, they constitute serious grounds that necessitate
reorganiza,tion of the Executive of the said body; and

Bea,ring in mind the provisions of Decree-LaMa Nos. 349, 911 and 1623,

DEcm:E:

1, '}ithin 24 hours of notification of this Decree, the fo11m.,ing members of
the Executive of the Nationa.l Confederation of \Jorkers I Associations of the Banco
del Esta,do de Chile:

ANDP.ES DEL CAMPO lIAllEL
ARTUllO MOHEHO PATINo

must resign from their posts, under the provisions of Decree-La'" Ho. 349, article 3,
paragraph 2, as amended by Decree-LaMs Nos. 911 and 1623.

2. Notification of this Decree shall be given by the Chilean Police, "hich
shall deliver copies thereof to the persons "hose resigna,tion is requested.

FOR REGISTRATION MID TP.AHSJITTTAL. (Signed) ROLAllDO GARAY CIFUENTES, Division
General a.nd Intendant of the l1etropolitan Area. LUIS E. IZQUIERDO IlERISSO,
Legal Secreta.ry.

llritten copy for your information.

Yours'f.. ithful;J:y,
LUIS E. IZQUIERDO BERISSO

LEGAL SECRETARY
LIB/rot.
Copies to:

l;·"ticrial· Confederation of \Torkers' Associa,tions of the Banco del Estado de Chile.
Chilean Police.
Registry.
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COliE£ECH;H

National Confederation of ~'orkers' Associations cf the Ee.neo ~.ol Estado' de Chile

Morande 25, Office 701
Santiago, 16 December 1977

Mr. Rolando Ca.ray Cifuentes
Division General and Intendant of the

Metropolitan Area
Santiago

Sir,

Today the Na.tional Executive of the National Confedera.tion of \forkers of the
Banco del Bstado was notified by the police of Decree No. 648, issued by your Office,
in which a. request is made for the resignation of the Nationa.l President and Vice
President of CONEBECH, Messrs. Andres del Campo Hamel and Arturo Moreno Pa.tino.

The aforementioned decree cites as the grounds for this decision the .fact that
"It has been learned that differences of opinion exist among the members of the
Executive of the National Confederation of Workers' Associa.tions of the Banco del
Estado de Chile which hinder the proper functioning of the institution and, in the
view of this authority, they constitute serious grounds that neoessita.te
reorganization of the Executive of the said bo;il;y".

On this point, the Na.tional Executive of the trade union wishes to inform the
Intendant of the follmnng: first, the grounds invoked for adopting such a drastic
decision, namely an alleged difference of opinion within the Executive of the
Confederation ,"hich would hinder the proper functioning of the institution, beax no
relation to the true situa.tion within our union, since the activities undertal~en by
the officials, HeBsrs. del Carapo and Moreno, comply with agreements adopted
unanimously by the national officials of the organization, and no conflict or
difference of opinion whatever exists that could be described as an obstacle to the
proper functioning of the Confederation. Indeed, because of the associative nature
of the structure of the Na.tiona.l Executive, the actions of its officials must
represent the views of the ma.jority of its members. This leads us to believe that
the Intendant has ma.de the wrong decision, undOUbtedly because he received incomplete
or erroneous information.

Second, in exercising the functions entrusted to it by the trade union, the
National Executive has consistently confined itself to serving the legitimate
interests of those it represents, has elways a.bided by the legal provisions in force
and, with due respect and considera.tion, has dra.wn the attention of the appropria.te
authorities to its views, which ha.ve all rela.ted to the problems affecting the
workers and their trade union organization.
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Third, in view of the above, our opinion is that a mistalce has been made and we
respectfully request the Intenda,nt to reconsider this decree and cancel the request
for resignations made therein.

Yours fai thful1y,

Reman Baeza. Ja.ra,
General Secretary

}!B.ximo Ba,rahona, Arellano
Nationa,l Director

Harcelo Nava.rrete Na.rquez
National Director

Andres del Campo Ramel
National President

Arturo MOr€no Patino
Vice President

Note: The rema,ining Nationa.! Director, Hr. Omar Torres Pla.za., ha.s not signed this
note because he is a'Ha.y from Santiago, but he stated over the telephone tha.t
he supports it on all points.

F.S. 19 December 1977

The origina.! of this submission was deHvered under the door of the Registry of
the Office of the Intendant of Santiago, on Sa.turda.y, 17 December at 11.20 a .m., at
the suggestion of the dOOI'lll<lJl who l'IaS on duty at tha,t time in office Ho. 14 on the
second floor of the building. and refused to take delivery of the document.

REPUBLIC OF CHILE
Internal Affairs

OFFICE OF THE INTENJJ.AUT OF SANTIAGO,
Legal Depa.rtment

This Office today decreed the following:

\/HEREAS:

No. ill.

Santiago, 19 December 1977

(1) Article 3 of Decree-Law No. 349, as amended by Decree-LaMs Nos. 911 and
1623, empo;rers this Office to request at any time the resigna.tion of one or more of
the members of the e~,ecutive bodies of the organizations, corporations and
foundations governed by the said legal provisions,

(2) In Decree No. 64B of this Office, da,ted 15 December 1977, a. request "as
ma,de for the resigns.tion of Hessrs. Andres del Cam1'o Hamel and 1\.rturo 11oreno Pa.tino
from their posts as officials of the Nationa.l Confederation of \'Iorkers I Associa.tions
of the Banco del Esta~o de Chile,

(3) In accorda.nce 1'Iith the provisions of the at'orementioned Decree No. 648,
such resigna.tion had to be submitted within 24 hcurs of notifica.tion of the sa.id
Decree,
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(4) As shown in the relevant record of notification, Hr. Arturo Horeno Patino
was notified of Deoree No. 648 of this Offioe on 16 December 1977 at 11. 40 a.m.,

(5) As shown in the relevant reoord of notifioation, Hr. Andn§s del Campo Hamel
was notified of Deoree No. 648 of this Office on 16 December 1977 at 12.55 p.m.,

(6) Consequently the time-limit for submitting the resignations in question
has expired; and

Taldng into oonsidera,tion:

The provisions of Decree-LaMs Nos. 349, 911 and 1623

DECR:E:El:

1. Andn§s del C8mpo Ramel and Arturo l'foreno Patiuo are hereby removed from
their posts as officials of the National Confederation of \'iorkers 1 Assooia,tions of
the Banco del Estado de Chile.

2. Messrs:

ALEJANDRO I1ERY BADILLA
RAFAEL DE LA CUADRA ESPINOZA

are hereby appointed to replace 11essrs. del Campo and Horeno a.s officials of the
National Confederation of \Jorkers' Assooiations of the Banoo del Estado de Chile.

FOR REGISTRATlrn AND TRANSI'lITTAL. (Signed) ROLANDO GARAY CIFUENTES, DiVision
General and Intendant of the Hetropolitan Area. LUIS E. IZQUIERDO BERISSO,
Legal Secretary.

'dritten oopy for your information.

Yours faithfully,

L"IS E. IZQUIEITDO BERISSO
LEGAL SECRETARY

LIB/rct
Copies to:

National Confedera,tion of 'dorkers' Associa,tions of the Ba.nco del Estado de Chile,
/'forande 25, Office 701.
Registry.
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COlillBI;cH

Santiago, 16 Deoember 1977

CIRCULAR No. 74

Dea.r colleagues,

The lTationa,l Executive of the Confederation considers that it should inform
the members of the follo,~ng:

First: The Nationa,l Confederation "ras today notified of Decree Ho. 648 issued
by the Office of the Intendant of Santiago, according to ,rhich, under the legal
powers referred to in the Decree, Hes"rs. AndrEis del Campo Hamel and Arturo Horeno
Pa.tino, President and Vice-President respectively of Conebech, are requested to
resign from their posts a,s national officials and tender their resignation Hithin
24 hours on pain of legal summcns.

Second: Paragraph 3 of the Decree states tha.t "It has been learned that
differences of opinion exist among the members of the Executive of the National
Confederation of Ilorkers J Associations of the Banco del Estado de Chile which hinder
the proper functioning of the institution and, in the vie"r of this authority, they
constitute sericus grounds that necessita.te reorganization of the Executive of the
said body".

Third' In view of this situation, the National E::<:ecutive of Conebech "rishes to
inform the members that:

(8.) In performing the functions entrusted to it by the tra,de union for the
purpose of heading the orga,niza,tion, the Executive ha,s ah18.ys concentrated on the
interests and a,spira,tions of the worker" it represent" and constantly sought to
secure the fulfilment a,nd full exercise of their :rights.

(b) To this end, the Executive has complied 'rith the legal prov1.s1.ons in force,
but with due respect a,nd consideration has none the less made lmown to the
authorities its position regarding the restrictions currently facing the trade union
movement in our country.

Furthermore, as the members are aware, it has r"ised "ith the administra,tion of
the lla.nk the question of the difficult economic situa,tion of the staff. The
a.dministra.tion has aclmm,ledged the situation and, at the meeting held ,dth the
National Confedera.tion this morning, reported its decision to grant the sta,ff some
financial relief before Christma.s, payable in the form of a voucher for groceries
worth approxima,te1y 1,200 pesos. This fact prcves once again that the requests
ma,de by the union have been fair.

(c) The grounds for the Decree issued by the Office of the Intendant of
Santiago, requesting the resiena,tion of the abovementioned officials bear no
relation to the true situa,tion ;rithin our orga,niza.tion; "differences of opinion
,·rhich hinder the proper functioning of the institution" do not exist since the
mana,gement of the union has been approved unanimously by the nationa,l officials and
endorsed a,nd a.pproved by the rank-and-file members throughout the country whenever
it has been possible to obtain their opinion. Furthermore, this Nations,l Executive
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has requested permission from the pul,lic a.uthorities to hold a, lTationa.l Congress,
the supreme organ of Conebech accordi!J€ to its statutes, but permission to do so has
been denied.

(d) It utterly deplores the procedure bei!J€ used to restructure the Ha,tional
Executive, since the procedure is contrary to the vie"IS Df the vast majDrity Df the
membership and the principle of the independence of intermediate bodies, 'Ihich the
Supreme Government declares to be Dne of the fundamenta.l principles on '-Thich its
action is based.

(e) 11hatever the circumstances that TI!B,y fa.ce the tra.de union, the undersigned
national officials, elected by the direct vote of the membership, l'lill maintain
their position in defence of the interests Df the staff of this institution,
ensuri!J€ the continued existence of the trade union and the feeli!J€ of unity uhich
ha,s all'la,ys reigned in Dur orga,nization and ,Ihich 'le aim to preserve.

(f) Once aga,in the llatiDna.l E:,ecutive of the Confederation reiterates its
unswerving loya.lty to and firm support for its National President and Vice-President,
Andres del Campo and Arturo 110reno, who in their long and fruitful management of the
union have ma.de the grea.test efforts and sacrifices for its adva.ncement, a fact ,Ihich
the members realize and "Ihich they have had the opportunity to indicate through
ma,ssive and unselfish support on a, number of occasions.

(g) A note has been sent toda¥ to the Intendant of Santiaeo setti!J€ out the
vie'fs of the National Executive and requesti!J€ reconsidera,tion of the Decree
demanding the resignations.

nATIONAL COIWZDEBATION OF ''!OffiCERS' ASSOCIATI()J)jS
Ca!' THE llIi.HCO DEL ESTADO D:I: CHIm

Heman Baeza J.
General Secretary

Omar Torres p.
Directcr of Finances

Dear colleagues,

Arturo Horeno P.
Vice-President

Ha.rcelo Havarrete N.
Director of Records

COllEBECH

DISlfiSSAL OP NATIONAL OFFICIALS

Andres del Campo H.
Na,tiona,l President

lla.ximo Earahcna, A.
Director of
Organiza,tion and Control

The ,"orkers of the Banco del :Csta,do de Chile ha,ve, during the course of this
"eek, been informed of the demand made by Hr. Rolando Ga,ray, Intendant of Santiago,
in a Decree issued by his Office, for the resignation of President Andros del Campo
and Vice-President Arturo Iloreno from their posts as officials of our trade union
orga,nization. Subsequently, by Decree llo. 657, the said authority proGeeded to
iismiss del Campo and Uoreno from their posts for refusi!J€ to tender their
resignations.

The profound surprise \fhich tl'lis mea,sure has occasioned in our organization is
difficult to describe, since the rea,sons put fOrl'IS,rd, i.e. alleged internal
differences of opinion, are ina,ccura,te, indeed impossible. All of the staff ImoH
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that t.he spirit and ~~o!!._il.:j_-t;..r:!'. of our trade union, hist.orically speal{ing, ha.s
been illTITY, a virtue \Thich has made normal and respectful coexist.ence possible even
in the tensest moments eJq>erienced by the trade union and by the country. Nothing
has ever succeeded in causing a rift "ithin the organiza.tion, either in the Executive
or among the ra.nk-a.nd-file members, beca.use the feeling of mUTY ha.s been the
irresistible force which has enabled it to overcome all the pressures that might in
one way or another ha.ve led us along pa,ths other than those indicatod by the ever-
respected vie"s of our members. This is "by \',e have become great, not only in our
mm country, but also at the interna.tional level. Similar organizations and others
of outstanding nationa.l importance respect us, and in many trade union meetings
throughout the continent our union has been held up a·s an example because of its
excellent structure, the responsible attitude of its officia.ls and the quality of
its membership. l'lould it ha,ve been possible to achieve such a. standa.rd if it had
not been for our principles?

The measure which no\' affects our Executive is therefore a,ll the more
inexplicable. The compulsory removal of Andres del Campo and Arturo 110reno sa,dly
call" to mind the aptness of the pcpula,r saying "They received Chilean pay" (Le.
they were trea.ted "ith gross ingratitude). A stroke of 8. pen he.s "iped out the
efforts of many years of inva.luable work on behalf of their fello'" "rorkers, but h01'l
can any decent person forget the significance, first for bank workers and then for
all "rorkers in public administration, of the five-day week? And the finanoial
benefit" on other occasions \;hich clearly ra,ised our standa.rd of living, And the
courage in def,mding our Bank from the ma.ny attempts to limit or reduce its
importa.nt influence on the nationa.l economy? And the countless struggles to defend
our socia.l security gains'! It I,ould taJm a long time to list all that ha.s ha,ppened
in our trade union's history; there is only space here to state that the most
important pages of that history were written in the indefatigable, ca.lm and forceful
presence of these two officials "ho are now being ha.iled by thousands of \'lOrkers in
our organization for their brilliant careers and their uprightness.

He, the undersigned democra,tically elected officials, "'ish to express our
complete solidarity "ith Andres and Arturo, beca.use we are well a.wa,re tha,t this is
precisely tha.t sentiment of the members they ha,ve represented so "orthily for so
many yea.rs. At the same time, ",e have today requested an interview with the
m.nister of the Interior in order to inform him of this unusual situation and ask
for his valuable help in finding a solution to the problem, convinced o.s we are of
the truth of his \;ords "'hen he said toot: "The Government's idea has never been to
make use of the trade unions, either as partisan organiza.tions ox' in the service of
a ca,use which is not directly related to tra.de unionism", \"e trust tha.t a fa.ir
solution to this problem "ill be found.

nATIONAL COllFEDDRATIOlT OF UORI(lJRS' ASSOCIATIonS
OF T1lD BANCO TImL ESTAJ)O DE CHILE

Oma.r Tcrres Pla.za.
National Director of Finances

lla.rcelo Ha.varrete l'farquez
Director of Records

Santiago, 21 December 1977

Reman Ba.e za J a,ra.
General Secretary
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DISMISSAL OF TRJ\l)E GNION OFFICIALS BY TIECREE (No. 150 OF THE OFFIC3
OF THE INTENDMIT OF SANTIAGO (4 .APRIL 1978)

REPUBLIC OF ClITLE
Internal Affairs
OFFICE OF THE INTENDANT OF SAlITIAGO
Legal Department

This Office today decreed the following,

\'lliEREA[; ,

No. 150

Santiago, 4 April 1978

(1) Article 3 of Decree-Law No. 349, as amended by Decree-La'Js
Nos. 911 and 1623, empowers this Office to request at any time the resignation
of one or more of the members of the executive bodies of organizations,
corporations and founda'tions governed. by said legal provisions,

(2) Such a request for resignation must be based on serious grounds "hieh
hinder the proper functioning of the insti.tution and such grounds are to be
deternined by this administrative authority,

(3) The National Association of 1:Iorkers in the Public Health
Administration (ANODOS) has sought to modify its statutes without regard for
tbe provisions thereof, without having been granted the appropriate authorization
and with the clear aim of infringing the legal provisions in force,

(4) Furthermore, adequate proof exists that some of the persons at present
beading the said Association have infringed the party political recess decreed by
the Supreme Government, which action is prohibited. by the third article of the
statutes of the said organization,

(5) In the opinion of this authority, the foregoing constitutes serious
grounds which hinder the proper functioning of the institution and necessitate
reorganization of the Exec"tive of the said body; and

BEARING IN !lIND the provisions of Decree-La"s Nos. 349, 911 and 1623

DECREE:

(1) Within 24 hours of notification of this Decree, the following members
of the National Association of 1:Iorkers in the Publio Health Administration (ANODO:,)
shall resign from their pcsts under the provisions of paragraph 2, article 3 of
Decree-Law No. 349, as amended by Decree-Laws Nos. 911 and 1623:
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Jorge G6mez Cifuentes

Oscar Gonzales Gonzalez

David Lizama l1enares

Carlos l6pez Cornejo

Hernan Mery Toro

Federico Stelzmann Larrien

(2) Notification of this Decree shall be given by the Chilean Police, ~hich
Rhall deliver copies thereof to the persons ~hose resignation is requested or to
"homsoever is present at their domiciles at the time of notification.

FOR REGISTRATION AND TRANSNITTAL (:>igned) ROLAmlO GARAY CIFtJENTES,
Division General and
Intendant of the
Metropolitan Area.

WIG E. IZQ.UIEEDO,
Legal Secretary.

Written copy for your information.

Yours faithfUlly,

LUI3 E. IZQ.UIEEDO Billl.ISOO

Legal Gecretary

LIB/rot.

Ctpies to:

Nat. Assoc. of \/orkers in the Public Health Administration (ANODOS).

Registry.
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Annex LXX'!.

J,IST OF THADE UNIOH OJ<'FIC:CllL~3 DETAINED AND 11ISSnm

(Delivered to the Group '.0 S['.'1ti"g~'·in ;rulyi97~Y

Name Trade Union Tii.8ntHYY CRrd ~
Date of

disappearance

l. VICENTD ATENCIO CORTE; Construction 56.396 Arica n/8/76

2. BERNARDO AMU ZUillTA CUT/CTCm: 2189374 Stgo. 2/4/76
metal Horkers

3. ARTURO BARRIA ARAREDA Teachers 3400191 3tgo. 28/8/74

4. JOSE LUIS BAEZA CRUCES CUT Juvenil 2471897 Utgo. 9/7/74
formerly
National
Construction

5. LINCOYAN BERRIOS
CATALDO

6. GABRIEL DEL RO:::iARIO
CJi.CiTILW TAPIA

7. CEf~ CERDA CUEVAS

8. RECTOR lIANUEL
CONTRERA" ROJAS

9. ABmIDIO ALEJAmlRO
CONTRERAS GONZALEZ

P. Valdivia
ni trate fields

Ranquil
agricultural
workers

Radio
controllers

2759542 stgo.

13.180 Combarb.

1415352 Stgo.

3378378 Stgo.

4864608 :Jtgo.

15/12/76

5/8/76

19/5/76

28/6/76

14/7/74

10. JUAN ELIMl CORTE::;
AIRUIZ

n. PLUTARCO ENRIQ,UE
COUSSIY BDNAVIDES

12. LISANllRO TUCAPEL CRUZ
DIAZ

Hasp. ioe 30334 Quilpue
San Juan de Dios

442.042 Valpo.

1152825 Stgo.

29/4/76

21/9/73

18/12/16

13. JOSE E:NRIQUE
CORVALAN VALENCIA

14. VICTOR DIAZ WPEZ

15. ULDARICO DONATRE
CORTDJ

CUT

Nitrate vlorkers

2351340 Stgo.

1001825 Gtgo.

2095711 Stgo.

.9/8/16

12/5/76

5/5/76

16. J,IIKED01TA'IO :A1lE1IDMO.:. Chilectra 3317362 Stgo. 5/5/76
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Tracl e Union Identity Card
.Jate of

disappearance

17. RUITBnRTO FclJENTES
RGDRIGJBZ

18. FRANCISCO JOAN
GONZAI8Z ORTIZ

19. ALFONSO FEE1,ANDO
GAONA CllAVI:2,

20. JUAn ANTONIO
GIANI:LLI COIIPANI

21. lIAXD10 GEDDA ORTIZ

22. MARIO JESUS JUTCA
VEGA

23. LUI:, SEGUNDO IAZO
SANTAND:cR

CUT-Endcsa
electricians

Labourers

Jnafri

"UTE

Television

00.11Jl1 Renca

Chilcctra

1.844 Renca

57439)6 'Jtgo.

4853825 stgo.

5086166 :Jtgo.

51.056 Provid.

4665098 btgo.

2745046 3tgo.

4/11/75

9/9/76

8/9/75

26/7/76

16/7/74

9/8/76

15/12/76

24. NICOLA:J ALB1JRTO LOPDZ Firun
~U.A.REZ

545560:; btgo. 50/7/76

25. GUIL1:::RlIO lIARTIllDZ
GUIJON

Printers 667.759 :.,tgo. 21/6/76

26. IL.'l.UiJ llPNTOYA VILCH8" Construction 2935822 :tgo. 21/7/76

27. JUAN 1illCTOR llCRAL:c~

GARCD3

28. VICTOR RUGa 1I0RAI.r:J
llAZUELA

29. lHGUI:L LUIS 1I0RAlES
RAl'lIRCZ

Construction

uof't drinks
traders

4861596 :~tgo.

2632428 Stgo.

5083545 Stgo.

30. lfllTO]{ lIORALE:; Former President
SAAVEDR~ :cumar

2920768 :Jtgo. 15/8/74

31. llliCTOTI 1I0RAOil GARC":..i Construction

32. FI:RNAHJJO NAVARRO
ALLGNDE

33. 111G\)'2L llAZAL Q,UIROZ

34. W-llCIAL RODOIFO
NUlT.GZ JDNAVTJ)ES

CUTjRaihlays

UCT

l:3PP Osorno

4861596 otgo.

312.505 Va1po.

3262756 Stgo.

65.815 Osorno

22/7/76

15/12/76

1l/8/76

18/5/76
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Name Trad.e Union Identi ty Card Date of'
disappearanoe

35· JUAN FERNAlIDO University 1611532 Stgo .. 15/12/76
ORTIZ LE:TELIER of' Chile

36. JUAN REI'IE Ranquil 4037100 Stgo. 8/6/76
ORELLANA CATALAN agricultural

workers

37. ENRIQUE PARIS ROA Teaohers 11/9/73

38. WA1DO ULISES Textile 2951237-K Dtgo. 15/12/76
PISARRO MOLINA workers

39. EXEQUIEL PONCE Port workers 64.251 Calama 24/6/75
VICENCIO

40. ARt1ANDO PORTILLA End.esa 2758755-S Stgo. 9/12/76
PORTILLA electricians

41, REINALDA PEREIRA PLAZA Salva 5319316-1 Stgo. 15/12/76

42. LUIS EMILIO APE-UTE teachers 5473525 Stgo. 29/4/76
RECABARREN GONZALEZ and students

43. MANUEL SEGlJNDO Nascimiento 1464283 Stgo. 30/4/76
RECABARREN ROJAS Publishing House

44. AIFREDO ROJAS Railways 4019953-5 Stga. 4/5/75
CASTANEDA

45. ANIEAL RIQ,UElliJE PINO CUT 13.593 V.Alemana 9/76

46. SERGIO ALBERTO RIVEROS CUT (Printers) 4339612 Stgo. 15/8/74
VILLAVICENCIO

47. GERARDO ISMAEL CUT Juvenil 1195188 Stgo. 25/1/74
RUBILAR lIORALES

48. JOSE SAGREDO PACEECO Construction 297.518 Stgo. 3/11/75

49. JORGE SALGADO SAUNAS Ranqui1 112.365 Quil10ta 9/8/76
agricultural
workers

50. JOSE EDUARDO Treasu:ry 4805124 Stga. 6/8/76
SANTANDER HIRAN.IJA J). J. CUT

51, PEDRO SILVA BUSTOS 00 .~lJ'1 Chile 3809582 Stgo. 9/8/76
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Name Trade Union Identi ty Card.
Date of

disappearance

52. JORG:C GERARDO Fensimet 6199024 .Stgo. 4/6/76
SOLOVERA GALLARDO

53. JOSb VICENTE CUT (Printers) 5019913 Stgo. 15/6/76
TOLOGA VASQ,DEZ

54. JULIO ROBERTO VEGA 00.1111 1252460 :jtgo. 16/8/76
VEQLl.

55. CARLO:J NARIO FIAT 466 5693 11/8/76
VISCARR COFRE

56. RECTOR VELIZ RJUIIREZ CUT OU.Mll 4234509-1 Stgo. 15/12/76

57. JUAN VI LLARROTI;L ;.: Photo-engravers 1735775 f;tgo. 13/8/76
ZARATE

58. RODOLFO ARTURO \T Enafri 2/1/75
VILLASECA

59. !lAX ROBERTO Fn:U students
VI:NTURELLI LIERNILLY and. teachers

60. LUI5 EDUJ\RDO Ranquil 110.479 Curic6 12/9/75
V)}GA RMlIRTI;Z agricultural

workers
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Annex LXXVI

IETTER FROM TRADE UNION OFFICIALS TO THE MINISTF.R OF THE IN'l'EHIOR
APPLYING FOR MOOJl1lENT OF THE ORDER BANISHING TI3Ell

SANTIAGO, Decembe,- 19'17

General Haul Benavides Escobar
Minister of the Interior
Santiago

Sir,

By virtue of the right to petition guaranteed to us by the legislation in
force, we are writing to inform you of the seriousness of the situation of six
trade union officials - of the highest level and representativeness - in the
places to which they have been banished by the Government of Chile, in exeroise
of the powers acoorded to it under the state of siege.

Mr. Juan Finoheira Cortes has been banished to Viaviri, at 4,068 metres
altitUde, 250 kilometres inland of Arioa. This villa<>e consists of a few
families of shepherds, a railway station and a police post. He is subject to
house arrest and forced to provide for himself in a place where there is no trade
and no possible source of work. His health is suffering from the altitude and
the extreme temperature fluctuations in the area.

Mr. Carlos Frez Rojo has been banished to Cuatellateri, at 4,800 metres
altitude, 280 kilometres inland of Arica. In this volcanic area, there live
three villagers and the garrison of a police post. He is also forced to provide
for himself and to find any work that he can. In this area, temperatures approach
30°C during the day and 20°C below zero at night. His sole access is by
four-wheel-drive jeep, and the Bolivian winter is apprcaching, >Thich cuts off all
communication for ·four months. This person is suffering from serious
psychosomatic disturbances oaused by the altitude, temperature fluotuations and
isolation. It should be added that Mr. Frez returned from abroad to serve his
sentence Ca fact which appeared in the press) but was nevertheless forced to
proceed to that area with only the light clothes which he was wearing.

Mr. Carlcs Arellano is in the Alcerreca area, at 3,917 metres altitude,
140 kilometres inland of Arica, where there is a military outpost, a railway
station and a police post. The only accommodation hs has been able to find is
a hut ,(ithout even the minimal sanitary installations.

Mr. Juan Manuel SepUlveda has been banished to Chucuyo, at 3,700 metres
altitude, 200 kilometres inland of Arica. It is a small town with a police
post. His living conditions are the same.

Mr. Hector Cuevas has been banished to Chapiquifla at 3,700 metres altitude,
200 kilometres inland of Arica. In addition to the abnormal living conditions
imposed on the others, he has serious heart problems as a result of the climatic
characteristics of the area; and he has been left to look after himself in an
isolated place, surrounded by Indians who do not understand his language, and
without even a police post to help him.
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Mr. Hilton Fuga, who came fOTIlard voluntarily to serve the banishment ordered
by a Supreme Decree, has been banished to Caquena at 3,900 metres altitude, in
the same geDgraphical area, in extremely hard conditions which are dangerous to his
life, like those described in the preceding Cases.

In our capacity as sponsoring lawyers in the actions for enforcement of rights
brought before the Santiago Court of Appeals on behalf of the banished persons,
it is our bounden duty to inform you of the serious threat to the physical and
mental health of those concerned. Furthermore, it is our duty to advise you that
the very lives of the persons banished will be endangered if they have to endure
these conditions any longer. This warning is not exaggerated. The regular
inhabitants of these places have a physiological constitution which has been
adapted over the generations to the natural rigours of the environment; and the
police garrisons which live there are very young men, prepared by suitable training,
who undergo frequent medical examinations and have the equipment, clothing and food
required by the exceptional nature of the area. The persons we are defending have
none of these advantages to attenuate their harsh living conditions.

In brief, the Supreme Government has imposed on trese trade union officials
a banishment whose harshness is unprecedented in our history and has no parallel
whatsoever in the Western world. Their living conditions can only be compared
to the tragic destiny of persons banished to Siberia.

You should also be aware that the situation deccribed is incompatible with the
provisions of article 5 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights which states
that: liNo one shall be sub.ieoted to torture or to cruel. inhuman or degrading
treatment Or punishment". In addition, article 3 of the American Convention on
Human Rights known as the Pact of San Jose, Costa Rica, stipulates that: "No one
shall be subjected to torture Or tc cruel. inhuman. or degrading punishment Or
treatment. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with respect
for the inherent dignity of the human person".

In our view, neither the content nor the spirit of the legal and moral
requirements which the Government of Chile has solemnly undertaken to uphold is
compatible with confinement of unspecified duration in inhospitable places entirely
lacking in facilities for health, accommodation, hygiene, shelter and food, a
confinement imposed on persons who are not physiologically adapted to such
hardships or prepared to bear them. The above-mentioned legal instruments do
indeed provide for some temporary and partial exceptions to the inviolability of
the human riehts which they affirm: but it is also true that chapter IV,
article 27, paragraph 2 of the Pact of San Jose states that, even in exceptional
circumstances, sanctions and security measures which might endanger the life or
personal integrity of the persons concerned may not be applied.

Finally, we submit to you, Sir, that the powers granted to the Executive in
this matter, by virtue o~ the existence of the state of siege, are limited to the
transfer of persons from one Department to another of the national territory.
Nei theI' the original rule establishing the power of administrative banishment
article 72, paragraph 17 of the Constitution o~ 1925 - nor any later provision
perwits trans~er with the obligation to reside in a city, town, hamlet or place of
smaller geographical area than a Department. Nor is it possible, with respect to
one and the same person, to combine the measure of transfer and with the measure of
house arrest, since domicile is an attribute of the person which Can be imposed
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only in the cases expressly specified in civil law in relation to persons not
having legal capacity. Lastly, the force of the argument which we are advancing
,;:[11 be clear if one examines the actual history of that part cf the Political
Charter of 1925 which deals with the state of siege, since banishment to the
geo~aphical area of a Department ,.as intended to avoid the security measure being
transformed into a punishment - which is, unfortunately, exactly ,.hat has happened
to the persons we are defending.

Fer the serious reasons explained, and without prejudice to the arguments
we shall advance before the Santiago Court of Appeals, ,.e request you, Sir, to
suspend immediately the penalty imposed on the trade union officials
Mr. Juan Fincheira, Mr. Carlos Frez, Mr. Carlos Arellano, Mr. Juan Nanuel Sep"6lveda,
Mr. Hector Cu.evas and Mr. Milton Puga, who are at present undergoing administrative
banishment in the interior of the Department of Arica. As an alternative, we
request chat the transfer should be commuted to residence in the territory of the
Department of Arica.

Trusting that you ,.ill take into account the legal, moral and hUlllanitarian
considerations Which have led us to request that you review this matter,

vie remain

Yours faithfully,

For Mr. Juan Fincheira C.

For Hr. Carlos Frez R.

Adolfo Zald!var Larra!n
Lawyer

Mr. Hector Cuevas

Gullermo Videla Vial
la\,tYGI'

For fir. Carlos Arellano

For Mr. Juan M. Sep"6lveda

For r1r. H.il ton Puga

Jose r1r. Galiano ••• [illegible]
Lawyer
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Annex LXXVII

SVIORN STATEMENT BY HECTOR mrGO CUEVAS SALVAJJOR (ARREST A1ID BANISHHENT)

HECTOR mrGO CUEVAS SALV.AJJOR President of the Federation of Horkers in the
Construction Timber and Building Haterials Industries Federaci6n Industrial de
Edificaci6n 11adera Materiales de Construcci6n FIEliC gives an account of
his arrest and subsequent banishment

On Hednesday, 23 November, at 10.10 a.m., four persons, three men and
woman, came to our Federation's office and were received by the secretary.
said that they wished to speak with me; and, when the secretary amced who
were, one of them gave his name as Arturo Sanchez. She informed me and I
out to meet them. They presented me with a small pinlc card, in a plastic case,
with some illegible 'lI'i ting. They said that they >lere from the National
Information Agency, and that I >las under arrest as from that moment. I am-ed them
if they had an arrest ,-rarrant, but they told me contemptuously, and >li th a great
show of haste, that I >lould be t~cen away immediately. I tried to ipJorm the
rest of the officials in the office of the Federation, but they would not allow
me to do this. At that very moment my wife was at the office, 'laiting for me to
come >li th her on some errands. She asked me what was happening and, when I
replied that they were arresting me, she am-ed them why and where they were taking
me so that she would knO>l "here I was. The one who said his name was
Arturo Sanchez replied that she would be informed in due course. She had no
chance to do anything because they shoved me out at a run down the staircase. All
this took five minutes.

[/hen >le reached the street, they made me get into a blue Peugeot which had the
engine running. Then I realized that our Federation's office was surrounded by
vehicles and police. The vehicles quickly moved in front of and behind the
vehicle in which I >las travelling; one of them S>litched on ios siren to make way
and we "ent via the Alameda, and then the Pedre Aguirre Cerda and the Camino a
Melipilla, to the los Cerrillos airport. [re went into the airport, parked in
the main airport access road and waited there until another white vehicle arrived,
with the Vice-President of FENSll1ET, ~tr. Jose 11anuel SepUlveda. ,re waited there
for about an hOur, then >lent on to the airport runway, where there was a twin-
engined police aircraft. ['hile we were waiting, I heard on the car radio
General Pinochet announcing, among other things, the banishment of five trade
union officials to Putre; and it was only the broadcast which made me understand
my situation.

['hile we "ere waiting inside the car, I was told constantly not to talk or
~ce any movement. There were about 13 persons in civilian dress and two
policemen guarding the aircraft. He continued waiting and then an aircraft
arrived in which there were only a pilot and co-pilot, both police officers.
They made us get out of the car and took our documents and personal effects from
us, and searched us again although that had alread;r been done. As we climbed into
the aircraft, a policeman with the ranlc of corporal made us put up our hands and
open our legs; he also struck us with the barrel of his machine gun without any
reason and shouted insults at us.
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\lhen I got into the aircraft there were six people, two trade union officials
and four policemen of various ranks who made us sit dOllll and forbade us to move or
speak to each other. Ve took off at 1.30 p.m., and landed at Cerro Iloreno at
4 p.m. for fifteen minutes. \k vere made to get out while the aircraft vas
refuelled; and at approximately 5 p.m. we took off from Cerro Moreno and reached
the airport of El Buitre at Arica.

At about 6.30 p.m., we were made to get out of the aircraft and go into one
of the airport buildings. There were many people in civilian dress who asked me
some questions and took away my identity card. Later we were taken outside the
airport, "here ve got into a blue GMC lorry with a double cabin, belonging to the
municipality of Arica. We were made to ait dOllll in the back seat, in the middle,
bet",een an official of SIRE and a uniformed police corporal. In the front seat
there was the chauffeur, an official of the municipality of Arica and a police
sergeant. We left for the outlying area of Arica at about 7.15 p.m.

At about 8.15 p.m. we arrived at Poeonchele, where we stopped and that was the
first chance we had to spe~, to each other. Ve travelled to Chapiquifia and
reached the police post of that village at 10.45 p.m. There our arrival was
noted in the register kept by the police; and, after they had asked us further
personal questions, they took us to a prison cell, handed us two blankets and gave
us a cup of coffee and some bread and butter; that was our first food since our
arrest. There we slept and breakfasted on the floor.

Then in the same blue lorry ",e were
about 5 kilometres from the police post.
about 3,700 metres, and there I was left
eat.

transferred to the village of Chapiquifla,
This village lies at an altitude of

without allYl,here to sleep or anything to
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S\r!ORN STATEMENT BY JUAN r1ANUEL SEPULVEDA r1ALBRAN
(ARREST A1'ID BANISHMENT)

JUAN r1ANUEL SEPULVEDA r1ALBRAN, " Chilean national, ma=ied, adUlt, mechanic,
residing at Locarno No. 0463-C, in la Cisterna commune, holder of identity card
No. 3,997, 79':r8 issued by the Santiago Records Office, having appeared and duly
taken the oath, made the following statement:

FlltST: I joined the FENSA S.A. pottery factory as a trainee in March 1970 and
was hired as a regular member of the staff of the enterprise in June of that year;
I held my post until the date of this statement.

SECOND: In June 1973, I was elected President of the Trade Union of Private
Employees at this enterprise. In October 1973, an assembly of officials of the
metallurgical union elected me Vice-President of FENSJMET (National Federation of
Metallurgical Trade Unions). I still hold both posts.

THIRD: At the beginning of November this year - 1977 - for a period of
approximately 15 days, strange telephone calls were received at my home; sometimes
the purpose of the calls was to insult me and at other times the calls were cut off
as soon as they were answered. Obviously, the purpose of the calls was to
intimidate me, for on one occasion the caller threatened that a bomb would be placed
in my house if I took part in a trade union meeting which I was obliged to attend
because of my Union functions.

FOURTH: On Tuesday, 22 November 1977, on leaving the headquarters of the
Pastoral Obrera, where I had gone for consultations concerning the Federation, I
was followed by a rather suspicious-looking individual who watched my movements
until I took the bus for my home. ,Then I reached my home bus stop, I realized with
some concern that the aforementioned individual was already there, awaiting my
arrival, since he followed me until I entered my house and remained outside it for
some time.

FIFTH: On \vednesday, 23 November 1977, at about 10.15 a.m., while I was at my
place of work I was told by Moises Kohl - a worker in the maintenance department
that my presence was required in the office of the General Manager,
Mr. Jorge Berhmann. Thinking that the matter was connected with requests the
trade union had made on the previous day, I hastened to the management office. On
the way to the office, some colleagues told me that two individuals who had
identified themselves as belonging to the National Information Agency (CNI) were at
the enterprise. I arrived at the management office at the precise moment when
Mr. Berhmann was entering his private office. I told the secretary that I had come
because I had received a call from Mr. Berhmann. The secretary said that
Mr. Berhmann had indeed called me, and told me to wait in the Council Room while she
communicated with Hector Galan, who is president of the Mademsa Trade Union, with a
view to a=anging an urgent meeting. In view of the secretary's insistence that I
should wait in the Council Room, I went there and found that there were two
individuals in the room who came up to me as soon as they noticed my presence.
These individuals told me to come into the room and one of them identified himself
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as a member of CNI, showing me a blue identity card bearing a coloured photograph.
The same individual told me that I was being arrested on the orders of the President
of the Republic and showed me a sort of warrant of arrest. I requested him to show
me the "warrant of arrest" again. He did so fairly briefly, so that I could not
take note of its contents; all I saw was that it was a white mimeographed sheet of
paper, on some parts of which there was handwriting in blue pencil, which was
illegible, as indeed was the signature at the bottom of the document. They
intimidated me, saying that it was better not to try anything since they would
shoot to kill, and at the same time they showed me the weapons they were carrying.
Faced with this situation, I explained to them that I was in working clothes and
that they should at least allow me to change my clothes. I also asked them on what
grounds I was being detained. They told me that I knew the grounds for my
detention. I repeated my question, telling them that all my trade union work had
always been very clean and public and that I was certain that I had not committed
any offence that might result in a warrant for my arrest, since in the trade union
field I had always devoted myself to denouncing arbitrary action and injustices
against the 'rorkers and that, if that was considered an offence, I agreed that I
should be regarded as an offender. There was no reply from the persons detaining
me. One of them ordered the other to go and look for my clothing. The individual
went out and I remained alone with the other - who seemed to be the chief - for a
period of approximately ten minutes during which he told me that we were going to
Carrillos where I would meet other leaders of the "Group of Ten". He asked me if I
was a Christian Democrat and I replied in the affirmative. At that moment, the
individual who had gone to collect my clothes returned, bringing with him my jacket
and my briefcase with personal documents, including trade union documents, my
passport, an address book, receipts for contributions, a personal letter and various
cards, together with a card identifying me as a FENSJMET official. At the time I
am making this statement, neither the briefcase nor the documents I have mentioned
have yet been returned to me. They proceeded to make a thorough search of my jacket
and of the clothing I was wearing at that moment. They then told me that we were
leaving the room and again warned me not to do anything since I was covered. )Ie
left the a<lministrative offices and went to the patio of the- enterprise.- - A white
Peugeot 504 car, with no number plates, was stationed there; it had been authorized
to enter the plant by the general mana'ger. They made me get into the car and the
porter of the enterprise opened the gate to let us out. I must point out that in
the car there was another individual who, as soon as I got into the back seat of the
car, pointed a weapon at my ribs, as did the individual who was acting as chief.
The other individual drove the car. At the exit from the plant, a red Chevy Nova
moved in front of the vehicle in which I was being held, and escorted us to
Carrillos airport. To .facilitate our passage, the red car sounded a siren. Another
car placed itself behind the vehicle in which I was travelling. On the journey to
the airport they told me that they would advise my family of my situation. )lhen we
reached the airport, the Peugeot car drew up alongside a blue vehicle in which was
Mr. Hector Cuevas, President of the Construction vlorkers' Federation. We remained
there for a long time. After 11.00 a.m., we went to the air strip, where there was
a twin-engine aircraft, known as "El metro", belonging to the police. It was while
we were on our way to the runway that I had an opportunity to learn where I was
going, since I heard on the car radio, among other announcements made by
President Pinochet, that certain trade union officials were being l-neiE1:.od to Putre.
About one dozen persons in civilian dress and two policemen, who seemed to be
guarding the aircraft, were standing round the aircraft. The individuals in
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civilian dress constantly threatened me during the hours I had to wait until the
aircraft took off. As time was passing and I was still being held inside the car,
and as I knew the measure that was being applied to me, I asked what was the cause
of the delay. One of the individuals told me that they were waiting for the arrival
of an aircraft with some officials from the ''El Teniente" copper mine. At about
1.15 p.m., a police aircraft landed and it -was surrounded by a large number of
officials. I thought that the ''El Teniente" leaders "WOuld be in that aircraft. I
noted, however, that only the pilot and the co-pilot, who were both police officers,
with the rank of captain and lieutenant respectively, disembarked from the aircraft.
Before making us board the tWin-engine aircraft, which had been on the run-way for
several hours, they again searched my clothing and that of Hector Cuevas; they even
made me take off my shoes. Both Cuevas and I were hit on the testicles by a
policeman, who gave me a violent blow with the barrel of the submachine-gun he -was
carrying. They then made us board the aircraft, placing me on a seat in line with
that occupied by Hector Cuevas. The two policemen who had been guarding the
aircraft were seated in front of us and two individuals in civilian dress behind.
They were all carrying weapons. ~le were forbidden to speak or to make any movement.
The aircraft took off from Carrillos at about 1.30 p.m. and we were in the air until
we reached Carro 110reno airport, at Antofagasta, at about 4.45 p.m. There they made
us get out of the aircraft and -wait for approximately 15 minutes while it was being
refuelled. At about 5.00 p.m. we took off again and were in the air for over an
hour. ~le reached El Buitre airport, which is located in the town of Arica. At
about 6.30 p.m. we disembarksd from the aircraft and they made us go into one of
the airport buildings, where a large group of individuals in civilian dress waS
waiting. One of those individuals asked for my personal particulars, which he
entered on a form, while another asked me the same questions and noted down the
answers on a blank piece of paper. I must point out that this procedure -was not
applied to the other trade union official who was taken with me to Arica; he was
not interrogated. On completion of the interrogation, they returned some of my
personal documents which they had taken from me before we boarded the aircraft.
The persons who had detained me kept various personal cards, my passport and the
document identifying me as an official of the Federation; I have not yet recovered
those documents. Both Hector Cuevas and I were made to leave the airport and get
into a 1972 (approximately) model (MC double-cabin truck, on one of the doors of
which there was a painted disc indicating that it was the property of the
Municipality of Arica. Both Hector Cuevas and I were made to get on to the back
seat of the truck, between an official of SIRE and a policeman. A non-commissioned
police officer and the chauffeur were on the front seat. The vehicle left the
airport at about 7.15 p.m. and we passed through Arica, taking the Chacayuta airport
road and arriving at Poconchile at f).15 p.m. After we had left the airport and were
in the truck I had my first opportunity to talk to the other trade union official
who had been arrested, Hector Cuevas, and with the persons responsible for taking us
to Chapiquilla.. Vie reached the Chapiquitla. police post at about 8.45 p.m. There, our
arrival was noted in a register. After again asking us for our personal
particulars, they made us go into a cell which was about two metres long and
one and a half metres wide. We were each handed t"WO blankets and given a cup of
coffee. That was where we slept. On the following day, at about 9.00 a.m., they
took us out of the c'll and gave us breakfast. Shortly afterwards, they made
Hector Cuevas get into the truck and, according to them, he -was to be taken to the
village of Chapiqui:!la, which -was approximately six kilometres away from the police
post at which we were. I had to wait at the post until about 10.45 a.m. when the
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truck returned to take me to Chungar,L At about 12.30 p.m. we arrived at the
Chucuyo post, and the officer in charge told me that I was destined for Chucuyo but
that for that day I would continue on to Chungara and would return to Chucuyo
aftenlards. He explained that the change in destination was due to the fact that
there was no civilian population other than custom officials at Chungara. We
reached Chungara at about 1.15 p.m. where I was received by a senior
non-commissioned police officer. They gave me something to eat and I stayed there
until about 5.00 p.m. when I was taken back to the Chucuyo post where I remained
until 30 November. Then I was transferred to the hamlet of Chucuyo, which is
inhabited by a group of only 60 Indians. Of this group, only 10 perscns, mostly
elderly women, actually live in the place, where they are engaged in looking after
alpaca, llamas and sheep and in weaving. The remainder of the population perform
various tasks in neighbouring areas and return to the village every two or three
months for very short periods. This is because transport is difficult, since the
village is located at an altitude of 4,600 metres and is reached by earth roads
which are often made impassable by rain, snow storms or landslides. As regards the
climate, there are great differences in temperature, which rises to
approximately 200 above zero during the day and falls to IS' below zero at night.
The hamlet is located in a bleak upland area; the houses are built of stone and mud
and have straw roofs, and there are no partitions inside them. The streets are
unpaved. The 'later available to the population is obtained from springs and,
because of the altitude, it is fairly difficult to cook food. The sole means of
communication with the rest of the country is by radio, on which thn:"e is
considerable interference and which can only be picked up at certain hours. For its
electricity supply, the village has an engine which is operated for two hours a day
when there is fuel to operate it; it is not trouble-free. On about 15 December,
the "Bolivian winter" started; on this, as on other, occasions it was accompanied
by electrical storms with a great deal of lightning which made it impossible to
leave the houses. As a rpsult of these storms, many animals died. The food was
very monotonous, consisting only of alpaca meat and mutton and, occasionally,
potatoes, rice and boiled maize which is brought from Arica or Putre. It is not
possible to sow in the region, since whatever is planted is ''burnt'' by the heat or
the cold. Sand-storms are fairly frequent as a result of the high wind which is
characteristic of the place. I had to remain in those surroundings for more than
four "eeks, and had to go on foot every day to the Chucuyo police post in order to
sign a residence control book which was kept at the station. The distance between
the place in which I was staying and the police post is approximately five kilometres
and there is no proper path. In order to reach the post, I had to cross hills from
which the many volcanoes of the region can be observed, some of them inactive and
others active. On Wednesday, 21 December, early in the afternoon, I heard, over the
radio, that the "banishment" measure that had been imposed on us trade union
officials had been annulled. At that time I was in the company of another official
affected by the banishment measure, namely Carlos Arellano, treasurer of the
"El Teniente" Mineworkers Union, who had been transferred from Alzarreca to
Chucuyo five days previously. I should also mention that a few days previously,
another leader, Milton Puga, who had been transferred from Caquana to Codpa, had
passed through Chucuyo. After we had heard over the radio that the banishment
measure had been annulled, Carlos Arellano and I went down to the Chucuyo post where
they ,rere unaware of the news that we had heard over the radio. ,le stayed at the
Chucuyo post until Thursday, 22 December. At about 10 a.m., some port officials
from Arica came to the place and took us to the town of Arica. At Arica, we stayed
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at the Hotel Lynch and had to present ourselves at the Governor's office at 5 p.m.
There we were told that we had seats on a LAl~ aircraft at 11.30 a.m. the following
day. They told us that we should go and collect the tickets on Friday morning. We
did this, and went to Chacayuta airport at about 10 a.m. There I was threatened by
an individual who had previously been at Carrillos airport. He asked to talk to me
in private and told me that he had in his possession a letter that I had sent to the
United states; he asked me whether my wife was a\lare of the situation and proposed
that I should collaborate with him. I firmly rejected his proposal and told him
that my wife was aware of the contents of the letter. After I had refused to
co-operate, the individual told me that he had some information relating to the
manu:facture and explosion of bombs in which elements of MIR had participated, and
that attempts were being made to find the link that existed with Mademsa personnel.
I rejected the individual's insinuations and told him that the enterprire's staff
had been reduced three times, and that it would not surprise me to learn that the
security services had collaborated in choosing which staff members were to be
dismissed. The individual who was trying to blackmail and threaten me told me that
the documents he still had in his possession would shortly be returned to me and
that we would have a talk after the end-of-year festivities. I insisted that there
\IaS nothing to talk about and said that, if he \Iallted, he could keep the documents
he had taken from me. The individual told me that he was not convinced that I had
nothing to hide and he took leave of me in a rather strange manner, 10lishing me a
happy New Year. At about 11.30 a.m., I and the other officials who had been
banished boarded the aircraft for Santiago. In the aircraft, we observed that
officials of the security services were also on board, but they did not bother us;
they merely kept us under observation and listened to what we were saying. vie
arrived at Pudahuel airport at about 1. 30 p.m. and from there I went directly to my
home. On Monday, 26 December, I went to my place of work intending to resume my
usual functions which had been unexpectedly interrupted by the events described
above. One of the security guards of the enterprise told me that he had
instructions not to allow me in, and that I should return at 4.30 p.m. on the same
day for an interview with Mr. \Iashington Malague!'io, the Industrial Relations Manager.
I asked to speak to 11r. Malague!'io on the telephone and explained to him that I could
not keep the appointment on the day that had been fixed for me. vie agreed to meet
at 10.30 a.m. on the following day. I went to the enterprise at that time and saw
Mr. Malague!'io who, after stating that the enterprise had nothing against me
personally,' nevertheless told me that I had been dismissed. He handed me a letter
dated 24 November 1977, which had been sent by post and returned to the sender,
informing me that I had been dismissed from the enterprise. We then proceeded to
draw up a document, which was signed by Mr. Malague!'io and by me, re cording the fact
that on 27 December I had been informed of my dismissal. Before leaving the
enterprise, I wanted to see some colleagues. I therefore went to the social
workers' office and, while I was there talking to them about my experience s in the
place to which I had been banished, a person from the administrative management
burst into the office and told me that I had to leave the enterprise immediately,
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and that I could not stay since I had been dismissed. In order to avoid more
problems, I left the premises and up to the time of making this statement I have not
returned to the enterprise.

I am making this statement freely and spontaneously, in order to place on
record the fact of my a=est, the conditions in which I was "banished", the threats
made against me and the fact of my dismissal.

This statement may be made public and used if necessary if I continue to be
the victim of events affecting my personal freedom and the freedom of the members
of my family and the other trade union officials who were exiled with me.

[Text delivered to the Group at Santiago in July 1978.]
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Annex LXXIX

SWORN STATEMENT BY JUAN LORENZO MONTECINOS MONTECINOS
(ILL-TREATMENT AND TORTURE)

JUAN LORENZO MONTECINOS MONTECINOS, Chilean national, married, machinist,
identity card 5,228,049 issued by the Santiago Records Office, residing at
Maruri 347, Santiago, stated the following under oath:

1. I work as custodian of the premises of the National Federation of
Metallurgical Trade Unions - FENSIMET - which are located at Maruri 347, where I
reside. I have been performing this function since February 1977;

2. On Friday, 8 July 1977, while I was making my way along Lastra Street
towards Independencia Street at about 6.25 or 6.30 p.m., I was stopped by four
individuals in civilian dress. They greeted me with the words "Hello, Montecinos
old man, how are you?", but I realized that they were not friends or acquaintances.
One of them took me by the collar of my coat. I fled and tried to raise the alarm
by shouting so that passers-by would realize what was happening. I tried to enter
a nearby shop but the indiViduals caught up with me and hit me on the head with a
pistol. I kept on shouting and they hit me again. Then they forced me into a
Chevrolet van, 51 model, thrOWing me inside on to a mattress that was covering
the floor. With my feet and hands tied and my eyes blindfolded, and with the
individuals continuing to hit me, I was taken to a place whose exact whereabouts
I do not know. The journey must have lasted between three-quarters of an hour and
one hour.

During the journey, the individuals told me that I "had had it"; it seemed
to me that the vehicle was going in the direction of the Panamerican highway. At
one mOTIent, they told me that they wanted to talk to me and not to keep on hitting
me; I then lost consciousness for a few moments. I recovered and noticed that
the van was bumping up and down; we were obViously on an earth track.

Soon we came to a place where there Was an iron gate; I realized this from
the sound. They made me get out of the van and go into the -place. Already in the
vehicle they had taken all my personal documents from me aud the 950 pesos that I hen
in my pockets. They led me to a room where the individuals who had arrested me
continued to beat me. At the same time they asserted that I had various
responsibilities, that I was in charge of the youth section of the group of eight,
that I ,TaS a member of the Young Communists and the righthand man of Ricardo Lecaros
(President of FENSIMET), and that I was taking documents to the Cardijn Foundation
and the Vicaria de la Solidaridad of the Archbishopric of Santiago. Afterwards
they made me strip completely, drenched me and started to beat me. They then read
me some statements made by two persons who had been arrested - German Briceno and
Eduardo Berrios, the former a member of FENSIMET and the latter a member of the
Confederation of Private Employees - who are at present outside the country.
According to the individuals who were interrogating and torturing me, these
statements corroborated their accusations. They even made me listen to recordings
of voices, which I could not identify as belonging to Briceno and Berrios. On
hearing my denials, they took me from that room, threatening that they would burn
me all over and that I would learn what the grill was. However, they led me to
what seemed to be a bathroom, since there were stone flags and the floor was wet
and they left me for about half an hour lying on a metal bed which VIas there, with
my hands and feet tied. They then covered me with a blanket since I was shivering
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uitr, cold. Then they started to talk to me, inquiring about various yOlmg members
of Federacions whom they mentioned by name (they mentioned the following family
names or names: 1'lafu, Verdugo, Vega and others which I oannot remember) stating
that I was the person in charge and responsible for giving orders. As I did not
reply, the individual ,rho was questioning me at that time left and another
arrived who put the same questions and made the same affirmations. 1 then heard
somebody Imocking on a metal door and I heard the voice of my inte=ogator saying
to me: "You've had it. Here comes the chief, and if you don't tell the truth
you won't get out alive." The person they called "the chief" did indeed come into
the room. He asked my full name and then he himself began to tell me my personal
particulars (my address, the address of my parents, my children's school), "so that
1 '/Duld understand", as he said that "1 had been watChed for six or eight months".
He repeated the accusations and when 1 denied them he ordered that current should
be applied to my whole body, telling me that if I wished to speak I should raise
the thumbs of both hands. Thus, the "treatment" started; to stop me shouting,
they put a wet cloth in my mouth. 1 was in this situation for approximately an
hour and a half. Then they applied bags of ice - or of very cold water - to my
extremities and began to beat me with something very hard and ,-ret. They then
took me from that place to another room. There they threatened me, saying that
we were at war, that "those who die, die"; that "action for enforcement of rights
or any other action is useless since very many actions for enforcement of rights
have been initiated to no avail"; that "those 'Who have had it, have had it"; and
that "the Geneva and other conventions are valueless". They asked me, as if to
confirm their statements' "How many of those who disappeared have reappeared?"
When I remained silent, they put a cord around my neck and began to raise me up
slOWly - to this day I still have the marks that this "operation" made on me.
~ley then let me dO'{n and read me the names of enterprises, officials and sports
organizers taking part in the Federation's sporting activities (Trotter S.A.;
Hernando Guzman, sports organizer; Ceramica Espejo; Gatica, trade union official;
"Carbomet"; Benito Villagra, trade union official; "Salomon Sack";
Mario Ilhabaca, sports official i "INDINIl."; they -mentioned the name "Villegas";
and other enterprises and names that 1 do not remember). They said that all these
persons or officials were militant communists and, according to them, I ""as the
person who took them the information". All my denials, they added, were false;
"Here you have Eugenio Duran (a person who had 'fOrked with me at the beginning of
1977 in the Federation) and he confirms what lie are telling you". I did not see
the person they said was Eugenio Duran; I knew that that person had been at
liberty and his possible presence in that place and in those circumstances seemed
some\1hat strange. 1 ,-ras afraid, and sa" no other "ay out than to level against
him the same accusations as they said he had levelled against me; 1 then heard
them ordering the so-called Duran to strip and I heard him scream. Then I was
taken from the room and they put me back on the metal bed, repeating the previous
procedure (blows and electric shocks, I cannot say exactly for how long). They
then mentioned the names of the leaders of loIhat they called "the group of eight"
and obliged me to say that I kne" them; they are the names of "ell-kno,JIj national
trade union officials, Ricardo Lecaros, Cuevas, Bobadilla, Villalobos,
Teresa Corvajal, Caro, Mery and Guzman. Since they are in the public eye, they
are "ell-lmO\oJn and it "as not difficult for me to remember at least their names.
"There is only one way in "hich you can save yourself'i they added, "and that is
by co-operating "ith us"; "your task is to keep watch on Lecaros"; to do this
you must lead your normal life in the Federation, and in this way you "ill be
sure to have a home". They told me that one of them "ould follow me, and that I
"ould have to hand over any compromising document so that they could copy it and
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retum it in due course. "If you do not do what we say", they threatened, "you
know that fires are now fashionable and that your parents' house can quite easily
be burn t do'm".

They also told me that my children should remain at school and that if I took
them away they would be in danger. They offered me a monthly fee of 1,500 pesos;
they would not pay it to me in person but would open an account for me in a bank.
They suggested that I should not go on a buying spree since that might attract
attention. I could not bear any more, and I agreed; they made me get dressed and
they took me to a room where a television programme "as showing. They sat me dO\{ll
at a table and, at their bidding, I drank a few glasses of pisco and smoked some
hand-made cigarettes which produced a strange dro"sy sensation in me (presumably
it "as marijuana). I was feeling sick and they made me go to another room "mere I
had to sign between six and eight documents, the text or contents of which "ere
unknOl'l1 to me (they liere probably blank). They made me drink another glass of
pisco and take a few more puffs on a cigarette. "We are readY", they said and
they took me, one of the indiViduals holding me up by the arm to give the
appearance that I was drunk; presently, they told me to bend down because they
were going to get into a Fiat 600. I sat down on the floor of the car and they
told me to move further back and. to sit up properly (I "as still blindfolded).
Very shortly after>rards, almost at once, one of the individuals asked for money
for petrol; I realized that we were alongside a petrol pump. After a journey of
approximately 45 minutes, it may have been shorter or longer, in view of my
condition they removed the bandage over my eyes. Near the Colina taxi station,
the vehicle stopped, they opened the door and made me get out quickly, telling me
to "alk along \rithout looking back and that, for the continuation of the "'fOrk",
somebody called Pepe "ould telephone me at the Federation. Despite the warning,
I saw that the car was a ,rhite Austin Mini with Argentine number plates. At
about the time of the curfe" I reached my house.
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Annex LXXX

NOTE ENTITLED "THE RURAL POPUlATION AND THE INDIGENOUS ETHNIC
MINORITY (MAPUCHES)" TRANSMITTED BY TEE GOVERNMENT WITH ITS

COMMUNICATION OF 31 AUGUST 1978

ivith regard. to repression of the rural population and the ind.igenous Mapuche
ethnic minority since 11 September 1973, this State Secretariat has received. no
information other than that referred. to by the Group in its report. Therefore,
al though this matter is really the responsibility of the police, and is
consequently not within the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Agriculture but of
the ord.inary courts of justice, the relevant d.ata have been transmitted. to the
Ministry of the Interior for information and. subsequent investigation.

ETHNIC MINORITIES (MAPUCHES)

1. Rural popUlation and ethnic minorities

In Chile the rural population represents 21 per cent of the national
population, and. consists of some 2,160,000 persons. Twelve per cent of this
rural population consists of d.escendants of aboriginal minorities - basically
Aymaras (approximatelY 10,000), who live in the altiplano in Regions I and 11,
and Mapuches (approximately 230,000) whose territories are situated. in Regions VIII,
IX and. X.

The name "Mapuches" is used. to denote the members of various tribes such as
the Pehuenches, Puelches, Huilliches, Araucanos, Poyas, Cuncos, etc.

At the level of the national population, the "ind.igenous" d.escend.ants
represent approximately 3 to 4 per cent of the total, including those already
integra ted. into the urban community.

2. Previous history of the ethnic minorities in Chile

(a) Recognition granted to the Mapuches and. other ind.igenous groups

Equal citizenship for the indigenous population was recognized. in Chile in
1813 and ra tified. in 1819. Since the sixteenth century, the aboriginal races
had. grad.ually been absorbed. and thus integrated into the Chilean national life
in the central and northern areas of the country. There remained. only the
aboriginal races in the south, at the time known as "Araucanos", who maintained
a state of belligerency until 1866. Once the south was pacified., legislation
was enacted. Which, over a period of 45 years, granted 3,078 titles to ind.igenous
communities, covering 475,422 hectares of agricultural land. and. benefiting
77 ,841 persons, who formed, the population of the areas concerned.

As early as 1874 private ind,ivid,uals Were forbid,d.en to purchase land.s
belonging to inC'igenous inhabitants. In 1883 any contract directly or indirectly
depriving indigenous inhabitants of possession or tenure of their lands was
prohibited.. In 1931 legislation was passed to divid,e up the indigenous
communities and, to bring them und.er ord,inary law. Ind.ian Courts were set up und,er
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the Department of Ind.igenous Affairs of the Ministry of Land. and. Colonization.
In 1955 legislation was passed. to bring the Indian Courts und.er the jurisd.iction
of the Court of Appeals. When it was found that all these developments were
proving ineffective, legislation Was enacted in 1961 to permit the gradual
incorporation of the Ind.ian, with full rights, into the ordinary legal regime.
Economic and. cultural aid. was being granted. through the Department of
Ind.igenous Affairs but, in the meantime, the restrictions on the legal capacity
of the Ind.ian Were being extend.ed. The Ind.ian Courts were given the status of
a special court, strictly judicial in nature and subject to the Jud.icature Code.

In 1972, when the Unidad Popular Government was in office, Act No. 17,1779
'Was promulgated. This Act is still in force; but in vie'W of the collectivist
approach of those 'Who drafted it and also because of its deliberately d.emagogic
nature, its application is limited, quite apart from the fact that its legal
approach leaves much to be d.esired. This Act makes the Ind.ian subject to
special regulations, and. his property, estate and civil status subject to an
exceptional regime. It renders impossible in practice the d.ivision of the
cOIlllllunities, which is the greatest wish of the Ind.ians themselves; and it
establishes the Indigenous Development Institute (IDI). In short both the
spirit and. the letter of the Act, which ia currently being recast, represent an
assault on the national integration and. constitutional guarantees of these
useful citizens and exclud.e them from genuine integration in the national
d.evelopment process. This Act has a paralysing effect and has been called. by
the descend.ants of the J'lfapuches "the accursed Act".

(b) Preferential treatment accord.ed to the indigenous population of Chile

One of the Government I s chief concerns is to accord. to the d.escend.ants of
Mapuches and. other aboriginal races their true status as Chilean citizens.

This concern has been reflected in recent years in the provision of d.irec t
assistance to the indigenous population through the Farming Development Institute
(INDAP) and. IDr, both of which are subordinate to the Ministry of Agriculture.
This activity mainly takes the form of the granting of subsid.ies, credits and.
technical assistance for improving farming method.s. In addition, in'
conjunction 'With other Ministries, intensive education programmes (free of charge)
are orgenized at the primary, secondary and technical levels, assistance is
granted for the improvement of housing, and programmes are organized. in the
areas of child nutrition and health in general, training, handicrafts, etc.
Other areas in which the Government is active includ.e road construction,
electrification, schools, first-aid clinics and. free board.ing schools in rural
areas where there are large concentrations of ind.igenou8 citizens.

The ne'W legislation now una.er consid.eration 'Will result, inter alia, in the
permanent integration of this subsector 'Within the d.evelopment process and. in the
granting and. disencumbrance of their titles of ownership on an ind.ividual basis
in accord.ance with their Wishes.
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(c) Outlook of the indigenous population. special relationship with the land,
need for legal assistance and. equality in the administration of .iustice,
their language d.ifficul ties and. cultural differences

The descendants of Mapuches and. other ind.igenous races living in rural areas
are rapidly becoming integrated in the national life as a result of their
contacts - d.irect, individual and. through their organizations - with State
agencies (INDAP, IDI, etc.). Respect for their cultural values and. trad.itions
is consid.ered. essential. They receive agricultural assistance from the
Government through the competent agencies: this assistance is intend.ed to
increase the efficiency of their work and covers such areas as crop rotation and
alternative crops and. livestock, so as to enable them to increase their
production, prod.uctivity, earnings, etc. In ad.d.ition, programmes are organized.
for young people and adults, Mothers' Centres are being established, and so on.
Through IllI the Ind.ians receive oontinuing assistance in legal matters, in which
they enjoy the same rights as other citizens. It should. be emphasized that
the Mapuches have no language problems: they speak and. write Spanish, but at the
Same time they continue to stUdy the Mapuche language in special schools. As a
result of all these activities, cultural differences are gradually d.isappearing.
It may, for example, be noted that Indians have the same access to technical and.
university stud.ies, etc. as any other Chilean citizen, and many have obtained.
professional or vocational qualifications. This is a gro..ing trend., since the
new policy has been in effect for only five years.

In short, it is the policy of the Supreme Government to introduce realistic
legislation on this question and to place the d.escend.ants of the Mapuches and.
other ind.igenous peoples in the position which is truly appropriate for them and.
Which they d.esire - namely, the position of being Chilean citizens like the
members of all other sectors of the Chilean population, without restrictions and
with all the rights and. obligations which this status confers on them. This is
clearly spelt out in the Government's general policy, in the policies on land.
and. land. tenure, and. in the economic, social and development policies.

(d) In ad.d.ition to the above-mentioned activities. INDAP is undertaking the
follOWing' activities in connexion with the ind.igenous -population:

1. In 1978 llIDAP (together with IDI) has been provid.ing assistance to
approximately 15,000 ind.igenous families in the form of working-capital loans,
investments, day schools, board.ing schools, scholarships, training in
handicrafts, etc. The figure given represents 30-35 per cent of the Mapuche
popilla tion (exclud.ing Regions I and. rr). The cost of loans snd. subsid.ies
granted. in 1978 will be more than $US 3 million.

2. In 1978 INDAP has regularized the position of apprOXimately 12,000 Mapuche
families who had. encountered. difficulties during the period. of the Unidad Popular
Government and were in arrears with repayments. Their debts have now been
fund.ed, with the resuIt tha t they are now eligible for further cred.it and.
tecbnical assistance.

3. INDIl.P, through special funds established by the Ministry of the Interior,
will grant to this subsector in 1978 assistance and subsid.ies totalling
apprOXimately $\JS 500,000 for repairs to houses, warehouses, fences, shed.s,
shops, etc.
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4. In the sugar-growing season 1978!i979, INDAP will promote the cultivation of
sugar-beet by 3,000 Mapuche families in Region IX by means of cred.its for
fertilizers and. other inputs, transport and marketing.

5. INDAP maintains all the records concerning the special situation of this
subsector in Chile, together with information on the potential of Mapuche land.s,
agricultural and climatic d.ata, social and. economic information, information on
regional infrastructure, etc.

6. Among the measures adopted by the Supreme Government for the restructuring
of the Agricultural Services, it has been decid.ed that over-all control of
INDAP and. ID! should. be concentrated in a single person.
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Annex LXXXI

LETTER DATED 20 SEPTEHBER 1978 FRO!'! THE PERMA.NENT P.EPRESENTATIVE OF CHILE
TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSEll TO THE CHAIRlll\.N-RAPPORTEUR OF THE

AD HOC \'IOHKING G1'OUP, \'11TH ACCO!"iPANYHIG InFORMl\.TION ON THE
PROPOSED INDIGENOUS PEOPLES lAW

PERJ-.lI\.NENT lIISSION OF CHILE TO THE UNITlII HATIONS OFFICE
AND THE OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AT GENEVA

Geneva, 20 September 1978

On 11 September His Excellency the Presid.ent of the Republic, in a speech to
tbe n"tion, announced. the promulgation in the near future of a law 'relating to
indigenous ownership of land, which will make it possible to issue titles of land
ownership to thousands of Mapuche families and. will thus remedy a situation which
has existed. for nearly a century.

I append. to this let·ter a photocopy of a report on the above-mentioned law
published in the ne>lspaper El Mercurio on 12 September 1978.

Since this report contains irSormation concerning a subject on whlch questions
have been put to representatives of tue Government of Chile, I have deemed it
advisable to transmit the report .to you and. through you to the Ad. Hoc \lorking Group
as quickly as possible.

Accept, Sir, etc.

(Signed.) Sergio DIEZ
Ambas sad.or

Permanent Representative
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IAN1l OWNERSHIP TITLES TO BE ISSUED TO MAPUGHES

Law to be promulgated in near future. State to bear cost
of issuing titles to members of over 2,000 indigenous

communities comprising 43,000 families

The forthcoming promulgation of a law relating to indigenous ownership of
land, which "as announced by the Presid.ent of the Republic yesterday, will make it
possible to issue titles of ownership to thousands of Mapuche families, thereby
remed.ying a situation which has existed. for about a century.

The Presid.ent stated that the new legislation would respect the DuItu:cal values
of the d.escend.ants of the Mapuche race and. muld. enable them "voluntarily and.
freely to opt for private ownership in those cases in "hich they prefer this
formula to the present system of ~crrm"nit:r ownership".

When asked. by El Mercurio about this question, the Minister of Agriculture,
Alfonso J1Brqu8z de la PIa ta, stated that the proposed legislation gave an
"option" to ind.igenous communities wishing to accept it, to permit their members
to receive ind.ividual titles of ownership. Each community, he empha sized.,
could. freely choose to opt for the new legislation or to reject it.

The Minister has just completed a tour of Region IX, where most of the
indigenous communities are concentrated. On this tour he Jleld long discussions
with indigenous lead.ers ahout the new legislation.

In Santiago he had. previously met a number of lead.ers of Araucanian
institutions, inelud.ing Manuel Ladino Curlqueo, Chairman of the Nillelche
A:raucanian Cultural Society, Alfred.o Huincahue Oayuqueo, Chairman of the
Galvarino Araucanian Union, and Lorenzo Launinquier Ant6n, Direotor of the
Arauoanian Cultural Society, to whom he explained. the new legislation.

43,000 FAMILIES

Alfonso MBrquez stated that there Were at present more than 2,000 communities,
which owned. lands originating from the pacification of Araucania; fro!ll that time
until the present d.ay, four or five generations had. passed.

Throughout this period., most of the d.escendants of Mapuches had land. "hich
they worked d.irectly, but they d.id not have ind.ividual titles since legally the
land Was owned. by each community as a whole.

This situation prevented them, for example, from using their land. as
securi ty to obtain bank loans or for carrying out any kind. of transaction
relating to their land.

The rlinister stated that 43,000 families comprlslng some 250,000 persons
were in this situation. Most of these families lived in the Provinces of
Malleco, Cautin and. Vald.ivia.
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He pointed. out that when Presid.ent Alessandri r s Government Was in office,
a law had. been enacted. enabling some 900 communi ties to receive ind.ividual
titles of land ownership. The process had nevertheless come to a halt when
the Allend.e Government was in office. That Was the result of the adoption of
a new act which, because of the complexity of its provisions, mad.e it impossible
in practice tc continue to issue titles of land ownership.

COST TO BE BORNE BY THE STATE

The Minister repeated that this was "an opportunity offered to the
indigenous communities" and. that "no one will be obliged to accept i t".

The whole task of regularizing titles and. retaining lawyers, surveyors and.
other specialists would. be und.ertaken at the expense of tbe State. The
Ministry of Finance had in fact allocated. the necessary flmd.s for that purpose.

In his interview with El Mercurio, the Minister estimated that this work
could. last about five years.

"This work," he said., "forms a part of the programmes ef assictance to the most
disadvantaged. social sectors. It will enable the d.escendants of the Mapuches
to hold. titles of ownership like any other Chileans". (El Mercurio,
12 September 1978)
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OBSERVATIons OF THE: GOVEPJqr.1ENT OF GHIIE OH THE: REPORT
OF THE: ll1J HOG jiIQRKJ.HG GEOUP

[Note. Pursuant to an understanding reaohed between the Ad Hoc vlorking Group
and the representatives of the Government of Chile during the Group's meetings in
Geneva in September 1978, the substantive chapters of the present report
(chapters 11 ttrough X) were transmitted~ to the Government of Gtile in order to
enable the Government to submit its obs8r,jatibns on them. ~It ",as' agreed that
these observations would be annexed to the Group's ~report if received within ''''m'
"'eeks of the d"te of transmission of the chapters.

This annex contains tte observations of the Government of Chile submi tied
in accordance with that understa"dirig.Tnr~elationto thoeeportions' of the report
not transmittea totlreGovernment of Chile, 'the Government ina no'te verbale dated
17 October 1978 state,d ,that:

"obseryations. onparts'L chq,p~ers, Eiect~ons or annexes whi.ch .have not
been transmitted will be made directly to 'the General Assembly dilce the
final and complete tex~ o~ t$~ ~eport h~s beer. mad~ available to the,
Government of Chi.lel~.] >
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OlJSERVnIONS OF THE GOVERNI''iENT OF CHIlE ON CHAPTER 11
OF TEE REPORT OF TEE AJ) HOC \/ORKllIG GR01JP,
ENTITLED "CONSTITUTIONAL AIm LEGAL ASPECTS

1!I;1':l A BEARING ON llUl1AN RICHTS"

A. General observations

In this part, perhaps more than in any other, the report of the Working Group
reveals its lack of balance an" objectivity - tHO qualiLes 'Thich it has not made
the slight" st ef=ort to achieve. \'/hat is also patent in this chapter is an
abuse of the mandate given to the Group by the United Nations Commission on
llunan Rights, since the Group has openly meddle~ in Chile's internal affairs in
flagrant violation of the provisions of the Charter, a fact which demonstrates
th" illegi~imacy of the report in this and other matters of a political nature
Hhich come exclusively within :he co~petence and jurisdiction of the state of Chile.

The CoveX:~ent of Chile not only strongly protests against thi_s violatio;n
of the pri:1ciples ef the Chartex' but also, since the Ad Hoc lIDrlcing Group ""de
the Division of Human Rights wnich prepares drafts and working papers for ~he

Group are ans1lerable to the UnIted Nations General Assembl;y, it feels compelled
to dra" attenticn by "ay of examrle to some of these Cases of unaccepta.ble conduct.

1. Reference to and views expressed on the replacement of theComnander-in-Ghief
of the Chicean Air Force

The report contains t"o references to this important internal political
matter which comes within the competenoe solely of Chileans. It is crystal-clear
tl~t ne international organization Gantry to intervene in it in any way., The
report not only interferes in this matteX' but, in a Du:rpX'ising statement. it
expX'eSBes regret that the people >TeX'e not consulted on the replacement of the
CommandeX'-ln-Chief of one of the bX'anches of the Chilean armed forces.

2. Orga~ization ana structure of tho state

In this, as in other chapters, the vlorking Group takes the liberty of
exp~essing opiLions, favourao~e or critical, on the organization and present
structure of the Republic of Chile, althoug~ it has no competence in either of
chese respects. On the contrary, in expressing an opinion at all, it openly
departs from its mandate and violates principles uf the ChaX'ter os the
United Nations which >Te, in the loso develope~ countries, so zealously uphold.

3. The Group cX'iticizes the functioning of the Public Po,rers in matters >Thich
have ~o bearing 0:1 the protection of human rights.

4. It refers to the functioning of the Judiciary in terms that ~re absolutely
unacceptable, as we shall point out later.

5- I{j" ~_::prCJ3D(.d~F":U;8 .-:riC?lfB· OT~ tA@' pr~p8.l'rl:tion bf lc},,;::; 2T.{1 or. th'· chile::,'.!} people I s

:tr~o'til\] c;gc ~-of th(;}il.

6. 'Ehe Gm"," n."t only :raises this question, but also takes the liberty of
making value judgements a:~d of interpreting the la"" thereby usu:rping >Tbat is
obvio"sly a j~dicial function.
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7. The \Iorking Group passes judgement on the Chilean legal order, which the
country has had for many years past. In analysing the legislation on this matter,
the Group does not compare it with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights or
with the Covenants on Civil and Political Rights, to which the Government of
Chile subscribes, but measures it in the light of its own judgements, thus not only
acting as an inadmissible intruder but also setting itself up as the mentor of
what Chile ought to do.

B. The Working Group also expresses its views on a matter that is completely
foreign to it - namely, the organization of Chile's political institutions in the
future - and it criti.cizes the Government's ideas, time-limits and appointments in
a domain which no specialist on international law would hesitate to describe
as the most clearly-defined and decisive prerogative of states in the exercise of
their internal sovereignty, i.e. the right to determine their own structure and
that of their authorities.

9. The Group also transforms itself into a kind of political analyst,
expressing opinions on Chilean society in language which would be gratifying to any
Marxist theoretician. It states that: "Chilean society today is divided into two
classes: a small and powerful governing class and the large class which is
governed" and, again, "the system is designed to support the governing class".

These opinions, which are absolutely unacceptable in view of their lack of
scientific objectivity, should at least be accompanied by the information available
to the Group on this subject. In order to determine whether a country is divided
into two social classes - one that is very small and wealthy and the other that is
very large and poor - it is necessary to consider a whole series of outward signs,
such as housing. In a country where there are a few very luxurious houses and a
large number of poor dwellings, it may justifiably be presumed that the country is
divided into two social classes that are economically far apart.]

Has the vrorking Group made any inquiries about this? Has it approached
international organizations for information on the kind of housing which exists in
Chile? Does the Working Group know what percentage of the people enjoy such modern
amenities as electric light, drinking water and proper sanitation? Has the
Working Group tried to find out how many Chilean families possess a refrigerator,
a television set, a radio and electric household appliances? Does the Group know
what proportion of the population own their homes and thus enjoy the right of
ownership over a part of the national te=itory?

The vlorking Group has not investigated any of these aspects. If it had done
so, it would have come to exactly the opposite conclusion, since Chile is one of
the developing countries in which ownership of property is most widely divided.
Nearly 80 per cent of Chilean families own their homes, and the proportion of
Chileans with access to the amenities of civilization such as electric light,
drinking water, etc., is far higher than the figure indicated. Consequently, the
views expressed by the Working Group are merely a reflection of its own politicized
approach and a repetition of the politicized statements made by its usual witnesses.

Unfortunately, this distorted image of Chilean society is projected virtually
throughout the Working Group's report. It represents a prejudiced point of view,
which the Group has evidently been unable to discard.

A/33/331' - 6 -



B. Security agencies

L Here again the report fails to confine itself merely to observing the
present situa~ion of human rights in Chile, or to citing actual cases of violation
of some ~urnan rights, with a view to co-operating with the Government of Chile
in finding a remedy for such violations.

It makes accusations based merely on the lucubrations, suppositions or
argunents of the autho= of the report. For example, the Group attempts to present
the situation in Chile as one in which either of the regular police services
(carabineros of Department of Investigations) or the CNI may at their discretion
arrest anyone at any time they choose. This is absolutely false. It must be
stated once again that in Chile none of the security agencies nor the police is
entitled to arrest a person unless the person is surprised in flagrante delicto,
or unless a judicial order has been made for the arrest. In the former case,
the sole purposo of the arrest is to place' the person at the disposal of the
courts of justice. The laws specific to the state of siege or state of
emergency also empower the Head of the State, as an exceptional measure, to order
the enactment of a decree whereby a person may be temporarily detained on the
conditions established by law. This decree is normally carried out by the civil
police or the carabineros.

2. The report contains another unfounded and confused accusation when it alleges,
in a scandalized tone, that the Director of CNI has the prerogative of being
"exempt from the obligation to appear before the courts". Everything which the
report says on this subject is false. The rule referred to, which is applicable
to the highest authorities in the country, is contained in the Code of Penal
Procedure and is similar to the rules in force ir~ other countries of the world.
It does not mean that the authorities are not required to appear before the
courts to give evidence on their own actions or on offences of which they are
charged, but simply that they may present their evidence in writing when~he

courts reqUire them to testify in a legal action in w1:ich they are not directly
involved. It is obvious therefore that the facts 11ave been deliberately
misrepreoented in the report.

C. The JUdiciary. Its functions of jurisdictional control and its role

1. The report does not reproduce the comprehensive and fully-documented
info:rmation furnished to the Group by the Minister of Justice on the legal
validity of decree-laws, which was affirmed by the National Congress that
was democratically elected on ~he restoration of institutional normality, which
had been unde:rmined during the period from 1924 to 1931 and again between
June and September 1932.

All the subsequent Chilean Parliaments adopted the same point of view when
totally or partially amending, supplementing or repealing decree-laws. Also
the validity of decree-laws has always been recognized by the Judiciary which
never fails to apply their prOVisions in the cases that are brought before it.

2. The report ventures to asoert that the non-removability conferred by the
Constitution on officials staffing the supervisory institutions and institutions for
£h~ ~~otp~~1~fit6~nth6 human rights of the people (Judiciary and Office of the
Comptroller-General of the Republic) "is not cur~ently operative". It claims tu
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demonstrate tl1is by stalOing that, "In fact, the Government has already broken on
one occasion ',lit), the tradition of appointing the, Comptroller-General from among
the career officials of the Office of the Comptroller-General by appointing as
Comptroller-General on 1 January 1978 Mr. Sergio Fernandez, former Minister of
labour and present Hinister of the Interior".

·rb" non-existence of any such "tradition" is demonstrated by the fact that
provious constitutional Governments appointed !-Jr. Agustfn Vigorena and
Hr. Humberto 1ie'18s to tbe position of Comptroller-General although neither bad
ever' been career ofi'icials of the Office in question. The only CcnptroUcro-GeueYecl
appointed from among the career officials of the Office in the past were
l}Jr. EnriquC':' Baharnondes, Hr. Enrique Silva and Nr. Hector Humeres, ana nou there is
Mr. Osvaldo It~rriaga. '

3. The report goes on to say that '~lthough the constitutional provisions
concerning the non-removability of judges and of the Comptroller-General remain,
they are a dea'l letter in vie", of the pOllers of the present Government". However,
the report fails to point out that never, during the five years of government by
the Junta, have these powers been invoked to derogate from the non-removability of]
the Judiciary and of the Comptroller-General; and it does not cite any case that
bears out such a serious allegation, apart from the reference to. ini'o+:'Dlation
received by the GyOUP from "various la''Yers'' 1<ho \'lere intervie'led by it, to the
effect that "at the beginning of the period of military Government, between
60 and Ba magistrates \;ith leftist affiliations had been expelled from the
profession". The roport omits to mention, ho'ucver, that both the current,
President of the Supreme C01Jrt, Hr. Israel B6rquez 11., and the foy'mer Presidents,
Hr. Enrique Irrutia,cnd.Hr. Jose J.'Tarfa Eyzaguirre, supplied the Group'litb
detailed and eXhaustive informatien on that affair. That information showed
that the incident took place following a special assessment of the members ef the
Judiciary by the Supreme Court in the exercise of a faculty which it alone
possessed. and over 'Hhich the Government had no power; and,. as a re suI t of the
incident, more than 30 members of the Judiciary had to resign from their posts
after being placed on the list for dismissal.

4. rhese important omissions of any reference to facts that were explained to
the Group but - unlike many anonymous and unconfirmed allegations - do not appear
an~~~lere in its report would suggest that the authors of the report, or of this
part of it at least, could not have been among the members of the Harking GI'OUp
\~10 visited Chile.

5. rhe same may be said of the reference to the information given by anenymous
lal'Yers to the effect that the Executive does net obey the. orders of the
Judiciary, such as an order for release of a detainee in an actien for the
enforcement of rights, and that this sho1{s that tbe judges are not free to carry
out an independent judicial investigation. rhe real truth of the matter is that
in one case only (that of the action for enforcement of rights by Contreras Maluje)
when an order ,<as given foY tbe release of the detainee, the Geverv~ent was unable
to comply \iith it because the person in question had not been deprived of bis
liberty by order ef the Government, Ifllich had not even ordered his arrest in the
fir-st place.
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6. On the other hand, no mention is made in the report of the boundless respect
shmm by the Government for the rulings of the Judiciary ordering the revocation of
measures taken by the Executive - e.g., in the case of the action for enforcement
of rights by 12 leading figures in the fo:rmer Christian Democrat Party, and of the
decree depriving Mr. Humberto Elgueta Garin of his nationality, which is
specifically referred to on page 39 of document E/CN.4/1290 of 21 Febru~ryl~78
(observations by the Government of Chile on the report of the Ad Hoc Horking
Group (E/CN.4/1266». No mention is made, either, of cases in which the Supreme
Court in full session has declared that provisions of decree-laws enacted by the
present Government Junta are inapplicable on the grounds of their
unconstitutionality.

7. In referring to judicial remedies for the protection of human rights, and in
particular actions for the enforcement of rights (amparo), the report of the
Group states that the President of the Supreme Court, in reply to the Group's
questions concerning the scope of the remedy of amparo, said "that its purpose was
to provide a remedy against improper jUdicial detention, not administrative
detention" and that SUbsequently, when enlarging upon his explanation, he repeated
that "the purpose of amparo ,Tas to remedy mistakes of the country's ordinary
courts· t •

A mere glance at article 11 of the 1925 Political Constitution, article 306
of the Chilean Code of Penal Procedure and the 1932 Agreed Decision (auto. acordado)
of the Supreme Court is enough to show that the explanation given by the J?r€sident
of the Supreme Court has been distorted, since it referred solely to cases in
which deprivation of the liberty of a citizen is ordered by the administrative
authority in the exercise of constitutional and legal powers exclusive to it, and
in accordance with the appropriate formalities, e.g. precisely during the state of
siege when the remedy of amparo is obviously inapplicable.

8. In order to cast doubt on the accuracy of a statement made to the Group by the
Minister of Justice to the effect that "under the Chilean legal system, as soon as
the judicial power received information concerning a particular matter, it
instituted proceedings automatically, and no private plaintiff was required",
the report refers to a submission made by the Vicaria de la Solidaridad in
M.arch 1978 to the SUpreme Court in which it is stated that: "nor are there any
known cases in which, as previded for in article 311 of the Code of Penal
Procedure regulating this remedy (amparo), the background documents have been
made available to the Office of the Public Prosecutor to enable it to bring charges
in the event of abuses committed in connexion with detentions".

ifhat the Vicaria de la Solidaridad certainly did not say, and the Group
failed to realise, was that article 312 of the Code of Penal Procedure states that
",/hen it is apparent from the background information that there is not good and
sufficient reason for issuing the order referred to in the previous article, the
court shall so indicate in a ruling accompanied by an explanation of its reasons.
Its ruling shall not exempt the perpetrator of the abuse from his liability under
the law".

9. lastly, the conclusions expressed by the members of the Group in this part of
the report are inadmissibly offensive to the Chilean judiciary, whose proverbial
probity, independence, level-headedness and professional pride are acknowledged
and praised both in and outside the country.
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It has never \lavered in the face of all the authority which another arm
of the state may arrogate to itself, even in exceptional circumstances, such
as those that have been known in the past or that have prevailed from 1973 to
this day; and no one has ',,·or been able to assert dispassionately that it has
made concessions or failed to exercise to the full the pouers conferred upon
it by the Constitution and the law for its own exclusive use.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE ON CHAPTER III OF THE REPORT
OF THE AD HOC HaRKING GROUP, ENTITLED "DECREE-LA'" NO. 2,191

OF 18 APRIL 1978 GRANTING AMNESTY"

This chapter of the report, entitled "Decree-Law No. 2,191 of 18 April 1978
granting amnesty" is in three sections. The observations will be arranged in a
similar order.

1. Promulgation of Decree-Law No. 2,191: consequences

Just as it has done in chapter VI, the Group persists in confusing the effects
of the amnesty granted by the Government of Chile with other administrative powers
which are exercised by the authorities with a view to 'preserving internal peace
and security and which enable them, in specific cases, to order certain persons
to leave the national territory.

Amnesty, whose effects are similar in all legislations of the world,
extinguishes criminal liability, i.e. it pardons offences, in respect of ~lltheir

legal consequences, as though in fact they had never been ccmmitted.

The purpose of the Government of Chile in promulgating the amnesty was to
help consolidate the reunification of Chileans by releasing many convicted persons
or by overlooking the offences committed by persons who, for any reason, had not
been deprived of liberty in Chile or abroad. More than 2,000 persons benefited
from this Decree-Law; many of them were serving sentences in Chilean prisons,
while others were serving sentences abroad - that is, they had been sentenced
to banishment.

This obvious purFose and consequence of the Decree-Law enacted has not been
understood by the Working Group which, far from recognizing it, states only that
in certain cases persons benefiting from the amnesty were not in fact freed but
eXF€lled from the country by a resolution of the administrative authority. In
other words, it intentionally overlooks the purposes and benefits of the
Decree-Law for hundreds of persons, and it resorts to the expedient of singling
out very special cases of persons whom the Government, for reasons of internal
security, had to order to leave the country, in exercise of a power ",hich rp,,,
no relationshi'p with the Amnesty Law enacted. Furthermore, the Group has not
even mentioned that many Chileans, who had committed offences for political
motives but had not yet been accused or charged, can now live in peace since
their oriminal liability has been extinguished.

2. Scope of the Decree-Law concerning amnesty

The Group has analysed the scope of each article of the Amnesty Law,
and has stressed the differences in the interpretation of certain of its rules
which have emerged in the Courts of Law.

This fact in no way affects the purposes and real benefits of the Law since
this Law, like others, does not claim to be perfect. In Chile the Judioiary,
in its independence from the other Powers of the State, has interpreted the
Amnesty Law in accordance with the rules for the interpretation of laws, among
whioh special consideration is given not only to the spirit of a law but also
to general equity.
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3. Critical analysis

In a critical analysis, the Group mentions some legal objections which have
been raised by lawyers regarding the scope of the Amnesty Decree-Law, and it
endorses the comments made on article 2. In this respect, although it
recognizes that the effects of the Decree-Law extend to political opponents
who have committed offences, it insists that those effects are limited by the
application of Decree-Laws Nos. 81 and 604 which empo-wer the administrative
authority to banish certain persons from the country and to control entry into
the country in particular circumstances. In so doing, the Group demonstrates
once again its confusion between the nature and scope of the amnesty and the
administrative powers to which we have referred above, and it fails to mention
the enormous scope and benefits for the great majority of persons affected by
the amnesty. In its comments on artiole 1 of the Law, the Grouop says that it
may also favour members of the security services who have committed offences,
and that it favours persons who have committed ordinary offences. It seems
inconceivable that the Group is unaware of the real nature of an amnesty which
is of a general and extensive nature, favouring persons who have c01Jllllitted the
offences which it names without discriminating between persons whom it favours
on grounds of their activities, office or political colour. The conciliation
proposed by the Amnesty Law is based precisely on the desire to avoid
discrimination of any kind. Furthermore, it must be assumed that the great
majority of persons convicted during the period of the state of siege were
persons involved in illegal activities against the Government.

Moreover, the generously wide scope of the Law is demonstrated by the
inclusion of ordinary law offences, since it would be difficult to distinguish
between offences committed for pclitical motives and those c01Jllllitted for
other purposes.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE GOVEIOOIENT OF CHILE ON CHAFTER IV OF
THE REPORT OF THE AD HOC ':IORKING GROUP, ENTITLED

"LIFE, LIBERTY AND SECURITY OF PER::;ON"

1. Number of arrests

(a) The Government of Chile wishes first to register a most formal and energetic
protest against the fact that the Working Group has not made use of the ample
information provided to it regarding the number of detainees, the situption of
detainees and the visits made to all places of detention which the Group expressed
a wish to visit (and which the Government made arrangements for it to visit),
but has rather preferred to use information origin"ting from anonymous end
irresponsible sources.

(b) The Government of Chile believes that the problem of human rights is directly
related to persons, and not to numbers and statistics. Accordingly, it provided
the 1:lor king Group with a list of persons detained and interrogsted bet~leen

1 January and 17 July 1978, and replied to all the questions which the
\{orking Group put to it on the subject of detained persons. In the circumstances,
if the ,forking Group received information or reports concerning persons who were
alleged to have been detained but were not included on the lists prOVided by the
Government of Chile, it should have said so, so that the national authorities
could have verified the information and given the Harking Group an appropriate
reply. Unfortunately, the ',forking Group failed to do this, and preferred to
downgrade the information supplied by the Chilean authorities by ~\o·~~Gat:in.; it to
a footnote and playing with abstract snd anonymous numbers and statistics which
are better material for provoking political atta.cks, although they may be quite
unfounded.

(c) Similarly, the Government of Chile regrets that the Horking Group has not
reproduced - even if it did not accept - the explanations given by the Chilean
authorities concerning the concepts of political offence and politica.l prisoner.
That liould undoubtedly have clarified matters and placed them in a more correct
perspective, especially since the ,forking Group itself expressly asked for these
studies.

2. 0pecific cases of arrest and detention

(a) Arrest and detention of Rodrigo del T. Munoz Mufioz

(1) During its stay in Chile, the Iforking Group received from the Chilean
authorities the fullest possible information on the situation of Mr. Munoz.
It waS provided with the relevant medical certificates, and "as informed that the
doctors who signed them were at the Group's dispose1 to reply to any questions.
Nevertheless the Group, perhaps for lack of time, did not ask for them to appear.

(2) The Ad Hoc "forking Group received further testimony from Mr. Mufioz 11unoz in
Geneva in :Cieptember 1978 and requested :Niss doctors to produce technical reports
on the information furnished by Chilean doctors six months previously regarding
the health of Mr. Muno?, Mufioz. The Ad Hoc Horking Group did not itself ask the
doc~GOrs who had examined him in Chile to make statements, which would have been
the correct procedure, but merely infomed the representatives of the Government
of Chile that it could have those doctors come to Geneva to make statements.
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This suggestion is in~dmissible, since it is not for the Government to present
witnesses of any kind in its defence; it is for the Group to request clarification
from the doctors concerned because their testimony is relevant to the
investigations.

The procedure adopted by the Ad Hoc \lorking Group, with all the measures
tak n to obtain a further statement from Mr. Mufioz Mufioz and to obtain other
medical opinions concerning his health, contrasts sharply with its failure to
summon the Chilean doctors who had previously issued the relevant certificates.

(3) The Ad Hoc Working Group should h~ve incol~orated in the text of the report
the whole sta.tement of 1'Ir. Mufioz Mufioz, and should not havc made light of that part
of his statement in which he admits he had been a te=orist, had manufactured
bombs 8.nd had been responsible for placing them in s. bank and a supermerket in
:J8ntiago de Chile, especially since both bombs and subversive material "ere found
after his confession, as were his accomplices who were all arrested. Instead of
reproducing the whole statement in the report, the Ad lioc Working Group has
chosen to relegate this confession to an annex, thus playing down its relevance
for the correct appreciation of the situation. This confession certainly deprives
of all credibility the later statements made by Mr. Mufioz against the Government
of Chile. 1.Je denounce this anomalous and incorre ct procedure.

(~) The Government of Chile is bound to deplore the fact that the Ad Hoc
vlorking Group has placed more reliance on the statements of a convicted and
self-confessed terrorist whose outrages endangered the lives of many Chilean
citizens, than on the responsible and docwnented statements made by the
authorities of the country.

(5) Finally, the Government of Chile wishes to note that thcugh thG 1lcl Hoc
\lorking Group's detailed examination of the whole situation concerning the case
of Mr. Mufioz Mufioz was, as is clear from the report, made possible by the fact
that the Chilean authorities provided all the information on his case, this
e.ttitude has not been explicitly acknowledged by the Horking Group.

(b) Arrest and detention of Hayde Palma Donoeo. Hector Riffo Zamorano,
Luis Maturana Maturana and Armando del Carmen Barria OyarzUn

(1) Hith reference to these cases, the Government of Chile provided the ii.d Hoc
1lorking Group with the information it had in its possession snd informed the
Group that the investigations were to be continued and that, until they had been
concluded, it was quite logical end objective that these situations should not be
mentioned in the report.

(2) The Group disregarded these observations by the Government of Chile and,
foregoing once again a meticulous and reliable investigation, preferred to
mention these cases in the report though it was well aMare that the investigation
was still pending and that the evidence in the hands of the Group was not
sufficiGnt.
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(c) Arrests in the tmm of Penaflor

Although the documentation furnished by the Government of Chil8 to the
Horking Group showeCl that in this case there \las no violation of humen rights,
as the Group acknm;ledges (see pare. 331), the report Cloes not reproduce this
information but includes it in An annex, which mekes it impossible to arrive at
en informed anCl impartial judgement of the situation. This is further proof of
the ,lorking Group's lack of objectivity.

(d) Other casoS

For the umpteenth time, the Government of Chile is obliged to state that the
Horking Group in its report seeks repeatedly to create an impression which is
different from the realities of life in Chile, since it reproduces in toto in the
body of the report anonymous and/or invented statements \lhich, as the Group
itself states, have only a relative value, "since the Government was not given "n
opportunity to comment". If this is so, \lhy are these statements reproduced
in toto in the body of the report, and not the replies of the Government of Chile
to questions by the Horking Group which are included only in the annexes?

3. Ill-treatment and torture of detainees

(a) This section is based mainly on the case of Muffoz Muffcz end the reports of
the Swiss doctors who carried out their eXAminations six months after the event,
and after the Group had not ,rished to contact the Chilean doctors who hgdtree,ted
Mr. Muffoz and signed the relevant certificates.

(b) The Government of Chile protests that the report mentions the detention end
ill-treatment of a minor Hithout giving his name, without proof end llithout
~onsulting the Government of Chile to establish the truth of the accusation;
and the \Iorking Group did no·, make use of its stay in Chile to undertake any
investigation in this regard. cle must draw attention onCe again to the politic?l
intentions underlying the inclusion of this accusation.

(c) The Government of Chile regrcts.that, in. speaking
detainees, the Horking Group has not reproduced in its
the Chaplain of Santiago Penitentiary. Because of his
activities, his testimony is undoubtedly a fundamental
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE ON CHAPTER V OF THE REPORT
OF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP, EN'fITLED "MISSING PERSONS"---

In this chapter, the Ad Hoc Working Group clearly establishes the following
facts;

(a) Its report to the thirty-second session of the General I,ssembly, prepared
between September and December 1977 (document 11./32/227), contained a list of
over 1,COO persons reported to be missing;

(b) In June 1978, the Vicada de la Solidaridad drew up and published a list
of some 600 persons presumed to be missing;

(c)
Ministry

(d)
September

(e)

(f)

To date, the Chilean Bishops have submitted a total of 338 cases to the
of the Interior;

Almost all the cases reported are said to have occurred between
1973 and the end of 1976;

Eight cases are said to have been reported in 1977; and

No reports of disapllearnnces have been received in 1978.

The above statements, recorded by the Working Group in its report, bear out
what the Government of Chile has consistently maintained during recent years and
demonstrate that the efforts directed towards solving the difficult problem of
missing persons are gradually achieving their objectives.

Thero can thus be seen to have been a sharp reduction in the numbers and lists
of persons presumed to be missing. Whereas there has been talk of 10,000, 5,000
or 2,500 persons prcsUQOd to be missing and lists have been put forward containing
approximately 1,000 names of persons alleged to be missing, the Catholic Church has
concluded that there are 300 Or so cases which, in its opinion, need to bo resolved.

The marked decline in numbers and names on the lists of persons alleged to be
missing is clue to the fact that many reports have in the course of time been p:rovecl
to be false, either becaUse persons have been found at their normal place of
rosidence, ellbraging in their usual activities, because when they have been located
at a place other than their usual address, because they have changed their address,
because the names (5iven are assumed ones or for a variety of other reasons, as has
been pointed Jut on numerous occasions.

The Government of Chile considers that the report should have strongly condemned
those who have used international humanitarian bodies fo~ political purposes and
the'se informants of the Group whC) have led it to make e=oneous statements and to
draw false conclusions from those statements.

The Government of Chile would also like to have seen some reference to the
International Committee of the Red Cross, whose co-operation has helped to solve
many cases, inclUding a number of cases based on false reports made by persons whose
particulars and identities also proved to be false.
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On 6 October 1978, the International Committee of the Red Cross informecl the
Government of Chile that its re sident representatives in Chile were to be
transferred to Jergentina and that, with effect from October 1978, all activities in
the Southern Cone would have as their base the Regional Delegation at Buenos Aires.

In an official communique, the International Committee of the Red Cross has
stated that "the clecision taken by the International Committee of the Red Cross to
transfer its Delegation from Chile to Buenos Aires was cOlllII\unicatecl by
Mr. Sereio Nessi, the Regional Delegate, to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, the
Minister of the Interior and the Minister of Justice of the Chilean Government
during his visit to Santiago from 26 to 28 September last. The International
Committee of the Red Cross will, nevertheless, main~,in a liaison office in Chile
and will continue to make re[!Ular visits in order to carry out its humanitarian
mission on behalf of persons who are s ti~.l detained and to search for persons who
are reported to be missing. The Chilean authorities accepted these proposals and
have guaranteed the International Committee of the Red Cross any facilities that
may be neecled for the performance of its human! tarian functic'ns".

Thus far, the facts have been evaluated impartially and objectively. It
distorts the true situation nnd in no way helps to clarify the factsvhen, as the
Working Group does, a number of individual cases are then repeated, two new cases
are raised without prior consultation wi th the Government, despite the fact that
the Working Group had at its disposal facilities for consultation such as have
never before been enjoyed by an international body, and emphasis is placed on cases
the investigation of Which has been concluded. One such case is that of \". Beausire,
in which not only has there been evidenoe to prove that he left Chile but also
official confirmation that he entered another country.

The Government of Chile will continue to make every effort to investigate
pending cases, because such a course is in conformity with its humanitarian
activities; it hopes to have the co-operation of the International Committee of
the Red Cross in this long and difficult task. It also hopes to be able to work
out with the Working Group a formula which will make it possible for ths
Uni ted Nations to collaborate in the solution of this serious and distressing
problem.
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(":J-3;J~n'iL·_lJ.:lICl!3 Cl' IrEE GCVEI-a:::,:::;l?r OJ!' CHIlE cn CH.-\PIJER VI OF THE REPORT
Vi" 'HiE .:.:D_HCC 110RKmG GROUP, EiinTI2:IJ ''EXIIE AND RETURN"

This chapter of the report, entitled "Exile and Return", deals "ith four
subjects, which wc will comment on in turn.

1. Amnesty and return

Here there is clearly some confusion concerning the ~ff~cts of the 2r.nGsty
granted by the Government of Chile and restrictions on the return to Chile of
certain beneficiaries .of the amnesty who are outside the country.

It is a generally known fact that amnesty is a means of extinguishing the
criTIinal responsibility iliherent in the conmission of an offence, irrespective of
whether tho offence has been dealt with and has given rise to a sentence ioposcd by
tho courts of justice or whether the appropriate crininal proceedings could still
be brought because the tine-llnit for such action has not yet expired. In other
words, it is an act of oblivion and a pardon for the offences covered by the law on
nnnost~whcther or not thoy have been doalt with by tho courts.

Tho foregoing is c~pletely different to the question of existing restrictions
on return to the country which the Government may apply for reasons of security

The Ad Hec Werking O.LO"-1' l."""~i7'~noo tbnt Chileans whe are living outside the
country wish tc' return to it,. as also that ffil:;:.iJ.. f'c..,-d l.y t':!.r.qbcrs residing in Chile
are t.:iking steps tc secure such return.. ']11,; ~ Ahnw~ that iu Ch; 1 F +hr>1"e is peace
and caJn which gives full guarantees to everyone, c.~~ +.h0 r,.roup was able to Svo;,;; f!lr:
"+<:on1 f" '-"Ylrl +.n,:\+, n0.cm1 P 101; Qh +.() l"pt"U'11 because they will have a better life in Chile
thDIl abread.

The pessible discrepancy between the nUQber ef rejected applications, as
published in the press, onil the nUllber given in certain lists offiCially handed over
to the Group nay be duo to the fact that this is an area which is in a constant
stato of flux; the situation is net and cannot be static and ur.ch~ncinc.since it
is subject to varieus censiderations and decisions which, depend on changing
circunstnnces.

3. Policy regarding return

The overriding cencern at the Government ef Chile is te assuage feelings und
bring abeut national rec0nciliation and, accordincly, it is careful about Rdnitting
persons who would conflict with this fundanental objective.

The process of return Dust be carried out bTadually and at a suitable rate, so
as not to set back the pcace wad security which have been attained or to endanger
the lifo and tranqUillity of the pepulation.

4. Less of nationality

The Governnent ef Chile is gratified to note that, in its report, the Group
records two basic facts concerning this question,
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(a) In five years of governoent, only seven persons have been deprived of
their nationality;

(b) In the final analysis, the decision to withdraw nationality is ono for the
Supreme Court and not for the executive, since the Dere lodging ef an
appeal suspends the effect of the decree of less ef nationality. Thus,
the decree of loss of nationality will be valid only if confi:med by a
decision of the Court.

The Govemoent of Chile is struck by the fact that the Group makes not the
least reference to the decision rendered by the Supreme Court in December 1977
in the case of Humberto Elgueta Guerin, which quashed the decree llepriving him
of his nationality, despite the fact that the Government of Chile brought the
decision to the knowledge of the Group in February 1978, as can be seen from the
footnote on page 52 of the Working Group I s report of 1 February 1978 (E/CN.4/1266).
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C'R~)EHV},:C-::::,-:'Ef; 'JII' JFE (~OVCmtl·]~NT CF CHILE OH CI{Al)"ER VII OF rr-~""E FEFC'Rrr C? THE
i0) liCG \:u;;~:D.G GReup> ENTITlE:;) "FliEEDOh OF E;:FIiESSIOll AltD IJI1FOliHATION"

The ,hapter of the Ad Hoc Working Group's report dealing "ith this question
is seriously lacking in objectivity. Apart from being subjective, its conclusions
are confused and totally at variance vith the info~ation it has gathered and with
the observation it made, or ought to have made, of the true situation in Chile.
The subjectivity and partiality of the report are demonstrated by its conclusions.
The report indicates that "The Group during its visit to Chile noted that relatively
"ide freedom of expression appeared to be enjoyed in certain areas •••" and goes on
to say: "but that these areas did not seem to be those at the very centre of
national life". This statement is not only fanoiful but also oonfused,
incomprehensible and tendentious.

A further obvious distortion of the truth are the statements in the report
concerning the range of legal powers enjoyed by the military authorities, the manner
in which they have exercised them and the fact that the Government authorities
communicate their views to newspaper pUblishers and may apply sanctions when those
views are not respeoted.

The truth is completely different. A responsible and truthful report ought to
have drawn the objeotive conolusions deriving from the actual facts of the
si tuation and from the observations made by the Group in Chile. These conolusions
would have been as follows:

1, There is broad freedom of expression and information in Chile. This is
demonstrated by the faot that, although hundreds of radio stations exist and
dozens of newspapers and magazines are published, during the whole of 1978 not
one radio station was suspended or penalized and only one newspaper was
suspended (for two da;ys) in the ma.nner and for the reasons which are
described later.

2. This freedom is apparent in the fact that the Chilean press, radio and
teleVision report, comment and express opinions freely on topics of all kinds.
It is also evident in the foreign newspapers and reviews available to the
public in the streets and at all publication sales outlets.

3. The Group could have and should have made it clear not only that the legal
powers possessed by the Government and, as appropriate, the military or
judicial authorities as far as the communications media are concerned
precede the present Government and have existed in Chile for the past 20 years,
but also that, as will be explained later, the legal rules laid down by the
present Government have restricted and defined the exercise of those legal
powers by the authorities and have provided those against whom such powers
are exercised with constitutional remedies which did not preViously exist.
Further, it ought to have been stressed that the most important factor here
is the careful, restricted and extremely measured way in which these powers
have been applied during the present year.

4. For the whole of the last year, the Group was able to find only two develop
ments worthy of study in the report: the two-da;y suspension of the daily
newspaper La Segunda and the termination of the licences of a few prOVincial
radio stations of the Radio Cooperativa network.
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5. Nevertheless, when describing the facts in these two cases, the report commits
errors of judgement and fails to establish the truth.

(a) The suspension of "La Segunda". The legal information which the Group
gives is erroneous. The truth is as follows:

(i) The Commander-in-Ghief of the emergency zone exercised the power
referred to in article 34 (m) of Act No. 12,927 because he considered
that the information published in the newspaper in question affected
the internal order of the country and ran counter to domestic
harmony and peace.

(ii) He therefore availed himself of a power which has existed since the
Act concerned was promulgated, namely, since 1958.

(iii) The Director of the newspaper in question appealed against this
measure to the Military Court, and against its decision to the
Supreme Court of Justice; both these high courts disallowed the
appeals lodged by him.

(iv) The provisions of Act No. 12,927 date from the year 1958, when it
was approved by the National Congress, by a large majority, and
promulgated by the President of the Republic of that time.
Article 34 of the Act confers various powers on the mili taTY
authorities during a state of emergency, some of which are concerned
with information and make it possible to prevent the dissemination
of certain items of news or to penalize the publication of anti
patriotic propaganda. In order to regulate the exerciee of these
powers and to avoid any possible excesses Decree-Law No. 1281 was
issued, specifying the administrative measu:res which the military
authorities are empowered to take, fixing a limit of six days for the
duration of the suspension of the publication or enterprise in
question and providing for appeal against such measures to the
military court, an appeal which may sUbsequently, as has happened in
a number of cases, be taken to the Supreme Court.

(b) Termination of some radio broadcasting licences

The report shows that the Group has not properly understood the
events which occurred in this connexion, despite the fact that it
enjoyed extensive co-operation from the Government and reproduced part of
the communications it received from it. The Government did not exercise
the legal power vested in it by legislation adopted in 1959 in order to
cause the licence of any radio station to expire or to terminate any such
licence in advance.

All it did was to refrain from renewing the licences when their
pre-determined period of validity expired and to award them to other
interested parties, bearing in mind that there had been serious
irregularities and breaches of the obligations attaching to the granting of
a licence under the law. It should also be pointed out that the only
policy consideration involved was the need to extend the granting of
licences for these communications and information media to a variety of
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groups - very frequently the employees of a radio station. This policy
is in marked contrast to that pursued by previous Governments, which
granted radio-station licences only to the political groups which backed
them; this led to the establishment of huge monopolies in the
information media.

6. The information given to the Group, as reflected in the report, that the
publication of lists of missing persons was prohibited is incorrect. The
truth, as the Group could have seen for itself, is that all the lists of persons
alleged to be missing which "ere handed over by the bishops to the Government
have been published extensively in the press.

7. Neither is it true that there exists an informal system of communication of
Government ,itwssto the press and of pressure or threats of possible
sanctions designed to undermine the freedom of the press.l

8. In its report for the current year, the Inter-American Press Association (IAPA)
indinated that there has been a substantial improvement in the freedom of the
press and information in Chile.

9. During the current year, freedom of expression and information was especially
apparent in Chile in such impcrtant manifestations as the follcwing:

T.he National Referendum of January 1978, in which the opponents of the
Government had full access to the communications media to express their
cpposition to the Referendum.

The public controversy between former Presidents Frei and Alessandri.

Reports, expressions of opinion and discussions concerning the proposed
constitutional reform, with wid.e freedom for all groups. Extensive
information on aspects of human rights.

Extensive information and adverse opinions concerning the .dismissal
from the Government Junta.

Lengthy news items, commentaries and articles contrary to the Government
and its policies regularly appear in the information media.

10. Consequently, in Chile there is broad freedom of expression and. information
going far beyond that which exists in the majority of states.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE ON CHAPTER VIII
OF THE REPORT OF THE AD HOC ,IORKING GROUP, ENTITLED

''RIGHT TO EDUCATION"

One of the basic objectives of the Chilean Government's education policy is to
ensure due respect for freedom of choice in education, which is one of the
fundamental human rights provided for both in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and in the International Covenants on Human Rights. To that end, it has
traditionally maintained a dual system of education, public and private, which has
only ever been threatened by the Unidad Popular Government's attempt to curtail the
freedom of choice in education, through the establishment of a totalitarian system
of education, namely the "national unified school" scheme.

The Chilean Government's concern for education is reflected, as the Group
itself notes in its report, both in the studies carried out on the educational
situation in the country, and in the increase in the funds allocated to the
education sector by the State. It is also reflected in the decisions to improve the
situation of teachers and educational premises. In that regard, it is appropriate
to point out that the Government of Chile has just passed a new law providing for
teachers' careers. Among other things, this law significantly improves the
professional situation of teachers, but also their economic circumstances. The cost
of this new legislation, which has met with general approval, is over $100 million.

Consequently, any references in the report to the economic and professional
situation of teachers, whatever their past merits, are now obsolete and completely
invalid.

It is absurd for the Group to refer to the cost of education in Chile,
particularly with regard to the universities and the opportunities for entering them,
without making reference either to the large-scale programmes for school and
university scholarships or to the research fellowships schemes, both of which are
aimed at facilitating access to education by lower-income students. Nor does the
Group place sufficient emphasis on the fact that university fees are calculated in
accordance with the income of eaoh family group. The Group's failure to refer in
its report to these points seems to be a critioism of the system whereby students
from higher-income families are charged more, thus helping to increase the
scholarships available for those with lower incomes. The Group appears to
disapprove of this system of charges, although it is widely applied in different
countries throughout the world, facilitates the distribution of income and benefits
the more disadvantaged sectors of society. This point is not worth analysing, but
it does reveal the biased nature of this part of the report.

The report casts doubt on the existence of free schooling, without observing
that the tuition fees chargeable by free private schools were authorized at the
request of the parents' assooiations themselves, and with the sole object of
including in the sohool programme other extracurrioular activities selected by the
parents themselves, whose associations direct these private schools. The fee, as
stated in the report, is charged according to the parents' means and cannot exceed
15 per cent of the lowest salary on the single scale of taxable income.

As regards school enrolments, school drop-out rates, and other figures quoted
by the Group in its report, it is quite evident that over 90 per cent of the general
school population goes through primary school. The problems linked to school
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drop-outs and enrolment have nothing to do "With the GovenmJent's education policy,
but are rather the problems of a developing country "Whose economy has had to overcome
the "Worst crisis in its history at some sacrifice.

If the situation in Chile in this regard "Were to be compared "With the situation
in any other developing country of a similar nature, the results "Would not be very
different.

Any attempt to dra"W the conclusions "Which the Group has tried to dra"W "Without
considering all the underlying factors and the extensive information supplied by the
Government is a proof of bad faith or superficial judgement.

The Working Group, using its habitual system of anonymous testimony, maintains
that there is no university autonomy in Chile and, quoting a statement made by
General Mendoza, a member of the Government Junta, justifies its vie"Ws on the
matter by the fact that rectors in the universities are Government-appointed.

First, it is appropriate to note that there is the broadest measure of
university autonomy in Chile, but that autonomy cannot of course be allowed to be
used fcr subversive or other equally condemnable ends, for that "Would spell the end
of such autonomy and "Would interfere "With the university process as such.

Secondly, it is not true that the Government-appointed rectors have absolute
powers. They must comply "With each and every one of the provisions of the relevant
university regulations and must be advised by the appropriate university councils.
The rector, "Whether he is appointed by the Government or not, cannot exceed the la"W,
"Which is the be-all and end-all of his authority.

With regard to the exodus of professional persons, a phenomenon common to all
developing countries, it is sufficient to state that this problem is no more acute
now than it has been at other stages in the nation's life, nOr is it any more
marked in Chile than in other countries of similar educational and professional level.
It is, of course, a matter of concern to the Government, "Which hopes to be able to
offer conditions "Which "Will minimize the problem as soon as the country's economic
situation allows. Ho"Wever, it is appropriate to add that there are many
professional people entering or returning to Chile, attracted by the tranquillity
and the employment situation "Which exist throughout the country.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE GOVEIOOlENT OF CHILE ON CHAPTER IX
OF THE IlEPORT OF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP, ENTITLED

"FIlEEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND RIGHT OF ASSEMBLY"

In the chapter of its report dealing with these sUbjects, the Group has once
again misinterpreted the facts and ovaluatcd and doscribed the current situation
in Chile wrongly.

It confuses and makes no distinction between freedom of association and the
exorcise of the right of assembly - particularly its specific application to labour
matters - and the political activitios mld agitation of extremist or subversive
groups.

Thus the Group is mistnken and its report departs from the truth when it
maintains, for exanple, that "mmlY ether types ef E\Ssociations, particularly student
associations, are also prohibited". It adds, also erroneously, that only trade
unions which support the Government I s policies "arc allowed to be fomed or to
operate under relatively nomal conditions" and that "other trade unions do so
under const=t surveillance and the threat of Government reprisals". Finally, it
puts a sonewhat fanciful interpret",tion on the events which occu=ed at the
Chuquicanat", nine, ",Heeing th",t those events reve",l "inportant aspects of the
de jure and de facto linit",tion and restriction of tho rights of association m1d
poaceful and un=od ",sscmbly••• ".

The report of the Ad Hoc Group wrongly fails to take into consideration '"
nunber of points, including the following:

1. Neither student, professional nor trade union organizations have been
prohibited;

2. The studonts naintain their centres and federations, the only restriction
being that they should concern thenselves with acadenic, social and professional
activities and should not becone involved in politico,! activisn;

3. The Group does net report, for exanple, th",t at the University of Chile,
the Im-gest in the country, the introduction ef a new statute has nOOe it possible
for students at the various university faculties to elect the governing body of
FECECH (Federation of Student Centres of the University of Chile).

This election was held in Septenber 1970, and the governing body of FECECH
is now in office. If the Group hacl inquired about this, it wbuld have been
infomecl about the regulatiens and the dates of the elections. It is evident that
the Group's usual infornants carefully concealed these facts fron it. The Group
could also have acquaintecl itself with the procedure for electing the governing
body of the Student Federation cf the Catholic University, the second largest
university in the country.

4. With regm-cl to the tracle unions, it should be pointed out that the stateoents
nacle in the report are totally without SUbstance. The nunber and nenbership of
trade unions ccntinue to increase, as do their funds.
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The provisio~~ of the new Labour Code now in force speeifieally faveur the
freedoD, extension ~d strengthening of trade unions. The faet that the
Govcrnncnt has placccl non-nanucl oncl nnnuul workers on the sonG lO(?2.1 footine nncl
has elininuted any le€~l difference between these two categories is a further step
in the SaDe direction.

5. None of theso facts are Dentioned in the report. On the contrcxy, they seeD
tG have been deliberately ignored or suppressod, and the stateDents Dnde in this
chapter seen te be intended to repent the criticisDs of previous years r~ther than
to analyse the current situation in Chile.

6. Contrary to what the report nC\intains, the Chuquicanata conflict is an
illustration of the fact that, altho11[!'h the exercise of the power to strike has
been suspemlod, Chilean workers have cnple freedoIl to raiso thoir problens, bring
pressure to bear to back up their clains, and criticize the r:anagenent of their
enterprises. Furthermore, it denonstrates the understanding and receptiveness
shown te workers by the Governoent authorities and the efferts nade by the
Governnent to ensure that enterprises find a solution tc any cenflict.

7. The report confuses the neMures adopted against subversive politic2.l
extrenists c.nd tries to depict such IleMures 1:'.8 pressure against trade unions,
"o'lhich is in2.CCUTnte. lit tho S2J:lG tine, it ouits n.ny reference tc thG TIcasurcs
acloptod by the Governoent reg=ding the authorities of the governing bodies of
enterprises.

8. One last contradiction DUst be pointed out: in other chapters of the report,
8nphasis is placed on the lack of froedoIl of expression nllegedly existing in
Chile; in this chapter, however, the sole souree of infomatiGn usecl is natorial
fron various features and nrticles in the newspaper El Mercurio. This only goos
to show once again that the report is not objective and that its conclusions on
froedon of expression ~o falso.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE ON CHAPTER X
OF THE REPORT OF THE All HOC \VORKING GROUP, ENTITIED

"ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS"

A. The problem of unemployment

1. It is common knowledge that unemployment is a problem which deriyes from
very different and varied causes and affects both developed and developing
countries. It is of course more acute in the latter.

2. For a number of reasons knQlm to the Group through the comprehensive
information supplied by the Government of Chile, unemployment is one of the most
serious problems facing the Chilean economy. Chile's problem, as a developing
country, is similar to that of other countries in its position and it cannot
properly be said to be more serious in Chile than in other countries.

3. As the Group knows, the Government of Chile is using its best endeavours
to put an end to the problem by means of an accelerated national development
programme, an anti-inflation campaign and programmes aimed at promoting
investments to create more jobs. As Sergio de Castro, the Minister of Finance,
said recently, the total number of jobs has been increasing every month since
December 1976, which means that the Chilean economy is now producing more jobs
than before.

4. The Government of Chile is struck by the fact that the information which it
supplied to the Group during the Group's visit to Chile and lat€r supplemented
in writing is not given due consideration in the report.

5. Lastly, it would appear that the Group, ignoring the complexity of the
problem of unemployment, believes that it can be solved solely by means of
governmental decisions. There is no doubt that if this was the case, no country
in the world, and certainly not Chile, would be confronted with this problem.

B. Recent labour legislation

1. General observations

(a) In this part of its report the Working Group has made the mistake of trying
to demonstrate, by distorting information or misrepresenting the scope of certain
provisions, that the changes introduced in Chilean labour legislation have
resl11ted in a deterioration compared with the situation which existed previously.

(b) This is not only false, as is evidenced by the fact that the new Chilean
labour legislation incorporates all the achievements of the workers embodied
either in the legislation in force or in existing practice in Chile, but it also
overlooks obvious progress, such as the elimination of the unwarranted
distinction between non-manual and manual workers, and the consequent acqUisition
of benefits by persons who formerly had the status of "manual workers".
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(c) The new Decree-Law No. 2,200 recognizes the right of all full-time workers
to a minimum income. It also establishes a system of automatic adjustment of
remuneration on the basis of seniority, a system which previously applied only
to non-manual workers in the private sector. In addition, it facilitates labour
relations and the identification of such relations by indicating specifically
the persons or bodies who hold the legal status of non-manual workers and
establishes presumptive de jure representation of such workers by the leaders
of the labour institutions. Furthermore, it establishes severe fines-in cases
where contracts of employment are not concluded in writing and standardizes the
conditions which must be fulfilled by workers in order to enjoy the same rights,
such as official holidays, complete working weeks (payment for rest-days and
holidays), etc. Lastly, it establishes the obligation to provide compensation
for any Sunday or holiday worked, together with other provisions too numerous
to mention here.

(d) The new labour legislation adopts the basic principle of avoiding
discrimination in the treatment of workers.

2. Abolition of aCquired rights: working hours of shop and office workers

The Group considers that the increase in the working 'reek for shop and office
workers from 44 to 48 hours is prejudicial to these workers. In this connexion
the following observations should be made:

(a) All special working hours established in previous legislation have been
maintained, with the sole exception of the working week in shops and offices.

(b) This is without prejudice to the rules affording protection for workers in
enterprises or activities for which Sundays and holidays are not rest-days - rules
,,'hich are in fact more favourable to such workers.

(c) The working hours for shop and office workers have been increased for the
following reasons:

(i) There is no scientific or technical.precedent for keeping them, nor
was any such precedent adduced in Act No. 17,365, which established the shorter
working week;

(ii) The lack of precedents obliged the Government at that time (the Frei
Administration) to veto the relevant provision in Act No. 17,365. The veto
was rejected by the Congress and the matter passed into law;

(iii) The reasons adduced (tho fact that the work has to be performed
standing up) are not sufficient to grant the benefit in question and still less
to extend it to all workers in shops and offices. It should be noted that, even
those doing administrative "fOrk, and they are many in number, benefited unduly
from the Act.

(d) Decree-Law No. 2,200 has made it compulsory for employers who increase the
working week to supplement the worker's pay proportionately, on the basis of the
regular rate. This obligation applies in respect of all workers engaged as from
the date of entry into force of the Decree-Law. Consequently, no harm has been
done to them.
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(e) The adoption of this prov~s~on has also resulted in the abolition of a
cause of discrimination against other workers.

3. Agricultural workers

The new legislation is not substantially different from the previous
legislation. An effort has simply been made to modernize some of its provisions
and effectively co-ordinate them with current legislation on agricultural matters.

On the question of the percentage of perquisites, the new Act has simply
left this to the discretion of the parties concerned, establishing an upper
limit for this purpose. The Act does not impose a specific percentage but
stipulates that it may not exceed 50 per cent, the parties being left free to
agree on what is most convenient for them.

4. Home workers

(a) On this question it should be made quite clear that the nature of the
contract remains unchanged; in other words, it still constitutes a labour
relationship. Furthermore, improvements are made in this labour relationship
and the definition of the contract is broadened.

(b) It was thought appropriate to include an option for the payment of social
security charges, since these workers frequently work for more than one employer.
In this way they may avail themselves of the social security system established
for self-employed workers, at much lower cost. If they work for only one
employer, payment of charges by the latter may be arranged.

(c) Basically this decision has been taken in order to promote employment of
persons who can do their work at home.

(d) Lastly, these measures are experimental and a change in them is considered
possible.

5. Limitation of trade-union privilege and maternity rigftts

(a) Trade-union privileges, ;lhich have certainly not been limited in any way
and have indeed been guaranteed, will be considered in the section relating to
the situation ;lith regard to trade-union rights.

It should be noted that, obviously, trade-union privileges are not applicable
in the case of work of fixed duration if the latter is less than that of the
mandate of the trade union concerned.

(b) It must be emphasized that maternity rights are fully maintained in the new
legislation. Maternity rights consist of the right of the working "oman not
to be dismissed from her work from the start of pregnancy up to one year after
completion of the post-natal recuperation, unless the labour court authorizes
dismissal on valid grounds. These grounds may be:

(i) Conclusion of the work or service which was the subject of the
contract;

(ii) Expiry of the term of the contract.
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It will be seen that both these grounds tend to ensure that employers are
not deterred from recruiting female staff. An effort is thus being made to
overcome what may in practice be a source of discrimination. Furthermore, it
should be noted that the employer may not terminate a contract arbitrarily; he
must, on the contrary, apply to the labour court on one of the above-mentioned
grounds for authorization to dismiss the person in question. The court must
check the facts adduced and render a decision on the ~uestion.

6. Protection of stability of employment

(a) Act No. 16,455, on termination of the contract of employment, has been
retained in full for all workers engaged prior to 15 June 1978. Consequently,
their stability of employment is in no way affected and no acquired right has
been modified.

(b) The new rules apply to workers whose contracts commence as from 15 June 1978.
Thus, no pre-existing situation has been affected.

(c) Moreover, the new rules have simply affirmed those which were applied in
practice. For example, under this system established by Act No. 16,455 the
worker's right to keep his job, unless there are justified grounds for termination
of his contract or unless he relinquishes his employment, means that if he has
been dismissed he has the right to submit a claim to the courts of justice for
reinstatement. When the proceedings have been completed and the verdict is in
favour of the worker, the employer may, at his mm discretion, agree to
reinstatement or pay compensation which is established by the court. It is
based on cne month's pay for each year (or fraction of a year exceeding six months)
of uninterrupted or discontinuous service in the enterprise in question.

Experience demonstrated that reinstatement was opposed both by the workers
and by the employers, because the parties preferred compensaticn. Therefcre
Act No. 16,455 was not effective with regard to the principal right which it
affirmed. Moreover, under the old Act, the employer could delay legal proceedings,
thus bringing about an agreement under which the worker received less compensation
than he would have been entitled to if a final decision had been rendered.

For these reasons, the new legislation, taking into account what actually
happened in practice, has established as the principal right the worker's right
to compensation and has thus eliminated the obligatory preliminary procedure
of applying to the labour courts for reinstatement. The compensation fixed is
the same as existed before, with the additional advantage that, under the
new Act, it earns interest at current rates, which are sizeable. Again, a court
dealing with a case of termination of contract may, if the dismissal is deemed
arbitrary, sentence the employer to pay a fine amounting to 20 per cent of
the compensation, including interest and readjustments. This is another procedure
which did not exist under the previous legislation.
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7. Possibility for the employer to amend the contract of employment
unilaterally

(a) In conformity with Decree-Law No. 2,200 the conditions of the contract of
employment may be amended only with the consent of the parties, except in the
following cases:

(i) The employer may change the nature of the services, replacing them
by work of a similar kind;

(ii) The employer may change the place or premises in which the services
are to be performed, provided that the new place or premises are situated in the
same locality or city.

(b) The above-mentioned exceptions are applicable only if both the following
related conditions are fulfilled:

(i) They must be made on justifiable grounds;

(ii) The change may not result in harm to the worker.

The labour departments are responsible for checking that these conditions
are strictly observed.

(c) The basic reason for this is to give the contract of employment some
flexibility and to prevent a recurrence of earlier situations in which, if
unforeseen circumstances arose, the only feasible course of action was to
terminate the contract of employment of the person concerned.

(d) These provisions are not liable to abuse since the change in the contract
must be objectively justified and no harm must be done to the worker.

8. Return to the legal minimum conditions upon termination of collective
contracts

The Working Group's observations on this question are inconsistent with
the facts of the situation, for under an administrative decision by the labour
executive in all specific cases that have arisen (and they have in fact been
very few in number), all rights originating in collective contracts are at
present deemed to be incorporated in individual contracts as acquired rights
that cannot be disregarded. In addition, appropriate legislation is being
prepared in order to clarify this situation once and for all.

C. Trade union rights

1. General observations

This section of the report contains an analysis of Decree-Law No. 198 of
29 December 1973. Before challenging any specific aspects of the Group's
observations concerning this Decree-Law, it is appropriate to make the following
general comments:
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(a) During the Group's visit to Chile, a meeting with the Minister of Labour had
been planned precisely in order to discuss all matters relating to the labour
situation. Unfortunately, this meeting did not take place, since the Group
declined to meet the Minister because of lack of time.

(b) It is also surprising that the Group should have referred only once to the
reports by the 110.

2. Suspension of trade-union elections

In this connexion, it may be noted that:

(a) The suspension of trade union elections is purely of an interim nature and
is based chiefly on the need to depoliticize the trade unions, which were being
run by the political parties until 11 September 1973.

(b) It is the intention of the Government of Chile that, after the requisite
legislation has been enacted, trade-union officials will be selected by decisions
of the trade union rank and file. The studies on this question have reached a
very advanced stage of preparation.

(c) It is a serious error to assert, as is done in the report, that vacant posts
are filled by officials elected under systems controlled by the labour authorities
and that officials are appointed by decree of the Ministry of Labour. The
system established by Decree-Law No. 198 is as follows:

(i) Recognition and renewal of all the mandates in force on 11 September 1973,
"ith all the rights vested in trade union officials, regardless of the political
opinions of the office holders;

(ii) In the case of vacant posts, new officials are selected by seniority
in order to make up the legal minimum necessary for the governing body to operate.
This system prevents arbitrary selection and creates a right that the persons
concerned can invoke at any time and they can request recognition on the grounds
of highest seniority; for that reason alone, they receive the privileges
accorded by law to trade union officials.

Thus, the labour authorities are obliged to comply strictly with these
prov isions.

(iii) Only where it is impossible to apply the above provisions, namely, those
relating to seniority, can the Ministry of Labour lay down special rules for making
up the membership of a trade union governing body - a power that has been
exercised very moderately and generally at the request of the rank and file of
the union concerned.

3. Limitation of trade-union meetings

The extent of the restrictions temporarily imposed on trade-union meetings
in conformity with Decree-Law No. 198 is as follows:
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(a) Meetings of trade union governing bodies are not subject to any
restrictions under the labour la~s and the restrictions that did exist as a
result of the state of siege no longer apply because that exceptional state has
not been in force since 11 March 1978.

(b) Governing bodies can deal with all matters concerning the organizations
that they administer, in accordance ~ith the law and ~ith their statutes.

(c) Assemblies may be held solely for information purposes, but it should be
added that the assembly can censure the trade union officials, so that it has
effective control over them and, consequently, over the administration of the
trade union. The authorities have to respect any censure of that kind and
take steps to replace the officials in accordance ~ith the rules of seniority.

(d) In accordance ~ith transitional article 4 of Decree-La~ No.198, assemblies
held for information purposes do not require permission from the military or
the police authorities but simply prior nctification of the police authorities;
and the Group's assertion is therefore incorrect.

(e) It is also incorrect that a member of the military authorities must be
present at trade union meetings. The ~orkers have complete freedom to make
any comments, in keeping ~ith the meeting's purpose of supplying information.

4. Permission to engage in trade union activities

The assertions made by the Group in this connexion are incorrect.

(a) For the first time in Chile, Decree-La~ No.198 established, on a general
and compulsory basis, that trade union leaders were authorized to perform
official duties during the ~orking day. Previously, this right had been
enjoyed only by those ~ho had secured it through collective bargaining. Hence
Decree-La~ No.198 establishes a trade union benefit that cannot be ignored
and it makes for ~ider rights for all trade union officials.

Cb) Also Decree-La~ No.198 specifically recognizes the existence of other
more favourable systems ~hich are governed by their o~n rules (e.g. those
for seamen).

(c) For the purposes of calculating the time authorized under Decree-La~ No.198,
no account is taken of the time spent on official duties.

Lastly, a la~ that is described as restrictive is in fact one ~hich

establishes a right for all trade unions.

5. Suspension of collective bargaining

In this connexion, the follo~ing may be said in the interest of truth:

(a) The Government of Chile is in no sense opposed to the system of collective
bargaining. This is apparent from many statements by the Government, including';
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the statement made by the Minister of Labour on 1 May 1978, ~hen he said that
collective bargaining ,rould be' instituted during the first half of 1979. If
that system is to become a practicable reality it is essential to place the
country's economic situation on a sound footing.

(b) The decision of the Government is that collective bargaining will proceed
via direct understandings between the parties in labour relations, for ~hich

purpose the State must supply the necessary mediation and arbitration
machinery and assign to itself only a subsidiary role in order to safeguard
the higher interests of the community.

(c) The above reasons led the Government to establish a system of collective
bargaining based on tripartite commissions; the machinery, scope and
functioning of the system are kno;m to the Group and have benefited a large
number of workers. Similarly, the Executive was empowered to extend the
benefits and working conditions in certain enterprises or activities to all
the ~orkers in the sector to which the enterprises or activities belong, a
step that is also known to the Group.

6. Suppression of the right to strike

It is true that the right to strike has been suspended, since strikes
constitute one of the stages in negotiation under some collective bargaining
systems.

Nevertheless, just as machinery must be set up for collective bargaining,
it is also necessary to define the measures ~hich the parties in labour"
relations can take in exercise of their rights, which may include strikes
as one of the courses open to workers, if the legislator deems it appropriate.
This is laid down in the draft of the new Political Constitution, which
expressly recognizes the right to strike.

In anY event it should not be forgotten that the suspension of strikes
is accompanied also by the suspension of the counterpart legal means of
pressure that ~ere available to employers, e.g. lock-outs.

7. Violation of trade-union rights through the exercise of administrative
po~ers and trade=union parallelism

The following observations should be made in this connexion:

(a) The Government has no power whatsoever to remove trade union officials
from office. They may be removed only on the grounds for disqualification
established in the existing legislation, which antedates the present
Government, or as a result of censure by the assembly concerned.

(b) The Government of Chile is in favour of trade-union pluralism; in other
words, it considers that there should be complete freedom to form and join
trade unions.
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(c) The Government of Chile was not consulted by the Group with regard to the
cases mentioned in paragraphs 657 et seg. of the report. In any event it
reiterates what it has stated in subparagraph (a): the Government has no
powers to remove the governing bodies of trade unions.

(d) It is very easy to include in a report alleged acts of intimidation of
trade union leaders on the basis of mere statements by the persons concerned
and without checking them. This reveals the biased nature of the report,
which does not even refer to these acts as allegations but considers them
as proven.

D. The situation of agricultural workers

The statement by the Working Group that after 1973 "came the undermining"
of the process of agrarian reform is unacceptable. In the interests of
truth, it is enough to point out the following.

It is a well-known fact that between 1970 and 1973, the State, acting
outside the framework of the Agrarian Reform Act, took over agricultural
holdings, regardless of their size. In this way, it managed to consolidate
an expropriated area of ten million hectares in all.

Accordingly, the present Government of Chile introduced a policy aimed
at strengthening the process of agrarian reform, proceeded to regularize'
ownership of the expropriated area and, as a matter of priority, to allocate
it to the reformed sector, by granting individual title deeds to the rural
'Workers.

Between September 1973 and May 1978, 1,107,144 hectares were allocated
to rural co-operatives and 2,022,461 hectares to individual owners. In
addition, the situation regarding 2,807,463 hectares was regularized by
returning them to the legitimate owners.

In 1978, the Government is planning to complete the process of agrarian
reform, by regularizing the situation of land still in the hands of the
State.

Attention must also be dra,m to the technical assistance programme,
whereby each owner of a holding of less than 15 hectares is provided with
a package of services that includes farm management accounts, inputs, etc.
This package is subsidized to the extent of about $90 and in 1978 will
benefit 10,000 persons allocated land under the agrarian reform. Likewise,
since 1974; a vast training programme to improve the skills of the new
farm owners has been extended to all rural areas. Thus an attempt is
being made to ensure that rural workers, in addition to owning the land,
are able to work it efficiently in order to prOVide for the country's
food requirements.
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E. The situation of the indigenous populations

The Government of Chile protests strongly
the Ad Hoc Working Group under this heading.
follo~ing facts'

against the remarks made by
It bases its protest on the

(a) During its visit to Chile, the Working Group gave no intimation of ~
intention to visit the area in ~hich practically the whole of the country's
indigenous population lives;

(b) The Group rejected the suggestion made by representatives of the Chilean
Government that it should talk ~ith the Minister of Agriculture, ~ho is
in charge of very important aspects of this problem. What is more, during
its stay in Chile, the Group did not ask the Chilean Government anything
about the evidence it says it has received on this matter;

(c) The Group's information is based almost exclusively on libel and
pseudo-studies, ~ritten abroad by officials or sympathizers of the previous
regime since the present Government came into being. They are devoid of
all seriousness and aimed exclusively at creating centres of political
unrest or encouraging violence ~ithin the country;

(d) The Working Group and the Division of Human Rights had enough time to
translate and include these publications in the report; there was no time,
ho~ever, to analyse the Chilean Government's reply to a general question on
the problem raised by the lIorking Group, a reply \-lhich was submitted
~ithin the time-limit set by the Group but could not be brought to its
attention since the documents ~ere not translated in time;

(e) The inclusion of those paragraphs, ~ithout analysing the information
requested and simply repeating untruths and insults against the people
of Chile patently illustrates the lack of seriousness in dra~ing up the
report.

This lack of seriousness is so blatant that the Group cannot omit
mentioning the fact that important information has been received from
the Government and is included in the annex, and that it will analyse the
prcbl€~ carefully in its next report.

In vie~ of the prejudices it has shmm in this matter, the Group has
discredited itself as regards both its methods and the seriousness of
its approach.

The Government of Chile points out that these paragraphs reveal
irresponsibility and lack of respect towards a member country. For these
reasons, it has begun its comments with a strong protest, which it ~ill

repeat before the competent bodies.
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F. The right to health

1. The intention behind this section is to sho~ that the Government's
health policy represents a step back~ards. This fundamental assertion
is based on the political drift of the report, ~hich maintains that
socialized medicine and Stnto-"ccntrolled1\eai>;tb borvicco alone can make
for progress.

2. HO\~ever, this argument is debunked by the infonnation included by
tbe Group itself, as it recognizes the success of the Government's food
programme, the considerable decline in the infant mortality rate and the
larger volume of funds earmarked for health, ~hereas in previous reports
the Group affirmed quite the opposite.

3. The Government of Chile cannot fail to note that in paragraphs 777
and 778 the Group simply records a complaint it has received to the effect
that a group of doctors is submitting a group of seriously undernourished
un~eaned infants to an experiment ,~hich ~ill produce irreparable damage
to their central nervous systems.

The Government considers that the Group should not have included
this complaint because, as the Group itself states, it has not tried to
ascertain the opinions of the Government or of the relevant scientific
bodies. Accordingly, its inclusidn can only have a political purpose·
and it is intended to detract from the achievements mentioned in the
report.

4. Lastly, much of the material dealt with by tbe Group relating to the
organizational, administrative, budgetary and management aspects of
health policy is exclusively an internal matter for each State and it
lies outside the Group's terms of reference.

In this connexion, the Government declares that no opinion or
recommendation that the Group m8¥ s.eek to give it on this subject ,·,ill
be follo~ed by the Government of Chile. On such an important matter,
in ~hich one of the foremost tasks ·of every Government lies, kno~ledge,

a serious approach and scientific preparation are essential. On the
other hand, the Government ~ill continue to consult and seek advice
from the health organizations of the Inter-American System nnd of the
United NQ~ions. We believe that an analysis other than one from those
specialized bodies is not worth even the paper on which it is ~ritten.
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CHILE
ON THE REPORT OF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP

1. The Government of Chile is pleased to note the historic fact and the important
prececlent it has set, of being the first cOlmtry, in a period of emereency, to
allow a Working Group of the United Nations to enter the country in orcler to study
the existing situation of human riGhts in its territory, (,'Tanting the Group in
question the widest freedom of investiGation and movement, and ensurinG the fullest
safeguards for all persons and institutions coming into contact with the
Working Group during its visit to the country. It must be pointecl out that neither
the Ad Hoc Working Group, nor any of the institutions or persons interviewed by it
have expressed the sliGhtest doubt about Chile I s strict fulfilI:lent of its
commitruents.

2. This shows that the Government of Chile is pursuing a consistent international
policy - one it has alwa.ys followed - of recoenizing the c'x!lpetence of international
bodies to deal with matters connectecl with fundamental human rights. It is proud
to have given fresh proof of its long tradition in this field, which led it to
participate actively in the clrafting of the Universal Declaration of llunan RiGhts and
the International Covenants on Human llights.

3. The Gove=ent of Chile, in recording its pleasure at the Group's visit to
Chile, thereby carrying out in full the manc1.ate confe=ed on it by the Commission
on Human llights and the General "\ssembly, at the same time regrets that the visit
was not altogether as fruitful as it might have been, mainly because of the method
of work arbitrarily aclopted by the Group, which forced it to devoteI:lost of its
time to hearing testimony, instead of verifying on the spot the situations brought
to its notice.

4. The Government of Chile is gratified that the report, althOUGh it c1.oes not
expressly say so, establishes that,

(a) In Chile there are no gross or consistent violtltions of hur.mn riGhts;

(b) In Chile torture is not applied as a method of investiGation, nor is it
in general use, as was formely maintained;

(c) In Chile there is no regime of te=or;

(d) In Chile there is freedom of expression and journalists ar~ free to
exercise their profession;

(e) In Chile lawyers !Ik"W exercise their profp.ssion without difficulty and
defend their clients with all the guarantees granted by law, rec,'arcl.less of the
ideoloGY of such persons or the offence they may have committed;

(f) In Chile there are not thousands of missing persons. Moreover, in 1978
there was not a single case of this kind.

5. The Government of Chile would have prefe=ecl the Ad Hoc Working Group to a(lopt
a positive attitUde, by emphasizing the progress made in the situation in Chilo _
as would have been only right and objective - instead of maintaininc; silence,
especially as the facts enumerate'l in the foregoing paragraph are irrefutable.
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6. The report clearly points to the freedom which exists in Chile. The
1.,1 .fu?£ WorkinG Group was informed of a political crisis affecting a distinguishec1
member of the t.ono=atle Government Junta, and although it Gathered the views of the
opposi tion on a matter of internal sovereignty, it was able to verify the freedom
with which the matter was discussed publicly and even learne cl of the reactions of
General Leigh when he announcec1 that he might appeal to the courts of justice and
then clecic1ec1 not to do so.

7. The Government of Chile regrets that in some chapters of the report the
Ad Hoc Workine Group ac10pts riS'id ideoloGical a tti tudes and clisreeards the
information suppliecl by the Government of Chile or the informaticm from
international organizations, thereby cletracting from the report's reliability.

8. The Government of Chile protests at the interference of the Ac1 Hoc Workinc
Group in matters fallinc exclusively within the internal sovereignty of the
State of Chile, as in the chapters dealing wi th the organization of the State, the
functioning of the public authorities, the functioning of the courts of justice,
the building of a new political reality, financial, labour and health matters, etc.
The 'forking Group, by stretching the content of hunan rights and its terms of
referenoe to incredible limits, might even jeopardize the consolic1ation of previous
achievements. According to the Working Group's interpretation, tho report could
cn'III"T. gny matter whatsoever, since in the final analysis everything is related to
mankind and thus to human rights. This is clearly unacceptable and incompatible
with- the Charter of the United Nations, wi th the le tter anc1 the spiri t of the
relevant international conventions, and wi th the practice of international
organizations in this respect.

9. The Gove=ent of Chile draws attention to the anomalous practice cenerally
followecl by the Working Group of including at length in the text of the report
the testimonies received, even those which arc anonymous ancl vague ancl, in contrast,
relegating to the annexes the information suppliecl by the Government ancl the replies
to questions formulate cl by the Working Group itself. It follows from this practice
that there is an intention to produce a distorted impression of the real situation
in Chile.

10. Finally, the Government of Chile cleplores the fnct that the 1\(1 Hoc Workin"
Group has not recorded in its re;:ort the chance meetings with so mo,ny Chileans
durinG" its visit to Chile ancl their spontaneous testimony which bears witness to
actual conditions in the country and, with no pretence to any political or other
objective, faithfully reflects their feelin"s ancl views with re"nrc1 to the
situation in Chile todny.
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